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Although China became the first trading country in the world in 2013, there was still a big gap from the target of a “trading power” with high quality and technology as well as strong competitiveness and creativity. Currently, China’s economy still faces many difficulties and challenges, including the big pressure of economic downturn and the pains of structural adjustment. In the future, the growth rate of world’s economy may show a slight rise, but it is difficult to significantly change the trend of recovery weakness. In the “new normal” context that China’s economic growth declines from a high speed to a middle-high speed, economic structure is constantly optimized and upgraded, and the element-driven and investment-driven mode turns into innovation-driven mode, professional economic and trading exhibitions, as an effective channel of optimizing industrial structure, encouraging scientific and technological innovation, exploiting trade and investment markets, and promoting balanced development between export and trade, should catch the opportunity to help China’s enterprises to realize transformation and upgrade, push up economic development, enhance economic quality and efficiency, and cultivate new advantages in international competitiveness.

China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT) has held and participated in economic and trade exhibitions around the world since 60 years ago. Since the reform and opening-up, especially when China entered into WTO, CCPIT has given full play to its advantages to provide management and other services for overall, coordinated and sustainable development of China’s exhibition economy, and put up an effective platform for extensive exhibition organizers and exhibitors to carry out international exchange and economic and trade cooperation, thus making its contributions to the prosperous development of China’s exhibition industry.

CCPIT began to edit and publish Fairs and Exhibitions in China since 1995 and issued the first China Exhibition Almanac in 1999. From the year of 2004, CCPIT has organized experts in exhibition industry to write Annual Report on China’s Exhibition Industry based on a great deal of investigation and analysis. In 2005, CCPIT, jointly with UFI, IAEE and SISO, founded China Expo Forum for International Cooperation (CEFEO), and issued the first Annual Report on China’s Exhibition Industry in the forum. These publications offer reliable information and valuable decision-making references for China’s government sector, chambers of commerce and associations, exhibition industry, foreign trade enterprises, foreign business institutions and enterprises, and promote further legislation, marketization, industrialization and internationalization of China’s exhibition economy.

Through long-term organization of exhibitions and professional publishing work, CCPIT has accumulated a large amount of data and information on exhibitions, venues and exhibition enterprises. Since 2012, CCPIT has speeded up information construction of exhibition, and established the exhibition information collection system among trade promotion units distributed in various provinces and cities and different industries to manage and analyze exhibition data collected by the entire system, edit and issue special publications of CCPIT, perform annual review and outlook on China’s exhibition economy, and meanwhile build www.fair123.cn and other digital information sharing platforms. Data is the basic coordinate of exhibition management, service, decision-making and innovation, and also the solid basis for us to provide authoritative and credible public service. On the basis of scientific data collection and analysis, CCPIT has made a solid step towards the big data era of exhibition industry.

We sincerely hope that the professional publications and exhibition information network built by CCPIT based on its particular organization positioning, industrial experience and network resources can provide more valuable references and help for governmental sector to manage exhibitions, public institutions to better serve exhibitions, industrial organizations to hold exhibitions, and extensive enterprises to participate in exhibitions, and expect all parties regard exhibition as a platform to set up a positively interactive bridge and commonly embrace opportunities and challenges of exhibition industry, so as to achieve cooperation and win-win result and drive the prosperity and development of world’s economy.
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Editor’s Note

Since the year 1995, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade has edited and published *Fairs and Exhibitions in China* every year in which the information of economic and trade exhibitions held in Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan is collected and released in both Chinese and English. Over the years, the book has provided significant assistance to its users in understanding and participating in China’s economic and trade exhibitions. It has won permanent users from Economic and Commercial Office of Chinese embassies and consulates abroad, exhibition agencies and exhibition research institutes from home and abroad, trade associations, foreign embassies and consulates in China, foreign economic and trade promotion organizations and transnational enterprises.

In recent years, we have further improved the accuracy and comprehensiveness of information in *Fairs and Exhibitions in China* by efforts of adjusting and improving the mechanism of editorial committee, integrating resources of trade promotion system and establishing the institution of exhibition information gathering, etc. which has been accepted among the readers. In editing *Fairs and Exhibitions in China (2015)*, we continue to intensify our efforts to integrate resources, and we hope to provide more accurate and extensive information for you.

I will make special instructions on the following aspects:

I. Style Designing

This book lists economic and trade exhibitions held in Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan in 2015 in detail according to the host cities. It provides the relevant detailed information of every exhibition, and supplements industry index for users’ reference. The book is in both English and Chinese.

II. Efforts to Improve Accuracy

The work of information collection, organization and database construction of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT) has been done for nearly 20 years. The editors have gathered the information of exhibitions nationwide comprehensively relying on the networks of local and industrial sub-councils of CCPIT and through direct and extensive cooperation with exhibition organizers at home and abroad, exhibition venues and professional media of exhibitions. In 2014, CCPIT continues to improve the institution of exhibition information gathering built nationwide within the whole system so as to ensure the sustainable development of the work.

Data in this book comes from local and industrial sub-councils of CCPIT, other exhibition organizers, exhibition venues and independent collection of information by domestic public media (networks and newspapers). The editors try to improve the authenticity and accuracy of information through cross-check and verification by various channels including websites, paper media, telephone and e-mail, etc..

III. Limitation and Authenticity

Economic and trade exhibitions are the key component of exhibition economy as well as the type of exhibition that contribute the most to local economy. They can better represent the direction and content of exhibition economic development. Therefore, this book only includes economic and trade exhibitions while other public exhibitions of culture, art, festivals, talent market and science and technology are not included.

Due to the different manners towards data publication by data providers as well as the limitations of manpower and time, it is hard for the editors to cover each and every one of the exhibitions in China. By December 1st, 2014, the book has included 1387 projects of economic and trade exhibition held in 33 provinces, autonomous regions, municipalities and special economic zones.

As exhibition organizers may modify dates and locations of the exhibitions, and even change, cancel and add exhibition projects in the process of making preparations, the editors cannot update every one of them. Therefore, the editors have tried the best to approach the truth, and we regret that
we cannot provide further interpretations, corrections and updates to the content.

If users plan to conduct further business activities based on this book, please contact the exhibition organizers to verify the information. Users are responsible for possible consequences.

IV. Issue and Information Sharing

This text and printing books of *Fairs and Exhibitions in China (2015)* are public service products of CCPIT, and cannot be used for marketing and other commercial purposes by any organizations or individuals.

CCPIT works to build a digital network platform of exhibition information sharing. Users can visit www.fair123.cn for more information concerning this book and the exhibition industry.

*Fairs and Exhibitions in China, Annual Report of China's Exhibition Industry,* and *China's Exhibition Almanac* are a series of exhibition publications compiled by CCPIT. The editing team does its best to promote information sharing, market transparency and comprehensive, coordinated and sustainable development of China’s exhibition industry. However, restricted by our ability and external conditions, we are bound to have deficiencies. We welcome criticisms and corrections from all fields!
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2015 China Wuhan International Hairdressing, Bodybuilding & Cosmetic Products Expo ................................................................. 373
2015 the 3\textsuperscript{rd} Central China Cosmetic Industry Expo/Hunan United Cosmetic Brand Display & Sourcing Fair (Spring) ........................................................................ 375
2015 Central China Hairdressing and Cosmetic Products & Health Industry Expo (Autumn) ........................................................................ 377
2015 the 21\textsuperscript{st} Nanjing International Beauty & Cosmetic Expo ........................................................................ 382
2015 Shandong (Jinan) International Cosmetic Industry Expo (Spring) ........................................................................ 405
2015 China (Qingdao) International Hairdressing, Bodybuilding & Cosmetic Supplies Expo ........................................................................ 415
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015 China (Shanghai) Agricultural Products Trade Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 China (Chengdu) International Pet &amp; Aquarium Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 14th South Xinjiang Agriculture Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 12th Southwest China Agricultural Products Expo/The 7th Southwest China Seed Industry Expo/The 5th Water-Saving Irrigation, Horticulture Materials &amp; Agricultural Machinery Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 China (Hefei) International Pet Supplies Exhibition &amp; CKU Anhui All-breed Championship Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 China (Hefei Anhui) Agricultural Industrialization Trade Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 2nd China (Beijing) International Pet Supplies Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 China International Modern Agriculture Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 3rd China (Beijing) International Irrigation/Technology Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 China International Fishing Industry Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 10th China (Xiamen)International Fisheries Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 13th Guangxi Agricultural Information Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 China (Guiyang) International Featured Commodity Fair of Agricultural Product</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 27th Hebei Plant Protection Information, Pesticide &amp; Instrument Exchange Conference</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 19th China (Langfang) Agricultural Products Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 8th Hebei Fertilizer Information &amp; Product Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 4th Hebei Timbers, Seeds &amp; Seedlings Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 4th National Veterinary Medicine, Fodder &amp; Animal Husbandry Equipment Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 7th Central China Swine Industry Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 3rd Central China Modern Agricultural Technology Exhibition/The 13th China High-Quality Rice Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Henan Seed Information Exchange Fair &amp; Product Exhibition (Summer)</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 National Agricultural Machinery Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 16th Heilongjiang Fertilizer Technology Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 32nd Wuhan Seed Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 6th South China Veterinarian Conference</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the Northeast Seedlings and Green Materials Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 14th Suzhou International Agricultural Products Trade Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 4th Hefei Plastic &amp; Rubber Industry Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 9th China (Hefei) International Culture Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 9th China (Hefei) International Household Appliances &amp; Consumer Electronics Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 31st Wedding Dress, Banquet, Beauty &amp; Jewelry Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Macao International Environmental Co-operation Forum &amp; Exhibition (MIECF)</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Asia Funeral and Cemetery Expo &amp; Conference</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Global Gambling &amp; Recreation Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 6th Asian Wedding Celebration Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 20th Macao International Trade &amp; Investment Fair (MIF)</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Beijing Jewelry Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Beijing Jewelry Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Beijing Jewelry Exhibitions</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Beijing Jewelry Ornaments Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Beijing Beautiful Country Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Beijing Jewelry Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Beijing Jewelry Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 25th China International Fishing Tools Trade Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 China International Golf Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 4th Beijing Overseas House Purchasing, Immigration Investment &amp; High-End Lifestyle Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 25th China International Recreation Facility &amp; Equipment Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 China International Broadcasting Information Network Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 19th China (Beijing) Wedding Dress Photographic Supply &amp; Framed Art Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Beijing Online Business Franchise Channel Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 25th Beijing International Franchise Channel Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 China Outbound Travel &amp; Tourism Trade Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 18th China (Beijing) International Medical Equipment Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Beijing Real Estate Trade Fair (Spring)</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2015 the 13th Chongqing Wedding Expo .......................................................... 300
2015 the 11th Western China International Plastic Industry Exhibition .......................................................... 301
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2015 the 15th China Metal & Metallurgy Exhibition .......................................................... 302
2015 Duzu International Hardware Expo .......................................................... 302
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2015 Central & Western China Plastic & Rubber Fair .......................................................... 304
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2015 the Cross-Strait Fair for Economy and Trade .......................................................... 306
2015 the Cross-Strait Electric Motor & Appliance Expo .......................................................... 307
2015 the 17th Jinjiang Footwear International Exhibition, China .......................................................... 307
2015 Straits Textile Clothing Fair .......................................................... 307
2015 The 10th China (Xiamen) International Buddhist Items Crafts Fair .......................................................... 309
2015 the 7th Cross-Strait Modern Agriculture Expo/The 17th Cross-Strait Flower Expo .......................................................... 310
2015 the 4th China (Lanzhou) Collection Air Expo .......................................................... 310
2015 China (Lanzhou) Investment & Trade Fair .......................................................... 310
2015 the 8th Gansu International Agriculture Fair/The 6th Gansu International Agricultural Machinery Expo .......................................................... 311
2015 the 7th Dongguan Tea Industry Expo (Spring) .................................................. 311
2015 the 6th Dongguan Modern Wedding Exhibition ................................................ 312
2015 the 7th Dongguan Modern Wedding Exhibition ................................................ 313
Firefly ACG Festival '2015 ..................................................................................... 313
The 6th China (Guangzhou) International Arts & Crafts, Works of Art Collections & Redwood Culture Expo ................................................................. 313
The 30th Guangzhou Franchise Exhibition/The 14th Guangzhou Investment & Finance Expo ................................................................. 313
2015 Guangzhou International Travel Fair ............................................................. 314
2015 China Plas ..................................................................................................... 317
2015 TFC Global Mobile Game Developers Conference & Game Fair (Spring) ........ 317
Dive China 2015 .................................................................................................. 320
Firefly ACG Festival '2015 ..................................................................................... 320
2015 the 9th China (Guangzhou) International Billiards Exhibition ....................... 321
2015 the 3rd China (Guangzhou) International Vending Machines & Self-Service Facilities Fair ................................................................. 321
2015 Pearl River Delta Real Estate Expo ............................................................... 323
2015 the Guangzhou International Metal & Metallurgy Industry Exhibition ............ 327
2015 the 16th Guangzhou International Casting, Die Casting & Industrial Furnace Exhibition ................................................................. 328
2015 the 16th Guangzhou International Fastener & Equipment Exhibition ............. 328
2015 China (Guangzhou) International Finance Expo ............................................ 328
2015 the 2nd Guangzhou International Agilawood Culture Exhibition ................. 329
2015 China (Guangzhou) International Tourism Industry Expo / Hotel Supplies Exhibition ................................................................. 332
2015 TFC Global Mobile Game Developers Conference & Game Fair (Autumn) ...... 333
2015 Canton International Art and Collection Fair .................................................. 334
The 6th Huizhou Wedding Culture Expo ............................................................... 336
2015 China (Shenzhen) International Industrial Fair ............................................... 337
2015 Shenzhen Wedding Expo (Summer) ............................................................. 337
China (Shenzhen) International Cultural Industries Fair ........................................ 339
2015 the 7th China (Shenzhen) International Franchising Fair ............................ 340
2015 Shenzhen Exhibition on Sheet Metal Technology & Metal Processing ......... 342
2015 Shenzhen Wedding Expo (Summer) ............................................................. 342
2015 Shenzhen International licensing Fire ......................................................... 342
2015 the 42nd Shenzhen Summer Real Estate Fair / The 10th Urban Land Exhibition 343
2015 the 14th China (Shenzhen) International Adhesive Tape Protective Film & Optical Film Expo ................................................................. 345
2015 the 3rd Session of Guizhou Franchise Expo .................................................. 350
2015 China (Hainan) International Ocean Fisheries Expo .................................... 350
China (Hainan) International Golf Tourism Expo .................................................. 351
2015 Anping International Wire & Net Expo .......................................................... 351
2015 China (Lang Fang) Spring Fishing Tackle Exhibition .................................. 351
2015 China (Langfang) Economic & Trade Fair .................................................... 352
2015 Hebei (Langfang) Tattoo Art Exhibition ...................................................... 352
2015 China (Langfang) International Pigeon Exhibition ...................................... 352
2015 Shijiazhuang TV Wedding Expo ................................................................. 353
2015 China Hebei International Buddhist Ceremony Goods Exhibition ................ 355
2015 Shijiazhuang Wedding Expo (Autumn) ........................................................ 355
2015 the 5th Tangshan International Fashionable Life Exhibition ....................... 356
2015 Luoyang Fishing Gear & Outdoor Goods Exhibition ..................................... 356
2015 the 6th China (Luoyang) International Hairdressing & Cosmetic Supplies Expo ................................................................. 357
2015 Central China International Urban Pipe Network Construction Exhibition .... 358
2015 Central China (Zhengzhou) Plastic Industry Expo ...................................... 359
2015 the 23rd Zhengzhou International Franchise Chain Exhibition .................. 362
2015 China (Zhengzhou) Self-Driving Industry Fair .......................................... 364
2015 the 3rd China Daqing Artwork Expo ............................................................. 365
2015 China (Harbin) Tourism Commodities Fair & Outdoor Leisure Goods Exhibition ................................................................. 367
2015 the 10th Heilongjian International Culture & Art Industry Expo .................. 367
Agriculture & Food Expo Harbin 2015 ............................................................... 367
2015 China (Wuhan) Wedding Expo (Spring) ....................................................... 369
2015 China (Wuhan) Fishing Supplies Exhibition (Spring) .................................. 372
2015 the 9th Central China Investment & Trade Expo ........................................... 372
2015 the 14th Wuhan Wedding Expo ................................................................. 373
2015 the 16th Wuhan International Auto Exhibition ............................................ 373
2015 the 12th Optics Valley of China International Optical & Electronical Products Expo & Forum ................................................................. 374
2015 China (Changsha) Outdoor Leisure Goods Industry Expo
2015 the 4th Hunan Haotian Fishing Gears Exhibition (Spring)
2015 the 16th China (Changchun) International Industrial Equipment Exhibition
2015 China (Changchun) International Rail Transit Exhibition
2015 Xici Net Friends Spring Wedding Expo
2015 the 3rd Nanjing International Buddhist Cultural Items & Crafts Fair
2015 the 10th Asia Outdoor Trade Show
2015 the 11th China (Nanjing) International Software Product & Information Service Expo
2015 the 10th Suzhou Wedding Expo
2015 the 4th China (Suzhou) Cultural Creativity & Design Industry Fair
2015 the 21st Suzhou Housing Industry Expo
2015 China (Taizhou) International Medical Expo
2015 the 5th China (Wuxi) International Culture & Art Industry Fair
2015 China (Wuxi) New Energy Conference & Exhibition
2015 the 3rd Central China (Nanchang) New Energy & Electrical Vehicles, Tricycles Exhibition
2015 Zhengzhou Jiangxi Fishing Gear Exhibition (Spring)
2015 the 13th Dalian International Industry Exhibition
2015 the 14th China (Dalian) Animation, Cartoon & Video Game Expo
2015 China (Dalian) International Automotive Exhibition
2015 the 6th China (Shenyang) Animation Arcade Expo Winter Carnival
2015 the 4th Shenyang Luxury Culture Fair / Artistic Masterpiece & Red Wood Furniture Exhibition
2015 the 10th Northeast China Tourism Fair
The 4th China Four Treasures of Liaoning Artwork Expo
2015 the 12th East Asia Liaoning International Tourism Fair
2015 the 2nd Northeast China (Shenyang) Buddhist Ceremony Supplies Exhibition
2015 the 7th China (Shenyang) Animation, Cartoon & Video Game Expo
2015 the 7th West China (Yinchuan) Limo Expo
2015 China-Arab States Expo
2015 China (Heze) International Agricultural Products Fair
2015 the 13th Jinan Wedding Photography Equipment Exhibition / Theme Photography and Photo Album & Frame Exhibition
2015 North China Cultural Products Fair
2015 the 7th China (Jinan) Fishing Equipment Exhibition (Spring)
2015 the 12th Shandong International Classical Red Wood Furniture & Collectible Expo
2015 China (Jinan) International Buddhist Culture Supplies Exhibition / Shandong International Vegetarian Diet & Health-Nourishing Exhibition / Shandong International Agilawood Exhibition
2015 the 16th China Wealth-Creating Project Exhibition
2015 China (Jinan) International Children Industry Expo
2015 Jinan TV Wedding Expo / National Celebration Supplies Fair
2015 the 7th China (Shandong) Painting & Calligraphy Masterpieces Exhibition
2015 the 13th China (Shandong) International Tourism Fair
2015 Qilu Real Estate Fair (Autumn)
2015 the 10th China (Qingdao) Franchise, Investment & Pioneering Projects Exhibition
2015 the 18th China (Qingdao) International Artware, Artwork, Collectible & Classical Furniture Expo
2015 the 6th Qingdao Dream-Craft Original Fan Works Exhibition
2015 the 12th China (Qingdao) International Rubber Technology Exhibition / The 11th China International Tire & Wheel Exhibition
The 13th Qingdao Real Estate, Building Design & Decoration Exhibition / Qingdao Spring Housing Exhibition
2015 China International Marine Expo / China (Qingdao) International Boats Exhibition
2015 China (Qingdao) International Buddhist Ceremony Supplies Exhibition / 2015 China (Qingdao) International Agilawood Culture Exhibition
2015 China International Rubber Industry Expo
The 8th China International Agricultural Products Fair / 2015 China (Weifang) International Food Brands Exhibition
2015 China (Taiyuan) Buddhist Culture Expo
2015 China (Shanxi) Special Agricultural Products Trade Expo
2015 China (Xi’an) Wedding Industry Procurement Expo
The 6th Xian Animation, Cartoon & Video Game Festival
The 4th Western China Multinational Sourcing Fair
2015 Shanghai Qiyang Jewelry Ornaments Exhibition
2015 Modern Martial Expo
2015 the 16th China International Agrochemical & Crop Protection Exhibition
2015 the 20th China (Shanghai) Retail Expo
2015 the 17th Shanghai Real Estate Market Exhibition (Spring)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 2nd China Shanghai International Restaurant Chain and Digital Management Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 11th Shanghai Art and Frame Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Crafts 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Money Expo 2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Shanghai Fair on Investment in Property</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 8th Shanghai Overseas Property, Immigration &amp; Investment Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal+ Metallurgy China 2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Chengdu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Shanghai Leisure Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 18th Shanghai Venture Projects Investment and Franchise Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 22nd Shanghai Chain to Join Exhibition (Spring)</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 International Underwater Sports &amp; Travel Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT &amp; CM China 2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 China (Shanghai) International Vibration Equipment &amp; Technology Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Shanghai International Sorting Equipment &amp; Technology Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 4th Shanghai International Road-trip&amp; RV Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 6th Shanghai International High-end Lifestyle Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 4th International Bridge and Tunnel Technology Conference &amp; Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLSE 2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Shanghai World Travel Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 9th Shanghai Overseas Property, Immigration &amp; Investment Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 20th Beijing Essen Welding &amp; Cutting Fair</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Fasten Expo Shanghai /Automotive Fastens, Stamping Parts &amp; Lathe Parts Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai Online Financial Fair 2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum China 2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 10th China International Die Casting Congress &amp; Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 11th China International Animation, Cartoon &amp; Video Game Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 13th ChinaJoy</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care Expo China 2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 14th Asian-Pacific International Plastics &amp; Rubber Industry Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BolognaFiere SH Contemporary 2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 9th Shanghai International Stainless Steel Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 13th China International Tire Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 10th Shanghai Overseas Property, Immigration &amp; Investment Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai Money Fair 2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 11th Shanghai Metal Expo</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 15th ACE Conference</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 7th Shanghai International Metal &amp; Metallurgy Industry Exhibition</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 15th China International Exhibition on Rubber &amp; Elastomer</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 China International Beverage Industry Exhibition on Science and Technology</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 4th International Remanufacturing Expo</td>
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### Anhui

**Bozhou**

**2015 Bozhou International Exhibition on Traditional Chinese Medicine/The 31st Traditional Chinese Medicine Expo**

**Date:** 2015-09-08—2015-09-10  
**City:** Bozhou  
**Venue:** Bozhou Exhibition Center (Chinese Herb Transaction Center)  
**Classification:** Medical Service  
**Organizer:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Anhui Sub-Council, the People's Government of Bozhou Municipality, Anhui Food & Drug Administration, Beijing Tongrentang (Group) Co., Ltd., Kangmei Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Exhibits:** authentic medicinal material origins, TCM material distributors, raw materials of TCM, TCM materials, TCM material trading markets, storage bases, TCM industrial parks, TCM technology mails and markets, pharmaceutical enterprises, healthcare product manufacturers, agents and retailers, pharmaceutical equipment manufacturers and retailers, TCM research achievements, medical device manufacturers, agents and retailers, wine producers, agents and retailers, wine packaging material producers, agents and retailers, producers, agents and retailers of famous and special products of various regions, others  
**Contacts:** Mr. Liu  
**Tel:** 86-558-5198808  
**Fax:** 86-558-5198808  
**Email:** bzycz@126.com  
**Website:** www.bz-tcme.com

### Hefei

**2015 China (Hefei) International Pet Supplies Exhibition & CKU Anhui All-breed Championship Exhibition**

**Date:** 2015-03-01—2015-03-02  
**City:** Hefei  
**Venue:** Anhui International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Classification:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry  
**Organizer:** Hefei Municipal Kennel Association, Hefei Municipal Kennel Association, Anhui Zunchong Culture & Media Co., Ltd., S Colourful Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hefei Huili Culture & Media Co., Ltd.  
**Area:** 8000 m²  
**Exhibits:** pet food, staple food, snacks, dietary supplements, articles, daily-use articles, apparels, belt, toys, beauty and care and training products, medicine, medical equipment, vaccine, drug, hospital; aquarium products, spectacular fish, aquarium and accessories, oxygenation equipment  
**Contacts:** Mr. Hong  
**Tel:** 86-551-63351106  
**Email:** 313893078@qq.com

**2015 China (Hefei) International Household Appliances' Accessories & Supporting Services Sourcing Fair**

**Date:** 2015-03-26—2015-03-28  
**City:** Hefei  
**Venue:** Hefei Binhui International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Classification:** Furniture & Houseware  
**Exhibits:** different kinds of compressors, electrical machines & electrical heating devices for household appliances, all kinds of temperature controllers, protective devices, sensors, integrated circuits, capacitances & specialty chips, IC design, manufacture & services, panels for microwave & gas cooker, household appliance used color-coated sheets, glass panel, steels, plastics, panel display technology, LED components, module & products, refrigerant, foaming agent, vacuum insulation panel, household manufacturing equipment & technology, appliance testing equipment, standard & authentication services, appliance consultation services, solar energy components for household appliances, household appliance design, development, technical services, authentication, logistics & media  
**Contacts:** Fang Fang  
**Tel:** 86-551-68190062  
**Fax:** 86-551-65837134  
**Email:** 731160817@qq.com  
**Website:** www.ahcape.com

**2015 the 3rd China (Hefei) Construction Machinery Exhibition**

**Date:** 2015-03-28—2015-03-30  
**City:** Hefei  
**Venue:** Anhui International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Classification:** Building & Decoration Material  
**Host:** Hefei Municipal People's Government  
**Organizer:** Hefei Economic and Information Technology Committee  
**Area:** 25000 m²  
**Exhibits:** municipal engineering machinery, constructing machinery, special vehicle for building, engineering material, parts, components and auxiliary equipment  
**Contacts:** Mr. Xu  
**Tel:** 86-551-2307263  
**Fax:** 86-551-2307110  
**Email:** 723295880@qq.com  
**Website:** www.gejxz.com

**2015 the 4th Hefei Plastic & Rubber Industry Exhibition**

**Date:** 2015-04-09—2015-04-11  
**City:** Hefei  
**Venue:** Anhui International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Classification:** Other  
**Organizer:** Anhui Tianbo Convention & Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Exhibits:** jade, emerald, nephrite jade, agalmatolite, heliotrope, and etc.  
**Contacts:** Guo Qifang  
**Tel:** 86-551-63436999  
**Fax:** 86-551-65837134  
**Email:** tianbohz@163.com

**2015 China (Anhui) International Sugar, Wine & Food Fair**

**Date:** 2015-04-24—2015-04-26  
**City:** Hefei  
**Venue:** Anhui International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Classification:** Food & Beverage  
**Organizer:** Anhui Huashun Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Area:** 45000 m²  
**Exhibits:** all kinds of foods, spices, additives, ingredients, food processing machinery, food packaging materials production and sales enterprise, etc., all kinds of liquors and beverages production and sales

Date: 2015-04-24—2015-04-26
City: Hefei
Venue: China • Blossom City Convention and Exhibition Center in Central China
Classification: Transportation
Host: The Bureau of Commerce of Anhui Province, Anhui Chain Store Franchise Association
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: whole car booth: electric bicycles, tricycles, trams, electric cars, fuel bicycle, motorcycle, baby stroller, all kinds of new energy vehicles, special vehicles, and outdoor sports instruments and equipment; spare parts and supporting products booth: batteries, motors, controllers, tires, chargers, power supply, trunk, lock, pump, and helmet; electric car manufacturing technology, materials, coatings, and equipment
Contacts: Manager Wang
Tel: 86-551-62108989
Fax: 86-551-62109499
Email: zhongbo888999@163.com

2015 Central China International Equipment Manufacturing Industry Fair/Anhui International Industrial Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-08—2015-05-10
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Anhui Machine Industry Association
Organizer: Tarsus Exhibition Group Anhui Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: metal cutting, forming & non-traditional processing machine tool, numerical control & display system, machine tool appliance, accessories & auxiliary equipment, abrasive & grinding machine, cutter, clamping apparatus, machine tool & instrument inspection & measurement equipment, industrial automation, electrical system, robot technology, industrial automation & information technology & software, micro-system technology, electrical equipment & technology
Contacts: Ren Jian
Tel: 86-551-3621712
Fax: 86-551-3653201
Email: ahrj666@vip.163.com
Website: www.ccieme.com.cn

2015 the 10th China (Anhui) International Wine & Food Fair

Date: 2015-05-09—2015-05-11
City: Hefei
Venue: Anhui International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Anhui Huashun Exhibition Co., Ltd
Area: 45000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of foods, spices, additives, ingredients; food processing machineries; food packaging materials production and sales enterprise, etc.; all kinds of liquors and beverages production and sales enterprises
Tel: 86-551-67102222
Fax: 86-551-67105588
Email: huashun9999@126.com

2015 the 6th Anhui Advertisement Printing & Packaging Industry Exhibition/2015 the 9th Anhui Advertisement Equipment, LED & Signboard Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-17—2015-05-19
City: Hefei
Venue: Anhui International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Anhui Printing Association, Tarsus Hope Exhibition Group, Tarsus Exhibition Group Anhui Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Nanjing Yadong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: prepress equipment, printing equipment, book-publishing equipment, postpress equipment, and corrugating box packaging production equipment, printing material, packaging technology equipment and the material, paper, packaging, printing quality detection instrument; printing, packaging enterprise show, advertising making technology equipment the material, and carved, identifies, signs equipment the material, and pressure acrylic equipment the material, LED, neon, and big screen, displayed the application equipment, various electronic displayed equipment, image transmission displayed equipment, city bright of engineering technology equipment, exhibition show, POP and commercial facilities, advertising photography, advertising gifts and crafts
Contacts: Mr. Sun
Tel: 86-551-3622510
Fax: 86-551-3622510
Email: sean@hope-tarsus.com
Website: www.ahfiae.cn

2015 the 10th China (Anhui) International Electric Vehicles Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-29—2015-08-31
City: Hefei
Venue: Anhui International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Shandong Zhongmao International Economic & Trade Service Center, Anhui Huashun Exhibition Co., Ltd
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: whole car booth: various electric cars: lithium tram, tricycle and four-wheeled car, beach car, skateboard car, van, wheelchair car, classic car, handling car, power car, and leisure car; parts and components booth: battery, lithium battery, motor, and controller, and other related accessories and supporting products; new energy car booth: electric car, coach, bus, travel car, pure electric special car, sanitation car, post car, small van, golf car, motorhome, forklift, handling car, and tourist car, medical car, police car, and others
Tel: 86-551-67102222
Fax: 86-551-67105588
Email: huashun9999@126.com

2015 China (Hefei Anhui) Agricultural Industrialization Trade Fair

Date: 2015-09
City: Hefei
Venue: Anhui International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Organizer: Anhui Province Agriculture Committee, Agriculture
Industrialization Office of the Ministry of Agriculture, Anhui International Conference and Exhibition Center
Area: 24000 m²
Exhibits: indoor exhibitions: agricultural industry development achievements of Anhui Province and brand-name and high-quality agricultural products of China, distinctive agricultural products of Taiwan, foreign distinctive agricultural products mainly from central and eastern Europe, e-commerce demonstration and experience, assisted construction projects in Tibet, Xinjiang and Sichuan; outdoor exhibitions: seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, chery agricultural machinery
Tel: 86-551-62666830,62673966,62676699,62666830
Fax: 86-551-62666830
Email: anhuicyh718@tom.com

2015 the 9th China (Hefei) International Culture Expo
Date: 2015-09-19—2015-09-22
City: Hefei
Venue: Anhui International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: Publicity Department of Hefei Municipal Party Committee of the CPC, Zhongshe International Exhibition
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: China International Cultural & Creative Industry Expo has 7 exhibition halls, with 10,000 standard booths. The 7 primary specialized exhibition halls include comprehensive cultural industry exhibition hall, exquisite calligraphy and painting exhibition hall, creative design & life exhibition hall, intangible cultural heritage exhibition hall, news publication industry exhibition hall and cultural technology exhibition hall. Apart from domestic enterprises, the expo also attracts the attention of cultural enterprises from Taiwan and foreign countries in the world.
Contacts: Zhou Xingyue
Tel: 86-551-68104806
Fax: 86-551-68104809

2015 the 9th China (Hefei) International Household Appliances & Consumer Electronics Fair
Date: 2015-11
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: The People’s Government of Anhui Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: The People’s Government of Hefei Municipality, Anhui Economic and Information Commission
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: global new products and new technology of household appliances and consumer electronics, including household appliances, consumer electronics, automotive electronics, small electric appliances, smart home and PV products
Contacts: Wang Xue
Tel: 86-551-62611771

2015 Wuhu International New Energy Automobile & Electric Vehicle Exhibition
Date: 2015-01-16—2015-0118
City: Wuhu
Venue: Wuhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: The People’s Government of Anhui Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: The People’s Government of Hefei Municipality, Anhui Economic and Information Commission
Area: 5000m²

Macao

2015 the 31st Wedding Dress, Banquet, Beauty & Jewelry Exhibition
Date: 2015-01-23—2015-01-25
City: Macao
Venue: The Venetian Macao Resort Hotel - Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: A Plus Pr & Advertising Company
Tel: 86-10-56244936
Fax: 86-10-84786031
Email: zgbjqy@126.com
Website: www.qiyangbj.com

2015 Macao International Environmental Co-operation Forum & Exhibition (MIECF)
Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-28
City: Macao
Venue: The Venetian Macao Resort Hotel - Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: A Plus Pr & Advertising Company

2015 Asia Funeral and Cemetery Expo & Conference
Date: 2015-05-12—2015-05-14
City: Macao
Venue: Macao Tower Convention and Entertainment Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: A Plus Pr & Advertising Company

2015 Global Gambling & Recreation Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-19—2015-05-21
City: Macao
Venue: The Venetian Macao Resort Hotel - Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: A Plus Pr & Advertising Company

2015 the 6th Asian Wedding Celebration Expo
Date: 2015-09-25—2015-09-27
City: Macao
Venue: Macao Tower Convention and Entertainment Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: A Plus Pr & Advertising Company

The 20th Macao International Trade & Investment Fair (MIF)
Date: 2015-10-22—2015-10-25
City: Macao
Venue: The Venetian Macao Resort Hotel - Convention and Exhibition Center
Beijing

2015 Beijing Jewelry Exhibition
Date: 2015-01-01—2015-01-04
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: A Plus Pr & Advertising Company
Area: 6000 m²

2015 Beijing New Year's Day Jewelry & Jade Festival
Date: 2015-01-02—2015-01-05
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing International Convention Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: China Jewelry Jade Jewelry Industry Association, China Qiyang Conference and Exhibition Group, Beijing Qiyang International Exhibition Co., Ltd, Tianjin Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hangzhou Qiyang Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd., Qiyang Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Qiyang International Exhibition Co., Ltd, Tianjin Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hangzhou Qiyang Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 3000 m²
Exhibits: jade, jewelry
Contacts: Yang Qiang
Tel: 86-10-56244936
Fax: 86-10-84786031
Email: zgjqy@126.com
Website: www.qiyangbj.com

2015 Beijing International Jewelry, Jade & Ornaments Exhibition
Date: 2015-01-04—2015-01-07
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: The All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce Industry Union Metal Jewelry Industry Comerce of Gold and Silver Jewelry Industry Association
Organizer: Zhongxinlianhe International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: diamond & gemstone, jewelry, pearl, coral & jadeestone equipment & instrument, and popular accessories
Contacts: Yang Yahong
Tel: 86-10-84968781
Fax: 86-10-84966225
Email: jackie_yang87@126.com
Website: www.fur-fair.com

2015 Beijing Book Fair
Date: 2015-01-08—2015-01-10
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: The Publisher Association of China, The Books and Periodicals Distribution Association of China
Organizer: Beijing Shuoyouzhijia Culture Communication Co., Ltd., Shanghai Litang Convention and Exhibition Planning Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 74689 m²
Exhibits: mainland book publishers, audio and video publishers, electronic and online publishers, periodical presses; publishing agencies, publication issuing companies, press branches with legal operating qualification and corresponding operating scale and publication wholesale organizations from Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan participate in ordering and adjustment of goods; book publication-related electronic software companies, printing and papermaking companies, book stores, library equipment companies
Tel: 86-10-84044783
Fax: 86-10-84044785
Email: cnbff@126.com
Website: www.bbf.org.cn

2015 the 41st China Fur & Leather Products Fair
Date: 2015-01-13—2015-01-16
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: China TUHSU, Sunry Advertising and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Sunry Advertising and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 36500 m²
Exhibits: fur garment, raw material fur product, dye chemical machinery equipment, chenille product, dye chemical, auxiliary material and accessory
Contacts: Xu Hongqieng
Tel: 86-10-85018357
Fax: 86-10-85625510
Website: www.fur-fair.com

2015 Beijing Jewelry Exhibition
Date: 2015-01-16—2015-01-19
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China National Native Produce & Animal By-Products Import & Export Corporation, Sunry Advertising and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Sunry Advertising and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 3000m²

2015 Beijing Jewelry Ornaments Exhibition
Date: 2015-01-16—2015-01-19
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Science and Technology Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Jewelry Association
Area: 5000 m²

2015 Beijing Beautiful Country Fair
Date: 2015-01-24—2015-01-26
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Jewelry Association
Area: 13000 m²
The 11th Asia International Sports Products & Trend Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-28---2015-01-31
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation, Messe München International
Organizer: MMI Shanghai Co., Ltd.
Area: 28500 m²
Exhibits: extreme sports, body building sports, snow sports, outdoor sports, sport leisure &fashion, bicycling, tennis &badminton, golf
Contacts: Li Jia
Tel: 86-21-20205570
Fax: 86-21-20205699
Email: li.jia@mmi-shanghai.com
Website: beijing.ispo.com.cn

2015 Beijing Jewelry Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-30---2015-02-02
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Area: 3000m²

2015 Beijing Jewelry Exhibition

Date: 2015-02-12---2015-02-15
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Area: 3000m²

2015 the 14th Beijing International Jewelry Fair

Date: 2015-03
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Beijing Bowei International Exhibition Co., Ltd
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: diamond and precious stone, jewelries, pearl, coral, jade, jewelry crafting equipment, horologes and ornaments, investment invitation and image exhibition
Contacts: Wang Jing
Tel: 86-10-84414266
Fax: 86-10-84414285
Email: 2645635218@qq.com
Website: www.bjzbexpo.com

The 20th China International Automotive Supplies Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-07---2015-03-10
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Chamber of International Commerce, Beijing Yasen International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Yasen International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 350000 m²
Exhibits: aesthetic nursing products; automotive interior ornamentation; automotive exterior ornamentation; automotive audio, video and entertainment products; automotive communication and navigation; automotive safety products; automotive electronics and electrical products; energy-saving products; environmental-protection products; outdoor products; hubs, tyre and oil products; refitted cars and products for refitting
Tel: 86-10-57970888
Fax: 86-10-57970999
Email: yasn@yasn.com.cn
Website: www.ciaacexpo.com.cn

2015 the 22nd China International Building Decoration & Building Materials Expo

Date: 2015-03-13---2015-03-16
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation
Exhibits: exhibition area of bathroom cematics, exhibition area of complete home, and exhibition area of wallpaper and cloth art
Contacts: Zhang Chun, Zhao Yuanzuan
Tel: 86-10-84540980,86-10-64630548
Fax: 86-10-84540980
Email: zangchun1886@sina.com
Website: www.bj-jbh.com
2015 China International Golf Expo
Date: 2015-03-13---2015-03-15
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Other
Host: China Golf Association, Reed Guanghe Exhibitions
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: golf club, golf supplies and accessories
Contacts: Ms. Yin
Tel: 86-10-59339495
Fax: 86-10-59339494
Email: queen.lam@reedguanghe.com
Website: www.chingolfshow.com

2015 China (Beijing) International New Building Engineering Technologies, Materials, Processes & Equipment Expo
Date: 2015-03-13---2015-03-15
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Construction Industry Association, China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation
Area: 13000 m²
Exhibits: construction technology, material, engineering equipment, instrument & supplies, new construction technology, material & equipment.
Tel: 86-10-57798460, 86-10-57514066
Fax: 86-10-84600848, 86-10-83832795
Email: wendbiz_lc@sina.com, sj@mortar.cn
Website: www.constructech.cn

2015 the 4th Beijing Overseas House Purchasing, Immigration Investment & High-End Lifestyle Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-13---2015-03-15
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Other
Host: China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: overseas real estate and immigration investment projects; overseas real estate projects and their sales agents; immigration programs and immigration services agencies; overseas investment projects such as lands, farms, castles, etc.; legal and financial services institutions; high-end life consumption, medical, health care and of luxury travel projects; private health management services; luxury properties, RVs, yachts, sports cars.
Tel: 86-10-57514065
Fax: 86-10-84600848
Email: 673545689@qq.com
Website: www.overseas-property.cn

2015 China Huaxia Housing & Furnishing Expo
Date: 2015-03-13---2015-03-15
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Foreign Trade Development Bureau of Ministry of Commerce
Organizer: Beijing Huamo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: home decoration services, bathroom ceramics & hardware, cabinet & appliances, floor, door & window.
Tel: 86-10-85890037
Fax: 86-10-85890037
Website: www.51jiabo.com

2015 China Brand Shoes, Fashions & Accessories
Date: 2015-03-13---2015-03-14
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Shoes & Leather
Host: China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Light Industrial Products and Arts-Crafts (CCCLA), Inter EC Consulting Co., Ltd.
Area: 13000 m²
Exhibits: brand shoes, leather product, luggage and bag, fashion accessory, fashion information.
Tel: 86-10-67732705, 86-20-38288701
Fax: 86-10-87774024, 86-20-38288700
Email: guoying@cccla.org.cn, info@top-sfa.com
Website: www.top-sfa.com

2015 the 25th China International Recreation Facility & Equipment Expo
Date: 2015-03-18---2015-03-20
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Other
Host: China Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions
Organizer: Beijing Dongfang Entertainment Equipment Science and Trade Company
Area: 11000 m²
Exhibits: amusement resorts, park and aquatic amusement facilities, electronic amusement machine series, dynamic, 3D and 4D movie equipment, water and fog curtain movie equipment, performance instruments, special digital photographic instruments, equipment in theaters, special projectors of three-dimensional movies, special audio and light, automatically vending machines, management software of playgrounds and amusement centers; baby strollers, children ride-on cars, and swinging cars; preschool facilities: air-filled models, children's game frames, swings, swinging chairs, turntables, slides, naughty fort, bouncing beds, seesaws, safety mats, educational toys, and fun-dazzle.
Tel: 86-10-68825005, 68825007, 63960962
Fax: 86-10-68825020
Email: caapa@163.com, lzy_god@163.com
Website: www.caapa.org

2015 the 26th Beijing Education Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-18---2015-03-20
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Beijing Higher Education Research Association of Technical Equipment
Organizer: www.caigou.com.cn
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: audio-visual education equipment, audio and video equipment
Contacts: Xie Yinan, Wen Zhidan
2015 the 30th China (Beijing) International Gifts, Premiums & Housewares Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-19—2015-03-22
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Organizer: Reed Huaqun Exhibitions
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: arts and crafts: ceramic products, crystals, glasses, metal crafts; gifts, promotional items, advertising promotional items, welfare and festival promotion items, brand electronic products; commemorative collectables and coins, stamps; organic foods, high-end business gifts; leather bags; stationeries; household items: furniture, home decoration supplies, soft adornments, kitchen & bath supplies series, home textile products; creative gifts, folk-custom gifts, children and adult educational products, toys and maternity-baby-child daily necessities, travel and outdoor supplies, fitness and sports equipment, media, associations and trade services, etc.
Contacts: Xie Hui
Tel: 86-10-59339166
Fax: 86-10-59339199
Email: amy.xie@reedhuaqun.com
Website: www.giftsbeijing.com

2015 the 14th China International Door Industry Exhibition/The 2nd China Integrated Customized Home Furnitures Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-23
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China National Forest Product Industry Association, China Timber & Wood Products Distribution Association, China National Interior Decoration Association, China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation, China Door Industry Club
Organizer: Beijing Zhongzhuangweijia Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd., Beijing WSJ United Strategy for Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 110000 m²
Exhibits: solid door, decorative craft door, steel wood door, paint-free door, bamboo door, anti-theft door, fire-proof door, composite door, moulded door, wood-plastic composite door, blister door, patrition door, sliding door, shutter door, cabinet door, folding door, thermal insulation door, aluminum-plastic composite door, glass panel wooden door, wood veneer, wood-plastic composite, high polymer material, sealing material, and other new material of door industry, door manufacturing machinery, production and processing equipment of whole set of door, door control & access control technology, lock and metal hardware for door and window, paint for door industry, and chemical product
Contacts: Mr. Zhang
Tel: 86-10-84600990, 86-10-84600991
Fax: 86-10-84600982
Email: zhangxin2009@yahoo.com.cn
Website: www.door-expo.com

2015 the 3rd Beijing Jewelry, Jade & Ornaments Exhibition (Spring)/Taiwan Exquisite Jewelry Exhibition Tour (Beijing)

Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-23
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Beijing Qiyang International Exhibition Co., Ltd, Tianjin Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hangzhou Qiyang Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: jade, jewelry, pearl, fashion jewelry, gold products, ancillary equipment, image area, investment and image, other scientific and technological achievements, publications and service, associations and trade unions
Contacts: Yang Qiang
Tel: 86-10-84410787
Fax: 86-10-84786031
Email: zgbyqy@126.com
**2015 the 15th China International Petroleum, Petrochemical Technologies & Equipment Exhibition**

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-28  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)  
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry  
Host: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Tianjin Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd., Zhenwei Exhibition Group Beijing Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd., Petroleum & Equipment Magazine  
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Beijing Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 32000 m²  
Exhibits: oil and gas exploration, development and production equipment, seismic, well logging and drilling technology and equipment, ground technology and equipment of onshore and offshore oil and gas field, petroleum and petrochemical equipment and manufacturing, automation technology, equipment, instrument and meter, DCS and PLC control systems and field bus, technology and equipment of oil and gas pipeline construction project, power mechanical equipment, special vehicle for oil field, and industrial explosion-proof products.  
Shipbuilding, marine equipment, spare parts and others  
Contacts: Liang Kejun  
Tel: 86-10-58236555,86-10-58236588  
Fax: 86-10-58236567  
Email: cippe@zhenweixexpo.com  
Website: www.cippe.com.cn

**2015 the 27th International Medical Instruments & Equipment Exhibition**

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-28  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China National Convention Centre  
Classification: Medical Service  
Host: Health Care Section of The General Logistics Department of the Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA), China World Trade Center Co., Ltd., Huitong Xingye International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Messe Düsseldorf (Shanghai) Co.,Ltd.  
Organizer: Exhibition Department of China World Trade Center Company Limited, Huitong Xingye International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Messe Düsseldorf (Shanghai) Co.,Ltd.  
Area: 32000 m²  
Exhibits: surgical instruments and injection and puncture instruments for hospital departments, general examination equipment, medical electronic, optical, endoscope, ultrasonic, laser and high-frequency instruments and equipment, physiotherapy equipment, rehabilitation equipment and equipment of traditional chinese medicine, medical magnetic resonance, x-ray and auxiliary, high-energy ray, isotope, radiation-protecting equipment and apparatus, clinical analytical instruments and medical testing and basis equipment and instruments, medical cold therapy, low temperature and cold storage equipment and instruments, extracorporeal circulation and blood treatment equipment, equipment and instruments for operating, emergency and consulting rooms, ward nursing equipment and apparatus, dental equipment and instruments, oral materials, ophthalmology and otolaryngology equipment and appliances, gynecology and obstetrics equipment and instruments, disinfection and sterilization equipment and instruments, medical consumables, interventional equipment, implanted materials and artificial organs, medical software and information processing systems, health magazines and services, others  
Contacts: Du Yiming  
Tel: 86-10-65058534  
Fax: 86-10-65053260  
Email: duyiming@cwtc.com  
Website: www.chinamed.net.cn

**2015 China International Broadcasting Information Network Exhibition**

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-28  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)  
Classification: Other  
Host: State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television of PRC  
Organizer: Academy of Broadcasting Science, SAPPRFT, China Cable Television Network Co., Ltd., Local Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television of PRC from Relavant Provinces, Municipalities and Autonomous Regions  
Area: 69000 m²  
Exhibits: photographic, recording and editing equipment, production equipment, lighting & audio equipment for film and television, digital movie production and projection equipment  
Contacts: Mr. Zhu  
Tel: 86-10-86092648,86-10-86095614  
Fax: 86-10-86094090  
Email: ccbn2012@ccbn.cn  
Website: www.ccbn.cn

**2015 the 5th Beijing Villa, Decoration & Supporting Facilities Expo**

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-29  
City: Beijing  
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center  
Classification: Building & Decoration Material  
Host: China National Forest Product Industry Association, China National Interior Decoration Association  
Exhibits: independent villas, townhouses, duplex villas, superposition-type villas, top-end residential buildings, garden houses, wooden villas, light steel villas, etc.  
Contacts: Mr. Zhang  
Tel: 86-10-58629378  
Fax: 86-10-58629378  
Website: www.villa-expo.com

**2015 Beijing Jewelry & Jade Art Collection Expo**

Date: 2015-03-27—2015-03-30  
City: Beijing  
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center  
Classification: Sport & Leisure  
Host: China National Forest Product Industry Association, China National Interior Decoration Association  
Exhibits: jewelry: jade, emerald, crystal, agate, pearl, and colored gemstone  
Tel: 86-10-59575950  
Fax: 86-10-59575951

**2015 the 21st Pregnancy & Baby Products Expo/Children’s Ware Expo (Beijing)**

Date: 2015-03-31—2015-04-02  
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: Beijing Jingzheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Jingzheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 106800 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of products and facilitating agencies related to maternity-baby-children food, clothing, shelter, transportation, teaching, education, and music and so on; all the products and fabrics and auxiliary materials related to baby and child clothing, clothing ornaments and shoes and hats; all kinds of toys, preschool education products and services
Tel: 86-10-58679315/67/8/9
Fax: 86-10-58679315/67/8/9-8001
Email: xjl@bss-beijing.com, cdz@bss-beijing.com
Website: www.bss-beijing.com

2015 Beijing International Jet Printing, Sculpture & Sign Exhibition/2015 Beijing International Advertising Sign & LED Application Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-31—2015-04-02
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Beijing Huazhan Expo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Huazhan Expo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: various types of digital jet printing, printing and inkjet printing equipment, inks, consumables, accessories, technologies, etc., engraving equipment, parts and materials, etc.; sign systems, display equipment
Contacts: Geng Shengzhao
Tel: 86-10-52456551
Fax: 86-10-67506552
Email: xjl@bss-beijing.com, cdz@bss-beijing.com
Website: www.bss-beijing.com

2015 China International Cloud Computing Technology & Application Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-31—2015-04-02
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software
Host: CCPIT Electronics & information Industry Sub-Council (CCPITECC)
Organizer: CCPIT Electronics & information Industry Sub-Council (CCPITECC)
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: cloud computing, cloud applications, cloud terminals and others
Contacts: Ms. Zhang
Tel: 86-10-68207160,86-10-68207925
Fax: 86-10-68200616
Email: liwei@ccpitcc.com

2015 China International Industrial Fabrics Technical Textiles & Nonwovens Trade Fair

Date: 2015-03-31—2015-04-02
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Shanghai Textile Commerce Industry Association, Shanghai Yahui Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Yahui Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

Area: 5667 m²
Exhibits: fibrous raw material & chemical auxiliary, polyester, polypropylene, vinylon, polynamide fibre, rayon stable fibre, bi-component, micro-polar fleece, hollow fiber & other special fiber, metal & differential fiber, polyester industrial yarn fiber, glass fiber & products, ceramic fiber & various other high-temp resistance fiber & product, space cotton, thermal and sound insulating material, nonwoven product material and deep-processing technology & equipment, nonwoven fabric used in medical and sanitary field; nonwoven fabric for household decoration, nonwoven fabric for apparel; industrial nonwoven fabric; agricultural nonwoven fabric; other nonwoven fabric. new production process, processing technology & equipment, key parts & components, quality control device, scrap recycling technology & test equipment for textile & nonwoven fabric for production industry, spunbond, meltblown, spunlace, acupuncture and polymer chemical fiber, special fiber, adhesive, foaming material, coating additive, nonwoven fabric, equipment & production line for dry method of papermaking, loop bonding, chemical bonding, carding, wet forming, fiber pretreating & other nonwoven material
Contacts: Jiang Tengfei
Tel: 86-21-26533783
Fax: 86-21-51561778
Email: 15921251063@qq.com
Website: www.chybzl.com

2015 the 7th China (Beijing) International Filtration & Separation Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-31—2015-04-02
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Beijing International Science & Technology Cooperation Base for Green Filter Technology
Organizer: Shanghai CG Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: valves: magnetic valve, brake valve, stop valve, throttle, gauge valve, plunger valve, diaphragm valve, plug valve, ball valve, butterfly valve, check valve, reducing valve, safety valve, trap; electric actuator, pneumatic actuator, hydraulic actuator; locator, valve body, hand wheel, bolt, spring, sealing, spacer, position transmitter; pumps: centrifugal pump, metering pump, chemical pump, oil pump, process pump, sewage pump, peripheral pump, self-priming pump, multistage pump, noncorrosive pump, pneumatic pump, vacuum pump, inline pump, pulp pump, air-conditioning pump, submersible pump, swimming pool pump, submerged pump, magnetic drive pump, gear pump, screw pump, arc pump, high-viscosity pump, trash pump and other special pumps, auxiliary pump products and instruments; fluid engineering equipment: fluid transportation piping and accessories, machine parts, fluid transportation machinery, fluid processing equipment, fluid system, fluid sealing, process and craft equipment, process measurement instruments, process control and automation, draught fan and compressor and auxiliary equipment for process industry
Contacts: Zhang Jian
Tel: 86-21-50103787
Fax: 86-21-50103787
Email: dqexpo@vip.qq.com
Website: www.china-okexpo.com

2015 the 7th China (Beijing) Clean Energy Expo

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Energy & Ore
Beijing

Organizer: National Solar Thermal Energy Alliance, China Automotive Technology & Research Center (CATARC), Department of International Cooperation of China Electricity Council (CEC), Koelnmesse Exhibition China Co., Ltd., Beijing Taigeer Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing International Exhibition Center
Exhibits: wind energy, grid connection, energy storage & charging equipment, biomass energy, solar photovoltaic, solar energy heat utilization & other clean energy
Contacts: Wei Wu, Shen Xiolei, Zhang Lingling
Tel: 86-10-63415262, 86-10-65907766, 86-10-84600657
Fax: 86-10-63544560, 86-10-65906139, 86-10-84600659
Email: weiwu@cec.org.cn, e.shen@koelnmesse.cn, tigerfair@vip.163.com

2015 China (Beijing) International Distributed Energy & Natural Gas Generation Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: China Electricity Council (CEC), China Gas Association
Organizer: Department of International Cooperation of China Electricity Council (CEC), Koelnmesse Exhibition China Co., Ltd., Beijing Taigeer Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: distributed energy technology & equipment, distributed natural gas energy system, area energy system, power generation system by waste heat, distributed power generation system by solar energy photovoltaic, power generation system by biomass, methane and rubish, distributed power generation system by wind energy, fuel cell power generation system, distributed power generation system by small hydropower stations, distributed power generation system by coalbed methane and mine gas, etc., LNG receiving station, CNG natural gas compressor, waste heat utilization technology & equipment, lithium bromide absorption refrigerator, multi-connected air-condition unit, waste heat absorption refrigerator, absorption water chilling unit, heat pump hot water unit, steam absorption refrigerator, space heating system, waste heat recovery from air conditioner, waste heat recovery from gas-engine heat pump, low temperature waste heat recovery, air compressor waste heat recovery device, low-temperature & waste heat cogeneration technology, etc., power storage technology & equipment, distributed energy intelligent control & group control optimization technology
Contacts: Liu Huiying
Tel: 86-10-84600659
Fax: 86-10-57416055
Email: de_ngexpo@163.com
Website: www.hunshazhan.cn

2015 the 9th China (Beijing) Wedding Dress Photographic Supply & Framed Art Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: Beijing Ruicai Advertising Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Ruicai Advertising Co., Ltd.
Area: 13580 m²
Exhibits: wedding dress, formal dress, photo album & frame, background setting, post-production, photo printing, enlarging & processing, themed photography, children's photography, cosmetics, accessories, wedding supplies, photographic studio training, wedding photography websites & publications, etc.
Contacts: Mr. Dong, Ms. Yuan
Tel: 86-10-65052161, 86-10-63256008
Fax: 86-10-65053260, 86-10-63256621
Email: donghongchang@ctwc.com, hunshazhan2008@126.com
Website: www.hunshazhan.cn

2015 Beijing International Electromechanical, Hardware & Mechanical Manufacturing Industry Expo

Date: 2015-04
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Asia Economic and Trade Development Promotion Center
Organizer: Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Haiminghuibo Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: hardware tools, electromechanical hardware, mechanical equipment, hardware products, car maintenance equipment, periodicals, websites and associations of hardware, electromechanical and tool industries, electromechanical hardware malls, hardware markets
Contacts: Mi Wenwen
Tel: 86-532-85012459, 86-10-59572690
Fax: 86-532-85012624, 86-10-58850909
Email: bjwj@qdhaiming.com

2015 China International Solar Power Industry Expo

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Energy & Ore
Area: 8670 m²
Exhibits: photovoltaic (PV): photovoltaic manufacturing technologies, energy storage technologies and solar-thermal technologies, etc.
Contacts: Yu Liang
Tel: 86-10-84600392
Fax: 86-10-84600394
Email: yuliang@ciec.com.cn
Website: www.intersolarchina.com

2015 China (Beijing) International Distributed Energy & Natural Gas Generation Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: China Electricity Council (CEC), China Gas Association
Organizer: Department of International Cooperation of China Electricity Council (CEC), Koelnmesse Exhibition China Co., Ltd., Beijing Taigeer Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: distributed energy technology & equipment, distributed natural gas energy system, area energy system, power generation system by waste heat, distributed power generation system by solar energy photovoltaic, power generation system by biomass, methane and rubish, distributed power generation system by wind energy, fuel cell power generation system, distributed power generation system by small hydropower stations, distributed power generation system by coalbed methane and mine gas, etc., LNG receiving station, CNG natural gas compressor, waste heat utilization technology & equipment, lithium bromide absorption refrigerator, multi-connected air-condition unit, waste heat absorption refrigerator, absorption water chilling unit, heat pump hot water unit, steam absorption refrigerator, space heating system, waste heat recovery from air conditioner, waste heat recovery from gas-engine heat pump, low temperature waste heat recovery, air compressor waste heat recovery device, low-temperature & waste heat cogeneration technology, etc., power storage technology & equipment, distributed energy intelligent control & group control optimization technology
Contacts: Liu Huiying
Tel: 86-10-57416055
Fax: 86-10-84600659
Email: de_ngexpo@163.com

2015 the 7th China Four New Photovoltaics Products Expo

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Energy & Ore
Exhibits: independent electric power manufacturer, photovoltaic power station developer, EPC system integrator, power station operator and maintainer, photovoltaic power station investor; manufacturer of photovoltaic cell, crystalline silicon battery piece, hull cell, concentrator cell and battery pack; power grid access and grid-connected inverter, smart power transmission and distribution technology and equipment, smart power grid communication technology and equipment, smart transformer substation system and equipment, micro grid system and equipment, smart dispatching and securing system, smart high-
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low voltage switch system, system for monitoring and control of generating capacity of power station, slot-type, tower-type and disk-type and relevant auxiliary products for solar thermal power generation, photovoltaic access, tracing and fastening system, support system, combiner box, storage battery, controller, connecting box, cable; power plant, physical, superconductivity electromagnetic and electrochemical storage of energy

Contacts: Zhang Lingling, Ning Zheng
Tel: 86-10-84660657, 86-10-65907766-760
Fax: 86-10-84600659, 86-10-65906139
Email: info@tigerzl.com, j.ning@koelnmesse.cn
Website: www.cipvexpo.cn

2015 Beijing International Fabirc, Accessories & Yam (Spring&Summer)

Date: 2015-04-01---2015-04-03
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: China Association for Small & Medium Commercial Enterprises, Haiming International Exhibition Group
Organizer: Beijing Haiminghuibo Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd., Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 8150 m²
Exhibits: fabric &auxiliary materials, computer-assisted
Tel: 86-10-59572693
Fax: 86-10-59577474
Email: mlz@qdzhaiming.com, mlz@qdzhaiming.com
Website: www.hmintertextile.com.cn

2015 Beijing Online Business Franchise Channel Expo

Date: 2015-04
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Organizer: Anhui Channel Network Technology Development Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: cate Industry, home textile industry
Contacts: Jia Hong
Tel: 86-10-58359952
Fax: 86-10-58359456
Email: jia_hong@qduo.com
Website: www.qduo.com

2015 the 11th Beijing International Mahogany Classical Furniture Fair

Date: 2015-04
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Classical Furniture Association, Global Expo Group Limited, Beijing Bowei International Exhibition Co., Ltd
Organizer: Beijing Bowei International Exhibition Co., Ltd
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: classical furniture exhibition: antique-like furniture of Ming and Qing dynasty styles, classical furniture, new classical furniture, yellow rosewood, rosewood and ebony wood furniture, traditional wood carvings, wood wares and root carvings, antique-like screens, home decorations, works of art, etc.; antique furniture: antique furniture of different periods, arched furniture of asian and european styles, stone-carved furniture, home decorations, works of art, etc.; others: A variety of folk arts and crafts, works of art, antiques, collectibles; auction companies;four traditional writing treasures, antique-like lacquers, porcelains, paintings, decorative lightings, sculptures, potteries, jades, clocks and watches, carpets, soft decorations and so on
Contacts: Wang Jing
Tel: 86-10-84414266
Fax: 86-10-84414285
Email: bjhpbwzl@sina.com
Website: www.circfe.com

2015 the 25th Beijing International Franchise Chain Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-04---2015-04-05
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: Beijing Xixinu International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: catering and food, retailed commodities, apparel, educational training, environmental protection, biotechnology, real estate and home decoration; babies’ and children’s articles; auto service; automotive service; healthcare and cosmetics; hairdressing; comprehensive
Contacts: Li Dongxu
Tel: 86-10-52484604
Fax: 86-10-52096899
Email: 2368245713@qq.com
Website: www.lszhxx.icoc.cc

2015 Being International Integrated Audio-Visual Equipment & Technologies Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-08---2015-04-10
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Baobab Tree Event
Area: 18000 m²
Exhibits: audio products, amplifiers and mixers, audio and audio-visual technology, audio, video, and data communication, conference equipment and technology, cables, connectors and switches, computers, IT network, command and control system
Contacts: Chen Yuchen
Tel: 86-10-64403097, 852-35203611
Fax: 86-10-64403970, 852-36203618
Email: sam.chan@baobab-tree-event.com
Website: www.infocomm-china.com

2015 Auto Maintenance & Repair Expo

Date: 2015-04-09---2015-04-12
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Automotive Maintenance and Repair Trade Association, China Auto Maintenance Equipment Industry Association
Organizer: Beijing Traders-Link International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 100000 m²
Exhibits: automobile repairing equipment, repairing equipment and product for automotive tyre, painting material, paint & repair product, educational supplies for automobile repairing, environmental protection and energy reservation product for automobile, and chain business of automobile services, and related automotive tyre products, automobile testing equipment, automotive beauty & care equipment and product, special machine tool for automobile repairing, exhaust & purification system, electric appliance for automobile, automotive safety supplies, etc.
| Beijing |


Date: 2015-04-09—2015-04-11
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Beijing Association of City Appearance and Environmental Sanitation, Tianjin Association of City Appearance and Environmental Sanitation, Hebei Province City Appearance & Environmental Sanitation Association, China Special Purpose Vehicle Manufacturing Base, Spraying Equipment Technical Sub Committee, CAEPI Solid Waste Disposal and Utilization Professional Committee
Organizer: Beijing Qifa Exhibit Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 18000 m²
Exhibits: air & water resources treatment, waste recycle.
Contacts: Zhao Jing
Tel: 86-10-85866179
Fax: 86-10-85866179
Email: qifa1238@126.com

2015 the 5th Beijing International Jewellery Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-13
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Asia Economic and Trade Development Promotion Center, Haiming International Exhibition Group
Organizer: Beijing Haiminghuobo Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd., Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: diamond and gem, jewelry, pearls and corals, equipment and instrument, and fashion accessories
Contacts: Mr. Shi
Tel: 86-332-83010325
Fax: 86-332-85012624
Email: shizhigang@qdhaiming.com
Website: www.bj-jewelryexpo.com

2015 China Outbound Travel & Tourism Trade Fair

Date: 2015-04-14—2015-04-16
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Tarsus Group Plc, Tarsus Hope Exhibition Group
Area: 13000 m²
Exhibits: airlines, car rental companies, bus operators, cruise companies, train operating companies and other transportation service providers; foreign language schools, health resorts and spa resorts, skiing, golf, hunting and beach resorts, other resorts; hotels, hotel chains, other accommodation service providers; inbound tourism operators, destination management companies, national, regional and city-level tourism administrations, commercial retail companies, scenic spots, online travel services, tourism media, tourism associations
Contacts: Wang Yan
Tel: 86-21-64272931
Fax: 86-21-64272931
Email: wwang@tarsus.co.uk
Website: www.cottm.cn

2015 the 12th China International Bakery Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-18
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Food Industry Association, China baked food Industry Association, Beijing Jingmao International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Jingmao International Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Food Industry Association
Exhibits: food processing machinery, packaging machinery, packaging material and product, food production technology, auxiliary mechanical equipment & spare parts, food management and service system, food retailing equipment & supplies, ice-cream & cold drink manufacturing equipment, auxiliary packaging, printing, processing and production equipment, etc., food, pastry, bread, cake, biscuit, raw & auxiliary material for catering, ornament and food co-manufacturing, etc.
Contacts: Manager Wang
Tel: 86-10-64787419,86-10-64787494
Fax: 86-10-58043750
Email: expochina6695@163.com
Website: www.baking-expo.com, www.icecream-expo.com

2015 the 2nd China (Beijing) International Pet Supplies Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-19
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Beijing Lanneret International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Chinese Pet Industry Alliance
Organizer: Beijing Lanneret International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: pet food, articles, apparels, devices, houses, toys, nursing products, beauty products, medicine, franchisees, service, pet owner articles, aquatic products, pet packaging, horsemanship products, special transport facilities, animal protection products and auxiliary facilities, gardening products
Tel: 86-10-58561248,86-10-58561249
Fax: 86-10-58561246
Website: www.cpse-expo.com

2015 the 7th China International Energy Saving & Emission Reduction Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-18
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: United Nations Industrial Development Organization, China Association of Low Carbon
Organizer: Beijing Wanglv Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Blue Sky Low-carbon Environmental Consultancy Center
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: industrial energy-saving, industrial pollution disposition, emergency monitoring instrument & equipment for environmental pollution event, energy-conservation & emission reduction, achievement
Exhibits: monitoring instrument and equipment, special-purpose air pollutant sampling, monitoring instrument and equipment, data treatment & transmission instrument and equipment, and other special-purpose monitoring instrument and equipment, and laboratory instrument, i.e. standard matter used in monitoring analysis, chemical reagent and glassware, etc.
Contacts: Li Yang
Tel: 86-10-57075028
Fax: 86-10-51417961
Email: xyd_5588@163.com

2015 the 18th China (Beijing) International Medical Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-18
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Medical Health International Communication Promotion Association, China International Exchange and Promotive Association for Medical and Health Care, China Association for Medical Devices Industry
Organizer: Beijing Sbw International Expo Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-10-56206891
Fax: 86-10-85377300-806
Email: 1390209884@qq.com
Website: www.bosoexpo.com

2015 Beijing Real Estate Trade Fair (Spring)

Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-19
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Real Estate Development Market of Beijing Housing and Construction Commission, Organizing Committee of Beijing Four Seasons Housing Exhibition
Organizer: Beijing Jiahua Siji International Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Jiahuazhongjin International Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 23000 m²
Exhibits: real estate developers, commercial real estate developers, foreign real estate agencies, property management companies, financial institutions, second-hand house agencies, building materials, ornaments and house furnishing companies, law offices and etc.
Tel: 86-10-65021801
Fax: 86-10-65021801
Website: www.4j.com.cn

2015 Beijing International Beauty Cosmetics Expo(Spring)

Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-18
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: Beijing Hair and Beauty Industry Association, Beijing Shibolian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Organizer: Beijing Shibolian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 4150 m²
Exhibits: cosmetic products, traditional Chinese medicine health preserving & care, SPA hydrotherapy & bath, packaging & packaging materials, medical plastic & cosmetology joining-in, hairdressing products, franchisee, etc.
Contacts: Jiang Tao
Tel: 86-10-58220408
2015 the 18th China International Rehabilitation Nursing & the Elderly Assistive Devices Expo

Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-18
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Medical Service
Host: China International Exchange and Promotive Association for Medical and Health Care, China Medical Health International Communication Promotion Association
Organizer: Beijing Sbw International Expo Co., Ltd.
Co-organizer: Chan Chao International Enterprise Group
Exhibits: rehabilitation nursing and healthcare devices, special walking-aid equipment, barrier-free facilities; assistive devices and measuring instruments for hearing, visual, intellectual and physical barriers; special dorm supplies, special bathroom supplies, healthcare equipment, nursing products; oral health products, electronic products for oral hygiene and care, toothbrushes, disposable materials for oral care and other accessories
Contacts: Li Genzhu
Tel: 86-10-85785006/7, 85377300
Fax: 86-10-85377300
Email: chell2013@163.com
Website: www.kfexpo.com

2015 the 18th China International Photographic Machinery & Image Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-04-17—2015-04-20
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: China Culture & Office Equipment Association (CCOEA)
Organizer: China Culture & Office Equipment Association (CCOEA)
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of cameras, video recorders, enlarging printers and related products, slide projectors, overhead projectors, printing equipment and related products, studio equipment, image software, wedding dresses, films and photograph, varieties of auxiliary equipment for video recording, etc.
Contacts: Zhang Jinsheng, Liang Xijia
Tel: 86-10-68596577, 68519501
Fax: 86-10-68538552
Email: ccoea@mei.net.cn
Website: www.ccoea.org.cn/gingju/index.asp

2015 China International Modern Agriculture Expo

Date: 2015-04-19—2015-04-21
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: China Association for the Promotion of International Agricultural Cooperation, Chinese Society of Architecture Engineering
Organizer: Shixin Lamp International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: achievement exhibition of modern agricultural development of big agricultural provinces, demonstration garden of state-level modern agriculture, image exhibition of large-scale agricultural enterprise & rural cooperation organization, water reservation & irrigation technology and equipment, greenhouse equipment, etc., agricultural & modern agricultural machiery equipment, modern agricultural intelligent equipment, fertilizer, pesticide & other agricultural products, seed, seedlings & plant protection machinery, agricultural informatization technology & product, high-new agricultural technology & achievement, famous, high-quality & green agricultural product, rural renewable energy
Tel: 86-10-62927900, 62927552
Fax: 86-10-62957691
Email: cimae@sina.com
Website: www.cimae.com.cn

2015 the 14th China International Machine Tool Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-20—2015-04-25
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Machine Tool & Tool Builders’ Association (CMTBA)
Organizer: China Machine Tool & Tool Builders’ Association (CMTBA), China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation
Exhibits: digitalization manufacturing technique and equipment, flexible manufacturing cell and manufacturing system, CNC forging machine, numerical control system, rolling functional component, industrial robot, numerical control testing instrument, numerical control cutting tool system, abrasive, coated abrasive, super hard material and product, machine tool accessory, digital display device, electric equipment for machine tool, development and application software for various products, nanofabrication technology, high-speed cutting technology, composite processing technology, intelligent manufacturing technology, green manufacturing technology and specialized manufacturing equipment, etc.
Tel: 86-10-63345053, 63345265
Fax: 86-10-63345271
Email: cmmbaex@cmtba.org.cn
Website: www.cimtshow.com

2015 China (Beijing) International Lighting, LED Lighting Technology & Application Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-22—2015-04-24
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Solid State Lighting Alliance, China Illuminating Engineering Society, Adsale Exhibition Services Ltd.
Organizer: Adsale Exhibition Services Ltd.
Exhibits: LED & OLED lighting technology, electric light source, chip manufacturing technology & equipment, sealing & packaging technology & equipment, lamp spare parts & accessory accessory, lighting ornament & auxiliary component for controlling system, decorative lighting, steering & road lamp, light controlling system, driving component, professional lighting
Contacts: Wang Yang
Tel: 86-10-51293366-810
Fax: 86-10-84602816
Email: visitor@bj.adsale.com.hk
Website: www.clnlightingexpo.com

2015 China (Beijing) International Expo on Basic Machinery Parts Industry

Date: 2015-04-22—2015-04-24
City: Beijing
2015 the 17th China International Floriculture Expo

Date: 2015-04-22---2015-04-24
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: State Forestry Administration, P. R. China
Organizer: China Great Wall International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Intex Shanghai Co., Ltd.
Area: 34302 m²
Exhibits: flower cut, potted flower, grass flower, biological transformation & cultivation technology & equipment, flower fertilizer, medium, pest control & greenhouse equipment, irrigation equipment, garden machinery, gardening tool, garden greening project, maintenance material & auxiliary technology, roof greening, small garden ornament, waterscape fountain, garden furniture, anticorrosive wood product, flowerpot, vase, flower arrangement, packaging material, decorative plant, professional association, publication & website
Contacts: Hu Lin, Zhang Yu, Wang Chunbo
Tel: 86-10-88102252,88102273,88102248
Fax: 86-10-88102234
Email: hulin@chgie.com, wangeb@chgie.com
Website: beijing.hortiflorexpo.com/index.php

2015 China International Clean and High Thermal Power Equipment Exhibition & Summit

Date: 2015-04-22---2015-04-24
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Chinese Society of Power Engineering
Organizer: Beijing Qifa Exhibit Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: medium & small cogeneration unit, industrial boiler, dedusting, desulfurization, auxiliary machinery & industrial thermal energy application product & technology, industrial burner, industrial heating boiler, electromagnetic heat pump, heating boiler & injected steam boiler for oil field, gas-fired radiation heating equipment, gas-fired convection air heating equipment, industrial waste heat utilization technology & equipment, distributed energy system technology & equipment and spare part for other related product, heat pump product & technology, various heat pump, energy storage, heat supply pipeline & pipeline production equipment, spare part & technology for other related products
Contacts: Ke Lin
Tel: 86-10-85863348
Fax: 86-10-51415666
Email: bipower@foxmail.com

2015 the 15th China International Electric Vehicle Charging Station Equipment & Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-22---2015-04-24
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation
Organizer: Beijing Qifa Exhibit Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: power generating equipments, whole set of equipment for power plant & transformer substation, and engineering, boiler & auxiliary equipment, pipe, wire & valve, burner, power transmission & distribution, power grid automation & distribution network automation equipment, power transfer system, power system software, extra-high voltage power transmission & transformation equipment, transformer, high, middle, low voltage switch, switch cabinet, equipment for constructing & renovating urban & rural power grid, high, middle, low electric device, construction electricity, power electrical product, device & meter, electric power meter, wire & cable, cable accessory, bus duct, insulation material, motor, relay, capacitor, circuit breaker, transmitter, contactor, frequency converter, various power source & power protection, power saving technology & equipment, various box terminal, power repairing tool, power fitting, special vehicle for power construction, small power generating, electric power heating equipment, diesel generator, etc., electrician device and high & low machinery device, other alternative energy, i. e. wind energy, solar energy, geothermal & tide power generating equipment
Contacts: Ke Lin
Tel: 86-10-85863348
Fax: 86-10-51415666
Email: bipower@foxmail.com
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2015 the 6th Beijing Tea and Tea Art Expo
Date: 2015-04-23---2015-04-26
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Association for the Promotion of International Agricultural Cooperation
Organizer: Beijing Jinggang Huanqiu International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: tea, tea set, tea machinery, tea package, packaging machinery
Contacts: Lv Dong
Tel: 86-10-52480135
Fax: 86-10-84827802
Email: ld@jgexpo.net
Website: www.teaexpo.org.cn

2015 the 16th China International Modeling Expo
Date: 2015-04-23---2015-04-25
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: China Shippers’ Association
Organizer: Beijing Ruiyang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: aircrafts and aerospace models, models of automobiles, trains and ships, unmanned aerial vehicles, robots, physical scale models, film and television animation models, radio remote control equipment, engine models, rocket engines, propellers, model-using fuels and batteries and other related products, model manufacturing equipment, tools and related products, model manufacturing materials and coatings, books and magazines related to models
Contacts: Ya Kun
Tel: 86-10-51301503
Fax: 86-10-67021403
Email: qianyue@hobbyexpochina.com
Website: www.chinamodelexpo.com.cn

2015 the 3rd China (Beijing) International Irrigation Technology Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-27---2015-04-29
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Beijing Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Zhongjiuxing Exhibition Service Co. Ltd.
Tel: 15099681270
Fax: 86-10-85862040
Email: wallexpochina@163.com
Website: www.wall-expo.com

2015 the 10th China (Beijing) International SPA & Health Industry Expo
Date: 2015-04-27---2015-04-29
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: Beijing Bath Trade Association, China General Chamber of Commerce - China National SPA Committee, Beijing Jiditongda Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Jiditongda Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: hot spring, SPA, sauna, hotels and restaurants, heat pumps, water treatment, health care, and other services, leisure and health-preserving products, health care messaging products and equipment, and outdoor sports supplies and etc.
Tel: 86-10-85864985
Fax: 86-10-85862040
Email: spafair@sina.com
Website: www.shs-china.com

2015 the 9th China International Wall Materials’ Technology, Equipment & Products Exhibition/The 15th China International Cement Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-27---2015-04-29
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Building Material Federation, China Bricks & Tiles Industrial Association?, China Aerated Concrete Association, China National Building Materials Exhibition & Trade Center, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Construction Material Sub-Council
Organizer: Beijing Jianzhan Technology Development Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: steaming and pressing brick technology and equipment, sintering brick technology and equipment, aerated concrete block and strip production technology and equipment, concrete products technology and equipment, new building material sets technology and equipment, building insulation materials production technology and equipment, dry mortar production technology and equipment, chemical materials, sealed and bond materials, energy-efficient and green environmental products
Contacts: He Xuling, Xia Xiaodong
Tel: 86-10-88083258
Fax: 86-10-88083699
Email: wallexpochina@163.com
Website: www.wall-expo.com

2015 Art Beijing Expo
Date: 2015-05-01---2015-05-03
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Beijing Aitefeier Culture Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Aitefeier Culture Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: Chinese painting, oil painting, engraving, sculpture, photograph, watercolor, ancient rare books, antique furniture, jewelry, and others
Tel: 86-10-65547002, 65547003
Fax: 86-10-65545213
Email: artfair_beijing@yahoo.com.cn
Website: www.artbeijing.net

2015 the 4th China International Aging Services Expo
Date: 2015-05-06---2015-05-08
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Ministry of Civil Affairs of the People’s Republic of China, the People’s Government of Beijing Municipality, Office of Beijing Working Commission on Aging
Organizer: China Silver Industry Association, Beijing Civil Affairs Bureau, Beijing Working Commission on Aging, China Association of
Social Welfare
Exhibits: all kinds of branded old-age care institutions such as elder welfare homes, nursing homes, elder apartments; comprehensive old-age care model communities; branded old-age care service alliances
Contacts: Feng Chong, Zhang Jing
Tel: 86-10-85018344, 85018362
Fax: 86-10-85625510
Email: zhangjing1@cofco.com
Website: cisce.casw.org.cn

2015 the 22th Beijing International New Advertisement Media, Technology, Equipment &Materials Fair
Date: 2015-05-06—2015-05-08
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: China Shippers’ Association, China Electronics International Exhibition & Advertisement Co., Ltd.
Organizer: China Electronics International Exhibition & Advertisement Co., Ltd.
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: advertisement and digital image making equipment, advertisement-making materials, marking system, exhibition and display systems, Indoor-outdoor advertising media, mass communication media technologies and equipment, advertisement making and advertising gifts
Contacts: Jing Zhenbao
Tel: 86-10-84415381
Fax: 86-10-84415311
Email: jingzhib@cceiec.com.cn
Website: www.4nshow.com

2015 the 15th China International Natural Gas Automobile & Gas Station Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-07—2015-05-09
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Host: China Natural Gas Vehicle Industry, Professional Committee of China's Natural Gas Vehicle, China Communications and Transportation Association, China Road Transport Associations, Committee of Dangerous Goods Transportation
Organizer: Beijing Qifa Exhibit Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: natural gas vehicle, special natural gas vehicle, natural gas vehicle parts and components, electronics, gas supplying system and fuel conversion system for natural gas vehicle, flow instrument, leak detector, detecting instrument, and other instruments and meters, LPG station construction and LPG station equipment, purifying equipment, control parts and components, various new-type fuel vehicle, environmental protection vehicle and auxiliary equipment, and all other technologies and equipment relating to gas filling
Tel: 86-10-85861238
Fax: 86-10-51415888
Email: qifa1238@126.com
Website: www.chinaigssshow.com

2015 China (Beijing) International Road Transport, Public Transport Vehicles& Spare Parts Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-11—2015-05-13
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Logistics
Organizer: China Academy of Transportation Sciences, Passenger Car Branch of China Highway & Transportation Society, China Public Transportation Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Beijing Sub-Council
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: bus, truck, taxi, components, new energy &environment protection technology, other accessories.
Contacts: Ning Jianyi, Shi Zhengqing, Li Jianfeng, Liu Jing
Tel: 86-10-58278081,87691165,68729611,58566504
Fax: 86-10-58278082
Email: ttec@ttec.com.cn
Website: www.bustruckexpo.com

2015 the 17th Beijing International Toys & Preschool Tools Exhibition/Beijing International Kindergarten Products & Supporting Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-11—2015-05-13
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Women,Children & Infant Products
Host: Exhibition Department of China World Trade Center Company Limited
Organizer: Exhibition Department of China World Trade Center Company Limited, Beijing Nanbei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: kindergarten equipment, articles of everyday use, interior decorations and design, educational products, and toys
Contacts: Mr. Guo, Mr. Yu
Tel: 86-10-87766773
Fax: 86-10-87766773
Email: bigg@vip.163.com
Website: www.chinanpbc.com,www.beijingite.com

2015 Beijing International Industrial Intelligence & Automation Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-13—2015-05-15
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society
Organizer: Hannover Fairs (Shanghai) Ltd., Hannover Fairs China Ltd., Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: industrial automation, process and energy automation, automatic techniques and new trends
Contacts: Zhang Xi, Li Xiang, Qian Kai
Tel: 86-21-5045670 ext. 259/280/282
Fax: 86-21-68862355/5045/9355
Email: ia-beijing@hmf-china.com
Website: www.industrial-automation-beijing.com

2015 China International Heating, Ventilation, Air-conditioning, Sanitation, Urban Construction Equipment & Technology Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-13—2015-05-15
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Organizer: Messe Frankfurt Exhibition Gmbh (Shanghai), Beijing Zhongzhuangtaigeer Exhibition Co., Ltd., Taizhou Xianbai International Business Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 85000 m²
**2015 the 18th Beijing International Science & Technology Expo**

**Date:** 2015-05-13—2015-05-17  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)  
**Classification:** Culture & Arts  
**Host:** The People's Government of Beijing Municipality, State Intellectual Property Office of the P.R.C., China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council, Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People's Republic of China, Ministry of Science and Technology of the People's Republic of China  
**Organizer:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Beijing Sub-Council  
**Area:** 55000 m²  
**Exhibits:** electronic information and modern communication, bioengineering and biomedicine, environmental protection industry, new materials and new energy, modern agriculture and green technology, modern engineering and advanced manufacture technology  
**Contacts:** Feng Xia, Zhang Zhiliang  
**Tel:** 86-10-88070377  
**Fax:** 86-10-68062325  
**Email:** info@ccpitbj.org  
**Website:** www.chinaglass-expo.com/showgsy/WebReg/default.htm

**2015 the 17th China Franchise Expo**

**Date:** 2015-05-16—2015-05-18  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China National Convention Centre  
**Classification:** Other  
**Host:** China Chain Management Association, Beijing Zhilin Bhoya Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhilin Bhoya Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing International Exhibition Center  
**Area:** 22000 m²  
**Exhibits:** retail industry, catering industry, service industry, fitness & health care, other services.  
**Contacts:** Lei Xuhong  
**Tel:** 86-10-68784990  
**Fax:** 86-10-68784978  
**Email:** 8006@ccfa.org.cn  
**Website:** www.chinafranchiseexpo.com

**2015 National Science & Technology Week/Beijing Large-Scale Science Popularization Expo**

**Date:** 2015-05-18—2015-05-24  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** National Agriculture Exhibition Center  
**Classification:** Culture & Arts  
**Host:** Ministry of Science and Technology of the People's Republic of China, Central Committee Propaganda Department of the Communist Party of China, China Association for Science and Technology, the People's Government of Beijing Municipality  
**Area:** 13000 m²  
**Exhibits:** displaying major achievements of scientific and technological innovation, strengthening the popularization of science related to people's lives, organizing the opening of advanced technology resources to the public, mobilizing scientific and technological personnel to carry out science activities in towns, villages and communities  
**Tel:** 86-10-84644996  
**Fax:** 86-10-84371700  
**Email:** service@beijing.gov.cn

**2015 the 26th China International Glass Industry Technology Exhibition**

**Date:** 2015-05-20—2015-05-23  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)  
**Classification:** Building & Decoration Material  
**Host:** The Chinese Ceramic Society  
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhonggui Exhibition Co., Ltd  
**Area:** 80000 m²  
**Exhibits:** glass products and their applications, glassmaking technology and equipment, glass processing technology and equipment, fireproofing material, raw materials, main and auxiliary materials  
**Contacts:** Sun Yuxia, Xu Zhaowei, Zhao Yuguang  
**Tel:** 86-10-57811258, 57811259  
**Fax:** 86-10-57811260, 57811262  
**Email:** ccscg@vip.sina.com  
**Website:** www.chinaglass-expo.com/showgsy/WebReg/default.htm

**2015 the 6th China (Beijing) International Police Equipment, Anti-Terrorism Technology & Equipment Exhibition**

**Date:** 2015-05-20—2015-05-22  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** Beijing Exhibition Center  
**Classification:** Public Security  
**Host:** China Association for Science and Technology, Beijing Municipal Public Security Bureau  
**Organizer:** Police Security Department of Beijing Municipal Public Security Bureau, Technology & Information Department of Beijing Municipal Public Security Bureau, Beijing Security and Protection Industry Association, New Technology Development Center  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Exhibits:** police vehicles, security check and exploder clearing; criminal investigation equipment, technical investigation equipment, computer communication, safety protection; guns and equipment, emergency rescue, technical prevention for safety protection, police drill and training; office equipment  
**Contacts:** Mr. Li  
**Tel:** 86-10-62103276  
**Fax:** 86-10-62103276  
**Email:** ntdc@vip.sina.com  
**Website:** www.cipate.com.cn

**2015 the 13th China International Scientific Instruments & Laboratory Equipments Exhibition**

**Date:** 2015-05-21—2015-05-23  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China National Convention Centre  
**Classification:** Culture & Arts  
**Host:** China Instruments Manufacturers Association (CIMA)  
**Organizer:** Beijing Langpu Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Area:** 25000 m²  
**Exhibits:** analytical and testing instruments, measuring instruments, optical instruments and equipment, electronic optical instruments, electro-technical measuring instruments, laboratory instruments and
2015 the 24th China International Professional Audio, Lighting, Musical Instruments & Technologies Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-21---2015-05-24  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)  
Classification: Sport & Leisure  
Host: China Entertainment Technology Association, China Technology Market Management & Promotion Centre, IIR Exhibitions PTE Ltd.  
Organizer: Beijing Yanyi Zhanye Advertising Co., Ltd., IIR Exhibitions PTE Ltd.  
Area: 4000 m²  
Exhibits: acoustics, musical instruments, lighting, stage machinery  
Contacts: Ms. Zhao Qinghua  
Tel: 86-10-64064113  
Fax: 86-10-64034955  
Email: zhao@palmexpo.com  
Website: www.palmexpo.com

2015 China International Sporting Goods Expo

Date: 2015-05-22---2015-05-24  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)  
Classification: Other  
Host: China Sporting Goods Federation, General Administration of Sport of China, All-China Sports Federation, Chinese Olympic Committee, China Sporting Goods Federation, China Sport Science Society  
Organizer: General Administration of Sport of China Sporting Equipment Centre, Huaxing Sports Supplies Development Center  
Exhibits: sports and casual wear, tennis and badminton supplies, sports facilities, outdoor sports and leisure supplies, fitness activities, sports activities  
Contacts: Li Zheng  
Tel: 86-10-87183077  
Fax: 86-10-58695410  
Email: sales@sphereexhibits.com.cn  
Website: www.sphereexpo.com

2015 the 8th China International Logistics Expo

Date: 2015-05-28---2015-05-30  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)  
Classification: Logistics  
Host: Asia Logistics and Transportation Association, Jinzhenfa (Beijing) Consulting & Planning Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Jinzhenfa (Beijing) Consulting & Planning Co., Ltd.  
Area: 20000 m²  
Exhibits: storage, real estate and logistics parks; transportation, freight agency and logistics service; refrigeration technology and cold-chain logistics; logistics planning and consultation; logistical equipment and technology; storage equipment and transport vehicles; special industrial transport vehicles; automatic integration system for storage; automatic separation system; separation system; sensor; mechanical parking equipment and their consumables, chemical reagents and standard materials, biochemical instruments, life science and microbiological testing instruments, industry-specialized instruments, material mechanical performance testing equipment, nondestructive testing instruments, software and their associated services, environmental and industrial equipment  
Tel: 86-10-62928860  
Fax: 86-10-62957691  
Email: cisile@126.com  
Website: www.cisile.com.cn
system; industrial door; dock leveler; hydraulic and pneumatic drive technology; drive control technology; conveyor; manipulator; vacuum carrying machinery; sling and rigging; mobile power unit; reduction box; motorized pulley; universal ball; rotary drum; hardware fittings; weighing and packaging equipment, packaging machine, packing box, packer, winding machine, strapping machine, packaging container, packaging materials, reinforcement materials, anti-skid materials

Contacts: Zhang Zheng
Tel: 86-10-68158795
Fax: 86-10-52283412
Email: cile2013@126.com
Website: www.ci-le.com

2015 China (Beijing) International Service & Trade Fair

Date: 2015-05-28—2015-06-02
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Other
Host: The People's Government of Beijing Municipality, Ministry of Commerce of the People's Republic of China
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: convention and exhibition services, design services, financial services, digital animation services, communication services, transportation services, traditional Chinese medicine services, construction and related engineering services, engineering consulting services, electronic commerce and outsourcing service
Contacts: Liu Jiangqiang, Li Jun
Tel: 86-10-85260943, 86-10-85260967
Fax: 86-10-85260962
Email: publicity@ciftis.org
Website: www.ciftis.org

2015 the 12th China International Battery, Raw Materials, Producing Equipment & Battery Parts Fair

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-05-31
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People's Republic of China, National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Science and Technology, State Administration of Foreign Experts Affairs, the P.R. of China, the People’s Government of Beijing Municipality
Organizer: China Center for Information Industry Development, China World Trade Center Co., Ltd., China Software Industry Association
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: software products, system integration and supporting service, IT consulting and management service, IT value-added service, design and development, embedded system software
Contacts: Xu Meng
Tel: 86-10-51527160
Fax: 86-10-62186579
Email: xumj@css.com.cn
Website: www.csiaexpo.com
Netherlands International Industrial Promotion Company, China Shippers' Association
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: wine utensils, wine packaging technology, wine storage equipment, wine brewing equipment, wine publication and cultural communication
Contacts: Mr. Wang
Tel: 86-10-64467492/3
Fax: 86-10-64067318
Email: info@topwinechina.cn
Website: www.topwinechina.cn

2015 the 9th China (Beijing) International Energy Conservation & Environmental Protection Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-08—2015-06-11
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: National Development and Reform Commission, the People’s Government of Beijing Municipality
Area: 21000 m²
Exhibits: theme exhibition, industry development and energy efficiency booth, low carbon booth, environmental protection and clean air booth, international booth, new energy booth, circular economy booth, and green finance booth
Contacts: Wang Guiqing, Song Guojian
Tel: 86-10-52052644/06/51
Fax: 86-10-64435328/5265/5206
Email: enercn@beec.gov.cn
Website: www.enercn.com

2015 the 11th China (Beijing) International Power Transmission & Control Technology Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-11
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China National Machinery Consultants International, China Machinery Enterprise Management Association
Organizer: Beijing Huamaolian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: fluid power system & component, air compressor, mechanical transmission component, electric transmission equipment, power equipment and generator set
Tel: 86-10-68683796
Fax: 86-10-68631368
Email: 752187562@qq.com
Website: www.ciptc.org

2015 the 4th China (Beijing) International Special Equipment Exhibition & Forum
Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-11
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Standardization Committee on Boilers and Pressure Vessels
Organizer: Zhongxinxianhe International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., China Machinery Industry Federation
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: ultrasonic testing, acoustic emission testing, radiographic testing, magnetic particle testing, eddy current testing, penetration testing, other testing, industrial machinery visual testing, other testing equipment, new technology, materials, products and scientific achievements of nondestructive testing
Contacts: Mu Feng
Tel: 86-10-84961185
Fax: 86-10-84962505
Email: ndtexpo@sina.com
Website: www.gjndtexpo.com

2015 the 11th China (Beijing) International Coal Equipment & Mine Technical Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-11
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: China Association of Plant Engineering, China Machinery and Electrical Products Circulation Association, China Coal City Develop Promote Union, China Coal Industry Society for Science and Technology of Labour Protection
Organizer: Beijing Huamaolian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 48000 m²
Exhibits: images and achievements of domestic and foreign large mining groups, project proposals for investment of coal cities and latest achievements of equipment manufacturing of mining industry, six system devices, technology and life saving cabin for safety of mines; mine production equipment; roadway construction and support; mine transport equipment; mine safety and monitoring; mine service; application of computers in mining and consultation and trading, equipment for mine rescue and cooling, coal quality testing and inspection of combustible, toxic and harmful gas; electromechanical devices and materials for mining; open coal mining equipment; coal separation and powder processing equipment; metallurgical and coking equipment; pumping equipment; emergency rescue equipment; CBM exploration equipment and technology and methane drainage and collecting equipment
Contacts: Liu Fei
Tel: 86-10 — 68683796,68605056
Fax: 86-10 — 68631368
Email: huamaolian@263.net
Website: www.ciceme.com

2015 Asia International Industrial Automation, Robots & Intelligent Manufacturing Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-11
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Machinery Enterprise Management Association, China National Machinery Consultants International
Organizer: Beijing Huamaolian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: fluid power system & components, air compressor, mechanical driving components, electric drive, power equipment & generator
Tel: 86-10-68683796
Fax: 86-10-68631368
Email: huamaolian@263.net
Website: www.ciptc.org

2015 the 20th China International Dental Instrument and Materials Expo & Symposium
Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-12
City: Beijing
2015 the 4th China (Beijing) International Nondestructive Examination Equipment Exhibition & Forum

Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-11
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Standardization Committee on Boilers and Pressure Vessels
Organizer: Zhongxinlianhe International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: ultrasonic testing, acoustic emission testing, radiographic testing, magnetic particle testing, eddy current testing, penetrant testing, leak testing, leak testing equipment, composite flaw detection equipment, visual inspection of industrial machinery, other testing equipment
Contacts: Feng Mu
Tel: 86-10-81758786
Fax: 86-10-61756922
Email: ndtexpo@sina.com
Website: www.ndtexpo.com

2015 the 6th China Beijing International Industrial Corrosion Control Conference & Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-11
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Anti-corrosive and Adiabatic Industry Association, Paint Coating &Surface Treatment Committee, The Rust Prevention Committee of China Surface Engineering Association, China Project Construction Association Anti-corrosion Committee, CAPEC. Anticorrosion and Insulation Committee
Organizer: Zhongxinlianhe International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: corrosion-resistant materials and equipment: anti-corrosion alloy, stainless steel, metallic material; bimetal composite pipe and other metal materials, anti-corrosion engineering plastics, resin and other non-metallic materials; anti-corrosion cladding material, anti-corrosion material processing equipment and products; cathode protection technology and equipment: cathode protection testing, design and technology service and construction, such as sacrificial anode, MMO anode, flexible anode and other anode materials; constant potential rectifier and current rectifier and other mechanical equipment; test probe, reference electrode, test stub and other cathode protection testing devices and equipment: AC and DC disturbance detection, assessment and remission technology; pipeline integrity testing and anti-corrosion coating for equipment and pipeline, cathode protection effectiveness testing equipment or technical service; equipment for technical service for earth resistivity test, ultrasonic thickness measurement and coating thickness and quality test; equipment and service for interior inspection of pipeline; service of pipeline safety assessment and direct evaluation
Contacts: Mr. Zhang
Tel: 86-10-61756922
Fax: 86-10-61756922

2015 the 6th China (Beijing) International Pressure Pipes, Fittings Equipment Exhibition & Forum

Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-11
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Standardization Committee on Boilers and Pressure Vessels
Organizer: China Machinery Industry Federation, Zhongxinlianhe International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: pressure pipeline, industrial pipeline, long-distance pipeline and public pipeline; pressure pipe fitting, seamless pipe fitting, seamded pipe fitting, forged pipe fitting, cast pipe fitting, filter, non-metallic pipe fitting, compressor, pump, valve, flange and compensator; supporting elements, scaling elements, special elements and materials for pressure pipeline; new pipeline material, PE, GRP, steel frame pipes and other municipal pipe products; pipeline manufacture equipment and maintenance equipment, pipeline construction equipment and large machine and tools and hardware tools for pipeline; equipment for pipeline detection, leak hunting and cleaning; pipeline cutting equipment, rectification equipment and welding equipment and materials; anti-corrosion, heat insulation and anti-fire materials for pipeline; pipeline automation and control technology and equipment, oil and gas storage and transportation devices; special steel, stainless steel, carbon steel and alloy steel seamless pipes and welded pipes of various diameters
Contacts: Zhang Guofeng
Tel: 86-10-81758786
Fax: 86-10-81758786
Email: 1044020841@qq.com
Website: www.gjgyffs.com

2015 China International Internet of Things Expo

Date: 2015-06-11—2015-06-13
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: gold card engineering industry and local application results and application trial of mobile payment, RFID, sensor, Internet of Goods application international companies, intelligent card, various new material, foreign exhibition area, intelligent city and intelligent security solution
Contacts: Pan Di, Liu Qian
Tel: 86-10-68208235
Fax: 86-10-68208263
Email: jinkaban@126.com
Website: iotexpo.rfidchina.org/2014.html

2015 the 8th China (Beijing) International Hotel Supplies Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-12—2015-06-14
City: Beijing
Venue: China World International Exhibition and Conference Center (Guangyao Oriental Plaza)
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Collaborative Leadership Office of National Golden Card
Engineering, China Information Industry Trade Association, CCPIT Electronics & information Industry Sub-Council, Xiamen Sino-Show Century Business Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Exhibits: kitchen catering equipment & supplies, general cooking equipment, Chinese & western kitchen equipment, kitchen stove, kitchen cutting tool, banquet meal furnace, stainless kitchenware, induction cooker, fast food equipment, baking equipment, refrigeration equipment, refrigerated cabinet, exhaust equipment, environmental protection equipment, beer set, hotel furniture, hotel catering furniture, hotel suit furniture, outdoor furniture, luxury furniture, electric dining table, induction-cooker dining table, etc., desktop supplies, stainless steel tabletop, bamboo & wood tabletop, ceramic tabletop, glass tabletop, Melamine tabletop, cooking utensils, spirit stove, glassware, glass turntable, gold & silver ware, chopsticks, guest room, ancillary electric appliance, titanium & hotel lobby supplies, hotel television, telephone, safe, electronic lock, intelligent device, consumable, room service vehicle, hotel lobby sign, palm tree & sculpture decoration, cleaning & laundry equipment, scrubber, polisher, brushing machine, electric foamer, wet vacuum, blower, air cleaner, laundry room equipment

**2015 the 11th China (Beijing) International Organic Food Exhibition**

Date: 2015-06-12—2015-06-14  
City: Beijing  
Venue: Beijing International Convention Center  
Classification: Food & Beverage  
Organizer: Beixing International Expo (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: organic food and beverages  
Tel: 86-10-82817872, 83488565  
Fax: 86-10-65479323  
Email: yjz@beixingexpo.com  
Website: www.fiacs.cn

**2015 the 5th China (Beijing) International Coffee & Tea Exhibition**

Date: 2015-06-12—2015-06-14  
City: Beijing  
Venue: Beijing International Convention Center  
Classification: Food & Beverage  
Organizer: Beixing International Expo (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
Area: 5500 m²
Exhibits: raw & auxiliary material of coffee: green coffee bean, roasted coffee bean, instant coffee. coffee-mate& food: cream, botanic cream, sugar, seasoning wine, jam, fruit powder & juice. tea & tea products: green tea, black tea, white tea, oolong tea, yellow tea, dark green tea, pu’er tea, herbal tea, organic tea, reprocessing tea, health tea, diet tea & other western-style tea & tea beverage. automatic coffee machine, semi-automatic coffee machine, professional bean grinder, pearl milk tea coffee machine, coffee cups, tea set & stove, water purification machine, cream foam maker, automatic beverage vending machine, filter paper, coffee pot, tea making device, etc.  
Contacts: Zhang Yanqi  
Tel: 86-10-83488501  
Fax: 86-10-65479323

**China Modified Cars Exhibition**

Date: 2015-06-12—2015-06-14  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)  
Classification: Transportation  
Host: Beijing Yosen International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Messe Düsseldorf (Shanghai) Co Ltd.  
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: modified cars, non-mass produced concept cars, sports-cars and custom-designed cars, competition exclusive cars, power system ignition, oil supply and exhaust system, engines, computer chips, turbo charger system, tyre and wheel hub, lighting system, exterior decorations, media system, special bumpers  
Contacts: Yang Hui  
Tel: 86-10-57970935  
Fax: 86-10-57970999  
Email: Ruby.Yang@yasn.com.cn  
Website: www.atcshow.com

**2015 the 14th China (Beijing)International Consumer Electronics Expo**

Date: 2015-06-15—2015-06-17  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China National Convention Centre  
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment  
Host: China Consumer Electronics Association, Bufsin Expo Group  
Organizer: Bufsin (Beijing) Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Exhibits: area of digital products, communication products, video products, electric products for automobile, household electric products, computers and relevant products  
Tel: 86-10-52283471  
Email: info@bufsin.com  
Website: www.ebide.com

**2015 China International Smart Grid Construction, Distributed Energy, Energy Storage Technology and Equipment Exhibition & Summit**

Date: 2015-06-15—2015-06-17  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China National Convention Centre  
Classification: Energy & Ore  
Organizer: Electric Power System Committee of the Chinese Society for Electrical Engineering, Devis International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: images and achievements of large power generation enterprises, intelligent network information communication technology and equipment, intelligent substation equipment and system, intelligent power transmission and distribution equipment and technology, intelligent electric products and intelligent dispatching technology, automation of electric network management and large screen splicing equipment  
Tel: 86-10-52059527, 52059528  
Fax: 86-10-52096866  
Email: bjdevis@126.com  
Website: www.cigee-expo.com

**2015 China International Electricity and Distributed Energy Technologies & Equipment Exhibition**

Date: 2015-06-15—2015-06-17  
City: Beijing  
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center  
Classification: Energy & Ore  
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China Foreign Trade Development Bureau, International Cooperation Center of
National Development and Reform Commission
Organizer: Devis International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Area: 13000 m²
Exhibits: distributed energy sources power generation equipment and technologies, solar photovoltaic, distributed solar photovoltaic power generation technologies and equipment, solar photovoltaic engineering equipment, solar-thermal power generation systems, PV inverters, solar cells, solar-powered building integration, photovoltaic combined heat and power generation, wind power, wind power generators, corolla
equipment and parts of wind turbine generator, offshore wind power equipment and technologies, natural gas
Contacts: Chen Xin
Tel: 86-10-51151646, 52748901
Fax: 86-10-51151645
Email: dqx666888@163.com
Website: www.cigee-expo.com

2015 China National Defense Informationization Equipment & Technology Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-16—2015-06-18
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Arms Control and Disarmament Association, China Military Industrial Program Research Association, Informatization Expert Committee, Army Command Professional Committee of China?Arms Control and Disarmament Association, Chinese Defense Information Equipment & Technology Exhibition Committee
Organizer: Beijing Qifa Exhibit Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: military computer software, hardware & network equipment, military information security & data Storage, equipment informationization, satellite navigation & internal navigation equipment, military communication & commanding, large screen projection & display equipment, military security & precautionary technology & equipment, etc.
Contacts: Mr. Xie, Ms. Liu
Tel: 86-10-51283861
Fax: 86-10-89587832
Email: GF_2013@126.com
Website: www.81guofang.com

2015 China International Healthcare Industry Expo/Health Food Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-16—2015-06-18
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Medical Service
Host: China Health Care Association, Professional Committee of Health Services and Research, China Public Union of Nutrition, China Business Development Center
Organizer: Beijing Qifa Exhibit Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: nutrition & health product, traditional Chinese medicine for health cultivation, health drink, sugar-free food, health cultivation supplies
Contacts: Xie Jing
Tel: 86-10-65566558
Fax: 86-10-65566558
Email: 13811802734@163.com
Website: www.hcfexpo.com

2015 the 7th Asia (Beijing) International Smart City Technology & Application Products Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-16—2015-06-18
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Guangdong High-Tech Industry Chamber, China International E-Commerce Association, I-IOT Alliance, Hong Kong International Chinese Merchants Union Association, Hong Kong Federation of the Returned Overseas Chinese from Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand, Beijing Mingshibo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Mingshibo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 4335 m²
Exhibits: intelligent communication network system, smart traffic, smart home life, smart energy, smart education, intelligent medical treatment, smart equipment industry
Contacts: Zhi Yunfei
Tel: 86-10-52458821
Fax: 86-10-52996004
Email: msbgjzyf@126.com
Website: www.wisdom-city.com

2015 Beijing International Tea Expo
Date: 2015-06-18—2015-06-21
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: The People's Government of Beijing Municipality Xicheng District, China Tea Marketing Association (CTMA)
Organizer: Beijing Exhibition Center
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of famous teas: organic teas, green teas, black teas, reprocessed teas, puer tea, flower tea, antihypertensive teas, eyesight-improving teas, instant teas; exquisite tea set products: tea-making wares, tea drinking wares such as glassware
Contacts: Zhu Zhonghai, Zhang Peng
Tel: 86-10-66026132
Fax: 86-10-66018165
Email: asiatea@163.com
Website: www.ctma.com.cn

2015 the 8th Global Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Congress & Industrial Chain Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-19—2015-06-21
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Medical Service
Host: UTM Global
Organizer: HNZ Industry Media Group
Area: 40000 m²
Website: www.gphi.com.cn

2015 the 5th China International Light Industry & Consumer Goods Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-26—2015-06-29
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: China National Light Industry Council, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Light Industry Sub-Council
Organizer: Beijing Zhongqinglian Culture and Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: cematic product, decorative art cematics, etc., furniture, home supplies, and home decorative product, etc., craft gemstones, silver and gold jewelry, etc., riding supplies, outdoor leisure supplies, etc., food, beverage, flavor and perfume, etc., light industrial high-quality product, clock, etc., and local specialty
Contacts: Chen Jing, Jia Ning
Tel: 86-10-68396614, 68396661
Fax: 86-10-68396614
Email: expo@chnliexpo.com
Website: www.ciepe.com.cn

2015 China International Caravans Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-27—2015-06-29
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Beijing Yasen International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Messe Düsseldorf (Shanghai) Co Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: travel trailer limo, power buggy, removable parts and components for limo, energy supplying
Contacts: Li Jing, Zhang Tuo
Tel: 86-21-61698320, 86-10-65907101
Fax: 86-21-61698301, 86-10-65907347
Email: amy.lee@mds.cn, tetris.zhang@mds.cn
Website: www.acsshow.com

2015 Beijing International Tourism Expo

Date: 2015-06-27—2015-06-29
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Commission of Tourism Development of Beijing Municipality
Organizer: Beijing Relation Conferences & Exhibition Services Co., Ltd., Conference & Exhibition Management Services PTE Ltd.
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: travel agency, scenic spot, tourism administrations of all provinces & cities, tourism media & other institutions, characteristic leisure tourism, etc. hotel, aviation company, convention center & other meeting incentive travel, the development of tourism resources, etc.
Contacts: Ms. Kong
Tel: 86-10-585862170
Fax: 86-10-58586600
Email: beijing@126.com
Website: www.bj-relation.com

2015 China International Cleaning Industry Expo

Date: 2015-07-02---2015-07-04
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Light Industry Sub-Council, Photocatalysis Industry Association of China, the Chinese Pest Control Association, China Association of Agricultural Machinery Manufacturers Plant Protection and Cleaning Machinery Branch, China Clean Industry Sustainable Union (CCISU), China Cleaning Industry Association (CCIA), China Sundry Articles Association
Organizer: Beijing Chuangzhi International Convention and Exhibition Association
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: cleaning machinery and equipment, detergent & cleaning tool, component, spare part and raw material for cleaning product, partition wall, stair, timber, equipment for harmful biological control, pharmaceutical equipment, personal & family preventive items, OEM & ODM, brand owner, original designer, subcontracted enterprise, three-dimensional integration communication platform
Contacts: Ms. Kong
Tel: 86-10-84414356
Fax: 86-10-84414360
Email: cleanexpo@126.com
Website: www.clean-expo.com

Cafe Show China 2015

Date: 2015-07-02---2015-07-04
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: CIEC Exhibition Co., Ltd., Korea EXPORUM
Area: 6790 m²
Exhibits: coffee product & equipment, tea product & equipment, fruit tea, fermented tea, various foreign tea, tea cup, teapot, tea ware, other drinks, fruit, smoothie, bubble tea, wine, champagne, soda water, bread, croissant, muffin, cake, donut, bagel, pie, pie filling, sandwich, pastry, ice-cream, shaved ice, yogurt, chocolate, pudding fruit, leisure food, rice cake, candy, food raw material, frozen dough, chocolate, cheese, oil, milk, whipped cream, ice-cream, flours, syrup, fruit jam, nuts, dried
fruit & other foods, pizza, barbecue, pasta, corn cake, franchise, coffee shop, ice-cream shop, tea & drinks shop, sandwich shop, bread shop, pastry shop, organic restaurant, bar, equipment & apparatus, ice-cream machine, frozen display cabinet, display cabinet, convection oven, ice machine, blender, kitchen appliances, restaurant interior decoration, table & chair, sofa, lamp, cup & glass

Contacts: Xin Xin, Zhang Yumin
Tel: 86-10-84600816, 84600318
Fax: 86-10-84600325
Email: xinxin@ciec.com.cn,zhangyumin@ciec.com.cn
Website: www.cafeshow.com.cn

2015th 4th China (Beijing) International Luxury Lifestyle Brand

Date: 2015-07-03---2015-07-05
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: China Chamber of International Commerce, Zhenwei Expo Group
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Beijing Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Exhibits: top-end sports cars, saloon cars, motorcycles, luxury yachts, private jets, etc.

Contacts: Ma Jie
Tel: 86-10-38236526
Fax: 86-10-58236567
Email: majei@zhenweiexpo.com
Website: www.luxurychina.com.cn

2015 the 4th Overseas House Purchasing & Immigration Investment Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-03---2015-07-05
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Chamber of International Commerce, Zhenwei Exhibition Group
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Beijing Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Contacts: Manager Yang
Tel: 86-10-59273857
Fax: 86-10-58236567
Email: yangfan@zhenweiexpo.com
Website: www.immishow.com

2015 the 4th Beijing International Import Food Expo

Date: 2015-07-03---2015-07-05
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Chamber of International Commerce
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Beijing Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: dairy product & egg product, wine & liquor, coffee, tea and beverage, cooking oil, olive oil, grain and oil product, candy, pastry and bread, sweetmeat, chocolate and leisure food, quick-frozen food and frozen food, ice-cream product and health care food

Contacts: Ding Ying, Liu Yue
Tel: 86-10-38236512
Fax: 86-10-58236567
Email: cipfe@zhenweiexpo.com
Website: www.cipfe.com

2015 the 6th China (Beijing) International Food, Beverage&Organic Food Fair

Date: 2015-07-03---2015-07-05
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Beijing Minghua International Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: organic and green foods, drinks, and sauce, local high-quality featured agricultural products, related products and services, organic and green food technology and equipment

Contacts: Zhang Lei
Tel: 86-10-56035178
Fax: 86-10-57612611
Email: minghua_yjz@126.com
Website: www.cifeb.com

2015 the 11th Asia International Industrial Automation Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-04---2015-07-06
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Machinery Enterprise Management Association, China National Machinery Consultants International, Beijing Huamaolian Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Area: 42000 m²
Exhibits: production automation; electrical system; robot technology; industrial automation information technology & software; mini system technology; automation technology & new trend

Tel: 86-10-53552869
Fax: 86-10-68631368
Email: sales@auto-wo.com
Website: www.auto-wo.com/index.asp

2015 China International Foundry,Forging & Industrial Furnace Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-04---2015-07-06
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Machinery Enterprise Management Association
Organizer: Beijing Huamaolian Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Exhibits: casting equipment; forging, die forging and hammer forging equipment; die-casting and smelting equipment, die-casting alloy, counter-pressure casting coating, die-casting mould, process control and squeeze casting, low-pressure casting, gravity metal die casting, centrifugal casting, continuous casting, shell mold casting, evanescent pattern casting and combustion equipment; casting and die-casting materials; castings and forgings; equipment for castings and forgings, die forgings and relevant production technologies; industrial furnace and heat treatment facility; 8. auxiliary facility for heat treatment, cleaning machine, peener, straightening machine, craft material and auxiliary material, furnace building material, quenching medium, infiltrant, coating, heat treatment quality control and detecting instruments, automation technology, energy-efficient equipment and technology for heat treatment, equipment and technology for residual heat treatment and environmental protection, dust separation system, water treatment equipment and technology, nitrogen generation technology, technology for gas separation and recycling

Website: www.cipfe.com
2015 Beijing International Laser Industrial Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-04—2015-07-06
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Machinery Enterprise Management Association, China National Machinery Consultants International
Organizer: Beijing Huamaolian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Co-organizer: China Machinery Industry Federation

Tel: 86-10-63290216
Fax: 86-10-63290212
Email: chinainmwe@163.com
Website: www.imwe.com.cn

2015 China (Beijing) International Metal Processing Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-04—2015-07-06
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Machinery Enterprise Management Association, China National Machinery Consultants International
Organizer: Beijing Huamaolian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Co-organizer: China National Machinery Consultants International
Area: 42000 m²

Exhibits: metal forming and processing devices, wire rod former, punch press, punching machine, nibbler, precise metal casting and forging, bearing, fastener, standard parts, valve, die-casting mould, premium castings and cast valves, gray iron castings, spheroidal graphite castings, malleable castings, steel castings, alloy castings, metal sheets, tubular products, sectional materials, wire rods and their forming equipment and machine tool, processing center, NC equipment, cutting and measuring instruments, fixtures; welding and cutting equipment, auxiliary machine and instruments for welding, welding and installation facilities, moulds, metal stamping dies, fine blanking dies, die-casting moulds, plates, tubular materials, sectional materials, laying-off, blanking, stretching, bending, manufacture and forming parts and components, test facilities, surface treatment and post treatment, grinding wheel, sandblasting device and relevant accessories, ventilation system and equipment, milling, cutting and electric power tools; washing and paint spraying apparatus, final treatment and paint spraying apparatus, rust protection, electroplating and powder coating system and equipment.
Tel: 86-10-88682585
Fax: 86-10-88682585-118
Email: 13717868848@vip.126.com
Website: www.mould-asia.com

2015 the 5th China (Beijing) International Trucks Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-04—2015-07-06
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Beijing Tuowei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 3364 m²

Exhibits: trucks and special vehicles; truck repair, manufacture and maintenance technology and equipment; new-energy trucks; components and parts: diesel engine, gearbox, retarder, fuel pump, chassis, axle, tyre, inflating valve, scaling element, car light, wireless TPMS, bearing, rim, TPMS testing system, cabinet and container, air conditioner, seat, reverse, booster, tail board and loading platform, hydraulic part, ABS and ABRS, logistics and transportation system, dispatching system, compressor, gear, car body parts, machine tool, spring, radiator, evaporator, refrigeration equipment, silencer, steering gear, brake, filter, industrial paper, electric products, parts of engine, brake block, clutch, storage battery, pressure vessel
Contacts: Zhang Qi, Han Meng
Tel: 86-10-53552836
Fax: 86-10-52280306
Email: 1872609159@qq.com
Website: www.chinatruck.net.cn

2015 the 7th China (Beijing) International Food & Beverage Fair

Date: 2015-07-10—2015-07-12
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Trade Development & Cooperation Center of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Economic Information Department of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Beijing Ya-Win Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²

Exhibits: grain processing & products, meat, meat product & can food, high-end drink, ice-cream, liquor, beer & wine series, milk & egg product, baking, pastry, biscuit, candy & leisure food, ecological fruit and vegetable & its product, marine aquatic food & quick frozen food, imported food & coffee series, cooking oil & condiment, diet food, food for pregnant woman, infant & child, bean product & relevant product, organic food, nutritional health food, pickled food, convenient food, specialty food, national food, selenium-rich food, pharmacological food, instant food, tea, food machinery & package, ingredient & semi-product series
Tel: 86-10-84670693
Fax: 86-10-84670694
Email: info@ywzl-expo.com
Website: www.spylexpo.com

2015 China (Beijing) International Intelligent Education Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-17—2015-07-19
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: Economic Information Department of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Trade Development & Cooperation Center of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Beijing Zhonghengxiyue Culture Communication Co., Ltd., Beijing Jinmai Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: technology and equipment for elementary education, higher education and vocational education; equipment for audio-visual education and video and audio equipment; language lab and supporting equipment and software; network platform, virtual simulation teaching system, campus management system, computer aided system for teaching and scientific research, smart analysis system for scientific research information; network meeting system, broadcasting system, voice recognition and transmission system, campus monitoring system, e-card system, invigilation equipment; art teaching equipment, literary and sports facilities, stage equipment, desks and chairs, furniture and other equipment for smart campus construction; remote education equipment; slide projector, projector, visual presenter, remote audio-visual teaching equipment; physical education equipment; campus facilities
Tel: 86-10-53794565
Fax: 86-10-65569837
Email: bjysz@126.com
Website: www.cieebj.com

China International Food Safety Inspection Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-18—2015-07-20
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Beijing Yasen International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: food security quick detection equipment, instrument for heavy metal detection, food microorganism and toxin detection, food additive detection, food security quick detection, genetically modified food detection, food quality control and test & food testing and analyzing instrument, quick detection kit, instrument for food contents detection, microorganism, plague, pesticide residue, toxin detection, genetically modified content detection, instrument for chemical element, additive & ingredient detection, sample prior treatment analysis, moisture content & water quality detection, food detection device spare parts, consumables, hardware, nonmetallic elements and foreign matters detection instrument, equipment for agricultural environment detection, soil detection, third party detection & service institution, national certification authority, laboratory testing & analyzing equipment, laboratory equipment & machinery, laboratory device, laboratory automation, laboratory database system, archiving & software
Contacts: Li Xiangjun
Tel: 86-10-57970814, 57970888
Fax: 86-10-57970999
Website: www.fieshow.com

2015 China Potato Expo

Date: 2015-07-28—2015-07-29
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Badaling International Exposition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Agriculture Sub-Council
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: potato and yarn products
Contacts: Zhao Xuejin
Tel: 86-10-59194473
Fax: 86-10-65001257
Email: zhaoxuejin@agri.gov.cn
Website: www.chinapotatoexpo.com

2015 China (Beijing) International Energy Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-29—2015-07-31
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Chinese Energy Vehicle Communication Group, Shanghai Electrical Apparatus Research Institute
Organizer: Beijing Hualian Machinery & Electronics Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: multi-field leading company of energy industry, producer & distributor of crude oil, gas, coal, power & new energy, etc., multi-field power equipment manufacturer, manufacturer in various fields of energy industry, scientific research & lab tech & facility for petro & petrochemical, engineering tech & equipment for oil and gas pipeline construction, oil-field special vehicle , fluid machinery & automation tech & equipment and info system, coal & equipment exhibition, production equipment for coal mine, equipment & tech for 6 primary system of mine, coal mine security, monitoring, coal processing & utilizing tech & equipment, mine service & info, electromechanical equipment & material for mine, exploring, extracting & utilizing tech & equipment of coal bed gas in coal mine, electricity & power exhibition, low-voltage apparatus, electrical product, production equipment, machinery & raw material, new energy exhibition, tech & facility for fields of nuclear, wind & solar power & biomass energy, energy saving & environmental protection exhibition, high-efficiency motor & power equipment, contract energy management, new energy vehicle, energy-saving lighting, home appliance & building
Contacts: Han Shuo, ZhaoLu
Tel: 86-10-82194956
Fax: 86-10-82194957
Email: cmifbhan@126.com
Website: www.energy-tech.com.cn

2015 China Women & Children Industry Expo

Date: 2015-07-30—2015-08-02
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: Beijing Women's Federation, China National Convention Center, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Beijing Sub-Council
Organizer: Beijing Debai Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 24000 m²
Exhibits: multi-field leading company of energy industry, producer & distributor of crude oil, gas, coal, power & new energy, etc., multi-field power equipment manufacturer, manufacturer in various fields of energy industry, scientific research & lab tech & facility for petro & petrochemical, engineering tech & equipment for oil and gas pipeline construction, oil-field special vehicle , fluid machinery & automation tech & equipment and info system, coal & equipment exhibition, production equipment for coal mine, equipment & tech for 6 primary system of mine, coal mine security, monitoring, coal processing & utilizing tech & equipment, mine service & info, electromechanical equipment & material for mine, exploring, extracting & utilizing tech & equipment of coal bed gas in coal mine, electricity & power exhibition, low-voltage apparatus, electrical product, production equipment, machinery & raw material, new energy exhibition, tech & facility for fields of nuclear, wind & solar power & biomass energy, energy saving & environmental protection exhibition, high-efficiency motor & power equipment, contract energy management, new energy vehicle, energy-saving lighting, home appliance & building
Contacts: Kong Xiangfei
Tel: 86-10-84379015
Fax: 86-10-84379011
Email: cwxexpo@163.com
Website: www.cwexpo.cn

2015 Beijing International Jewelry Gallery (Summer)

Date: 2015-08
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
2015 the 13th China International Radio, Film & TV Expo/China International Film & TV Programmes Exhibition
Date: 2015-08
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: China Radio, Film & Television Programs Exchanging Center
Organizer: Beijing Oriental Beauty International Exhibition Co., Ltd
Area: 24000 m
Exhibits: TV program, TV show, feature program, documentary film, cartoon, film script, other
Contacts: Xiong Yin
Tel: 86-10-63950428
Fax: 86-10-63950438
Email: citv@chnpec.com
Website: citv.chnpec.com/citv/cn/index.html

2015 China (Beijing) International Fine Art Fair
Date: 2015-08
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Beijing Culture Chamber of Commerce, Beijing Culture and Art Resource Institute, Beijing Foreign Culture Creativity & International Culture Exchange LLC.
Organizer: Beijing Oriental Beauty International Exhibition Co., Ltd
Area: 15000 m
Exhibits: participants: consulates in China from various countries; foreign and domestic art associations, literary federations, art galleries, art organizations, fine art colleges and universities and art funds; exhibitions: Chinese paintings and calligraphies, oil paintings, prints, sculptures and other artworks; directional exhibition
Contacts: Zhang Chuncheng
Tel: 86-532-85010213
Fax: 86-532-85010213

2015 China Incentive, Business Travel & Meetings Exhibition
Date: 2015-08-05---2015-08-07
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Other
Host: The People's Government of Beijing Municipality, China National Tourism Administration, Reed Exhibitions
Organizer: Reed Exhibitions, Reed Tourism Exhibitions
Area: 6000 m
Exhibits: venues for convention and exhibition activities, hotels and tourist destinations, technology and convention supporting companies, professional convention-organizing companies and other service providers
Contacts: Liu Fang, Yang Siwei
Tel: 86-10-84600336, 84600310
Fax: 86-10-84600325
Email: zhouyingbo@ciec.com.cn, wangy@ciec.com.cn
Website: www.incensechina.com

2015 the 6th Asia International Mould Technology & Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-08-06---2015-08-08
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: The People's Government of Beijing Municipality, China National Tourism Administration, Reed Exhibitions
Organizer: Reed Exhibitions, Reed Tourism Exhibitions
Tel: 86-10-88682585
Fax: 86-10-88682585-118
Email: chinaoyt@126.com
Website: www.battery-asia.com

2015 the 6th Asia International Industrial Intelligent Robots & Automation Exhibition
Date: 2015-08-06---2015-08-08
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society
Organizer: Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society, Hannover Fairs China Ltd., Hannover Fairs (Shanghai) Ltd.
Exhibits: Industrial automation, process and energy automation, automatic techniques and new trends
Contacts: Zhang Xi, Li Xiang, Qian Kai
Tel: 86-21-5045670 ext. 259/280/282
Fax: 86-21-68862355/5045 9355
Email: ia-beijing@hmf-china.com
Website: www.industrial-automation-beijing.com

2015 the 6th Asia International Battery Exhibition
Date: 2015-08-06---2015-08-08
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Germany Battery Industry Association, China Electronics Chamber Of Commerce, International Sourcing Promotion Center, Beijing Communication Industry Association
Organizer: Ouyatu International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Area: 45000 m
Exhibits: battery: lithium ion battery, lithium polymer battery, lead-acid battery, fuel cell, supercapacitor, etc.; new energy vehicle: battery electric vehicle, hybrid Electric Vehicle, super capacitor vehicle and fuel vehicle, etc.; assembled battery: for mobile phone, walkie talkie, cordless telephone, laptop, electric vehicle, hybrid electric vehicle, electric tool, electric toy, UPS, locomotive & passenger train, and vessel; manufacturing equipment, testing instrument, raw material, spare parts and charger for battery; material, technology and product of new-type battery; charger for secondary battery; “three wastes” treatment equipment of battery industry, recycle & treatment technology and equipment of scrapped & old battery
Contacts: Wang Jun
Tel: 86-10-84600336, 84600310
Fax: 86-10-84600325
Email: zhouyingbo@ciec.com.cn, wangy@ciec.com.cn
Website: www.incensechina.com
2015 the 6th Asia International Adhesive Tapes, Protective & Optical Films Expo

Date: 2015-08-06—2015-08-08  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)  
Classification: Other  
Host: Ouyatu International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
Contact: Zhou Yingbo, Wang Yan  
Tel: 86-10-84600336, 84600310  
Fax: 86-10-84600325  
Email: zhouyingbo@ciec.com.cn, wangy@ciec.com.cn  
Website: www.enceschina.com

2015 Beijing International Incense Culture Industry Expo

Date: 2015-08-06—2015-08-09  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)  
Classification: Other  
Organizer: CIEC Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 10000 m²  
Exhibits: agarwood products, agarwood artwork, derivatives, pan-culture products, incense culture articles and clubs and other service agencies and media  
Contact: Liu Tengyuan  
Tel: 86-10-88682576  
Fax: 86-10-88682527  
Email: 2355779335@qq.com

2015 Asia International Water Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-06—2015-08-08  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)  
Classification: Other  
Host: Ouyatu International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
Exhibits: sewage water treatment equipment, material dehydration equipment, water supply and drainage Equipment, pump & pump lift system, new drainagepipe construction, modernization of drainage system, equipment & spare part for drainagepipe checking , cleaning & leakage checking, water pipe cleaning, water purifying & drinking equipment & spare part, process control technology, process automation & automation system, water meter, data recording, measuring instrument, management & control mode, measuring device, computer simulation system, process control equipment, etc., water affair & national entity exhibition area, drilling equipment, spring water collection equipment, water well equipment, well lift equipment, rain water collection equipment, equipment for water & soil protection, water pollution recovery, hot spring pool, geothermal well construction, geothermal pump, geothermal pipeline, etc., and swimming pool., etc.  
Contact: Lin Tengyuan  
Tel: 86-10-88682576  
Fax: 86-10-88682527  
Email: 2355779335@qq.com

2015 the 6th Asia International Electronic Equipment, Components & Instruments Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-06—2015-08-08  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)  
Classification: Other  
Host: Ouyatu International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
Area: 45000 m²  
Exhibits: semiconductor, transformer, testing & measuring instrument, testing device & instrument, ultrasonic wave, shaping equipment, sensor, purified & magnetic material, conductor, electric tool, motor, circuit, circuit board & circuit technology, capacitance, capacitor, electro-acoustics, electroacoustic device, potentiometer, power source, electronic transformer, electron tube, Electronic Chemical Product, electric equipment, electric production, electric display, electric instrument, electron component, resistor, anti-static, sealing, packaging, drying & engineering equipment, photoelectricity, phototube & photoelectric device, welding, chemical engineering, chemical & chemical material, environment &environment purification, electromechanical & electromechanical component, machinery, base plate & base material, laser, integrated circuit, relay, crystal, static electricity & static electricity technology, switch, connector, simulation, climate, cleaning device, radiator, quartz, testing equipment, ceramics, mini & special motor, displaying device, display parts, instrument & meter, printing & printed circuit  
Contacts: Wang Jun  
Tel: 86-10-88682585  
Fax: 86-10-88682585-118  
Email: chinaoyt@126.com  
Website: www.electron-asia.com

2015 the 6th Asia International Connector & Cable Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-06—2015-08-08  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)  
Classification: Other  
Host: Ouyatu International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
Area: 45000 m²  
Exhibits: PP, PVC, button, toggle switch, testing instrument, plug-in, plug, socket, electromagnetism & electromagnetic wire, cable, cable accessory, electricity & electrical cable, circuit, computer connector, related computer supplies, wire, cable, power source, power wire, electron beam, terminal, anti-corrosion & water-proof material, steel wire, high temperature, optical fibre & optical cable, silica gel, silicone rubber, seafloor, computer, computer network, processing equipment, household appliance, testing instrument, keyboard, connector assembly, contactor, terminal block, insulation, switch, wiredrawing, connector, aluminum wire, fire resistant, nylon, wiring, wiring equipment, ink-jetted code, inkjet equipment, leather machine, automoble, hot melt adhesive, thermal shrinkage, lubricant, radio frequency, video, digital, special electricity, filling, communication, communication cable, microswitch, hardware & hardware product, wire material, trunking, thread band, wire cable, wiring harness, rubber, rotating, audio, video, printing, printed circuit, electricity consumption, ink, game, game device, component  
Contacts: Wang Jun  
Tel: 86-10-88682585  
Fax: 86-10-88682585-118  
Email: chinaoyt@126.com  
Website: www.electron-asia.com

2015 China International Agilawood Culture Expo

Date: 2015-08-06—2015-08-09  
City: Beijing  
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Organizer: Beijing Ziwei Sunshine Cultural and Creative Co., Ltd  
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: aquilaria industry and aquilaria room, aquilaria culture forum, lectures of specialists and scholars, aquilaria exhibits of modern sculpture masters, involving new elements of culture, art, architectural design, fashionable innovation and business cooperation
Contacts: Mr. Liu, Ms. Liang
Tel: 86-10-36145698
Fax: 86-10-51696927
Email: aar2012@163.com
Website: www.ccxbh.com

2015 the 7th China International Road Traffic Security Products Expo

Date: 2015-08-13—2015-08-15
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Logistics
Host: Road Traffic Safety Association of People’s Republic of China
Organizer: Beijing Sixing Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 18366 m²
Exhibits: intelligent transportation management technology products, traffic information communication system, driver training and examination system, transportation safety equipment, facilities and products, traffic police equipment and safety protection equipment, traffic police work equipment, police vehicles, technological achievement of public traffic management departments, ITS, GIS, GPS, software, internet of things and relevant technical products, emergency command and response technology and equipment, intelligent parking management and charging system, school buses and relevant safety products, communication operators, system integrators, solution providers and command and dispatching system
Contacts: Zhang Bing, Liu Qinghua
Tel: 86-10-67153032,67152962
Fax: 86-10-67159262,67164785
Email: rtsac1994@163.com

2015 Beijing Indoor Air Purification Technology & Product Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-15—2015-08-17
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Beijing Demeirui Exhibition Co., Ltd, Indoor Environment and Health Branch, Chinese Society for Environmental Sciences
Organizer: Beijing Demeirui Exhibition Co., Ltd, Journal Of Air Cleansing
Area: 6500 m²
Exhibits: small household appliances for air purification; ventilation-type purification products; auxiliary products for air purification; products and solutions for indoor air pollution abatement; cleaning and sterilizing products; environmental-protection household appliances; others: industrial societies, industrial media, procurement companies, testing companies, famous abatement companies and public service organizations
Tel: 86-10-59248116
Fax: 86-10-83488747
Email: airexpo@126.com
Website: www.airexpo.com.cn

The 24th China International Medical Instrument and Equipment Exhibition & Symposium

Date: 2015-08-21—2015-08-23
City: Beijing

Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Department of International Cooperation of National Health and Family Planning Commission of the PRC, Chinese Hospital Association, China Association of Medical Equipment
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: large imaging & X-ray equipment; ultrasonic equipment category; medical information, PACS, HIS, RIS, physical recreation equipment & IHEC testing device; emergency & operating room equipments; endoscopic device; clinical examination & medical laboratory equipments; infection control equipment; medical consumables; nursing& rehabilitation equipment; various medical vehicles, ambulance, X-ray vehicle, Medico-physical Examination Vehicle, sanitation and antiepidemic vehicle, etc.
Contacts: Ma Ran, Zhang Zhenzhen, Kang Le
Tel: 86-10-88393925,88393923,88393917
Fax: 86-10-88393924
Email: info@chinahospeq.com
Website: www.chinahospeq.com

2015 the 24th Beijing International Radio, TV & Film Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-26—2015-08-29
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film, and Television of PR China
Organizer: CRTV, China Central Television
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: content acquisition & production, digital movie, new media & new business, network &transmission, broadcasting audio, etc.
Contacts: Shen Jian
Tel: 86-10-52055135,5109
Fax: 86-10-82079605
Email: sj@birtv.com
Website: www.birtv.com

Macworld/ iWorld Asia 2015

Date: 2015-08-27—2015-08-30
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Beijing Investment Promotion Bureau, American International Data Group (China) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: IDG World Expo
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: related products and application of Apple platform
Contacts: Ms. Mai
Tel: 86-10-65262650
Fax: 86-10-65262650
Email: macworldiworld@idg.com.cn
Website: www.macworldasia.com

2015 the 22nd Beijing International Book Fair

Date: 2015-08-27—2015-08-31
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: China National Publications Import & Export (Group) Corporation
Area: 53400 m²
Exhibits: books, periodicals and relevant exhibits; electronic and multi-
media publications and relevant equipment; book cover design and paper printing; education-related company websites and publications of entertainment and audiovisual products; E-commerce, internet bookstore, web service, electronic books, product processing consultation
Contacts: Yu Ming
Tel: 86-10-65866994, 65066688-8802, 13601058299
Fax: 86-10-65005082, 65089188
Email: yuming@bibf.net
Website: www.bibf.net

2015 Beijing 100% Musical Instruments

Date: 2015-08-29—2015-08-31
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: MMI Shanghai Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: piano and keyboard instruments, electro-acoustic musical instruments, string instruments, brass-wind instruments, woodwind instruments, percussion instruments, ethnic musical instruments, music scores and books, musical Instruments accessories, computer hardware and software related to music
Contacts: Wen Jing
Tel: 86-21-20205500
Fax: 86-21-20205688
Email: 100music@mmi-shanghai.com
Website: www.100music.cn

2015 the 13th China International Meat Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-09
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: pitch waterproof coiled material, glass fibre & polyester base, planted roof system, root-proof & water-proof materials used for planted roof; polycrystalline silicon battery module, amorphous battery, silico-based & other film battery, solar photovoltaic tile, coiled materials & roof module, spray polyurea material, system & technology, first & finishing coat, adhesion agent, repairing putty, nondestructive testing technology & instrument, ultrasonic thickness measurement, electrosparck pinhole detecting machine, planted roof system; monolayer roof system; cool roof system; tile roof system; photovoltaic integration roof system; basement waterproof system; exterior wall waterproof system; external window waterproof system; ramp waterproof system.
Contacts: Gou Lifeng, Hao Jin, Cao Xuehui
Tel: 86-10-57811541,57811441,57811543
Fax: 86-10-57811541,57811542
Email: cnwb1984@yahoo.com.cn,haojinob@yahoo.cn
Website: roofexpo.cnwb.net

2015 the 13th Beijing International Commodity Trade Fair

Date: 2015-09
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: China International Nameplate Development Association, Beijing Tianzhu Real Estate Development Zone Management Committee, the People's Government of Beijing Municipality Shunyi District
Organizer: Beijing Dehua Dingcheng Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: regional brand, technological innovation, health industry, green finance, industrial park of development zone, modern agriculture, culture creativity and exquisite jewelry.
Tel: 86-10-80460195
Fax: 86-10-80460195
Email: bjfair@bjifair.com
Website: www.bjifair.com

2015 Beijing International AdVERTISEMENT & LED Exhibition

Date: 2015-09
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: China Advertising Association of Commerce, Beijing Shibolian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Organizer: Beijing Shibolian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: advertising production technology and equipment, advertising materials and supplies, indoor and outdoor advertising media, signing system, display and demonstration devices, technology and equipment, integrated service for display, electronic screen, new media, network media, multimedia advertisement design and manufacture technology and equipment, large screen and outdoor media, advertising production and gifts
Tel: 86-10-58220425
Fax: 86-10-58851286
Email: china-expo@foxmail.com
Website: www.ad-expo.com
2015 Beijing International Creative Decoration Design Industry Expo (Original Biennial Expo)

Date: 2015-09  
City: Beijing  
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Beijing Construction Decoration Association  
Organizer: Beijing Construction Decoration Designing & Creative Alliance, Beijing Qingshang International Exhibition Co., Ltd  
Area: 6410 m²  
Exhibits: design world exhibition, architectural design, environmental and display artwork, artwork for indoor display, ornamental animal and other decorative furnishings; electric appliances, books and magazines, daily-use vessels, fruit and vegetables, stationary and sport articles and other practical furnishings; innovative materials, series exquisite materials, ceramics, kitchen decoration, electric appliances, bathroom supplies, wall paper and fabrics, floor decoration, decorative hardware, doors and windows, decorative lighting and electric appliances, new materials, decorative glass and sliding doors of glass, external wall insulation materials, new materials for wall, detection instruments and others  
Tel: 86-10-58700368  
Fax: 86-10-58701388  
Website: www.dmhfair.com

2015 China International Emergency Rescue Equipments & Technologies Expo

Date: 2015-09  
City: Beijing  
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center  
Classification: Public Security  
Host: China North Industries Corp  
Organizer: North International Exhibition Co., Ltd  
Area: 6410 m²  
Exhibits: disaster relief equipment and technology, rescue equipment, engineering disaster relief, support equipment, communication equipment, medical emergency treatment and epidemic prevention, disaster prediction and detection technology and equipment, disaster-relief stock supplies and public supplies, security protection technology and equipment, new artificial weather system and related facilities, reconstruction-related industries  
Contacts: You Guowei, Cui Lei, Nie Yani, Xu Wei  
Tel: 86-10-83511589, 83542993, 84511832, 83294491  
Fax: 86-10-84511829  
Email: gary_you@northexpo.com.cn, sakina@northexpo.com.cn, erechina@ijkbeijing.com, erechina@ijkbeijing.com  
Website: www.ereexpo.cn

2015 National Procuratorial Equipment and Technology Forum & Exhibition

Date: 2015-09  
City: Beijing  
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center  
Classification: Public Security  
Organizer: Network Information Center of Procuratorial Daily Office (JCRB.com)  
Area: 30000 m²  
Exhibits: advanced office equipment for investigating and prosecuting organs, technical equipment and comprehensive security equipment for procuratorial work and judicial police equipment  
Contacts: Wang Xu, Ji Gang, Huang Xi, Gao Sheng, Liu Lisheng  
Tel: 86-10-68630533, 88696889 ext. 8060, 8059, 8057

2015 the 8th China Reproductive Health Expo

Date: 2015-09  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China National Convention Centre  
Classification: Medical Service  
Organizer: China Reproductive Health Industry Association (National Population and Family Planning Commission Contraceptive Development Centre)  
Area: 16500 m²  
Exhibits: family planning sector, reproductive health sector, reproductive health industry sector, birth control medicine & devices sector, baby, children & maternity healthy food & supplies, youngsters' reproductive health supplies, adult products, sex toys, sex assistive devices, lubricants, sterilization products, sexy clothing, menopause & elderly nourishment, health care supplies, rehabilitation devices, reproductive health institutes & relative website, newspaper, market & associations  
Contacts: Wu Shaohua, Ms. Hu  
Tel: 86-10-62167713  
Fax: 86-10-62167713  
Email: zgszjkcyxh2013@126.com

2015 China International Construction Machinery, Building Material Machines, Construction Vehicles & Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-09  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)  
Classification: Building & Decoration Material  
Host: Messe München International, MMI Shanghai Co., Ltd., China Construction Machinery Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Mechanism Sub-Council, China Construction Machinery Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: MMI Shanghai Co., Ltd.  
Area: 200000 m²  
Exhibits: engineering machineries, building materials production machineries, engineering vehicles and their equipment, accessories and service providers  
Contacts: Bai Donghong  
Tel: 86-10-68594951  
Fax: 86-10-68594836  
Website: www.b-china.cn

The16th China International Lubricant Products & Application Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-09  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)  
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry  
Host: Sinopec Lubricant Company, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Sub-Council, Sinopec Lubricant Company  
Organizer: Intex Shanghai Co., Ltd., China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Sub-Council, Sinopec Lubricant Company  
Area: 11000 m²  
Exhibits: automotive lubricating grease and chemical maintenance products, engine oil, anti-freezing solution, braking fluid, cooling liquid, braking oil, anti-wear agent, detergent, lubricating grease, fuel additive and other chemical maintenance products for automobiles; industrial lubricating grease, hydraulic oil, gear oil, compressor oil, vacuum pump oil, transmission oil, oil for electric appliances, oil for rubber, food-grade oil and white oil for make-up, metal conditioning agent, grease for equipment, base oil, lubricant additive; lubricating system and equipment, lubricating system design, development and maintenance,
relevant supporting equipment for environment protection processing, relevant equipment, equipment for production, blending, canning, packaging and label printing of lubricant products, relevant instruments, analyzer and testing instruments and simulating rack for lubricant products, other; human resources, consultation, information magazine and website service for lubricant industry
Contacts: Liu Jun
Tel: 86-21-62953835, 86-21-62953731
Fax: 86-21-62780038
Email: liujun@intex-sh.com
Website: www.interlubric.com

2015 China International Fishing Industry Expo

Date: 2015-09-04—2015-09-06
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: China Fisheries Association, China Aquatic Products Processing and Marketing Association, China Society of Fisheries, China Recreational Angling Association, Beijing Fishery Association
Organizer: Shixin Lamp International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Area: 13000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of aquatic products and processed aquatic products, minced fish and minced-fish-made products, all kinds of aquatic foods, aquatic recreational food, aquatic nutrition and healthcare products, etc.
Contacts: Chen Xiuyan
Tel: 86-10-62957288
Fax: 86-10-62957688
Website: www.fisheryshow.com

2015 the 14th China International Housing Industry, New Building Industrialization Products & Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-09-09—2015-09-11
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Other
Host: China Architectural Center, Housing Industrialization Promoting Centre of the Department of Housing and Urban-Rural Development, Commission of Housing and Rural and Urban Construction of Beijing Municipality, China Real Estate Association
Organizer: Beijing Zhongjianwenbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: integrated housing and steel structure, new masonry structure, wood structure, light-weight steel structure; industrialized housing and structural system, exterior protected construction, heat insulation technology, door, window and hardware technology; solar energy, shallow geothermal energy and other renewable energy technology, architecture electric and intelligent building technology, packed technology for kitchen industrialization, kitchen waste treatment technology, integrated exquisite decoration of housing and household industry technology, low-carbon technology for indoor and outdoor environment control and building, radiant floor heating technology, renewable comprehensive utilization technology application
Tel: 86-10-88082137, 2138
Fax: 86-10-88082136
Email: caccd@263.net
Website: www.ciehi.tv

2015 China Fruit and Vegetable Fair

Date: 2015-09-09—2015-09-11
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
2015 China International Metal Form Exhibition

Date: 2015-09-16—2015-09-19
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Other
Host: Confederation of Chinese Metalforming Industry (CCMI)
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: formed parts and components, forging equipment, moulds, stamping equipment, metal plate equipment and materials
Tel: 86-10-68465045
Fax: 86-10-68465044
Email: metalform@china-metalform.com
Website: www.chinaforge.com.cn

2015 China International Paper Technology Exhibition & Conference (CIPT)

Date: 2015-09-16—2015-09-18
City: Beijing
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: China Paper Association (CPA), China National Pulp and Paper Research Institute, China Technical Association of Paper Industry
Organizer: China Pulp and Paper Magazines Publisher, China National Pulp and Paper Research Institute
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: mechanical equipment, parts and components, auxiliary equipment, automatic equipment and instruments for pulping and papermaking; commercial pulp, paper and paperboards of various kinds; waste paper and its utilization technology and equipment; paper chemicals, new technology and equipment for environmental protection and integrated utilization, raw materials and equipment for making special paper.
Contacts: Zhang Jingwen
Tel: 86-10-64778167, 64778168, 64778166, 64778185, 664778156
Fax: 86-10-64778174
Email: zhangjingwen@sina.com
Website: www.chinapaperexhibition.com

2015 the 13th China (Beijing) International Engineering Machinery, Construction Machinery and Mining Machinery Exhibition & Seminar

Date: 2015-09-22—2015-09-25
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Construction Machinery Co., Ltd., China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Mechanism Sub-Council, China Construction Machinery Association
Organizer: Beijing Tianshihuagong International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-10-52220922
Fax: 86-10-51183612
Email: info@e-bices.org
Website: www.e-bices.org

2015 the 24th China International Information & Communication Expo

Date: 2015-09-22—2015-09-25
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software
Host: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People's Republic of China, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: China National Postal and Telecommunications Appliances Corp., China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: mobile social networking, wechat, micro-blog, MiTalk, Kik business, cellphone games, smart video games including PSP and xBox and others, cellphone TV, video, and reading, mobile navigation, in-vehicle information and service, cellphone search, mobile payment, and mobile e-commerce
Contacts: Zhang Hongwei
Tel: 86-10-66429897
Fax: 86-10-66426556, 66429898
Email: zhanghongwei@ptac.com.cn
Website: www.ptexpo.com.cn

2015 the 4th China Satellite Navigation and Location Service Annual Meeting & Exhibition

Date: 2015-09-23—2015-09-25
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Transportation
Host: GNSS & LBS Association of China
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: spatial data infrastructure, high-precision receiver, DGPS, DGPS base station, DGPS network safety, WAAS, total-station instruments, RTKGPS, VRS technology, GPS, CLONASS, COMPASS compatible device, receiving equipment for vehicles, aviation, shipping and spaceflight, application management system of satellite navigation in various fields, engineering, earthcrust, high-rise buildings, bridges and dams monitoring, environment monitoring, precision agriculture, land, spaceflight and sailing command and dispatch management system, navigation electronic map, LBS system, Telematics system, navigation electronic map, LBS system, receiving equipment for vehicles, aviation, shipping and spaceflight, application management system of satellite navigation in various fields, engineering, earthcrust, high-rise buildings, bridges and dams monitoring, environment monitoring, precision agriculture, land, spaceflight and sailing command and dispatch management system, software of monitoring management system, center equipment for group customers, associated equipment of satellite navigation
Contacts: Liang Wenfei, Ji Liping, Pan Yujie
Tel: 86-10-63880414, 63880415,63880416
Fax: 86-10-63880417
Email: glac@glac.org.cn

Beijing International Wind Power Conference & Exhibition

Date: 2015-10
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)
Classification: Energy & Ore
Organizer: CCID Conference & Exhibition Co.,Ltd
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: wind generating set, grid-connected wind generating set, off-grid wind generating set, wind-and-other energies combined generating set and system, auxiliary equipment and technology, blade, gear case, generator, braking system, bearing, principal shaft, hub, tower, transformer, converter, yaw system, pitch system, control cabinet, heat...
exchanger, wind-electricity software, drive system, monitoring system, lubricating system, composite material, safety protection equipment, cable, electrical component, bolt, fastening equipment, anemometry technology and equipment, lifter system, coating and spraying equipment, technical consultation and service
Tel: 86-10-68458020, 68451467, 68423799, 68450650
Fax: 86-10-68454599
Email: info@chinawind.org.cn
Website: www.chinawind.org.cn

**2015 the 18th Beijing China Antique & Art Fair**

**Date:** 2015-10
**City:** Beijing
**Venue:** National Agriculture Exhibition Center
**Classification:** Other
**Organizer:** Exhibition Center of Quanlian Chamber of Commerce for Cultural Relics and Works of Art, Zhongyi Asia-Pacific (Beijing) Investment Management Co., Ltd.
**Area:** 13000 m²
**Exhibits:** antique articles, jewelry, jade, bamboo, wood, tooth and horn works, ceramics, classical furniture, snuff bottle and purple-grit tea pot
Tel: 86-10-57291230
Fax: 86-10-65093631
Email: beijinggubohui@163.com
Website: www.caaf.com.cn

**2015 China Beijing Hairdressing & Beauty Festival**

**Date:** 2015-10
**City:** Beijing
**Venue:** National Agriculture Exhibition Center
**Classification:** Cosmetology
**Organizer:** Beijing Hair and Beauty Industry Association
**Area:** 2000 m²
**Exhibits:** hairdressing, nail-painting, bodybuilding, bath products & training institutions
Tel: 86-10-66030117
Fax: 86-10-66050466
Email: cbha@cbha.com.cn

**2015 Beijing International Air Traffic Control System & Seminar**

**Date:** 2015-10-05—2015-10-07
**City:** Beijing
**Venue:** China National Convention Centre
**Classification:** Transportation
**Organizer:** Civil Aviation Museum
**Area:** 12000 m²
**Exhibits:** air transport infrastructures including aircrafts, runways, airports and airspace
Contacts: Guan Xiaodong
Tel: 86-10-57652888, 57652819
Fax: 86-10-57652999
Email: christine.guan@ubm.com

**2015 China International Automobile Manufacturing Expo**

**Date:** 2015-10-10—2015-10-12
**City:** Beijing
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
**Classification:** Transportation
**Host:** China Automotive Technology &Research Center (CATARC), China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Dongdu International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., China International Economic and technical cooperation Consultants Inc. (ECOTECH), Intelligence Institute of China Automotive Technology &Research Center (CATARC)
**Area:** 60000 m²
**Exhibits:** the four primary process facility, productive line, welding and cutting & spraying line, general assembly line, industrial robot used in the process of spot welding, arc welding, paint spraying, injection molding, fitting, carrying and moving, testing, and punching, etc., flexible equipment used in metal-cutting processing, punching, casting, welding, cutting, painting, coating, general assembly, monitoring, detecting, experimenting, automation, driving, logistics, supply chain, automotive panel, body structural member, small and medium-sized punching, machine tool, mould, die casting, casting, and forging technology, equipment & material, thermal treatment, new product, automotive parts and components & processing equipment, metal cutting, slicing, grinding, milling & drilling for automotive parts and components, punching, forging & bending technology and equipment, cutting and PU foaming technology and equipment for interior product, special equipment for motor manufacturing, gear machining and bearing, measuring, laser cutting and labelling technology and equipment, NC cutting tool, painting technology, oil for metal processing, automotive design and information technology services
Tel: 86-10-83487116,52338033
Fax: 86-10-57383724
Email: ciamppfe@ccpit.org
Website: www.china-iame.com

**2015 the 6th China Water Technology Exhibition/The 18th China International Membrane & Water Treatment Equipment Exhibition**

**Date:** 2015-10-14—2015-10-16
**City:** Beijing
**Venue:** China National Convention Centre
**Classification:** Environmental Protection
**Host:** China Architectural Culture Center of the Department of Housing and Urban-rural Development, Netherlands Amsterdam RAI International Convention and Exhibition Center, CHC Expo (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Shanghai CHC Expo Co., Ltd.
**Area:** 30000 m²
**Exhibits:** water treatment, terminal water purification system, transmitting, storing and process controlling technology and process automation, research and consultative institution, water administration and national delegation
Tel: 86-21-33231355
Fax: 86-21-33231366
Email: kevin@chcbiz.com, info@aquatechchina.com
Website: www.waterex.com.cn

**2015 China International Opto-Electronics Industry Expo/The 20th China International Lasers, Optoelectronics & Photonics Display Products Exhibition (ILOPE)**

**Date:** 2015-10-14—2015-10-16
**City:** Beijing
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
**Classification:** Other
**Host:** China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
**Organizer:** Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, China Optics and Optoelectronics Manufacturers Association, CIEC Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Exhibits:** laser materials, laser and laser application: laser raw material,
2015 the 12th China (Beijing) International Machine Vision Exhibition and Machine Vision Technology & Application Conference

Date: 2015-10-14—2015-10-16
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Society of Image and Graphics, China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation
Organizer: Machine Vision Professional Committee under CSIG, CIEC Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Exhibits: 1. core parts for machine vision: smart camera: black-and-white, line scanning, color and CMOS smart cameras; board card: black-and-white capture card, image compression/decompression board card, color capture card; software package: image processing software, machine vision tool software; accessories: industrial, CMOS, CCD, area-array, CAMERA-LINK, line scanning, infrared and 1394 port cameras; industrial lens: FA, high-resolution, image scanning, condensing and telecentric lenses; light source: LED light source, ultraviolet lighting system, infrared light source, optical fiber lighting system; 2. machine vision accessories: image processing system: optical character, recognition system, automation/robot technology, infrared image system; machine vision integration: character handling and recognition system, automation/robot technology, infrared image system; 3. machine vision equipment: whole car: energy-efficient car that is made of the advanced engine, efficient transmission, light quantitative material, and optimized design, new energy car, pure electric car, and fuel cell car; core parts: advanced engine, efficient transmission, light quantitative material, and optimized design, hybrid power; applications of core parts and advanced technology of battery, motor, and electric control: charging facilities, charging pile, charger, distribution cabinet, charging battery and battery management system, charge equipment in the parking, intelligent monitoring, charging station power supply solutions, charging station-smart grid solutions, and other related content
Contacts: Zhou Wei, Wang Hongshen, Xin Lihui, Hu Yixing
Tel: 86-10-68595060, 68595533, 68594996, 68595428
Fax: 86-10-68572287
Email: evautoe@126.com

2015 China International Clean Vehicle Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-17—2015-10-21
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Mechanism Sub-Council, China Electrotechnical Society, Automobile Knowledge Magazine Press
Organizer: Globe Era Automobile Investment Management (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: technology and equipment for elementary education, higher education and vocational education; audio-visual teaching equipment; IT equipment and software; remote education equipment; laboratory instruments, equipment and materials; campus facilities and school buses; artistic teaching equipment, western musical instruments and national musical instruments
Tel: 86-10-60789929, 60789809
Fax: 86-10-80742890
Email: hongli09988@139.com
Website: www.cniete.com

2015 China International New Technology & Equipment for Modern Education Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-15—2015-10-17
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Culture & Arts
Organizer: Beijing Hongli Exhibition Services Co., Limited

Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: filling and sealing equipment for beer, mixing equipment for carbonated beverage, CIP system, washing and sterilizing equipment, process, labelling, liquid testing equipment for beer, transmission system, loading, unloading & palletizing equipment, processing equipment for milk product, homogenizer, milk packaging machine, aseptic filling equipment, ice-cream equipment, sterilization machine, and dairy product storage
Contacts: Zhang Zhaoalan, Cheng Na
Tel: 86-10-68525634, 84600338
Fax: 86-10-68523345, 84600325
Email: CPFMC-ZHLB@263.NET, chengna@ciec.com.cn

2015 the 16th International Fire Protection Equipment & Technology Exchange Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-20—2015-10-23
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: Globe Era Automobile Investment Management (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: wholesale: car: energy-efficient car that is made of the advanced engine, efficient transmission, light quantitative material, and optimized design, new energy car, pure electric car, and fuel cell car; core parts: advanced engine, efficient transmission, light quantitative material, and optimized design, hybrid power; applications of core parts and advanced technology of battery, motor, and electric control: charging facilities, charging pile, charger, distribution cabinet, charging battery and battery management system, charge equipment in the parking, intelligent monitoring, charging station power supply solutions, charging station-smart grid solutions, and other related content
Contacts: Zhou Wei, Wang Hongshen, Xin Lihui, Hu Yixing
Tel: 86-10-68595060, 68595533, 68594996, 68595428
Fax: 86-10-68572287
Email: evautoe@126.com
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Shunyi)  
Classification: Public Security  
Host: CIEC Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Food and Packaging Machinery Industry Association, China Packaging and Food Machinery Co., Ltd  
Tel: 86-10-87792206  
Fax: 86-10-87789785  
Email: fireexpo@cfpa.cn  
Website: www.fireexpo.cn

The 10th China (Beijing) International Energy Saving Building & New Advanced Building Materials Expo

Date: 2015-10-22—2015-10-24  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)  
Classification: Building & Decoration Material  
Host: Zhenwei Expo Group, China Association of Building Energy Efficiency  
Area: 6000 m²  
Exhibits: building external & internal heat preservation system & accessory materials, integrated heat preservation system & supporting products, building ceramic external wall & compound heat preservation system, new building ceramic plate, roof waterproof & heat preservation system & accessory products, wall of different material & textures, building blocks of different textures, metal, planted, new-type, solar energy & waterproofing roof system, paint of different materials & purposes, macromolecule waterproof coiled material, sealing, adhesive & joint filling materials, dry-mixed mortar products & equipment.  
Contacts: Bai Yun  
Tel: 86-29-83118366, 83118375, 13689296186  
Fax: 86-29-87812358  
Email: baiyun@zhenweixieco.com  
Website: www.cibes.com.cn

2015 China Education Expo

Date: 2015-10-24—2015-10-25  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China National Convention Centre  
Classification: Culture & Arts  
Host: China Education Association for International Exchange (CEAIE)  
Organizer: Beijing Bolian Tiandi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Area: 13000 m²  
Exhibits: overseas preparatory schools; colleges and universities; colleges and schools from which educational backgrounds and degrees accepted by students are approved and registered in government departments in charge of education of the countries where they located or in their authorized authorities and which have the qualification to receiving, overseas students; Overseas vocational training schools; foreign language training schools and institutions; foreign government education institutions, embassies and consulates; overseas study services; airlines, banks, accommodation companies  
Tel: 86-10-85800790, 85800791, 85800792  
Fax: 86-10-85800786  
Email: Lily@fairlink.com.cn  
Website: www.chinaeducationexpo.com

2015 Beijing International Children’s Quality Education & Products Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-29—2015-10-31  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China World International Exhibition and Conference Center (Guangyao Oriental Plaza)  
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products  
Host: China World Trade Center Co., Ltd., Working Committee for Chinese Lad  
Organizer: Beijing Nanbei Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing China World Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 5500 m²  
Exhibits: intelligence education training institutions, puzzle toys, children books and educational products, animation games, physical fitness training programs, children health care products, children safety products and insurance organizations; various experience institutions: artistic training, social experience, products and books of popular science knowledge, and children education achievement exhibition and experience  
Contacts: Mr. Yu  
Tel: 86-10-87769663  
Fax: 86-10-87769773  
Website: www.chinaipes.com

2015 China International Creative Design Exhibition

Date: 2015-11  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)  
Classification: Other  
Host: Economic Information Department of China Council for Promotion of International Trade  
Organizer: Economic Information Department of China Council for Promotion of International Trade  
Area: 5000 m²  
Exhibits: annual exhibition of foreign and domestic designers; exhibition area of overseas works winning industrial design prizes; exhibition area of award-winning works of the Fifth Designnova China International Young Designer Contest; exhibition area of nominated works of China design colleges of the Design Star; exhibition area for specially invited original designers; exhibition area for 3D printing; local exhibition area; local creative industry park; independent designer, professional design agency; exhibition area of enterprises and agencies; themes include brand design, industrial design, new media design and architectural design.  
Tel: 86-10-88075755  
Fax: 86-10-68030747

2015 the 26th Beijing International Franchise Chain Exhibition

Date: 2015-11  
City: Beijing  
Venue: National Agriculture Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Beijing Xiximu International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Beijing Nanbei Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing China World Trade Center Co., Ltd., Working Committee for Chinese Lad  
Area: 10000 m²  
Exhibits: catering and food, retailed commodities, apparel, educational training, environmental protection, biotechnology, real estate and home decoration, babies’ and children’s articles, auto service, automotive service, healthcare and cosmetics, hairdressing, comprehensive  
Contacts: Li Dongxin  
Tel: 86-10-52484604  
Fax: 86-10-52096899  
Email: 2368245713@qq.com  
Website: www.lszhxx.icoc.cc

The 15th China (Beijing) International Nutrition & Health Industry Expo

Date: 2015-11  
City: Beijing
2015 Beijing Online Business Franchise Channel Expo

Date: 2015-11
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Organizer: Anhui Channel Network Technology Development Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: gourmet industry: franchising and agency of Chinese and western dinner and fast food, chafing dish, specialty catering, fast food, drinks, coffee, bar, leisure beverages, bread and cake, traditional and famous foods, instant pastry and etc.; industry of household textiles: franchising and agency of home textiles, beddings, bathroom ware, towel, curtain, embroidery, bamboo fiber, decorative cloth, woolen blanket and carpet; clothing industry: franchising and agency of fashion-brand men’s wear and women’s wear, children’s garments, underlinen, sportswear, leisure wear, maternity dress, leather products, shoes and hats, bags and suitcases and scarf; household industry: franchising and agency of home decoration, furniture, kitchen, bathroom appliances, ceiling and life house; ornament industry: franchising and agency of silver ornaments, national ornaments, crystal ornaments, amber ornaments, handiworks and horologies; education industry: English and writing; professional skills: proficiency, franchising and agency of trainings for employees and civil servants, talent and skill of children and English of children; environmental protection industry
Contacts: Jia Hong
Tel: 86-10-58359952
Fax: 86-10-58359456
Email: jia_honghong@qudao.com
Website: www.hfair.cn

2015 the 14th International Combustion Engines & Components Exhibition

Date: 2015-11-02---2015-11-04
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Internal Combustion Engine Industry Association
Organizer: Orient Better Exhibition
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: internal combustion engine, gasoline engine special for oil industry & other purpose, diesel engine, and engine with the use of compressed natural gas, Liquefied petroleum gas & other alternative fuel, small general gasoline engine, hybrid power engine, generator set, control system for generator, other stand-by power, spare parts, accessory, control system, instrument & meter for internal combustion engine, fuel battery, new material, scientific achievement, or information for internal combustion engine, manufacturing technology & special equipment for various internal combustion engine, computer software & auxiliary system CAD, CAM, CAE and PLM & hardware, fuel (including alternative fuel) for internal combustion engine
Contacts: Tong Airu, Cheng Weiqin, Xing Min, Chang Li, Du Xinying, Xia Nan
Tel: 86-10-68331587, 68532870, 87315532
Fax: 86-10-68532003, 87310977
Email: lilian.chang@enginechina.com.cn
Website: www.enginechina.com.cn

2015 China (Beijing) International Buddhist Items & Supplies Expo

Date: 2015-12-10---2015-12-12
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Tong Yuan Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing United People Exhibition Company
Contacts: Mr. Tan
Tel: 86-10-80595400
Fax: 86-10-80595400
Email: 13167342209@163.com
Website: www.cieoe.com

2015 China International Education Equipment & IT Solutions Exhibition

Date: 2015-11-20---2015-11-22
City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Construction Industry Association, China International Economic and technical cooperation Consultants Inc. (ECOTECH)
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: communication and network: comprehensive wiring, optical transmission, weak current wire cable, computer network, network security, Internet of Things, telephone switching system; building equipment management and energy conservation: building equipment management system, energy management, intelligent lighting, intelligent shade, system integration, building energy-efficient products and proposals; smart community and smart home: visual intercom, smart home, community security protection, intelligent meter reading, community service and property management; public security: integrated management platform for security protection, video surveillance, burglary prevention and alarm, fire alarm, access control, physical protection, explosion proof and security check, electronic patrol, smart guide and parking lot management system; conference broadcast and video: cable TV, public broadcast, information guide and release, large screen display, electronic conference, sound amplifying; smart city: safe city, emergency command center, smart traffic, smart medicine, smart education, smart hotel, smart health, smart park, cloud computing and big data, data center and other solutions
Tel: 852-25163390
Fax: 852-25165024
Email: lb@adsale.com.hk
Website: china-ibuildexpo.com

2015 China International Intelligent Building Exhibition

Date: 2015-12-10---2015-12-12
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Construction Industry Association, China International Economic and technical cooperation Consultants Inc. (ECOTECH)
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: communication and network: comprehensive wiring, optical transmission, weak current wire cable, computer network, network security, Internet of Things, telephone switching system; building equipment management and energy conservation: building equipment management system, energy management, intelligent lighting, intelligent shade, system integration, building energy-efficient products and proposals; smart community and smart home: visual intercom, smart home, community security protection, intelligent meter reading, community service and property management; public security: integrated management platform for security protection, video surveillance, burglary prevention and alarm, fire alarm, access control, physical protection, explosion proof and security check, electronic patrol, smart guide and parking lot management system; conference broadcast and video: cable TV, public broadcast, information guide and release, large screen display, electronic conference, sound amplifying; smart city: safe city, emergency command center, smart traffic, smart medicine, smart education, smart hotel, smart health, smart park, cloud computing and big data, data center and other solutions
Tel: 852-25163390
Fax: 852-25165024
Email: lb@adsale.com.hk
Website: china-ibuildexpo.com
2015 China International Tea Culture, Purple Clay Technology & Products Exhibition

Date: 2015-12-18—2015-12-21
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center(Sanyuanqiao)
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for Buddhist Culture Development, China Privately Owned Enterprise Co-operation Development Association, China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation, Beijing Sunny Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: CIEC Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Zhongshengboya International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: tea and finished tea products: tea food, tea beverage, artistic tea, fruit tea; purple-grit pot of Yixing, precious chinaware and practical pottery sets of tea, porcelain sets of tea, tea artworks, tea furniture and technical tea derivatives
Contacts: Li Yina
Tel: 86-10-84600830
Fax: 86-10-84600325
Email: liyina@ciec.com.cn
Website: www.tea-expo.org

2015 the 13th Chongqing Wedding Expo

Date: 2015-03-01—2015-03-03
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Chongqing Commerce Commission, the People's Government of Chongqing Nanan District
Organizer: Chongqing International Convention & Exhibition Center
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: wedding photography, jewelry & accessories, wedding dress, wedding feast location, wedding cigarettes, wine, candy & cookie
Contacts: Ms. Chen, Ms. Yuan
Tel: 86-23-62609149
Fax: 86-23-62609081
Email: nancy.chen@cqcec.com

2015 the 13th Chongqing Wedding Expo

Date: 2015-03-01—2015-03-03
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Chongqing Commerce Commission, the People's Government of Chongqing Nanan District
Organizer: Chongqing International Convention & Exhibition Center
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: wedding photography, jewelry & accessories, wedding dress, wedding feast location, wedding cigarettes, wine, candy & cookie
Contacts: Ms. Chen, Ms. Yuan
Tel: 86-23-62609149
Fax: 86-23-62609081
Email: nancy.chen@cqcec.com

2015 Chongqing Public Security Product, Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-13—2015-03-15
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing Exhibition Center
Classification: Public Security
Host: Chongqing Commonality Security Technique and Protection Association, Social Public Security Administration Office of Chongqing Public Security Bureau
Organizer: Chongqing Jingmu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 18000 m²
Exhibits: monitoring & supervisory control system, biological recognition technology & equipment, security check equipment, entrance & exit control system, visual intercom, smart building systems, etc.
rail transit safety system, body safety & protective equipment, campus monitoring system, public broadcasting system, police teaching & training equipment & system, parking lot management system, vehicle anti-theft & anti-rob alarm system, night patrolling management system, optical transmitter & receiver products, entrance guard, one-card system, anti-thunder technology & relative products, urban police calling network system, network security system & memory devices, security & alarming devices, anti-theft door, prison door, lock, closet & cases, police equipment & software, wire, cable & fibre, urban emergency synchronous reacting system, anti-theft alarm system, led large screen display equipment, weak current system, traffic safety management system, video & image processing system.

Contacts: Feng Yan
Tel: 86-23-86830069, 15823082921
Fax: 86-23-86830137
Website: www.cqjmqzl.com.cn

2015 the 11th Western China International Plastic Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-28
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: Chongqing Commerce Commission, Chongqing Economic and Information Commission
Area: 30000 m²
Tel: 86-23-67753110
Fax: 86-23-67753176
Email: xueyaxin2012@126.com
Website: www.cplastic.cn

2015 the 14th Western China (Chongqing) Advertising & Media Expo

Date: 2015-03-27—2015-03-29
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: The Convention Exhibition Office of Chongqing Municipal People’s Government, Chongqing Commerce Commission, Chongqing Journalism Publishing Bureau
Organizer: Shenzhen Light Emitting Diode Industry Association, Western Chongqing Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: advertising equipment and materials; LED large screen display technology and application systems and equipment
Contacts: Gong Yan
Tel: 86-23-62986278, 62986128, 62986178, 13983602379
Fax: 86-23-62986138
Email: westexpo@163.com
Website: www.westcb.net

2015 the 10th Chongqing International LED & Urban Landscape Lighting Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-27—2015-03-29
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: The People's Government of Chongqing Municipality, Chongqing Commerce Commission
Organizer: Shenzhen Light Emitting Diode Industry Association, Chongqing Western Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: LED lighting, LED panel, LED advertising light source, LED chip and epitaxial wafer, LED packaging and auxiliary material, LED backlight, LED manufacture equipment and testing instrument, OLED, professional and outdoor lighting, indoor lighting, light source, professional lamplight and other lighting control system, manufacture equipment, instruments and news media
Contacts: Manager Gong
Tel: 86-23-62822298
Fax: 86-23-62986138
Website: west-ledexpo.com

2015 the 5th Chongqing Eco-Home Expo

Date: 2015-03-28—2015-03-30
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Building Decoration Association House Decoration Committee, Donnor Group, Chongqing Construction & Decoration Association, China Timber Distribution Association Floor Circulation Committee, All-China Furniture & Decoration Chamber of Commerce Home Decoration Committee
Organizer: Chongqing Youshan Trading Co., Ltd., Chongqing Donnor Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: wallpaper, villa, home textile, purchase, kitchen, kitchen appliances, cabinet, curtain, cloth of curtain, curtain fabric, ceramic tile, decorative light, floor board, floor heating, floor tile, suspended ceiling, children furniture, housing property service agency, compound floor board, hanging ornaments, tube, rosewood furniture, sprinkler, home decorations, furniture, household appliances, home decoration design, building material, sanitary tool, water purification facility, shower, shower room, tap, stairs, window and door, ceramics, coating, bathroom, sanitary tool for bathroom, hardware, chest, electricity consumption, paint, integrated kitchen, integrated bathroom, smart home, consultation service
Tel: 86-23-67094541, 67094590
Fax: 86-23-67094541
Website: cq.homexpo.cn/cq-general.html

2015 the 16th Central & Western China International Electronic Information Industry Expo

Date: 2015-03-30—2015-04-01
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Chongqing Semiconductor Industry Association, Chongqing Association for Science and Technology, China High-Tech Industry and Information Technology Committee, The Chongqing Institute of Electronics, China Electronics Technology Group Corporation (CETC), Sound and Light Controlled electricity Company, The Convention Exhibition Office of the People’s Government of Chongqing Municipality, Chongqing Commerce Commission
Organizer: Chongqing Jiutianyidi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: electronic equipment, elements and instruments; electronic assembly, circuit board material, chemical products, semiconductor fabrication, design and packaging, aviation and national defense
electronics, power supply products and technology, electric motor, magnetic material, magnetic wire, connector, automobile and motorcycle electronics, surface mounting technology and equipment, service and peripheral equipment, testing and measuring equipment and service, electronic manufacture service, electronic elements, PCB manufacture, other electronic manufacture products, technology and service; information communication, radio and TV, computer, laptop and peripheral facilities, mobile phone and parts, medical electronics, Internet of Things and smart life, consumer electronics and digital life, household appliances and small electric appliances, acoustic equipment, lighting and musical instruments, automatic identification, smart card, anti-static products, cleaning articles, software and outsourcing service.

Contacts: Mr. Li
Tel: 86-23-67778861
Fax: 86-23-62918806
Email: 1981813645@qq.com
Website: www.dzit8888.com

2015 Western China International Furniture Expo

Date: 2015-04
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Furniture Association, China Gift Industry Association
Organizer: Chongqing Jianyu Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Website: www.chnfexpo.com

Exhibits: wall material & new-type roofing system and construction, area-saving and energy-saving equipment, new-type building material & machinery equipment, new-type paint and waterproof material, dry-mixed mortar product and equipment, green lighting & power reservation equipment, solution for building power reservation, building decoration and material, stone material, wood house & wood structured and light steel structured house.

Tel: 86-23-62925058, 13983134299
Fax: 86-23-67753176
Email: qdblb@126.com
Website: www.hvac-asia.com

2015 China (Chongqing) International Tea Culture & Industry Expo/Redware Art Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-01—2015-05-04
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Furniture Association, China Gift Industry Association
Organizer: Guangdong Bo Chang Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Website: www.chnfexpo.com

Exhibits: precious stone, jewelry, jade.
Contacts: Liang Qian
Tel: 86-23-86169085
Fax: 86-23-87272188
Email: qdblb@126.com

2015 China (Chongqing) Eco-Building, Energy-Saving Technology & Building Decoration Expo

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-17
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Organizer: Chongqing Jianyu Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Website: www.chnfexpo.com

Exhibits: wall material & new-type roofing system and construction, building material & machinery equipment, new-type paint and waterproof material, dry-mixed mortar product and equipment, green lighting & power reservation equipment, solution for building power reservation, building decoration and material, stone material, wood house & wood structured and light steel structured house.

Tel: 86-23-62925058, 13983134299
Fax: 86-23-67753176
Email: qdblb@126.com
Website: www.hvac-asia.com
2015 the 6th China (Chongqing) Stone Fair

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-17
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Economics and Trade
Host: People's Government of Chongqing
Organizer: Chongqing Jianyu Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: panel, slate, maintenance products, transmission system, polishing, marble panel, processed marble, carving, protection, antique reproduction, composite board, granite, granite panel, environment, flame cutting, flame cutter, processing equipment, adhesive, angle grinder, diamond, landscape stone, mining, air compressor, granite, pebble, polisher, polishing equipment, polishing, sand blasting, cutting, cutting equipment, cutter, cleaning, artificial stone, artificial slab stone, sandstone, slab stone, stone, stone machinery, stone cleaning, stone maintenance, stone maintenance products, stone ornamentation, stone carving, rockwork, lime, limestone, quartz, quartz stone, natural stone, natural stone material, cultural stone, pressing machine, grinding, maintenance products, gardening, gadding machine, adhesive agent, ornamentation, loading, loader, drilling, diamond
Tel: 86-23-62925058
Fax: 86-23-62925059
Email: jianyuzl@163.com
Website: www.cqstone.net

2015 the 18th China (Chongqing) International Investment & Global Sourcing Fair

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-18
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People's Republic of China, the People's Government of Chongqing Municipality, the People's Governments of the Western Provincial and Municipal Provinces and Part of Mid-East Provinces or Cities, State Council Gorges Project Construction Committee Executive Office, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: People's Government of Chongqing
Area: 100000 m²
Exhibits: logistics chemical, automobile, motor cycle & general machinery, equipment industry & urban construction, energy reservation, IT and consumable electronics, consumables and others
Contacts: Yuan Huiyu
Tel: 86-23-89088336
Fax: 86-23-89088396
Email: webqqcq@163.com
Website: www.cqstone.net

The 16th Lijia International Machinery Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-27—2015-05-30
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Chongqing Lijia Convention Exhibition Co., Ltd., Chongqing Economic and Information Commission
Organizer: Chongqing Lijia Convention Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 80000 m²
Exhibits: metal cutting, forming & processing machine tool. non-traditional machine tool, panel beating equipment, numerical control & display system, machine tool appliance, accessories & auxiliary equipment, abrasive & grinding machine, cutter & clamping apparatus, testing & measure equipment, casting technology & parts, heat treatment & industrial furnace, casting & stamping equipment & parts
Tel: 86-23-86376300
Fax: 86-23-86306301
Website: www.cwmte.com.cn/chongqing

2015 Dazu International Hardware Expo

Date: 2015-06
City: Chongqing
Venue: Dazu Wujin International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Chongqing
Sub-Council
Tel: 86-23-68633836
Fax: 86-23-68631388
Email: service@autochongqing.com
Website: www.autochongqing.com

### 2015 the 17th China (Chongqing) International Auto Industry Fair

**Date:** 2015-06-06---2015-06-12
**City:** Chongqing
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center
**Classification:** Transportation

Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Vehicle Industry Sub-Council, China Association of Automobile Manufactures, People's Government of Chongqing
Organizer: Chongqing Economic and Information Commission, Automobile Industry Office of the People's Government of Chongqing Municipal

Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of passenger cars, commercial vehicles, special or dedicated vehicles; electric cars, special or dedicated electric vehicles, electric vehicles parts, charging infrastructure's and public platform's construction technologies and solutions; auto parts, automotive products manufacturing technologies, equipment, processes and materials; all kinds of automobile maintenance products, various types of outdoor equipment and clothing for vehicles, etc.; automobile culture and tourism industries: tourist attractions, hot springs, travel agencies, self-driving travelling club, etc.; all kinds of auto financing, insurance and logistics companies, publishers of auto publications, etc.

Tel: 86-23-68633836
Fax: 86-23-68631388
Email: service@autochongqing.com
Website: www.autochongqing.com

### 2015 China (Chongqing) International Infant & Children Education Supplies, Toys & Infant-Children-Maternity Supplies Exhibition

**Date:** 2015-06-26---2015-06-30
**City:** Chongqing
**Venue:** Chongqing Nanping International Convention Center
**Classification:** Women, Children & Infant Products

Host: Chongqing Huibo Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: education, preschool education join, electronic white board, hand made paper, preschoool musical instrument education, learning, teaching & experiment supplies, toys, books, kindergarten facilities, children furniture, service institution, kindergarten building planning, large infant & children entertainment facilities, exceptional children daily supplies, etc.

Tel: 86-23-86169085
Fax: 86-23-68506885
Email: huibo@chinahuibo.cn

### 2015 the 6th China (Chongqing) International Leisure Industry Expo

**Date:** 2015-09
**City:** Chongqing
**Venue:** Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Classification:** Other

Host: Chongqing Commerce Commission, Chongqing Port and Shipping Administration Bureau, Administration of Sport of Chongqing

Area: 30000 m²
Fax: 86-23-63630189
Email: ty@xiuxianzhan.com
Website: www.xiuxianzhan.com

### 2015 the 9th China (Chongqing) International Automobile Manufacturing Technology & Equipment Exhibition

**Date:** 2015-09-11---2015-09-13
**City:** Chongqing
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center
**Classification:** Transportation

Host: Society of Automotive Engineers of Chongqing, China Automotive Engineering Corporation, China Automotive Engineering Research Institute Co., Ltd., Society of Automotive Engineers of Sichuan

Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: car design & development, new materials, moulds, comprehensive industrial robots techniques and equipment, car body processing equipment, car manufacture, engine manufacturing equipment, car industry development exhibition

Contacts: Zhang Qiang
Tel: 86-23-67745022
Fax: 86-23-67753176
Email: 2861870245@qq.com
Website: www.ciame.net

### 2015 Central & Western China Plastic & Rubber Fair

**Date:** 2015-09-22---2015-09-25
**City:** Chongqing
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center
**Classification:** Other

Host: China Plastics Machinery Industry Association
Organizer: Chongqing International Exhibition Center

Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: production equipment area; auxiliary equipment and accessories area; raw materials and plastic products area, moulds and components area

Contacts: Zhang Qiang
Tel: 86-23-60358648
Fax: 86-23-60358644

### 2015 the 26th China International Measurement Control, Instrument & Meter Exhibition

**Date:** 2015-09-22---2015-09-25
**City:** Chongqing
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center
**Classification:** Machine Tool & Equipment

Organizer: Beijing Daluheng Trading Development Co., Ltd. (China Instrument and Control Society)

Area: 26700 m²
Exhibits: industrial automation instruments of temperature, pressure, flow rate, material level, numerical control, mechanical quantity and online analysis and monitoring; control valve, regulating valve and actuator, automatic control system, supervisory control and data acquisition system, process automation control system, factory automation control system, mixed control system, electric drive and motion control system, safety instrument system, bus network system, fieldbus control system, system of industrial Ethernet and real-time industrial Ethernet and internet of things, ubiquitous network, internet and communication-based solution, wireless sensor network, smart power grids, sensor and instrument materials and components; sensors of various kinds, sensitive elements, optical-fiber and electromechanical elements, instrument elements and control accessories, wire, cable, connector, mechanical
elements, elastic elements, instrument panel, box, cabinet, stand and shell; electrician and electronic instruments, gauges and systems; lab and portable ammeters, installed electricity meters, AC and DC electricity meters, electronic meters, calibrating and verifying devices.

Tel: 86-10-82800630, 82800621, 82800975, 82800773
Fax: 86-10-82800857, 82800731
Website: www.miconex.com.cn

2015 the 15th China (Chongqing) International Architectural Technology Expo

Date: 2015-09-23—2015-09-25
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China National Interior Decoration Association
Organizer: Chongqing Huide Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: windows; doors; curtain wall, steel structures; building and decorative glass; window, door and glass manufacturing and processing equipment, adhesive; sunshade products; building photovoltaic products
Tel: 86-23-62968507/17
Fax: 86-23-62968444
Email: worldgbh@c126.com

2015 the 7th Western China Animation Cultural Festival

Date: 2015-09-28—2015-10-04
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television of PRC, the People's Government of Chongqing Municipality
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: COSPLAYTOP contest, electronic competition, BIW International Hip-hop Contest, creative animation culture
Contacts: Hu Youwei
Tel: 86-23-63892179
Fax: 86-23-63890760

2015 China International Motorcycle Expo

Date: 2015-10
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Chongqing Sub-Council
Exhibits: finished motorcycles: tumbrrel, tricycle, ATV, snowmobile, motorbike, electric car and special-purpose vehicle; motorcycle components: motorcycle engine, frame, clutch, brake, shock absorber, electric appliance for motorcycle, tyre, wheel hub and other components; motorcycle culture products: motorcycle clothes and tools, helmet, motorcycle tourist and sport articles, model, ornamental, accessories for conversion, motorcycle travel agency; general fuel oil engines: general gasoline (diesel) engine, generator unit, pumping unit and multi-function agricultural machinery; motorcycle maintenance articles: motorcycle production and repair equipment and tool and lubricating oil; motorcycle technology and service products: publications and technical achievements
Fax: 86-10-68596371
Email: lina@motorcycle-caam.org.cn
Website: www.cimamotor.com

2015 the 74th China International Medical Instrument Expo

Date: 2015-10-21—2015-10-25
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Area: 80000 m²
Exhibits: CMEF-Imaging area; CMEF-IVD area; CMEF-Informatization area; CMEF-Medical equipment software technology area
Contacts: Ding Chuanjun
Tel: 86-10-84556611
Fax: 86-10-8202922
Email: chuanjun.ding@reedsinopharm.com
Website: www.cmeif.com.cn

2015 the 14th China (Chongqing) International Dental Instrument Exhibition

Date: 2015-11
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: The Affiliated Hospital of Stomatological, Chongqing Medical University, Chongqing Stomatological Association
Organizer: Chongqing Yuxinou Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: dental equipment and devices, dental treatment materials and tools, dentofacial surgery equipment and materials, equipment and materials for tooth and dental pulp, equipment and materials for periodontics, equipment and materials for orthodontics, equipment and materials for planting, equipment and devices for dental technicians, materials, other products and auxiliary materials for dental technicians, false tooth processing factory and manufacture center, precious metal and non-precious metal alloy for dentistry, furniture of dental clinic, x-ray image products and x-ray equipment, dental medicine, cleaning and disinfecting products, stomatological hospital management equipment and software, disposable consumables for dentistry, oral health products, others
Contacts: Zhang Li
Tel: 86-23-62986633
Fax: 86-23-62986633
Website: www.cqzlh.com

2015 China (Chongqing) International Cold Chain Logistic Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-11-28—2015-11-30
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Logistics
Host: CCPIIT Chongqing Branch, Chongqing Branch of Chinese International Chamber of Commerce, Chongqing logistics and supply Chain Association
Organizer: Chongqing Yuxinou Logistics Industry Promotion Center, Chongqing Ding Zhen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd, Chongqing Shizhan Exhibition Co., Ltd
Exhibits: cold-chain logistics equipment: refrigerator trucks, insulated trucks, refrigerator closets, insulated closets, medicine and biochemical cryogenic refrigeration equipment, automotive refrigeration units, marine refrigerated containers, refrigerator ships, aviation refrigerated transportation, railway refrigerated carriages, etc.; cold storage units and refrigeration technologies: refrigerating units, refrigerator houses, freezing rooms, freezers, movable refrigerator houses, polyurethane
and thermal insulation materials, refrigerator temperature monitoring equipment, temperature-stabilized humidification and dehumidification technologies, etc.; informative cold chain logistics: internet of things technologies, whole monitoring systems for cold chain management, tracing systems for food safety management, automatic identifying equipment, distribution and procurement systems of cold chain, temperature control systems, etc.; related supporting services: cold chain transportation services, cold-chain logistics investment and financing services, insurance services, transportation of refrigerated items, the third and fourth party logistics services and so on.

Contacts: Luo Yong
Tel: 86-23-88733528
Fax: 86-23-88733572
Email: hlychina@126.com

The 24th China (Fuzhou) International Automobile Expo

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-05-05
City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Fuzhou Strait Convention and Exhibition Center
Area: 100000 m²
Exhibits: whole car booth, modified car booth, secondary brand car booth, automotive parts booth, fine car booth, motorcycle booth, auto finance and insurance booth
Tel: 86-591-87313333
Fax: 86-591-83217910
Email: 1248518440@qq.com
Website: chezhan.bitauto.com/fuzhou-chezhan

2015 Fuzhou International Buddhist Items Crafts Fair

Date: 2015-04-23—2015-04-26
City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: The People's Government of Fuzhou Municipality, Xiamen Chamber of International Commerce, Xiamen General Chamber of Commerce, Fuzhou Strait Convention and Exhibition Center
Organizer: Xiamen Conference & Exhibition Group Inc., Xiamen Convention and Exhibition Jinhongxin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: Buddha sculptures and Buddha shrines area, incense industry exhibition of both sides of the Taiwan strait, tributes for Buddha exhibition area, Buddhism arts and crafts and gifts area
Contacts: Mr. Wang
Tel: 86-592-5959618, 5959616
Fax: 86-592-5959611
Email: info@buddhafair.com
Website: www.buddhafair.com

2015 the Cross-Strait Fair for Economy and Trade

Date: 2015-05-01—2015-05-03
City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Taiwan Affairs Office of the State Council PRC, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Fujian Sub-Council, General Administration of Customs of the People's Republic of China, General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of the People's Republic of China, the People's Government of Fujian Province
Organizer: The People's Government of Fuzhou Municipality
Tel: 86-591-87304962
Email: 1031003455@qq.com
Website: www.china518.gov.cn

2015 the 7th Cross-Straits Public Security Project & Product Expo

Date: 2015-06-18—2015-06-21
City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Public Security
Host: Department of Public Security of Fujian Province
Organizer: Fuzhou Surpassing Business Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: video monitoring and protection system, intelligent home, building automation and intelligent residential system, patrol management system, perimeter security prevention & alarm system, generic cabling, public addressing & lighting protection product, security prevention, Internet of Things and construction of informationization technology, biological recognition and video recognition product and technology, protective barrier, anti-theft lock, door and cabinet, personal safety protective equipment, police equipment and security inspection product, etc.
Contacts: Li Xin
Tel: 86-591-62709308
Fax: 86-591-87818331
Email: 1848173985@qq.com
Website: www.hxcps.com

2015 the 4th Cross-Strait Internet Industry Expo/Electronic Information Industry Fair

Date: 2015-06-18—2015-06-21
City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Ministry of Science and Technology of the People's Republic of China, China Association for Science and Technology, the People's Government of Fujian Province, China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People's Republic of China, Chinese Academy of Engineering, Ministry of Education of the People's Republic of China
Organizer: Yunxiao Optoelectronics Industry Association, Xiamen Internet of Things Industry Association, Fuzhou Internet of Things Association, Mintai Internet of Things Alliance, Information Service Industry Association of R.O.C., Fujian?Optoelectronics Industry Association?(Taiwan), Fujian Internet of Things Alliance, Fujian Information Technology Bureau, Fujian Chamber of Information Industry

Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: consumer electronics, panel display, LED lighting and display technology and products, touch technology; IC, electronic parts and components; intelligent communication network system products and technology, smart equipment industry, smart home products and technology; internet of things technology, products and application, Internet of Vehicles; educational electronics and educational information technology; automotive electronic products and automotive information technology; environmentally-friendly products and R&E
Contacts: Zhang Xiang
Tel: 86-591-87912370, 62720788
Fax: 86-591-87912370
Email: jiurunexpo@vip.163.com
Website: www.slot-expo.com

2015 the 5th China (Fuzhou) Building Material Decorations Expo/Fuzhou Building Materials Show

Date: 2015-11
City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC, the People's Government of Fujian Province, Department of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation of Fujian Province
Organizer: Head Office of China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Corporation, Fujian Huiyuan International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 80000 m²
Exhibits: furniture & accessories, boutique kitchen & bathroom design, whole-wood furniture, hardware, etc.
Contacts: Xu Huijuan
Tel: 86-20-87248839
Fax: 86-20-87248166
Email: 1227965716@qq.com

Ningde

The 6th Cross-Straits Electric Motor & Appliance Exposition/The 15th Ningde Investment Fair

Date: 2015-06-16—2015-06-18
City: Ningde
Venue: Ningde International Conference
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: The People’s Government of Fujian Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Fujian Sub-Council
Organizer: The People's Government of Ningde Municipality
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: electric motor, electrical appliances, electronic products, electronic elements, raw and auxiliary materials, ships, carburetor, electric corollary equipment, pneumatic equipment, automobile components, other famous, quality and special products
Contacts: Chen Fengjiao, Yang Nana, Huang Wei
Tel: 86-593-2078656
Fax: 86-593-2822919
Email: fjndbbh@163.com
Website: www.chinamotoexpo.com

2015 the Cross-Straits Electric Motor & Appliance Expo

Date: 2015-06-16—2015-06-18
City: Ningde
Venue: Ningde International Conference
Classification: Other
Host: The People’s Government of Fujian Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Fujian Sub-Council
Organizer: The People's Government of Ningde Municipality
Tel: 86-591-28082090
Fax: 86-591-87735044
Email: info@chinamotoexpo.com
Website: www.chinamotoexpo.com

Quanzhou

2015 the 17th Jinjiang Footwear International Exhibition, China

Date: 2015-04-18—2015-04-21
City: Quanzhou
Venue: Jinjiang SM International Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Fujian Sub-Council
Tel: 86-595-85664572
Fax: 86-595-85674572
Email: jif@cn-jif.com
Website: www.xiemo.com/News/Exhi-qq.aspx

Shishi

2015 Straits Textile Clothing Fair

Date: 2015-04
City: Shishi
Venue: Shishi Textile Machinery Market
Classification: Other
Host: The People's Government of Fujian Province
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Fujian Sub-Council

Xiamen

2015 the 15th China (Xiamen) International Stone Fair

Date: 2015-03-06—2015-03-09
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: China Chamber of Commerce of Metals Minerals & Chemicals Importers & Exporters (CCCMC), Xiamen Trade Development Bureau, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Xiamen Sub-Council
Organizer: Xiamen Convention and Exhibition Jinhongxin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 164000 ㎡
Exhibits: all kinds of granites, marbles, slab stones, special-shaped stones, slates, stone-carving handicrafts, Tombstone products, Garden landscape stones and artificial stone works, Stone mining equipment, stone processing machineries, diamond sawing blades, abrading equipment, abrasive materials, chemical protection supplies for stones, all kinds of stone monitoring instrument, scientific research and design outcomes, Journals and papers, etc.
Tel: 86-592-5959616, 5959618
Fax: 86-592-5959611
Email: info@stonefair.org.cn
Website: www.stonefair.org.cn

The 12th China Association of Clinical Laboratory Practice Expo

Date: 2015-03-18—2015-03-20
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Medical Test Branch of National Association of Health Industry
Enterprise Management (NAHIEM)
Organizer: Shanghai Bode Exhibition Business Co., Ltd
Area: 10000 ㎡
Exhibits: blood analysis system, biochemical analysis system, immunoassay system, bacteria analysis system, urinalysis system, bioseparation system, genetics and life science instruments, auxiliary equipment of clinical tests, laboratory ware, and reagents
Tel: 86-21-54825592
Fax: 86-21-54825552
Website: www.caclp.org

2015 the 19th China (Xiamen) Machinery & Electronics Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-12—2015-04-15
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Machinery and Electronic Products (CCCME), Taiwan Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’ Association, the People’s Government of Xiamen Municipality
Organizer: Xiamen Trade Promotion Center for the Trade to Taiwan
Area: 80000 ㎡
Exhibits: instruments, meters and factory control booth: instruments and meters, factory control, human-machine interaction, automation software, industrial automation control shunt and external equipment, hydraulic pneumatic components, intelligent robots and related components, laser, micro motors, photoelectric integration, NC digital display equipment; industrial production line, pump valves and materials booth: mold, tools, and pump valves; mechanical equipment booth: rubber and plastic mechanics and food processing mechanics; printing and packaging equipment booth; energy-saving lighting and tablets display booth: energy-efficient lights, decorative lights, home lighting, commercial lighting, LED and LED application products, solar and solar application products, and tablet displays
Tel: 86-592-2669867, 2669866
Fax: 86-592-2669868
Email: ciipc18@chinafair.org.cn

The 7th China (Xiamen) International Construction & Building Material Machinery Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-12—2015-04-15
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Economic and Trade Commission of Fujian Province, Department of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation of Fujian Province, the People’s Government of Xiamen Municipality
Organizer: Xiamen Speed Business Co., Ltd.
Area: 22000 ㎡
Exhibits: engineering machineries, construction machineries, building materials production machineries, engineering vehicles and equipment, construction machineries’ parts and components
Contacts: Shen Baoyu
Tel: 86-592-5892666
Fax: 86-592-5892658
Email: cxmee@126.com
West Taiwan-Strait Auto Expo 2015

Date: 2015-06-27—2015-06-30
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation
Organizer: Xiamen Automobile Dealers Association
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: limousine, off-road vehicle, business purpose vehicle, limo, bus, vehicle new energy technology & equipment, car decoration & supplies, yacht.
Contacts: Ms. Ma
Tel: 86-592-2230145

2015 the 5th China Chafing Dish Food Convention

Date: 2015-05-18—2015-05-20
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Fujian Frozen Food Industry Association, China Food News, Henan Frozen Foods Industry Association
Organizer: China Food Newspaper, Frozen Industry Weekly
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: raw and auxiliary materials, frozen prepared food, frozen seafood, and related equipment
Contacts: Fan Yexuan
Tel: 86-371-69193896
Email: ldmicevip@sina.cn
Website: www.ld001.com/special/2013HGL.html

2015 the 10th China (Xiamen) International Fisheries Expo

Date: 2015-05-25—2015-05-27
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: China Aquatic Products Processing and Marketing Association, Fujian Aquatic Products Processing and Marketing Alliance
Organizer: Xiamen Sino-Show Century Business Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: aquatic processing product, aquatic leisure food, simulated aquatic product, aquatic frozen product, fishery equipment, whole set deep-processing equipment, advanced technology and equipment for dredger, whole set equipment for aquatic breeding industry, testing instrument for aquatic product, feed, fishery medicine and high-quality feed for aquatic breeding, various fish bait, various harmless feed additive, allowed fishing medicine, etc., leisure fishery product, aquatic product, yacht, fishing tackle, fishing rod, ornamental fish, shrimp, shell and aquatic plants in seawater and fresh water, logistics service and equipment, large-scale aquatic wholesale, graphical of agricultural products market, transportation tool for frozen product, and logistics software, etc., various aquatic ornament, various ornament made in pearl, shell and shelled animal, fishery cultural art, various book, picture, and photography of domestic and foreign fishery, underwater projection device and equipment
Contacts: Tu Juan
Tel: 86-592-5078295, 3984166
Fax: 86-592-5078149
Email: sinoshow@vip.163.com
Website: www.fishexpo.cn

2015 the 19th China International Fair for Investment & Trade

Date: 2015-09-08—2015-09-11
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Economics and Trade
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China
Tel: 86-592-2669825, 2669827
Fax: 86-592-2669830
Email: cifit@chinafair.org.cn
Website: www.chinafair.org.cn/china/index

2015 China Amoy International Wine Exhibition

Date: 2015-09-08—2015-09-11
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Fujian Huiyuan International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Bureau of Convention and Exhibition Affairs of Xiamen Municipality
Exhibits: all kinds of wines and spirits, wine utensils and their related products
Tel: 86-591-87731113
Website: www.amoywine.org.cn/index.asp

2015 China (Xiamen) International Vegetarian Food Fair

Date: 2015-10-15—2015-10-19
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: The People’s Government of Xiamen Municipality, Xiamen General Chamber of Commerce, Xiamen Conference & Exhibition Group Inc.
Organizer: The People’s Government of Xiamen Municipality, Xiamen Convention and Exhibition Affairs of Xiamen Municipality
Exhibits: vegetarian food raw material, vegetarian food product, organic food, natural food, nutritious food, vegetarian pastry, vegetable, fruit, coffee, tea, books of vegetarian nutrition and health care, vegetarian restaurant, other unclassified vegetarian product
Contacts: Ms. Liu
Tel: 86-592-5959618, 5959509
Fax: 86-592-5959611
Email: info@vffair.com
Website: www.vffair.com

The 10th China (Xiamen) International Buddhist Items Crafts Fair

Date: 2015-10-15—2015-10-19
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Xiamen General Chamber of Commerce, Xiamen Conference & Exhibition Group Inc., Xiamen Chamber of International Commerce
Organizer: Xiamen Convention and Exhibition Jinhongxin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: all kinds of wines and spirits, wine utensils and their related products
Contacts: Ms. Liu
Tel: 86-592-5959618, 5959509
Fax: 86-592-5959611
Email: info@buddhafair.com
Website: www.buddhafair.com
Gansu

2015 Xiamen International Dental Equipment Exhibition & Symposium

Date: 2015-11-20---2015-11-22
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Fujian Stomatological Association
Organizer: Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Fax: 86-532-85012624
Website: www.hmdent.com/

Zhangzhou

2015 the 7th Cross-Strait Modern Agriculture Expo/The 17th Cross-Strait Flower Expo

Date: 2015-11-08---2015-11-23
City: Zhangzhou
Venue: Zhangzhou Flower Expo
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Fujian Sub-Council
Tel: 86-931-8260666, 8886011
Fax: 86-931-8882911
Email: 834020363@qq.com

Gansu

Lanzhou

2015 China (Lanzhou) International Advertising Sign Exhibition/China (Lanzhou) LED & Urban Landscape Lighting Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-10---2015-04-12
City: Lanzhou
Venue: Gansu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Gansu Advertisement Association
Organizer: Sanli Exhibition Group, Gansu Sunny Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: advertisement-making technologies and equipment, color pre-printing systems, color film production equipment, fast printing equipment and their Identification signs, logo making technologies and equipment, certificate and card equipment, tri-vision equipment
Tel: 86-931-8260666, 8886011
Fax: 86-931-8882911
Email: 834020363@qq.com

2015 the 4th China (Lanzhou) Collection Air Expo

Date: 2015-04-16---2015-04-20
City: Lanzhou
Venue: Gansu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Association of Collectors

Organizer: Lanzhou Gold Camel Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 24000 m²
Exhibits: ornamental stones, handicrafts, ceramics, sculpture, arts and crafts, folk art, artwork, antique collections, and metal crafts, furniture and home decorations
Tel: 86-931-4569111, 4569222
Fax: 86-931-4602515
Website: www.lzjlt.com/html/index.htm

2015 the 4th Gansu International Car Trade Fair

Date: 2015-04-29---2015-05-04
City: Lanzhou
Venue: Gansu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Lanzhou Xinyu Automobile Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of complete vehicles: passenger cars, saloon cars, SUVs, MPVs, refitted cars, concept cars, commercial vehicles, large and medium-sized coaches, light coaches, buses, etc.; auto parts: engines, chassis systems, braking systems, driving systems, steering systems, body and parts systems, exhaust system and tires; after-sale products for automobile: automotive electronics, car audios, car TVs, anti-theft alarms, car telephones, satellite navigation and positioning control, electric doors and windows, air conditioning systems and refrigerators, reversing radars, car lights; car accessories: glass windows, seats, seat covers, cushions, steering wheel covers, seat belts, mufflers, wiper blades, vehicle locks, explosion-proof membranes, sunshade supplies, incenses, car covers; auto maintenance equipment and supplies: car waxes, engine oils, lubricating oils, additives, cleaning and maintenance equipment, etc.; automobile inspection and maintenance equipment and tools: fast car repair chain shops, after-sale service chain shops, equipment for paint-spraying plants, parking lots
Contacts: Ms. Xu
Tel: 86-931-8312228

2015 the 16th Northwest China Medical Equipment Fair

Date: 2015-05-15---2015-05-17
City: Lanzhou
Venue: Gansu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Gansu Province Pharmaceutical Association, Gansu Stomatological Association
Organizer: Gansu Yafei Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: 1. imaging equipment; 2. heart and brain monitoring equipment; 3. stomatological equipment; 4. Biochemical and lab equipment; 5. auxiliary equipment; 6. other equipment
Contacts: Zhang Yongqiang
Tel: 86-931-8113839, 8173920
Fax: 86-931-8113839, 8173920
Email: gayafei_show@sina.com

2015 China (Lanzhou) Investment & Trade Fair

Date: 2015-07
City: Lanzhou
Venue: Gansu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Guangdong

Dongguan

2015 the 7th Dongguan Tea Industry Expo (Spring)
Date: 2015-01-09—2015-01-12
City: Dongguan
Venue: GD Modern International Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Dongguan Tea Industry Association
Organizer: Tick Fair (Hongkong) Co., Ltd., Dongguan Dongsen Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Tel: 400-663-5811
Website: www.tick-fairs.com/page115

The 33th Dongguan International Famous Furniture Fair
Date: 2015-03-16—2015-03-20
City: Dongguan
Venue: GD Modern International Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Hong Kong Furniture Association
Area: 250000 m²
Exhibits: furniture, wood-working machinery, coating, engraving & packaging machinery, cutter, raw & auxiliary materials, bedding articles, oil paint, adhesive, detergent, sofa, closets, hardware & home accessories.
Tel: 86-769-85900111, 85818208, 85818608
Fax: 86-769-85585780, 85993663
Email: fbf@3f.net.cn
Website: www.3f.net.cn

2015 the 16th China (Dongguan) International Textile Clothing Industry Fair/The 10th South China International Sewing Machinery & Accessories Show
Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-29
City: Dongguan
Venue: GD Modern International Exhibition Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: INFO Communication Holdings Limited Guangdong Xunzhan Convention & Exhibition Ltd., Shanghai Xunzhan Convention & Exhibition Ltd.
Exhibits: auxiliary materials, supporting articles, after-sewing equipment, embroidery equipment, weaving equipment, information services and magazines, cylinder knitting machines, before-sewing and cutting equipment, cross weaving equipment, sewing machines, logistics systems, laser equipment, CAMCAD system, unit production systems, printing equipment, enterprise information management system, ultrasonic equipment, laser equipment
Contacts: Wang Zihong, Ye Jianghua
Tel: 86-63045419-216, 13501917643
Fax: 86-64181136, 64181136
Email: cnshow-xunzhan@yahoo.cn, 317809707@qq.com
Website: www.dtcsshow.com

The 16th China (Dongguan) International Footwear Machinery & Material Industry Fair
Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-29
City: Dongguan
Venue: GD Modern International Exhibition Center
Classification: Shoes & Leather
Host: INFO Communication Holdings Limited Guangdong Xunzhan
Convention & Exhibition Ltd.
Area: 18000 m²
Exhibits: footwear machinery, shoes-making materials and accessories, synthetic leather machinery, leather and chemical raw materials, bags and luggages machinery, injection molding equipment, and computer-assisted equipment.
Contacts: Wang Zihong
Tel: 86-21-63045419-216
Fax: 86-21-64181136
Email: cnshow-xunzhan@yahoo.cn
Website: www.dfmshow.com

2015 the 6th Dongguan Modern Wedding Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-28—2015-03-29
City: Dongguan
Venue: Dongguan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Guangdong Modern Convention & Exhibition Management Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Dongguan International Convention & Exhibition Center of Guangdong
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: planning, bedding, customized products, crafts, floriculture, make-up, cosmetics, gold, club, wedding floriculture, wedding celebration, wedding dress, wedding photography, household appliances, household articles, home ornaments, furniture, fitness, hotel, dress, travel, beauty, honeymoon tour, underwear, photography, ornaments, jewelry, slimming, photo album, photo frame, hospital, plastic surgery, Chinese dress
Tel: 86-769-82822000
Fax: 86-769-82821555
Email: jiehundg@126.com
Website: www.jiehundg.com

2015 Dongguan Vibration Union of Machinery Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-03—2015-06-05
City: Dongguan
Venue: GD Modern International Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Guangdong Machinery Industry Association, Dongguan Society of Mechatronic Engineering
Organizer: Dongguan Zhenzong Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: metal processing centre, parallel machine tool, numerical control machinery & system, flexible processing system, electro-processing machine tool, mechatronics equipment, molding & pressure machine, punching shear, cutting & bending machine tool, manufacturing unit, system & automation equipment, precision measurement equipment & other metal processing machinery & equipment. dedicated devices, non-traditional processing machine tool.
Contacts: Liang Zhenzong
Tel: 86-769-83262748
Fax: 86-769-83262758
Email: dgzma@126.com
Website: www.dgzexpo.com

2015 the 11th Dongguan Electroplating Industry, Surface Finishing & Coating Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-03—2015-06-05
City: Dongguan
Venue: GD Modern International Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Hong Kong Electro-Plating Merchants Association Limited
Organizer: South Dragon Expo (World Trade Expo)
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: electroplating and finishing, electroplating technology, electroplating, metal and alloy plating, vacuum plating, nonconductor metalizing, plastic plating, other electroplating-related technology, process and service, plating raw material and plating solution, chrome plating, gold plating, tin-lead and other plating materials and solutions, surface finishing, electrical polishing, electro-coating, other surface treatment technology
Tel: 86-769-22388565
Fax: 86-769-22388575
Email: asf@worldtradeexpo.com.hk
Website: www.sf-exhibition.net/cn/index.aspx

2015 Guangdong (Houjie) Tea Industry Expo

Date: 2015-06-12---2015-06-15
City: Dongguan
Venue: GD Modern International Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Dongguan Tea Procession Association, Tick Fair (Hongkong) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Dongguan Dongsen Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: brand-name and high-quality tea producers and marketers from various regions, dark tea, black tea, green tea, white tea, yellow tea, wulong tea, including Yunnan Pu-erh tea, Wuzhou Liupu tea, Hunan dark tea, Sichuan Tibetan tea, Zuniy green tea, Anxi tieguanyin tea, Wuyi rock tea, Gaoshan wulong tea, West Lake longjing tea, Yellow Mountain maofeng tea, Xinyang maqian Tea, Liu’an guapian tea and etc.; tea industry handiworks, purple-grit pottery, ceramics, glassware, tea cooker and maker, Duan inkstand, root carving, tea tray, tea furniture and other products; achievements of integrated development of tea, health tea, health tea products, tea desserts, tea beverages, tea bags, tea handiworks, tea derivatives and relevant achievements of advanced technology; supporting service providers for tea industry, tea package design companies, tea production and processing equipment, professional media agencies, industrial supporting service agencies
Tel: 86-400-663-5811
Fax: 86-769-88987878
Email: wintickfair@163.com
Website: www.tea-tickfair.com

2015 China Processing Trade &Products Fair

Date: 2015-06-18---2015-06-21
City: Dongguan
Venue: GD Modern International Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China
Organizer: Department of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation of Guangdong Province
Area: 70000 m²
Exhibits: household appliance, video & audio player, kitchen appliance, personal care small appliance. hardware appliance, computer & accessories, networking products, printer, mobile communication & accessories, photography & video recording, digital accessories, learning, sports supplies & toys, outdoor equipment, fitness & exercise facilities, sport protective clothing, sport & entertainment products
Tel: 86-769-85981609/85981610
Fax: 86-769-85981696
Guangdong

Email: gdfecf@vip.163.com

2015 the 7th Dongguan Modern Wedding Exhibition
Date: 2015-08-10—2015-08-12
City: Dongguan
Venue: Dongguan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Guangdong Modern Convention & Exhibition Management Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Dongguan International Convention & Exhibition Center of Guangdong
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: wedding photography boutique area: wedding photography of the latest styles, theme wedding photography, personalized wedding photography, family photos, portrait photos; wedding jewelry boutique area: diamond couple rings, gold ornaments and all kinds of jewels; wedding hotel boutique area: luxurious wedding banquets, Chinese- and western-style wedding banquets, personalized wedding banquets, boutique but rationally-priced wedding banquet; wedding beauty & fitness boutique area: cosmetology hospitals, orthopedic hospitals, Spas, clubs, slimming and fitness clubs; boutique goods for wedding ceremony: wedding candies, cigarettes, beverages and invitations, handicrafts, photo frames, photo albums and cosmetics; wedding furniture boutique area: household items, furniture, household appliances, wedding weddings, home decorations, wedding limousines and wedding room decorations; wedding planning service boutique area: stylish and customized weddings, wedding flower decorations and honeymoon travels; wedding dress boutique area: the latest internationally-popular wedding dresses, Chinese-style wedding dresses, groom's gowns, body-shaping underwear
Tel: 86-769-82822000
Fax: 86-769-82821555
Email: jiehundg@126.com
Website: www.jiehundg.com

2015 the 11th China (Guangzhou) International Automotive Aftermarket Industry & Tuning Trade Fair
Date: 2015-01-16—2015-01-18
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Host: Guangzhou Jiuzhou Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Zhongchengchuang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 220000 m²
Exhibits: automotive component, repairing and maintenance
Tel: 86-20-38219961
Fax: 86-20-38219935
Website: www.aaitf.org

The 30th Guangzhou Franchise Exhibition/The 14th Guangzhou Investment & Finance Expo
Date: 2015-03-04—2015-03-06
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Host: Guangzhou Foro Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangdong Chain Operations Association, Guangzhou Chain Store Franchise Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Foro Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: 1. retailed commodities; 2. catering and foods; 3. educational trainings; 4. products for babies and children; 5. health care and beauty products; 6. commercial service; 7. others
Contacts: He Yi
Tel: 86-20-38265758
Fax: 86-20-38265758
Email: 2001@foro.cn
Website: www.foro.cn

2015 DPES LED Display Expo China
Date: 2015-03-06—2015-03-09
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Host: Guangzhou Wenxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: upper, middle and lower reaches and terminal factory, finshed and semi-finished manufacturer, purchasing agent, developers for applicable product, architect, designer, planner, engineer, advertising agent, real estate agent, decoration company, property management, developer, energy provider, power & electricity corporation, news media, importer, exporter, agent, wholesaler & distributor, shopkeeper in Lighting City, department store, chain store, online retailer, terminal user of the industry, engineering company; relevant governmental department, relevant enterprise and public entity, designing & planning institute, purchasing center, research institute, association & organization
Contacts: Ms. Liu
Tel: 86-20-89661836
Fax: 86-20-38023815
Email: chinealedexpo.com
Website: www.chinealedexpo.com

Guangzhou

Firefly ACG Festival '2015
Date: 2015-01-01—2015-01-03
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Host: Guangzhou Firefly Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Firefly Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: animations, video games, toys
Tel: 86-20-34371032
Fax: 86-20-34371022
Email: firefly-acg@hotmail.com
Website: www.fireflyacg.com

The 6th China(Guangzhou) International Arts & Crafts, Works of Art Collections & Redwood Culture Expo
Date: 2015-01-09—2015-01-12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Host: China Gift Industry Association, China Furniture Association, Guangzhou Arts & Crafts Association
Organizer: Guangdong Bo Chang Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 18000 m²
Exhibits: crafts, works of art, collectibles, rosewood art furniture
Tel: 86-20-87267388
Fax: 86-20-87272188
Email: 450687718@qq.com
Website: www.shczh.cn

The 30th Guangzhou Franchise Exhibition/The 14th Guangzhou Investment & Finance Expo
Date: 2015-03-04—2015-03-06
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Host: Guangzhou Foro Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangdong Chain Operations Association, Guangzhou Chain Store Franchise Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Foro Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: 1. retailed commodities; 2. catering and foods; 3. educational trainings; 4. products for babies and children; 5. health care and beauty products; 6. commercial service; 7. others
Contacts: He Yi
Tel: 86-20-38265758
Fax: 86-20-38265758
Email: 2001@foro.cn
Website: www.foro.cn

2015 DPES LED Display Expo China
Date: 2015-03-06—2015-03-09
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Host: Guangzhou Wenxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: upper, middle and lower reaches and terminal factory, finshed and semi-finished manufacturer, purchasing agent, developers for applicable product, architect, designer, planner, engineer, advertising agent, real estate agent, decoration company, property management, developer, energy provider, power & electricity corporation, news media, importer, exporter, agent, wholesaler & distributor, shopkeeper in Lighting City, department store, chain store, online retailer, terminal user of the industry, engineering company; relevant governmental department, relevant enterprise and public entity, designing & planning institute, purchasing center, research institute, association & organization
Contacts: Ms. Liu
Tel: 86-20-89661836
Fax: 86-20-38023815
Email: chinealedexpo.com
Website: www.chinealedexpo.com
2015 Guangzhou International Travel Fair

Date: 2015-03-06—2015-03-08
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Other
Host: Tourism Administration of Guangdong Province, Tourism Administration of Guangzhou Municipality
Organizer: China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Corporation
Classification: Printing & Package
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
City: Guangzhou
Date: 2015-03-09---2015-03-11
Exhibits: national, regional tourism bureau and the tourism association, immigration travel agency, hotels, hotel groups and resort center, tourist attractions, etc.
Contacts: Wang Cunyan
Tel: 86-21-50456700 — 223
Fax: 86-21-50459355
Website: www.chinaledexpo.com/cn/expointro.html

2015 D-PES Digital Printers & Engravers Expo

Date: 2015-03-06—2015-03-09
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Head Office of China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Corporation
Organizer: Guangzhou Dipeisi Union Network Technology Co., Ltd.
Classification: Logistics
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
City: Guangzhou
Date: 2015-03-09---2015-03-11
Exhibits: digital printing equipment, numerically-controlled engraving equipment, digital printing material, laser engraving equipment, and spare parts relating to printing equipment and engraving equipment, etc., signboard, sign industry, lamp box, and exhibition equipment
Contacts: Tan Zhouwen
Tel: 86-20-38200584, 89089311, 89089591, 13826494996
Fax: 86-20-38023815
Email: tonysun1218@163.com
Website: www.chinasignexpo.com

2015 Guangzhou International Commercial Display & Display Props Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-06---2015-03-09
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: Guangzhou Jiamei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Jiamei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: commercial space design, store system upgrade and decoration technology, parts of robot, robot, vision of robot, industrial measurement device, integrated system, disassembly equipment, micro system technology, parts of robot, robot, vision of robot, industrial measurement and instruments
Tel: 86-20-38823658, 38823660/1/2-816
Fax: 86-20-38823677
Website: siaf.fairwindow.com/SIAF

2015 Guangdong Canton Beauty Expo

Date: 2015-03-09---2015-03-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: Guangdong Beauty & Cosmetic Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Jiamei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-20-87248839
Fax: 86-20-87248166
Email: 836100512@qq.com
Website: www.gzbeautyexpo.com
2015 China Sino Label
Date: 2015-03-09—2015-03-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Adsale Exhibition Services Ltd., China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC
Organizer: Beijing Yazhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Head Office of China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Corporation
Area: 21150 m²
Exhibits: providers of label and narrow screen printing machinery, smart label and barcode equipment, RFID label technology and equipment, anti-fake technology for label, safety solution and application, label testing equipment, self-adhesive material, adhesive, hot-melt adhesive, label printing materials and accessories, associations, service and media of label industry
Tel: 86-20-89128283
Fax: 86-20-89128222-8406
Email: pfp@fairwindow.com.cn
Website: www.sinolabelexpo.com

The 16th China (Guangzhou) International Water Supply & Drainage, Water Treatment Technology & Equipment Exhibition/The 10th China (Guangzhou) Pump, Valve & Pipe Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-09—2015-03-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Head Office of China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Corporation
Organizer: Head Office of China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Corporation, China Water Enterprises Confederation Desalination Branch, Qingdao International Desalination Center
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: seawater desalination technologies and equipment; membranes and membrane components manufacturing technologies and special equipment; membrane materials; membrane separation equipment and engineering technologies, materials and testing equipment; membrane cleaning and operation maintenance technologies and equipment; water reclamation technologies and equipment; industrial wastewater and urban sewage treatment technologies and equipment; ozone generators, mixing towers, ultraviolet light sterilizers, disinfection reagents; terminal water purification technologies and equipment; central water purification systems, water purification machines and apparatuses, household and commercial water purification machines, nanometer-filtration and ultra-filtration machines, etc.; activated carbons, PPF; fluid automation and automatic control equipment; water pumps, water meters, valves, pipelines and accessories and tools, pipe network maintenance technologies and equipment; municipal water supply and drainage systems and equipment; testing and monitoring and automation control technologies and equipment; services and others; operation and management; consulting and design
Tel: 86-20-89128281/89128291
Fax: 86-20-89128222-8406/89128300
Email: chenxd@fairwindow.com.cn
Website: www.waterchina.gz.com

The 22nd China Sino-pack/The 18th China Drinktec
Date: 2015-03-09—2015-03-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Adsale Exhibition Services Ltd., China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC
Organizer: Head Office of China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Corporation
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: packaging machinery & equipment, processing machinery, auxiliary packaging machinery, Printing & packaging machinery, labelling system, radio frequency identification, ink-jetted code, barcode, laser printing equipment, adhesive & Hot Melt Adhesive equipment, test equipment, control system & automatic weighing machine, production equipment & technology for packaging material, general industrial machinery & equipment, packaging material, package product, packaging product for luxury product, packaging service & designer
Tel: 86-755-82326251
Fax: 86-755-82326252
Email: info@sz.adsale.com.hk
Website: www.chinasinopack.com

2015 the 12th China (Guangzhou) International Automotive Air-Conditioning & Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-12—2015-03-15
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Guangzhou Best Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: whole-car air conditioning system and air conditioning parts, pipes, supplies and refrigeration equipment
Contacts: Gan Deqing
Tel: 86-20-22153792
Fax: 86-20-34123924
Email: gan_deqing@126.com
Website: www.84t.cn/kt

China (Guangzhou) Analysis, Laboratory Equipment Expo & Conference
Date: 2015-03-12—2015-03-14
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangdong Science & Technology Exchange Center, Guangdong International Science & Technology Exhibition Company
Exhibits: laboratory product, laboratory information management system and software, laboratory planning, designing and constructing, laboratory investment, operation, management and update
Contacts: Ms. Wei, Ms. Wang
Tel: 86-10-84556622, 84556623
Fax: 86-10-62373998
Email: expolab@reedsinopharm.com
Website: www.chinalabexpo.com

2015 the Personal Care and Homecare Ingredients (PCHi) Trade Show
Date: 2015-03-12—2015-03-14
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: cosmetics, toilet articles, raw & auxiliary material supplier & producer for personal & home care products, laboratory and product
2015 the 8th Guangzhou International Auto Motor & Electrical Appliance Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-12—2015-03-14
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Auto Aftermarket Federation, Hongking Best International Exhibition (Group) Company
Organizer: Guangzhou Best Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 9820 m²
Exhibits: vehicle motor, starter, generator, motor for automotive air conditioner, motor for windscreen wiper, window regulator, motor for instrument, fan motor, hub motor, pivoted window motor, washing motor, starting motor, small and special motor, auto motor accessories, electronic regulator, rectifier bridge, electromagnetic switch, cooling fan, igniter of generator, one-way clutch, spindle, enclosure, end cover, iron core, electric brush, bearing, plastic compressing, gear, sealing element, coil, belt, automotive appliance, controller, relay, reverse, instrument, sensor, new energy storage battery, glow plug of battery, sparking plug, automotive lamp, wiring harness, connector, monoplayer, radio and tape player, ignition lock, electronic element, anti-theft, security, testing and maintenance equipment, accessories of automotive appliance and motor, testing equipment, balancing equipment, winding equipment, ultrasonic cleaning, welding, laser, code spraying, carving and marking equipment
Tel: 86-20-89617099
Fax: 86-20-89617161
Email: bestguangzhou@vip.163.com
Website: www.84t.cn

2015 Guangzhou International Packing Box Show

Date: 2015-03-18—2015-03-20
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Nan Fung International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Guangzhou Xinghui Trade Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: packaging of jewelry, watches, gifts, candy, alcoholic beverage, tea, cigarette, cosmetics, perfume, health care products, electronic products, boutiques, and others; gift bags, ribbon, labels and signs, all kinds of packing containers, and designers’ works
Contacts: Ms. Tian
Tel: 86-20-38250412
Fax: 86-20-38250932
Email: 1092519841@qq.com
Website: www.box-show.com

The 35th China (Guangzhou)International Furniture Fair (Phase One)

Date: 2015-03-18—2015-03-22
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Furniture Association, China Foreign Trade Centre (Group)
Guangdong Furniture Association
Organizer: Head Office of China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Corporation
Area: 220000 m²
Exhibits: office furniture, office seat, bookcase, office table, safe case, screen, locker, height partition, file cabinet, office accessories, other; hotel furniture, suite furniture and mattress, party furniture, hotel sofa, bar table and chair, commercial furniture, furniture for public place, public chair, school furniture, lab furniture
Contacts: Zhou Wenying, Tan Jieying
Tel: 86-20-89128016, 89128023
Fax: 86-20-89128222-8103
Website: office.ciff-gz.com.cn/index.htm
Exhibits: modern civil use & classical civil use exhibition area, outdoor furniture, office furniture, furniture manufacturing equipment & accessories, accessories & home textile, comprehensive exhibition area
Contacts: Mei Chunjy, Wu Ge
Tel: 86-20-89128029  
Fax: 86-20-89128222-8112
Email: ciffgd@fairwindow.com.cn
Website: www.ciff.gz.com

2015 China Plas

Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-23  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex  
Classification: Other  

Exhibits: auxiliary equipment, blow molding machine, chemical engineering & raw material and auxiliary material, extruding machine & extrusion production line, injection molding machine, computer auxiliary design and production system, pre-processing and reworking machine and equipment, embellishing, decorating, printing and marking machine & equipment, foaming, reacting or reinforcing resin machine, measuring, controlling & testing machine, mold, spare part, post-process & other processing machine, press, semi-finished product, welding machine etc.

Contacts: Yin Zhiqin
Tel: 86-755-88265014  
Fax: 86-755-82326252
Email: vispro@sz.adsale.com.hk
Website: www.chinaplasonline.com

2015 China (Guangzhou) Door Industry Expo

Date: 2015-03-24—2015-03-26  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo  
Classification: Building & Decoration Material  
Host: Shenzhen Asia-Pacific Media Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenzhen Asia-Pacific Media Co., Ltd.

Exhibits: doors & door auxiliary materials, new material of doors, and equipment and equipment; woodworking machinery; auxiliary design and production system, pre-processing and reworking machine and equipment, embellishing, decorating, printing and marking machine & equipment, foaming, reacting or reinforcing resin machine, measuring, controlling & testing machine, mold, spare part, post-process & other processing machine, press, semi-finished product, welding machine etc.

Contacts: Wang Jingjing
Tel: 86-755-36908654  
Fax: 86-755-36908830
Email: cndoorexpo@163.com
Website: www.cndoorexpo.com

2015 the 5th Guangzhou Wardrobe Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-24—2015-03-26  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo  
Classification: Furniture & Houseware  
Host: Shenzhen Asia-Pacific Media Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenzhen Asia-Pacific Media Co., Ltd.

Exhibits: wardrobe, sliding doors, and partition wall booth: overall home, wardrobe, wall cabinet, closet, composite board, fire board, gypsum board, bathroom cabinet, office partition, bathroom partition, glass partition, systematic partition, mobile screens and partitions, hotel high partition, cloakrooms, sliding doors, folding doors, and rotating hangers; booth for glass of sliding doors: decorative glass, glass of sliding doors, fire glass, colorful glass, tempered glass, mirror glass, glass film, bathroom glass, furniture glass, home glass, and quartz glass; wardrobe systems and hardware accessories booth: slides, mobile tracks, bolt and handle locks of sliding doors, plug-in electric locks, hinge, and hardware accessories; woodworking machinery booth: wardrobe coating, anti-corrosion wood in and out of the house, decorative wood, complete production and processing equipment, adhesives, woodworking machinery, and tools

Contacts: Luo Yanjie
Tel: 86-755-36908787, 36908652, 13543298787
Fax: 86-755-36908830
Email: yg0318@126.com
Website: www.cnwcw.org

2015 TFC Global Mobile Game Developers Conference & Game Fair(Spring)

Date: 2015-03-25—2015-03-26  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: Nan Fung International Convention & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Top Fun Club
Organizer: www.sfw.cn

Exhibits: The best business mode of game exhibition; TFC is the largest commercial exhibition of mobile game in China, has attracted 50000 participants totally and has brought to the mobile game industry an invisible output value of over billions of RMB. It is the most challenging arena for product competition, where over 200 mobile game developing companies will attend and nearly one thousand new products will be displayed. Every kind of new products will obtain extraordinary achievements. Such industrial leaders as Baidu, CMGE, 360, Tencent, LineKong, Facebook, Google, UC 9Game, China Mobile Gamebase, Yinhan Games, Kalends, iDreamsky Games, SkyMobi, GR Mobile, WQ Mobile and other internally and domestically well-known enterprises will send senior managers to the exhibition. Thus, the participants will witness the excellence of and talk with the industrial leaders. The most efficient promotion and cooperation mode; integration of conference and marketing; customized solutions
Contacts: Cui Xueliang
Tel: 86-13241484428
Website: tfceexpo2014.sfw.cn

Multi-discipline Treatment REHACARE & Orthopedic Canton 2015

Date: 2015-03-27—2015-03-29  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo  
Classification: Medical Service  
Host: China International Center for Economic and Technical Exchanges, Guangdong Disabled Persons` Federation, Guangdong Provincial General Services in Developing & Supplying Rds for the Disabled
Organizer: Guangzhou Jinye Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Exhibits: This exhibition will continue to base on consolidating the traditional advantage product areas such as mobility aid devices, rehabilitation assistive devices, rehabilitation beds, accessibility facilities, low vision, hearing ability and speaking ability aid devices and so on, to strengthen expansion of exhibition scopes of orthotics and prosthesis, rehabilitation engineering technologies and equipment and physical therapy products. This exhibition specially plans to set up a total of seven big exhibition areas, including Famous brands, Internationally-imported products, Auxiliary appliances, Rehabilitation engineering, Rehabilitation physical therapy, Artificial limbs and orthotics, and Care
products.
Tel: 86-20-86674042
Fax: 86-20-86679066
Email: info@cantonrehacare.com
Website: www.cantonrehacare.com/Index.asp

2015 China (Guangzhou) International Woodworking Machine & Furniture Material Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-28---2015-04-01
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC, Koelnmesse Exhibition China Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Head Office of China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Corporation, Koelnmesse Exhibition Singapore Co., Ltd.
Area: 110000 m²
Exhibits: machinery, burdening, etc.
Contacts: Mr. Zhao Kunpeng
Tel: 86-20-89128020
Fax: 86-20-89128222-8116
Email: cifm@fairwindow.com.cn
Website: cifm.fairwindow.com/cn/index.htm

The 35th China (Guangzhou)International Furniture Fair(Phase Two)

Date: 2015-03-28---2015-04-01
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Head Office of China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Corporation
Area: 200000 m²
Exhibits: modern civil use & classical civil use exhibition area, outdoor furniture & office furniture exhibition area, furniture manufacturing equipment & accessories, accessories & home textile exhibition area, comprehensive exhibition area.
Contacts: Mei Chunyu, Wu Ge
Tel: 86-20-89128029
Fax: 86-20-89128222-8112
Email: ciffgd@fairwindow.com.cn
Website: www.ciff-gz.com

2015 Guangzhou Entertainment Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-01---2015-04-04
City: Guangzhou
Venue:Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International TradeGuangdong Sub-Council, Industry Association of South China Entertainment Equipment
Exhibits: stage sound, sound card package, public broadcasting, conferencing systems, stage lighting, LED, microphones, amplifiers, stage peripherals and other fields, etc.
Contacts: Ye Linyu
Tel: 86-20-84790012, 84790061
Fax: 86-20-84790162
Email: ye@getshow.com.cn
Website: www.getshow.com.cn

2015 Prolight + Sound Guangzhou

Date: 2015-04-05---2015-04-08
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Department of Science and Technology of Guangdong Province, Department of Culture of Guangdong Province, the People's Government of Enping Municipality, Guangdong Science & Technology Exchange Center
Organizer: Guangdong International Science & Technology Exhibition Company
Exhibits: loudspeaker box, public broadcast and equipment, conference equipment, PA system, amplifier system, smart control technology, smart light-current system, sound proofing and sucking materials, accessories, materials, and speaker amplifiers; KTV song system and equipment: VOD system and equipment, management system and technology solutions, set-top box and accessories, revolving stage, lifting stage, activity platform, manual and electric-controlled equipment, special effects of sound, light and smoke, stage monitor, decorative materials, and curtain; stage lights series: computer lamp series, light-adjusting series equipment, various bulbs, garden lighting systems, various light sources, lighting accessories, LED displays, curtains, lights, floor tilings, backlight, three-dimensional letters, components and materials, and packaging modules
Contacts: Han Hui
Tel: 86-20-83551611
Fax: 86-20-83549078
Email: hanhui888@vip.163.com
Website: www.soundlight.cn

2015 Dental South China International Expo

Date: 2015-04-05---2015-04-08
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Guangzhou Association for Medical Devices Industry, Hongkong Best International Exhibition (Group) Company
Organizer: Guangzhou Yifa Exhibition Co., Ltd. (Affiliated To Bust Exhibition)
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: 1. diagnostic and imaging equipment; 2. heart and brain monitoring equipment; 3. biochemical and lab equipment; 4. auxiliary equipment; 5. other equipment; 6. medical hygienic products
Tel: 86-20-89617344
Fax: 86-20-34238212
Email: yifa_18@126.com
Website: www.kq88.com/go/gzzh/2015

2015 the 6th South China (Guangzhou) Medical Instruments Expo

Date: 2015-04-06---2015-04-08
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Guangzhou Association for Medical Devices Industry, Hongkong Best International Exhibition (Group) Company
Organizer: Guangzhou Yifa Exhibition Co., Ltd. (Affiliated To Bust Exhibition)
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: 1. diagnostic and imaging equipment; 2. heart and brain monitoring equipment; 3. biochemical and lab equipment; 4. auxiliary equipment; 5. other equipment; 6. medical hygienic products
Tel: 86-20-89617344
Fax: 86-20-34238212
Email: yifa_18@126.com
Website: www.18-yf.com/med
2015\textsuperscript{th} e 27\textsuperscript{th} Guangzhou International Toy & Mode Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-08—2015-04-10  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo  
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products  
Host: Messe Frankfurt Exhibition Gmbh (Hongkong)  
Exhibits: electronic and electric toys, plastic toys, cloth and stuffed toys, dolls, inflatable toys, wood toys, paper toys, learning machine, recreation facilities, bassinet, children's beds, toys, models, auxiliary products, cartoon image authorization, model planes, model ships and model cars, simulated dynamic and static models  
Contacts: Ms. Zheng  
Tel: 86-20-83587037, 83587012  
Fax: 86-20-83587016  
Email: expo@ctoy.cn  
Website: www.chinatoyfair.com

2015 the 6\textsuperscript{th} Guangzhou International Baby Strollers&Baby Products Fair

Date: 2015-04-08---2015-04-10  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo  
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products  
Host: Guangdong Toy Association  
Organizer: Guangzhou Litong Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 40000 m\textsuperscript{2}  
Exhibits: baby strollers and walkers, children ride-on cars and bicycles, children's beds, cradles, and safety seats, baby toys, baby-child's early learning products, baby clothes, shoes and hats, and other baby supplies  
Contacts: Ms. Zheng, Ms. Yao, Mr. Wu  
Tel: 86-20-89056578  
Fax: 86-20-89056768  
Website: www.chinababyfair.com/baby

2015 Asian Lighting & Consumer Electronics Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-14—2015-04-17  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo  
Classification: Furniture & Houseware  
Host: Guangzhou Photosynthesis Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Hengjian Exhibition (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.  
Area: 11000 m\textsuperscript{2}  
Exhibits: lighting products and electronic products  
Contacts: Hu Feng  
Tel: 86-20-66319602  
Fax: 86-20-66319622  
Website: www.aleex.cn/

Guangzhou Premium Bathroom & Sanitary Ware Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-14—2015-04-18  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: Nan Fung International Convention & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Furniture & Houseware  
Host: Guangzhou Nanfeng Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Guangzhou Nanfeng Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 25000 m\textsuperscript{2}  
Exhibits: metal bathware, shower room, bathroom unit, steam room, Sauna room, leisure sanitary ware, shower room accessory, bathroom cabinet, bathroom mirror, auxiliary product for bathroom cabinet, mirror front lamp, glass bathware, sanitary cematics, bathtub  
Contacts: Ms. Sun  
Tel: 86-20-89883999  
Fax: 86-20-38310775  
Email: bas@gz.nanfungchina.cn  
Website: www.basfair.com

The 13\textsuperscript{th} Guangzhou International Procurement Fair(Phase One)/Construction Material, Kitchen, Bath, Lighting & Electronic Appliance Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-14—2015-04-18  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: Guangzhou International SourcingCenter  
Classification: Furniture & Houseware  
Host: Guangzhou International Sourcing Centre Co., Ltd., China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Guangdong Sub-Council, Guangzhou Huaya Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Area: 40000 m\textsuperscript{2}  
Exhibits: hardware, building materials, decorative materials, ceramics, bathroom supplies, electronic and electrical products, decorative lighting, machinery  
Contact: Tel: 86-20-89056578  
Fax: 86-20-89056768  
Website: www.gzmfair.com

The 117\textsuperscript{th} China Import and Export Fair(Phase One)

Date: 2015-04-15---2015-04-19  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex  
Classification: Economics and Trade  
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, Guangdong Chamber of Commerce of Importers & Exporters, the People’s Government of Guangdong Province  
Organizer: China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC  
Area: 329180 m\textsuperscript{2}  
Exhibits: exhibition areas of machinery, bicycles, motocycles, car accessories, chemical engineering, hardware, outdoor vehicles, household appliance, consumer electronics, electronics, computer & communication products, lamps & lanterns, building & decoration materials, bathroom facilities & imported products  
Contacts: Mr. Zheng  
Tel: 86-20-28888999  
Fax: 86-20-28395166  
Email: info@cantonfair.org.cn  
Website: www.gjh517.com

Guangzhou Ceramics, Arts & Crafts, Furnishing & Decoration Products Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-21---2015-04-27  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: Nan Fung International Convention & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Furniture & Houseware  
Host: Guangzhou Nanfeng Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Guangzhou Nanfeng Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 25000 m\textsuperscript{2}  
Exhibits: cematics, craft cematics, craft gift, and resin craft product  
Tel: 86-20-89883999  
Fax: 86-20-38310775  
Email: cafe@gz.nanfungchina.cn  
Website: www.cafexh.com
2015 the 13th Guangzhou International Household Products Exhibition & Fair

Date: 2015-04-21---2015-04-27  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: Guangzhou International Sourcing Center  
Classification: Toys & Gifts  
Host: China Arts and Crafts Association, China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC, Southeast Asia Chinese Businessman Association  
Organizer: Guangzhou Huaya Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Area: 100000 m²  
Exhibits: fashionable craft, fashionable daily use supplies and fashionable kitchen  
Contacts: Mr. Wu  
Tel: 86-20-66636185  
Fax: 86-20-28067452  
Email: 1142071803@qq.com

The 117th China Import and Export Fair (Phase Two)

Date: 2015-04-23---2015-04-27  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex  
Classification: Economics and Trade  
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, Guangdong Chamber of Commerce of Importers & Exporters, the People’s Government of Guangdong Province  
Organizer: China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC  
Area: 329180 m²  
Exhibits: daily use consumables, tableware & decorations, kitchenware, washing supplies, window washing supplies, general household supplies, cosmetics and accessory, hair caring product and accessory, tooth protection supplies, bathroom supplies, toilet paper and tissue, gift, glasses, riding toy, gift and complimentary gift, resin artware, traditional artware, jewelry, promotional gift and complimentary gift, balloon, party supplies, party arrangement & decoration, holiday supplies & decoration, animal by-product, forest product, other local specialty, plastic woven bag, pet supplies, mosquito coil, joss paper & sacrificial offering supplies, home decorative supplies, craft ceramics, porcelain craft, gardening and garden ceramics, glass craft, glass, glass ornament, and other glass craft, weaving, rattan and iron craft, bamboo ware, grass ware, wicker product, rattan & iron craft, home ornament, garden ornament, fish, bird and other ornamental animal & other gardening supplies, auxiliary swimming pool equipment, furniture, traditional Chinese furniture, household indoor furniture  
Contacts: Mr. Zheng  
Tel: 86-20-29066577  
Fax: 86-20-29066577  
Email: info@cantonfair.org.cn  
Website: www.gjh517.com

Dive China 2015

Date: 2015-04-28---2015-05-03  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex  
Classification: Other  
Host: Guangdong Dealer Chamber of Commerce, Guangdong Enterprises Association for Foreign Economic Cooperation  
Organizer: Hong Kong Grandeur International Exhibition Group, Guangzhou Grandeur Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Area: 12000 m²  
Exhibits: diving, surfing & water sports supplies and apparatus, diving association, diving organization and club, liveaboard diving travel operator, tourist administration & travel agency, diving training & certificate institution, diving and water related media  
Contacts: Ms. Liu  
Tel: 86-20-34371032  
Fax: 86-20-34371022  
Email: firefly-acg@hotmail.com  
Website: www.fireflyacg.com

Firefly ACG Festival ’2015

Date: 2015-05-01---2015-07-03  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo  
Classification: Other  
Organizer: Guangzhou Firefly Culture Communication Co., Ltd.  
Area: 12000 m²  
Exhibits: animations, video games, toys  
Contacts: Ms. Liu  
Tel: 86-20-34371032  
Fax: 86-20-34371022  
Email: firefly-acg@hotmail.com  
Website: www.fireflyacg.com

2015 China Bakery Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-09---2015-05-11  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex  
Classification: Food & Beverage  
Host: All China Bakery Association, Guangdong Wenbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Fubang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: relevant products in baking industry, special flour, mix, frozen dough, starch, potato products, fillings, fruit ingredient, nut, preserved fruit, fruit can, etc., mooncake, pastry adjuvant, cake-house shop, supermarket logistics facility, display facility, computer management system, bread, pastry, mooncake, production equipment for biscuits, raw & auxiliary material and packaging equipment, special-purpose grease, fresh cream, special-purpose milk product, flour improving agent, bread improving agent, cake improving agent, instant noodle improving agent, preservative, yeast, spice, essence, pigment, sweetening agent, and other relevant food additives, cake decoration materials, e.g. modern package, interleaving paper, foil, packaging adjuvant and packaging material chocolate, candy, candle and simulation model for mooncake and pastry, adjuvant and facility for western food, fast food, bar, coffee shop, kitchen equipment, freezing equipment, book, educational institute and training institute for baking, processing equipment, tool, device, packaging technology for relevant foods, testing equipment, instrument and meter
Tel: 86-20-38203879, 38795051
Fax: 86-20-38205064
Email: bakerywb@126.com
Website: www.gdbaking.cn

2015 the 9th China (Guangzhou) International Billiards Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-09---2015-05-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Grandeur International Exhibition Group, Guangdong Enterprises Association for Foreign Economic Cooperation, Guangdong Culture Industry Promotion Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Grandeur Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-20-36657000
Fax: 86-20-36657099
Email: gzhw@grandeurhk.com
Website: www.gbechina.com

2015 the 3rd China (Guangzhou) International Vending Machines & Self-Service Facilities Fair
Date: 2015-05-09---2015-05-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Other
Host: Guangzhou Grandeur Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: vending machine product, vending machine for selling bottled & canned drink, snack food, chocolate and candy and other food & drink, vending machine for selling instant noodle, potato chip, hot dog, pizza, spaghetti and other heated foods, vending machine for selling ice-cream, cold drink, candy floss, fresh fruit juice & other special food, vending machine for selling cosmetics, perfume, MP3, MP4, mobile phone, disk, cigarette, tissue, condom, underweare, swimwear, umbrella, medicine, flower, potted plant, magazine, newspaper & recycled consumable, etc., self-service miniature supermarket for selling general merchandise, retail shop of all series of combined vending machine, unpowered vending machine for selling children's toy, elastic ball, bubble gum, candy, small gift & other bulk commodity, etc.,
Contacts: Mr. Zhou
Tel: 86-20-28314758/68,28314778
Fax: 86-20-82579220
Email: gzhw@grandeurhk.com
Website: www.china-mete.com

2015 Guangzhou Multimedia Technology & Equipment Fair
Date: 2015-05-09---2015-05-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Transportation
Host: Guangdong Enterprises Association for Foreign Economic Cooperation, Hong Kong Grandeur International Exhibition Group
Organizer: Guangzhou Grandeur Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Shanghai Hongwei Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Fax: 86-20-36657000,36657008
Website: www.chinadiem.com

2015 the 5th Guangzhou International Municipal Equipment Expo/Guangzhou International Road-Lamp & Yard-Lantern Exhibition/International Concrete, Brickmaking, Sandmaking, Crushing Technology & Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-09---2015-05-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Municipal Engineering Association, Guangzhou Grandeur Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Grandeur Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: road & bridge facilities & maintenance materials
Contacts: Ms. Hu
Tel: 86-20-28314758/68,78
Fax: 86-20-82579220
Email: gzhw@grandeurhk.com
Website: www.china-mete.com

2015 China International Road, Bridge Maintenance Material, Technology & Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-09---2015-05-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Logistics
Host: China Municipal Engineering Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Yuehong Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Grandeur Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: road & bridge facilities & maintenance materials, bituminous pavement regenerative equipment, smart road & bridge management system, testing apparatus
Contacts: Mr. Zhou
Tel: 86-20-28314758,28314768,28314778
Fax: 86-20-82579220
Email: gzhw@grandeurhk.com
Website: www.china-mete.com

2015 the 5th China International Underground Pipeline Network Exhibition/China International Trenchless Technology & Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-09---2015-05-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Municipal Engineering Association, Guangzhou Grandeur Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 7500 m²
Exhibits: security and protection, frequency-converting, mining and
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measuring apparatus, gauge, geological prospecting, electric motor, locating system, power equipment, generator, generator set, valve, explosion prevention, corrosion prevention, fire prevention, water prevention, pneumatic, corrosive, power supply, tubular products, pipeline, channel, synthetic material, chemical, concrete, machinery, mechanical equipment, laser, fixture, monitoring equipment, speed reducing equipment
Tel: 86-20-28314758/28314768/28314778
Fax: 86-20-82579220

The 5th China Lock Industry Expo 2015

Date: 2015-05-09—2015-05-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Hardware
Host: Asian Construction Technology Alliance, Hong Kong Grandeur International Exhibition Group
Organizer: Guangzhou Grandeur Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Shanghai Hongwei Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: mechanical lock, electronic smart lock, key cylinder, key prototypes, lock manufacturing equipment & accessories, etc.
Tel: 86-20-28314758/68/78
Fax: 86-20-82579220
Email: lock_china@163.com
Website: www.lock-china.net

2015 Guangzhou Net Product Fair/Electronic Commerce Expo

Date: 2015-05-09—2015-05-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Guangzhou International Sourcing Center
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software
Host: China Electronic Commerce Association, Global Electronic Commerce Communication Center
Organizer: Shanghai Jiyan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Qifeng Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: home textiles and soft decorations; housing furniture; home building materials; household gifts and handiworks; household life articles; household appliances and consumer electronics; clothes, shoes and hats; articles for culture and sports; mother and baby products; auto accessories; packaged foods; e-commerce
Contacts: Lin Qing
Tel: 4006657978, 86-21-61532582, 18930202626
Fax: 86-21-33887609
Email: 2268205855@qq.com, china_expo365.com
Website: www.whjyh.net

2015 China (Guangzhou) International Wine & Spirits Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-10—2015-05-12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Guangzhou Caton Universal Fair Group Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Caton Universal Fair Group Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: imported wine exhibition area: wine, spirit, sake, fruit wine, beer from different countries, low alcohol & alcohol-free beverage, etc. domestic wine exhibition area: white spirit, wine, beer, brandy, liqueur, Chinese rice wine, health care wine, etc. wine supplies exhibition area: drinking vessel, wine packaging & storage, wine-making machinery & equipment, auxiliary material, wine brand & advertisement design, related services exhibition area: wine industry & media, publishing agency, website, association, commerce chamber, research institution & other related service-providing companies.
Tel: 86-20-84283513/84283559/84283565
Fax: 86-20-84280686
Email: world.wine@hotmail.com
Website: www.interwine.org

2015 the 11th China (Guangzhou) International Coating, Printing Inks & Adhesives Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-11—2015-05-13
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Shunde Chamber of Commerce of Paints, Guangdong Wise Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangdong Coatings Industry Association, American Powder Coating Institute (PCI)
Exhibits: various types of coatings and industrial coatings; printing ink and adhesive products, chemicals and raw materials, production and packaging equipment, testing instruments, safety and environmental protection equipment, engineering and technology consultancy services, container cleaning equipment, environmental protection and safety equipment, wastewater treatment equipment, solvent recovery equipment, relevant publications, media, electronic commerce
Contacts: Lian Wenliang
Tel: 86-20-37599008, 37599129
Fax: 86-20-37599151
Email: coatexpo@126.com
Website: www.coatexpo.cn

2015 the 4th China (Guangzhou) International Pigments Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-11—2015-05-13
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Hong Kong Zhizhan International Co., Ltd., China Pigment Press Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangdong Wise Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: inorganic pigment, organic pigment, dyestuff, filler, etc., plastic color blending, color masterbatch product series, etc., pigment production equipment, machinery, instrument, grinding equipment, grinding medium, etc., pigment intermediate, auxiliary and other raw material, etc.
Contacts: Lian Wenliang
Tel: 86-20-29193588, 29193589, 84218792
Fax: 86-20-37599151
Email: coatexpo@126.com
Website: www.coatexpo.cn

2015 the 18th Flow Expo

Date: 2015-05-14—2015-05-16
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Guangzhou Flow Expo Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: valves, actuators, pipe valves, pipe fittings, fluid equipment, Instruments and meters, fluid substances conveying equipment, fluid substances processing equipment, sanitary fluid equipment, automation instruments, analysis and experiment instruments, fluid measurement and control technologies, process equipment, dynamic, heat-transferring, mass-transferring, mechanical, thermal and chemical process equipment, fluid machineries, pressure vessels, environmental protection equipment,
2015 the 13th China (Guangzhou) International Auto Accessories & Modification Expo

Date: 2015-05-16—2015-05-18
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Shippers' Association
Organizer: Guangzhou First Class Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Co-organizer: China Auto Parts Supplies Industry Federation
Exhibits: automobile beauty care products, wax, fire glaze, paint, paint coating, paint repair supplies, antifogging agent & repairing adhesive for glass, water tank sealer, low temperature sealer, antwear agent, preservative, synergist, automobile putty, carbon deposition, lubricant, antirust agent, additive, brake fluid, adhesive, sealant, detergent, washing fluid, car washer, washing device, beauty tools, beauty care equipment, decorating supplies, car explosion-proof film, heat insulation cotton, sunshade supplies, car cover, carpet, floor rubber sheet, seat cover, seat cushion, back cushion, back pillow, curtain, steering wheel cover, mobile phone rack, spectacle frame, key chain, electronic shaver, cigarette lighter, tissue box, vacuum insulated bottle, toy, wind chime, tag, wind, antenna, rain gear, windshield wiper, shift lock, License plate frame, spare tire cover, wheel eyebrow, fender, position lamp, cold-light lamp, electrostatic belt, static discharger, barometer, thermometer, mahogany decorative items, etc., automobile electric appliance, semiconductor, electric component, sensor and intelligent sensor
Contacts: Ms. Li
Tel: 86-20-89220050, 89220105, 13650722767
Fax: 86-20-89220585
Email: info@fce.cn
Website: www.ciaae.cn

2015 the 9th Guangzhou International Lubricating Oil, Grease & Technology Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-05-16—2015-05-18
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Host: Guangzhou First Class Exhibitions (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd., China Shippers’ Association
Co-organizer: China Automotive International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: automotive lubricating and maintenance products, additive of lubricating oil and grease and fuel oil, industrial lubricating products, compound base oil, additive of base oil, packaging, filling and reconciling equipment and evaluation and testing equipment for lubricating oil, top lubrication technology, evaluation means, testing instrument and quality control technology
Contacts: Yang Jianye
Tel: 86-20-89220050
Fax: 86-20-89220050
Email: info@fce.cn
Website: www.fce.cn/cirhy/index.htm

2015 Guangzhou International Machine Tools & Moulds Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-21—2015-05-23
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Organizer: Guangzhou Jinnoc Expo Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: numerically-controlled machine tool and processing center, metal-cutting machine tool, turning-lathe, milling machine, boring machine, boring-milling machine, grinding machine, drilling machine, broaching machine, facing machine, engraving machine, electroprocessing, linear cutting machine, gear cutting machine, special machine tool, fundamental component for machine tool, various transmission and control technology for machine tool, numerical control system, electric appliance for machine tool, cutting tool, fixture, measuring tool and device, grinding materials and grinding tool, metal-cutting oil, lubricant, metal hardware tool, robot, automation control, instrument and meter, electric application system and informatization solution of manufacturing industry, metal sheet cutting machine tool, laser cutting machine, water jet technology, punching machine, hydraulic press, steel plate shear, bending machine, rolling machine, pipe-bending machine, automatic forging machine, plastics processing mold, cold-punching mould, die-casting mould, rubber and plastic processing mould
Tel: 86-20-82310869
Fax: 86-20-38488774
Email: ghsh131@126.com
Website: www.jinnuo-gzjc.com

2015 China Hotel Catering Expo

Date: 2015-05-21—2015-05-23
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Hotel Association, Guangdong Group Catering Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Haolian Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Hotel Association Famous Chefs Commission, China Hotel Association Group Meal and Boil Pot Committee, Guangdong Kitchen Committee
Area: 26000 m²
Exhibits: food material, agricultural product, meat, poultry & egg, seafood, grain & oil, condiment, auxiliary material for food, food, coffee, tea, wine, liquor, frozen food, preservation technology, cold chain product, logistics equipment, catering equipment and supplies, kitchenware, tableware, fabrics, food processing machinery, food material, equipment base, catering furniture, space designing, real estate enterprise, catering software, IT equipment
Contacts: Ye Ruishi
Tel: 86-20-28829172
Fax: 86-20-28829171
Email: haolian168@126.com
Website: www.gz-haolian.com

2015 Pearl River Delta Real Estate Expo

Date: 2015-05-24—2015-05-26
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Other
Host: Guangzhou Shangqiao Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Shangqiao Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: domestic and overseas high-class real estate projects
Tel: 86-20-61205965
Fax: 86-20-87361293
Email: lxsc.2008@163.com
2015 China International Ceramics Technology, Equipment, Building Ceramics & Sanitary Wear Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-25—2015-05-28
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Building Material Federation, China Building Ceramics & Sanitary Ware Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Construction Material Sub-Council
Organizer: Beijing Jianzhan Technology Development Co., Ltd
Area: 70000 m²
Exhibits: ceramics mechanical equipment, refining and processing equipment for raw material, measuring and weighing system, rolling, shaping and casting equipment, drying, firing and thermal treating equipment, silk-screen printing product and equipment, printing and applique machine, glazing, decorating, surface treating and repairing equipment, classifying, packaging, loading, unloading and storing equipment, environmental protection, anti-pollution and sound-proof equipment & security device, tool, parts and accessory, etc., coloured glaze, raw and auxiliary material for ceramics, raw and auxiliary material, chemical material, production material and auxiliary material, industrial ceramics product, building ceramics, high-quality bathroom product, sanitary ceramics
Contacts: Ms. Liu
Tel: 86-10-57811667, 57811671
Fax: 86-10-57811666, 57811667
Email: info@ceramicschina.net
Website: www.ceramicschina.net


Date: 2015-05-27—2015-05-29
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Organizer: Hongkong Allallinfo Media Group Ltd.
Exhibits: newspapers, textile, textile and garment, textile, clothing, light, leather machinery, machines for leather goods, leather, leather of footwear machinery, shoe-making machines, synthetic leather machinery, machines for leather goods, leather, leather of ready-made clothes, furniture leather, synthetic leather, original leather production, shoes-making materials, chemicals, fittings, and accessories
Tel: 86-20-83631061
Fax: 86-20-83631063
Email: toprepute@toprepute.com.cn
Website: www.teaexpo.cn

2015 the 19th China Bakery Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-28—2015-05-30
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Host: China Food Industry Association
Organizer: Bread & Cake Professional Committee of China National Food Industry Association, Beijing Zhongshidehe Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 45200 m²
Exhibits: baking packaging equipment; baking equipment; baking materials; others
Contacts: Meng Yao
Tel: 86-15913135204
Fax: 86-20-62614589
Email: 51651398@163.com
Website: www.baking-china.org/zhnhuijieshao/index.html

2015 Guangzhou International Optics Fair

Date: 2015-05-28—2015-05-30
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Guangzhou General Merchandise Group Limited
Organizer: Guangzhou Guangbai Real Estate Co., Ltd
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: sunglasses, children’s glasses, sport glasses, reading glasses, contact lenses, special protective glasses, 3D glasses, spectacle frame, lens and accessories, metal frame, plastic frame, composite frame, optical resin lenses, optical glass lenses, PC lenses, sunglasses’ lenses, progressive multi-focus lenses, cornea-reshaping contact lenses, raw lenses
Contacts: Ms. He
Tel: 86-20-83315972, 83181640, 13828409989
Fax: 86-20-83380503
Email: opticsfairgz@126.com
Website: www.gziof.com

2015 Guangzhou Tea Expo

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-06-02
City: Guangzhou
Venue: The Continental Center
Organizer: Guangzhou Yi-Wu International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: six categories of teas: green, black, white, yellow, blue & dark green tea. processed Tea: scented tea, compressed tea, extracted tea, concentrated tea, fruity tea, health tea. tea beverage, food, set & artware; tea maker, purple sand, ceramics, rood carving & bamboo.
Tel: 86-20-61215088
Fax: 86-20-66621394
Website: www.teaexpo.cn

2015 the 25th Guangzhou International Exhibition on Shoes, Leather & Shoemaking Equipment

Date: 2015-06-01—2015-06-03
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Shoes & Leather
Organizer: Top Repute Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: footwear machinery, leather-working machines, synthetic leather machinery, machines for leather goods, leather, leather of ready-made clothes, furniture leather, synthetic leather, original leather production, shoes-making materials, chemicals, fittings, and accessories
Tel: 86-20-83631061
Fax: 86-20-83631063
Email: toprepute@toprepute.com.cn

2015 the 8th China (Guangzhou) International Foodstuff Expo

Date: 2015-06
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China National Food Industry Association, Guangdong Bo Chang Exhibition Services Co., Ltd., China National Light Industry Council
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: desserts, chocolates and leisure foods, Biscuits, pastries and baking foods, dairy, milky and egg products, canned foods, meat and aquatic products, quick-frozen and frozen foods and ice creams, Fruit,
vegetables and agricultural and sideline products, edible oils, olive oil and grain and oil products, instant noodles, freeze-dried foods and ingredients, spices and food ingredients, fruit and vegetable juices and fruit vinegar beverages, wines and spirits, coffee and cheese, etc.; food machineries, food safety testing equipment, food packaging equipment and materials, food additives, foods and health, green and organic products, nutrient and healthy foods, communication and information system management and e-commerce

Contacts: Gan Wei
Tel: 86-20-87289866
Fax: 86-20-87266420
Email: foodexpo@163.com
Website: www.cife-gz.com/index.html

**The 13th China (Guangzhou) International Family Medicine Exhibition**

Date: 2015-06-04—2015-06-06
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Biaodian Information Group, Health Care Food Profession Association of Guangdong Province, 21th Century Pharmacy, Guangzhou City Fan Art Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: household health care equipment, household medical & rehabilitation equipment, household therapeutic equipment, household sterilization & decontamination equipment, healthy sleep & fitness equipment
Contacts: Guo Long
Tel: 86-20-61089460, 61089469
Fax: 86-20-61089459, 61089469
Email: gzyfzl@163.com
Website: www.cife-gz.com/index.html

**2015 the 7th China (Guangzhou) International Wine & Spirits Exhibition**

Date: 2015-06-04—2015-06-06
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Guangzhou City Fan Art Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: wine, beer, champagne, rice wine, glutinous rice wine, japanese sake, japanese shochu, spirit, fruit liqueur, health wine, Whiskey, vodka, Brandy, cocktail, pulque, and other types of wine, wine container (made in China and abroad), packaging and storing technology of wine, wine making machinery and equipment, liquor cabinet, auxiliary material, wine package, etc.
Tel: 86-21-33782136
Website: www.arts-road.com/website/expo/tj/2014-06-12/3432.html

**2015 China (Guangzhou) Health Industry Expo**

Date: 2015-06-04—2015-06-06
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Medical Service
Host: China Food Industry Association

**2015 the 5th China (Guangzhou) International Grain, Oil Machinery & Packaging Equipment Exhibition**

Date: 2015-06-04—2015-06-06
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex

**2015 the 9th China (Guangzhou) International High Quality Rice & Brand Grains Exhibition**

Date: 2015-06-04—2015-06-06
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Chinese Cereals and Oils Association, China Food Industry Association, Chinese Cereals and Oils Association (CCOA), Oil and Fat Processing
Exhibits: rice, coarse cereals, rice processing equipment, rice storage and packaging equipment, rice products
Contacts: Chen Rong
Tel: 86-20-61089461
Fax: 86-20-61089459/61089469
Email: gzyfzl@163.com
Website: www.damiz.cn

**2015 the 24th China (Guangzhou) International Medicine & Healthcare Industry Expo**

Date: 2015-06-04—2015-06-06
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Health Care Food Profession Association of Guangdong Province, <21th Century Pharmacy>, Guangzhou City Fan Art Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Biaodian Information Group
Area: 39780 m²
Exhibits: medicine, health care food, functional food, dietary supplements, cosmeceuticals, functional cosmetics, TCM health care, functional textiles, products for reproductive health, pharmacy facilities, production and packaging of medicine and health care food
Tel: 86-20-61089460/61089473
Fax: 86-20-61089459/61089469
Email: gzyfzl@163.com
Website: www.gzyfzl.com/index.php

**2015 the 15th Guangzhou International Food Exhibition**

Date: 2015-06-04—2015-06-06
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Food Industry Association, Health Care Food Profession Association of Guangdong Province, China Agriculture Industry Economic Development Association, Guangzhou City Fan Art Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Development Area Imported Food Quality Management Association, Chinese Cereals and Oils Association (CCOA), Oil and Fat Processing
Area: 29730 m²
Exhibits: food and beverage, nourishment and health care food, imported food, food additive and ingredient, food packaging & processing equipment
Contacts: Li Weijun
2015 Guangzhou International Lighting Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Guangzhou Guangya Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Guangya Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Exhibits: general incandescent light bulb, halogen lamp, single-end halogen tungsten lamp, double-end halogen tungsten lamp, low-pressure gas discharge energy-saving lamp, straight fluorescent tube, high-intensity discharge lamp, high-pressure mercury lamp, high-pressure sodium lamp, HF electrodeless lamp, LF electrodeless lamp, LED light source, LED bulb, LED daylight lamp, LED lamp cup; outdoor lamps: street lamp, floodlight, project lamp, underground lamp; indoor lamps: drop lamp, wall lamp, table lamp, floor lamp, ceiling lamp, stage lamp; moving light, follow light, scanning lamp, computer lamp; headlight, sidelight, corridor light, tail light, fog light, instrument lamp, emergency light and indicator light of automobiles, equipment indicator light, holiday lamp, colored lamp, Christmas lamp, decorative light, LED flexible strip light, illumination control system, light-operated switch, voice-operated switch, infrared sensor; accessories of electric appliances: power supply, ballast, trigger, electronic transformer, parts, switches of parts, wire, cable and insulating devices

Contacts: Ms. Li
Tel: 86-20-36047797
Fax: 86-20-61089720
Email: lidi2002@163.com
Website: www.gzyfzl2002@163.com

2015 China (Guangzhou) International Coffee Industry Expo

Date: 2015-06-04—2015-06-06
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Coffee Bean Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Huacai Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

Exhibits: coffee products: green coffee beans, roast coffee, ground coffee, scented coffee, decaffeinated coffee, organic coffee, coffee mate, cream grain, seasoning syrup, colored sugar, instant coffee, espresso and other coffee beverages; coffee sets and manufacture equipment: home and commercial coffee machine, automatic coffee sale machine, coffee roasting and grinding equipment, coffee bean grinder, coffee infuser, coffee cooker, home-use electric coffee pot, siphon pot, Moka pot, narrow-mouth pot, coffee filter, coffee stiner, pre-positioned water purifying equipment for coffee machine; products sold in coffee shops and western restaurants: milky tea, raw materials of milky tea, fruit powder, baked foods, cakes and bread, bread maker, cake maker, baking equipment; coffee shop decoration and design, franchised and chained agencies of coffee, raw materials and devices of coffee, ice maker, ice crusher; operation and management software, coffee planting technology, seed cultivation, organic fertilizer and new species and new technology

Contacts: Liu Yi
Tel: 86-20-61078742
Fax: 86-20-61078925
Email: gzyfzl2002@163.com
Website: www.gzyfzl2002@163.com

The 12th International Exposition on Electric Power, Electrotechnology, Power Transmission and Distribution Appliances & Equipment

Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Guangdong Machinery Industry Association
Organizer: Guangdong Intexpo Co., Ltd.

Exhibits: smart grid: distributed energy networking equipment, and smart transmission and distribution equipment, automation of electric power system, grid security equipment, electric communications, power measurement and management, power storage, smart buildings, smart low-voltage electrical apparatus, new-generation automatically converting switch, smart AC contactor, various smart breakers, double-fed wind converter, new-generation SPD, smart meters, electric measurement and control system, electric meter and instrument instrument, insulation monitoring equipment, loss measurement equipment, cable fault positioning equipment, remote control operating system, relay, breaker, transformer, capacitor, launcher, compensator, power lighting protection box, insulator, various electric materials and components

Contacts: Yang Honghua
Tel: 86-20-87358971, 87345171, 87358493
Fax: 86-20-87358977
Email: 13929589181@126.com
2015 Guangzhou International Appliance Parts Procurement Fair
Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Guangdong Household Electrical Appliances Trade Association, Guangzhou Boyou Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: raw materials, metals and plastics, glass products and chemicals, general components and molds, smart appliance solutions, electronic components, packaging and printing materials and equipment, sheet metal processing, production equipment and auxiliary materials, OEM and service providers
Contacts: Hong Xia
Tel: 86-20-22165208,22165210
Fax: 86-20-32205179
Email: gjjd2010@163.com
Website: www.gz2009.cpooo.com

2015 the 7th Guangzhou Frankfurt International Wire & Cable Fair
Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Messe Frankfurt Exhibition Gmbh, Guangzhou Guangya Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Boyou Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: wire, cable, optical wire and cable, electronic wire, cable accessories, equipment, materials
Contacts: Hu Wei
Tel: 86-20-28037608
Fax: 86-20-28037608
Email: F518-518@163.com
Website: www.gz2009.cpooo.com

2015 Guangzhou International Lighting Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Guangzhou Guangya Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Guangya Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 225000 m²
Exhibits: lighting products: professional lighting, decorative lighting, LED technology, professional lighting, light sources, lighting accessories, lighting control, management, and measurement system, light-producing equipment and instrument; LED products: materials, chip, epitaxial wafer and component, packaging, module, device, instrument and equipment
Contacts: Ms. Zhang, Ms. Pan
Tel: 86-20-36047630
Email: gyl@alighting.cn
Website: www.alighting.cn/zhanlan/index.shtml

2015 the 4th Guangzhou International Food & Ingredient Fair
Date: 2015-06-11—2015-06-14
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, The People’s Government of Guangzhou Municipality
Organizer: China Chamber of International Commerce Guangzhou Chamber of Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Guangzhou Sub-Council
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: The unique and rare sea duck egg is one of the highest grade eggs, a kind of nourishing food suitable to both young and old people, and has better effects in increasing maternal milks and nutritional value of them; Black pork has extremely high nutritional values and health care functions to human body, can lengthen your life with a long-term consumption and meanwhile, is rich in iron, protein and vitamin
Contacts: Mr. Liang
Tel: 86-20-37853190
Fax: 86-20-87305360
Email: 280813861@qq.com
Website: www.gifms.com

2015 the Guangzhou International Metal & Metallurgy Industry Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-16—2015-06-18
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Other
Host: Guangzhou Julang Exhibition Design Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: iron and steel enterprises’ image display, steel smelting technologies and techniques, enterprises of manufacturing aluminium and copper products, stainless steels production enterprises, sheet metals, pipes, wires
Contacts: Mei Wen
Tel: 86-20-38621295
Fax: 86-20-38620781
Email: julangmeiwen@126.com
Website: www.julang.com.cn

2015 the Guangzhou International Fastener & Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-16—2015-06-18
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Wenzhou Fastener Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Julang Exhibition Design Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: automobile & fastener for various vehicles, constructing decoration, furniture, home electric appliances, electric fastener, general standard fastener, spare parts and connector product, screw, washer, bolt, screw nut, cap screw, rivet, double-screw bolt, gasket, assembling unit, auxiliary connector and related products, fastener production equipment, screw shaping machine, cold header, heading machine, thread rolling machine, end-cutting machine, rolling machine, wire drawing machine, automatic screening machine for screws, vibration plate, etc., screw mold, fastener material, steel wire, stainless steel wire material, fastener tool, fastener system, testing instrument & machinery, various component and related technology and equipment
Contacts: Kang Xin
Tel: 86-566-5036244
Fax: 86-20-38620781
Email: kangx2008@126.com
Website: www.julang.com.cn/jingujian
2015 the 11th Guangzhou International Brand Forklift & Accessories Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-16---2015-06-18
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Guangzhou Julang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Julang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: main engine of forklift, parts and accessories of forklift, forklift financing, leasing and service
Tel: 86-20-34041988
Fax: 86-20-86374257
Email: bestguangzhou@vip.163.com
Website: www.84t.cn/cc

2015 the 6th Guangzhou International Logistics Equipment & Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-16---2015-06-18
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Logistics
Host: Guangzhou Best Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hongkong Best International Exhibition (Group) Company
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: storage and workshop logistics equipment, carrying equipment and accessories, packaging and order sorting equipment, internal logistics system and software, ancillary logistics equipment, transportation equipment for logistics, logistics service, cold-chain logistics, E-commerce logistics, hazardous article safety logistics, internal logistics system and software, ancillary logistics equipment, transportation equipment for logistics, logistics service, cold-chain logistics, E-commerce logistics, hazardous article safety logistics, emergency logistics equipment
Tel: 86-20-89617099
Fax: 86-20-86374257
Email: bestguangzhou@vip.163.com
Website: www.chinalet.cn

2015 the 16th Guangzhou International Brand Forklift & Accessories Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-16---2015-06-18
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Logistics
Host: Guangzhou Julang Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hongkong Best International Exhibition (Group) Company
Organizer: Guangzhou Julang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: main engine of forklift, parts and accessories of forklift, forklift financing, leasing and service
Tel: 86-20-34041988
Fax: 86-20-86374257
Email: bestguangzhou@vip.163.com
Website: www.84t.cn/cc

2015 the 16th Guangzhou International Fastener & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-16---2015-06-18
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Other
Host: Guangzhou Julang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Julang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: automobile & fastener for various vehicles, constructing decoration, furniture, home electric appliances, electric fastener, general standard fastener, spare parts and connector product, screw, washer, bolt, screw nut, cap screw, rivet, double-screw bolt, gasket, assembling unit, auxiliary connector and related products, fastener production equipment, screw shaping machine, cold header, heading machine, thread rolling machine, end-cutting machine, rolling machine, wire drawing machine, automatic screening machine for screws, vibration plate, etc., screw mold, fastener material, steel wire, stainless steel wire material, fastener tool, fastener system, testing instrument & machinery, various component and related technology and equipment
Contacts: Lu Feng
Tel: 86-20-38620765
Fax: 86-20-38620765
Email: 1145388021@qq.com

2015 the 14th China (Guangzhou) International Industrial Robotics Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-16---2015-06-18
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Guangzhou Julang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Julang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: complete industrial robots: welding robots, painting robots, palletizing robots, transferring robots, assembling robot, cartesian coordinate robots, other industrial robots, etc.; robot fittings: controllers, decelerators, servo motors, testing equipment, welding and cutting equipment, spraying equipment, transportation equipment, special wires and cables, sensors and related software, etc.; robot vision apparatuses: black and white and color intelligent cameras, image compression tools, decompression boards, color acquisition cards, industrial lens, industrial cameras, light source systems, Image processing systems, machine vision integrating systems, Image processing software, accessories and ancillary products, etc.; automation integrated solutions: robot solutions, integrated solutions, robot workstation, intelligent production line, etc.
Contacts: Lu Feng
Tel: 86-20-38620765
Fax: 86-20-38620765

2015 the 4th China (Guangzhou) Fur & Leather Garments Expo

Date: 2015-06-17---2015-06-19
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Shenzhen Asia-Pacific Media Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Julang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: mink, mosaic, fox, rex rabbit, raccoon dog, rabbit, and other furs, sheep leather garment, goat skin, cowhide, buckskin, pigskin and other leather garment, fur, leather garment accessory, national fur and leather garment
Tel: 86-755-33013129
Fax: 86-755-36908830
Email: furyexpo@163.com
Website: www.furfair.cn/Default.aspx

2015 China (Guangzhou) International Finance Expo

Date: 2015-06-20---2015-06-30
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Other
Host: Finance Office of Guangzhou Municipality, Finance Office of Guangdong Province
Organizer: Guangzhou Gold Fair Investment Management Co., Ltd
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: financial achievements show, reform preaching, knowledge popularization, academic exchange, industrial connection, products promotion, equipment fair & talents recruitment.

Contacts: Ms. Jia, Ms. Liang, Ms. Fan
Tel: 86-20-83385382,83385852,83343042
Fax: 86-20-83189490
Email: gzife@gzife.com
Website: www.gzife.com

2015 the 8th China (Guangzhou) International Laborer Protective Devices Fair

Date: 2015-06-26---2015-06-28
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Guangdong Sub-Council, Guangdong Provincial Association of Work Safety
Organizer: Guangzhou Lisheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 11300 m²
Exhibits: personal protective equipment, safety testing instruments and monitoring equipment, protective clothing and fabrics, production safety protection facilities, safety protection materials
Contacts: Mr. Zheng
Tel: 86-20-87306285
Fax: 86-20-28033678

2015 the 7th Guangzhou International Buddhist Items Fair/
Guangzhou International Incense Culture Items Fair

Date: 2015-06-26---2015-06-29
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Other
Host: Guangzhou Haizhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: Buddha sculptures, buddhism instruments, incense, candles, lamps and lanterns, palace and temple supplies, embroideries of monk garbs, calligraphies and paintings and audio and video products, tantric articles and buddhist arts and crafts, materials and equipment, promotion or display of the buddhism vegetarian health culture, other unclassified exhibiting items of buddhism ceremonies
Contacts: Mr. Lin
Tel: 86-20-66319616
Fax: 86-20-66319622
Email: hjfojiao@126.com
Website: www.fojiaogd.com

2015 the 13th China (Guangzhou) International Hotel Equipment & Products Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-26---2015-06-28
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Travel & Hotel
Host: Asia-Pacific Hotel Production Association, Asia Pacific Hotel General Manager Association, GHM Hotel General Manager Association, Guangdong Cuisine Association, Guangdong Kitchen Committee, Guangzhou Huazhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Huazhan Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Zhongzhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: kitchen and catering equipment and articles, desktop articles, hotel furniture, uniforms, home decoration articles, cleaning and laundry equipment, supporting electrical appliances and lobby articles, coffee and tea, catering supplies, healthcare and entertainment, audio and video equipment, intelligent hotel systems
Contacts: Lai Bin
Tel: 86-20-38866778
Fax: 86-20-22235368
Email: service@hosfair.com
Website: www.hosfair.com

2015 the 2nd Guangzhou International Agilawood Culture Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-26---2015-06-29
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Other
Host: Guangzhou Haizhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: agilawood products, raw wood, ornaments for display, hanging ornaments, carving, bracelet, Buddha beads, worship incense, incense stick, small incense coil, agilawood powder, articles for incense culture, incense burner, incense tube, incense ball, incense holder, incense set, incense box, incense chopsticks and spoon, incense derivative, spice, essence, perfume, mosquito-repellent incense, precious wood, classical furniture and antique reproduction furniture, agilawood gardening art, agilawood and its seedling

2015 the 3rd Guangzhou International Jewelry Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-26---2015-06-29
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Guangzhou Haizhan Exhibition Co., Ltd., Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: diamond and gem: diamond, ruby, sapphire, emerald, and semi-precious stones, artificial gem, crystal, tourmaline; jewelry: platinum jewelry, gold jewelry, silver jewelry, k gold, palladium jewelry, diamond jewelry, gem jewelry, mosaic jewelry, pearl jewelry, and emerald jade; pearl and coral: seawater pearl, Japanese pearl, Nanyang pearl, farming red coral, and coral treasures; jade: emerald, nephrite jade, lighter imperial jade, agalmatolite, heliotrope, Qingtian stone, Balin Dan, xiuyan jade, amber; fashion jewelry: artificial stones, metal jewelry, accessories, stainless steel jewelry, etc.; equipment and instruments: jewelry processing equipment, jewelry tools, testing equipment, cleaning equipment, management software, etc.
Contacts: Sun Guixu
Tel: 13312934680
Fax: 86-20-38293887

2015 the 7th China Guangzhou International High-End Bottled Water & Beverage Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-27---2015-06-29
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China National Food Industry Association, Guangdong Bo Chang Exhibition Services Co., Ltd., China National Light Industry Council
Area: 17000 m²
Exhibits: high-end bottled water products, high-end drinks, high-end drinking equipment, high-end water supporting services
Tel: 86-20-87278966/87266420
Fax: 86-20-87266420
2015 the 17th China (Guangzhou) International Building Decoration Fair

Date: 2015-07-08---2015-07-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC, China Building Decoration Association, Head Office of China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Corporation
Organizer: Guangzhou Boya Exhibition Development Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: exhibition area of building & decoration hardware, hardware accessories, instruments, grinding devices & casting, automatic doors, gating system & accessories, decorative glasses, integrated ceiling, ceiling processing machinery, dot, unit & metal curtain wall & auxiliary components & processing equipment, gypsum products, wall paper & cloth, wall paper manufacturing devices & equipment, wall decoration, wood, steel & other texture staircases & accessories, overall home & commercial lighting, terrace paint & paint auxiliaries & packaging materials, adhesive & additive, building glue & tape, joint mixture, building rust-resistant & waterproof materials, stone carving & products, stone manufacturing equipment, garden cultured stone, integrated housing
Contacts: Zhou Dan
Tel: 86-20-89616039
Fax: 86-20-89616222
Email: f3399@126.com

2015 Guangzhou Building Shading & Entrance Guard System Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-08---2015-07-11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Guangdong Paper Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Aochi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: pulp and paper machinery, spare parts, and auxiliary equipment, paper automation and paper instruments and meters, energy-saving, environmental, and waste-disposal technology and equipment, paper processing, printing and packaging equipment, related equipment of paper products, bio-refining equipment and technology, paper chemicals, all types of paper, pulp and waste paper, paper-making technology, professional media, and scientific and research institutions
Contacts: Zhang Hong
Tel: 86-20-83300252-216
Fax: 86-20-83300152
Email: hzl1000@163.com
Website: www.paperexpo.com.cn

2015 the 9th China (Guangzhou) International Stone and Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-08---2015-07-10
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Nan Fung International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Guangzhou Aiqi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Aiqi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: quarry stones: granite, marble and sandstone blocks, and others; stone slabs: natural stone, marble, granite, slab stone and sandstone slabs, composite slabs, artificial stone slabs, terrazzo, microcrystalline stone, solid surface sheets, agglomerated stones cultured stones; others; special-shaped stones, kitchen countertop slabs, pool surface slabs, skirting boards for buildings and stairs, fortune balls, walls
Tel: 86-20-89202485,89202487
Fax: 86-20-89617593
Website: www.aiqigz.com/scz

2015 China (Guangzhou) Wallpaper & Home Soft Decoration Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-08---2015-07-10
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Asia-Pacific Building Decoration Industry Association, Guangzhou Dibo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of furniture & cabinets, kitchen & bathroom appliances, bathroom supplies, staircases of different textures, boards, integrated suspended ceiling system, lighting, heating, ventilation, ceiling & music modules, etc. different kinds of ceiling material, hardware, door, window, staircase & cabinet accessories.
Contacts: Ms. Zhang
Tel: 86-20-61268290,33806867
Fax: 86-20-61268792
Website: www.gzdibozl.com

The 12th China (Guangzhou) International Pulp & Paper Industry Expo /The 5th Guangzhou International Tissue Paper & Disposable Hygiene Products Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-30---2015-08-01
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Guangdong Paper Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Aochi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: pulp and paper machinery, spare parts, and auxiliary equipment, paper automation and paper instruments and meters, energy-saving, environmental, and waste-disposal technology and equipment, paper processing, printing and packaging equipment, related equipment of paper products, bio-refining equipment and technology, paper chemicals, all types of paper, pulp and waste paper, paper-making technology, professional media, and scientific and research institutions
Contacts: Zhang Hong
Tel: 86-20-83300252-216
Fax: 86-20-83300152
Email: ha1000@163.com
Website: www.paperexpo.com.cn

2015 the 14th China (Guangzhou) International Information Industry Week

Date: 2015-08-14---2015-08-16
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software
Host: Organizing Committee of Guangzhou Information Industry Week
Organizer: Guangzhou Shengguo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Corporation, Head Office of China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Association, Guangzhou Aiqi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: exhibition area of intelligent terminals: innovative technology as the primary part, combined with the popular mobile internet technology and application, planning and organizing internationally and domestically well-known enterprises of consumer electronics, demonstrating fashionable products and new technology as well as the internationally advanced intelligent technology and products, involving
such fields as the entire industrial chain of consumer electronics, including audio-visual products, computers and peripherals, digital entertainment products, mobile memory products, automotive audio-visual products, home network products, household appliances and other products and technology, providing opportunities of experiencing the current, most popular high-end and advanced electronic products and offering to the consumer electronics manufacturers a chance of promoting their products, exposing their brands and developing cooperation; it is a new party for the nationwide and regional potential agencies and channel dealers. Meanwhile, it provides the technology fans with a chance of interacting with and experiencing innovative products and increasing their knowledge.

Tel: 86-20-81986822, 81986816
Fax: 86-20-81986825
Email: jq@sgexhibit.com

2015 the 6th China (Guangzhou) Office Stationery & Student Supplies Exhibition, South / China Book Festival

Date: 2015-08-15—2015-08-20
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Stationery
Host: Propaganda Department of CPC Guangdong Province, Press & Publication Bureau of Guangdong Province, Publicity Department of CPC Guangzhou Municipality, Bureau of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television of Guangzhou Municipality
Organizer: Guangzhou Junchi Advertisement Media Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Stationery Association
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: office supplies, student supplies
Contacts: Mr. Huang
Tel: 86-20-37580716
Fax: 86-20-37584187
Email: fei2063@163.com
Website: www.vinshzl.com

2015 Guangzhou International Exhibition of Electronic Transformer & Inductor

Date: 2015-08-18—2015-08-20
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Guangzhou Teenhon Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: electronic transformer, high-frequency transformer, low-frequency transformer, rectifier transformer, power frequency testing transformer, impact transformer, voltage regulator, electric reactor, inductor, winder, insulating parts processing equipment, dry transformer manufacture equipment, testing instruments, general equipment, iron core, assembly, fuel tank, raw material, silicon steel sheet, coil
Tel: 86-20-34483993
Fax: 86-20-62992536-801
Email: Teenhon@vip.163.com
Website: www.eaei-expo.com

2015 the 6th Guangzhou Transportation Expo

Date: 2015-08-20—2015-08-22
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Logistics
Host: Guangdong Urban Public Transport Association, Guangzhou Association of Highway Transportation Industry
Organizer: Guangzhou Huachen Xingji Cultural Development Co., Ltd.
Area: 7000 m²
Exhibits: theme exhibition of urban public transport vehicles and accessories; theme exhibition of energy-efficient and new-energy vehicles and accessories; theme exhibition of intelligent transportation and parking equipment
Contacts: Ms. Zhang
Tel: 86-20-87609552
Fax: 86-20-87609552
Email: chinastar-06@163.com

The 9th China (Guangzhou) Environmental Protection Industry, Energy Conservation & New Energy Technology Expo

Date: 2015-08-20—2015-08-22
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Chinese Society for Environmental Sciences, Guangzhou Industry Association of Environmental Protection, Guangzhou Industry Association of Sanitation, Guangdong Bo Chang Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 18000 m²  
Exhibits: environmental monitoring and laboratory equipment, 
monitoring instruments and equipment, environmental pollution 
emergency monitoring systems, radiation monitoring, noise, vibration, 
light and heat monitoring systems, laboratory equipment, measuring 
instruments and meters, analytical instruments, water environment 
governance, water extraction and sewage and wastewater treatment 
systems, sludge and residue treatment equipment, gray water recycling 
equipment, membrane and membrane technologies, oil/water separation 
equipment, Centrifuges, Filter presses, aeration equipment 
Tel: 86-20-87267388  
Fax: 86-20-87272188  
Email: ktb8@163.com  
Website: www.cwsz2009.cn

The 23rd Guangzhou VirtualExpo

Date: 2015-08-20—2015-08-31  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex  
Classification: Culture & Arts  
Host: The People’s Government of Guangdong Province, the People’s Government of Guangzhou Municipality  
Organizer: China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC  
Area: 70000 m²  
Tel: 86-20-81269885  
Website: www.gzfair.com.cn

2015 the 8th Guangzhou International Supplier of Supermarket Sourcing Fair

Date: 2015-08-21—2015-08-23  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex  
Classification: Sport & Leisure  
Host: The People’s Government of Guangzhou Municipality, China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC  
Organizer: Guangzhou Junchuang Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 55200 m²  
Exhibits: food and beverage; household goods; daily washing supplies; supermarket equipment and facilities; supermarket retail equipment; supermarket safety facilities; supermarket information network technology  
Contacts: Mr. Zheng  
Tel: 86-20-61215838  
Fax: 86-20-66621394  
Email: gjjunchuang@163.com  
Website: www.cnws2009.cn

2015 Guangzhou International Fruits & Vegetables Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-28—2015-08-31  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex  
Classification: Sport & Leisure  
Host: The People’s Government of Guangzhou Municipality, China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC  
Organizer: Guangzhou Junchuang Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 100000 m²  
Exhibits: traditional hotel supplies, cleaning equipment and articles, catering refrigeration equipment, kitchen equipment and articles, brands of foreign hotel articles, ceramic and glass vessels, desktop articles, stainless steel, titanium, linen and uniform, guest room articles, intelligent hotel articles, food and beverage management company, POS terminal display system, hotel furniture, decorative light and soft decoration, gate lock, bathing equipment, hotel electrical appliance, oil painting, ornament, top-class travel and leisure, top-class tourist manufacture industry, coffee equipment and articles, outdoor equipment, healthcare and recreation facilities, wine equipment and articles; Guangdong Travel Pavilion; China Travel Pavilion; Guangdong Poor Tourism Achievements Pavilion; International and Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan Tourism Pavilion; International Tourism Pavilion; International Hotel Pavilion; Aviation Pavilion; Yacht Pavilion, Self-driving Tourism Pavilion; Tourist Real Estate Pavilion; Tourist Market Place and Travel Agency Pavilion; sand beach and rafting exhibits, smart tourism, smart travel cities, tourist information and virtual tourism  
Contacts: Mr. Miu, Mr. Wu, Ms. Zhang  
Tel: 86-20-87513564  
Fax: 86-20-22386600

2015 Guangzhou International Traditional Chinese Medicine and Healthcare Industry Expo & Summit

Date: 2015-09  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex  
Classification: Medical Service  
Host: Health Care Food Profession Association of Guangdong Province  
Organizer: Guangzhou Shuangwei Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Area: 30000 m²  
Exhibits: medical services: co-sponsored by medical institutions, physical examination institutions, and the office of China’s Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) Clinical Research Base, based on the work of TCM clinical base and of special fields, introducing excellent bases and key special fields, and displaying other medical institutions; TCM schools: co-sponsored by Inheritance and Promotion Base of TCM Academic Schools of State Administration of TCM  
Contacts: Wei Wei  
Tel: 86-13902322877  
Fax: 86-20-66631698-999  
Email: hzxyyzjh@163.com  
Website: www.gjyydk.com


Date: 2015-09  
City: Guangzhou  
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex  
Classification: Sport & Leisure  
Host: Guangdong Commercial Enterprise Group Company, Department of Education of Guangdong Province, Tourism Administration of Guangdong Province  
Organizer: Guangdong Henghe International Sports Expo Centre Co., Ltd.  
Area: 30000 m²  
Exhibits: fitness equipment &accessories exhibition area: body-building, commercial &home use fitness equipment, rehabilitation &massage equipment, health care products, sports scientific instrument, outdoor fitness equipment &recreation facilities, Yoga Supplies & Body

The 2015 Guangzhou International Supplier of Supermarket Sourcing Fair
Building Exercise Show, track & field equipment, gymnastic equipment, basketball stands, net post & other sports equipment, stadium facilities exhibition area: stadium building, plastic ground, artificial turf, sports floors, plastic articles, resin & paint, stand seats, ramp facilities, operation & pavement equipment, waterproof system, electronic simulation sports field, stadium testing organization & professional engineering services, sound & light equipment, LED display, digital timer, natatorium facilities, smart management, sterilization & purification.

Contacts: Lin Yan
Tel: 86-21-61454968
Fax: 86-20-60532635
Email: 1305274434@qq.com
Website: www.sportgd.com

Low Carbon Economy Unlimited Business Opportunities

Date: 2015-09
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, the People's Government of Guangzhou Municipality
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Guangzhou Sub-Council, Science and Information Technology of Guangzhou, Guangzhou Environmental Protection Bureau, Economic Information Department of China Council for Promotion of International Trade, Guangdong Energy Conservation Association, the Association of Promotion for Guangdong Economy & Investment
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: Guangzhou international low-carbon, environment-friendly products and technology exhibition, low-carbon production; Guangdong international energy conservation exhibition, exhibition area of comprehensive energy and power conservation, illumination power conservation, energy-efficient appliances, intelligent building, power-efficient motor system and equipment, boiler, exhibition area for new energy and renewable energy; international exhibition of technology and equipment for solid waste treatment and integrated use of natural resources: exhibition area of garbage classification and management publicity and education, equipment and technology for garbage treatment and integrated utilization, equipment for waste water and sludge disposal, waste combustion equipment, composing equipment and bacterial sanitary landfill equipment and materials, hazardous waste treatment equipment and agent, integrated use of solid waste, instruments, automatic system and equipment, mobile toilet and environmental health facilities; china guangzhou exhibition of urban water treatment and renewable water utilization technology and equipment: sludge treatment equipment
Contacts: Ms. Hu, Ms. Liang
Tel: 86-20-87318525,87603575,87603659
Fax: 86-20-87305360
Email: gzfair@ccpit.org
Website: www.lowcarbonfair.com

2015 TFC Global Mobile Game Developers Conference & Game Fair (Autumn)

Date: 2015-09
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Nan Fung International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Top Fun Club
Organizer: www.sfw.cn
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: The best business mode of game exhibition; TFC is the largest commercial exhibition of mobile game in China, has attracted 50000 participants totally and has brought to the mobile game industry an invisible output value of billions of RMB. It is the most challenging arena for product competition, where over 200 mobile game developing companies will attend and nearly one thousand new products will be displayed. Every kind of new products will obtain extraordinary achievements. Such industrial leaders as Baidu, CMGE, 360, Tencent, Line Kong, Facebook, Google, UC 9Game, China Mobile Game base, YinChuan Games, Calends, iDreamsky Games, Skimobile, GR Mobile, WQ Mobile and other internally and domestically well-known enterprises will send senior managers to the exhibition. Thus, the participants will witness the excellence of and talk with the industrial leaders. The most efficient promotion and cooperation mode; integration of conference and marketing; customized solutions
Contacts: Cui Xueliang
Tel: 86-13241484428
Website: tfceexpo2014.sfw.cn

2015 the 3rd China (Guangzhou) International Health Food & Nourishment Exhibition

Date: 2015-09-11—2015-09-13
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Zhejiang Health Products Association, Health Care Food Profession Association of Guangdong Province, Zhenwei Expo Group Organize: Guangzhou Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 45000 m²
technology, testing & measuring device, CAD, CAM, rapid prototyping manufacturing, casting, die-casting & die-casting equipment, raw & auxiliary material for casting and die-casting, industry automation technology, mold manufacturing technology, casting equipment & industrial furnace technology, metal processing manufacturing, metal cutting machine tool, metal shaping machine tool, boning, grinding, polishing & superfinishing machine tool, other machine tool, metal processing auxiliary material and metal material
Contacts: Jiangyun
Tel: 86-20-38251558
Fax: 86-20-38251400
Email: asiamold@china.messefrankfurt.com

2015 Canton International Art and Collection Fair

Date: 2015-09-17—2015-09-20
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Other
Host: Guangzhou Photosynthesis Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Photosynthesis Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: modern artistic works: traditional Chinese painting, oil painting, wood block, watercolour, acrylic painting, comprehensive material painting; sketch, photograph, sculpture & decorative art; antiques & display art: ceramics, bronze ware, jade articles, jewelry, snuff bottle, furniture, four treasures of study, textile & statue, etc.
Contacts: Mr. Long
Tel: 86-20-66319608
Fax: 86-20-66319622
Email: info@artcanton.com
Website: www.artcanton.com

2015 Canton International Exhibition for Apparel Fabric, Accessories & Yarns

Date: 2015-09-18—2015-09-20
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Guangzhou Economic & Trade Conference and Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd., Guangdong Illuminating Electric Appliance Association, Zhejiang Association of Lighting Industry
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: vacuum obtaining equipment: rotary vane vacuum pump, oil booster pump, and other pumps; vacuum application equipment: vacuum metallurgical equipment and heat treatment equipment, vacuum plating equipment, vacuum frozen and dry equipment, and vacuum packaging equipment; vacuum coating equipment: optical coating equipment, PVD equipment, CVD equipment and other equipment; nano technology and equipment; vacuum plating equipment: optical coating equipment, PVD equipment, CVD equipment and other equipment; nano material and instrument, vacuum valves and other parts; vacuum measurement and calibration instruments, meters and vacuum leak detection equipment: AES, SEM, XPS, SIMS, MBE and etc.
Tel: 86-20-86800482
Fax: 86-20-86800836
Email: vacuumshow@163.com

2015 Guangzhou International Bicycle and Electric Vehicle Exhibition

Date: 2015-09-18—2015-09-20
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Guangzhou Lejia Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd., Nationwide Bicycle & Electric Bicycle Industry Association, Guangdong Testing Institute for Product Quality Supervision, Guangdong Inspection and Quarantine Technology Center, Foshan Shunde Borong Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: bicycle booth: mountain car, leisure car, sports car, stroller, racing car, folding car, skateboard car; electric vehicle booth: electric bike, solar vehicle, motorcycle, power car, tricycle, battery car, and sightseeing coach; parts booth: battery, lithium battery, charger, motor, controller, instrument, frame, tires, lock, spokes, front fork, saddle seat; supporting equipment booth: riding equipment, helmet, sports and leisure clothing, sneakers, bags, glasses, tools and related publications, testing equipment, materials and processes
Contacts: Lin Le
Tel: 86-20-29166728,13710803728
Fax: 86-20-29166729
Email: lejiaz168@163.com
Website: www.gdzxcz.com.cn

The 5th Guangzhou Autumn Household Appliance, Electronic Products & Lighting Appliance Fair

Date: 2015-10-14—2015-10-17
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Expo
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Guangzhou Compass Convention & Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Guangdong Household Electrical Appliances Trade Association, Guangdong Illuminating Electric Appliance Association, Zhejiang Association of Lighting Industry
Area: 8000 m²
Contacts: Mr. Huang
Tel: 86-20-29036168
Fax: 86-20-22120978
Email: info@caef.com.cn
Website: www.caef.com.cn
Guangzhou Premium Bathroom and Sanitary Ware Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-14—2015-10-18
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Nan Fung International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Guangzhou Nanfeng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Nanfeng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: metal bathware, tap, sprinkler, shower head, valve core parts, bathroom pipe, pendant, commodity shelf, towel rack, etc., shower room, bathroom unit, steam room, Sauna room, leisure sanitary ware, bathroom accessory, etc., bathroom cabinet, bathroom mirror, auxiliary product for bathroom cabinet, mirror front lamp, glass bathware, etc., sanitary cematics, bathtub, hand basin, toilet, water tank and accessory, and toilet lid, etc.
Tel: 86-20-89883999
Fax: 86-20-89883999
Email: bas@gz.nanfungchina.cn

2015 the 118th China Import and Export Fair (Phase One)

Date: 2015-10-15—2015-10-19
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Economics and Trade
Host: China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC, the People’s Government of Guangdong Province, Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China
Organizer: China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC
Area: 320000 m²
Exhibits: textiles and apparel gallery, medical and pharmaceutical care products gallery, imported products gallery
Tel: 86-20-89138580,84283559
Fax: 86-20-84280686
Tel: 86-20-84283513,84280686
Email: world.wine@hotmail.com
Website: www.cantonfair.org.cn/cn/index.asp

Guangzhou Ceramics Arts & Crafts Furnishing and Decoration Products Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-21—2015-10-27
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Nan Fung International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Guangzhou Nanfeng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Nanfeng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: ceramics, daily-use ceramics; craft gifts, plaiting articles; paintings, frames, oil paintings; home ornaments, decorative furniture, wooden furniture, wickerwork furniture, vine furniture, indoor ornaments, artificial flowers, wall hanging ornaments, holiday ornaments, decorative lighting, decorative candles, candle holders and relevant products, door and window ornaments, outdoor and garden ornamentation, garden ornaments, stone-carved products, outdoor furniture and ornaments, flowers, plants and seedlings, bonsai, gardening tools
Tel: 86-20-89883999
Fax: 86-20-89883999
Website: www.cafexh.com

The 118th China Import and Export Fair (Phase Two)

Date: 2015-10-23—2015-10-27
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Economics and Trade
Host: China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC, the People’s Government of Guangdong Province, Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China
Organizer: China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC
Area: 320000 m²
Exhibits: kitchenware and tableware, daily-use ceramics, artistic ceramics, home ornaments, glass crafts, furniture, textile, vine and iron crafts, gardening products, iron and stone products, household articles, personal nursing devices, bathroom articles, clocks, watches and glasses, toys, gifts and presents, festival items
Tel: 86-20-89138580
Fax: 86-20-84280686
Fax: 86-20-84280686
Email: world.wine@hotmail.com
Website: www.cantonfair.org.cn/cn/index.asp

The 118th China Import and Export Fair (Phase Three)

Date: 2015-10-31—2015-11-04
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC, the People’s Government of Guangdong Province, Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China
Organizer: China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC
Area: 320000 m²
Exhibits: toys, gifts and presents, festival items
Tel: 86-20-89138580
Fax: 86-20-84280686
Email: world.wine@hotmail.com
Website: www.cantonfair.org.cn/cn/index.asp

2015 China (Guangzhou) International Wine & Spirits Exhibition

Date: 2015-11-10—2015-11-12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Guangzhou Caton Universal Fair Group Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: imported wine exhibition area: wine, spirit, sake, fruit wine, beer from different countries, low alcohol &alcohol-free beverage, etc.; domestic wine exhibition area: white spirit, wine, beer, brandy, liqueur, Chinese rice wine, health care wine, etc.; wine supplies exhibition area: drinking vessel, wine Packaging & Storage, Wine-Making Machinery & Equipment, Auxiliary Material, Wine Brand &advertisement design, related services exhibition area: wine industry &media, publishing agency, website, association, commerce chamber, research institution, &other related service-providing companies.
Contacts: Shen Lihua
Tel: 86-20-84283513,84283559
Fax: 86-20-84280686
Email: world.wine@hotmail.com
Website: www.interwine.org

2015 Guangzhou Tea Expo (Autumn)

Date: 2015-11-20—2015-11-24
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: ?China Tea Marketing Association (CTMA), Guangdong Tea Procession Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Yi-Wu International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: tea, tea set, tea beverage, tea food, healthcare tea product, tea craft, tea furniture, tea theme travel, tea package, package design,
Huizhou

2015 the 9th China (Guangzhou) International Foodstuff Expo
Date: 2015-12-19—2015-12-21
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import & Export Fair Complex
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Tea Marketing Association (CTMA), Guangdong Tea Procession Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Yi-Wu International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: platinum, health care products, cosmetics, planning; kitchen supplies, beddings; cakes, jade, handicrafts; skin care products, gold; wedding supplies, wedding dresses, wedding photography; furniture, household appliances, sanitary appliances; hotels, ceremonial dresses, presents; financial products, tourist service; agate; hairdressing products, beauty and bodycare; honeymoon tour, automobiles, his-and-her watches, photography; food, ornaments, jewelry; candles and wine, fresh flowers, banking; infant products, modeling, Chinese-style ceremonial dresses, theme wedding photography; decoration and ornamentation
Tel: 86-752-2068478,2068705
Fax: 86-752-20686420
Email: foodexpo@163.com

Shenzhen

Shenzhen Home Furnishing Expo
Date: 2015-03-07—2015-03-10
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Textile & Garment Chamber of Commerce, All-China Association of Industry & Commerce, Fabric Art Committee of China Home Textile Association, China Guangdong Home Textile Association
Exhibits: curtain, bedding, towel, table cloth, hotel textile, decorative cloth, bedding cloth, furniture cloth, accessories and auxiliary materials of curtain, bedding and sofa, fabric sofa, soft bed, carpet, wall paper and wall cloth, home ornaments, decorations for display, home textile and fabric design, home textile manufacture machinery and tools, computer design system, home textile reference books, magazines and intermediary service and websites
Tel: 86-757-82363291
Fax: 86-757-82363290
Email: hometextiles_gd@163.com
Website: www.szexpo.com.cn

China (Shenzhen) International Machinery Manufacturing Industry Exhibition 2015
Date: 2015-03-30—2015-04-02
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Shenzhen Xieguang Machinery Co., Ltd., China Shenzhen Machinery Association
Organizer: Shenzhen Dandilai Convention Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: lathe, miller, borer, driller, grinder, saw machine, slotter, broacher and planer, machining center, bending, punching, shearing, punching and shearing, elbow pipe, electrolysis, laser cutting, carving machine, carving and milling machine, flexible machining unit, system, automatic cutter exchange, tool changer, conveyor, industrial robot,
manipulator, principal axis, lead screw, linear guideway, motor, gear, belt
pulley, dividing head, pneumatic hydraulic part, lubricating and cooling
system, NC system, servo motor, spindle motor, position detecting
system, micrometer, block gauge, plug gauge, ring gauge, flat, mandrel,
surface roughness meter, laser interferometer, coordinate measuring
instruments.
Contacts: Liang Zhenzong
Tel: 86-769-83262748
Fax: 86-769-83262758
Email: dgszma@126.com

2015 China (Shenzhen) International Industrial Fair
Date: 2015-04
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Organizer: Shenzhen Creative Era Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
City: Shenzhen
Date: 2015-04-15---2015-04-17
2015 Industrial Process Control & Embedded System Expo
Date: 2015-04-15---2015-04-17
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Organizer: Shenzhen Creative Era Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Classification: Transportation
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
City: Shenzhen
Date: 2015-04-10---2015-04-12
2015 Shenzhen Wedding Expo (Summer)
Date: 2015-04-04---2015-04-06
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Shenzhen Meibo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenzhen Meibo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Classification: Other
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
City: Shenzhen
Date: 2015-04
2015 China (Shenzhen) International Industrial Fair
Date: 2015-04-09---2015-04-11
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shenzhen
Sub-Council
Organizer: China Chamber of International Commerce-Shenzhen
Chamber
Area: 7500 m²
Exhibits: exhibition area of brand owner, service provider, hatching
industrial park and e-commerce industrial park
Tel: 86-755-33358511
Fax: 86-755-33358101
Email: szpse@ccpitsz.org.cn

2015 China Information Technology Expo
Date: 2015-04-10---2015-04-12
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People's
Republic of China, the People's Government of Shenzhen Municipality
Organizer: China Electronic Appliance Corporation, Shenzhen FPD
Industry Association
Exhibits: mobile smart terminals, computer and network, LCD, OLED,
touch screen, tablet displaying equipment and materials, LED chip,
equipment, and materials, LED lighting display, Beidou application, car
electronics, medical electronics, financial electronics, software products,
cloud computing and big data, Internet, electronic instruments and
meters, electronic tools and dedicated equipment, lithium new energy,
PV booth, high-performance succession circuit, high-end components,
and special components

2015 the 9th Shenzhen International Model and Aerial
Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-10---2015-04-12
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Huiduo Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Huiduo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: aviation and spaceflight models; remote control equipment;
Navigation and ship and warship models; modeled engines, motors,
rocket engines; vehicle models; train models; engineering models; model
manufacturing equipment and tools; military models; various model-
manufacturing materials and coatings; simulation model; all kinds of
books and periodicals and information on models
Contacts: Wu Yanping, Zhou Ming
Tel: 86-400009250
Fax: 86-20-85551758
Email: szmexpo01@gmail.com
Website: www.szmexpo.com

2015 Shenzhen Lithium Battery New Energy Fair
Date: 2015-04-09---2015-04-11
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People's
Republic of China, the People's Government of Shenzhen Municipality
Organizer: China Electronic Appliance Corporation, Shenzhen FPD
Industry Association
Exhibits: mobile smart terminals, computer and network, LCD, OLED,
touch screen, tablet displaying equipment and materials, LED chip,
equipment, and materials, LED lighting display, Beidou application, car
electronics, medical electronics, financial electronics, software products,
cloud computing and big data, Internet, electronic instruments and
meters, electronic tools and dedicated equipment, lithium new energy,
PV booth, high-performance succession circuit, high-end components,
and special components

2015 the 3rd China (Shenzhen) Electronic Commerce Exposition
Date: 2015-04-09---2015-04-11
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shenzhen
Sub-Council
Organizer: China Chamber of International Commerce-Shenzhen
Chamber
Area: 7500 m²
Exhibits: exhibition area of brand owner, service provider, hatching
industrial park and e-commerce industrial park
Tel: 86-755-33358511
Fax: 86-755-33358101
Email: szpse@ccpitsz.org.cn

2015 China Information Technology Expo
Date: 2015-04-10---2015-04-12
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People's
Republic of China, the People's Government of Shenzhen Municipality
Organizer: China Electronic Appliance Corporation, Shenzhen FPD
Industry Association
Exhibits: mobile smart terminals, computer and network, LCD, OLED,
touch screen, tablet displaying equipment and materials, LED chip,
equipment, and materials, LED lighting display, Beidou application, car
electronics, medical electronics, financial electronics, software products,
cloud computing and big data, Internet, electronic instruments and
meters, electronic tools and dedicated equipment, lithium new energy,
PV booth, high-performance succession circuit, high-end components,
and special components

2015 the 9th Shenzhen International Model and Aerial
Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-10---2015-04-12
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Huiduo Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Huiduo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: aviation and spaceflight models; remote control equipment;
Navigation and ship and warship models; modeled engines, motors,
rocket engines; vehicle models; train models; engineering models; model
manufacturing equipment and tools; military models; various model-
manufacturing materials and coatings; simulation model; all kinds of
books and periodicals and information on models
Contacts: Wu Yanping, Zhou Ming
Tel: 86-400009250
Fax: 86-20-85551758
Email: szmexpo01@gmail.com
Website: www.szmexpo.com

2015 Industrial Process Control & Embedded System Expo
Date: 2015-04-15---2015-04-17
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Organizer: Shenzhen Creative Era Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: industrial computers, embedded motherboards, data acquisition
boards, communication memory boards, I/O interfaces, other various types of function boards, MCU, DSP, FPGA, micro-programmed control units, bus controllers, interfaces ICs, analog chips, AD, DA, power supply management devices, power devices

Contacts: Ms. Zhang
Tel: 86-755-88312796
Fax: 86-755-88312533
Email: sales@elexcon.com
Website: www.elexcon.com

The 23rd China (Shenzhen) International Gifts, Handicrafts, Watches and Housewares Fair

Date: 2015-04-25——2015-04-28
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Reed Huabo Exhibitions (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Reed Huabo Exhibitions (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Area: 120000 m²
Exhibits: ceramic supplies & tableware, crystal and glassware, household supplies, home textile, kitchenware, home decorations, electronics and electrical appliance, toy, package and paper product, sports, leisure and travelling supplies, luggage and leather product, stationary and cultural supplies, collectibles, gift, works of art, promotional gift, pearl and fashionable accessory, clock, smoking paraphernalia and lighter, beauty and health care product, household daily supplies, small electrical appliance, metal ware, tableware, household hardware tool, home ornament, kitchenware, plastic product, health care and personal health care product, cleaning appliance, bathroom supplies, personal care product, indoor supplies, ironware and outdoor supplies, furniture, decorative lighting, pet supplies and Christmas craft, etc.
Contacts: Li Xiaolin
Tel: 86-755-33989238, 13715352601
Fax: 86-755-33067152
Email: 2382319737@qq.com
Website: www.szgiftshow.com/t-x.asp

The 13th China (Shenzhen) International Small Motor, Electric Machinery & Magnetic Materials Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-07——2015-05-09
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Guangdong Wise Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hong Kong Zhizhan International Co., Ltd., China Bulk Metallic Glasses, Asian Permanent Magnet Association, Association for Magnetic Materials Industry of Guangdong Province
Exhibits: exhibition area of motor and motor industry, various testing instruments of motor, various spare parts & auxiliary products for motor, and various driving & controlling system device for motor
Contacts: Chen Yan
Tel: 86-20-29193588
Fax: 86-20-29193591
Email: ex36008@126.com
Website: www.motor-expo.cn

The 23rd China (Shenzhen) International Gold Jewelry & Gem Fair

Date: 2015-04-15——2015-04-17
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Shenzhen Arts And Crafts Trade Association, The Buddhist Association of Shenzhen
Organizer: Shenzhen Baide Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: Buddhist sculptures, incense, Buddhism instruments, candle, temple supplies, lamp, Buddhist garb, paper products, Buddhist painting and video products, Esoteric Buddhism products, raw material equipment, various types of natural organic vegetarian diet, temple architecture and maintenance in a conservative and comprehensive way, special temple product display related to various Buddhist schools and education, Buddhist funeral culture, folk custom product, festive product,
tourism craft, temple culture and heritage tourism introduction event, scenic spot, scenic resort, and handicraft introduction and marketing, etc.

Contacts: Zhou Lanlan
Tel: 86-755-82829083
Fax: 86-755-82829081
Email: lxq0688@163.com
Website: www.fujiaosz.com

China (Shenzhen) International Brand Underwear Fair (SIUF’2015)

Date: 2015-05-07—2015-05-09
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Guangdong Province Textile Association, Shenzhen Shengshijuzhou Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenzhen Underwear Trade Association, Shenzhen Shengshijuzhou Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 58000 m²
Exhibits: health care underwear, thermal underwear, embroidery, lacework, machinery, household articles, lace, materials and fabrics, model, underwear, men’s underwear, software, pajamas, socks, swimwear, garment
Contacts: Mr. Li
Tel: 86-755-83056070
Fax: 86-755-83056609
Email: szsiuf@163.com
Website: www.siuif.com

The 9th Asia (Shenzhen) International Laser Application Technology and Innovation Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-07—2015-05-09
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Guangdong Optical Society, Association for Science and Technology of Guangdong Province
Organizer: Laser Processing Committee of the COS, Guangdong Xingzhiqiu Economic Development Co., Ltd.
Area: 7500 m²
Exhibits: touch screen, luminous diode processing, ceramic cooling fin, laser cutting, glass processing, laser removal of black nevus, plastic working, smart mobile phone and tablet PC, laser applications in various industries
Contacts: Liu Mianliu
Tel: 86-769-22381699
Fax: 86-769-22384798
Email: liumianliu@laserfair.com

China (Shenzhen) International Cultural Industries Fair

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-19
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Ministry of Culture of the People’s Republic of China, Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, the State Press and Publication Administration, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shenzhen Sub-Council
Organizer: Shen Zhen Press Group
Area: 105000 m²
Exhibits: decorations for display, woven goods, glass products, tableware, tea sets, drawn works, chinaware, embroidery, sculpture, artistic carving, carving, simulation model, root carving, craft picture, artwork, hanging ornaments, wall calendar, amber, flower and plant, yellow pear, bloodstone, home accessories, furniture, paper cutting, metalwork, colored glaze, fork crafts, model, wood carving, bonsai
Tel: 86-755-83521183,83522419
Fax: 86-755-83519477
Email: wb@cnicif.com
Website: www.cnicif.com

2015 Shenzhen International IC Technological Innovation & Application Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-22—2015-05-23
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Shenzhen Technology Industry Trade and Information Committee, Shenzhen Association for Science and Technology
Organizer: National IC Design Shenzhen Industrial Centre, Shenzhen Semiconductor Industry Association, Shenzhen Siruida Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 5700 m²
Exhibits: integrated circuit manufacturers, package testing companies, IC design companies, IP providers, EDA tools, testing equipment and packaging equipment companies, IC design service providers, applications system solution companies, system software companies
Tel: 86-755-86133167,86168492
Fax: 86-755-86168760
Email: info2012@siirdimedia.com
Website: www.chinaicexpo.com/home.html

2015 the 4th Shenzhen International Intelligent Transportation System and Location-Based Services Expo

Date: 2015-05-22—2015-05-23
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Logistics
Host: Research Institute of Highway Ministry of Transport, GNSS & LBS Association of China, Intelligent Transport System Association of Shenzhen
Organizer: Shenzhen Anbo Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shenzhen ITS Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: information collection technology, traffic flow information collection, parking information collection, license plate recognition system, intelligent electronic number plate, traffic environment and meteorological monitoring; traffic information platform, T-GIS platform, traffic information collection and emergency treatment platform, road traffic simulation platform, rail traffic information platform, logistics information platform, and traffic command and control platform
Contacts: Yang Zhibo
Tel: 86-755-88309138,88309121,88309141
Fax: 86-755-88309111
Email: zbyang@cps.com.cn
Website: www.its-expo.com

The 8th International Touch Screen Technology and Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-25—2015-05-27
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Communications Industry Association, Nikkei Business Publications, Inc., Hong Kong Zhongrui Convention Exhibition Company, Hc360.com
The 26th Watch & Clock Fair China

Date: 2015-06-25—2015-06-28
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: China Horologe Association, Economy, Trade and Information Commission of Shenzhen Municipality
Organizer: Shenzhen Fitime Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 37500 m²
Exhibits: mechanical watch, quartz watch, multi-function watch, gift watch, electronic watch, pocket watch, metal watch, sport watch and sporty stopwatch; radio controlled clock, quartz clock, mechanical clock, table clock, wall clock, alarm clock, floor clock and multi-function clock; mechanical movement, quartz movement, mechanical clock movement, quartz clock movement, numeral information calendar movement, radio controlled movement
Tel: 86-755-82949106, 82949451
Fax: 86-755-82941162
Email: fair@ewatch.cn
Website: www.szwatchfair.com

2015 the 7th China (Shenzhen) International Franchising Fair

Date: 2015-06-27—2015-06-29
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Shenzhen Association for Brand Promotion, China Franchise Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shenzhen Sub-Council, Shenzhen Zhongrui Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shenzhen Sub-Council
Exhibits: operators and mobile terminals: operators, terminal manufacturers and design companies of smart phones, tablet computers, and others, ODM, OEM, EMS, chip and solution providers, software manufacturers, Apple’s mobile power products, protective film, protective cover, case, battery, headset, data cable, charger and stereo; appearance-creative design products and cultural value-added products
Tel: 86-755-82968509, 82968239
Fax: 86-755-82968768
Website: www.touchchinaexpo.com/index.html

2015 the 19th South China International Industrial Automation Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-01—2015-07-03
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: The Department of Science and Technology of Guangdong Province, Association for Science and Technology of Guangdong Province, Automation Association of Guangdong Province
Organizer: Hannover Fairs (Shanghai) Ltd.
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: industrial automation technologies and systems: robots and machine vision technologies, electrical systems, industrial automation information technologies and software, interface technologies, electronic components and auxiliary equipment
Contacts: Han Jianhua
Tel: 86-20-86266696-8020
Fax: 86-20-38795750
Email: linda.han@hmf-china.com
Website: www.iaexpo.org

2015 the 17th South China International Water Expo

Date: 2015-07-01—2015-07-03
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Department of Science and Technology of Guangdong Province, Guangdong Convention & Exhibition Promotion Ltd.
Organizer: Hannover Fairs (Shanghai) Ltd.
Area: 18000 m²
Exhibits: waste water and industrial water treatment equipment, membrane separation technology and equipment, drinking water product and auxiliary service, water supply and drainage, pipeline, fluid equipment, pump, valve, instrument and meter, automation system, water administrative agency, water treatment engineering unit, water reservation equipment, high-end drinking water, water treatment chemical, water purification technology and equipment
Contacts: Luo Lin
Tel: 86-20-61198889
Fax: 86-20-61198841
Email: waterexpo_luo@126.com
Website: www.waterexpo.org

The 10th Shenzhen International Tea Industry Expo & Purple-Clay, Chinaware, Tea Articles Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-02—2015-07-05
The 15th China (Shenzhen) International Fashion Brand Fair / 2015 Shenzhen International Trade Fair for Apparel Fabrics and Accessories / 2015 Shenzhen Textile Equipment Fair

Date: 2015-07-10—2015-07-12
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Shenzhen Garment Industry Association
Organizer: Huanyu Fashion Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Area: 80000 m²
Exhibits: men's & women's wear, pregnant women's, infants' & children's wear, underwear, casual wear, garments, clothing equipment, material & auxiliary material and others
Contacts: Chen Min
Tel: 86-755-83472856
Fax: 86-755-83472509
Website: www.szic.cn/Default.aspx

2015 the 5th China (Shenzhen) International Auto-electronic Products Show

Date: 2015-07-15—2015-07-17
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Electronics Chamber Of Commerce, Auto.hc360.com
Organizer: China Association of Automobile Manufactures
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: automobile video and audio system: auto DVD players, auto GPS navigation, auto audio systems, auto cameras, auto phone, TSP service providers, scheme operators, map operators, etc.; automobile security systems: car anti-stolen units, intelligent sensors, car alarms, car GPS location, car driving recorders, etc.; automobile lighting systems: HID xenon lamps, car-carrying voltage stabilizers, LED lights, car headlights assemblies, halogen lamps, lighting wires, etc.; automotive electrical appliances: in-vehicle refrigerators, intelligent sunshade mirrors, auto chargers, auto inverters, car-equipping water machines, automotive air compressors, car vacuum cleaners, massage chairs, etc.; others: auto detection technologies, automotive service technologies, auto authentication technologies, auto insurance services, etc.
Tel: 86-755-61326702,61638899
Email: caes@hc360.com
Website: info.carec.hc360.com/list/carec_first.shtml

2015 Dowell International Adhesive Industry, Membrane Technology, Intelligent Film & Die Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-16—2015-07-18
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Chinese Institute of Electronics, Shenzhen Optics and Optoelectronics Manufactures Association
Organizer: Shenzhen Duorenxing Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 22500 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of touch screens: resistive touch screen, capacitive touch screen, infrared touch screen and surface acoustic wave touch screen, flexural wave touch screen, multi-point touch screen, optical touch screen, touch panels, CRT touch screen monitors, industrially-used touch screens and human-computer interface, etc.; all kinds of touch screen software: IC chip controllers, RF card readers, miniature printers; materials and equipment of touch screen: glass substrates, ITO conductive glass, printing inks, conductive silver pulps, ITO films, membrane switches, double-sided adhesives, PET protective films, OCA optical cement, flexible circuit boards, silk-screen printing plate-making materials and equipment, LCD precision cutting equipment, silk-screen printing machines, screen printing plates, UV machines, ovens, cleaners, supplies for ESD protection clean and decontamination room, ESD protection equipment and facilities, purification equipment and so on
Contacts: Mr. Wang
Tel: 86-755-83502448,83502452
Fax: 86-755-83502435
Email: luis_wang@163.com

2015 the 5th Shenzhen International Home Decoration Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-26—2015-07-29
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Organizer: Shenzhen United Fly Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 90000 m²
Exhibits: home accessories &supplies, home decorative materials, high-end customized furniture, smart furniture, artistic lighting, furniture material &components.
Tel: 86-4008840013
Website: www.shenzhendeco.cn

2015 Electronic Equipment Industry Expo

Date: 2015-07-29—2015-08-31
City: Shenzhen
**Guangdong**

Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment  
Host: Shenzhen Electric Device Industry Association  
Organizer: Shenzhen Electric Equipment United Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 23000 m²  
Exhibits: electronic control and command system, circuit board production equipment and production line equipment, accessory equipment and materials of circuit board, SMT surface treatment and linking devices, R&D of automation and system control software, peripheral equipment and materials of SMT, electronic elements and electromechanical module manufacture equipment  
Contacts: Cao Yujie  
Tel: 86-755-66807840, 66807841, 66807842, 66807843  
Website: www.unifly.org

**2015 the 5th Shenzhen International Rail Transit Expo**

Date: 2015-07-30—2015-08-01  
City: Shenzhen  
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Logistics  
Host: Shenzhen Metro Group Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Development & Reform Committee, Information Technology Commission, China High-Technology Industry Association Information Commission  
Organizer: Shenzhen United Fly Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 15000 m²  
Exhibits: vehicle equipment & accessories, diesel & electric vehicles, motor train, underground & light-rail unit, tramcar, linear motor & magnetic-levitation train, monorail & AGT automatic-guide vehicle, auxiliary parts & accessories, heavy-load transportation technology & equipment, locomotive operation technology & equipment, heavy-load truck technology & equipment, heavy-load rail engineering technology & equipment, mechanical & electrical equipment, car depot appliance, power supply system, communication & signal system, automatic ticketing & ticket-checking system, jacking system, fire alarm system, ventilation, air-conditioning & heating system, environment & equipment monitoring system, comprehensive monitoring & alarm system, platform security-checking equipment, ticket income distribution system, shield gate system, vehicle & equipment manufacturing technology, train design, train peripheral components, spraying equipment & protective paint, train internal decorative material & design, rail track & track decontact welding, horizontal-type generator, gas turbine technology, etc.  
Contacts: Chen Feng, Liu Yong  
Tel: 86-755-83643452  
Fax: 86-755-29558329  
Email: hometextiles_gd@163.com  
Website: http://www.szexpo.com.cn

**2015 Shenzhen Exhibition on Sheet Metal Technology & Metal Processing**

Date: 2015-07-31—2015-08-02  
City: Shenzhen  
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Shenzhen Metro Group Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Development & Reform Committee, Information Technology Commission, China High-Technology Industry Association Information Commission  
Organizer: Shenzhen United Fly Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Tel: 86-755-29558329  
Fax: 86-755-82363290  
Email: hometextiles_gd@163.com

**2015 Shenzhen Electronics & Hardware Exhibition**

Date: 2015-07-31—2015-08-02  
City: Shenzhen  
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Hardware  
Host: Shenzhen Metro Group Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Development & Reform Committee, Information Technology Commission, China High-Technology Industry Association Information Commission  
Organizer: Shenzhen United Fly Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 30000 m²  
Exhibits: brands of cartoon, game, film and television, entertainment, fashion, automotive and ships, catering and sports; portraits of celebrities, paintings and calligraphies, derivatives, creative design companies, cultural and creative industry parks

**2015 Shenzhen Home Furnishing Expo (Summer)**

Date: 2015-08-12—2015-08-16  
City: Shenzhen  
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Textile & Costume  
Host: Textile & Garment Chamber of Commerce, All-China Association of Industry & Commerce, Fabric Art Committee of China Home Textile Association  
Organizer: China Guangdong Home Textile Association (Shenzhen Aobo Exhibition Co., Ltd.)  
Area: 80000 m²  
Exhibits: curtain, bedding, towel, table cloth, hotel textile, decorative cloth, bedding cloth, furniture cloth, accessories and auxiliary materials of curtain, bedding and sofa, fabric sofa, soft bed, carpet, wall paper and wall cloth, home ornaments, decorations for display, home textile and fabric design, home textile manufacture machinery and tools, computer design system, home textile reference books  
Tel: 86-755-82363291  
Fax: 86-755-82363290  
Email: hometextiles_gd@163.com  
Website: http://www.szexpo.com.cn

**2015 Shenzhen Wedding Expo (Summer)**

Date: 2015-08-12—2015-08-16  
City: Shenzhen  
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Shenzhen General Chamber of Commerce  
Organizer: Shenzhen Meibo Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 15000 m²  
Exhibits: wedding photography and studios; hotels, restaurants and wedding feast; wedding planning and service; wedding celebration products; newly-married life service; jewelry and wedding dresses  
Tel: 86-755-83643452

**2015 Shenzhen International licensing Fire**

Date: 2015-08-13—2015-08-16  
City: Shenzhen  
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Forward Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Forward Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 6000 m²  
Exhibits: brands of cartoon, game, film and television, entertainment, fashion, automotive and ships, catering and sports; portraits of celebrities, paintings and calligraphies, derivatives, creative design companies, cultural and creative industry parks  
Tel: 86-755-83643452
2015 the 42nd Shenzhen Summer Real Estate Fair / The 10th Urban Land Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-19—2015-08-21
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Shenzhen Land & Real Estate Exchange Center
Exhibits: exhibition area of land: participants: municipal land and resources bureaus, land transaction centers and land banking centers; exhibition area of real estate and exhibition area of commercial real estate: participants: real estate developers, qualification: premises that have obtained legal sale permit, high quality, good image, fast progress and can ensure time of partnership; exhibition area of two-hour neighborhood: participants: real estate developers from the Pearl River Delta, qualification: premises that have obtained legal sale permit, high quality, good image, fast progress and can ensure time of partnership; exhibition area of second-hand buildings and exhibition area of professional property service: participants: brand-name intermediary agencies, famous advertisement planning companies, professional media, construction planning companies, garden design companies, model makers, brand-name property management companies, project supervision agencies and brand-name financial insurance institutions
Tel: 86-755-83785385
Fax: 86-755-83785385
Email: slreec@vip.sina.com

2015 International Internet of Things Technologies and Smart China Application Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-20—2015-08-22
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software
Host: International Internet of Things Business and Application Promotion Association
Organizer: Shenzhen Ulink Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: RFID product line; smart card product line; other intelligent identification products and systems; sensors and sensor network nodes; core control chip and embedded chip; communication technology and products; network architecture and data processing; system integration and software; pilot applications of Internet of Things in various industries and fields
Contacts: Ms. Liu
Tel: 86-755-86168577
Fax: 86-755-86133158
Email: rfidlius@163.com
Website: www.rfidexpo.com.cn

2015 China Sourcing Fair

Date: 2015-08-20—2015-08-31
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Organizer: Global Sources
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: consumable electronics and accessory, consumable electronics, communication product, electrical game, video, audio, film and television, mobile intelligent terminal and accessory, computer peripherals, Apple peripherals

2015 International Beverage Expo and Competition

Date: 2015-08-20—2015-08-31
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Shenzhen Wen Global Solutions Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Contacts: Jean
Tel: 86-755-33033338
Fax: 86-755-25834922
Email: info@ib-ec.com
Website: www.ib-ec.com.cn

The 21st South China International Electronic Manufacturing Equipment & Microelectronics Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-25—2015-08-27
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: CCPIT Electronics & Information Industry Sub-Council (CCPITECC)
Organizer: Reed Exhibitions
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: SMT exhibits, adhesive and separating agent, instrument control transmission system and accessories, chemical products, chip carrier, element conveying system, solidification system, sealing equipment, oven and smelter, PCB assembly and manufacture, hoisting system, assembly line tool, equipment, screen process press and accessories, vision localization machine, component manufacture, PCB and relevant products, electro-discharge machining, mould making, NC drill, casting mould machine, mould production tool, NC abrasive tool, metal stamping equipment, tooling system, measuring instrument, materials of components, connector, power supply, chip, other components, testing and measuring, 2D and 3D testing systems, spherical instrument testing system, tabula rasa testing, electronic component visual inspection equipment, film thickness testing equipment, in-board testing and infrared testing equipment, chip foot testing equipment, optical microscope, printed circuit board visual testing equipment, welding testing equipment, temperature, humidity and environment testing equipment, viscometer, oscilloscope and thermometer
Contacts: Wang Yongting
Tel: 86-21-22317016
Fax: 86-21-22317181
Email: tim.wang@reedexpo.com.cn
Website: www.neponsouthchina.com/homepage

The 6th China (Shenzhen) International Energy-Saving Emission Reduction & New Energy Industry Expo

Date: 2015-08-26—2015-09-28
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: China Industrial Energy Conservation and Clean Production Association, Housing and Construction Bureau of Shenzhen Municipality, Shenzhen Development & Reform Committee, Economy, Trade and Information Commission of Shenzhen Municipality
Organizer: Shenzhen Society for Sustainable Development, Shenzhen Jiebo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: energy-saving technology & equipment, high efficient energy-saving electrical machine & transformer, energy-saving appliance, energy...
Guangdong

preservation battery, central air-conditioning system & refrigeration unit
energy-saving technology, energy-saving boiler, high efficient exchanger,
boiler & furnace energy-saving technology, waste heat & pressure
utilization technology, energy-saving pump
Tel: 86-755-83165556
Fax: 86-755-61658129
Email: esrexpo@126.com
Website: www.esrexpo.com

2015 the 20th China International IC Conference & Exhibition
Date: 2015-09-02—2015-09-05
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Global Sources, Yuanjie Exhibition (Shenzhen) Company Ltd, Shenzhen Herong GS Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center Management Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: consumable electronics, computer & peripheral equipment, communication, industrial control and security instrument, automotive electronics, medical equipment, testing and measuring, aeronautical, navigational and military equipment & other parts and components, EDA, IP and IC design, sensor, MEMS, radio frequency/microwave, control, MCU, joint, bus, power source, new energy, photovoltaic, manufacturing, seal and package, enlarge, adjust/convert, processor, DSP, network, protocol, storage, embedded design and EMI
Tel: 852-81997308
Fax: 852-81997628
Email: exhibition@globalsources.com
Website: www.iic-china.com

2015 China International Optoelectronic Expo
Date: 2015-09-02—2015-09-05
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Science and Technology
Host: Shenzhen Herong GS Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Association for Science and Technology
Organizer: Shenzhen Herong GS Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 100000 m²
Exhibits: optical communication system equipment, optical communication components, active/ passive components, optical communication instruments, network engineering auxiliary equipment and materials, digital video optical transceivers, lasers and laser application, Laser processing equipment, auxiliary equipment and accessories, photovoltaic infrared sensors, laser, infrared and thermal imaging devices, infrared night vision and temperature measurement equipment, photoelectric attached and corollary equipment
Tel: 86-755-86290901
Fax: 86-755-86290951
Email: cioe@cioe.cn
Website: www.cioe.cn/cioe/about1.html

Shenzhen International Coil Winding Equipment & Technology Exhibition
Date: 2015-09-09—2015-09-11
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: China Electrical Equipment industry Association, China Council for the Promotion of International TradeGuangzhou Sub-Council
Organizer: VNU Asia Exhibition Group Shanghai Keylong Exhibitions Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: manufacturing & testing instrument, material processing equipment, component & spare part for winding machine, electric motor, and transformer, insulation varnish, laminated product, thin film, adhesive tape & composite material, mica product, impregnated fiber product, plastic, other insulating material, rare earth mine, permanent magnet material, soft magnetic material, non-crystalline material, electromagnetic wire ( enamelled wire), silicon steel sheet, and related products, various electromagnetic Loop wire, electric motor and transformer, etc., commutator, bearing, transformer frame, motor frame, armature, core, stator, rotor, switch, precision component, electronic part and component, sensor, power source and related product
Contacts: Hu Hongmei
Tel: 86-21-61956088-725
Fax: 86-21-61956099
Email: cindy.hu@vnuexhibitions.com.cn
Website: www.cwiemechina.com

2015 Shenzhen International Jewelry Fair
Date: 2015-09-10—2015-09-15
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: precious stone, diamond, ruby, sapphire, emerald, crystal, tourmaline, agate, opal, amber, beeswax, pearl, coral; jewelry, gold, platinum, silver jewelry, K gold, embedded ornaments; jade, Hetian jade, Tianhuang stone, Shoushan stone, bloodstone, Youyan stone, Huanglong jade, Lantian jade, Yaowang Jinyu jade, fluorite, seven-color stone
Tel: 86-755-25501200,25616558,25625258
Fax: 86-755-25602358,25501200
Email: szzbxh@0755zb.com
Website: 9th.0755zb.com/default.asp

2015 Shenzhen International Redwood Art Exhibition
Date: 2015-09-18—2015-09-30
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Mount Inferior Investment
Area: 7000 m²
Exhibits: precious rosewood, classical rosewood furniture, artistic antique furniture, modern artistic rosewood furniture, domestic and foreign collected rosewood artwork, wood carving, root carving, agilawood, stationery, traditional crafts, chinaware, painting and calligraphy
Tel: 86-755-33071133,28225933,15712115200
Fax: 86-755-28225933
Email: SIRA666@163.com
Guangdong

The 10th China (Shenzhen) International Logistics & Transportation Fair

Date: 2015-10-14—2015-10-16
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Logistics
Host: Ministry of Transport of the People's Republic of China, New Technology Development Center - CAST, China Public Transportation Association
Organizer: Shenzhen Anbo Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: exhibition areas for logistics and supply chain management, international, port and navigation, aviation, intelligent transportation and new energy, logistics equipment and technology, rail traffic and traffic construction rules, logistics finance and relevant industries, talents
Tel: 86-755-83581345,83581352,83581276
Fax: 86-755-83581307
Email: scm007@scmfair.com
Website: www.itechina.com/

The 23rd Shenzhen International Gifts & Housewares Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-20—2015-10-23
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Reed Huabo Exhibitions (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Reed Huabo Exhibitions (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Area: 100000 m²
Exhibits: ceramics, tableware; crystal and glassware; houseware, home textiles, kitchen supplies, home decorations, electronic and electric appliances; toys, packaging and paper products, sports, leisure and tourist products; cases, bags and leather products; stationery and cultural goods; collectibles, presents, handworks, gifts for sales promotion and advertisement; jewelries and fashionable ornaments, horologes, smoking sets and lighters, beauty and health care products; daily necessities, small household appliances, metalware, dinnerware, household hardware tools, home decorations, plastic products, health care and personal health products, cleaning appliances, bathroom and personal care articles, indoor articles, ironware and outdoor articles, furniture, decorative lighting; children products, pet products and Christmas crafts
Contacts: Ms. Dai
Tel: 86-755-33324215
Fax: 86-755-33067152
Email: 957464133@qq.com
Website: www.reedhuabo.com

The 2015 China (Shunde) International Exposition on Household Electric Appliances (Shunde Expo)

Date: 2015-08-20—2015-08-22
City: Shunde
Venue: Shunde Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Machinery and Electronic Products (CCCME)
Organizer: Koelnmesse
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: black household appliances; white household appliances; small household appliances; kitchen and bathroom appliances; household appliances' accessories; water home appliances
Contacts: Li Weili
Tel: 86-20-87552468-12
Email: teaexpo@163.com
Website: www.goodtea.cc

Shunde

2015 the 14th China (Shenzhen) International Adhesive Tape Protective Film & Optical Film Expo

Date: 2015-11-25—2015-11-27
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Shenzhen Anbo Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenzhen Anbo Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-755-82222201
Fax: 86-755-82361717
Email: teaexpo@163.com
Website: www.goodtea.cc

2015 the 11th China (Shenzhen) International Tea Industry Expo/ Purple-Clay, Chinaware, Tea Articles Exhibition

Date: 2015-12-18—2015-12-21
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Organizer: Shenzhen Huajuchen Industry Co., Ltd.
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: tea packaging enterprise, tea caddy, tea gift box, tea paper box, composite material and other package products, tea machinery and testing enterprise, tea picker, tea garden tiller, tea canning machine, packing machine, fresh tea container, tea dryer, tea dehumidifier, weighing container, metal detector, tea circulation enterprise, tea distribution franchisee, chain enterprise of tea, tea
Tel: 86-755-82222201
Fax: 86-755-82361717
Email: teaexpo@163.com
Website: www.goodtea.cc
Guangxi

Zhongshan

2015 China (Zhongshan) Redwood Furniture Culture Expo/The 15th Classical Redwood Furniture Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-15—2015-03-19
City: Zhongshan
Venue: Zhongshan Expo Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China National Forest Product Industry Association
Organizer: Changshou Rosewood Furniture Association, Shenzhen Asia-Pacific Media Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: semi-finished products, tea set, chinaware, waxing, antique reproduction, root carving, root craft, artwork, classical furniture, old furniture, antique, rosewood furniture, machinery accessories, processing machinery, furniture, root carving, ornaments, collectible, hardware, hardwood, raw material, bamboo carving, decorations, purple sand, red sandalwood
Contacts: Jia Tian
Tel: 86-755-36908656,36908524
Fax: 86-755-36908830
Email: hm2010831@126.com
Website: www.icrff.com

2015 the 16th Guangxi Advertising Technology & Devices Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-22
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Guangxi Mechanical Engineering Society, Nanning Nanchun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Nanning Nanchun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 13000 m²
Exhibits: printing, carving & acrylic equipment, and other related equipment, cutting & cutting equipment, picture mounting, matching & banner machine and other related equipment, advertising consumables, pictorial media & consumables, reflection material, instant label, printing & photoing ink, various plant material & organic glass, signage system, sign & signboard equipment and material, acrylic equipment and material, exhibition equipment & plate series in various material, POP, spare parts and material for manufacturing trivision and sign, new-type exhibition equipment, various new-type advertising media, lamp box, neon lamp, light guide plate, optical display device, advertising product & gift, digital video production, printing & photoing output, output sampling printing, digital short-run & customized printing, promotional gift, outdoor advertising media & engineering production, engineering design and installation for neon lamp, stereo image production, screen printing production, lighting equipment for urban landscape, lighting and lamp for urban street view, printing & office equipment, printing equipment & printing and packaging material, printer & related consumables
Contacts: Ms. Huang
Tel: 86-771-2865402
Fax: 86-771-2865401,5552402
Email: 317561694@qq.com
Website: www.nanchunhz.com

Guangxi

Nanning

2015 the 9th Guangxi International Sugar Industry Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-13—2015-03-15
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Guangxi, Sugar Industry Development
Area: 13300 m²
Exhibits: new varieties of sugarcane, mechanization production equipment, irrigation equipment, fertilizers, pesticides, pest control technologies, etc.; sugar-making equipment and technologies: squeezing equipment and drive devices, shredders, pressure filtration equipment, filtration equipment, clarification equipment, evaporator, cooling equipment, crystallizers, crystallization supporting equipment, honey extractors, centrifuges, screening equipment, drying equipment, reducer, gear boxes, sugar-making biological agents and additives, etc.; universal equipment of sugar mill: boiler, steam turbines, power generation equipment, transportation equipment, pump valves, automatic control equipment, electrical equipment, welding equipment and materials, kilns, emulsification equipment, chains, sugar-making machinery accessories, lubricating greases, sugar degree testing instruments, measuring instruments, sugar mill monitoring equipment, loading and unloading equipment, inverter, energy saving technologies and equipment, heat exchangers, transmission devices and other transmission and control equipment, packaging equipment of sugar industry, woven plastic bags etc.
Contacts: Wang Yanjun
Tel: 86-771-2865401
Fax: 86-771-2865401
Email: nanningnanchun@163.com
Website: www.nanchunhz.com

2015 Guangxi Boiler & Pressure Vessel Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-21—2015-03-23
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Guangxi Mechanical Engineering Society, Nanning Nanchun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Nanning Nanchun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: furnace: supercritical furnaces, CFB furnaces, all kinds of waste heat furnaces, coal-water slurry furnaces, all kinds of biomass fuel furnaces, garbage incinerators, regenerative heating electric furnaces, condensing furnaces, oil, gas and coal fueled furnaces, heat conduction furnaces, household furnaces, wall-hanging stoves, etc.; pressure vessel, such as one, two, three types of high, medium and low pressure vessels, heat exchanger containers, separation of containers, shipping containers
Contacts: Gu Hongchao
Tel: 86-771-2865401
Fax: 86-771-2865401
Email: nanningnanchun@163.com
Website: www.nanchunhz.com
2015 the 25th Beibu Gulf Guangxi Dental Equipment & Material Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-27—2015-03-29
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Guangxi Association for Medical Devices Industry, Guangxi Nanning Libang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Nanning Linjie Commerce Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: oral diagnosis equipment, oral clinical equipment, oral therapeutic & orthodontic equipment, general front & rear teeth filling materials, oral health care.

Contacts: Yang Gang
Tel: 86-771-5625479,5656139
Fax: 86-771-5654723
Email: 409093507@qq.com
Website: www.gxylx.com

2015 the 4th China (Nanning) International Rosewood Furniture & Wood Carving Arts Expo

Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-19
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Timber & Wood Products Distribution Association, Vietnam Annatto & Arts Association
Organizer: VN-CN Convention Exhibition & Business Co., Ltd.
Area: 11000 m²
Exhibits: classic rosewood furniture in Ming and Qing style, pseudo-classic style and modern simple style, precious hardwood furniture, wood carving, wood crafts and ornament, Agarwood and sandalwood product, auxiliary product for traditional art decoration, mechanical parts, raw and auxiliary material

Contacts: Liang Ni
Tel: 86-771-2634998
Fax: 86-771-2630917
Website: hz.china-vn.com

2015 the 4th China (Nanning) International Gems Jewelry & Crafts Collection Expo

Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-19
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Vietnam Annatto & Arts Association
Organizer: VN-CN Convention Exhibition & Business Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: jade jewelry, strange stone, ornamental stone, gold and silver jewelry, art ceramic, wood carving, four treasures, painting, ink stone and paper, sandalwood, Buddha, seal cutting, ivory carving, cameo carving, angle carving, miniature, lacquer, instruments, decoupage, facial makeup, clay, fan technology, embroidery, grass and bamboo crafts, badge, coins, stamps, antique heritage, home accessories, iron art, tea art, flower art, bonsai, glass crystal, incense, lighting, mirror, clock, photo frame, decorative painting, cultural gifts, works of non-material cultural heritage, crafts of national folk culture

Contacts: Liang Ni
Tel: 86-771-2634998
Fax: 86-771-2630917
Email: business-china@china.com
Website: xz.china-vn.com

The 9th Guangxi International Public Security, Emergency Relief, Rescue, Safeguard Technology & Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-06-05—2015-06-07
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Public Security
Organizer: Guangxi Nanning Libang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: video monitoring and protection system, public address system, access control system, urban wired alarm system, district wired alarm system, anti-terrorism, explosion-proof security inspection system, GPS, GIS and ITS, etc., personal safety and protective product & lighting protection product, wire, cable, cabinet, biological recognition, transportation security equipment and intelligent transportation

Contacts: Li Jielin
Tel: 86-771-5656139
Fax: 86-771-5654723
Email: linjiezhilan@126.com
Website: www.gxylx.com

The 19th Nanning International Stationery Fair

Date: 2015-07-11—2015-07-13
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: The People's Government of Nanning Municipality, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Guangxi Sub-Council
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: education exhibition area, education equipment & devices, learning & sports supplies, student clothing, children education instrument & toys, books & e-journals, school bus; student summer sale promotion festival exhibition area, digital & communication products, student health care, youngster creativity exhibition area, original handicraft cloth, sculpture, knit, paper-cut, iron art, ceramics, cross-stitch, folk musical instrument, sketching, wall painting & graphic art design, etc.; employment & entrepreneurship exhibition area, companies & entrepreneurship programs offering jobs for higher education graduates, etc.

Contacts: Liang Ling, Lu Lu, Chen Li, Pan Qihao, Wei Yanhua, Lu Weijie, Chen Teyun, Lu Xueying
Tel: 86-771-2092222/223/091/167/125/093/125
Fax: 86-771-2092000
Email: xuejiuo@nnispf.com.cn
Website: www.nnispf.com.cn

2015 Guangxi Refrigeration Air Conditioner & Ventilation Devices Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-15—2015-08-17
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Guangxi Association of Refrigeration
Organizer: Nanning Nanchun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: green air-conditioners, air-conditioner maintenance, control equipment, freezers, central-air-conditioner, automation equipment

Contacts: GuHongchao
Tel: 86-771-2865401,2865402,5552401
Guizhou

Fax: 86-771-2865401,5552402
Website: www.nanchunhz.com

2015 the 12th China - ASEAN Expo

Date: 2015-09
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Organizer: The Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region
Area: 12000 ㎡
Exhibits: engineering machinery, transport vehicle, power equipment, new energy equipment, electrical automatic equipment; foodstuff processing machinery, food packaging machinery, general machinery; building materials, electronics and electric products, information communication, household appliances, kitchen appliances, personal electronic consumables; materials for agricultural production, seedlings of flowers, fruit and plants; packaged foods, light industry, household articles, articles of culture and sports and presents, cultural and innovative products, electronic consumables, craft gifts
Tel: 86-771-12343
Email: webmaster@caexpo.org
Website: www.caexpo.org

2015 the 12th China-ASEAN Expo Special Exhibition Section of Power Industry

Date: 2015-09-18—2015-09-21
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Nanning Huayue Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Nanning Huayue Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 11000 ㎡
Exhibits: electricity engineering survey, design, contract, construction, electricity distribution facilities, green technology, hydro-technic equipment, electrical engineering, electricity-saving technology, city lighting, intelligent electrical products, nuclear island, conventional island, nuclear power supportive facilities, waste treatment and new energy technology
Contacts: Mo Yujuan
Tel: 86-771-2339812,2359865,5893777
Fax: 86-771-2339805,2339806,2799307
Email: dmdlmo@126.com

2015 the 13th Guangxi Agricultural Information Expo

Date: 2015-10-01—2015-10-03
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Guangzhou Zhongwei Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Zhongwei Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 ㎡
Exhibits: all kinds of fertilizers, fertilizer raw materials, biological products, pesticides, pesticide raw materials, plant growth regulators, plant protection equipment, seeds, testing instruments, pesticide and fertilizer production and packaging equipment and other related products.
Tel: 86-20-28269507
Fax: 86-20-28269646
Email: gxzzz66@126.com
Website: www.jxnzz.com

Guizhou

Guiyang

2015 China (Guiyang) Intelligent Building Technology & Security Product Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-22—2015-03-24
City: Guiyang
Venue: Guiyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Public Security
Host: Guizhou Civil and Architectural Engineering Society
Organizer: Guizhou Lixinweiye Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 8556 ㎡
Exhibits: building automation & control, comprehensive wiring, building visual intercom system, building property management system, perimeter security & protection system, building security protection & fire control system, broadcasting television, conference system, building electrical power system, building refrigeration system, home automation system & accessories; building smart security system, anti-theft & monitoring alarm system
2015 the 16th China (Guiyang) Medical Instruments, Equipment & Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Guiyang
Venue: Guiyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Guizhou Medical Association
Organizer: Guizhou Aote Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Guiyang Aote Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: diagnostic equipment: ultrasound diagnostic equipment, x-ray image diagnostic equipment, heart EEG monitoring equipment, rehabilitation and physiotherapy equipment, functional examination equipment, pathology diagnostic equipment, endoscope examination equipment, examination and diagnostic equipment in neurology and ENT
Tel: 86-851-6838418
Fax: 86-851-6829995
Email: aote@vip.sina.com
Website: www.atylz.com

The 3rd Guizhou Advertising Equipment & LED Illumination Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-24—2015-04-26
City: Guiyang
Venue: Guiyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Sichuan Huazhan Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 9072 m²
Exhibits: advertising equipment, advertisement-making equipment and technologies, digital printing equipment, image and photo making equipment, engraving and cutting equipment, acrylic blistering equipment, desktop printing technologies and equipment, large format printing equipment, silk screen printing and thermal transfer equipment, mounting, stitching and binding equipment, color preprinting systems; color film production equipment, fast printing equipment and their identification signs, logo making technologies and designs
Contacts: Mr. Yang, Mr. Qiao
Tel: 86-18728374446,15882413451
Fax: 86-28-86131990

2015 China (Guiyang) International Featured Commodity Fair of Agricultural Product

Date: 2015-05
City: Guiyang
Venue: Guiyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Ministry of Agriculture of the People's Republic of China, the People's Government of Guizhou Province
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: special agricultural products, organic, green, nutrient food, high agricultural tech, agricultural informatization, precise agriculture, agricultural biotechnology, detecting instruments, plant physiology instruments, plant tissue culture and test apparatus, soil instruments, soil testing and formula fertilizer, soilless culture and fresh preservation tech, deep processing and breeding, agricultural machinery and tech, greenhouse tech, water-saving irrigation tech; food processing and packaging equipment and tech, production line, packaging equipment, food detector and analyzer, agricultural product processing equipment and tech, seed processing equipment, grain and oil processing equipment, food machinery, deep processing equipment for fruit and vegetable, livestock and poultry slaughtering and processing machinery, fresh preservation tech, transport and storage equipment, agricultural means, tools and machinery and other basic production equipment and tech, power machinery and machinery for farming, planting, plant protection, harvest, transport and water conservancy, technical books, industrial periodicals and technology trading service
Tel: 86-851-6853155
Fax: 86-851-6827529
Email: fannyhui@gyziming.com

2015 the 10th China (Guizhou) International Equipment Manufacturing Expo

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-17
City: Guiyang
Venue: Guiyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Commission of Economy and Informatization of Guizhou Province, the People's Government of Guizhou Municipality
Organizer: Guizhou Kebo Exhibition Advertisement Co., Ltd., Industry & Information Technology Commission of Guizhou Municipality, Guizhou Exhibition Economic Promotion Office, Guizhou National Economic and Technological Development Zone, Guiyang Hi-Tech Industrial Development Area
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: advantageous equipment manufacturing industry of Guizhou Province, technical innovation and university-industry cooperation, equipment manufacturing exhibition area, electronic information and integration of IT application with industrialization, new energy and new-energy automobile equipment: domestic and foreign new-energy products and cars, energy-saving and environmental-protection products and new materials, heavy mechanical equipment exhibition area, pharmaceuticals and foods
Contacts: Zhou Jing
Tel: 86-851-6894453,6894258,6894451,6852878,18984395889
Fax: 86-851-6892223,6852878
Email: yaogan888@126.com
Website: www.gzbh.com

2015 the 14th China (Guiyang) Colliery Safety Production Technology & Equipment Exhibition/The 5th China (Guizhou) Energy Industry Expo

Date: 2015-06-10—2015-06-12
City: Guiyang
Venue: Guiyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Guizhou Administrator of Coal Mine Safety, Guizhou Energy Administration, Guizhou Administrator of Work Safety
Organizer: Guizhou Broad Fairs Co., Ltd., Guizhou Coal Mine Safety Supervision Bureau, Safety Technology Center
Tel: 86-851-6850688
Fax: 86-851-6851755
Email: 287339723@qq.com
Website: www.0851zh.com
Hainan

Haikou

2015 the 12th Hainan International Automotive Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-21—2015-03-24
City: Haikou
Venue: Haikou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: The People's Government of Haikou Municipality, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hainan Sub-Council, China Association of Automobile Manufactures
Organizer: Haikou Convention and Exhibition Bureau, Hainan International Convention & Exhibition Center Co., Ltd., Hainan Gonghao Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hainan Yangpugonghao Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: automobile, vehicle
Contacts: Wang Jie
Tel: 86-898—32886065/68559165
Fax: 86-898—68567706
Email: hsxh@hxs.sina.net

2015 Hainan International Silver Industry Fair

Date: 2015-11-21—2015-11-23
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Conventionand Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: China Newsweek, Zhongxin Kaiyue Media Group
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: service for the aged: nursing institution for the aged, rehabilitation and health care service, information service, spiritual and cultural service and advisory organs for information about the aged, products for the aged: detection and treatment, rehabilitation nursing, auxiliary products, functional appliances, nutrient and health foods and cultural leisure
Tel: 86-898-68575135
Fax: 86-899-68575633
Website: www.hnlaobohui.com

China (Hainan) International Golf Tourism Expo

Date: 2015-12
City: Haikou
Venue: Haikou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hainan Sub-Council
Tel: 86-318-7875999,7880008
Fax: 86-318-7880009
Email: info@1022.cn
Website: www.1022.cn

Hebei

Anping

2015 Anping International Wire & Net Expo

Date: 2015-10
City: Anping
Venue: Convention and Exhibition Center for Pingan International Wire Hesh Fair
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, China National Light Industry Council, the People's Government of Hebei Province, China National Hardware Association (CNHA), China Chamber of Commerce of Metals Minerals & Chemicals Importers & Exporters (CCCMC)
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hebei Sub-Council, Hebei Commerce Department, Hengshui Municipal People's Government, the People's Government of Anping County
Exhibits: rayon mesh, welded mesh, punching mesh, stretching mesh, die-casting mesh, geotechnical cloth, rigging, filament, nail, and wire mesh connectors, highly processed products of wire mesh, wire mesh machinery, wire drawing mould and auxiliary material, wire mesh surface processing equipment and raw material, wire mesh-related products
Contacts: Mr. Feng, Mrs. Liu
Tel: 86-318-7875999,86-318-7880008
Fax: 86-318-7880009
Email: info@1022.cn
Website: www.1022.cn

Cangzhou

2015 the 27th Hebei Plant Protection Information, Pesticide & Instrument Exchange Conference

Date: 2015-02-01—2015-02-28
City: Cangzhou

Venue: Cangzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Hebei Plant Protection Technology Promotion Association, Hebei Plant Protection Society
Organizer: Hebei Plant Protection Technology Promotion Association
Area: 5400 m²
Exhibits: to share the information related to new agricultural pesticide and machinery application technology and marketing, to publish 2014 trend of pests and pesticide occurrence in Hebei province and agricultural pesticide and machinery development, production and marketing, to organize the exhibition of pesticide, fertilizer and other agricultural products and the related negotiation about orders, and to organize the negotiation between plant protection organizations and enterprises in the province and the exhibition of the provincial achievements in modern plant protection so as to screen and recommended high-quality pesticides
Contacts: Cao Shuo, Gao Huanhuan
Tel: 86-15103112800,15103112800
Fax: 86-311-86010501
Email: hebyaoxiehui@163.com

Language

2015 China (Lang Fang) Spring Fishing Tackle Exhibition

Date: 2015-02-24—2015-02-26
City: Langfang
Venue: Langfang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Stationery & Sporting Goods Association, the People's Government of Langfang Municipality
Organizer: Beijing Sihaiyuntian Exhibition Co., Ltd., Langfang International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Area: 64800 m²
Exhibits: fishing rods, fishhooks, doddle nets, buoys and accessories, fishing reels, waterproof boots, fishing tackle boxes, fish baits, fish detectors, fishing ropes and wires, fishing clothes, professional knives for fishing, publications relating to fishing tackles, fishing venues, fishing facilities, fishing boats and tools, advertising agencies relating to fishing related products, etc.
Tel: 86-316-6078123, 6078130
Fax: 86-316-6078121
Website: www.lfyjz.com

2015 China International Pipeline Exhibition & Conference

Date: 2015-04-22—2015-04-24
City: Langfang
Venue: Langfang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: The People's Government of Langfang Municipality, CPP Offshore Engineering (CPPOE), China Petroleum Pipeline Corporation
Organizer: Langfang International Pipeline Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: pipeline steel, vessel steel, stainless steel & other steel plates, steel tube, plastic pipe, multiple-unit pipe, corrugated pipe, other tubular products and flange in same material, joint, connector, teejoint, etc., clamp, beveling machine, pipelayer, excavator, crane, sling & other pipeline construction equipment, large machine, pipeline testing, leakage detecting & cleaning equipment, device & material, pipeline welding & cutting, welding auxiliary device, mobile power station and correspondent welding material, optical fiber, optical cable, electrical wire, UPS switchboard, switching, industrial television & other pipeline communication equipment, compressor, pump, valve, actuator, measuring apparatus, power dether on-site process equipment, SCADA
2015 the 9th China Clean Stoves Expo (Langfang Hebei)
Date: 2015-04-24—2015-04-26
City: Langfang
Venue: Langfang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Association of Rural Energy Industry
Organizer: www.chinaluju.com
Area: 28000 m²
Exhibits: cooking stove, cooking and heating stove, heating stove, ordinary-pressure hot water boiler, wall-hanging stove, radiator, stove-related materials and accessories, biomass fuel, molding equipment and relevant products
Tel: 86-10-57394008, 15311660747
Fax: 86-10-65735862
Email: chinaluju@chinaluju.com
Website: expo.chinaluju.com
2015 China (Langfang) International Pigeon Exhibition
Date: 2015-11-22—2015-11-23
City: Langfang
Venue: Langfang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Langfang Friends Cheung Pigeon Culture Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Langfang Friends Cheung Pigeon Culture Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: famous pigeons from various regions, health care drugs for pigeons, supplies and tools for pigeons, pigeons' feeds, electronic equipment for pigeons, etc.
Fax: 86-316-2765515
Email: hblfnjh@163.com
Website: www.lf926.com
2015 China (Langfang) Economic & Trade Fair
Date: 2015-05-18—2015-05-21
City: Langfang
Venue: Langfang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: The People's Government of Langfang Municipality
Organizer: Langfang International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Area: 28000 m²
Exhibits: foreign exchanges and cooperation carried out in competitive industries, star enterprises, featured county economy, and focal industrial parks; high-end meetings, special promotion of focal industries, theme meetings among key enterprises, trade exhibitions, procurement fairs, special promotion of the guest of city respective activities in other cities, signing ceremony of cooperative projects
Contacts: Liu Liming, Wang Sijie
Tel: 86-316-2316518
Email: lfhzb518@163.com
Website: expo.chinaluju.com
2015 Hebei (Langfang) Tattoo Art Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-30—2015-06-01
City: Langfang
Venue: Langfang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Association of Tattoo Artists
Area: 8350 m²
Exhibits: All kinds of tattoo arts
Tel: 86-10-56259092
2015 the 19th China (Langfang) Agricultural Products Fair
Date: 2015-09-26—2015-09-28
City: Langfang
Venue: Langfang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Ministry of Agriculture of the People's Republic of China, All-China Federation of Supply and Marketing Cooperatives, The People's Government of Hebei Province
Organizer: Langfang Municipal People's Government, Hebei Provincial Department of Agriculture, Hebei Province Federation of Supply and Marketing Cooperatives, Hebei Development and Reform Commission, Finance Department of Hebei Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hebei Sub-Council, Hebei Commerce Department, Forestry Department of Hebei Province, Hebei Province Meteorological Administration
Area: 32000 m²
Exhibits: food, agricultural product, traditional food, leisure food, convenient food, baked food, travelling food, health care food, nutritional food, food made with honey, confectionery, soybean product, poultry, egg and meat, canned food, dry, fresh & aquatic product; beverage, fruit juice, carbonated beverage, dairy product, tea & coffee, etc.; fruit & vegetable category, various fruits and vegetables, preserved fruit and edible mushroom, etc.; ingredients & additives, cooking oil, soy sauce & preserved product; sauce product: liquor product, alcohol, beer, wine and foreign spirits, etc.; grain product: rice, flour, grain and oil, other products, antique; calligraphy and painting, rare stone, root carving, accessory, craft gift
Contacts: Lu Wenzhen
Tel: 86-316-2765508
Fax: 86-316-2765515
Email: hblfnjh@163.com
Website: www.lf926.com

Shijiazhuang
The 11th Hebei (Huicheng) Advertising & LED Exhibition
Date: 2015-03
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Hebei Leichi Convention and Exhibition Center (Shijiazhuang Old Railway Station Convention and Exhibition Center)
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Huicheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: advertisement-making equipment and consumables, advertising materials and consumables, sign and logos, Indoor/outdoor display equipment
Contacts: Du Liqiang
Tel: 86-311-87269186, 87690660
Fax: 86-311-87269816, 87690676

2015 China (Langfang) Economic & Trade Fair
Date: 2015-05-18—2015-05-21
City: Langfang
Venue: Langfang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: The People's Government of Langfang Municipality
Organizer: Langfang International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Area: 28000 m²
Exhibits: foreign exchanges and cooperation carried out in competitive industries, star enterprises, featured county economy, and focal industrial parks; high-end meetings, special promotion of focal industries, theme meetings among key enterprises, trade exhibitions, procurement fairs, special promotion of the guest of city respective activities in other cities, signing ceremony of cooperative projects
Contacts: Liu Liming, Wang Sijie
Tel: 86-316-2316518
Email: lfhzb518@163.com
Website: expo.chinaluju.com
2015 China (Langfang) International Pigeon Exhibition
Date: 2015-11-22—2015-11-23
City: Langfang
Venue: Langfang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: Langfang Friends Cheung Pigeon Culture Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: famous pigeons from various regions, health care drugs for pigeons, supplies and tools for pigeons, pigeons' feeds, electronic equipment for pigeons, etc.
Contacts: Li Zhixiao, Li Zhichao
Tel: 86-316-2033363
Fax: 86-316-2035883
Email: YXxinge@126.com
Website: www.pipechina.com.cn

Shijiazhuang
The 11th Hebei (Huicheng) Advertising & LED Exhibition
Date: 2015-03
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Hebei Leichi Convention and Exhibition Center (Shijiazhuang Old Railway Station Convention and Exhibition Center)
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Huicheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: advertisement-making equipment and consumables, advertising materials and consumables, sign and logos, Indoor/outdoor display equipment
Contacts: Du Liqiang
Tel: 86-311-87269186, 87690660
Fax: 86-311-87269816, 87690676
2015 the 3rd Hebei Advertising Printing, Package & Printing Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-03-01—2015-03-03
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Expo Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Byunyian Logo Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: advertising equipment and technology, LED exhibition area, advertising media and consumables, display and demonstration system, display equipment and service, ornamentation, digital image area, advertising materials and consumables, advertising design and gifts; 3D printer, 3D printing equipment, 3D printing control; three-dimensional laser scanner, three-dimensional laser engraver, laser platemaking, technical reserve, NC system, laser gear, three-dimensional gauge, coordinate measurer, laser tracker, three-dimensional camera, three-dimensional laser scanner; three-dimensional design system, motion capture system, three-dimensional photogrammetry system, detection and reverse engineering software, three-dimensional detection software, popular application of 3D design software and printing software, other rapid photo-typing technology, reserve engineering technology; CTP, digital rapid printing, graphic image and multi-media technology, digital printing and samplemaking technology, DI technology, special printing, functional printing and packaging, electronic medicine supervision code and coding technology and equipment, packing and printing equipment and products
Contacts: Song Jian
Tel: 86-4006667356
Fax: 86-311-85494656
Website: www.huichengzhanlan.com
Email: sjzlyy@126.com

2015 the 13th Hebei Medical Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-04—2015-03-06
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang Peoples’ Hall
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Hebei Association of Clinical Engineering, Hebei Hanwei Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Hebei Hanwei Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 4000 m²
Exhibits: x-ray equipment, medical ultrasonic apparatus, medical MR equipment, operating room, emergency room and consulting room equipment and instruments, medical electronic apparatus, testing and analytical instruments, physiotherapy equipment, TCM equipment, medical optical equipment, instruments and endoscope, surgical instruments, medical high-frequency equipment, medical examination equipment, medical HER equipment, ward nursing equipment and instruments, stomatological equipment and instruments, equipment of orthopedics, medical software, information processing system, reagent and consumables
Tel: 86-311-86216829
Fax: 86-311-86216832
Email: bbyliaozhan@126.com
Website: www.bbyliaozhan.com

2015 the 8th Hebei Fertilizer Information & Product Fair

Date: 2015-03-07—2015-03-08
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang Peoples’ Hall
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Shengbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 7000 m²
Exhibits: compound fertilizers, nitrogen fertilizers, phosphate fertilizers, potash fertilizers, organic fertilizers, biological fertilizers, controlled release fertilizers, compound fertilizers, BB fertilizers, water soluble fertilizers, foliar fertilizers, water flush fertilizers, micronutrient fertilizers, soil conditioners, plant growth regulators; fertilizer production, processing, packaging and use applying mechanical equipment; detection instruments and equipment
Contacts: Liu Yanyong
Tel: 86-311-85521585
Fax: 86-311-85521551
Email: sjzlyy@126.com

2015 Shijiazhuang TV Wedding Expo

Date: 2015-03-08—2015-03-09
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: Shijiazhuang Municipal Bureau of Commerce
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: wedding photography, wedding dress, accessories, wedding feast & hotels, wedding services, wedding supplies, favorable wedding room, wedding furniture, newlywed services etc.
Tel: 86-311-86663336, 86663166
Fax: 86-311-86663166
Email: hebbbh@163.com
Website: www.hebbbh.com

2015 the 4th Hebei Timbers, Seeds&Seedlings Fair

Date: 2015-03-10—2015-03-11
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang Peoples’ Hall
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Bohua Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: afforesting seeds & plants, seeds & plants of fruit trees, ornamental plants & flowers, etc., horticulture resources & materials, forest protection supplies, horticulture & afforestation machinery, etc., horticulture landscape, facilities, planning & design, ornamental stone, bonsai, special products of forests, etc.
Contacts: Li Shuzhan
Tel: 86-311-86692004, 86982584
Fax: 86-311-86982584
Email: hzsmjyh@163.com

2015 the 21st Hebei (Shijiazhuang) International Medical Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-12—2015-03-14
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Expo Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hebei Sub-Council, the People’s Government of Shijiazhuang Municipality, Foreign Technological Exchange Association of Hebei Health Care Industry
Organizer: Hebei International Exhibition Center
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: images, monitoring, ultrasound, emergency treatment, biochemical test, optics, medical treatment, rehabilitation physical
therapy equipment and software, and vehicles, etc
Contacts: Xi Yuting
Tel: 86-311-85285581
Fax: 86-311-85285583
Email: hebeiyliaozhan@126.com
Website: www.hebeiyliaozhan.com

2015 the 14th Hebei Public Security Products Expo
Date: 2015-03-20---2015-03-22
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Expo Center
Classification: Public Security
Host: Hebei Security Technology & Protection Association
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Zhenjie Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hebei Changrong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: front-end equipment, video transmission & storage equipment, central control software and equipment, LCD wall display system, multimedia video treatment technology, multimedia network application technology, anti-theft & alert system, police equipment, biological recognition & intelligent transportation equipment, IP network integration, etc.
Contacts: Manager He
Tel: 86-311-83837330
Fax: 86-311-83835767
Website: www.zhenjieaf.com

2015 the 12th Hebei International Equipment Manufacturing Industry Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-01---2015-04-03
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Federation of Industrial Economics of Hebei Province, Hebei Staff Welding & Cutting Techniques Association, Hebei Hardware Electric and Chemical Products Commercial Association, Hebei Association of Automation
Organizer: Hebei Dingya Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: industrial control automation instrumentation meter; machine tool, tool and mould equipment; welding and cutting equipment and hardware tools exhibition; power transmission, hydraulic pneumatic and control technologies; casting equipment, forging equipment, Industrial furnaces, etc.; electrical power and electro-technical equipment and electrical automation equipment; fasteners, springs, and equipment
Contacts: Mei Qisheng
Tel: 86-311-87871868, 87883868, 87895506
Fax: 86-311-87871868, 83531777
Email: dingyazhanlan@163.com

2015 the 19th North China Sugar, Wine & Non-Staple Food Fair (Spring)
Date: 2015-04
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang Peoples’ Hall
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Lianyi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 5400 m²
Exhibits: wine, food, beverage & mechanical packaging.
Contacts: Feng Xianju
Tel: 86-311-85512633
Fax: 86-311-83026180

2015 Yanzhao Metropolis Daily Automobile Culture Festival
Date: 2015-04-04---2015-04-06
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Expo Center
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Lianyi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: vehicle
Tel: 86-311-85821680, 85821810

2015 the 11th Hebei Heating, Air Conditioner Heat Pump & Ventilation Device Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-23---2015-04-25
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Zhenjie Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of floor-heating-used pipe materials and fittings, water collector and segregator manifolds, temperature control valves, temperature controllers, special pumps for floor heating, heat exchange devices, floor boards for floor heating, cleaning equipment for floor heating, auxiliary materials, cements, mortar machines, machineries and tools for floor heating construction; all kinds of new type floor heating products; all kinds of ground electric heating materials and electric parts; all kinds of solar heating technologies and products; various kinds of heat metering and automatic temperature control products
Contacts: Du Shixia
Tel: 86-311-83835001
Fax: 86-311-83835767
Website: www.hbnuantong.com

2015 China (Shijiazhuang) Infant, Children & Maternity Supplies Expo
Date: 2015-05
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang Peoples’ Hall
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Zhenjie Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 3600 m²
Exhibits: mother and baby products, toy, educational supplies & souvenirs, food for pregnant women, infants & children, health care product, pregnant women's garment, underwear & accessory
Contacts: Li Zhixian
Tel: 86-311-67798773
Fax: 86-311-83835767

2015 China (Shijiazhuang) International Furniture Expo
Date: 2015-05-22---2015-05-25
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Expo Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Hebei Furniture Association
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Shengbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 100000 m²
Exhibits: furniture exhibition area, overall housing, home accessories.
Contacts: Liu Yanyong
2015 China Hebei International Buddhist Ceremony Goods Exhibition

Date: 2015-06
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Hebei Leichi Convention and Exhibition Center (Shijiazhuang Old Railway Station Convention and Exhibition Center)
Classification: Other
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Huanyu Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: boutique Buddhist service supplies: Buddhist statues, wood, stone & jade carving, ceramics, bronze statue, resin, gilding, amber & gem, raw lacquer depainting, Buddhist paintings, shrine, Buddha beads, wooden fish, candle stick, incense burner, vase, tribute stage & plate, water purification cup, knee-bending cushion, sutras chanting machine, dagoba, incense tube, earthen bowl, Buddhist instruments, electronic sutras.
Contacts: Xiao Feng
Tel: 86-311-85231215
Fax: 86-311-85231215
Email: hbfsypzlh2014@qq.com

2015 China (Hebei) Jewelry, Jade, Artware & Collectible Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-28—2015-07-01
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Hebei Leichi Convention and Exhibition Center (Shijiazhuang Old Railway Station Convention and Exhibition Center)
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Huanyu Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: diamond, gem, jade: emerald, nephrite jade, sapphire, emerald green, semi-precious stone, artificial gem, crystal, and tourmaline; diamond, ruby, agalmatolite, heliotrope, Qingtian stone, and Balin stone, and xiuyan jade; jewelry: platinum jewelry, gold jewelry, silver jewelry, k gold, palladium gold jewelry, diamond jewelry, gem jewelry, mosaic jewelry, pearl jewelry, and emerald jade
Contacts: Xiao Feng
Tel: 86-311-85231215
Fax: 86-311-85231215
Email: hbfsypzlh2014@qq.com

2015 Hebei Medical Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-27—2015-08-29
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang Peoples’ Hall
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Hebei Association of Clinical Engineering, Shijiazhuang Pharmaceutical Profession Association
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Zhenjie Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hebei Changrong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: x-ray equipment, medical ultrasonic apparatus, medical MR equipment, operating room, emergency room and consulting room equipment and instruments, medical electronic apparatus, testing and analytical instruments, physiotherapy equipment, TCM equipment, medical optical equipment, instruments and endoscope, surgical instruments, medical high-frequency equipment, medical examination equipment, medical HER equipment, ward nursing equipment and instruments, stomatological equipment and instruments, equipment of orthopedics, medical software, information processing system, reagent and consumables
Contacts: Li Ling
Tel: 86-311-83835022,
Fax: 86-311-83026180
Email: lianyizhanlan@163.com
Website: www.hebeiyiliaozhan.net

2015 the 12th Hebei Medical Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-27—2015-08-29
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang Peoples’ Hall
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Hebei Association of Clinical Engineering, Shijiazhuang Pharmaceutical Profession Association
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Zhenjie Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hebei Changrong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: x-ray equipment, medical ultrasonic apparatus, medical MR equipment, operating room, emergency room and consulting room equipment and instruments, medical electronic apparatus, testing and analytical instruments, physiotherapy equipment, TCM equipment, medical optical equipment, instruments and endoscope, surgical instruments, medical high-frequency equipment, medical examination equipment, medical HER equipment, ward nursing equipment and instruments, stomatological equipment and instruments, equipment of orthopedics, medical software, information processing system, reagent and consumables
Contacts: Li Ling
Tel: 86-311-83835022,
Fax: 86-311-83026180
Email: lianyizhanlan@163.com
Website: www.hebeiyiliaozhan.net

2015 China Hebei International Buddhist Ceremony Goods Exhibition

Date: 2015-06
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Hebei Leichi Convention and Exhibition Center (Shijiazhuang Old Railway Station Convention and Exhibition Center)
Classification: Other
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Huicheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: advertising production equipment and consumables, inkjet, portraying, thermal-transfer-printing sculpture, incising, plastic uptake and mounting technology and equipment, advertisement materials and consumables, ink, acrylic, advertising pastes, plates and other production materials, identifications and labels, outdoor exhibition equipment, guidance and direction system, identification and label making technology, equipment and materials, light boxes, display and demonstration equipment, trivision display, roll-up banner; LED, outdoor shiners, indoor and outdoor LED screens, LED lights, LED digital tubes, modules, shining words, LED light supply, acrylic lighting, neon lights and building illumination equipment
Contacts: Du Liqiang
Tel: 86-311-87269186, 87690660
Fax: 86-311-87269816, 87690676
Email: huichengzhanlan@163.com

2015 the 12th Hebei Medical Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-27—2015-08-29
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang Peoples’ Hall
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Hebei Association of Clinical Engineering, Shijiazhuang Pharmaceutical Profession Association
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Zhenjie Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hebei Changrong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hebei Huicheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: advertising production equipment and consumables, inkjet, portraying, thermal-transfer-printing sculpture, incising, plastic uptake and mounting technology and equipment, advertisement materials and consumables, ink, acrylic, advertising pastes, plates and other production materials, identifications and labels, outdoor exhibition equipment, guidance and direction system, identification and label making technology, equipment and materials, light boxes, display and demonstration equipment, trivision display, roll-up banner; LED, outdoor shiners, indoor and outdoor LED screens, LED lights, LED digital tubes, modules, shining words, LED light supply, acrylic lighting, neon lights and building illumination equipment
Contacts: Du Liqiang
Tel: 86-311-87269186, 87690660
Fax: 86-311-87269816, 87690676
Email: huichengzhanlan@163.com

2015 the 12th Hebei Medical Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-27—2015-08-29
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang Peoples’ Hall
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Hebei Association of Clinical Engineering, Shijiazhuang Pharmaceutical Profession Association
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Zhenjie Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hebei Changrong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hebei Huicheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: advertising production equipment and consumables, inkjet, portraying, thermal-transfer-printing sculpture, incising, plastic uptake and mounting technology and equipment, advertisement materials and consumables, ink, acrylic, advertising pastes, plates and other production materials, identifications and labels, outdoor exhibition equipment, guidance and direction system, identification and label making technology, equipment and materials, light boxes, display and demonstration equipment, trivision display, roll-up banner; LED, outdoor shiners, indoor and outdoor LED screens, LED lights, LED digital tubes, modules, shining words, LED light supply, acrylic lighting, neon lights and building illumination equipment
Contacts: Du Liqiang
Tel: 86-311-87269186, 87690660
Fax: 86-311-87269816, 87690676
Email: huichengzhanlan@163.com

2015 Shijiazhuang Wedding Expo (Autumn)

Date: 2015-08-30—2015-08-31
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang Municipal Bureau of Commerce
Classification: Other
Host: Shijiazhuang Municipal Bureau of Commerce
Website: www.hebeiyiliaozhan.net
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: wedding photography, wedding dresses, wedding jewelry, wedding hotels, wedding service, wedding articles, wedding house preference, household products and service for new couples
Tel: 86-311-86663336, 86663166
Fax: 86-311-86663166
Email: hebbbh@163.com
Website: www.hebbbh.com

2015 the 11th Hebei International Exhibition on Bicycles, Electric Vehicles & Accessories

Date: 2015-09
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Expo Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Hebei Dingya Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: electric cars, special electric cars, new energy cars, cars consuming natural gas and other alternate fuel, key components, auxiliary facilities, power supply solutions, automotive air conditioner and accessories, famous and quality electric cars, bicycles, gas moped, bassinet and scooter, parts and components, accessories, auxiliary products, mechanical processing equipment
Contacts: Mei Qisheng
Tel: 86-311-87871868
Fax: 86-311-87871868

2015 the 9th Hebei Tea Industry Expo & Purple Sand Art Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-30—2015-11-01
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang Peoples' Hall
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Shijiazhuang Huicheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: famous teas from various regions, processed teas and tea drinks, tea machinery and testing enterprises
Contacts: Du Liqiang
Tel: 86-311-87269186, 13111561811
Fax: 86-311-87269816
Email: huichengzhanlan@163.com

Tangshan

2015 the 5th Tangshan International Fashionable Life Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-17
City: Tangshan
Venue: Tangshan International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: Tangshan Oriental International Conference and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: dream living exhibition area, luxuryhome exhibition area, beauty appreciation exhibition area
Contacts: Yu Jingran
Tel: 86-315-3163406-8001, 3590, 8015, 8003, 8009
Fax: 86-315-3163406-8009
Email: ts-expo@163.com

2015 the 4th Tangshan Tea Industry & Tea Culture Expo/Purple Sand Artware Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-29—2015-08-31
City: Tangshan
Venue: Tangshan International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Tea Marketing Association (CTMA), Tea-industrial Development Research Center, The Institution of Industrial Economics, Chinese Academy of Social Science (TDRCIECASS)
Organizer: Shanghai Qilue Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Coal Museum Exhibition Corp
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: China famous & high quality tea, service institution and auxiliary service institution of tea industry, special tea product, tea set, rosewood furniture, root carving, wood carving, jade carving and ceramics etc.
Contacts: Bui Yongqiang, Ji Mingna, Fan Fan
Tel: 86-21-31261017, 8390036
Fax: 86-21-31261027, 8390360
Website: www.519tea.com

2015 the 18th China (Tangshan) Ceramics Expo

Date: 2015-09-16—2015-09-20
City: Tangshan
Venue: Tangshan International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Organizer: Tangshan Municipal People's Government, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade-Hebei Sub-Council
Area: 18000 m²
Exhibits: daily use porcelain, building porcelain, sanitary porcelain, art porcelain, high-tech porcelain product, porcelain machinery and related product, etc.
Tel: 86-315-2846666
Fax: 86-315-2823741
Website: www.ceramicexpo.cn

2015 the 18th Ceramics Sourcing Expo

Date: 2015-09-22—2015-10-06
City: Tangshan
Venue: Tangshan International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hebei Sub-Council
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: masterpieceexhibition area, artistic porcelain exhibition area, purple sand exhibition area, large porcelain exhibition area, daily use porcelain exhibition area.
Tel: 86-315-3163406

Henan

Luoyang

2015 Luoyang Fishing Gear & Outdoor Goods Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-01—2015-05-03
2015 the 6th China (Luoyang) International Hairdressing & Cosmetic Supplies Expo  
Date: 2015-05-06—2015-05-08  
City: Luoyang  
Venue: Luoyang Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Luoyang Huagang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Exhibits: fishing tackles: fishing rods, fishhooks, buoys, fishing vessels, fishing baits, sets of accessories for fishing, fishing boxes, fishing clothes, fishing bags, all kinds of nets, fishing rod bags, fishing baskets, fish finders, fishing alarms, electronic products for fishing, etc.; outdoor products: raincoats, mountaineering jackets, quick-dry clothing, antiskid shoes, leisure chairs, sun umbrellas, tents, sleeping bags, damp-proof mats, glasses, night fishing lamps and other products, water sporting equipment  
Tel: 86-379-80898087  
Fax: 86-379-64368498  
Email: fishingexpo@163.com

2015 the 3rd China (Luoyang) International Tea Culture Expo  
Date: 2015-04-15---2015-04-18  
City: Luoyang  
Venue: Luoyang Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Food & Beverage  
Host: Henan Tea Culture Research Association, Henan Province Tea Association, Henan Tea Chamber  
Organizer: Hanzhou Xinyu Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd., China (Luoyang) Tea Expo Committee  
Area: 5000 m²  
Exhibits: six categories of teas: green, black, white, yellow, blue & dark tea; processed tea: scented tea, compressed tea, extracted tea, concentrated tea, fruity tea, health tea; tea beverages, tea foods, tea sets and handiworks, purple grit, ceramics, tea trays, tea cookers and makers, Duan inksstands, glassware, tea pillows, tea furniture, root carving, tea packaging, tea caddy design, manufacture and printing, metal tins, tea bag packers and tea weighing, code spraying, printing and anti-counterfeit labeling, tea machinery, tea garden management, sowing and planting machinery, tea fertilizers, tea production, processing and packaging machinery, fresh preservation, storage and detection technology and certification, water for making tea, mineral water, purified water, bottled water, special machine for making tea, direct drinking water and water purifying equipment; tea market agencies and distributors, franchisees, tea gardens, tea houses, tea paintings and calligraphies, audiovisual products, media  
Tel: 86-376-6252181  
Fax: 86-376-6252672  
Email: xinyuxexpo@126.com
2015 the 9th Central China Solar Industry Expo

Date: 2015-03-12---2015-03-15
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C International Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Henan Tea Culture Research Association, Henan Province Tea Association, Henan Tea Chamber
Organizer: Beijing Hezhanweiye International Exhibition Co.,Ltd., China (Luoyang) Tea Expo Committee
Tel: 86-371-66759136, 66758929
Fax: 86-371-66759152
Website: www.zycj-expo.com/zhgk.html
Email: liukangsheng603@163.com
Fax: 86-371-66759152, 66758929
Contacts: Mr. Liu


Date: 2015-03-24---2015-03-26
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C International Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Henan Tea Culture Research Association, Tea Association of Henan Province, Henan Tea Chamber
Organizer: Beijing Hezhanweiye International Exhibition Co.,Ltd, China (Luoyang) Tea Expo Committee
Tel: 86-10-56626639
Fax: 86-10-56626639
Email: liukangsheng603@163.com
Website: www.zycj-expo.com/zhgk.html

2015 the 16th Central China Household Appliance Expo

Date: 2015-03-18---2015-03-21
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C International Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Organizer: Dahe Exhibition Planning Organization
Area: 33000 m²
Exhibits: white household appliances, geothermal heat pump, air conditioner, kitchen and bathroom appliances, bath heater, hand drier, ventilating water heater, small household appliances, gifts, crafts, water appliances, digital audio and video products
Contacts: Mr. Liu
Tel: 86-371-66759152, 66758929
Fax: 86-371-66759136
Email: liukangsheng603@163.com

2015 Midwest China Medical Equipment Exhibition (Spring)

Date: 2015-03-19---2015-03-21
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Sino-UK Joint Hibo Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: examination and diagnostic equipment in ultrasound and orthopedics and others; treatment equipment: operational equipment in medicine and surgery, radiation, nuclear, cryogenic and frozen, and dialysis treatment equipment, laser equipment, physiotherapy equipment, emergency equipment, anesthetic and pain-killing equipment; nursing equipment in wards: auxiliary equipment, disinfection and sterilization equipment, refrigeration equipment, oxygen equipment, air conditioning equipment, blood bank equipment, monitoring systems and software, analytical instruments, data recording and processing equipment, hospital management systems, various medical vehicles, hygienic materials and supplies, medical enamel, glass vessels, dressings and disposable products, standardized reagents; oral and dental equipment and supplies: radiation equipment, medicine materials, surgery devices, treatment chairs and related supplies and materials
Contacts: Zhang Xuebin
Tel: 86-371-66619418
Fax: 86-371-66619419
Email: mike@hope-tarsus.com
Website: www.cwnee.com

2015 Central China International Urban Pipe Network Construction Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-24---2015-03-26
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C International Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: Beijing Hezhan Weiye International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: pipeline and network construction; auxiliary products, measuring instruments, testing and maintenance equipment, warning and emergency disposal technology and equipment used for pipeline and network; pipeline welding, anti-corrosion, anti-explosion, heat preservation and fire-proof materials and up-to-date technology; equipment for decontamination and rust removal of pipeline; technology and equipment for pipeline tracing and electronic identification; municipal emergency vehicles for flood prevention, urban pipe network information management, digital underground pipe network monitoring instruments; non-excavation and construction technology, non-excavation equipment and accessories, mechanical equipment for underground pipeline construction, technology and equipment for pipeline detection and installation, horizontal directional drilling technology, pipe-jacking and micro tunneling technology, pipeline updating technology, pipeline rehabilitation technology

2015 Central China Equipment Manufacturing Expo

Date: 2015-03-26---2015-03-29
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Organizer: Beijing Hezhanweiye International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-371-66619423
Fax: 86-371-63227599
Email: mike@hope-tarsus.com
Website: www.xycbh.com

The 26th Central China (Zhengzhou)Advertising Exhibition (Spring)

Date: 2015-03-27---2015-03-29
City: Zhengzhou

Website: www.xycbh.com
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Zhengzhou Tiantian Advertising Co., Ltd, Zhengzhou Tiantian Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Taiyuan Tiantian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 33000 m²
Exhibits: printing, carving & Acrylic equipment, and other related equipment, inkjet printer, photo machine, printer, printing cloth and lamp-box fabric, spare parts, material & system for making logo, exhibition equipment & plate series in various material, big LED screen, digital video production, lighting equipment for urban landscape, lighting and lamp for urban street view
Contacts: Wang Jia
Tel: 86-371-55680361
Fax: 86-371-63227599
Email: ttad0371@163.com
Website: www.ledshow-zz.com

2015 the 31st Zhengzhou International Cosmetics Expo
Date: 2015-03-27---2015-03-29
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C International Exhibition Center
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: Henan Beauty Wealth Advertising Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: beauty salon products, SPA hydrotherapy products, instrument & equipment, traditional Chinese medicine health preserving; nutrition & health care accessories, nail-painting products, bodybuilding underwear, tattoo & accessory products, hairdressing products, instrument & equipment. hair salon accessories, slimming & bodybuilding, building equipment, slimming equipment, skin analysis & testing instrument, perfume & cosmetics
Contacts: Li Junxiang
Tel: 86-371-66200988, 86-371-66203288
Fax: 86-371-66203288
Website: www.hnmr.com.cn

2015 the 13th China (Zhengzhou) Public Security Product Expo
Date: 2015-04-01---2015-04-03
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Public Security
Organizer: Zhengzhou Huizhao Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: monitoring & supervisory control system, entrance & exit control system, anti-terrorism & anti-explosion security check system, anti-fake technology & products, body safety & protective equipment, traffic safety facilities & smart traffic products, parking lot management system, biological recognition technology & products, vehicle anti-theft & anti-rob alarm system, criminal investigation
Contacts: Zhao Yong
Tel: 86-371-65523791, 65523792
Fax: 86-371-65523770, 65523775
Website: www.hananfang.com

2015 the 4th National Veterinary Medicine, Fodder & Animal Husbandry Equipment Expo
Date: 2015-04-07---2015-04-09
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C International Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Organizer: Zhengzhou Shenzhouweiye Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: veterinary drug, fodder, mechanical equipment, breeding facility
Tel: 86-371-86601188
Fax: 86-371-86602202
Email: shenzhouweiye@163.com
Website: www.8188.tv

2015 Henan (Dahe) Auto Exhibition (Spring)
Date: 2015-04-10---2015-04-12
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Henan Daily Press Group
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: electric cars, motor tricycle, electric tricycle, oil moped and accessories, new energy car, key components, auxiliary facilities, automotive air conditioner and accessories
Contacts: Huang Yanzhen
Tel: 86-371-66759259
Fax: 86-371-66759071
Email: 513297167@qq.com

2015 Central China (Zhengzhou) Plastic Industry Expo
Date: 2015-04-16---2015-04-18
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C International Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: Zhengzhou BZ Messe Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: manufacturing and processing mechanical equipment, such as injection molding, blow molding, extrusion, calendaring, and others; plastic auxiliary equipment and computer system, plastic raw materials, auxiliary materials, processing aids, plastic packaging and printing mechanical equipment, mold design, manufacturing and processing equipment, technology and application, process control automation and meters and instruments, and plastics testing
Tel: 86-371-60233070, 60233071
Fax: 86-371-60231780
Email: zzbozhan@163.com
Website: www.sino-plas.com

2015 the 7th Central China Swine Industry Fair
Date: 2015-04-18---2015-04-19
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C International Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Organizer: Beijing Tianchuang Jinqiao Exhibition Co., Ltd, Pig Feeding Branch of Henan Animal and Veterinary Institute
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: production and operation enterprises of boar and other livestock farmland, embryos and semen, pork products and processing equipment, meat slaughtering, processing, and preserving equipment, and packaging materials; animal health care products and fodder industry
Contacts: Liu Shaoping
Tel: 86-371-67260106
Fax: 86-371-67260110
Email: whzlh@126.com

2015 the 3rd Central China Modern Agricultural Technology Exhibition/The 13th China High-Quality Rice Fair
Date: 2015-04-18—2015-04-20
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Organizer: Agricultural Technology Promotion General Station of Henan Province, Beijing Tianchuang Jinqiao Exhibition Co., Ltd
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: agriculture high & new technology, rice expo, Fine grain and oil and processing & storing technology and equipment, famous & high-quality agricultural products, demonstration area of plantation technology for fruit and vegetable & modern agriculture, plantation technology & new product for edible mushrooms, water reservation, irrigation & greenhouse technology and equipment, agricultural machinery, agricultural new technology, new product and rural renewable energy
Contacts: Qian Jinhai
Tel: 86-371-60607512
Fax: 86-371-60607512
Email: whzlh@126.com

2015 the 15th China (Zhengzhou) Sugar, Wine & Food Trade Fair
Date: 2015-04-24—2015-04-26
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Organize: CCPIT Expo Federation along the Yellow River Area, Ruicheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 33000 m²
Exhibits: wires and cables, electronic wires, wire and cable equipment and materials, cable accessories, generator unit, engine, accessory equipment, components, oil products, general power equipment, motor, production technology and equipment, smart power grid information communication technology and equipment, smart substation equipment and system, smart PTD equipment and technology, smart electric equipment and smart dispatching technology
Tel: 86-371-86173280 /81/82/83
Fax: 86-371-86173281
Email: 2200196885@qq.com
Website: www.181819.net

2015 China (Zhengzhou) International New Energy, Electricity & Electrician Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-29---2015-04-30
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Henan Electrotechnical Society, Henan Wire & Cable Industrial Association, Henan Electronic Transformer Industry Association, Henan Building Electrical Association
Organizer: Zhengzhou Northern Global Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: new energy power and electrical products booth: power generation equipment, thermal power, hydropower, nuclear energy and other new energy power generation technologies and equipment; wind, solar, geothermal and tidal power generation equipment; power transmission and distribution equipment, whole-plant equipment and engineering; and power-dispatching equipment, chassis, and cabinets
Contacts: Wei Wei
Tel: 86-371-56660261
Fax: 86-371-86173281
Email: 421460319@qq.com
2015 the 17th China (Zhengzhou) International Building & Decoration Materials Fair  

Date: 2015-05-08—2015-05-10  
City: Zhengzhou  
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)  
Classification: Building & Decoration Material  
Host: China Furniture Association, China National Light Industry Council, China Household Industry Joint Development Centre  
Organizer: Henan Zhongzhandongli Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 50000 m²  
Exhibits: decorative materials, kitchen appliances, water-purifying equipment, bathroom cleansers, decorative hardware and art glass, customized furniture, heating and air conditioning pump, energy-efficient materials and technology of building doors, windows, curtain and wall, materials of outer wall insulation and new-typed wall, waterproof coating materials and chemical materials, garden landscape design and construction, energy-efficient lighting equipment and technology, and new construction processes and technology  
Contacts:  
Zhang Yang  
Tel: 86-371-6300596, 86-371-66300598  
Fax: 86-371-66300600  
Email: hjbh@126.com  
Website: www.jzhbh.com.cn

2015 Central China (Zhengzhou) International Equipment Manufacturing Industry Expo  

Date: 2015-05-14—2015-05-17  
City: Zhengzhou  
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)  
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment  
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Sino-UK Joint Hibo Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 42000 m²  
Exhibits: metal cutting, forming &non-traditional processing machine tool, numerical control &display system, machine tool appliance, accessories &auxiliary equipment, abrasive &grinding machine, cutter, clamping apparatus,machine tool &instrument inspection &measure equipment,industrial automation. electricalsystem,robot technology, industrial automation &information technology &software, micro-system technology, electrical equipment &technology  
Contacts: Shen Lijun  
Tel: 86-371-66619431  
Fax: 86-371-66619430  
Email: hope66170980@126.com  
Website: www.ccieme.com.cn

2015 the 6th Zhengzhou Jewelry Expo  

Date: 2015-05-16—2015-05-19  
City: Zhengzhou  
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)  
Classification: Sport & Leisure  
Organizer: Jinan Haiming Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Exhibits: jewelry, pearl, gemstone, jadestone  
Contacts: Pei Xuecheng  
Tel: 86-531-83125476  
Fax: 86-531-83125476  
Email: 2216873349@qq.com

2015 China (Zhengzhou) Sewing Equipment Exhibition  

Date: 2015-05-16—2015-05-18  
City: Zhengzhou  
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)  
Classification: Textile & Costume  
Host: Henan Garment Industry Association, Henan Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Textile and Apparel  
Organizer: Zhengzhou Dalu Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 20000 m²  
Exhibits: sewing machinery and equipment: all kinds of sewing machines, treatment equipment and systems before and after sewing, parts of sewing machines, etc.; computer embroidery machines, quilting equipment,knitting equipment, laser equipment, ultrasonic equipment, printing equipment, etc.; clothing production control and conveying equipment, computer aided equipment, plate drafting and making systems; washing equipment, oil cleaning equipment  
Tel: 86-371-60970172  
Fax: 86-371-60970173  
Email: zzdalu@163.com  
Website: www.dllsee.com

2015 China (Zhengzhou) Tea Industry Expo (Spring)  

Date: 2015-05-16—2015-05-19  
City: Zhengzhou  
Venue: C.C International Exhibition Center  
Classification: Food & Beverage  
Organizer: Zhengzhou Donghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 8000 m²  
Exhibits: Pu’er tea, Tieguanyin tea, dark tea, black tea, green tea, Wulong tea, white tea, scented tea, Lupeu tea, Fuzhuan tea, Tibet tea, Wuyi rock tea, organic tea; tea set, tea beverage, tea food, healthcare tea product, purple clay crafts, tea furniture, tea package and package design, tea technology and processing, tea mechanical equipment, tea planting technology, fresh tea preservation and storage technology, professional tea market  
Contacts: Zhou Yan  
Tel: 4000007525  
Fax: 86-571-89972766  
Email: 36861188@qq.com

2015 the 5th Mid-West China IT Products Expo  

Date: 2015-05-22—2015-05-24  
City: Zhengzhou  
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)  
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software  
Host: Yesky  
Area: 15000 m²  
Exhibits: digital product, mobile storage, electric book, digital camera, vidicon, MP3, MID, smart phone, video & audio, GPS navigation, and branded products, laptop, desktop computer, projector, netbook, tablet personal computer, spare parts, repairing and network communication, network device, optical fiber, cable, server, Office Automation and consumables, office equipment and software, commercial electric system, printing and photocopying consumables, raw material or spare parts, various special printing paper and related service and product & knock-down, CPU, memory, screen, graphics card, computer case, loudspeaker box, mouse, keyboard, peripheral, and
public security prevention, LED screen, monitoring apparatus, anti-theft alarm, building interphone, UPS
Contacts: Zhou Yan
Tel: 86-371-63510999
Email: i988@126.com

2015 the 23rd Zhengzhou International Franchise Chain Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-23—2015-05-24
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C International Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Beijing Xiximu International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 3000 m²
Exhibits: catering, food and healthcare products, specialty catering franchisees, famous traditional catering chain stores, fast food and pastry chain store, chain stores of healthcare products for middle aged and elderly people, bee product chain stores, beverage franchisees, Chinese and Western fast food franchisees, food chain stores, chain bars, chain coffee shops, entertainment place franchisees and other food chain stores, commodity retailing, chain supermarkets and chain convenience stores
Contacts: Mr. Lu
Tel: 86-10-85789818
Fax: 86-10-52096899
Website: www.xiximu.com

2015 the 15th China (Zhengzhou) International Sugar, Wine & Food Fair

Date: 2015-05-24—2015-05-26
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, China Chamber of International Commerce, Commerce Department of Henan Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Henan Sub-Council
Organizer: Ruicheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Wine Industry Association of Henan Province, Henan Jiujie Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 33000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of wines and spirits, wine utensils and their related products and accessories, wine packaging and storage technologies
Contacts: Wang Yong, Ma Mei, Wang Lina
Tel: 86-371-66398838
Fax: 86-371-65396288
Email: 695250138@qq.com
Website: www.xiximu.com

2015 China International Car & Mini Auto Parts Expo

Date: 2015-05-28—2015-05-30
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Transportation
Host: Auto & Motorbike Parts & Accessories Chamber of Commerce All-China Federation of Industry & Commerce
Organizer: Zhengzhou Dongxin Exhibition Co., Ltd., Henan Vastpower Industrial Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: vehicle components, engine system, traveling system, chassis system, drive system, braking system, steering system, electrical system, car accessories, vehicle repair & inspection, dedicated equipment, wheel hub, satellite navigation, energy-saving & environment-friendly car supplies, new energy technology
Contacts: Jin Lu
Tel: 86-371-55633000
Fax: 86-371-55690333
Email: ciaaff@163.com
Website: www.ciaaff.org

2015 Zhengzhou Ouya International Hospitality Supplies Expo/Hotel and Catering Franchise Brand, Hotel Furniture, Cleaning, Home Textile, Fabric, Home Decorative Artware, Gift & Supporting Services Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-05-31
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Travel & Hotel
Host: Zhengzhou Ouya International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: kitchen and catering equipment and articles, hotel furniture, desktop articles, guest room and lobby articles, hotel textiles and uniforms, cleaning equipment and articles, washing equipment and articles, coffee, tea, drinks, foodstuffs, swimming pool, bathing and SPA equipment and articles, intelligent products and security equipment, bodybuilding and leisure equipment, decorative materials and lamps, ceramic products for hotel bathrooms, building decoration design, environmental protection
Tel: 86-371-60272770
Fax: 86-371-60272750
Email: ouyainfo@126.com
Website: www.ouyahosex.com

2015 the 8th China (Zhengzhou) Baking Exhibition/2015 the 8th China (Zhengzhou) Food Fresh Keeping, Frozen, Cold Chain Technology, Food Additives, Ingredients, Seasoning, Clean Food Material & Food Processing Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-05-31
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Food & Beverage
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: compound food additives, starches, sugar alcohols, oligosaccharides, edible fats and oils and their substitutes, special flours, yeast products, vegetable proteins, dehydrated fruits and vegetables and meats, frozen and refrigerated foods, stuffing, sauces, animal and plant extracts, beverage concentrates, soy products, nuts, instant tea, functional food ingredients, all kinds of food processing agents, food packaging machineries, all kinds of food testing instruments, equipment, standards, testing methods and technologies
Tel: 86-371-6397930,6396191
Fax: 86-371-63923100
Email: zzhmhz@126.com

2015 Zhengzhou International Jewelry & Jade Fair

Date: 2015-06-05—2015-06-07
City: Zhengzhou
2015 the 4th Central China International Auto Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-12—2015-06-15
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Vehicle Industry Sub-Council, China Chamber of International Commerce Secretary of the Bureau, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Henan Sub-Council, China National Automotive Industry International Corporation (CNAICO)
Area: 100000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of complete vehicles: passenger cars, saloon cars, SUVs, MPVs, refitted cars, concept cars, commercial vehicles, large and medium-sized coaches, light coaches, buses, etc.; auto parts: engines, chassis systems, braking systems, driving systems, steering systems, body and parts systems
Contacts: Mr. Wang, Mr. Zhang
Tel: 86-371-55970335,86-371-55970336
Fax: 86-371-69523636
Email: rongde_co@163.com
Website: www.zyauto.org

2015 the 7th China (Zhengzhou) Modern Educational Technology & Equipment Expo/The 7th China (Zhengzhou) OuYa International Preschool Education Expo/The 7th China (Zhengzhou) OuYa International Children Baby Maternity & Baby Carriers Industry Expo

Date: 2015-06-13—2015-06-15
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C International Exhibition Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Organizer: Zhengzhou Ouyu International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: audio-visual education equipment, distance education resources, subject resources, teaching masters, synchronization resources, simulation test, books, periodicals and software, distance teaching equipment and terminal, teaching and testing software, teaching evaluation system, projector, back projection and display system, audio-visual media, complete multimedia broadcasting teaching system, electronic whiteboard, visual presenter and accessory equipment, language lab and accessory equipment
Contacts: Jiao Yu
Tel: 86-371-60272770,60272780
Fax: 86-371-60272750
Email: ouyainfo@163.com

2015 China (Zhengzhou) International Auto Aftermarket Expo/The 12th China International Auto Aftermarket Fair

Date: 2015-06-26—2015-06-29
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Tel: 86-371-55970335,86-371-55970336
Fax: 86-371-69523636
Email: rongde_co@163.com
Website: www.zyauto.org

2015 the 7th China International Auto Aftermarket Fair/The 7th Central China International Auto Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-26—2015-06-29
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Henan Reed Honda Exhibitions
Area: 65000 m²
Exhibits: automotive seat cushion and solar film, various automotive solar film, automotive modification, automotive electronics, audio & video, beauty care product and automotive foot pad
Contacts: Gao Fen, Fu Yimo
Tel: 86-371-55965656
Fax: 86-371-55965659
Email: jessica.gao@reedhongda.com
Website: www.ciaaf.com.cn

2015 Henan Seed Information Exchange Fair & Product Exhibition (Summer)

Date: 2015-07
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Henan Agricultural Seed Association
Organizer: Zhengzhou Wanze Display and Exhibition Co., Ltd., Henan Seed Industry Chamber of Commerce
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of plant seeds, seed coating formulations, seed testing instruments, seed processing equipment, packaging machineries, new technologies, outcomes, projects in agricultural science and technology
Contacts: Manager Miao
Tel: 86-371-68085259
Fax: 86-371-68085292
Email: hzhhongzhihu@126.com
Website: www.hnzjzlh.com

2015 Zhengzhou Haiming Jewelry & Jade Exhibition (Autumn)/2015 Zhengzhou Luxury, Collectible & Classical Furniture Exhibition (Autumn)

Date: 2015-08
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Jinan Haiming Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: jewelry: diamond jewelry, platinum jewelry, silver jewelry, gold jewelry, pearl jewelry, colored gemstone jewelry, fashionable jewelry, artificial jewelry, and other pure precious metal jewelry, jade jewelry/ornament, pearl: natural pearl, cultured pearl, natural sea pearl, seawater pearl, freshwater pearl, South Sea pearl, black pearl, gemstone: diamond, ruby, sapphire and natural gemstone
Tel: 86-531-83125476
Fax: 86-531-55585252
Email: 2216873349@qq.com

2015 the 11th China (Zhengzhou) International Industrial Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-08-23—2015-08-25
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society, Industrial Economic Federation of Henan Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Haiiming International Exhibition Group
Organizer: Zhengzhou Haiiminghuibo Convention and Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: metal hardware equipment, machine tool, tool and mould, power transmission and control equipment, welding and cutting technology and equipment, coating, electroplating & surface treating, industrial automation, instrument and meter, casting, forging and metal thermal processing
Tel: 86-371-63696191,63697930
Fax: 86-371-63923100
Email: zhzhmhz@126.com

2015 the 8th China Frozen Food Industry Congress & Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-28---2015-08-30
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Organizer: Zhengzhou Bingchuan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: frozen food, food preservation and refrigeration equipment, refrigeration house, food cold chain, and processing equipment
Tel: 86-371-69193896,66616022
Fax: 4006981163-540-778

2015 China Grain Processing Industry Exhibition/2015 China Feed Processing Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-29---2015-08-31
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C. International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: C. C. International Exhibition Centre, Zhengzhou Qianyu Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: flour grinding, processing technology & equipment, grain, rice & other material processing technology, rice milling machinery & equipment, powder-making technology, grain packaging machinery & equipment, inspection & testing equipment, grain storage, transportation equipment, auxiliary instruments, grain processing progress control technology & integrated mechanical & electrical equipment, noodles, cereal breakfast & puffed food, manufacturing equipment & technology, edible grease processing equipment, starch processing equipment & technology, all kinds of additives & modifier.
Contacts: Han Guojie
Tel: 86-371-55983802,55983801
Fax: 86-371-55983810
Email: hanjie5189@126.com
Website: www.cgfpie.com

2015 China (Henan) International Medicine Raw & Auxiliary Material Expo/Zhengzhou International Fair on Traditional Chinese Medicine Industry and Quinessence

Date: 2015-08-29---2015-08-31
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Medical Service
Organizer: Zhengzhou Fangyuan Convention and Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: Chinese traditional, Chinese medicine exhibition and sales, Chinese herbs, seeds and seedlings exhibition and sales, China featured spice exhibition and sales
Contacts: Su Hui
Tel: 86-371-55617415
Fax: 86-371-68085112
Email: 2295512873@qq.com

2015 the 10th China (Zhengzhou) Building Energy Conservation, New-type Building Material, Home Furniture & Decoration Expo/2015 the 10th China (Zhengzhou) LED Exhibition

Date: 2015-09-17---2015-09-18
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C. International Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Sino-UK Joint Hibo Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: scenic spots, hotels, automobile 4S Shop, touring club, outdoor supplies shop, car accessories shop, navigation & communication, bank & insurance, etc.
Tel: 86-371-69080519
Fax: 86-371-69080519

2015 Mid-West China Medical Equipment Exhibition (Autumn)

Date: 2015-09
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Sino-UK Joint Hibo Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: diagnostic equipment, treatment equipment, auxiliary equipment, hygienic materials and supplies, oral and dental equipment and supplies
Contacts: Zhang Xuebin
Tel: 86-371-66619418
Fax: 86-371-66619419
Email: mike@hope-tarsus.com
Website: www.cwmee.com

2015 China (Zhengzhou) Self-Driving Industry Fair

Date: 2015-10-17---2015-10-18
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C. International Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Sino-UK Joint Hibo Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: scenic spots, hotels, automobile 4S Shop, touring club, outdoor supplies shop, car accessories shop, navigation & communication, bank & insurance, etc.
Tel: 86-371-69080519
Fax: 86-371-69080519
2015 the 18th Gas & Heating China

Date: 2015-10-28—2015-10-30
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of the People's Republic of China (MOHURD)
Organizer: China Gas Association
Area: 11000 m²
Exhibits: gas transmission and distribution system technology, maintenance & management technology, gas control & test technology and equipment, gas automation control and alert system, gas meter, natural gas storing technology, gas purifying & recycling technology, new-type special pipeline material and equipment for gas, anti-corrosion technology of pipeline, gas valve, gas furnace, gas heating equipment, various gas supplies, component & spare part, etc., gas heating technology & equipment, gas central air conditioner, detecting, testing & leakage monitoring technology for underground pipeline, comprehensive information management system & software system for urban gas field, gas industry website, special magazine, other technology related to urban gas, heating technology and equipment, fuel, electric boiler, wall-hanging stove, burner, various heating device & radiator, heat exchanger, heat meter, thermostatic valve, temperature controller, furnace, heat network & automation control equipment for heating system
Contacts: Nie Song
Tel: 86-10-66206773
Fax: 86-10-66206773
Email: zhanlan@chinagas.org.cn
Website: www.gaschina2014.com

2015 National Agricultural Machinery Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-28—2015-10-30
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: China Association of Agricultural Machinery Manufacturers, China Agricultural Mechanization Association, China Agricultural Machinery Distribution Association
Organizer: Beijing Huibanghanwei Exhibition Co., Ltd, Zhengzhou International Convention and Exhibition Centre (ZZICEC)
Area: 23000 m²
Exhibits: tractor, internal combustion engine and internal combustion generating set, -light truck, engineering vehicle, truck, three-wheel vehicle, pickup truck, trailer, etc., harvesting machinery, post-harvest processing machinery, fieldresher, cultivating, planting, field managing and plant protecting machinery, excavator, loader, bulldozer, land leveller, crane & various specialized machinery, grain, oil and agricultural product
Contacts: Rao Jiming, Huo Yuqing, Huai Changsheng
Tel: 86-10-68522648,68596442,68522648
Fax: 86-10-64847322

2015 Henan (Yukong) Fine Food, Beverage & Food Machinery Expo

Date: 2015-10-30—2015-11-02
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: C.C International Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Henan Yukong Investment Co., Ltd., Hainan Bowen Exhibition Culture Co., Ltd.

2015 the 3rd China Daqing Artwork Expo

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-06-02
City: Daqing
Venue: Baihu Film and Television Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: International Council for the Promotion of Business Development and Exchange
Organizer: Daqing Baihu Film & Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 3600 m²
Exhibits: folk artworks, artistic collectibles &sculptures, jade, wood, stone, root, glaze &metal, etc., classical furniture, furniture accessories, antique calligraphy &painting, jewelry &accessories, art ceramics, artistic gifts, etc.
Contacts: He Baoyan
Tel: 86-459-8177900

2015 Harbin Flax Cushion & Car Accessory Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-05—2015-01-08
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: The People's Government of Harbin Municipality
Organizer: Harbin Great Wall International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: car interiors like linen upholstery, car exteriors, car beauty and care supplies, car audio and video, car navigation and communication system, car safety products, car electronics, car energy-efficient supplies, car environmental supplies, and car outdoor supplies
Contacts: Wang Chunlei
Tel: 86-451-87558666,86-451-87558688,86-451-87558687
Fax: 86-451-86268632
Email: zwh1000@126.com
Website: www.autoharbin.org

2015 Harbin Cold Zone Expo

Date: 2015-01-05—2015-01-08
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: People's Government of Harbin City
Organizer: Harbin Great Wall International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: famous &qualityfood exhibition area, famous &quality beverage exhibition area, famous &quality health food, beverage, catering &chain operation exhibition area, normal &large famous food processing exhibition area
Contacts: Manager Bai
Tel: 86-371-55657511
Email: 2896162572@qq.com

Heilongjiang

Daqing

2015 the 3rd China Daqing Artwork Expo

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-06-02
City: Daqing
Venue: Baihu Film and Television Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: International Council for the Promotion of Business Development and Exchange
Organizer: Daqing Baihu Film & Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 3600 m²
Exhibits: folk artworks, artistic collectibles &sculptures, jade, wood, stone, root, glaze &metal, etc., classical furniture, furniture accessories, antique calligraphy &painting, jewelry &accessories, art ceramics, artistic gifts, etc.
Contacts: He Baoyan
Tel: 86-459-8177900

Harbin

2015 Harbin Flax Cushion & Car Accessory Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-05—2015-01-08
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: The People's Government of Harbin Municipality
Organizer: Harbin Great Wall International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: car interiors like linen upholstery, car exteriors, car beauty and care supplies, car audio and video, car navigation and communication system, car safety products, car electronics, car energy-efficient supplies, car environmental supplies, and car outdoor supplies
Contacts: Wang Chunlei
Tel: 86-451-87558666,86-451-87558688,86-451-87558687
Fax: 86-451-86268632
Email: zwh1000@126.com
Website: www.autoharbin.org

2015 Harbin Cold Zone Expo

Date: 2015-01-05—2015-01-08
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: People's Government of Harbin City
Organizer: Harbin Great Wall International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: famous &qualityfood exhibition area, famous &quality beverage exhibition area, famous &quality health food, beverage, catering &chain operation exhibition area, normal &large famous food processing exhibition area
Contacts: Manager Bai
Tel: 86-371-55657511
Email: 2896162572@qq.com
Exhibits: the global cold city, Han culture exhibition; cold down apparel products; fur, leather, leather products; cashmere products, thermal underwear; winter sports goods and sports equipment; ski, ski equipment and supplies, motorcycle, cold mountain cableway; cold folk customs, handicrafts; cold tourism promotion
Contacts: Chen Jia Xin
Tel: 86-451-87558666,86-451-87558688
Fax: 86-451-86772316
Email: ZWH1000@126.com
Website: http://www.coldzone-expo.com/2014/

2015 the 4th North-Eastern Provinces & HulunBuir Region Electric Bicycle and Parts Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-24---2015-01-25
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Harbin Pacific Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Harbin Pacific Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 11000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of high-grade bicycles, bicycle, bicycle, folding bicycle, children’s car, scooter, light electric bicycle, electric motorcycle, electric tricycle, motorcycle, fuel bicycle, low-speed electric vehicle with four wheels, electric cleaning vehicles, power, motor, controller, batteries, tires and other parts instrument repair, auxiliary products various testing instruments machinery processing, assembly line equipment
Contacts: Song Yu Zhen
Tel: 86-451-88372603 15045075262
Fax: 86-0451-87800564
Email: taipingyang8888@126.com
Website: http://www.hrbtpyzl.com/

2015 Harbin Home Expo

Date: 2015-04-15---2015-04-17
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Date: 2015-04-22---2015-04-23
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Harbin Sub-Council
Area: 21000 m²
Exhibits: vivid pictures and real objects of animal embryos and semen, veterinary drugs, raw materials of veterinary drugs, biologics, veterinary device and equipment, fodder and related products, mechanical equipment, incubation equipment, livestock project, facilities and materials of automated farmland construction, livestock products processing equipment, high-quality animal products, poultry meat, and milk products
Contacts: Jiang Chuan
Tel: 86-451-83146233, 18646564181
Fax: 86-451-83146233
Email: bfxmjy@126.com
Website: www.bfxmjy.com/2014

2015 China (Harbin) Tourism Commodities Fair & Outdoor Leisure Goods Exhibition
Date: 2015-05
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: Hong Kong Yatai (International) Exhibition Trade Group
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: domestic tourism administrations and tourism associations; cities' images and scenic spots display; display of projects of provinces, cities, districts and counties and key enterprises; nature reserves, scenic spots and historical sites, museums, studio cities, folk tourism; tourism real estate, high-grade villas; tourism attractions, holiday resorts, amusement facilities and so on of different regions
Contacts: Li Yan
Tel: 86-451-82405791, 13074560119
Website: www.ytjzl.com

2015 Harbin International Jewelry Exhibition (Spring)
Date: 2015-05-22---2015-05-26
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Hong Kong Yatai (International) Exhibition Trade Group, Harbin Shengda Century International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 36000 m²
Exhibits: jade, jewelry
Contacts: Mr. Li
Tel: 86-451-82405791

2015 the 27th Harbin Asia-Pacific Hairdressing & Cosmetic Supplies Expo
Date: 2015-05-24---2015-05-27
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: Department of Commerce of Heilongjiang Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Harbin Sub-Council
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: cosmetic & skin care products, hairdressing supplies, cosmetic instrument, therapeutic cosmetology, traditional Chinese medicine health preserving, daily washing products & cosmetics, nail-painting products, instrument & equipment, essence & perfume, aromatic products, slimming & bodybuilding supplies, hairdressing school live demonstration, performance, consultation, insider media, etc.
Contacts: Li Chenghai
Tel: 86-451-53679638, 13895731852
Fax: 86-451-53679618

2015 the 18th Harbin Domestic & Abroad Medical Devices Exhibition
Date: 2015-06
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Medical Devices Research Institute of Heilongjiang Province, Harbin Longjiang Medical Devices Trade Distributing Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Harbin Dongfang Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: diagnostic & treatment equipment
Contacts: Gao Jie
Tel: 86-451-87620099
Fax: 86-451-82540662
Email: hzwyzh@163.com

2015 the 10th Heilongjiang International Culture & Art Industry Expo
Date: 2015-09
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Arts and Crafts Association (CA&CA), Propaganda Department of Heilongjiang Provincial Party Committee of the CPC
Organizer: Council for the Promotion of Culture System Reform and Development of Heilongjiang Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Harbin Sub-Council, Heilongjiang Arts & Crafts Association, Heilongjiang Tourism Association, Harbin Ice City International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: jade, craft gifts, rosewood furniture, lamo root carving, strange ceramic stone, stone carving, agate and emerald, crystal jade, ivory carving, tea tools, and four treasures; calligraphy, Chinese painting, canvas, engraving, sculpture, pyrography painting, gallery, books, art institutions, and art design; tourism merchandise, souvenirs, longjiang cultural boutique exhibition, non-material culture heritage, and instrument exhibition
Contacts: Mr. Wu
Tel: 86-451-53679618
Fax: 86-451-53679618
Email: 463635128@qq.com
Website: www.hljwbh.com

Agriculture & Food Expo Harbin 2015
Date: 2015-09-11---2015-09-14
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: The People's Government of Heilongjiang Province, the People's Government of Harbin Municipality
Organizer: Koelnmesse China Co., Ltd., Harbin Ice City International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 26000 m²
Exhibits: agricultural products: fresh food, foods and beverages, organic foods, green foods, pollution-free foods, special agricultural products, refined foods, including imported foods, beverages, alcohol and alcohol-free drinks, meat and marine products, dairy products, baked foods and sweet foods, tea, spice and seasonings, agricultural technology and machinery, grain processing and packaging equipment and food processing equipment
Contacts: Mr. Max Miao
Tel: 86-21-63906161-807
Fax: 86-21-63906858
Email: m.miao@koelnmesse.cn
Website: www.harbin-agri-expo.cn

2015 the 6th Heilongjiang Fertilizer Technology Expo

Date: 2015-11-01—2015-11-02
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Heilongjiang Nonglian Soil and Fertilizer Technical Services Co., Ltd., Soil and Fertilizer Station of Heilongjiang Province, Soil and Fertilizer Society of Heilongjiang Province, Soil and Fertilizer Association of Heilongjiang Province
Organizer: Heilongjiang Nonglian Soil and Fertilizer Technical Services Co., Ltd.
Contacts: Zhang Xiaonan
Tel: 86-451-82310527

2015 the 6th Harbin Auto Exhibition (Autumn)

Date: 2015-11
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Harbin Sub-Council
Organizer: Harbin Great Wall International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: cars, motorcycles, mopeds, bicycles, components and parts, detection and maintenance tools and equipment; automotive decoration and care materials, ornaments, solid parking equipment, car audio equipment, car telephone and television, automotive navigation system; new crafts, materials and products; construction equipment, road and bridge equipment, agricultural machinery and special vehicles, automotive magazines and technical news and information
Tel: 86-451-87558666,87558688,87558687
Website: www.autoharin.org

Suifenhe

2015 China (Suifenhe) International Port Trade Expo

Date: 2015-08-08—2015-08-11
City: Suifenhe
Venue: Suifenhe Shimao International Expo Center
Classification: Economics and Trade
Host: China Chamber of International Commerce, the People’s Government of Heilongjiang Province
Organizer: China Chamber of International Commerce Secretary of the Bureau, Department of Commerce of Heilongjiang Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Heilongjiang Sub-Council, the People's Government of Suifenhe Municipality
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: Port City Image Pavilion: advisory of port trade policies, demonstration of investment cooperation projects of port cities, clearance measures and service, port tourism and border exhibition; Energy and Material Pavilion: coal, petroleum machinery, mineral, timber, building material, anti-fire material, new decorative material; Cultural Tourism Pavilion: cultural products, tourist attractions, tourist souvenir, oil painting, Chinese painting and calligraphy, special gifts, stone craft, jade ware, gold and silver ornaments, national handiwork; Light Industry Electronics and Consumables Pavilion: household appliances, information products, kitchen appliances, furniture, light textiles, costumes, luggage, food, beverage and red wine; Environmental Protection and Advanced Technology Pavilion: environmental protection technology, equipment and products, new energy car, energy-efficient product and domestic and foreign new technical achievements and products suitable for international trade; Electromechanical Product Trade Area (outdoor): automobile, agricultural machinery, special vehicle, engineering machinery and large electromechanical equipment.
Contacts: Zhao Xinlei
Tel: 86-453-5950193
Fax: 86-453-3969566
Email: zhaoxinlei@ecoic.cn
Website: www.sfhhz.com

Wuhan

2015 China (Renchuang) Cultural and Artistic Collection Exhibition & Jewelry Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-08—2015-01-11
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Renchuang Conference and Exhibition Group Wuhan Branch
Exhibits: work of art, collectible, diamond, gemstone, jade stone, jewelry, pearl & coral, foreign classical furniture, rosewood furniture & archaized decoration, folk art, handicraft, gift & Souvenir, archaized decoration, ivory carving, jade carving, wood carving & stone carving, ceramics & bronze ware, paper-cut for window decoration, archaized carving, imitated cultural relics artifact, antique furnishing, miscellaneous classical pieces, root carving, wood carving & tea
Contacts: Liang Mengli
Tel: 86-27-59207872
Fax: 86-27-59207872

The 3rd Hebei (Wuhan) Wine Fair

Date: 2015-01-16—2015-01-19
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Wuhan Zhongxinghengyuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: domestically-made wines, wine-brewing engineering technological achievements, wine packaging products, wine derivatives, etc.
2015 the 18th China International Seasoning Professional Expo
Date: 2015-01-22—2015-01-25
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: China International Condiment Expo. Organizing Committee Office
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: condiment series, various chilli product etc., condiment production & processing machinery, packaging mechanical equipment & material, catering processing equipment & packaging container
Tel: 86-27-68783220
Fax: 86-27-68783220
Email: cice_16@qq.com
Website: www.zgwbh.cn/index.html

2015 the 1st Central China Food & Drink Expo
Date: 2015-01-29—2015-02-02
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: The Organizing Committee Office of Chinese International Condiment Exhibition
Area: 5000 m²

2015 the 49th Wuhan Home Decoration & Construction Material Exhibition
Date: 2015-02-01—2015-02-28
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Organizer: Sungoal Exhibition and Convention (Wuhan) Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: cabinet and module, floor cabinet, wall cupboard, special cabinet, plates, tablecloth; electrical appliances for kitchen and bathroom, smoke exhaustor, cooking utensils, water heater, disinfection cabinet, bath heater, small electric appliances for kitchen; shower room, bathroom cabinet and accessories, floor board of solid wood, composite floor board, reinforced floor board, bamboo floor board, cork wood floor board, plastic floor board, PVC and laminated wood floor boards and auxiliary materials
Tel: 86-27-85449418
Fax: 86-27-85449189
Email: 200936115@qq.com

2015 the 12th China (Wuhan) International Aftermarket Expo
Date: 2015-03-13—2015-03-15
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Wuhan Lizhan Weiye Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: auto supplies, car seat covers, car seats, shorn-wool cushions, linen cushions, car carpets, car floor boards, back cushions, floor mats, curtains, mahogany decorations, explosion-proof membranes, heat-insulated films, barometers, handrails boxes, fenders, perfume, key bags and franchise chain organizations of car supplies, car modification products: modified motors, modified audio systems, modification knowledge, navigation system, modified parts, shock absorber, suspension, stabilizer bars, car seats, instrument panels, interior decorations, steering wheels, reversing radars, ECU engines, aerodynamic kits, lightings, ignition systems, intake and exhaust systems, cooling systems, sound insulations, car stickers, turbine engines, etc., car beauty and maintenance supplies: car waxes, car glazes, detergents, brightening agents, cleaning agent, glass antifogging, automobile communication supplies: electronic and electric appliances and car modification products, GPS navigation and location, special navigations, car audio equipment, car phones, on-board cameras.
Contacts: Yan Qian
Tel: 86-27-65603202
Fax: 86-27-65603179
Email: 735670201@qq.com

2015 China (Wuhan) Public Security Products & Police Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-18—2015-03-20
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Public Security
Host: Hubei Public Security Science and Technology Institute
Organizer: Hubei Wanze Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: video monitoring and explosion-proof and security inspection equipment, urban emergency and police anti-terrorism instrument and equipment, urban emergency, road-block removal facility, lighting equipment, urban emergency communication equipment, access control system & equipment, electronic patrol system & equipment, security information transmission system & equipment, information and network security technology & equipment, fire-control technology and product, invasion alert system & equipment, intelligent transportation technology and product
Contacts: Mr. Song
Tel: 86-27-51230816
Fax: 86-27-87250029
Email: lizhanweiye@vip.qq.com

2015 China (Wuhan) Public Security Products & Police Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-22
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Public Security
Host: Hubei Public Security Science and Technology Institute
Organizer: Hubei Wanze Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Wuhan Wind Vane Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hubei Public Security Science and Technology Institute
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: infant, child food & product, pregnant woman product, baby bag, feminine product
Contacts: Ms. Tan, Ms. Liu, Ms. Zhang
Tel: 86-27-47717595
Fax: 86-27-87717593
Website: www.hubeiaf.com

2015 the 3rd Wuhan International Infant, Children & Maternity Supplies Expo
Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-22
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: infant, child food & product, pregnant woman product, baby bag, feminine product
Contacts: Ms. Tan, Ms. Liu, Ms. Zhang
Tel: 86-27-47717595
Fax: 86-27-87717593
Website: www.hubeiaf.com

2015 China (Wuhan)Wedding Expo (Spring)
Date: 2015-03-21—2015-03-22
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan Science & Technology Convention and Exhibition Center
Hubei

Classification: Other
Host: Beijing Bowang International Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: wedding photography, wedding dress, wedding rings & jewelry, wedding feast & hotels, wedding planning, wedding supplies, wedding room & cars, honey moon tour
Tel: 4000365520
Fax: 86-10-82736123

2015 Wuhan Wedding Expo

Date: 2015-03-21—2015-03-22
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Beijing Bowang International Conference and Exhibition Limited Liability Company
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: wedding photography, wedding dresses, wedding rings and jewelry, wedding hotel, wedding planning, wedding goods, wedding house, wedding car and travel and relevant consumptions
Tel: 4000365520

2015 the 8th Wuhan International Building Energy Conservation & New-Type Construction Material Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-28
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Wuhan Sub-Council, Wuhan Building Energy-saving Office, Wuhan Wind Vane Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: green buildings, heating & ventilation technology & equipment, smart green building technology & products, low carbon community, energy-saving & green public buildings, new-type energy-saving door & window, curtain wall technology & products, low carbon buildings & decoration material technology & products, building renewable energy applied technology, building planning & design, municipal facilities
Contacts: Zhang Kai
Tel: 86-27-82439267,13971153732
Fax: 86-27-82439316
Email: zhungkaixe@163.com

2015 the 5th Wuhan International Water Supply and Drainage, Pipe & Water Treatment Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-28
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Wuhan Sub-Council, Technological Advancement Environment & Resources Committee of Hubei Province, Wuhan Water Bureau, Wuhan Urban and Rural Construction Committee
Exhibits: aluminum-plastic composite pipe, stainless steel composite pipe, steel pipe, copper water pipe, PESI plastic composite pipe, PP-R water supply pipe, UPVC environment-friendly drainage pipe, PP-R anti-bacterial water supply pipe, PE water supply pipe, inside-spiral noise reduction pipe, core foamed pipe, square rainwater carrying pipe, buried discharge pipe, empty-cavity inside-spiral pipe and other tubular products and fittings, various accessories, water supply systems, drainage systems, water and sewage systems for buildings, water supply materials and equipment, software of water supply and drainage, swimming pool devices, water treatment technology and equipment, sewage purification technology, film and separation engineering equipment, water quality test and inspection instruments, terminal water purification equipment, various fluid equipment, urban sewage treatment technology and equipment, water treatment agent, ultraviolet ray and ozone equipment for sterilization and disinfection
Tel: 86-27-82629339
Email: 1546770377@qq.com
Website: www.water-wh.com

2015 Wuhan Advertising Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-28—2015-03-30
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Sino-UK Joint Hibo Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Wuhan New City International Expo Center Management Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: advertising exhibition: advertisement-making technologies and equipment and materials; sculpture, logo and signage making technologies and equipment and materials; LEDs, neon lights, big screens, display and application equipment; outdoor advertising lighting technologies and equipment; exhibition and display, POP and commercial facilities; graphic design software, output equipment, printers, consumables and office automation equipment; new media technologies, creative and innovative design industry; printing exhibition: prepress equipment: desktop publishing systems, developing machines, printing-down and coping apparatuses, plate makers, proof presses, scan input devices, electronic color separation equipment, laser typesetting equipment, various types of plate-making equipment and other equipment; multi-color/monochrome offset presses, letterpress/gravure printing machines, flexible printing machines, forms, envelope and ticket printing and rotary printing machines, mesh printers and other printing equipment; post-printing equipment: die-cutting, paper-cutting, film-laminating, folding, binding, veneering, indentation, unmothing, splitting and polishing machines
Contacts: Feng Liang
Tel: 86-27-87362667
Fax: 86-27-87362987
Email: znewf521@163.com
Website: www.whadexpo.com

2015 the 11th China (Wuhan) International Education Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-28—2015-03-29
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Wuhan Personal Entry Intermediary Association
Organizer: HuBei Jinmao Abroad Consultants Management Co., Ltd., Wuhan Chuancheng Culture Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: overseas preparatory schools; colleges and universities; colleges and schools from which educational backgrounds and degrees accepted by students are approved and registered in government departments in charge of education of the countries where they located or in their authorized authorities and which have the qualification to receiving, overseas students; overseas vocational training schools; Foreign language training schools and institutions; foreign government education institutions
Contacts: Mr. Yang

Website: www.whadexpo.com
2015 the 31st Hubei (Wuhan) International Advanced Medical Instruments Exhibition & Central China Dental Products Exhibition & Conference

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hubei Sub-Council, Health and Family Planning Commission of Hubei Province, Health and Family Planning Commission of Wuhan Municipality
Organizer: Hubei International Exhibition Center, Medical Equipment Administration Office of Hubei Health Department
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: medical devices and equipment, medical instrument and supplies, scientific research achievements, diagnostic devices: endoscopes series equipment, ENT examination equipment, and pathological diagnostic equipment and others
Contacts: Zhang Yukui
Tel: 86-27-85767255
Fax: 86-27-85724905
Email: 270578657@qq.com

2015 the 18th Wuhan International Medical Devices Exhibition (Spring)

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-04
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Organizer: Wuhan Yabo Industrial Trading (Exhibition) Co., Limited
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: medical devices and equipment, medical instrument and supplies, diagnostic and imaging equipment, CT, MRI, X-ray machine, NMR, color doppler ultrasound, digital subtraction instrument, and X-ray tube, developing machine, B ultrasound diagnostic apparatus, mirror equipment, positron emission tomographic scanner, Gamma Camera, image recorder and processing system, heart EEG monitoring equipment, telemetry monitoring system, and HOLTER
Contacts: Wang Xiaojun
Tel: 86-27-50702947
Fax: 86-27-50702947

2015 the 32nd Wuhan Seed Fair

Date: 2015-04-08—2015-04-10
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan Science & Technology Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Organizer: Modern Agriculture Exhibition Center of Hubei Province, Wuhan Vegetable Research Institute, Wuhan Tianhong Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: hormone micro element fertilizer, agricultural machinery, vegetables & seeds, crop seeds, flower & pasture
Tel: 86-27-52237529,52237530
Fax: 86-27-52237369,87396171
Email: fair@whseed.com
Website: www.whseed.com

2015 the 4th China Wuhan Baking Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Association of Bakery & Confectionery Industry, China baked food Industry Association, Wuhan International Expo Center
Organizer: Beijing Beisite Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd., Wuhan Shengshilo Bowen Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: foods, pastries, breads, cakes, biscuits, raw and auxiliary materials for catering, decorations and food OEM; baking-using oils, butters, baking-using flours, premixed flours, frozen dough, starches, potato-made products; auxiliary materials for moon cakes and pastries, such as fillings, fruit fillings, nuts, dried fruits, canned fruits; baking equipment and instruments, manual baking equipment and instruments, baking products and finished products; food stuffing frying pans, double-layered pots; moon cake's packaging materials, fillings, molds and production equipment; displaying cabinets, storage and cold storage cabinets, store decorations; food additives such as flour improvers, bread improvers, cake improvers, instant noodle improvers, preservatives, yeasts, spices, essences, sweeteners and so on; food packaging machineries; production equipment, raw and auxiliary materials, supplies and so on for cake rooms, kitchens, western restaurants, coffee shops; cake decoration materials such as pork flosses, chocolate products, candies, candles, simulated food models, etc.; coffee, coffee products, coffee makers, coffee processing equipment; training institutions and its relevant food equipment, appliances, tools, and metal detection equipment and so on
Contacts: Jin Xin, Li Mei
Tel: 86-10-61790520,56246840
Fax: 86-10-52285653
Email: a61790520@163.com
Website: www.wbbkzh.com

2015 the 6th South China Veterinarian Conference

Date: 2015-04-13—2015-04-16
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Guangzhou Veterinary Association
Tel: 86-20-83342937
Fax: 86-20-83342957

2015 China (Wuhan) International Hairdressing, Bodybuilding & Cosmetic Products Expo

Date: 2015-04-14—2015-04-16
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: Wuhan Commerce Bureau of Hubei Province, Wuhan International Conference & Exhibition Centre, Haining International Exhibition Group
Organizer: Qingdao Meibo Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: daily use product, daily use cosmetics, washing & personal care product, make-up product, perfume, professional product, skin care products of beauty parlor, body care product and instrument, health care, wellness & SPA product & equipment, embroidery, aromatherapy, nail beauty product & tool, raw material and other supply chain product, hair beauty product, washing, caring, dying & perming product, hair product, hair developing product, hair accessory, hair beauty equipment
and wares
Contacts: Zhao Juan
Tel: 86-532-85010967
Fax: 86-532-85833615
Email: zhaoxiajuan2008@sohu.com

2015 the 4th Wuhan International Wine & Spirit Expo
Date: 2015-04-18—2015-04-20
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Wuhan Liquor Association
Organizer: Wuhan Zhongxinghengyuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: wine, champagne, sparkling wine, Sherry, vins doux naturels, Pineau Des Charentes, liquor, Whisky, Brandy, Vodka, gin, RUM, pulque and others, sake, fruit wine, beer, nutritious liquor, low-alcohol beverage, wine utensils, Wine Stopper, wine glass, wine decanter, Wine Tasting Spittoon, ice wine bucket, wine storage device, wine packaging technology, bottle cap, wine bottle, bottle plug, etc., wine storage equipment, wine cabinet, wine cellar, wine brewing equipment, stemmer, squeezer, wine publication, advertising design and cultural communication
Contacts: Lan Zhongyu
Tel: 86-27-85859619
Fax: 86-27-65603179
Email: 1011285896@qq.com

2015 China (Wuhan)Fishing Supplies Exhibition (Spring)
Date: 2015-04-24—2015-04-26
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Society Sports Management Center of Hubei Province, Hubei Fishing Association
Organizer: Wuhan Zhongxinghengyuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 8970 m²
Exhibits: fishing tackles and related products, Outdoor sporting articles
Contacts: Ms. Peng
Tel: 86-27-85859919
Fax: 86-27-6503179
Email: 458814637@qq.com
Website: www.whfish.org

2015 Wuhan Midwest China Medical Devices Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-28—2015-04-30
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Sino-UK Joint Hibo Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: diagnostic equipment, therapeutic equipment, auxiliary equipment, hygienic material & supplies, biological technology & apparatus
Contacts: Ms. Zou
Tel: 86-27-87362945,87362603
Fax: 86-27-87362987
Email: may@hope-tarsus.com
Website: www.cwmee.com

2015 China Wuhan Tea Industry Fair (Spring)
Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-18
tool, clamping apparatus, numerical control & automation, mould & material, computer applied technology, industrial container, tool cabinet, storage & logistics equipment & other technology & equipment of machine processing.
Tel: 86-27-86655088-6610
Fax: 86-27-86655088-6612
Email: vmechina@163.com

2015 the 14th Wuhan Wedding Expo
Date: 2015-08
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Area: 11000 m²
Exhibits: wedding photography, wedding celebration companies, wedding hotels, jewelry, wedding dresses, wedding articles, wedding car service, wedding candies and drinks, honeymoon travel.
Tel: 86-27-84876588

2015 China Wuhan International Hairdressing, Bodybuilding & Cosmetic Products Expo
Date: 2015-09
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Cosmetology
Organizer: Qingdao Meibo Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: daily-use products: daily cosmetics, cleaning and personal-care supplies, make-up products, perfume; professional products: skin care products of beauty parlor, bodycare products and instruments, health care SPA products and equipment, embroidered tattoo, aromatherapy, manicure products, tools and raw materials, products of OEM, ODM and other supply chains, hairdressing, cleaning, care, coloring and perming products, hair products, hair care and growth products, hair ornaments, hairdressing equipment, tools and instruments, salon furniture, working dresses and textiles for special use, plastic surgery service and equipment, instruments, technology and institutes, packaging materials and machinery, containers of various kinds, cases and bags for special use, decoration and printing, other; professional media and educational training institutions.
Contacts: Li Yajing
Tel: 86-531-68800022,86-532-85019622
Fax: 86-531-68801199,86-532-85017876
Email: chinazhanhui@126.com

2015 the 3rd Central China International Stone Product & Processing Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-09-13—2015-09-15
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Organizer: Wuhan Zhuoyuejinsheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 7000 m²
Exhibits: stone and sheet material, artificial stone, art stone, stone product, machinery & processing equipment for stone material, maintenance material and equipment, related scientific instrument and equipment, designing achievement, newspaper, magazine and information, etc.
Tel: 86-27-88185548
Fax: 86-27-88185548
Website: www.whjoy.com.cn

2015 the 16th China (Wuhan) International Mechanical & Electronic Product Expo
Date: 2015-09-23—2015-09-26
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Organizer: Guangzhou Guangya Exhibition & Trading Co., Ltd.
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: machines and tools; industrial automation and apparatus and instruments; power transmission and control technology; motor and electrics with new energy; environmental protection technology and equipment; general equipment; welding equipment and accessories; plastics, packaging and printing equipment; engineering machinery.
Tel: 86-20-66692486,86-27-51826305
Fax: 86-20-38461379,86-27-51826308
Email: abc888@vip.163.com
Website: www.cwme.com.cn

2015 the 16th Wuhan International Auto Exhibition
Date: 2015-10
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: The People’s Government of Hubei Province, the People’s Government of Wuhan Municipality, China Machinery Industry Federation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Vehicle Industry Sub-Council
Organizer: Hubei Machinery Industry Federation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Wuhan Sub-Council, Chengdu Shiji Xincheng International Convention & Exhibition Centre Co., Ltd., Hannover Fairs (Shanghai) Ltd.
Exhibits: MPV, vehicle, car body, passenger car, chassis, chassis system, engine, refitting, refitted vehicle, concept vehicle, bus, saloon car, passenger vehicle, chain store, parts, tyre, exhaust system, sports car, paint spraying, automotive electrical appliance, automotive technology, vehicle inspection and test, auto parts, spare parts, automotive maintenance, commercial vehicle, after-sale service, parking lot, repair, repair equipment, driving system, maintenance, brake, braking system, steering system.
Contacts: Wang Fei
Tel: 86-21-50456700-255
Fax: 86-21-50459355
Email: whms12@163.com
Website: www.wh-motorshow.com

2015 China (Wuhan) General Merchandise Fair
Date: 2015-11-06—2015-11-08
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Reed Huabai Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: ceramic product, glassware, household plastic product, bamboo & wood product, cup & pot, kitchen ware, cooking utensil, weighing apparatus, measuring vessel, household hardware, cleaning supplies, bathroom product, depository & storing product, small household electrical appliance, craft ornament for home decoration, leisure outdoor...
2015 Hunan Home Expo (Spring)

Date: 2015-03-12—2015-03-15
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Organizer: Changsha Evening News Newspaper Group
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: home decoration firms, environment-friendly & energy-saving products, smart home products, closet, bathroom ceramics, furnishing artwares, wood products, home appliance, products & services related to home decoration & daily lives, etc.
Contacts: Zheng Hui, Liu Miao
Tel: 86-731-85512735
Fax: 86-731-85512835
Website: www.0731jbh.com

2015 the 16th Hunan Haotian Advertising Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-21—2015-03-23
City: Changsha
Venue: Red Star International Conference & Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Changsha Haotian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: equipment and accessories for indoor and outdoor digital inkjet printing, ink, printing ink and inkjet cloth of inkjet printing, laser engraving, cutting, welding, CNC engraver, cutter and their accessories, acrylic panel, PVC foaming board, aluminum-plastic panel, KT panel and other advertising panels, printers, cementing machine, marking press, binding package, blueprint machine, overlaying machine, paper cutter, sewing and folding machine, book joint setting machine, round cornering machine, punching binding machine and multi-function menu machine, digital billboard, electric billboard, display and touch screen, interactive touch control system; 8. display and demonstration equipment and materials, commercial space design and decoration materials, light boxes, three-dimensional products, multi-media advertisement player and other luminous products, identifications, labels, luminous word products, three- or multi-side LED products, LED panel, LED lighting products, advertising gifts, banners, map storage, software, post production technology and other advertising media.
Contacts: Zhang Yonggang

2015 China (Hunan) International New Energy Automobile & Electric Vehicle Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-26—2015-01-28
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Reed Exhibitions (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Contacts: Wang Lei
Tel: 86-10-57722968
Fax: 86-10-51415672
Website: www.cizgj.com

2015 Hunan Haotian Advertising Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-26—2015-01-28
City: Changsha
Venue: Huizhou National Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Changsha Haotian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: equipment and accessories for indoor and outdoor digital inkjet printing, ink, printing ink and inkjet cloth of inkjet printing, laser engraving, cutting, welding, CNC engraver, cutter and their accessories, acrylic panel, PVC foaming board, aluminum-plastic panel, KT panel and other advertising panels, printers, cementing machine, marking press, binding package, blueprint machine, overlaying machine, paper cutter, sewing and folding machine, book joint setting machine, round cornering machine, punching binding machine and multi-function menu machine, digital billboard, electric billboard, display and touch screen, interactive touch control system; 8. display and demonstration equipment and materials, commercial space design and decoration materials, light boxes, three-dimensional products, multi-media advertisement player and other luminous products, identifications, labels, luminous word products, three- or multi-side LED products, LED panel, LED lighting products, advertising gifts, banners, map storage, software, post production technology and other advertising media.
Contacts: Zhang Yonggang

2015 the 16th Hunan Haotian Advertising Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-21—2015-03-23
City: Changsha
Venue: Red Star International Conference & Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Changsha Haotian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: equipment and accessories for indoor and outdoor digital inkjet printing, ink, printing ink and inkjet cloth of inkjet printing, laser engraving, cutting, welding, CNC engraver, cutter and their accessories, acrylic panel, PVC foaming board, aluminum-plastic panel, KT panel and other advertising panels, printers, cementing machine, marking press, binding package, blueprint machine, overlaying machine, paper cutter, sewing and folding machine, book joint setting machine, round cornering machine, punching binding machine and multi-function menu machine, digital billboard, electric billboard, display and touch screen, interactive touch control system; 8. display and demonstration equipment and materials, commercial space design and decoration materials, light boxes, three-dimensional products, multi-media advertisement player and other luminous products, identifications, labels, luminous word products, three- or multi-side LED products, LED panel, LED lighting products, advertising gifts, banners, map storage, software, post production technology and other advertising media.
Contacts: Zhang Yonggang

2015 Hunan Haotian Advertising Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-21—2015-03-23
City: Changsha
Venue: Red Star International Conference & Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Changsha Haotian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: equipment and accessories for indoor and outdoor digital inkjet printing, ink, printing ink and inkjet cloth of inkjet printing, laser engraving, cutting, welding, CNC engraver, cutter and their accessories, acrylic panel, PVC foaming board, aluminum-plastic panel, KT panel and other advertising panels, printers, cementing machine, marking press, binding package, blueprint machine, overlaying machine, paper cutter, sewing and folding machine, book joint setting machine, round cornering machine, punching binding machine and multi-function menu machine, digital billboard, electric billboard, display and touch screen, interactive touch control system; 8. display and demonstration equipment and materials, commercial space design and decoration materials, light boxes, three-dimensional products, multi-media advertisement player and other luminous products, identifications, labels, luminous word products, three- or multi-side LED products, LED panel, LED lighting products, advertising gifts, banners, map storage, software, post production technology and other advertising media.
Contacts: Zhang Yonggang

2015 Hunan Haotian Advertising Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-21—2015-03-23
City: Changsha
Venue: Red Star International Conference & Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Changsha Haotian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: equipment and accessories for indoor and outdoor digital inkjet printing, ink, printing ink and inkjet cloth of inkjet printing, laser engraving, cutting, welding, CNC engraver, cutter and their accessories, acrylic panel, PVC foaming board, aluminum-plastic panel, KT panel and other advertising panels, printers, cementing machine, marking press, binding package, blueprint machine, overlaying machine, paper cutter, sewing and folding machine, book joint setting machine, round cornering machine, punching binding machine and multi-function menu machine, digital billboard, electric billboard, display and touch screen, interactive touch control system; 8. display and demonstration equipment and materials, commercial space design and decoration materials, light boxes, three-dimensional products, multi-media advertisement player and other luminous products, identifications, labels, luminous word products, three- or multi-side LED products, LED panel, LED lighting products, advertising gifts, banners, map storage, software, post production technology and other advertising media.
Contacts: Zhang Yonggang

2015 the 16th Hunan Haotian Advertising Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-21—2015-03-23
City: Changsha
Venue: Red Star International Conference & Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Changsha Haotian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: equipment and accessories for indoor and outdoor digital inkjet printing, ink, printing ink and inkjet cloth of inkjet printing, laser engraving, cutting, welding, CNC engraver, cutter and their accessories, acrylic panel, PVC foaming board, aluminum-plastic panel, KT panel and other advertising panels, printers, cementing machine, marking press, binding package, blueprint machine, overlaying machine, paper cutter, sewing and folding machine, book joint setting machine, round cornering machine, punching binding machine and multi-function menu machine, digital billboard, electric billboard, display and touch screen, interactive touch control system; 8. display and demonstration equipment and materials, commercial space design and decoration materials, light boxes, three-dimensional products, multi-media advertisement player and other luminous products, identifications, labels, luminous word products, three- or multi-side LED products, LED panel, LED lighting products, advertising gifts, banners, map storage, software, post production technology and other advertising media.
Contacts: Zhang Yonggang
2015 the 15th Hunan Public Security Product & Technology Expo

Date: 2015-04-17—2015-04-19
City: Changsha
Venue: Red Star International Conference & Exhibition Center
Classification: Public Security
Organizer: Hunan Province Association for Public Security Technology and Protection, Hunan Changsha Lande Exhibition Advertisement Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: security and protection products; achievements of intelligent building, intelligent community and security and protection monitoring;
Contacts: Zhang Zhi
Tel: 86-731-82886728
Fax: 86-731-82886721
Email: 420041154@qq.com
Website: www.lande.cn.com

2015 the 3rd China (Changsha) International Engineering Machinery Parts & Components Expo

Date: 2015-05-27—2015-05-29
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: The People's Government of Changsha Municipality, Hunan Economic and Information Technology Commission, Commerce Exhibition Center, Department of Commerce of Hunan Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hunan Sub-council
Organizer: Administrative Committee of Changsha State-Level Economic and Technological Development Area, Changsha Industry & Information Technology Commission, Changsha Bureau of Commerce, Changsha Exhibition Management Office, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Changsha Sub-Council
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: transmission parts and accessories: diesel engine, chassis, axle, hydraulic torque converter, hydraulic clutch, gearbox, transfer case, drive axle, electric motor, other parts, hydraulic parts: hydraulic pump and motor, hydraulic valve, hydraulic oil pipeline assembly and accessories, hydraulic system, other, running gear and accessories: driving wheel, thrust wheel, track roller, guiding wheel, slewing bearing, engineering plant and accessories: bucket, rotary table, swing arm, bucket rod, other parts and components: driving cab, driver seat, radiator, air cleaner, hydraulic brake master cylinder, hydraulic brake valve, air brake master valve, manual brake valve, air booster pump, oil for engineering machinery: special oil for engineering machinery, engine oil, antwear hydraulic oil, hydraulic transmission oil, lubricating grease, working machinery, service provider, governmental agencies, industrial associations, research institutions, news media, education training, consulting service, equipment monitoring
Contacts: Lei Xiaolin
Tel: 86-731-84116118
Fax: 86-731-84148719
Email: pecece2013@163.com
Website: www.pecece.org

2015 China (Changsha) Outdoor Leisure Goods Industry Expo

Date: 2015-04-25—2015-04-27
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan Exhibition Hall
Classification: Other
Organizer: Changsha Cosmetics Safety Association
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: famous brands showroom, famous cosmetics & skin care brand, famous cosmetic instrument & equipment, cosmetics & daily skin care products
Contacts: Zhou Liang
Tel: 86-731-89603003
Fax: 86-731-85568088

2015 Central China International Equipment Manufacturing Industry Expo (Changsha)

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-05-31
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Hunan Machinery Industry Association, Hunan Mechanism Industry Administration Office
Organizer: Tarsus Hope Exhibition Group Changsha Tarsus Hope Exhibition Planning Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: metal cutting machine tool including metal processing centre, normal & automation machine tool, boring, milling, sewing, slotting, broaching, planing & gear-making machine tool, combined machine tool & accessories, parallel machine tool, drilling & tapping machine tool, manufacturing unit, system & automation equipment
Contacts: Lei Xiaolin
Tel: 86-731-82865666
Fax: 86-731-82836036
2015 China (Changsha) Industrial Robots Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-05-31
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Hunan Machinery Industry Association, Hunan Mechanism Industry Administration Office
Organizer: Tarsus Hope Exhibition Group Changsha Tarsus Hope Exhibition Planning Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: industrial automatic control system, embedded system, measurement and testing system, system for acquiring and distinguishing industrial automation data, laser technology, automation service, air compression technology and equipment, assembly and handling system, linear positioning system, robot and machine-vision industrial robot, service robot, robot simulation and vision system, relevant machine vision devices and parts, servo motor, motor and frequency converter of electrical system, transmission and mechanical driving system, transformer, battery and uninterruptible power supply, wire and cable accessories, electrical switch device and equipment for electrical control, electric and photoelectric parts, electric and power testing and inspection equipment, industrial automation information technology and software, integrated management software for factory, industrial IT software, fundamental industrial system and development tool and factory production software.

Renchuang the 8th Hunan Food Processing & Packaging Equipment Exhibition 2015

Date: 2015-06
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Hunan Machinery Industry Association, Hunan Mechanism Industry Management Office
Branch
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: food processing machinery, food packaging equipment and related technology, testing, inspecting and analyzing instrument of food, and related institution, etc., processing equipment for fruit product and vegetable, testing equipment of metal, packaging material and related technology, packaging equipment, molded pulp equipment, carton & paper board equipment, paper box, sealing, labelling, shrinkage filling packaging machine, strapping & packing machine, baking equipment, etc.
Contacts: Chen Huilin
Tel: 86-731-89703003
Fax: 86-731-89703006
Website: www.rchzgs.com.cn

2015 the 16th Hunan International Machine Tool Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-05-31
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Hunan Machinery Industry Association, Hunan Mechanism Industry Management Office
Organizer: Tarsus Hope Exhibition Group Changsha Tarsus Hope Exhibition Planning Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: diagnostic equipment: ultrasound diagnostic equipment, x-ray image diagnostic equipment, heart EEG monitoring equipment, scanning equipment, biochemical test equipment, rehabilitation and physiotherapy.

Renchuang the 10th Hunan Hotel Supplies & Commercial Kitchen Wear Exhibition 2015

Date: 2015-06
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Travel & Hotel
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Hunan Machinery Industry Association, Hunan Mechanism Industry Management Office
Branch
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: hotel equipment: cooking machinery, beverage, snack &beer making equipment, air-conditioning equipment, cabinet, freezer, refrigeration machinery, dish-washing machine, drinking-water system, kitchen equipment, tableware, glass products, coffee, raw materials of western dessert, baking products &equipment, etc., leisure &entertainment equipment, automatic aahjong Machine, fitness facilities, leisure supplies.
Contacts: Chen Huilin
Tel: 86-731-85714216
Fax: 86-731-85714216
Email: renchuang@126.com
Website: www.rchzgs.com.cn

2015 the 16th China (Changsha) International Industrial Automation Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-05-31
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Hunan Machinery Industry Association, Hunan Mechanism Industry Management Office
Organizer: Tarsus Hope Exhibition Group Changsha Tarsus Hope Exhibition Planning Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: branded wines from various countries: red wines, white wines, rose wines, champagnes, sparkling wines, ice wine, etc.; spirits: whisky, brandy, vodka, etc.; domestic white sprites, healthcare wines, fruit cordials, health maintenance wines, beers, healthcare wines, rice wine base liquors, domestic and abroad wine vessels, wine packaging and storage technologies, wine-drinking snacks, etc.
Contacts: Manager Chen
Tel: 86-731-89965145
Fax: 86-731-85717281
Email: renchuang@126.com
Website: www.rchzgs.com.cn

2015 China (Changsha) Sugar, Wine & Food Fair

Date: 2015-06-01—2015-06-15
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Renchuang Conference and Exhibition Group Changsha Branch
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: branded wines from various countries: red wines, white wines, rose wines, champagnes, sparkling wines, ice wine, etc.; spirits: whisky, brandy, vodka, etc.; domestic white sprites, healthcare wines, fruit cordials, health maintenance wines, beers, healthcare wines, rice wine base liquors, domestic and abroad wine vessels, wine packaging and storage technologies, wine-drinking snacks, etc.
Contacts: Manager Chen
Tel: 86-731-89965145
Fax: 86-731-85717281
Email: renchuang@126.com
Website: www.rchzgs.com.cn

2015 the 22nd Hunan Medical Instruments Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-12—2015-06-14
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Organizer: Tarsus Hope Exhibition Group, Changsha Tarsus Hope Exhibition Planning Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: diagnostic equipment: ultrasound diagnostic equipment, x-ray image diagnostic equipment, heart EEG monitoring equipment, scanning equipment, biochemical test equipment, rehabilitation and physiotherapy.
equipment, functional examination equipment, pathology diagnostic equipment, endoscope examination equipment, optical instruments, examination and diagnostic equipment in neurology, orthopedics, ENT, and ophthalmology; treatment equipment: operational equipment in medicine and surgery, radiation, nuclear, cryogenic and frozen, and dialysis treatment equipment, laser equipment, physiotherapy equipment, emergency equipment, anesthetic and pain-killing equipment; nursing equipment in wards: auxiliary equipment, disinfection and sterilization equipment, refrigeration equipment, oxygen equipment, air conditioning equipment, blood bank equipment, monitoring systems and software, analytical instruments, data recording and processing equipment, hospital management systems, various medical vehicles, hygienic materials and supplies, medical enamel, glass vessels, dressings and disposable products, standardized reagents

Contacts: Chen Jihua
Tel: 86-731-82836058
Fax: 86-731-82836036
Email: 312047071@qq.com
Website: www.cwmee.com

2015 the 10th Changsha Auto Expo

Date: 2015-07
City: Changsha
Venue: Red Star International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Xiao Xiang Chen Bao Newspaper Office
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: vehicle
Contacts: Ding Hui
Tel: 86-731-85563740,86-731-85564317
Fax: 86-731-85563942

2015 China (Changsha) International Tea Industry Expo

Date: 2015-08-14—2015-08-17
City: Changsha
Venue: Red Star International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Xiao Xiang Chen Bao Newspaper Office
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: tea: dark tea, black tea, green tea, white tea, yellow tea, Wulong tea; tea sets, tea foods, health care tea products, purple-sit and ceramic handworks, tea furniture, tea packaging and package design, tea technology and processing, tea planting technology, fresh tea preservation and storage technology, media of tea industry, tea books, tea paintings, audiovisual products about tea, tea cultural and artistic works and collectables
Tel: 86-20-81543736
Fax: 86-20-81801566
Email: nfcwh@163.com

Jilin | Changchun

2015 the 18th Changchun Advertising & LED Expo

Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-22
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Changchun Advertising Association
Organizer: Changchun Weida Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: advertising production technology and equipment, advertising materials and supplies, identifications and labels, equipment and materials for display and demonstration, light boxes of various kind, advertising gifts, books, map storage, software and inflatable products, advertising photography technology and equipment
Contacts: Manager Li
Tel: 86-431-86766250,86766872

Website: www.rchzgs.com.cn
2015 the 10th Northeast China (Changchun) Car Accessory Exhibition & Aftermarket Products Expo

Date: 2015-03-21—2015-03-23
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Jilin Auto Aftermarket Products Association
Organizer: Changchun Haizhou Exhibition Services Ltd.
Area: 13000 m²
Exhibits: automobile interior & exterior decorating supplies, automobile electric appliance supplies, automobile audio & video instrument, automobile beauty & care supplies, automobile modification supplies, automobile safety & anti-theft supplies, automobile outdoor supplies, automobile protection equipment, various automobile oil products, etc.
Tel: 86-431-86785277/86785706
Fax: 86-0431-8678279
Email: haizhou1108@126.com

2015 the 13th Changchun International Medical & Health Industry Expo/2015 the 36th Changchun International Medical Instruments & Health Industry Expo

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: The People's Government of Changchun Municipality, Jilin Food and Drug Administration, Health Department of Changchun Municipality, Changchun Food & Drug Administration
Organizer: Changchun Pharmaceutical Association, Liaoning Shengang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: diagnostic equipment, treatment equipment, auxiliary equipment, oral and dental equipment, auxiliary devices, hospital information management systems, unused medical devices, secondary equipment, various medical vehicles, and hospital-supporting equipment
Contacts: Lv Hong
Tel: 86-24-22853303
Fax: 86-24-22853500
Email: liaoningsg@163.com
Website: www.hnsgzl.com/index/index.asp

2015 the 11th China (Changchun) International Auto Parts Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: The People’s Government of Changchun Municipality, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Changchun Bairui International Conference & Exhibition Group Co., Ltd., Changchun Haocha Expo Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: automotive parts and components, engine system, chassis system, power system, driving system, steering system, body system, transmission system, exhaust system, ventilation and cooling system, fuel system, auto accessories, general parts, fastener, sealing element, abrasive material, electric motor, bearing, battery, filter, radiator, silencer, sensor, instrument & meter, windscreen wiper, transmission, clutch, clutch plate, brake pad, motor spring, shock absorber, bumper, safety airbag, seat, glass, mirror, automobile wire harness, plug-in connector, hard tube, soft tube, flexible shaft, inhaul cable, automotive fabrics, paint, automotive supplies, electric appliances, audio & video, navigation, automotive communication system, security & anti-theft system, automobile modification parts and supplies, automobile protection equipment & tool, manufacturing technology, equipment, tool & material for automobile parts and components, cleaning equipment and package for automotive parts and components, new automobile product, energy reservation, environmental protection & new energy technology and product, related software, media, certification, financial and insurance institution, etc.
Contacts: An Xin
Tel: 86-431-85834601,85834602,85834603,85834604,85834605
Fax: 86-431-85834601
Email: ccaxg@163.com
Website: www.cczbh.com.cn/01.html

2015 the 20th Jilin (Changchun) International Building Decoration & Material Expo

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Building Decoration Association of Jilin Province
Organizer: Northern Exhibition, Changchun Weida Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: bathroom equipment & auxiliary product, building cematics, wall and floor tile, stone material & product, automatic & anti-theft door, wardrobe door, garage door, wooden material, wooden door, wood strip, etc., floor, solid floor, consolidated wooden, bamboo & block-jointed floor, cork floor, various artificial sheet material, pure wool carpet, office, household, public places, garden & leisure furniture, furniture machinery, mattress machinery, cutting tool and accessory, new-type pricking, marble, wallpaper, cloth art, paint for interior and exterior decoration, ceiling material, shine board, various sheet material, decorative glass, locks & accessory, building decorative material, adhesives, aluminum alloy profile & stainless steel product, fitness & leisure equipment, kitchen, cabinet and closet series products, antiflaming material, flame-retardant material & various fire-proof decorative materials, curtain wall, curtain wall sheet, aluminium-plastic panel, intelligent building, building electronics, electric elevator, and other products in door & window industry, building technology, environmental protection & garden equipment, interior designing and decorative craft product
Contacts: Zhang Hongyuan
Tel: 86-431-86766153,86766267,86766191
Fax: 86-431-86766220,86766920
Email: beifang55@163.com
Website: www.wdexpo.com.cn/
of machine tool & supported equipment, abrasive and grinding machine, cutter & clamping apparatus, industrial automation of related products, production & process automation, robot technology, electrical system, information technology & software of industrial automation, microsystem technology, hydraulic, pneumatic & sealing technology, linear movement & compressed air system, mechanical drives, accessories & manufacturing equipment, electric drive, environment-friendly & energy equipment, waste disposal & recycle, water treatment technology & equipment, circular economy & comprehensive utilization of resources, transportation energy-saving, new energy technology & equipment, power generating equipment, power & electro-technics, power measuring & control instrument, electric automation technology & equipment, electricity transmission & distribution equipment & flexible unit, pump, valve, compressor & similar machines.

Contacts: Wu Meng
Tel: 86-431-86766153, 86766267, 86766292
Fax: 86-431-86766220, 86766920
Email: w13504435221@126.com
Website: www.wdexpo.com.cn

2015 China (Changchun) International Rail Transit Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-22—2015-05-25
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Changchun Sub-Council
Tel: 86-431-82730386
Fax: 86-431-88784161, 88784186, 88784182, 88784162
Email: dbh@auto-changchun.com

2015 the 12th China Changchun International Automobile Expo

Date: 2015-07
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Economics and Trade
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, China Association of Automobile Manufactures, the People's Government of Jilin Province, the People's Government of Changchun Municipality
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Changchun Bairui International Conference & Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Area: 200000 m²
Exhibits: passenger vehicle, vehicle accessories and components, bus, commercial vehicle, special vehicle, refitted vehicle, engineering vehicle, outdoor passenger vehicle
Contacts: Zhang Guanghui
Tel: 86-431-82730386
Fax: 86-431-88784161, 88784186, 88784182, 88784162
Email: dbh@auto-changchun.com

2015 Northeast China (Changchun) International Animal Husbandry Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-02—2015-08-03
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun agricultural park
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Organizer: Changchun Haocha Expo Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: Breeding beasts and birds, Veterinary medicine and animal health products, Animal husbandry equipment, Feed industry, feed product quality testing instruments, feed production and processing

Jiangsu

Changzhou

2015 China (Changzhou) Lamps and Lanterns Lighting Fair and LED Lighting Show

Date: 2015-05-26—2015-05-28
City: Changzhou
Venue: Changzhou International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People's Republic of China, National
Development and Reform Commission, the People's Government of Jilin Province
Organizer: Industry and Information Technology Department of Jilin Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Jilin Provincial Sub-Council, Ministry of Commerce of the People's Republic of China Foreign Trade Development Bureau, Changchun Municipal People's Government
Exhibits: various types of light source, outdoor lamps, indoor lighting, LED lighting, car lamp, stage lighting, fittings, production equipment
Tel: 86-574-87319081
Fax: 86-574-87318267
Website: www.shlqcz.com

Kunshan

2015 the 25th China (Kunshan) International Machinery Manufacturing & Machine Tool Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-13—2015-03-15
City: Kunshan
Venue: Kunshan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Kunshan Economic and Technological Development Zone Administrative Committee
Organizer: Shanghai Lianxun Expo Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Tel: 86-512-55181590
Fax: 86-512-55181590

2015 China Import Expo (Kunshan)
Date: 2015-05-20—2015-05-23
City: Kunshan
Venue: Kunshan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, the People’s Government of Jiangsu Province
Organizer: China Chamber of International Commerce Secretary of the Bureau
Area: 80000 m²
Exhibits: machinery & equipment, numerical control machine tool, industrial automation.
Contacts: Ming Jing, Hu Wenjun
Tel: 86-25-52856781
Fax: 86-25-52856751
Email: mingjing@jsccpit.gov.cn
Website: www.importexpo.org/web

2015 the 9th China International Logistics Technology & Services Expo
Date: 2015-05-29—2015-05-31
City: Kunshan
Venue: Kunshan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Logistics
Host: Jiangsu Modern Logistics Association, China Logistics Technology Association, Jiangsu Economic and Information Technology Committee
Organizer: Jiangsu New International Conference & Exhibition Group Co., Ltd., Kunshan Economic and Information Technology Commission, Suzhou Economy and Information Technology Commission
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: logistics equipment and logistics automation series

2015 the 7th China International Energy-saving & Environment-Protection Exhibition Kunshan
Date: 2015-06-05—2015-06-07
City: Kunshan
Venue: Kunshan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Kunshan Municipal People’s Government, Kunshan Economic and Information Technology Commission
Organizer: Shanghai Aibo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: industrial energy-conservation and environmental protection area, new energies, photovoltaic products, industrial energy-saving lighting equipment
Contacts: Wang Panpan
Tel: 86-512-87888551
Fax: 86-512-50112837
Email: 1344200774@qq.com
Website: www.logisticsworld-expo.org

Nanjing

2015 the 13th China (Nanjing) International Machine Tool Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-08—2015-03-13
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Jiangsu Machine Tool & Tool Builders’ Association, the Exhibition Industry Office of the people’s Government of Nanjing Municipality
Organizer: Nanjing Phoenix Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Contacts: Jiao Hengzhong
Tel: 86-25-86645029, 84509150
Fax: 86-25-84708202
Email: happycr888@163.com
Website: www.njfhzl.com

2015 Xici Net Friends Spring Wedding Expo
Date: 2015-03-10—2015-03-11
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Website of Xici Alleyway, Commerce Bureau of Nanjing Municipality
Organizer: Nanjing Mohan Advertising Ornament Co., Ltd.
Area: 13800 m²
Tel: 86-25-84721065
Email: application@xici.net
2015 the 17th China International Medical Instrument Expo / East China Hospital Management Summit

Date: 2015-03-12—2015-03-14
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Nanjing Hospital Association, Nanjing Medical Equipment Management Association
Organizer: Nanjing Bomao Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: medical electronic instruments and equipment, ultrasound instruments and related equipment, optical apparatus, instruments and endoscope equipment, laser instruments and equipment, high-frequency instruments and equipment, physical treatment and rehabilitation equipment, TCM devices, high-energy ray equipment, magnetic resonance equipment, x-ray equipment, radionuclide equipment, x-ray subsidiary equipment and parts, and analyzers of clinical examination
Tel: 86-25-85552818,85550655
Fax: 86-25-85550655
Email: sbhj88@188.com
Website: www.chinabojin.net

2015 the 12th China (Nanjing) International Solar Brand Expo

Date: 2015-03-15—2015-03-17
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Energy & Ore
Organizer: China Solar Engineering Alliance, China Solar Industry Information
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: solar-energy application for urban engineering, large and medium-sized thermal engineering, balcony wall solar-energy facility, split-type solar-energy facility, central solar energy heating and separate distribution facility, and water boiler, etc., applicable to residential quarter, building, hotel, restaurant, schools, army, hospital, gerocomium, solar-energy heating, swimming pool, active and passive solar house, etc.
Contacts: Cheng Xuyong
Tel: 86-10-88681843, 88681847, 13366888968
Fax: 86-10-86835203
Email: cjbj3297@263.net
Website: www.tynzh.com

2015 the 13th Nanjing Public Security Product Exhibition / Building Intelligentization Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-28
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Centre
Classification: Public Security
Host: Science and Technology Office of Public Security Department of Jiangsu Province
Organizer: Nanjing Huizhan Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Co-organizer: Nanjing Security and Protection Industry Association
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: intrusion alarm system, community and home security system, video monitoring system, intelligent building intercom and intelligent community system, intelligent one-card, access control system, patrol system, fingerprint recognition system, intelligent identity identification system, public address system, video conferencing system, generic cabling system, wire, cable and peripheral equipment, anti-theft door, lock and cabinet, biometric system
Contacts: Ding Ping
Tel: 86-25-84714021
Fax: 86-25-84714041

2015 China (Nanjing) International Educational Equipment & Scientific Education Technology Exhibition/The 10th China (Nanjing) International Scientific Instrument & Lab Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Nanjing Guozhan Exhibition Corporation
Organizer: Nanjing Guozhan Exhibition Corporation
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: modern science education technology, information technology and equipment, modern educational media, three-dimensional scanning & designing equipment, solution of campus informatization, video collection card, remote conference solution equipment, media & educational equipment, optimal education, teaching simulation software, network experimenting and training equipment, digitalized campus, class facility, processor, school management system, multimedia, streaming media technology and information security technology
Contacts: Chen Hui
Tel: 86-25-86891508
Fax: 86-25-86891030
Email: chenhui_322@163.com
Website: www.njkexh.com

2015 Nanjing Advertising, LED Illuminant, Urban Energy-Saving and Lighting Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-11—2015-04-13
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Centre
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Nanjing Sub-Council
Organizer: Nanjing Yadong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: advertising technology, equipment and materials; sculpture, signs, signage technology, equipment, and materials; LED products and their applications; exhibitions and shows; commercial digital imaging equipment and office printing equipment and supplies; other advertising-derived products
Tel: 86-25-83227379
Fax: 86-25-83227379
Email: 120165381@qq.com

2015 China (Nanjing) Car Accessories & Modified Automobile Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-12—2015-04-14
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing Construction Planning Exhibition hall
Classification: Transportation
Host: Nanjing Economy and Information Technology Commission
Organizer: Nanjing Xunchi Conference & Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
2015 the 8th China (Jiangsu) International Agricultural Machinery Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-15—2015-04-17
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Centre
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Nanjing Economy and Information Technology Commission
Organizer: Nanjing Xunchi Conference & Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-25-52856793
Email: agromach@126.com

2015 China (Nanjing) New Energy Auto & Electric Vehicles Expo

Date: 2015-04-17—2015-04-19
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Centre
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Shanghai Foryou Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: new energy vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles, pure electric vehicles, fuel cell vehicles, solar electric vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles of hydrogen energy, natural gas and other new energies and clean fuels, various low-emission environmental and energy-efficient vehicles, power drive systems, components of new energy vehicles, and charging facilities
Contacts: Yang Chen
Tel: 86-21-36388577
Fax: 86-21-36388580
Email: foryouexpo@163.com
Website: www.neaechina.com

The 9th Jiangsu Food Goods Exhibition (Spring)

Date: 2015-04-23—2015-04-28
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Nanjing New-Century Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of wines, drinks, teas, coffees; all kinds of special, superior and new food products; kitchen supplies, craft gifts, bedding articles, clothing, shoes and hats, leisure goods and modern household items, etc.
Contacts: Huang Huili
Tel: 86-25-85403713, 85437899
Fax: 86-25-85403715
Email: market@new-exhibit.com
Website: www.new-exhibit.com


Date: 2015-04-25—2015-04-26
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: China Feed Industry Association, National Animal Husbandry Services
Organizer: Nanjing International Expo Center
Area: 36000 m²
Exhibits: feed raw material, feed and feed additive product, pet feed, feed for special animal, feed processing machinery and spare parts, quality inspecting instrument and equipment for feed product, microcomputer control system, software and hardware for feed, new technology of feed formulation, new technology, new product and new process of feed industry, animal health care product, veterinary medicine, and drug
Contacts: Yu Xin, Bai Yuqin, Zhao Zhiyang
Tel: 86-10-59194586, 4789, 4592
Fax: 86-010-59194037
Email: yuxin@agri.gov.cn
Website: www.chinafeedexpo.com/index.htm

2015 the 6th International Biology Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-25—2015-04-27
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing Xinzhuang International Exhibition Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Information Research Center of International Talent, SAFEA, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Dalian Sub-Council
Organizer: BIT Congress, Inc.
Exhibits: scientific instrument area, analytical & test instrument
Contacts: Yang He
Tel: 86-411-84796897
Fax: 86-411-84796897
Email: daisy@bitlifesciences.com
Website: www.bitlifesciences.com/bioexpo

2015 the 14th Nanjing International Textile Fabric & Auxiliary Material Expo

Date: 2015-05-14—2015-05-16
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Nanjing Sub-Council, Nanjing Zhongfang Exhibition Co., Ltd., Nanjing Baimu Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 14000 m²
Exhibits: fabric & auxiliary materials, yarn, home textile, down feather products & auxiliary materials, clothing software, cad, cam, laser carving, cutting equipment, commercial real estate of textile & clothing hall
Contacts: Luo Jun
Tel: 86-25-52315808, 52315868
Fax: 86-25-52315918
Email: zfexpo@126.com
Website: www.njzfexpo.com

2015 the 21st Nanjing International Beauty & Cosmetic Expo

Date: 2015-05-14—2015-05-16
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Nanjing Sub-Council
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: professional production line and daily chemical production line
Contacts: Mr. Han
Tel: 86-25-83613103
2015 the 3rd Nanjing International Buddhist Cultural Items & Crafts Fair

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-18
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: The Buddhist Association of Nanjing, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Nanjing Sub-Council, Nanjing International Exhibition Center
Organizer: Nanjing Guozhan Exhibition Corporation
Area: 21400 m²
Exhibits: Buddha sculptures, Buddhism instruments, Incense, Candles, Lamps and lanterns, Palace and temple supplies, Embroideries of monk garbs, Calligraphies and paintings and audio and video products, arts and crafts. Materials and equipment, and other machinery and raw materials.
Tel: 86-25-86891503,86891573,86891112
Fax: 86-25-86891030

2015 the 16th National Hospital Construction Convention / China International Hospital Construction, Equipment & Management Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-06-20
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Centre
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Informa Exhibitions (Beijing) Ltd., Chinese Hospital Architecture & Equipment Magazine
Organizer: Beijing Jingwei Joint Medicine Information Institute
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: investment, consultation and planning design, financial service and investment, engineering consultation and planning, building design, general planning and designing for comprehensive hospital and specialized hospital, individual medical building planning and designing, and designing, project management for other medical institutions, and others, engineering, environmental protection, energy reservation, green photoelectric and new technology and product for green hospital, new energy technology and equipment, ecological water resources facility, mechanical and electrical equipment, energy reservation and control facility.
Contacts: Wen Haibing
Tel: 86-13401039691
Email: whb870922@163.com
Website: www.chaej.com/chaej15

2015 Nanjing International Vacation Tourism Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-05-31
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Centre
Classification: Transportation
Host: The People's Government of Nanjing Municipality, Jiangsu Tourism Bureau
Organizer: Messe Stuttgart
Area: 24000 m²
Exhibits: tourism, national & local tourist administration, tourism institutions, tourist destinations, theme park, hall, resort villages, SPA club, tourist facilities, all kinds of limos, camping ground & facilities, self-driving travel, SUV, sport cars, motorcycle, loose pulley, aviation companies & other transportation methods, golf, equestrianism, outdoor & bicycle equipment, pleasure boat & yacht, tourist commodities, news, media, publication & services, etc.
Contacts: Yan Bo, Min Yu
Tel: 86-25-86615675, 86615382, 86615860-214
Fax: 86-25-86615337
Website: www.cmt-china.com.cn

2015 China International Marine Engineering, Oil & Gas Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-10—2015-06-12
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Centre
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Host: National Energy Board, the People's Government of Nantong Municipality, China Chamber of International Commerce
Organizer: Science and Technology Bureau of Nantong Municipality, Propaganda Department of Nantong committee, Nantong Development & Reform Commission, Nantong Commerce Bureau, Nantong Economic and Information Technology Commission
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: maritime work platform and ships; platform devices; new energy; engineering construction; steel structures for maritime work; technical equipment for petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas; oil and gas storage and transportation; coastal development; harbor construction; information media.
Tel: 86-21-54381027
Fax: 86-21-54381023
Email: 1376194110@139.com
Website: www.ote-china.com

2015 the 9th Nanjing International Jewelry Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-26—2015-06-29
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Nanjing Sub-Council
Organizer: Nanjing Baimu Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: diamond and gem, jewelry, pearls and corals, jade; equipment and instrument: jewelry processing equipment, jewelry tools, testing equipment, cleaning equipment, management software; fashion jewelry: artificial stones, metal jewelry, accessories, stainless steel jewelry.
Contacts: Chai Junsheng
Tel: 86-25-52315808
Fax: 86-25-52315918
Email: 1724795266@qq.com
Website: www.njzbexpo.com

2015 Nanjing International Tea Industry Expo

Date: 2015-06-26—2015-06-29
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Centre
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Nanjing Sub-Council
Organizer: Nanjing Zhongfang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: tea; tea plants; tea varieties; tea making; tea equipment; tea processing; tea accessories; tea information media.
Contacts: Chai Junsheng
Tel: 86-25-52315808
Fax: 86-25-52315918
Email: njmbh365@126.com
Website: www.njzbexpo.com

2015 China International Marine Engineering, Oil & Gas Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-10—2015-06-12
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Centre
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Host: National Energy Board, the People's Government of Nantong Municipality, China Chamber of International Commerce
Organizer: Science and Technology Bureau of Nantong Municipality, Propaganda Department of Nantong committee, Nantong Development & Reform Commission, Nantong Commerce Bureau, Nantong Economic and Information Technology Commission
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: maritime work platform and ships; platform devices; new energy; engineering construction; steel structures for maritime work; technical equipment for petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas; oil and gas storage and transportation; coastal development; harbor construction; information media.
Tel: 86-21-54381027
Fax: 86-21-54381023
Email: 1376194110@139.com
Website: www.ote-china.com

2015 the 9th Nanjing International Jewelry Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-26—2015-06-29
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Nanjing Sub-Council
Organizer: Nanjing Baimu Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: diamond and gem, jewelry, pearls and corals, jade; equipment and instrument: jewelry processing equipment, jewelry tools, testing equipment, cleaning equipment, management software; fashion jewelry: artificial stones, metal jewelry, accessories, stainless steel jewelry.
Contacts: Chai Junsheng
Tel: 86-25-52315808
Fax: 86-25-52315918
Email: 1724795266@qq.com
Website: www.njzbexpo.com

2015 Nanjing International Tea Industry Expo

Date: 2015-06-26—2015-06-29
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Centre
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Nanjing Sub-Council
Organizer: Nanjing Zhongfang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: tea; tea plants; tea varieties; tea making; tea equipment; tea processing; tea accessories; tea information media.
Contacts: Chai Junsheng
Tel: 86-25-52315808
Fax: 86-25-52315918
Email: njmbh365@126.com
Website: www.njzbexpo.com
### 2015 the 10th Asia Outdoor Trade Show

**Date:** 2015-07-23—2015-07-26  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Centre  
**Classification:** Other  
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Nanjing Sub-Council, Messe Friedrichshafen Gmbh, Beijing Demansi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Nanjing Ningfei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Exhibits:** spare parts, bicycle & corresponding spare parts, camping equipment, tent accessories, protective product, children's outdoor supplies, material, raw material & thread for garment, media, climbing, skating, mountain rescuing & navigation optical instrument, backpack, shoes, store equipment, sleeping bag and transporting instrument  
**Contacts:** Li Hao  
**Tel:** 86-25-86891017  
**Fax:** 86-25-86891510  
**Email:** richardli@nfexpo.com  
**Website:** www.asian-outdoor.com

### 2015 the 17th China (Jiangsu) International Apparel Household Textile & Fabrics Trade Fair

**Date:** 2015-09-12—2015-09-14  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Centre  
**Classification:** Textile & Costume  
**Host:** Department Of Commerce of Jiangsu Province (People's Government of Jiangsu Province)  
**Organizer:** Jiangsu Textile and Apparel Council(Jiangsu Textile Industry Association), Jiangsu Economic and Information Technology Committee  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Exhibits:** clothing brands, clothing, home textiles, fabrics and accessories, apparel machineries, media, etc.  
**Contacts:** Zhang Renle  
**Tel:** 86-25-84400443, 84405517  
**Fax:** 86-25-84503444  
**Email:** info@jsfz.org.cn  
**Website:** jiaf.jsfz.org.cn

### 2015 the 11th China (Nanjing) International Biotech Conference & Exhibition

**Date:** 2015-09-03—2015-09-05  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Exhibition Centre  
**Classification:** Medical Service  
**Host:** The People's Government of Nanjing Municipality, China Healthy Industry Development Alliance  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Exhibits:** biological product, immunochemical amino acid, antigen and blood product, cell & tissue culture, enzyme, monoclonal antibodies, nucleotide, oligonucleotides, polyclonal antibody, biotechnology & bio-based product, biology, cell biology, drug delivery, gene therapy, genomics, immunization therapy, molecular biology, nanotechnology, proteomics and stem cells  
**Contacts:** Du Juan  
**Tel:** 86-25-83418350  
**Fax:** 86-25-83518322-818  
**Email:** info@biotechchina-nj.com  
**Website:** www.biotechchina-nj.com

### 2015 the 13th Nanjing International Hotel Equipment & Supplies Exhibition

**Date:** 2015-09-25—2015-09-27  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Exhibition Centre  
**Classification:** Travel & Hotel  
**Host:** China Hotel Association, Anhui Tourism Bureau, Jiangsu Tourism Bureau  
**Organizer:** Nanjing Lianfang Conference & Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Area:** 10000 m²  
**Exhibits:** kitchen and catering equipment, intelligent products for hotels, electrical appliances for guest rooms, linens and uniforms for hotels, hotel furniture, decoration and healthcare equipment, washing and cleaning equipment, desktop articles, coffee, tea, wine and spirit  
**Contacts:** Fang Hongjuan  
**Tel:** 86-25-84681360,68876166  
**Fax:** 86-25-84681370  
**Email:** lenver@126.com

### 2015 the 14th Nanjing International Auto Exhibition

**Date:** 2015-09-29—2015-10-04  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Centre  
**Classification:** Transportation  
**Host:** Nanjing Aoyuan Exhibition Co., Ltd., Jiangsu Automobile Industry Association, the Exhibition Industry Office of the people's Government of Nanjing Municipality  
**Area:** 100000 m²  
**Exhibits:** Various types of cars; All kinds of automobile assemblies and parts; All kinds of automobile manufacturing equipment and
Suzhou

2015 Nanjing Aged Care Expo

Date: 2015-11-06—2015-11-08
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Centre
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Jiangsu Department of Civil Affairs, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Jiangsu Sub-Council, Office of Jiangsu Provincial Committee on Aging
Area: 24000 m²
Exhibits: walking-aid devices, medical rehabilitation products, diagnostic equipment, home care and health care service, positioning system, telecare, home supplies and building materials, accident prevention articles, bathroom accessories, communication equipment, functional food, nutriments, garments, anti-aging products; E-commerce, supporting industrial service
Tel: 86-25-52896803
Fax: 86-25-5223048
Email: dcare@jsccpit.gov.cn
Website: www.agedcare.com.cn/web/Default.aspx

2015 China Huaxia Housing and Furnishing Expo

Date: 2015-02-20—2015-02-28
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Foreign Trade Development Bureau of Ministry of Commerce Organizational Unit: Suzhou ChineselnkExhibitionServicesLtd.
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: bathroom cematics, cabinet & kitchen appliance, comfort system, decorative ceiling, wallpaper, comprehensive constructing material, design, construction, and consultation for home decoration, floor, door and window, floor heating system, solid furniture, panel-type furniture, fovea and hammock, customized furniture, sliding-door chest, home textile & home decoration
Tel: 86-21-61359918,61354702
Fax: 86-21-61354721
Website: www.51jiabo.com

2015 the 10th Suzhou Wedding Expo

Date: 2015-03-13—2015-03-15
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: Suzhou Daily Press Group, the People's Government of Suzhou District of Suzhou Municipality, the Civilization Office of Suzhou Municipality
Organizer: Suzhou Huqiu Wedding Investment Company, Suzhou Wedding Industry Chamber of Commerce
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: Wedding Ceremony, Wedding Photography, Camera Equipment, Wedding Hotel, Wedding Supplies, etc.
Tel: 86-512-65221690
Fax: 86-512-65221690
Website: www.szweddingshow.com

2015 the 4th China (Suzhou) Cultural Creativity & Design Industry Fair

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: Ministry of Culture of the People’s Republic of China, Culture Industry Department, Department Of Commerce of Jiangsu Province (the People's Government of Jiangsu Province)
Organizer: Suzhou Municipal Bureau of Culture, Radio, Television, News and Publications
Area: 26000 m²
Exhibits: exhibition area of cultural and creative designing, exhibition area of cultural and creative city
Tel: 86-512-65154052
Fax: 86-512-65154052
Email: cedeie@sina.cn
Website: www.cedcie.com

2015 the 12th Suzhou International Industry Expo

Date: 2015-05-12—2015-05-15
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Suzhou People’s Government
Organizer: Suzhou Glory Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: metal cutting & forging machine tool, clamping apparatus, numerical control & automation, mould & material, casting machinery
Tel: 86-512-62804362
Fax: 86-512-62804421
Email: gbhcnc@126.com
Website: www.siie.com.cn

2015 the 10th Suzhou International Surface Tech Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-12—2015-05-15
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Suzhou Electroplating Association, Suzhou Chemical Industry Association, WuXi Surface Engineering Association Organizational Unit: Suzhou Glory Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: electroplating, finishing and coating equipment, auxiliary accessories and painting, fine chemical engineering, environmental protection and safety equipment, cleaning devices, liquid waste/ waste gas/ waste residue treatment, dust removal, ventilation and air pollution control, engineering design, complete equipment, quality control and testing instruments, consulting service, periodicals and other service
Contacts: Yan Qun
Tel: 86-512-62805056
2015 the 8th Suzhou International Die-casting Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-12---2015-05-15
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Suzhou Die-Casting Association
Organizer: Suzhou Glory Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: die casting industry, new materials, new equipment, new technology and new technology, the die casting boutique and manufacturing technology, die casting machine, etc.
Tel: 86-512-62804595, 62804200
Fax: 86-512-62804421
Email: gbhcnc@126.com
Website: www.siie.com.cn

2015 the 6th Suzhou International Metaltech Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-12---2015-05-15
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: The People's Government of Suzhou Municipality
Organizer: Suzhou Glory Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: metal cutting, forming & non-traditional processing machine tool, numerical control & display system, machine tool appliance, accessories & auxiliary equipment, abrasive & grinding machine, cutter, clamping apparatus, machine tool & instrument inspection & measure equipment, industrial container, tool cabinet, storage & logistic equipment, casting equipment & parts, heat treatment industrial furnace
Tel: 86-512-62804023
Fax: 86-512-62805113
Email: guanlinlin_suzhou@163.com
Website: www.metaltechexpo.com

2015 Suzhou Circuit Board & Surface Mounting Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-20---2015-05-22
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Center of Strait Economy & Science-Tech Coop.
Organizer: Suzhou Glory Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: circuit board, circuit board equipment, raw materials and chemicals of circuit board, peripheral equipment, components, surface pasting and electronic assembly production equipment, testing equipment, materials
Contacts: Zhang Chen
Tel: 86-21-52282401
Fax: 86-21-52288248
Email: doris.zhang@mackbrooks.co.uk
Website: www.circuitex.com

2015 the 16th Suzhou Asia-Pacific Electronic Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-28---2015-05-30
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Xinhua Expo Agency, Sunan Electronics Network, China Electronic & Information Industry Association
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: IT digital products and components such as new electronic components, modules, connectors, cables, computers, tablets, cellphones, and cameras; electronic chemical products and electronic materials, integrated circuits, flat panel display and touch technology, electronic manufacturing and assembly equipment and related products, and SMT, PCB equipment, on-line tests, test equipment, and lasers applied in such production lines of as electronics, semi-conductors and integrated circuits, LED
Contacts: Mr. Liu
Tel: 86-512-68413488
Fax: 86-512-68413458
Email: e-expo@cnnce.com
Website: www.cnnce.cn

2015 the 4th Suzhou Tea Industry Expo

Date: 2015-05-29---2015-10-31
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Shenzhen Global Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Suzhou Huanqiu Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: green tea, white tea, yellow tea, black tea, dark tea, Wulong tea; renewable tea; tea sets; tea circulation; tea packaging; tea water; tea processing; tea sale; tea process
Contacts: Ms. Yi
Tel: 512-69173988, 13776077137
Email: yiwen831025@163.com
Website: www.teaexpo.com

2015 China (Suzhou) Scientific Children Raising Carnival & Infant and Children Supplies Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-01---2015-06-03
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: The People's Government of Suzhou Municipality
Organizer: Suzhou International Expo Centre, Suzhou Glory Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: scientific children-raising demonstration exhibition area, excellent enterprises exhibition area, boutique projects agent, participation exhibition area, and luxuries exhibition area
Contacts: Gao Yun
Tel: 86-512-62804151
Fax: 86-512-62804609
Email: gaoyun@suzhoucec.com
Website: www.teaexpo.com

2015 Suzhou Shanghua Spring Fishing Gears Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-15
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Shanghai Huamu Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Huamu Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Tel: 86-21-64718767
Fax: 86-21-64718700
Email: 1430843136@qq.com
Website: www.sz-hyjz.com
2015 the 11th Suzhou International Aftermarket Expo/Suzhou International Automobile Modification Exhibition/Four-Region across the Straits Automobile Modification Carnival

Date: 2015-06-13—2015-06-15
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Car Modification Branch of China Auto After Market General Association, China Auto Market General Association
Organizer: Wuhan New City International Expo Center Management Co., Ltd., Dianjin International Media Group
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: automotive beauty care products, interior decoration, exterior decoration, audio, video & entertainment, auto-carried communication & navigation, automobile safety supplies, automobile electric appliance, energy reservation & environmental protection supplies, outdoor supplies, tyre, wheel hub, various oil products, supplies for modified vehicle and spare parts for modification
Tel: 86-20-38376058
Fax: 86-20-38376173
Email: 1183810974@qq.com
Website: www.ciaas.cn

2015 the 10th Suzhou Wedding Industry Expo

Date: 2015-06-13—2015-06-15
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Suzhou Daily Press Group, the People's Government of Gusu District of Suzhou Municipality, the Civilization Office of Suzhou Municipality
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: wedding photography, wedding planning, wedding feast & hotel, wedding supplies, jewelry & accessories, bridal houses & cars, honeymoon tour
Tel: 86-512-65221690
Website: www.szweddingshow.com

2015 the 7th Suzhou Furniture Fair

Date: 2015-06-24—2015-06-27
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Suzhou Xiangcheng District People's Government
Organizer: Yuanhe Zhao Yixue Business Planning Agancy, Xiangcheng District, Suzhou
Area: 120000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of furniture: European & American furniture, solid wood & rosewood furniture, panel furniture, modern cane furniture, new classical furniture, glass & metal furniture, upholstered furniture, office & hotel furniture, outdoor leisure furniture, woodworking machinery, equipment painting, packaging, testing & drying. equipment instruments, cutter, raw & auxiliary materials, wood & board, unfinished furniture, hardware accessories, oil paint, packaging material of sofa feet, clothes & leather, sponge, adhesive, staple gun, home accessories, ceramics, artistic glass, metal, wood, stone & root carving, artificial flowers, lamp & lantern, carpet
Website: www.szjjzlh.com

2015 the 3rd China Red Wood Furniture Expo/Chinese-Style Furniture & Supplies Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-24—2015-06-27
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Yuanhe Zhao Yixue Business Planning Agency, Xiangcheng District, Suzhou
Organizer: Zhaoyixue Commercial Planning Agency
Area: 30000 m²

2015 the 21st Suzhou Housing Industry Expo

Date: 2015-09-11---2015-09-13
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: Suzhou Yaxuan Exhibition and Presentation Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: villa, real estate, building material, commerce, investment, professional service, ornamentation
Tel: 86-512-65569926
Fax: 86-512-65569927
Email: 2754307648@qq.com

2015 China Geriatrics Convention & Elderly Health Industry Expo

Date: 2015-09-11---2015-09-13
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Chinese Medical Association, China Medical Promotion Association, Chinese Association of Geriatric Research, China Elderly Health Care Association, the People's Liberation Army Medical Science and Technology Commission, China Health Promotion Foundation, Bureau of Health of Jiangsu Province, the People's Government of Suzhou Municipality
Organizer: Suzhou Guanyang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: medicine and health care products, medical devices, supplies for the old, rehabilitation and nursing supplies, scientific beauty and plastic surgery, leisure, travel, and fitness, livable buildings, information service for the old, talent training service in sanatoria field, sanatoria service brand alliance, service agency for the old, senior health management, sanatoria institutions and technology showcase, health cultural products of the old, health culture, and health food
Tel: 86-512-65109389-8012
Fax: 86-512-62992268
Email: gyzl888@126.com
Website: www.szauae.cn

2015 the 7th Suzhou International Metaltech Exhibition

Date: 2015-10
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: The People's Government of Suzhou Municipality
2015 China (Suzhou) International Biotechnology Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-20—2015-10-31
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Jiangsu Development & Reform Commission
Organizer: Guangzhou Huaya Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: hairdressing & health care, cosmetics & cosmetic equipment, traditional Chinese medicine & cosmetology, cosmetic nourishment, bodybuilding & slimming, makeup & perfumes, nail-painting & tattoo, raw materials & manufacturing equipment, packaging, health food & beverage, microelement products, home health care & medical instruments, home therapeutic & rehabilitative equipment, home care equipment, medical instruments, agricultural & biological technology, biological & ecological agriculture, agricultural machinery & equipment
Contacts: Lu Sheng
Tel: 86-13535253733
Fax: 86-20-28067452
Email: 8075415@qq.com

2015 the 14th Suzhou International Agricultural Products Trade Fair

Date: 2015-12-19—2015-12-21
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: The People’s Government of Suzhou Municipality
Organizer: City (District) people’s Governments (Committee), Suzhou Agriculture Committee
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: agricultural, sideline and special local products: agricultural products, forest products, aquatic products, fungus products, fruit and vegetable products, meat and egg products; food: pollution-free, green and organic food, baked food, leisure food, quick-frozen food, canned food, seasonings, sauced food, nutrients, royal jelly products, nutritious food; beverages: fruit juice, vegetable juice, tea drinks, flower and plant drinks, green, nutritious and healthy drinks, solid drinks, vegetable protein drinks, mineral water, purified water, ionized water, honey, coffee, instant drinks, dissolved drinks; candies, liquor and tea: edible sugar, crystal sugar, fruit drops, milk candies, chocolates, artistic candies, beer, red wine, syrup liquor, white spirit, tea, tea products; creative agriculture, ecological village, organic farm, creative agricultural products, sightseeing and leisure agriculture
Contacts: Mr. Chen
Tel: 86-512-62804482
Email: charlie.chen@suzhouexpo.com
Website: www.agrif.com.cn

2015 China (Taizhou) International Medical Expo

Date: 2015-10
City: Taizhou
Venue: Taizhou International Expo Center (Taizhou China Medical City Exhibition Center)
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Jiangsu Sub-Council
Tel: 86-25-52856790
Fax: 86-25-5285676
Email: info@cim-expo.com
Website: www.cim-expo.com

2015 the 25th Wuxi Taihu International Machine Tool & Mould Manufacturing Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-17—2015-03-20
City: Wuxi
Venue: Wuxi Taihu International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Wuxi Sub-Council, Wuxi Machinery Industry Federation
Organizer: Jiangsu Delta International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: machine tool, numerical control machine tool & machining center, metal cutting machine tool, lathe, milling machine, boring lathe, boring-milling machine, grinding machine, drilling machine, sawing machine, broaching machine, facing machine, carving machine, electro machining, wire electrical discharge machine, gear cutting machine, special purpose machine, tools & accessories, machine tool driving & control technology, numerical control system, electric equipment of machine tool, cutting tool, fixture, measuring equipment, abrasive & grinding machine, metal cutting oil, lubricating oil, hardware, machine tool accessories, robot, automatic control, instrumentation, electric application system & manufacturing industry information solution, metal forming machinery, metal sheet cutting machine & laser cutting machine, water jet technology, punching machine, hydraulic machine, steel plate shear, bending machine, veneer reeling machine, pipe bending machine, automatic forming machine, mould, peripheral device, etc.
Contacts: Teng Hui
Tel: 86-510-82322145, 82322142
Fax: 86-510-82301731

2015 China (Wuxi) International Electrical Vehicle Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-17
City: Wuxi
Venue: Wuxi Taihu International Expo Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Specialized Committee of Moped, Chinese Cycling Association
Organizer: Wuxi Hengya Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 32000 m²
Exhibits: enterprises of electric bicycle, electric tricycle, electric car, fuel oil mopod, scooter for the aged, motor tricycle, electric golf cart and electric sightseeing car; enterprises of auxiliary products, such as battery, motor, controller, charger and tyre; enterprises of components, such as handle, brake crank and loudspeaker; enterprises of manufacturing
technology and equipment of material, coating, tools and measuring instruments; enterprises of ancillary products, such as battery repair instrument
Tel: 86-13013601526

2015 the 13th Wuxi International Car Modification Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-13——2015-06-15
City: Wuxi
Venue: Wuxi Taihu International Expo Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Auto Market General Association
Organizer: Wuxi Zhengbang International Exhibition Co., Ltd
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: automobile beauty and maintenance products, interior ornamentation, socket sleeve and seat, exterior ornamentation, automobile audio, video and entertainment products and TV, automobile telecom navigation, navigator, automobile safety products, GPS, electronic appliances, refrigerators and dust collectors for automobiles, energy-saving and environmental-protection products, energy economizer and fuel economize, tyre, hub, oil products, accessories of cover tyre, inner tube, rim, hub and tyre, fuel oil, lubricating oil, oil additive, fuel-saving products, refitted vehicles and accessories for refitting
Tel: 86-20-38376058
Fax: 86-20-38376173

2015 the 5th China (Wuxi) International Culture & Art Industry Fair

Date: 2015-11
City: Wuxi
Venue: Wuxi Taihu International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: Jiangsu Economic and Information Technology Committee, the People's Government of Wuxi Municipality
Organizer: Wuxi Zhengbang International Exhibition Co., Ltd
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: traditional culture and art; Yixing purple pottery; valuable and rare wood and agilawood; classical oil paintings, paintings and calligraphy; ceramic art; folk culture and art; folk artworks of folk exposition; masters artworks; classical and creative household furniture and appliances; national stone and stone carving; foreign distinctive culture and art; national and folk musical instruments
Contacts: Li Fengyi
Tel: 86-510-82753117-8922
Fax: 86-510-82753078
Email: shikehua@wx-zb.com

2015 China (Wuxi)New Energy Conference & Exhibition

Date: 2015-11-05——2015-11-07
City: Wuxi
Venue: Wuxi Taihu International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Jiangsu Sub-Council
Organizer: Jiangsu Ministry of Commerce(Department Of Commerce of Jiangsu Province)
Tel: 86-516 — 83873055

Xuzhou

2015 the 9th Jiangsu Modern Agricultural Equipment & Machinery Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-08——2015-07-09
City: Xuzhou
Venue: Xuzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Beijing Shoutuo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Shoutuo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: agricultural plantation machinery, tractor & auxiliary tillage machinery, harvesting machinery, combine harvester, its spare parts & accessories, etc., transporting machinery, its spare parts & accessories, etc., power machinery, hydroelectric generator, electric motor, its spare parts & accessories, etc., drainage and irrigation machinery, water conservation machinery, plant protection machinery & equipment, agricultural machinery, stockbreeding machinery, gardening machinery, engineering machinery applicable for agriculture, agriculture informatization series books & various agriculture management software books, specialized magazine, website and scientific achievements for agricultural machinery
Contacts: Mr. Hao
Tel: 86-516 — 83873055

Yangzhou

2015 China (Yangzhou) Creative & Artistic Lighting Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-28——2015-03-30
City: Yangzhou
Venue: Yangzhou International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Reed Northern Exhibitions (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-58216588
Fax: 86-21-58216508
Email: binghongexpo@163.com

2015 China (Yangzhou) Art Ware Expo

Date: 2015-04-10——2015-04-13
City: Yangzhou
Venue: Yangzhou International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Yangzhou Broadcast & Television Media Group
Organizer: Yangzhou TV Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 7000 m²
Exhibits: paintings, oil paintings, colored glazes, sculptures, potteries, bronze items, furnishing articles, ancient jades, jades, root and wood carvings, museum collections, classical furniture, carpets, clocks, watches, music instruments, lacquers, wood, stone and ivory carvings, simulation plants, ceramics, drawn work embroideries, natural plant weaving products, metal crafts, jewelries, purple sand arts, rare stones, auctioned items, archaized decorations, folk arts and crafts, rosewood furniture, home decorations and decorative lightings, carpets and tapestries, clothing crafts, technology, folk crafts, four traditional writing treasures, theatrical costume props, tourist souvenirs and hotel-used porcelain and crystal products, promotional gifts, albums, resin crafts and glass ware, outdoor supplies, household textiles, etc.
Tel: 86-21-58216588
Fax: 86-21-58216508
Email: binghongexpo@163.com
Jiangxi

Jingdezhen

2015 the 12th China (Jingdezhen) International Ceramics Expo
Date: 2015-10-18—2015-10-22
City: Jingdezhen
Venue: Jingdezhen International Ceramics Cultural Exchange Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, the People’s Government of Jiangxi Province
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: art ceramics, ceramics for daily use, high-tech ceramics, ceramic machinery, ceramic packaging and etc.
Tel: 86-798-8562798
Fax: 86-798-8562779
Email: jdz@chinaicf.cn
Website: www.chinaicf.cn

Nanchang

2015 the 3rd China (Nanchang) Infant, Children and Maternity Supplies Exhibition (Spring)
Date: 2015-03-08—2015-03-10
City: Nanchang
Venue: Nanchang International Exhibition Center
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Organizer: Nanchang Jinzheng Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hefei Jingzheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of products and facilitating agencies related to maternity-baby-children Food, clothing, shelter, transportation, teaching, education, and music and so on; All kinds of toys, preschool education products; All the products and fabrics and auxiliary materials related to Baby and child clothing, clothing ornaments and shoes and hats
Contacts: Li Zhen
Tel: 86-791-87781111, 86-791-87782222
Fax: 86-791-87785588

2015 China (Nanchang) International Tea Culture Expo & Purple Sand Art Ware Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-17—2015-04-20
City: Nanchang
Venue: Nanchang International Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Jiangnan City Daily
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: tea enterprise, tea distribution franchisee, chain enterprise of tea, tea import and export company, tea set enterprise, purple sand, ceramics, tea boiler, tea maker, metal and bamboo tea sets and other auxiliary tea sets, tea food enterprise, tea beverage, tea candy, tea cake, healthcare tea product, tea extract, tea packaging machinery, tea caddy, tea gift box, tea paper box, tea glass vessel, other package products; tea picker, tea garden tiller, tea canning machinery, fresh container, dryer, dehumidifier, weighing container, metal detector; purple clay artwork, purple clay sculpture for display, purple clay vase, pot and stationary, purple sand circulation enterprise; classical rosewood furniture: antique reproduction furniture, root carving, wood carving, bamboo carving, antique reproduction ornaments
Contacts: Jin Kui
Tel: 86-791-87781111, 86-791-87782222
Fax: 86-791-87785588

2015 China (Nanchang)Tea Culture & Industry Expo (Spring)
Date: 2015-04-24—2015-04-27
City: Nanchang
Venue: Nanchang International Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Jiangxi Huamei Conference & Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: famous &quality tea &tea art root carving, famous &quality special tea, tea set, etc.
Contacts: Xie Qilin
Tel: 86-791-86202823
Fax: 86-791-86206571
Email: 1376003994@qq.com

2015 Central China (Nanchang) Advanced Manufacturing Industry Expo
Date: 2015-05-09—2015-05-11
City: Nanchang
Venue: Nanchang International Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Mechanecaland Electrical Products Circulation Association, the People's Government of Nanchang Municipality, Chinese Equipment Manufacturing Industry Association
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: exhibition area of numerically-controlled machine tool, exhibition area of electromechanical equipment, various metal hardware tools and electrical tools, exhibition area of industrial automation system, automation instrument and meter, exhibition area of hydro pneumatic components, exhibition area of welding equipment, exhibition area of electric, power, electric fitting and coating, exhibition area of general equipment, environmental protection equipment, exhibition area of mining equipment, exhibition area of plastics machinery, exhibition area of coating and surface treatment.
Contacts: Xie Qilin
Tel: 86-791-86202823, 86231551, 13026212882
Fax: 86-791-86206571
Website: www.jxgbh.com

2015 the 3rd Central China (Nanchang) New Energy & Electrical Vehicles, Tricycles Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-09—2015-05-11
City: Nanchang
Venue: Nanchang International Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Mechanecaland Electrical Products Circulation Association, the People's Government of Nanchang Municipality, Chinese Equipment Manufacturing Industry Association
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: exhibition area of full electric vehicles; exhibition area of new energy vehicles
Contacts: Mr. Wang
Tel: 86-791-87670996, 87675600
Fax: 86-791-86206571
Email: 2855936715@.com
Website: www.jxwbh.com
2015 Zhengchuang Jiangxi Fishing Gear Exhibition (Spring)
Date: 2015-05-15---2015-05-17
City: Nanchang
Venue: Jiangxi Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Organizer: Guangzhou Zhengchuang Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: fishing rods, fishhooks, doddle nets, buoys and accessories, fishing reels, waterproof boots, fishing tackle boxes, fish baits, fish detectors, fishing ropes and wires, fishing clothes, professional knives for fishing, publications relating to fishing tackle, fishing venues, fishing facilities, fishing boats and tools, advertising agencies relating to fishing related products, etc.
Contacts: Zheng Guixu
Tel: 86-20-82325689,82326962
Fax: 86-20-82312325-8888
Email: gzzhengchuang@126.com

Liaoning

Dalian

2015 the 15th CUM3.15Dalian International Consumer Goods Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-12---2015-03-16
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian World Expo Plaza
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Dalian Sub-Council, Dalian Zhongxin Consumer Guidance Centre, Dalian Haiwangxing Information Service Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-411-39881190
Fax: 86-411-84527980
Email: city315@126.com
Website: 315zh.0411315.com

2015 Dalian International Industry Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-14---2015-05-16
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian Xinghai Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Dalian Sub-Council, China Chamber of International Commerce Dalian Chamber of Commerce
Organizer: Dalian Machinery Industry Association, Dalian International Chamber Of Commerce Exhibition Industry Development Corp.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: machine tool, mould, hardware, welding, casting, plastic industry, automatic instruments, fluid machinery including valve & pump, labour protection, logistics, engineering machinery
Contacts: Yang Hong, Zhao Hong Xu
Tel: 86-411-82532852, 82532835
Fax: 86-411-82644331
Email: 243441815@qq.com

2015 the 5th Dalian International Food Expo & International Seasoning Specialized Expo
Date: 2015-03-26---2015-05-30
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian Xinghai Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Dalian Beyond International Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: imported food exhibition area: imported food & beverage, wine, seasoning, soy sauce & vinegar, aginomoto & chicken powder, compound seasoning, chilly products, salt, starch, pickle, cooking wine, seasoning oil & juice, edible oil, other kinds of seasoning, bean products
Contacts: Tang Teng
Tel: 86-411-84800955

2015 China (Dalian) International Exhibition on Textile Fabric & Yarn
Date: 2015-04-23—2015-04-25
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian World Expo Plaza
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Dalian Garment Industry Association, Dalian Garment Industry Association
Organizer: Beijing Haiminghuibo Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd., Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 4000 m²
Exhibits: functional and sportswear fabrics, functional fabrics, work and protective wears’ fabrics, Casual wears’ fabrics, knitting, embroidery and lace fabrics, fashion women's clothing’s fabrics, formal wears' fabrics, denim fabrics, shirt fabrics, accessory fabrics, zippers, buttons, threads, belts, laces, brand signs, shoulder pads, cups, racks, etc.; home textile fabrics, yarns and others
Tel: 86-532-85015218
Fax: 86-532-85012624
Email: mlz@qdhaiming.com
Website: www.hmintertextile.com.cn/dl/index.php

2015 China (Dalian) Car Accessories Fair / Refitted & Commercial Vehicle Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-30---2015-05-04
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian World Expo Plaza
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Automobile Dealers Association
Area: 21000 m²
Exhibits: low-temperature starter, wiping rag, buckskin, sponge, vehicle cover, lacquer pen, automotive interior ornament, seat cushion, seat, shorn sheepskin cushion, flax cushion, carpet, floor board, foot pad, steering wheel cover, back cushion, curtain, Pecan ornament, tissue box, phone holder, glasses holder, thermo jug, thermometer, gas-pressure meter, sun block, wind chime, doll, key ring
Contacts: Dong Fupeng
Tel: 86-411-84377440,62902518

2015 the 13th Dalian International Industry Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-14---2015-05-16
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian Xinghai Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: The People's Government of Dalian Municipalit
Organizer: Dalian Huazhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: industrial automation and electricity and electrician exhibition: industrial personal computers, programmable controllers, all kinds of instruments and meters, electricity transmission and distribution equipment, electrical automation technologies and equipment, low voltage electric equipment, etc.; fluid machineries and power transmission, bearings and gears, robot technologies, mechanical transmission and fluid power transmission equipment, pneumatic equipment, spare parts and their manufacturing equipment, electric transmission and sealing technologies, hydraulic technologies, air compression technologies, etc.
Contacts: Feng Jia
Tel: 86-411-82310625, 82310681
Fax: 86-0411-82310692
Email: info@dlhuazhan.com

2015 the 20th China International Wood-working Machine Exhibition/The 20th China International Furniture Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-18
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian World Expo Plaza
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: The People's Government of Dalian Municipality, Dalian Beizhan Haomai Group
Organizer: Dalian Furniture Association, Dalian North International Exhibition Limited Company
Area: 21000 m²
Exhibits: woodworking machinery & tool, domestic & imported woodworking machinery, complete sets of forestry equipment, forest cutting equipment, artificial board & artificial board machinery, secondary processing equipment, metal furniture, equipment, mattress machinery, metal connector, woodworking cutting tool & accessory, pneumatic machinery, electric tool, spraying & drying equipment and decoration
Contacts: Yang Jianguo
Tel: 86-411-82538666,82538638
Fax: 86-411-82538678
Email: zhinanhu_99@163.com

2015 the 20th China International Building Decorative Material Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-18—2015-05-21
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian World Expo Plaza
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China National Interior Decoration Association, the People's Government of Dalian Municipality, Dalian Beizhan Haomai Group
Organizer: Dalian North International Exhibition Limited Company
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: door &window, curtain wall,hardware &equipment,engineering companies, cleaning Instrument, ceramics, stone materials, cement products, pavement materials, technology & equipment, cabinet & kitchen appliance, accessory supplies, oil paint, coating & waterproof materials, plastic & rubber products, heating, air-conditioning & ventilation, gas technology & solar energy products, lighting decorations, LED display, beauty engineering & horticulture facilitate, large artware, home interior decoration & bedroom supplies, pipes & valves, smart community, monitoring system, building intercom system, building hardware, electric tool exhibition area
Contacts: Ms. Liu
Tel: 86-411-82538637, 82538638
Fax: 86-411-82538678

2015 China (Dalian) International Food and Beverage Fair & E-commerce Summit

Date: 2015-06
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian World Expo Plaza
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China General Chamber of Commerce, the People's Government of Dalian Municipalit, China National Commercial Information Center
Organizer: China National Commercial Information Center, China Commercial Sweets and Wine Investment Management Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: alcoholic beverage: red wine, wine, beer, whisky, champagne, chinese rice wine, medicinal liquor, white wine & overseas alcoholic beverages. alcoholic-free beverage: carbonated beverage, fruit juice, vegetable juice, dairy products, cold drinks, drinking water, coffee, tea, etc. grain, oil & auxiliary products: rice, flour, grain, edible oil, seasoning, dehydrated food, etc.
Tel: 86-411-88079315, 39513826, 15040563465, 13304089247
Fax: 86-0411-395138716
Email: hszh_yzw@dl.gov.cn,2258816504@qq.com,527725193@qq.com

2015 the 8th China (Dalian) International Yacht Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-11—2015-06-15
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian Xinhai Bay Yacht Port
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Economic and Information Commission of Liaoning Province, Liaoning Tourism Bureau, Liaoning Yacht Industry Association, Dalian Xinghai Bay Development and Construction Management Centre
Organizer: Dalian Xinghai Bay International Yacht Club, Dalian Xinghai Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Area: 28000 m²
Exhibits: ships, boats and yachts manufacture, accessories and equipment; water sports, leisure products, wharf, clubs and service agencies; lifestyle and fashion products and service
Tel: 86-411-39916908,39916900
Fax: 86-0411-39916909
Email: limpeng@dxce.net
Website: www.dxce.com/Special/a/dalianboatshow.shtml

2015 the 14th China (Dalian) Animation, Cartoon & Video Game Expo

Date: 2015-07
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian Xinghai Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Dalian Culture, Radio and Television Bureau, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Dalian Sub-Council
Organizer: Cultural Market Industry Association of Dalian, Dalian Junhe Exhibition & Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: amusement machines, facilities in amusement parks, electronic entertainment games arcade, game rooms, brand management of resorts, related media and publications of games, PC games, video games, cellphone games, related technology and equipment, leisure equipment, and animation products
Contacts: Yuan Jun
Tel: 86-411-83987559, 86448332
Fax: 86-411-86183332

· 392 ·
2015 the 11th Dalian International Tea Culture Expo

Date: 2015-07
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian Xinghai Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: The People’s Government of Dalian Municipality, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Dalian Sub-Council
Organizer: Dalian Xinghai Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Area: 14000 m²
Exhibits: tea, tea products, tea set, tea culture
Contacts: Wang Enhui
Tel: 86-411-39916907, 13940866587
Fax: 86-411-39916909
Email: wangenhui@dxce.net

2015 Dalian International Medical Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-07
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian Xinghai Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Dalian Sub-Council, China Chamber of International Commerce Dalian Chamber of Commerce, Bureau of Health of Dalian Municipality
Organizer: Dalian Huanzhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: medical imaging equipment, monitoring and nursing equipment, surgery equipment, inspecting equipment, instruments and auxiliary devices, oral and ophthalmic equipment, ambulatory vehicles, medical consumables
Contacts: Zhou Ying
Tel: 86-411-82310627, 82310671/72
Fax: 86-411-82310627, 82310692
Email: dlylj@126.com

2015 China (Dalian) International Automotive Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-27—2015-08-31
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian World Expo Plaza
Classification: Other
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT), China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Dalian Sub-Council
Area: 120000 m²
Exhibits: passenger vehicle (basic passenger car, SUV, MPV and refitted vehicle), new energy car, motor home and yacht, commercial vehicle (truck, bus, semitrailer, motor tractor and freight vehicle)

2015 Dalian International Senior Industry Expo

Date: 2015-09-01—2015-09-07
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian Xinghai Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Dalian Civil Affairs Bureau, Xinghai COEX Group, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Dalian Sub-Council, Dalian Committee on Ageing, Dalian People's Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries, Dalian Silver Industry Federation
Organizer: Dalian Yabo Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd., Dalian International Old Age Friendship Exchange Service Center
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: eldercare housing exhibition area: architectural design institutions for eldercare housing, development companies for eldercare housing, intelligent eldercare residential houses, etc.; rehabilitation and medical care exhibition area: rehabilitation and nursing equipment, barrier-free facilities, mobility aid equipment, audio-visual aid equipment, speaking aid equipment, vision aid equipment; health care and maintenance exhibition area: fitness and health care equipment, physiotherapy equipment, nutrition and health care supplies, anti-aging products, Health foods and beverages, Chinese and western medicines for aged people, health service agencies; nursing exhibition area: multi-functional medical beds, urine collectors, bathroom equipment, bath beds, traction beds, all kinds of household testing equipment, calling devices for eldercare safety, leisure and recreational equipment for aged people, etc.; aged people services exhibition area: agencies of informative eldercare services, nursing homes, eldercare centers, geriatric rehabilitation hospitals, schools, cultural activity centers, tourism, insurance, domestic service agencies for aged people
Contacts: Mr. Chu
Tel: 86-411-84892695, 84892696, 84892697, 13941155192
Fax: 86-0411-84892697
Email: lucklxp@qq.com, yabohuizhan@126.com
Website: www.disie.org

2015 the 9th Northeast China Green Food Expo

Date: 2015-09
City: Dalian
Venue: Dalian Xinghai Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Dalian Sub-Council, Dashang Group
Organizer: Dalian Green Food Development Center, Dalian International Chamber Of Exhibition Industry Development Corp., Dalian Jinyuan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: green and organic foods, grain and oil and seasonings, leisure foods, instant drinks, nutrient and healthcare foods, drinks and beverages, baked foods, chilled daily foods, frozen foods, convenient foods; agricultural products, vegetable, fruit, egg, meat and their products, agricultural and sideline products and special foods from mountain and forest; products of geographical indication: special local products, Dalian sea cucumber, Panjin river crab, Wuchang rice, Xinzhu jujube, Xinyang Maojian tea, Guilin rice noodle, Changbai Mountain ginseng, Majagou celery, Zhanhua brulal jujube, Korla pear, Yangcheng Lake hairy crab; market commodities: washing and make-up products, cleaning articles, paper products, hardware, bamboo and wood products, ceramic products, glass, craft gifts, plastic products, household articles, cleaning appliances, bathroom ware, leisure goods, household weighing apparatus, household textiles, smoking sets, rain gear, disposable goods, stainless steel products, small household appliances, small kitchen appliances, cookware, stainless steel, ceramic, glass and plastic vessels, tea sets, drinking sets
Contacts: Manager Liu, Manager Kong
Tel: 86-411-62988718,13322216312,15130421212
Fax: 86-411-62988719
Email: 290216213@qq.com,806266250@qq.com

Huludao

2015 the 4th China International Swimwear Exhibition

Date: 2015-08
City: Huludao
Venue: Xincheng International Bikini Exhibition Center
Classification: Textile & Costume

Exhibits: swimwear, swim device, beachwear, underwear, yoga clothes, cycling clothes, fitness clothes, cloth, auxiliary cloth, fiber, pattern design, printing and dyeing technology and equipment, sewing equipment, sandbeach goods, outdoor goods, water sports goods, mechanical equipment, computer-aid design and manufacture, woven and knitted cloth

Contacts: Ms. Zhang
Tel: 86-24-23180981
Fax: 86-24-23218017
Email: xcyzyhxyh@126.com

2015 the 10th Northeast China Urban Landscaping and Horticulture Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-16—2015-03-17
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang Science Palace—Exhibition and Convention Centre
Classification: Environmental Protection
Organizer: Shenyang Hengyi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: flowers and gardening, nursery-grown plants, ornamental plants, lawns and garden machineries
Contacts: Ms. Xiong
Tel: 86-451-51933350,13555818078
Fax: 86-0451-22527099
Email: hengyizhanlan@126.com
Website: www.bfexpo.com.cn

2015 China (Shenyang) International Auto Aftermarket Products Expo

Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-22
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Mechaneland Electrical Products Circulation Association, Chinese Auto Accessories Procurer Alliance
Organizer: Qingdao Jinnoc Expo Co., Ltd., Shenyang Jinzhinuo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: automobile beauty & care, automotive film series, automotive beauty, automotive care, automotive paint, automotive engine oil, automotive heat insulation & explosion-proof film, automotive interior decoration, automotive seat cushion, floor cushion, seat cover, high-quality interior decorating supplies, automotive perfume, automotive handlebar grip, automotive multimedia system, automotive host accessory system, and automotive host provider system, etc.
Tel: 86-24-23911801
Fax: 86-24-23250180

Shenyang

2015 the 6th China (Shenyang) Animation Arcade Expo Winter Carnival

Date: 2015-01-23—2015-01-27
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang Science Palace—Exhibition and Convention Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Chinese People's Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries
Organizer: Liaoning Economic and Information Commission
Area: 10000 m²

2015 Shenyang Top-class Private Objects Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-01—2015-03-03
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure

Jinzhou

2015 the 4th China (Jinzhou) International Auto Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-08—2015-05-11
City: Jinzhou
Venue: Jinzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: China National Automotive Industry International Corporation (CNAICO), the People's Government of Jinzhou Municipality, Liaoning Service Industry Committee
Organizer: Jinzhou Service Industry Association, Liaoning National Automobile Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: passenger vehicle, saloon car, sports car, SUV, MPV, refitted vehicle, concept vehicle, new energy vehicle, commercial vehicle, large bus, medium bus, light bus, freight vehicle, special vehicle, U.S.A.-specification vehicle, motor home, small aircraft, yacht, demonstration and sale of second-hand vehicles, vehicle parts, vehicle accessories and related products, vehicle culture
Tel: 86-24-23180981
Fax: 86-24-23180175
Email: aamexpo@163.com
Website: www.aamexpo.com

2015 Shenyang Northeast China Car Accessory Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-22
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre
Classification: Transportation
Host: Liaoning Auto Aftermarket Products Association
Organizer: Changchun Haizhou Exhibition Services Ltd.
Exhibits: automobile interior & exterior decorating supplies, automobile electric appliance supplies, automobile audio & video instrument, automobile beauty & care supplies, automobile modification supplies, automobile safety & anti-theft supplies, automobile outdoor supplies, automobile protection equipment, various automobile oil products, etc.
Tel: 86-431-86782777, 86785706
Fax: 86-431-8678279
Email: haizhou1108@126.com

2015 the 21st Northeast International Building & Decoration Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-28
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Liaoning Auto Aftermarket Products Association
Organizer: Changchun Haizhou Exhibition Services Ltd.
Tel: 86-24-23892399, 23850866, 23925433
Fax: 86-24-23892399, 23850866

2015 the 20th Liaoning International Advertising, Signboard, Digital Photography & LED Photoelectric Masterpiece Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-31—2015-04-03
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Liaoning Exhibition & Trade Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenyang World Expo Conference and Exhibition Services Center, Liaoning Aifei Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: advertisement-making technologies and equipment, advertising materials and supplies
Contacts: Ms. Su
Tel: 86-24-23892399 23850866 23925433
Fax: 86-24-23892399, 23850866

2015 the 25th Northeast China International Food Machinery & Packaging Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-04
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang Science Palace—Exhibition and Convention Centre
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Economic and Information Commission of Liaoning Province, Liaoning Foods Industry Office
Organizer: Liaoning Shengang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: food processing machinery, food addictive, and related equipment, refrigerating & drying equipment
Contacts: Lv Hong
Tel: 86-24-22853303, 81023168
Fax: 86-24-22853500
Email: liaoningsg@163.com
Website: www.bfexpo.com.cn

2015 the 4th Shenyang luxury Culture Fair/Artistic Masterpiece & Red Wood Furniture Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-05—2015-04-08
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Organizer: Shenyang Zhenbo Convention & Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: jewelry booth, diamond booth, art boutique booth, Yixing teapot clay booth, and established calligraphers booth
Contacts: Shu Yang, Ms. Chen
Tel: 86-24-66803766,18624027867
Fax: 86-24-66803766
Email: zhenbo_0101@126.com

2015 the 10th Northeast China Tourism Fair
Date: 2015-04-05—2015-04-05
City: Shenyang
Venue: Sheyang Science Palace---Exhibition and Convention Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Liaoning Garden International Travel Service
Organizer: Shenyang Dongxinhuida Convention Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 3500 m²
Exhibits: state-level scenic spots and attractions, archaeological sites, ecological landscapes; starred hotel, restaurant chains, starred hotels, resorts, travel agencies; tourist products, tourist souvenirs, hotel supplies, folk arts and crafts, tourism and leisure supplies; tourism equipment, recreational vehicles, tourism station wagons, etc.; tourism administration, tourism associations, tourism education institutions, tourism investment institutions, tourism network companies, advertising companies
Tel: 86-24-23913840

2015 the 9th Northeast Pregnant-Infant-Children Products Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: Liaoning Garden International Travel Service
Organizer: Shenyang Dongxinhuida Convention Service Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-24-23914926
Fax: 86-24-23922432
Email: bexpo@126.com
Website: www.bfexpo.com.cn

Auto Shenyang 2015
Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre
Classification: Transportation
Host: Northern Exhibition
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: whole car booth: city car, family car, various economic car, micro car, jeep, SUV, pickup, bus and coach, van; transport vehicles: heavy and medium truck, tractor, dump truck, container carrier, van-type car, trailer, half trailer, crane; vehicles for special purposes: insulation car, refrigeration car, post car, bank armored car, and aerial
2015 Shenyang Auto Exhibition (Spring)

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Peauto.com.cn
Area: 4000 m²
Exhibits: imported vehicles: Cadillac, BMW, Audi, Lexus, Volvo, Volkswagen, Ssangyong, Kia, Hyundai, Subaru, and Ford. joint venture vehicles: brilliance BMW, FAW Audi, Beijing Hyundai, FAW Volkswagen, Shanghai GM Chevrolets & Buick, Shanghai Volkswagen, Dongfeng Nissan & Kia, FAW (first auto work)
Tel: 86-24-31999548

2015 the 13th Northeast (Shenyang) International Printing & Packaging Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-17—2015-04-19
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre
Classification: Printing & Package
Organizer: Administration of Press and Publication of Shenyang Municipality, Exhibition Co., Ltd. of Liaoning Exhibition & Trade Group
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: prepress equipment, printing equipment, post press equipment
Contacts: Qin Wei
Tel: 86-24-31098335
Fax: 86-24-31098300
Email: ydn127@163.com,sang0104@163.com

2015 the 10th Shenyang International Jewelry Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-18—2015-04-21
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Gems & Jewelry Trade Association of Liaoning Province, Shenyang Zhongshanzhin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenyang Zhongshanzhin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 13000 m²
Exhibits: diamond and gem, jewelry, pearls and corals
Contacts: Ms. Li
Tel: 86-24-66806699,66806681
Fax: 86-24-66806661
Email: jezzlx@126.com
Website: http://www.zbhzl.com

2015 the 4th Shenyang International Outdoor Trade Show

Date: 2015-04-18—2015-04-21
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Shenyang Zhongshanzhin Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shenyang Huabo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: outdoor furniture, outdoor exercising and leisure goods
Contacts: Ms. Cui
Tel: 86-24-66806669
Fax: 86-24-66806661
Email: huwaiizlh@126.com
Website: www.zghuai.com

2015 Northeast China Public Security Expo

Date: 2015-04-23—2015-04-26
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre
Classification: Public Security
Host: Liaoning Profession Association for Social Public Security Products, Liaoning Great Wall Convention and Exhibition Advertisement Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Liaoning Great Wall Convention and Exhibition Advertisement Co., Ltd., Dalian Changcheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: video monitoring and prevention system, public security video monitoring & network security system, preventive product, anti-forgery technology and product, systematic construction program & core linkage system solution, public address system, building security & residential intelligent system, lightning protection technology and related product, anti-theft lock, door and cabinet, intelligent transportation product and transportation security equipment, security alert instrument, explosion-proof and security inspection instrument, wire, cable, cabinet, and other auxiliary equipment, computer security & protection product, wired anti-theft alarm system for vehicle, patrol management system, access control, entrance control system, LED display, GPS, GIS, ITS, etc., Radio frequency identification (RFID) product and technology, fingerprint, iris, etc., and biological recognition technology
Contacts: Dai Rong
Tel: 86-24-23939785
Fax: 86-24-23939781/82
Email: lncha2006@163.com
Website: www.af360.com/dbabhxx/index.shtml

2015 the 18th Northeast China Industrial Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-04-24—2015-04-26
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Electrical Equipment Industry Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Liaoning Sub-Council
Organizer: Shenyang Industrial Equipment & Moulds Association, Shenyang Equipment Manufacturing Industry Association, Northern Exhibition
Area: 26000 m²
Exhibits: lathe, miller, planer, driller, grinder, borer, saw machine, machining center, NC equipment, electronic component, sensor, converter, transmitter, instrument, PC bus, IPC, signal processing configuration software, integrated system and device, monitoring system, automatic building security, automatic information management system and equipment, application software and development tool, frequency control, electrical actuator, transmission equipment, hydraulic and pneumatic elements, electric and mechanical transmission device, hydraulic transmission and control, accessories and manufacturing equipment, bearing and its special equipment, air compression technology, internal combustion engine and small gas turbine, injection
molding machine, extrusion equipment, extrusion production line, plastic package and blow molding machinery, mould and processing equipment, bio-plastics and degradable plastics, welder, welding equipment, brazing, soldering and welding material, welding-related automatic equipment, welding robot, welding device and equipment

Contacts: Ms. Liu
Tel: 86-24-23921795
Fax: 86-24-23922432
Email: bfexpo@126.com
Website: www.bfexpo.com.cn

2015 the 18th Northeast China International Hardware Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-24—2015-04-26
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Hardware
Host: Shenyang People’s Government
Organizer: Northern Exhibition
Area: 52000 m²
Exhibits: hardware tools, hardware machinery, air compressors, motors, power generators, hydraulic machineries and their accessories, metals processing machineries, die-casting machines, engraving and marking machines, spraying equipment, lifting slings, woodworking machineries, storage equipment, mechanical and electrical products, pressing forging and casting equipment, all kinds of machine tools and hardware production equipment, welding and cutting equipment: electric welding machines welding and cutting torches, welding accessories, welding materials and consumables, building hardware, laser equipment, electronic testing tools, metal products, standard fasteners, hardware accessories for metal doors and windows, blacksmith and metal products, pump valve, pipes, plumbing equipment and materials, chemical materials, hardware of sanitary ceramics, furniture hardware, illuminating lamps and lanterns, electrical materials and appliances, hardware for civil use, locks and their accessories, safe cases, security equipment, security doors, alarm systems, cooking utensils, kitchen ware, tableware, cleaning supplies and equipment, stainless steel products, knives and scissors
Tel: 86-13804040384
Fax: 86-24-23922432
Email: bfexpo@126.com
Website: www.bfexpo.com.cn

The 9th China (Shenyang) Home Decorative Culture Festival / 2015 Furniture, Home Decoration & Construction Material Expo

Date: 2015-04-30—2015-05-03
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang Science Palace—Exhibition and Convention Centre
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Shenyang Furniture Association, Shenyang Decoration Industry Association, Shenyang Furniture Industry Chamber of Commerce
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: home decoration design, materials, accessories & companies, interior doors & floor, bathroom ceramics, solid wood, panel, rosewood & classical furniture, collectibles & art ware, kitchen & customized furniture, upholstered, steel & wood, glass & cane furniture, children’s furniture, etc.
Contacts: Ms. Du
Tel: 86-24-23221066, 23238166
Fax: 86-24-23221066
Email: siad2005@126.com

2015 the 11th Shenyang Mingri International Fishing Gear & Outdoor Supplies Expo

Date: 2015-05
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang Science Palace—Exhibition and Convention Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Shenyang Mingri Technology Exhibition Commerce Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: fishing tackles, fishing rods, retractable fishing rods, sea fishing rods, fly fishing rod, boat fishing rods, ice fishing rods, etc., fishhooks, buoys and accessories, fishing ropes and wires, fishing clothes, waterproof products, hook line connector, fishing tackle Boxes, etc., fishing gear, doodle nets, fishing rod bags, fishing bags, mountaineering bags, leisure bags and so on, fishing accessories, fishing vessel seats, bearings, springs, rod handles, rod tips, fishing reels, fishing vessel hand levers, professional knives for fishing
Contacts: Li Zhe
Tel: 86-13304034613, 13889108786
Fax: 86-24-25689559

The 4th China Four Treasures of Liaoning Artwork Expo

Date: 2015-05
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Industrial Special Resources Protection Office of Liaoning Province
Organizer: Shenyang Zhongzhanlixin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: jade, ink stone, gemstone
Contacts: Ms. Li
Tel: 86-24-66806699, 66806681, 66806671
Fax: 86-24-66806661
Email: jezzlx@126.com

2015 the 4th China (Shenyang) International Modern Architecture Expo

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-18
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Architectural Culture Center of the Department of Housing and Urban-rural Development, Liaoning Housing & Urban-rural Construction Department, the People’s Government of Shenyang Municipality
Organizer: Shenyang Urban and Rural Construction Committee, Shenyang International Exhibition Center
Area: 65000 m²
Exhibits: assembling buildings model booth, prefabricated concrete structure, steel structure, and wooden structure booth, integrated housing and overall view of houses booth; new energy of modern buildings booth, equipment of modern buildings booth, production equipment, materials processing and packaging machinery, construction elevator, crane, lift, piling machine, scaffolding, pump car, conveying pump, mixing station, ingredients station, excavator, bulldozer and other equipment; technology and service booth of real estate and modern buildings, real estate development enterprise, construction units, constructed technology, architectural design, planning, and research units, and building industry information, financial, and talent training, and etc.
Contacts: Yi Furong, Yuan Xingguo
**2015 the 12th East Asia Liaoning International Tourism Fair**

**Date:** 2015-05-16—2015-05-18  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre  
**Classification:** Other  
**Host:** Liaoning Tourism Bureau  
**Organizer:** Liaoning Tourism Association, Association of Tourist Restaurant and Hotel Supplies of Liaoning Province, Liaoning Tourism Photography Association, Liaoning Winter Spring Tourism Association, Shenyang Huizhong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Area:** 6800 m²  
**Exhibits:** tourist destination exhibition area: tourist resort, characteristic travel, tourist agency, travel operator, tourist financial institution & cards. college & media of tourism, etc. hot spring tourism exhibition area: hot spring vacation, hot spring hotel, etc. hotel supplies exhibition area: kitchen & cleaning equipment, furniture, tableware, guest room & lobby supplies, cloths  
**Contacts:** Ms. Li  
**Tel:** 86-24-31566502, 18809867888, 13440123444  
**Website:** www.dbfsz.com

**2015 the 9th North China Tea Industry Fair/Purple Sand Art Festival**

**Date:** 2015-05-21—2015-05-24  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang Science Palace---Exhibition and Convention Centre  
**Classification:** Food & Beverage  
**Host:** Lianshen Evening News, Qilu Evening News  
**Organizer:** Tianyi International Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd. of Qilu Evening News  
**Area:** 14000 m²  
**Exhibits:** brand tea, provincial delegate, tea products, purple grit, tea set, package machinery, tea industry circulation organization  
**Contacts:** Shi Fulin  
**Tel:** 86-531-81758662  
**Fax:** 86-531-81758636  
**Email:** qhrn1146@163.com  
**Website:** www.bcbb.com/index.html

**2015 Northeast China Tea Culture Expo**

**Date:** 2015-06-20—2015-06-24  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre  
**Classification:** Food & Beverage  
**Host:** Liaoning Service Industry Committee, Liaoning Federation of Supply and Marketing Cooperatives, Liaoning Exhibition & Trade Group Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Exhibition Co., Ltd. of Liaoning Exhibition & Trade Group  
**Area:** 12000 m²  
**Exhibits:** black tea, green tea, pu'er tea, white tea, yellow tea, maofeng tea, maqian tea, oolong tea, high mountain tea, flower tea, longjing tea, biluochun tea, etc., processed tea and tea drink, extract teas, fruit-flavored teas, antihypertensive teas, healthcare teas, medicinal teas, organic teas, high-tech products of tea, tea circulation enterprises, tea dealers and dealership agencies, tea chain business enterprises, teahouses, tea workshops  
**Contacts:** Ye Chunmei  
**Tel:** 86-24-31098322, 13998163920  
**Fax:** 86-24-31098300  
**Email:** ydn127@163.com

**2015 the 7th China (Shenyang)Animation, Cartoon & Video Game Expo**

**Date:** 2015-08  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre  
**Classification:** Other  
**Host:** China National Forest Product Industry Association, the People’s Government of Shenyang Municipality  
**Organizer:** Bureau of Foreign Trade & Economic Cooperation of Shenyang Municipality, Shenyang North Chuangzhan Technology Service Co., Ltd., Liaoning Huading Exhibition Design Service Co., Ltd.  
**Area:** 15000 m²  
**Exhibits:** animation products sales area, CPL competition area, animation industry area, arena activities area, area for LOGO re-innovation of animation products, area for abite of animation gourmet  
**Contacts:** Cen Guixin  
**Tel:** 86-24-22724918  
**Fax:** 86-24-22724918  
**Email:** dzm2014@163.com

**2015 the 4th China (Shenyang) International Furniture Expo**

**Date:** 2015-08-15—2015-08-17  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Liaoning International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Classification:** Furniture & Houseware  
**Host:** China National Forest Product Industry Association, the People’s Government of Shenyang Municipality, Economic and Information Commission of Liaoning Province  
**Organizer:** Bureau of Foreign Trade & Economic Cooperation of Shenyang Municipality  
**Classification:** Furniture & Houseware  
**Host:** Liaoning Industry Exhibition Centre, Liaoning Federation of Supply and Marketing Cooperatives, Liaoning Exhibition & Trade Group Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Exhibition Co., Ltd. of Liaoning Exhibition & Trade Group  
**Area:** 120000 m²  
**Exhibits:** furniture for bedroom, living room, study, dining room, kitchen, courtyard and office, rosewood furniture, upholstered furniture, children's furniture, hotel furniture, solid wood furniture, panel-type furniture, metal furniture, rattan furniture, plastic furniture, glass furniture, classical furniture, home ornament, woodworking machinery, raw and auxiliary material, etc.
2015 the 14th China International Equipment Manufacturing Expo

Date: 2015-09-01—2015-09-05
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Organizer: Shenyang People’s Government
Area: 110000 m²
Exhibits: Industrial automation, power train control technology, general equipment, construction machinery and special vehicles, etc.
Contacts: Qi Yongchao
Tel: 86-24-22729972
Fax: 86-24-22729972
Website: www.cnzbh.com/index.asp

2015 the 4th North China (Shenyang) Sugar, Wine Fair

Date: 2015-09
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang Xinghan Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Liaoning Service Industry Committee, the People’s Government of Shenyang Municipality
Organizer: Exhibition Co., Ltd. of Liaoning Exhibition & Trade Group
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: white spirit, red wine, beer, wine, healthcare liquor, fruit wine, foreign liquor, yellow rice liquor, tonic liquor, liquor cultural relics; exhibition area for beverages: carbonated beverage, functional beverage, fruit and vegetable beverage, tea beverage, dairy beverage, coffee and drinking water; exhibition area for foods; exhibition area for meat; exhibition area for dairy products; exhibition area for leisure foods; exhibition area for baked foods; exhibition area for agricultural and sideline products; exhibition area for specialty products; exhibition area for seasonings; exhibition for tobacco; exhibition area for food machinery; packaging materials and products, food processing machinery, food packaging machinery, auxiliary production equipment, food production technology, food management and service system, drinks packaging materials and food packaging materials
Contacts: Zha Jinghong
Tel: 86-24-31098332
Fax: 86-24-31098300

2015 the 10th North China Tea Industry Fair/Purple Sand Art Festival

Date: 2015-10
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang Science Palace—Exhibition and Convention Centre
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Qilu Evening News
Organizer: Tianyi International Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd. of Qilu Evening News
Area: 14000 m²
Exhibits: exhibition area for brand-name tea, products of famous tea enterprises from various regions, exhibition area for groups from various provinces and cities, tea production provinces, such as Hunan, Guizhou, Zhejiang, Fujian, Yunnan, Anhui, Sichuan and Taiwan and tea regions of Shandong; exhibition are for tea products, green tea, black tea, dark tea, white tea, scented tea, Wulong tea, healthcare tea, tea beverage and tea bag, exhibition area for purple-grit products, exquisite purple-grit products of craftsmen from Yixing; exhibition area for tea sets, ceramic and glass ware, tea cooker, tea maker, Duan inkstand, root carving and tea tray; exhibition area for packaging machinery: tea caddy, tea gift package, paper box for tea, tea filling machine, fresh container, dryer and dehumidifier; exhibition area for tea circulation agencies: tea market, tea house, tea art training institute, chain-store operator of tea products, tea import and export company, specialized magazine and website
Contacts: Shi Fulin
Tel: 86-531-81758662
Fax: 86-531-81758636
Email: qlmr1146@163.com
Website: www.bfcbh.com/index.html

2015 the 15th Liaoning (Shenyang) Seed & Agricultural Product Fair

Date: 2015-11
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Liaoning Seed Administration Bureau
Organizer: Liaoning Walk-on Advertising Co., Ltd.
Area: 13000 m²
Exhibits: grain seed, vegetable seed, flower seed, grass seed, seed coating, plant growth hormone, pesticide, fertilizer, seed inspection instrument, seed processing and packaging machinery, new technology and process for seed package printing, new technology, achievements, products and projects of agriculture
Contacts: Qin Jing
Tel: 86-24-22599998
Fax: 86-24-22599998
Email: sanrenxinxiang@vip.sina.com
Website: www.lnseedfair.com

Inner Mongolia

Baotou

2015 the 3rd Inner Mongolia International Gas-Fueled Vehicle & Gas Station Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-26—2015-08-28
City: Baotou
Venue: Baotou Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Organizer: Beijing Zhongjuxing Exhibition Service Co. Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: natural gas vehicle, full vehicle and related technology and vehicle, special natural gas vehicle, natural gas vehicle parts and components & special equipment, fuel conversion system, flow instrument, LPG station construction and LPG station equipment, purifying equipment, control parts and components,
Contacts: Zhang Hao
Tel: 86-10-57075003
2015 China International Exhibition on the New-type Technology & Equipment of Gas and Heating

Date: 2015-08-26—2015-08-28
City: Baotou
Venue: Baotou Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Organizer: Beijing Zhongjiuxing Exhibition Service Co. Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: 1. fuel gas transportation and utility; 2. automated fuel gas detection and control; 3. natural gas storage, gas purification and recycling; 4. gas pipeline and valve; 5. fuel gas powered facilities and parts; 6. underground pipeline monitoring; 7. comprehensive managing system, software, industrial websites and professional magazines of urban fuel gas applications; 8. urban fuel gas related technology
Contacts: Chen Tao
Tel: 86-10-57075156
Fax: 86-10-57075156
Email: w102681@126.com

Ordos

2014 the 10th Ordos International Coal & Energy Industry Expo

Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-18
City: Ordos
Venue: Ordos International Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: The People's Government of Ordos Municipality, Ordos Coal Bureau
Exhibits: display of image & achievement of large-scale energy corporation, display of coal power, coal chemical & coalbed methane project and coal chemical industry park, exhibition area of clean energy & high technology, display of image & achievement of large-scale high-production and high-efficiency & safe production mine, display of coal mining machinery equipment, display of coal washing and dressing technology & equipment, display of coal chemical equipment, display of mine safe technology, equipment & monitoring system, coal mining automation, instrument & meter technology & equipment, and display of mine-used lifesaving cabin, mining safety product, explosion-proof product, rescue facility, emergency facility and pump, valve, fire control & general equipment etc, and engineering machinery & special-purpose vehicle
Tel: 86-471-8599400
Fax: 86-471-8599401

Hohhot

2015 Inner Mongolia Winner National Pharm & Healthcare Products Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-18—2015-01-20
City: Hohhot
Venue: Inner Mongolian Exhibition Centre
Classification: Medical Service
Organizer: Well Link Group
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of drugs, health care products
Tel: 86-471-8931111

Fax: 86-471-6238337
Email: yaojiaohui@163.com
Website: www.yaojiaohui.cn

2015 the 16th Inner Mongolia Agriculture Expo

Date: 2015-03-16—2015-03-18
City: Hohhot
Venue: Inner Mongolia International Conference Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Agriculture and Animal Husbandry Department of Inner Mongolia, Water Resources Department of Inner Mongolia, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Forestry Administration, Inner Mongolia Economic Development & Research Promotion Council
Organizer: Inner Mongolia Dongzhao Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: agricultural machinery, stockbreeding machinery and forestry machinery
Contacts: Ren Wei
Tel: 86-471-5291795
Fax: 86-471-5291780
Email: nmgnbh@163.com
Website: www.nmgnbh.com

2015 the 7th China (Inner Mongolia) Agriculture & Animal Husbandry Machinery Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-28
City: Hohhot
Venue: Inner Mongolia International Conference Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Bureau of Commerce of Huhhot Municipality, Inner Mongolia Agricultural Machinery Industry Association
Organizer: Inner Mongolia Aikesibo Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: exhibition area of agricultural machinery, stockbreeding machinery, forestry machinery and sprinkler irrigation technology
Contacts: Chen Wenjun
Tel: 86-471-4223392
Fax: 86-4006763090-8
Email: 919778559@qq.com
Website: www.nmgexpo.com

2015 the 11th China (Inner Mongolia) International Sugar & Wine Expo

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-13
City: Hohhot
Venue: Inner Mongolia International Conference Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Public Union of Nutrition, Bureau of Commerce of Huhhot Municipality, Hongkong Expo International Group
Organizer: Inner Mongolia Aikesibo Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Bochao Exhibition Services Co., Ltd., www.nmgexpo.com
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: sweetmeat, chocolate and leisure food series, beverage, fruit juice, drinking water and beverage series, coffee, milk tea and solid beverage, cooking oil, olive oil & grain and oil product series, dairy product, and egg product series, biscuit, pastry, and baked food series, canned food, meat product & aquatic product series, fast frozen food product, frozen food product and ice-cream product series, instant noodle, freeze-dried food product and ingredient series, health-care food product, nourishment, and organic food product series, spices and food
ingredients series, various wine, liquor, sake, fruit wine, beer, nutritious liquor, etc., wine utensils and related products, various representative products of alcoholic culture, processing machinery and packaging material series of food product
Contacts: Zheng Feng
Tel: 4006763090
Fax: 4006763090-8
Email: 804402058@qq.com
Website: www.nmgexpo.com

2015 the 9th China Hohhot Cui Lam International Jewelry Expo
Date: 2015-04-11—2015-04-13
City: Hohhot
Venue: Inner Mongolian Exhibition Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Beijing Sichuang Exhibition Service Company
Area: 10000  m²
Exhibits: precious stone, tea art, jade, rosewood furniture, amber, furniture, agate, coral, Shoushan stone, crystal, ceramics, artistic ceramics, pearl, purple sand, painting and calligraphy, diamond
Contacts: Zong Qiumei, Xu Ying
Tel: 86-10-68537328
Fax: 86-10-68537328
Email: 413190079@qq.com

2015 the 20th Inner Mongolia Advertising & Media Expo
Date: 2015-04-18—2015-04-20
City: Hohhot
Venue: Inner Mongolia International Conference Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Beijing Zhongchuang Huaxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Magazine of Inner Mongolia Advertising Printing Information, Inner Mongolia Printing Industry Association
Organizer: Beijing Zhongchuang Huaxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000  m²
Exhibits: advertisement-making systems, LEDs, business logos making systems, business logos image making and processing systems, business logos propagation system, advertising gifts
Contacts: Xie Bing
Tel: 86-471-8934600
Fax: 86-471-2824228
Email: 875992911@qq.com
Website: www.ggysw.com

2015 China (Yinchuan) Jewelry Expo
Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-20
City: Yinchuan
Venue: Yinchuan International Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Bureau of Commerce of Yinchuan Municipality, Gems & Jewelry Trade Association of Ningxia
Organizer: Yinchuan Exhibition Center Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Gems & Jewelry Trade Association of Yinchuan
Area: 5000  m²
Exhibits: diamond and gem: diamond, ruby, sapphire, emerald, and semi-precious stones, artificial gem, crystal, tourmaline; jewelry: platinum jewelry, gold jewelry, silver jewelry, k gold, palladium jewelry, diamond jewelry, gem jewelry, mosaic jewelry, pearl jewelry, and emerald jade; pearl and coral: Chinese freshwater pearl
Contacts: Zhang Xuewen
Tel: 86-951-5087702
Fax: 86-951-5087703

2015 the 5th China (Yinchuan) Fishing Gear Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-17—2015-04-19
City: Yinchuan
Venue: Yinchuan International Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: The People's Government of Yinchuan Municipality, Ningxia Tourism Administration
Organizer: Yinchuan International Convention & Exhibition Centre, Ningxia Tourism Angling Association
Area: 10000  m²
Exhibits: fishing tackles: fishing rods, fishhooks, buoys, fishing vessels, fishing baits, sets of accessories for fishing, fishing boxes, fishing clothes, fishing bags, all kinds of nets, fishing rod bags, fishing baskets, fish finders, fishing alarms, electronic products for fishing, etc.; outdoor products: raincoats, mountaineering jackets, quick-dry clothing, antiskid shoes, leisure chairs, sun umbrellas, tents, sleeping bags, damp-proof mats, glasses, night fishing lamps and other products, water sport equipment
Contacts: Cao Xin
Tel: 86-951-5087703, 5675111
Fax: 86-951-5087703
Email: nxyc_fishing@163.com

2015 the 7th West China (Yinchuan) Limo Expo
Date: 2015-04-29—2015-05-05
City: Yinchuan
Venue: Yinchuan International Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: The People's Government of Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region
Organizer: Ningxia Daily Press Group, Ningxia News and Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 53000  m²
Exhibits: automobile, international high-end luxury automobile, domestic & foreign automobile, automotive decoration, and automotive performance, etc., image of real estate, real estate enterprise and security housing, high-quality real estate, housing & home decoration, trade cooperation & negotiation conference, trade cooperation & negotiation conference of investment attraction for real estate and automobile projects, automobile and real estate auction and sale, real estate summit forum, etc., cultural activities
Contacts: Ren Lixin
Tel: 86-18995001217

2015 China-Arab States Expo
Date: 2015-09
City: Yinchuan
Venue: Yinchuan International Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: The People's Government of Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region

Ningxia
Yinchuan

2015 China-Arab States Expo
Date: 2015-09
City: Yinchuan
Venue: Yinchuan International Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: The People's Government of Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region
Qinghai
Xining

2015 Nanning International Automobile Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-28—2015-05-03
City: Xining
Venue: Qinghai Xining South of the City International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Gansu Youshang International Auto Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Gansu Youshang International Auto Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: limousine, passenger bus, control system, spare part, automobile, accessory & spare part, automotive design, software, and multi-purpose vehicle
Contacts: Qiang Hua
Tel: 86-971-8565321/13679453086
Fax: 86-971-8565321
Website: www.xachezhan.com

2015 the 9th China International Moslem Food & Supplies Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-01—2015-06-03
City: Xining
Venue: Qinghai Xining South of the City International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, the People's Government of Qinghai Province, the People's Government of Shanxi Province, the People's Government of Gansu Province, the People's Government of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region
Organizer: Trade Development & Cooperation Center of CCPIT, Department of Commerce of Qinghai Province, the People's Government of Xining Municipality, Qinghai International Chamber of Commerce
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: halal foods, Muslim supplies, processing & packaging technologies and machinery for halal food
Contacts: Li Jun, Zhang Jihong
Tel: 86-971-6513708, 6513492
Fax: 86-971-6513708
Website: www.halalfair.org/default.asp

2015 China (Qinghai) International Automobile Culture Expo

Date: 2015-07-26—2015-07-31
City: Xining
Venue: Qinghai Xining South of the City International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Xining TV Station
Organizer: Xining Television Station Motor Home Channel, Xi'an Shenghuangchuangshi Culture Media Co., Ltd
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: whole car, car parts and components, accessories, maintenance equipment, credit insurance and financial service
Contacts: Mr. Li
Tel: 86-18697268720
Fax: 86-971-8224272
Email: autoqinghai@sina.com

Website: www.autoqinghai.com

Shandong
Dongying

2015 the 11th Dongying Spring Auto Expo

Date: 2015-04
City: Dongying
Venue: Dongying Huanghe International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Dongying Daily
Organizer: Dongying Yatai Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: whole car, car parts and components, accessories
Contacts: Zheng Yongqiang
Tel: 86-546-7799222
Fax: 86-546-7799333
Email: chinagrtyre@chinagr.gov.cn
Website: www.chinagr.gov.cn

2015 the 6th China Guangrao International Rubber Tire & Automobile Parts Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-17
City: Dongying
Venue: Guangrao International Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, People's Government of Shandong Province
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shandong Sub-Council, the People's Government of Dongying Municipality
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of vehicle tires and wheels, tire manufacturing and design, tire accessories and fittings, renovation tire products and tire-related products, etc.; tire manufacturing and testing complete equipment and each of them, technologies and moulds; natural, synthetic and reclaimed rubbers, carbon blacks, All kinds of additives, fillers, cords, skeleton materials, etc.; chassis systems, braking systems, driving systems, steering systems, body and parts systems, auto glasses, electrical and electronic systems, exhausting systems, automotive air conditioning and ventilation systems, auto parts manufacturing equipment and technologies, auto maintenance, detection and diagnosis equipment, Spare parts, accessories and repair materials and tools, equipment for parking lots, etc.; car modification and modification-used parts, supplies, wheels, bumpers, tracheas, sound insulation materials, rubber tires; professional journals for automobile accessories industry
Contacts: Li Yan
Tel: 86-546-7799222
Fax: 86-546-7799333
Email: chinagrtyre@chinagr.gov.cn
Website: www.chinagr.gov.cn

2015 the 12th Dongying Autumn Auto Expo

Date: 2015-09
City: Dongying
Venue: Dongying Huanghe International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Huanghe Culture & Media Group
**Heze**

**2015 China (Heze) International Agricultural Products Fair**

Date: 2015-03-21---2015-03-22  
City: Heze  
Venue: China Lin Pavilion  
Classification: Other  
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, the People's Government of Shandong Province, China Rural Special Technology Association  
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Sub-Council, Shandong Association for Science & Technology, Agricultural Department of Shandong Province, Department of Commerce of Shandong Province(Shandong Commerce Department), Shandong Supply and Marketing Cooperatives, the People's Government of Heze Municipality

Exhibits: exhibition area of pesticide and fertilizer  
Contacts: Li Honglei  
Tel: 86-531-88879887  
Fax: 86-531-88879893  
Email: ieme@chinaieme.com

**Jinan**

**2015 the 13th Jinan Wedding Photography Equipment Exhibition/Theme Photography and Photo Album & Frame Exhibition**

Date: 2015-03  
City: Jinan  
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Jinan Xinzhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 18000 m²  
Exhibits: wedding & formal dress, photo album & frame, themed photography, children's photography, background settings, props & furniture, cosmetics, wedding supplies, photographic studio training & consultation, camera equipment & related products, photo processing equipment & consumables, printing equipment & consumables, photographic studio equipment & related products, post-production equipment & consumables, image & video software & related services  
Contacts: Li Hui  
Tel: 86-531-88160493  
Fax: 86-531-88160483  
Website: www.sdhssyz.com

**2015 the 10th China (Shandong) International Equipment Manufacturing Industry Expo**

Date: 2015-03-12---2015-03-14  
City: Jinan  
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment  
Host: The People's Government of Shandong Province, China Machinery Industry Federation  
Organizer: Shandong Economic and Information Technology Committee, Department of Science & Technology of Shandong Province, Shandong Housing & Urban-Rural Construction Department, Shandong Provincial Transportation Department, Department of Commerce of Shandong Province(Shandong Commerce Department), China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shandong Sub-Council, the people's Government of Jinan Municipality, Shandong Agriculture Mechanism Management Bureau, Shandong Mechanical Engineering Society  
Area: 60000 m²  
Exhibits: numerically-controlled machine tool and processing mould, industrial automation and power transmission, robot technology and equipment, engineering machinery and constructing machinery, welding and cutting equipment, passenger bus, commercial vehicle, transporting vehicle and rail transit technology, agricultural machinery, bearing and equipment, manufacturing industry informatization, 3D printing technology  
Contacts: Li Honglei  
Tel: 86-531-88879887  
Fax: 86-531-88879893  
Email: ieme@chinaieme.com
2015 North China Cultural Products Fair

Date: 2015-03-13---2015-03-16
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Qilu Evening News
Organizer: Tianyi International Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd. of Qilu Evening News
Area: 18000 m²
Exhibits: branded cultural products and enterprise, high-quality works of art, metal crafts, sculpture crafts, silk crafts, resin process, folk crafts, handicrafts, pearl embroidery crafts, wood crafts, rattan products, artificial flowers, high-quality lamp decoration, umbrella, fan, bamboo and semi-annular jade pendant, four treasures of study (writing brush, ink stick, ink slab and paper), drawn work, bamboo, rattan, palm, grass products, embroiery, and antique collections, etc.
Tel: 86-531-81758692
Fax: 86-531-81758682
Website: www.bfwjh.com

2015 the 13th Shandong International Pulping, Papermaking Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-17---2015-03-19
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong Machinery Equipment Exhibition Center
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Shandong Paper Association, Shandong Printing Material Corp.
Organizer: Shandong Mechanism Equipment Exhibition Center
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: pulp & paper technology and equipment booth: paper and pulp booth: writing printing paper, coating printing paper, white board, office paper and others; equipment booth: pulp-making equipment, paper-making equipment, pulp technology and the equipment from waste paper, pulp and paper second-hand equipment and both at home and abroad, computer control equipment, dehydration equipment, and the products, technology, equipment and materials of other kinds of pulp & paper making; paper chemicals booth: degenerated starch, water-soluble macromolecule polymer, functional and process paper chemicals, and coating adhesive; life paper and hygiene paper supplies booth: pulp of raw and auxiliary materials, fluff pulp, wooden pulp, and other kinds; water-suckling paper, dust-free paper, and other kinds; PE late film, breathable late film, and other kinds. Tel: 86-531-88576738,88593248,88576736,88593240
Fax: 86-531-88593240,88593248
Email: cx2010@126.com

2015 the 9th Shandong International Bicycles, Electrical Vehicles & Accessories Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-17---2015-03-19
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Shandong Bicycle & Electro car Industry Association, the People's Government of Shandong Province, Department of Commerce of Shandong Province(Shandong Commerce Department), The people's Government of Jinan Municipality, Shandong Light Industrial Association, Shandong International Business Union, Shangdong Electric Automobile Industrialization Office
Organizer: Jinan Expo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd., China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Jinan Sub-Council
Area: 52000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of high-end bicycles; light electric two-wheel bikes, low-speed electric four-wheel cars, electric buses, electric sightseeing cars, solar electric cars, electric coaches, electric cleaning cars and other new energy vehicles; all kinds of components such as power supplies, motors, controllers, tires and so on; all kinds of supporting and ancillary products such as battery repair device and so on; all kinds of supporting equipment such as mechanical processing equipment, assembly line equipment, testing instruments and so on; Industry associations, testing centers and media of the industry, etc.
Contacts: Li Zhongke
Tel: 86-531-82353750
Fax: 86-531-82385199-808
Email: 136657637@qq.com
Website: www.sddde.net

2015 the 20th Jinan International Jewelry & Jade Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-20---2015-03-23
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Gems & Jewelry Trade Association of Shandong, Shanghai Jade Industry Association, Jiangsu Federationof Industry& Commerce, Metal Jewelry Industry Chamber, Haiming International Exhibition Group
Organizer: Jinan Haiming Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: jewelry, diamond jewelry, platinum jewelry, silver jewelry, gold jewelry, pearl jewelry, colored gemstone jewelry, fashion jewelry, costume jewelry and other pure precious metal jewelry, jade ornaments/ decorations, pearl: natural pearls, cultured pearls, natural haizhu, seawater pearls, freshwater pearls, nanyang, black pearl, pearl, gem types: diamond
Tel: 86-531---83175588
Fax: 86-531---83175586
Email: jinanhaiming@163.com
Website: http

2015 the 18th China International Industrial Automation& Instrument Exhibition / The 17th International Machine Tool & Mould Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-22---2015-03-24
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Qingdao Jinnoc Expo Co., Ltd., Jinan Jinnoc Expo Co., Ltd.
Area: 45000 m²
Exhibits: industrial automation technologies and equipment: control and data acquisition systems, micro-system components, modular micro-systems, micro sensors, micro actuators, micro assembly and connection technologies, micro reaction technologies, micro-system design and modeling, micro engineering science, ultra micro technologies and other micro-system technologies; robot technologies: industrial robots, robot parts, machine vision, technologies, integrated solution services; anti-theft equipment and monitoring and surveillance and protection systems: security alarm system, public broadcast system, community security protection systems, emergency command systems, access control systems and other security and protection equipment; high and low voltage cables, connectors, connector assemblies, electronic wires and cables, optic fibers and cables, cable and wire materials; internet of thing gallery: RFID product lines, smart card product lines, smart identification products and systems, security IOT and smart home systems, core control and embedded chips, communication technologies and products, systems integration and software, Integrated solutions for
2015 the 22nd Jinan International Advertising&LED Exhibition (Spring)

Date: 2015-03-23—2015-03-25
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Jinan Sub-Council
Organizer: Shanghai Huizhan Commercial Trade Co., Ltd. (Jinan Branch)
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: advertisement-making equipment and materials exhibition: advertising materials, LEDs, logo and signs; indoor/outdoor luminaries exhibition: guiding and orienting systems, traffic signs, sign, logo and cards making technologies, equipment and materials, light box, card punching equipment, tri-vision equipment, luminous words, publicity columns, exhibition and display equipment, acrylic lighting engineering, LED neon engineering and building lighting engineering technologies, etc.
Contacts: Fu Bing
Tel: 86-531-87111981, 87165333, 87115306
Fax: 86-531-87114586
Email: 1501767765@qq.com
Website: jnad.shhzexpo.com/index.html

2015 the 9th China (Jinan) International Illumination & LED Industry Expo

Date: 2015-03-29—2015-03-31
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Jinan Sub-Council
Organizer: Shanghai Huizhan Commercial Trade Co., Ltd. (Jinan Branch)
Exhibits: lighting product, LED Nixie tube, new type general incandescent light bulb, tungsten halogen light bulb, fluorescent lamp, handicap lamp, High Frequency Electronic Discharge Lamp, LED photoelectric city-lighting, LED digital screen, outdoor large screen, outdoor advertisement release system, LED advertisement sign, three-dimensional luminous character, ominous module, LED dot graphic screen, LED backlight & application, LED video screen, guardrail tube, point light source, piranha module, Landscape lighting engineering, building lighting engineering, stage lighting engineering, touchscreen, digital sign, LED manufacturing & testing equipment, dispenser machine, Die Bonder, LED cutting machine, spectroscopic detector, LED component & instrument, LED chip, LED epitaxial wafer, light-emitting diode (LED), high-power component, LED fluorescent powder, organic silicon, base plate, and related base material, LED seal, package & material, LED product control system and IC, driving power source, LED purification & dedusting equipment, etc., auxiliary product, control card, various switch, wire, cable, relay, insulating material, lamp holder and lamp socket, etc.
Tel: 86-531-87961189
Fax: 86-531-87182646
Email: 284686960@qq.com
Website: led.shhzexpo.com/index.html

2015 the 10th China (Jinan) International Solar Utilization Convention & Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-29—2015-03-31
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: The People's Government of Shandong Province, China General Chamber of Commerce
Organizer: Shandong Xinchenghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: solar energy and building integration, concentrated application in industry and agriculture, auxiliary products, air source heat pump water heater, multi-energy complementary system integration, Energy Performance Contract
Contacts: Zhang Xiaobin
Tel: 86-531-88879971
Fax: 86-531-88879916
Email: tynw001@126.com

2015 the 33rd China (Shandong) International Medical Instrument Expo (Spring)/ International Hospital Management Forum Series

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Medical Association of Shandong Province, the people's Government of Jinan Municipality, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shandong Sub-Council, Shan Dong Economic and Information Technology Committee
Organizer: Shandong Xinchenghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 26400 m²
Exhibits: medical image-diagnosing equipment, medical laser equipment, medical ultrasonic instruments and associated equipment, medical electronic equipment, medical optical apparatus, instruments and endoscopic equipment, clinical examination and analysis instruments, medical testing and basic equipment and apparatus, surgery rooms, emergency rooms, equipment for disinfecting and sterilizing apparatus in consulting rooms
Contacts: Yu Wenfeng
Tel: 86-531-88879870
Fax: 86-531-88879866
Email: yibohui003@126.com
Website: www.yibohui.com

2015 Shandong (Jinan) International Cosmetic Industry Expo (Spring)

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: The People's Government of Shandong Province, China General Chamber of Commerce
Organizer: Qingdao Meibo Media Co., Ltd.
Economic and Trade Development Promotion Center
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: daily use product, professional product, and hair beauty product
Contacts: Zhao Juan
Tel: 86-532-85010967
Fax: 86-532-85833615
Email: 1770476767@QQ.COM
2015 the 14th China (Jinan) International Public Security Products & Scientific Police-Supporting Equipment Expo
Date: 2015-04-16---2015-06-18
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Public Security
Host: Shandong Public Security Bureau, Jinan Public Security Bureau
Organizer: Shanghai Huizhan Commercial Trade Co., Ltd. (Jinan Branch)
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: alarm system, video monitoring equipment, access control equipment, intelligent building intercom system, anti-theft alarm system for motor vehicle, LC slicing large-screen display system, multi-media video processing technology, multi-media web application technology, entrance guard, One Card, parking lot management system, patrol system, security door, lock, safe case, bulletproof compound glass, RFID product, smart card product line, intelligent identification product, sensor, core control chip and embedded chip of sensor network, intelligent public broadcast, overall wiring, emergency fire control broadcast and background music product, lightning-proof product, professional security and protection market, police vehicle, exploder location and background equipment; printing material: offset printing ink, tin printing ink, glass gilding press, packer, gluer, wall calendar binding equipment, paper box auto veneer machine, auto flat-pressing and flat-die cutter, marking press, binding machine, mulch applicator, box gluer, folder, mounting machine, riding linkage line, perfect binding linkage line, sewing press, perfect press; post-printing and packaging equipment: paper cutter, binder, printing equipment: unicolor and multi-color press, computer form printer, light printing equipment, sticky printer, digital printer, gravure press, embossing press, flexible press, pad printer, business card press, trademark press, screen process press; pre-printing and packaging equipment: paper cutter, binder, riding linkage line, perfect binding linkage line, sewing press, perfect binding machine, mulch applicator, box gluer, folder, mounting machine, auto veneer machine, auto flat-pressing and flat-die cutter, marking press, gilding press, packer, gluer, wall calendar binding equipment, paper box equipment; printing material: offset printing ink, tin printing ink, glass

2015 the 7th China (Jinan) Fishing Equipment Exhibition (Spring)
Date: 2015-04-17---2015-04-19
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong Machinery Equipment Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: Jinan Huabo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: fishing gears and accessories such as fishing tacles, waterproof products, fishing tackle boxes
Contacts: Xu Liang
Tel: 86-531-55701778
Fax: 86-531-55585669

2015 China (Jinan) Baking Expo
Date: 2015-04-22---2015-04-24
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Haiming International Exhibition Group
Organizer: Jinan Xinzhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: raw and auxiliary materials, packaging materials and products
Contacts: Li Hui
Tel: 86-531-83125466, 18963097160
Fax: 86-531-88160483
Email: 1943146715@qq.com

2015 the 20th China (Jinan) International Building Decoration Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-22---2015-04-24
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong Machinery Equipment Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Building Decoration Association, Shandong Building Materials Industry Association, Shan Dong Economic and Information Technology Committee
Organizer: Haiming International Exhibition Group, Jinan Xinzhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: wallpaper, cloth art and home soft decoration, wardrobe, sliding door, cloakroom, wooden door series, floor & floor material series, cupboards, sheet material, and wood structure, decorating metal and glass for building, paint & wall clothing, and ceiling material series
Contacts: Wang Jingzhi
Tel: 86-531-88010173
Fax: 86-531-88160483
Email: xinzhan568@163.com
Website: www.sdzs-china.com

2015 Shandong International Printing & Packaging Industry Fair
Date: 2015-04-22---2015-04-24
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong Machinery Equipment Exhibition Center
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Shandong Publishing Group, Shandong Printing Association, Shandong Packaging & Printing Industry Association
Area: 10000 m²
printing ink, plastic printing ink, special printing ink, UV ink, solvent ink, back glue, side glue, PS plate, CTP plate, rubber blanket, laminated adhesive, blade of paper cutter
Contacts: Wang Peimin
Tel: 86-531-88593228, 88593229
Fax: 86-531-88593229

2015 the 3rd Shandong International Musical Instrument Industry Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-23—2015-04-26
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong Machinery Equipment Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Jinan Hongbo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: keyboard instruments, wood wind instruments, brass wind instrument, string instruments.
Contacts: Gai Ximi
Tel: 86-531-55561118
Fax: 86-531-83173567
Email: 906086708@qq.com

2015 the 17th Shandong International Heating, Boiler, Air Conditioner Technology & Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-28—2015-04-30
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: furnace and wall-hanging stove products and technologies exhibition; heating radiators and their supporting products and technologies exhibition; air, ground and water sourced heat pumps and water heater products and technologies exhibition; measuring and heat exchange products and technologies and their supporting products and technologies exhibition; floor heating and electric heating products and technologies exhibition; new energy heating technologies and products exhibition; central solar hot water heating, photo-thermal and photo-electrical control systems and accessories; solar building integration engineering achievements exhibition; all kinds of new energy heating and energy-saving technologies and products, etc.; exchanges and discussions for promoting new technologies and products
Contacts: Ms. Cao
Tel: 86-531-83532222
Fax: 86-531-83532333
Email: jinanhuazhan@sina.com
Website: www.sd-nuantong.com

2015 the 17th Shandong International Water Supply, Drainage Treatment, Pipe, Pump & Valve Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-28—2015-04-30
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Shandong Housing & Urban-rural Construction Department, Shandong Heating Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Jinan Sub-Council, China Chamber of International Commerce Jinan Chamber of Commerce
Organizer: Jinan Jinnoc Expo Co., Ltd., Jinan Huazhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 28000 m²
Exhibits: water treatment, membrane separation technology and equipment
Tel: 86-531-83532222
Fax: 86-531-83532333
Website: www.jn-water.com

2015 the 12th Shandong International Classical Red Wood Furniture & Collectible Expo
Date: 2015-05-02—2015-05-05
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: The people's Government of Jinan Municipality, Hebei Province, Classical Furniture Association of Fujian Province
Organizer: Jinan Expo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd., Changshou Rosewood Furniture Association, Classical Furniture Association of Fujian Province
Area: 20000 m²
Tel: 86-531-83197090
Fax: 86-531-82385199-808
Email: shibo6666@126.com
Website: www.sdhmjz.com

2015 the 3rd China (Jinan) International Warehouse & Logistics Expo
Date: 2015-05-16—2015-05-18
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong Machinery Equipment Exhibition Center
Classification: Logistics
Host: Shandong Association of Warehouses and Storage
Organizer: Jinan Nazhi Exhibition Co., Ltd., Jinan Ruibangweiye Conference & Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 6500 m²
Exhibits: logistics planning, logistics node city, logistics demonstration city, comprehensive bonded area, comprehensive logistics park, investment project of logistics part, logistics real estate enterprise, logistics trading base, logistics distribution center, cold chain logistics market, distinguished logistics industrial park, logistics park for grain and oil food product, storage base, imageof famous logistics project, top 100 logistics enterprises, top 100 logistics enterprises of each province and city
Contacts: Liu Fan
Tel: 86-531-55572999,88915522
Fax: 86-531-88915522,88915533
Email: nazhi9999@126.com

2015 Shandong International Jewelry Expo
Date: 2015-05-16—2015-05-18
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Jinan Expo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: jade, jewelry, etc.
Contacts: Zhao Shuai
Tel: 86-531-82385199, 82353636
Fax: 86-531-82385199-808
Email: sdsbezl01@163.com
2015 China (Jinan) International Buddhist Culture Supplies Exhibition/ Shandong International Vegetarian Diet & Health-Nourishing Exhibition/ Shandong International Agilawood Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-21---2015-05-24
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Asia Economic and Trade Development Promotion Center, Shandong Jewelry Chamber of Commerce
Organizer: Qingdao Meibo Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000  m²
Exhibits: figure of Buddha, incense, Buddha worship articles, lamp oil, paper products, candles, monk clothes and silk products, praying products and Buddhist artworks, paintings, calligraphies, audio and video products, Esoteric Buddha worship articles, raw materials and equipment, engraving of figure of Buddha, relevant machinery and raw materials, temple building design and decoration, vegetarian diet industry, vegetarian food books and Buddhist tea and tea sets
Tel: 86-532-85019622
Fax: 86-532-85833615
Email: 972472692@qq.com
Website: www.sdfoshi.com

2015 the 16th China Wealth-Creating Project Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-22---2015-05-24
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: The people's Government of Jinan Municipality, Shandong Entrepreneurship Promotion Association, Shan Dong Economic and Information Technology Committee, Shandong TV Station
Organizer: Fortune Creation of Shandong TV Station, Shandong Foreign Corporation & Coordination Centre for Middle & Small-sized Enterprises, Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Center
Area: 12000  m²
Tel: 86-531-82678965
Fax: 86-531-82910367
Email: 1955992086@qq.com
Website: www.sdtrz.cn

2015 the 9th China (Shandong) International Sugar, Wine & Food Fair

Date: 2015-05-22---2015-05-24
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: The people's Government of Jinan Municipality
Organizer: Shandong International Conference & Exhibition Management Co, Ltd.
Area: 20000  m²
Exhibits: famous, high-quality and special products, state- and province-level leading enterprises of agricultural industrialization, leading enterprises of food industry across China; beverages, food, grain, oil and seasonings; tea and purple-grit artworks, packaging and mechanical equipment, outdoor plaza; area for famous enterprises, area for special food; area for automobiles, area for leisure activity and etc.
Contacts: Mr. Zhang
Tel: 86-531-88690353
Fax: 86-531-88690353

Email: 295005053@qq.com
Website: www.sdtjh.net

2015 the 9th Jinan National Food Expo

Date: 2015-05-22---2015-05-24
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Dezhou Xinde Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000  m²
Exhibits: wine booth; drinks booth; foods booth; dairy foods booth; flavoring foods booth; meat booth; food packaging and processing machinery booth
Contacts: Director Zhu
Tel: 86-531-58783256,88818690
Fax: 86-531-88818690
Email: sdxinde@126.com
Website: www.sdtrz.cn

2015 China (Jinan) International Children Industry Expo

Date: 2015-06
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Jinan Sub-Council
Organizer: Jinan Boshang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000  m²
Exhibits: institutional &community elder-providing services, nursing home, cadre's sanitarium, holiday village, seniors' apartment, general hospital, elderly caring standardization community of the whole province, elderly caring station of the community &street, senior entertainment center, empty-nest elderly support center, starnursing home, home-based elderly care services &facilities.
Contacts: Han Xingjie
Tel: 86-531-67803005
Fax: 86-531-67803005
Email: zgsdlbh@163.com
Website: http://www.bosexpo.com/lbh/

2015 the 3rd China (Shandong) International Fire Safety Technology & Emergency Rescue Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-06-12---2015-06-14
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Public Security
Host: Shandong Fire Protection Association
Organizer: Jinan Aikebeisen Exhibition Co., Ltd.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Organizer</th>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Exhibits</th>
<th>Contacts</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015 Jinan TV Wedding Expo/National Celebration Supplies Fair</td>
<td>2015-08-01—2015-08-03</td>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Jinan Television Station, Etiquette and Celebration Chamber of Commerce of Shandong Industry and Business Federation</td>
<td>Jinan Television Station, Etiquette and Celebration Chamber of Commerce of Shandong Industry and Business Federation</td>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>wedding celebration industry, wedding photography, wedding service, wedding articles, service for new couples, household service for new couples, books, audio and video products, celebration supplies</td>
<td>Yang Jian</td>
<td><a href="http://www.xfblh.com">www.xfblh.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 7th China (Shandong) Painting &amp; Calligraphy Masterpieces Exhibition</td>
<td>2015-08</td>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Tianyi International Convention &amp; Exhibition Co., Ltd. of Qilu Evening News</td>
<td>Qilu Evening News</td>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>personal themes and well-known experts, group works of well-known experts, oil paintings, watercolor paintings and calligraphy</td>
<td>Ms. Chen</td>
<td><a href="mailto:qwbshy@163.com">qwbshy@163.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 14th China (Jinan) International Furniture &amp; Wood-Working Machinery Expo</td>
<td>2015-08-22—2015-08-24</td>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center</td>
<td>Furniture &amp; Houseware</td>
<td>China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, the people's Government of Jinan Municipality, Shan Dong Economic and Information Technology Committee, Shandong Association of Automobile Manufacturers</td>
<td>China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, the people's Government of Jinan Municipality, Shan Dong Economic and Information Technology Committee, Shandong Association of Automobile Manufacturers</td>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>commercial vehicle, SUV, MPV, motor house and other multi-function commercial vehicles; new energy vehicle, electric vehicle, hybrid electric vehicle, fuel cell vehicle and other new energy vehicles; light commercial vehicle, minibus, light bus, micro bus, pickup truck, light and micro truck, tow truck, heavy commercial vehicle, truck, goods van, passenger car, special vehicle, motor tractor, communication van, mail car, dining car, refrigerator car, municipal vehicle, garbage truck, sanitation truck, cleaning trolley, ambulance, police vehicle, fire fighting truck; construction machinery vehicle, agitating lorry, excavator, push dozer, hoister, spare and accessory parts, auto parts, maintenance, detection and diagnostic equipment and maintenance articles, spare and accessory parts of construction machinery</td>
<td>Qi Hui</td>
<td><a href="mailto:citf@chenghuaex.com">citf@chenghuaex.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 the 13th China (Shandong) International Tourism Fair</td>
<td>2015-08-22—2015-08-24</td>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Jinan Tourism Bureau, the people's Government of Jinan Municipality</td>
<td>Jinan Tourism Bureau, the people's Government of Jinan Municipality</td>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>national, provincial and municipal tourist administrations, associations and institutions; scenic spots and attractions, holiday resorts, theme parks; industrial tourism, rural tourism, leisure agriculture parks, travel agencies, online reservation platforms for tourism, hotels, holiday villages, hot spring resorts, SPA clubs, airline companies, passenger liners, yachts, other vehicles, motor homes, self-driving travel clubs, self-driving campsites, self-driving travel equipment, outdoor equipment, golf, bicycling, fishing, smart travel solutions, financial service for travel, travel insurance products, tourist specialties, tourist souvenirs, tourist foods, tourist shopping stores</td>
<td>Zhou Hongfei</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jinanauto@163.com">jinanauto@163.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Qilu Automobile Trade Fair(Autumn)</td>
<td>2015-09-10—2015-09-13</td>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre</td>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, the people's Government of Jinan Municipality, Shan Dong Economic and Information Technology Committee, Shandong Association of Automobile Manufacturers</td>
<td>China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, the people's Government of Jinan Municipality, Shan Dong Economic and Information Technology Committee, Shandong Association of Automobile Manufacturers</td>
<td>Qilu</td>
<td>commercial vehicle, SUV, MPV, motor house and other multi-function commercial vehicles; new energy vehicle, electric vehicle, hybrid electric vehicle, fuel cell vehicle and other new energy vehicles; light commercial vehicle, minibus, light bus, micro bus, pickup truck, light and micro truck, tow truck, heavy commercial vehicle, truck, goods van, passenger car, special vehicle, motor tractor, communication van, mail car, dining car, refrigerator car, municipal vehicle, garbage truck, sanitation truck, cleaning trolley, ambulance, police vehicle, fire fighting truck; construction machinery vehicle, agitating lorry, excavator, push dozer, hoister, spare and accessory parts, auto parts, maintenance, detection and diagnostic equipment and maintenance articles, spare and accessory parts of construction machinery</td>
<td>Zhou Hongfei</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jinanauto@163.com">jinanauto@163.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2015 Qilu Real Estate Fair (Autumn)
Date: 2015-09-18—2015-09-20
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan Shungeng International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Qilu Evening News
Organizer: Tianyi International Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd. of Qilu Evening News
Area: 24000 m²

2015 Jinan Seed Industry Exhibition
Date: 2015-09-19—2015-09-20
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Qilu Evening News
Organizer: Tianyi International Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd. of Qilu Evening News
Area: 24000 m²

2015 the 10th Shandong International Industry Expo
Date: 2015-09-22—2015-09-24
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: machine tool & functional parts, welding & laser processing, casting equipment & industrial furnace, raw materials of casting, hardware, mechanical & electrical products, industrial automation, instrument & apparatus
Tel: 86-531-88160493
Fax: 86-531-88160483
Email: xinzhan863@163.com
Website: www.gyz-xz.com

2015 the 21st China (Jinan) International Building Decoration Exhibition
Date: 2015-09-23—2015-09-25

2015 Shandong International Biological Medicine Industry Expo
Date: 2015-09-23—2015-09-25
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: The people's Government of Jinan Municipality, Shandong Pharmaceutical Industry Association
Organizer: Shandong Medicinal Biotechnology Association, Commerce Bureau of Jinan Municipality
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: life science and leading biotechnology, biomedical lab technology and analytical instruments, clinical diagnosis inspection equipment, biomedical engineering technology, biological products, vaccine, antibody, polypeptide, antibiotic, blood products, medicinal preparation, modern Chinese medicine, pharmaceutical equipment, biological medicine and diagnostic instruments and biomediccal park, nano-bio technology and products, drug design, nano-drug and genetic vector, DNA chip, protein chip, hygiene chip, biological response device, genetic agent creation, nano biosensor and imaging technology and intelligent medical equipment, medical technology and clinic outsourcing service, clinic medical research and test outsourcing service, clinical medicine test outsourcing, foundation medicine and outsource base for drugs, drug discovery, drug design and clinical trial for new drug, pharmaceutical machinery: pharmaceutical and medical equipment, preparations production equipment, pharmaceutical water equipment, clean air-conditioning equipment and TCM processing equipment, packaging materials and equipment, Industry-related content
Contacts: Fu Wenjuan
Tel: 86-531-86088869
Fax: 86-531-86088869
Email: jnboshang@163.com
Website: www.zgswwy.com

The 3rd China (Jinan) Health Industry Expo 2015 & the Mid-Autumn-Day Sugar and Wine Fair
Date: 2015-09-24—2015-09-26
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong Machinery Equipment Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Dezhou Xinde Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: nutrient products, health products, health beverages, beauty and slimming, sugar-free foods, products of diet therapy and herbal cuisine, health product packaging, functional foods, health foods, health drinks,
wine, beverages, foods and dairy products
Contacts: Director Zhu
Tel: 86-531-58783256,88818690
Fax: 86-531-88818690

2015 the 4th Shandong International Optics Fair

Date: 2015-10-20---2015-10-22
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong Machinery Equipment Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Jinan Hongbo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hebei Xinhe Glasses Case Industry Association
Area: 15000 m²
Tel: 86-631-5867586, 5277569
Fax: 86-631-5867567
Email: tynsq@163.com

Linyi

2015 Jingpu Cup China (Linyi) Solar Energy Application Exhibition (Spring)

Date: 2015-03-08---2015-03-10
City: Linyi
Venue: Linyi Mall International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Linyi Municipal People's Government
Organizer: Shandong Weihailongda Advertisement Limited Company, Bureau of Commerce of Linyi Municipality
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: whole machine, solar water heaters and various heat collectors; accessories, raw materials, and various controllers, water tank, insulation materials, metal plates, various bracket materials, bubbling materials, stainless steel, glass and pipe vacuum tubes, supporting plumbing fittings, supporting equipment, and bubbling equipment of water purifiers, vacuum tube coating equipment, welding equipment, solar water system, related accessories and technical equipment of various water purifiers, production equipment and installation and maintenance equipment and others
Contacts: Manager Zhan
Tel: 86-631-5867586 5277569
Fax: 86-0631-5867567
Email: tynsq@163.com

2015 the 11th China(Linyi) Car Accessories Fair

Date: 2015-04-18---2015-04-20
City: Linyi
Venue: Linyi Mall International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shandong Sub-Council, the People's Government of Linyi Municipality
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Linyi Sub-Council, Linyi Geyi Media Co., Ltd
Area: 37000 m²
Exhibits: new energy vehicles booth, whole car booth, linyi featured electric passenger tricycles booth, various electric bicycles, special vehicles booth, supporting battery and spare parts, and relevant technical information booth
Contacts: Fu Dongmei
Tel: 86-539-8966197, 13869917789
Fax: 86-539-8966197
Website: www.lyjbh.com

Shandong | 411 | 411
2015 the 10th East China Industrial Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-05-28—2015-05-30
City: Linyi
Venue: Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Construction Machinery Association Shandong Branch
Organizer: Jinan Hengzhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: metal cutting machine tool, combined machine tool, electrical processing and special machine tool, CNC machine tool, special purpose machine tool and forging machinery, bending machinery, tube machine, shearing machine, rolling machine, press, hydraulic machines, electric spark linear cutting machine, CNC engraving machine, hydraulic tensile machine, hydraulic broaching machine, new machine tool fitting, machine tool component, accessories and auxiliary equipment; measuring instrument, cutting tool, work piece fixture device, abrasives and grinding machine, cutting oil, lubricant, rapid prototyping technology and equipment, inspection, measuring and test equipment, various types of mold, mold materials, mold standard parts, mold inspection and processing equipment, mold polishing techniques and equipment, mold heat treatment technology and surface treatment technology and equipment, control system and flexible manufacturing system
Contacts: Pan Yi
Tel: 86-531-85880252
Fax: 86-531-88153208
Email: zq207374@126.com

2015 China Linyi Hardware Expo

Date: 2015-06-27—2015-06-29
City: Linyi
Venue: Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Hardware
Host: Linyi Trade City Administrative Commission, Hardware Industry Chamber of Commerce, Shandong Provincial Federation of Industry and Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Linyi Sub-Council
Organizer: Linyi Geyi Media Co., Ltd
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: metal hardware tool, manual tool, electric tool, grinding tool and material, pneumatic tool, hydraulic power tools, automotive maintenance tool, mechanical tool, measuring tool, cutting tool, garden and gardening tool, mechanical equipment, woodworking machinery, garden machinery, washing machinery, packaging machinery, metal processing machinery, hoisting equipment, spraying and painting equipment, carving and labelling equipment, storage equipment, etc., welding and cutting equipment, etc.
Contacts: Mi Wenwen
Tel: 86-539-2650181
Fax: 86-539-2650181
Email: 969132093@qq.com
Website: www.lywjr.com

2015 the 14th Qilu Linyi Indoor Auto Exhibition

Date: 2015-09
City: Linyi
Venue: Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Sunshine Media Co., Ltd.
Host: Linyi Municipal People's Government
Exhibits: state-specified commercial vehicles, passenger cars, all kinds of new cars, etc
Contacts: Fu Dongmei
Tel: 86-539-8966197, 13869917789

2015 the 4th China (Linyi) Hardware Expo

Date: 2015-11
City: Linyi
Venue: Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Hardware
Host: Linyi Trade City Administrative Commission, Hardware Industry Chamber of Commerce, Federation of Industry and Commerce of Shandong Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Linyi Sub-Council
Organizer: Linyi Geyi Media Co., Ltd
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: metal hardware tool, manual tool, electric tool, grinding tool and material, pneumatic tool, hydraulic power tools, automotive maintenance tool, mechanical tool, measuring tool, cutting tool, garden and gardening tool, mechanical equipment, woodworking machinery, garden machinery, washing machinery, packaging machinery, metal processing machinery, hoisting equipment, spraying and painting equipment, carving and labelling equipment, storage equipment, etc., welding and cutting equipment, etc.
Contacts: Mi Wenwen
Shandong

Qingdao

2015 the 15th China (Qingdao) International Advertising Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-07---2015-03-09
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Qingdao Guozhan Commerce Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 11400 m²
Exhibits: advertisement-making equipment, desktop printing equipment and technologies, screen printing and thermal transfer printing equipment and technologies, mounting, splicing and advertising consumables
Contacts: Mou Zongliang
Tel: 86-532-82995727,82995721
Fax: 86-532-82995727,82995721
Email: ghsy05@163.com lanzc0812@126.com

2015 the 13th Qingdao International Metal Procedure Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-12---2015-03-14
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: The Chinese Society for Metals, China Mechanical and Electrical Products Circulation Association Machine Tool Branch, the People's Government of Qingdao Municipality
Organizer: Qingdao Jinmoc Expo Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: metal sheet cutting machine tool & processing centre, spinning, bending, forming & straightening machine, punching, milling & nibbling machine, normal & automation lathe, boring, sawing, sotting, broaching & planing lathe. gear-making machine tool, combined machine tool & components. parallel, drilling & tapping machine tool. automation equipment, EDM shaping & processing equipment, instrument processing grinding machine tool. EDM wire cutting equipment. electrochemistry processing equipment, flame, plasma & water jet cutting equipment, rapid prototype manufacturing equipment, marking & molding machine, surface treatment & cold compress machine, numerical control system, digital display equipment & appliance. machine tool accessories & auxiliary equipment. abrasive & grinding machine. cutter & clamping apparatus. test & measure equipment
Contacts: Yang Xiaohua
Tel: 86-532-55552936
Fax: 86-532-55552960
Email: qdjinnuo@126.com
Website: www.mwexpo.com

2015 the 10th China (Qingdao) Franchise, Investment & Pioneering Projects Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-20---2015-03-22
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Exhibition Advancement Office of the People's Government of Qingdao Municipality, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Asia Economic and Trade Development Promotion Center
Organizer: Qingdao Zhizhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 14000 m²
Exhibits: brand chain, licensed investment project, catering food, garment & accessory, infant & children supplies
Contacts: Ms. Peng
Tel: 86-532-85015338
Fax: 86-532-83613588
Email: haihanexpo@126.com
Website: www.cfia.cn

2015 Qingdao China Huaxia Home Expo

Date: 2015-03-20---2015-03-22
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Foreign Trade Development Bureau of Ministry of Commerce
Organizer: Shanghai Chinese ink Exhibition Services Ltd., Chongqing Huamo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Tel: 86-532-68887582
Website: www.jiabohui0532.com/

2015 the 6th China (Qingdao) International Engineering Vehicles & Accessories Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-25---2015-05-27
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Transportation
Host: China International Machinery Association, China International Economy and Trade Federation
Organizer: Qingdao Lanbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: complete machines of engineering machineries, mining machineries, loading machineries, earth moving machineries, road construction and maintenance machineries, compaction machineries; pile driving and underground engineering machineries, lifting machineries, forklifts, logistics handling machineries, aerial working and port machineries; special vehicles, heavy duty trucks, dump trucks, concrete trucks, pump trucks, trailer buses, multi-functional maintenance trucks, road wreckers, snow sweeper
Contacts: Han Qingle
Tel: 86-532-85012915, 85968489, 18353212031
Fax: 86-532-85012915
Email: hanqingle123456@163.com
Website: gejx.qdlanbo.com

2015 the 18th China (Qingdao) International Art ware, Artwork, Collectible & Classical Furniture Expo

Date: 2015-03-27---2015-03-30
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Organizer: Guangdong Bo Chang Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 18000 m²
Exhibits: crafts, works of art, collectibles
Tel: 86-532-83755508 83722208
Fax: 86-532-87667588
Email: qdbdh@126.com
Website: www.qdybh.cn, www.bochangzhanlan.cn
2015 the 6th Qingdao Dream-Craft Original Fan Works Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-05—2015-04-06
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Organizer: Qingdao Huanmeng Culture Communication Co., Ltd
Area: 2000 m²
Exhibits: anime peripherals, ornaments, posters, house dance performances, music instruments performances, interactive games, e-sports contests
Email: dreamcraft@163.com

2015 the 12th China (Qingdao) International Rubber Technology Exhibition /The 11th China International Tire & Wheel Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-09—2015-04-11
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: The People's Government of Shandong Province, the People's Government of Qingdao Municipality, Shandong Rubber Industry Association, Qingdao University of Science & Technology
Organizer: Qingdao Jin noc Expo Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: rubber mechanical equipment, rubber raw material, rubber auxiliary, non-tire rubber product, and other specialized exhibition area
Contacts: Wang Fei
Tel: 86-532-55552996
Fax: 86-532-55552903
Email: sujiao85785101@163.com
Website: www.rubbere.com

2015 the 19th China International Trenchless Technology Symposium & Exhibition/The 19th Annual Academic Conference

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Society for Trenchless Technology (CSTT)
Area: 7000 m²
Exhibits: horizontal directional driller, navigation device and auxiliary device, drilling tools and slurry material, impact mling, rammer and auxiliary device, etc., push bench and auxiliary equipment, drilling tools and slurry material, etc., repairing and washing equipment for underground pipeline, pipeline replacement equipment and auxiliary equipment, etc., and underground pipeline
Tel: 86-10-68992605
Fax: 86-10-68992605
Email: zhwj@cstt.org
Website: www.cstt.org.cn

The 13th Qingdao Real Estate, Building Design & Decoration Exhibition / Qingdao Spring Housing Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-11—2015-04-13
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Organizer: TSingdao Jialubo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: residential property, high-end property, commercial real estate, and tourism real estate
Tel: 86-532-85896753
Fax: 86-532-85890835
Email: fangzhanhui@126.com
Website: www.qdfangzhan.com

The 12th Qingdao International Furniture & Wood-Working Machine Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-17—2015-04-20
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Shandong Furniture Association, Shenzhen Furniture Industry Association
Organizer: Jinan Deruijia Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 120000 m²
Exhibits: branded furniture, solid wood furniture, national woodworking machinery procurement conference, high-quality furniture material, spare parts, household accessory and popular trend
Contacts: Ms. Zhu
Tel: 86-531-82730239
Fax: 86-531-82980591
Website: www.qiff.net

2015 the 12th China (Qingdao) International Food Processing & Packaging Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-04—2015-05-06
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Packaging Federation (CPF), China Food Industry Association, the People's Government of Qingdao Municipality, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Sub-Council
Organizer: Shandong Packaging Technology Association, Qingdao Jin noc Expo Co., Ltd.
Area: 13700 m²
Exhibits: packaging machinery and equipment, printing and packaging machinery, radio frequency identification, code spraying, bar code and laser standard equipment, labeling and scrolling system, finished packaging products, packaging service; packaging material, packaging material production equipment and technology, detecting equipment and control system
Contacts: Ren Nina
Tel: 86-532-55552901, 55552902
Fax: 86-532-55552903
Website: www.china-spjx.com.cn

2015 the 14th Qingdao International Auto Show

Date: 2015-05-13—2015-05-18
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Transportation
Host: Society of Automotive Engineers of China, Shandong Association of Automobile Manufacturers
Organizer: Shandong China Automotive Engineers Society, Qingdao Jiashidai Culture Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 100000 m²
Tel: 86-532-85896533
Fax: 86-532-85890835
Email: autoqingdao@126.com
Website: www.autoqingdao.com

2015 China (Qingdao) International Hairdressing, Bodybuilding & Cosmetic Supplies Expo

Date: 2015-05-28—2015-05-30
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Asia Economic and Trade Development Promotion Center
Organizer: Qingdao Meibo Media Co., Ltd., Red Cosmetics DM
Area: 10700 m²
Exhibits: daily-used products: daily cosmetic, cleaning and personal-care supplies, makeup, perfumes, baby skincare products, oral care products; professionally-used products: skin care products for beauty salon, body shaping products and equipment, healthcare and SPA products and equipment, tattooing equipment, aromatherapy products, nail decoration and their tools and materials and products from OEM/ODM supply chains; hairdressing products: shampoos, hair conditioning, perming and coloring products, hair-made articles
Contacts: Han Xia
Tel: 86-531-68807388
Fax: 86-531-68801199
Email: 1604308496@qq.com

The 19th China (Qingdao) International Gifts, Art ware & Home Supplies Expo

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-06-01
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Organizer: Guangdong Bo Chang Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 28000 m²
Exhibits: gift, art ware
Tel: 86-532-83755508,83722208
Fax: 86-532-87667588
Email: qdbjh@126.com
Website: www.eqihe.com

2015 China International Marine Expo /China (Qingdao) International Boats Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-30—2015-06-01
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao Olympic Sailing Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Qingdao Sub-Council
Tel: 86-532-85011097
Fax: 86-532-85011039
Email: sn@qhaiming.com
Website: www.jewelryfair.com.cn

2015 the 17th Qingdao International Jewelry Fair

Date: 2015-06
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Asia Economic and Trade Development Promotion Center, Haimeing International Exhibition Group, Gems & Jewelry Trade Association of Shandong
Organizer: Qingdao Haimeing International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 11400 m²
Exhibits: diamond and gem, diamond, ruby, sapphire, emerald, and semi-precious stones, artificial gem, crystal, tourmaline; jewelry: platinum jewelry, gold jewelry, silver jewelry, k gold, palladium jewelry, diamond jewelry, gem jewelry, mosaic jewelry, pearl jewelry, and emerald jade; pearl and coral, Chinese freshwater pearl, Chinese seawater pearl, Japanese pearl, Nanyang pearl, Tahiti pearl, Mabe pearl, farming pearl, artificial pearl, red coral, and coral treasuries; jade: emerald, nephrite jade, agalmatolite, heliotrope; Qintian stone, huanglong jade, amber, xiyuan jade; equipment and instruments, jewelry processing equipment, jewelry tools, testing equipment, cleaning equipment, management software; fashion jewelry, artificial stones, metal jewelry, accessories, stainless steel jewelry
Tel: 86-532-85011097
Fax: 86-532-85011039
Email: sn@qhaiming.com
Website: http://www.jewelryfair.com.cn

The 9th China (Qingdao) International Tea Culture Expo / Purple Sand Art Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-12—2015-06-15
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Shandong Association of Tea Culture, Qingdao Tea Association
Organizer: Qingdao Guozhan Commerce Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: tea enterprise, tea set enterprise, tea food enterprise, tea packaging equipment enterprise, tea picker, tea garden tiller, tea canning machine, fresh container, dryer, dehumidifier, weighing container, new tea technology, new achievement and relevant antique, curio, painting and calligraphy, purple clay art
Tel: 86-532-82995618, 82995617
Fax: 86-532-88894849, 82995580
Website: www.qdteafair.com

The 17th China (Qingdao) International Sewing Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-26—2015-06-28
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Haimeing International Exhibition Group
Organizer: Qingdao Haimeing International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: sewing machinery and equipment: computer embroidery machines, quilting equipment, knitting equipment, laser equipment, ultrasonic equipment, printing equipment, clothing production control and conveying equipment, computer aided equipment, plate drafting and making systems; washing equipment: oil cleaning equipment, lubricants, detergents and so on; distribution logistics; information and media institutions and related publications
Tel: 86-532-85011486
Fax: 86-532-85012624
Email: qdfzz@qdhaiming.com

The 11th China (Qingdao) International Building& Decorative Material Expo

Date: 2015-07-17—2015-07-19
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Building Material Federation, Shan Dong Economic and Information Technology Committee, Sea Expo Group
Area: 35800 m²
Exhibits: pavement material, cabinet & wardrobe, construction ceramics, construction decoration hardware, construction & decoration stone material, construction curtain wall, door, window & related equipment, wood door & wood working machinery, floor & whole wood decoration, heating equipment, ceiling, wallpaper & cloth art, wood plastic product, wood plastic raw & auxiliary material, and wood plastic extruding machine, wood house, wood structure & auxiliary equipment
Contacts: Gong Shuailong
Tel: 86-532-83831786
Fax: 86-532-83841887
Email: haichenguoj@163.com

The 9th China (Qingdao) International Building Energy-Saving & Renewable Energy Application Expo

Date: 2015-07-17—2015-07-19
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Building Material Federation, the People's Government of Qingdao Municipality
Organizer: Qingdao Urban and Rural Construction Commission, Qingdao Building Energy Conservation Association, Qingdao Haichen International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 35800 m²
Exhibits: building energy-saving & heat-preserving system, new wall materials, raw material of paint, paint supporting instrument, roof covering system, chemical building material, plastic & plastic steel pipes & auxiliary connector, waterproof material, heat pump & air conditioning technology & products, energy statistical monitoring, solar energy, green lighting, new building model products & technology, Land-Saving Technology
Contacts: Gong Shuailong
Tel: 86-532-83951056
Fax: 86-532-83951085
Email: qdcese@163.com
Website: www.qdcese.com/index.html

2015 China (Qingdao) International Buddhist Ceremony Supplies Exhibition/2015 China (Qingdao) International Agilawood Culture Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-24—2015-07-27
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Asia Economic and Trade Development Promotion Center, Shandong Jewelry Chamber of Commerce
Organizer: Qingdao Meibo Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: Buddha sculptures, incense, Buddhism instruments
Tel: 86-532-85019622
Fax: 86-532-85833615
Email: 972472692@qq.com
Website: www.sdfoshi.com

The 18th International Machine Tools & Moulds Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-02—2015-08-05
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Organizer: Qingdao Jinnuo Expo Co., Ltd.
Area: 65000 m²
Exhibits: machine tool, accessories, metal forming machinery, mold & auxiliary components.
Tel: 86-532-55552936, 55552955
Fax: 86-532-55552960
Email: qdjinnuo@126.com
Website: www.jch-mj.com

2015 China (Qingdao) International Industrial Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-08-19—2015-08-21
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, China Mechanism Sub-Council, China Computer Users Association Intelligent Control Branch, the People's Government of Qingdao Municipality, Shandong Automation Institute
Organizer: Qingdao Jinnuo Expo Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Tel: 86-532-55552901
Email: 1033151088@qq.com
Website: www.china-cief.com

The 8th China International Pharmaceutical Chemistry Technology Expo

Date: 2015-08-25—2015-08-27
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Medical Service
Host: China International Medical Technology Promotion Association, China International Economy and Trade Federation
Organizer: Qingdao Lanbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 13700 m²
Exhibits: medical raw materials, fine chemicals, intermediates, chemical
raw materials, TCM raw materials, plant extracts, animal extracts, raw materials of functional food, nutraceuticals, raw materials of nutritional health products, supplements, beauty cosmetics, medicine packaging materials and machines, and preparation machinery

Contacts: Wang Jini
Tel: 86-532-85012515
Fax: 86-532-85012915
Email: qdlanbo@163.com
Website: www.qd-zyz.com

2015 the 10th China International Food Machinery Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-25---2015-08-27
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Qingdao Lanbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 13700 m²
Exhibits: food processing machinery, packaging machinery, packaging material and product, auxiliary production equipment, food management and service system
Tel: 86-532--85012950
Fax: 86-532-85012915
Email: qd-fair@163.com
Website: www.fm-nc.com

2015 14th East China (Qingdao) International Electronic Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-25---2015-08-27
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: CIE Electronic Components Society, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Specialized Committee of Manufacturing Technology, Shandong Electronic Society, Guangdong Electronic Chamber of Commerce, Asia Economic and Trade Development Promotion Center
Organizer: Qingdao Deer Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 9200 m²
Exhibits: electronic elements, crystal, frequency module, electronic and electric appliances and auxiliary products, electro-optic display and touch technology and products, small electric appliances, electric motor and parts, magnetic material products, raw electronic materials and chemical materials, security and protection electronics, medical electronics, automotive electronics, power electronics, aviation and military electronics, mobile internet, IC communication products, electronic equipment, electronic instruments and testing devices, industrial laser equipment and their applications, new energy electronics
Tel: 86-532--85017066
Fax: 86-532-85833615
Website: www.deerdz.com/qd/index.asp

2015 China International Rubber Industry Expo

Date: 2015-10
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: China Petroleum and Chemical Industry Federation, China Rubber Industry Association, Rubber Valley Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Qingdao Rubber Valley International Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 29000 m²
Tel: 86-532-67772348
Fax: 86-532-68662165
Website: www.ciriexpo.com

2015 the 16th Qingdao International Jewelry Fair

Date: 2015-11
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Asia Economic and Trade Development Promotion Center, Haiming International Exhibition Group, Gems & Jewelry Trade Association of Shandong
Organizer: Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 11400 m²
Exhibits: diamond and gem, diamond, ruby, sapphire, emerald, and semi-precious stones, artificial gem, crystal, tourmaline; jewelry, platinum jewelry, gold jewelry, silver jewelry, & gold, palladium jewelry, diamond jewelry, gem jewelry, mosaic jewelry, pearl jewelry, and emerald jade; pearl and coral, Chinese freshwater pearl, Chinese seawater pearl, Japanese pearl, Nanyang pearl, Tahiti pearl, Mabe pearl, farming pearl, artificial pearl, red coral, and coral treasures; jade, emerald, nephrite jade, agalmatolite, heliotrope, Qingtian stone, huanglong jade, amber, xiyuan jade; equipment and instruments, jewelry processing equipment, jewelry tools, testing equipment, cleaning equipment, management software; fashion jewelry, artificial stones, metal jewelry, accessories, stainless steel jewelry
Tel: 86-532-85011097
Fax: 86-532-85011039
Email: sn@qdhaiming.com
Website: www.jewelryfair.com.cn

Shouguang

2015 the 16th China (Shouguang) International Vegetable Fair

Date: 2015-04-20---2015-05-30
City: Shouguang
Venue: Shouguang International Convention Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), Standardization Administration of the People's Republic of China, China Agricultural University, the People's Government of Shandong Province
Organizer: Ministry of Agriculture of the People's Republic of China, Agricultural Department of Shandong Province, Department of Science & Technology of Shandong Province, Department of Commerce of Shandong Province(Shandong Commerce Department), Shandong Environmental Protection Bureau, Shandong Bureau of Quality and Technical Supervision, Shandong Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shandong Sub-Council, Shandong Supply and Marketing Cooperatives, Administration of Foreign Experts Affairs of Shandong Province, Shandong Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Shandong Tourism Bureau, Shandong Association for Science & Technology, the People’s Government of Weifang Municipality, the People's Government of Shouguang Municipality
Area: 450000 m²
Exhibits: vegetable, amphisafrica, folwer and greenery, edible mushroom & seed, seedling, breeding facility, and special insecticide for seed
Shandong

· treatment, etc., new-type, high efficiency, composite and special fertilizer, bio fertilizer, humic acid fertilizer, microelement fertilizer, plant growth regulator, water-retain agent, nutrient, turf, medium soil, soil additive & production and packaging technology and material, and application instrument, etc., modern agricultural mechanical equipment, etc.

Tel: 86-536-5678217  
Fax: 86-536-5678213  
Website: www.sgcbh.com

Weifang

The 8th China (Weifang) International Art Ware Expo

Date: 2015-04-03—2015-04-07  
City: Weifang  
Venue: Weifang Fuhua Exhibition Center  
Classification: Toys & Gifts  
Organizer: Beijing Juliehuixuan Culture Media Co., Ltd, Weifang Fuhua International Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.  
Area: 20000 m²  
Exhibits: jewelry crafts: jewelry, jade carving, stone carving, wood carving, root carving, bronze sculpture, miniature and other carved works of art; antique furniture of occident style, Asian style and Chinese style, household items, and antique reproduction furniture; antique collections: stone inscription rubbing, coins, stamps, tickets, cards, and others  
Contacts: Liu Ping  
Tel: 86-10-51113516, 86-536-8788096  
Fax: 86-10-51113518, 86-536-8797033  
Email: 274024212@qq.com  
Website: zbz.wffhzl.com

2015 the 2nd Weifang China New Energy Auto Show

Date: 2015-05-01—2015-05-03  
City: Weifang  
Venue: Weifang Jinbao International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Transportation  
Organizer: Shandong Jinbao Group Co., Ltd., Weifang TV Station  
Exhibits: new energy vehicles  
Contacts: Tang Tao  
Tel: 86-536-2608156  
Fax: 86-536-2608155  
Email: wfjbcz@126.com

2015 China (Weifang) Door, Window & Curtain Wall Expo

Date: 2015-05-16—2015-05-18  
City: Weifang  
Venue: Weifang Fuhua Exhibition Center  
Classification: Building & Decoration Material  
Host: Shandong Construction Machine Industry Association  
Area: 27000 m²  
Exhibits: doors & windows, aluminum & wooden doors & windows, aluminum & plastic doors & windows, aluminum alloy doors & windows, plastic & steel doors & windows, automation doors, roller shutter doors, stainless steel retractable doors, color steel doors & windows, high-end wooden windows, glass fiber reinforced plastic doors, other new-type energy-saving doors & windows  
Contacts: Liu Liping  
Tel: 86-536-8797057  
Fax: 86-536-8797033, 8788076  
Email: wfmcmq@163.com  
Website: www.sdmcmq.com

The 8th China International Agricultural Products Fair /2015 China (Weifang) International Food Brands Exhibition

Date: 2015-11-07—2015-11-09  
City: Weifang  
Venue: Weifang Fuhua Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: China Agriculture Wholesale Market Association, the People’s Government of Weifang Municipality, World Union of Wholesale Markets Asia-Pacific Regional Working Group  
Organizer: Weifang Municipal Exhibition Office of Shandong Province, Office of Coordination and Advancement Leading Group for China Food Valley Project  
Area: 20000 m²  
Tel: 86-10-68392055  
Fax: 4008266163-02416  
Email: nmh2@cawa.org.cn  
Website: nmh.cawa.org.cn

Yantai

2015 China (Yantai) International Art Expo

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-29  
City: Yantai  
Venue: Yantai International Expo Center  
Classification: Toys & Gifts  
Organizer: Qingdao Yaxiong Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 12000 m²  
Exhibits: furniture: classical & antique furniture, antique reproduction furniture, Asian & European antique furniture, neoclassical furniture, hardwood furniture of Huanghua Pear wood, Red Sandal wood & Santos Rose wood, classical furniture accessories, rare & precious woods, household furniture  
Contacts: Wen Hui  
Tel: 86-532-85616911  
Fax: 86-532-85616911  
Email: sales@qdyaxiong.com

2015 China (Yantai) International Fishing Gears, Boats & Outdoor Supplies Expo

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-17  
City: Yantai  
Venue: Yantai International Expo Center  
Classification: Sport & Leisure  
Host: China Chamber of International Commerce  
Organizer: China Chamber of International Commerce Secretary of the Bureau, Beijing Aoqinrunjiang Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 20000 m²  
Exhibits: fishing tools  
Contacts: Wang Yingming  
Tel: 86-631-5625630, 5675630  
Fax: 86-631-5624630  
Email: info_c@chinafish.cn  
Website: www.cgcexpo.cn/yantai/index.asp
2015 the 13th Yantai Equipment Manufacturing Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-21---2015-05-23
City: Yantai
Venue: Yantai International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Mechineeland Electrical Products Circulation Association, the People’s Government of Yantai Municipality, Qingdao Jinnoc Expo Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Yantai Jinnoc Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 11360 m²
Exhibits: machine tool, metal cutting & moulding machine tool, non-traditional machine tool equipment, inspection & measuring equipment, numerical control system, digital display unit & electric appliance of machine tools, components & auxiliary equipment of machine tools, abrasive & grinding machine, cutting tool, clamping apparatus & related products, industrial control system & instrument, industrial ethernet, human-computer interface, robots, frequency control, electric drive, motion control, programmable logic controller, process control instrument, quantitative analysis instrument, industrial information technology & software, industrial integrated management software, PLM, CAD, ERP engineering, industrial control applications & developing devices, information management system, sensor & test instrument, flow meter & switch, transmitter
Contacts: Liu Xiao
Tel: 86-535-6663138
Fax: 86-535-6662727
Email: yjtj666@163.com
Website: www.ytjinnuo.com

2015 the 10th East Asia International Food Trade Expo

Date: 2015-06-05---2015-06-08
City: Yantai
Venue: Yantai International Expo Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Shandong Economic and Information Technology Committee, The Organization for the East Asia Economic Development, the People’s Government of Yantai Municipality, China Green Agriculture Service Alliance, The Japanese Food Safety Support Mechanism, Korean-Chinese Broker Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shandong Sub-Council, China Chamber of International Commerce Shandong Chamber of Commerce
Organizer: Yantai Jinnoc Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: international-imported foods exhibition: all kinds of overseas-made farming, forestry, husbandry and fishing products, leisure foods, baby foods, dairy products, baked foods, healthcare foods, spices, canned foods, drinks and beverages; Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan exhibition: display of Hong Kong-, Macau- and Taiwan-made famous, high-quality, new and special foods, health foods, farming, forestry, husbandry and fishing products, fruits and vegetables, snack foods, Wines and Drinks, Cates, etc.
Contacts: Mou Jiaping
Tel: 86-535-6262271,6262285
Fax: 86-535-2145190
Email: 2145189@163.com
Website: 21seafood.com

2015 the 9th Yantai International Wine Expo

Date: 2015-06-12---2015-06-14
City: Yantai
Venue: Yantai International Expo Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: International Vine and Wine Organization, China National Association for Liquor and Spirits Circulation, the People’s Government of Shandong Province
Organizer: The People’s Government of Yantai Municipality, Department of Commerce of Shandong Province(Shandong Commerce Department), Shandong Economic and Information Technology Committee
Area: 18600 m²
Exhibits: base liquor, red wine, white wine, rose wine, champagne, sherry, rum, ice wine, cognac, whisky, spirits and related products, brand wine, cider, gift wine and crafts, products related to wine, and winery
Tel: 86-535-6916288
Fax: 86-535-6916288
Email: winexpoyt@winexpoyt.com mail@wine-china.org
Website: www.foodmate.net/special/huizhan/150.html

The 11th Yantai International Automobile Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-09
City: Yantai
Venue: Yantai International Expo Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: The People’s Government of Yantai Municipality
Organizer: The People’s Government of Zhifu District Yantai Municipality, Yantai Federation of Commerce and Industry, Yantai Auto Culture Festival Organizing Committee
Area: 62000 m²

The 16th International Fruits & Vegetables Expo

Date: 2015-10-16---2015-10-19
City: Yantai
Venue: Yantai International Expo Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific, United Nations Asian and Pacific Centre for Agricultural Engineering and Machinery, the People’s Government of Shandong Province, Ministry of Science and Technology of the People’s Republic of China, Ministry of Agriculture of the People’s Republic of China, State Administration of Foreign Experts Affairs, the P.R. of China, State Forestry Administration, P. R. China, All-China Federation of Supply and Marketing Cooperatives, Chinese Academy of Engineering, Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China
Organizer: The People’s Government of Yantai Municipality, Department of Commerce of Shandong Province(Shandong Commerce Department), Department of Science & Technology of Shandong Province, Agricultural Department of Shandong Province, Forestry Department of Shandong Province, Shandong Federation of Supply and Marketing Cooperative, Shandong Agriculture Mechanism Management Bureau
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: fresh fruit and vegetable: fruit and vegetable products, post-harvest processing equipment for fruit and vegetable, cultivation technology, means of production, foods, tea, fruit juice and pulp beverages, drinks; aquatic products: dried, frozen and fresh aquatic products, processed aquatic products, leisure ocean foods, marine organism products and other highly processed ocean products; packaging and processing equipment, packaging machinery, code spraying equipment, packaging materials, and other package processing equipment, beverage processing equipment, grain and oil processing equipment, cold storage technology, fruit and vegetable detoxifying
machine, food clearing machine, metal detector, biological fermentation technology, fruit, vegetable and food logistics equipment, transportation and storage technology and equipment, logistics management technology
Contacts: Ren Nina
Tel: 86-532-55552901
Fax: 86-532-55552903
Email: service@china-jinnuo.com
Website: www.fruitveg-expo.cn

Zhucheng

The 5th China Food Expo Zhucheng

Date: 2015-09-06—2015-09-09
City: Zhucheng
Venue: Zhucheng Conference and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Food Industry Association
Organizer: Jinan Boao Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: nutritious foods, leisure foods, healthy foods, special healthcare foods, se-rich longevity foods, functional foods, snack foods, candies, chocolates, dried fruit and nut fruit, imported foods, fast food, non-fried foods, drinks and beverages, agricultural and sideline products, foods, seasonings, food processing and packaging machinery, beverage machinery, wine processing machinery, water and food packaging machinery, packing materials and products production and auxiliary equipment, food management and service system, products of geographical indication
Contacts: Director Zhang
Tel: 86-531-88690353
Fax: 86-531-88690353

Zibo

The 73rd Shandong Spring Sugar & Wine Fair

Date: 2015-04-19—2015-04-21
City: Zibo
Venue: Chinese Ceramics Science and Technology City (Zibo International Convention and Exhibition Center)
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Food & Drinks Shandong Business Association
Exhibits: warmer, lamps, electronic products, finishing supplies, moisture-proof pad, apparel, advertisement, outdoor articles, life jacket, gifts, leather delimits ship, air cushion, cushion craft, reticule, water sports, sleeping bag, net, leisure, glasses, yacht, fishing ship, raincoat, sporting goods, presents, tent
Contacts: Wang Mengmeng
Tel: 86-531-86404678

Shanxi

Taiyuan

2015 Shanxi Advertising & LED Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-22
City: Taiyuan
Venue: China Taiyuan Coal Transaction Center

Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Taiyuan Tiantian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Zhengzhou Tiantian Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: printing, carving &acrylic equipment, and other related equipment, advertising consumables, advertising production material, signage system, LED, lamp-box product, advertising product and promotion gift, lighting equipment
Contacts: Mei Xiping
Tel: 86-351-5270258, 3283516185
Fax: 86-351-5270258

The 10th China (Shanxi) Green Building Decoration & Material Expo 2015

Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-18
City: Taiyuan
Venue: The Coal Museum of China
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Shanxi Building Decoration Association
Organizer: Taiyuan Zhuxin Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd.

The 10th China (Shanxi) New-Type Pipe, Building Water Supply and Drainage, Environmental Protection & Water Treatment Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-16—2015-04-18
City: Taiyuan
Venue: The Coal Museum of China
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Shanxi Building Decoration Association
Organizer: Taiyuan Zhuxin Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd.

The 14th Taiyuan Exhibition on the Technology & Equipment of Coal Industry

Date: 2015-04-22—2015-04-24
City: Taiyuan
Venue: China Taiyuan Coal Transaction Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Shanxi Coal Industry Department, Shanxi Coal Industry Association, Shanxi Administration of Coal Mine Safety
Organizer: Taiyuan Qixin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 36000 m²
Exhibits: domestic and overseas large mining groups’ images and new achievements show; Coal mine production equipment; Roadway excavation and supporting equipment; Coal concentrated transportation and loading tools and equipment, etc.
Contacts: Hu Guoliang
Tel: 86-351-4051234
Fax: 86-351-4034222
Email: 2010sxnztz@163.com

2015 China (Taiyuan) International Automobile Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-19
City: Taiyuan
Venue: China Taiyuan Coal Transaction Center
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Taiyuan Sub-Council, Taiyuan Biaowang Advertisement Co., Ltd.
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: whole car
Tel: 4000351800
Email: bwgggs@163.com
The 4th Shanxi Tea Culture & Industry Expo
Date: 2015-05-30—2015-06-03
City: Taiyuan
Venue: The Coal Musuem of China
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Shanxi Tea Society
Organizer: Shanghai Qilue Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanxi Qilue Expo Co., Ltd.
Area: 9000 m²
Exhibits: products of national famous & high-quality tea production and marketing enterprise, auxiliary service institution of tea industry, specialty tea product, tea set, comprehensive exhibition
Tel: 86-21-31261017, 86-351-8390036
Fax: 86-21-31261027, 86-351-8390360
Email: 2628384533@qq.com
Website: www.519tea.com

2015 Western China Tea Expo/Purple Sand, Ceramic & Tea Set Art Wares Fair
Date: 2015-05-30—2015-06-03
City: Taiyuan
Venue: The Coal Musuem of China
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: Weilian International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: special image, large-scale tea industrial park & base, national major & leading tea enterprise, strong area tea market, and branded & famous tea products
Contacts: Gao Chenglong
Tel: 86-351-2828268
Fax: 86-351-6163348
Email: an7878521@126.com

The 16th Shanxi Medical Instruments Fair
Date: 2015-06-11—2015-06-13
City: Taiyuan
Venue: China Taiyuan Coal Transaction Center
Classification: Medical Service
Organizer: Tarsus Hope Exhibition Group, Taiyuan Sinter Exhibition & Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: diagnostic equipment, treatment equipment, auxiliary equipment, hygienic materials and supplies, oral and dental equipment and supplies
Contacts: Chen Xinqi
Tel: 86-351-5624101, 5624104
Fax: 86-351-5624101
Email: xinte@hope-tarsus.com
Website: www.cwmee.com

The 16th Shanxi Medical Instruments Fair
Date: 2015-06-11—2015-06-13
City: Taiyuan
Venue: China Taiyuan Coal Transaction Center
Classification: Medical Service
Organizer: Tarsus Hope Exhibition Group, Taiyuan Sinter Exhibition & Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: diagnostic equipment, treatment equipment, auxiliary equipment, hygienic materials and supplies, oral and dental equipment and supplies
Contacts: Chen Xinqi
Tel: 86-351-5624101, 5624104
Fax: 86-351-5624101
Email: xinte@hope-tarsus.com
Website: www.cwmee.com

2015 China (Taiyuan) Buddhist Culture Expo
Date: 2015-06-19—2015-06-21
City: Taiyuan
Venue: China Taiyuan Coal Transaction Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: China Taiyuan Coal Transaction Center Co., Ltd.
Area: 36000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of Buddha figures, Buddhism instruments, candles, lamps and lanterns, palace and temple supplies, paper products, embroideries of monk garbs, calligraphies and paintings and audio and video products, Buddhism books, tantric articles containing tantric gems and Buddhism arts and crafts, raw materials and machinery equipment, ancient temples construction and design and decoration, Buddhist tourist souvenirs and Packaging materials, tea culture and tea ware products
Tel: 86-351-6829800, 6829801
Email: 601104479@qq.com

2015 Shanxi Tiantian LED Exhibition (Autumn)
Date: 2015-08-23—2015-08-25
City: Taiyuan
Venue: China Taiyuan Coal Transaction Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Organizer: Zhengzhou Tiantian Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Taiyuan Tiantian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: manufacture equipment for inkjet, carving and acryl, advertisement consumables, manufacture materials, tag system, LED, light box products, advertisement products and presents, lighting equipment
Contacts: Mei Xiping
Tel: 86-351-5270258, 3283516185
Fax: 86-351-5270258

The 9th Taiyuan Top International Auto Exhibition
Date: 2015-10
City: Taiyuan
Venue: China Taiyuan Coal Transaction Center
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Taiyuan Tianxi Culture & Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 66500 m²
Exhibits: finished automobiles
Contacts: Mr. Wang
Tel: 400-0351-969
Website: www.tyqcw.net

2015 China (Shanxi) Special Agricultural Products Trade Expo
Date: 2015-10
City: Taiyuan
Venue: China Taiyuan Coal Transaction Center
Classification: Other
Host: Ministry of Agriculture of the People's Republic of China, The People's Government of Shanxi Province, All-China Federation of Supply and Marketing Cooperatives, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Exhibits: grain, fruit, vegetable, animal products and folk arts and crafts
Tel: 86-10-68683076
Fax: 86-10-68631368
Email: huamaolian@263.net
Website: www.cicne.com.cn

2015 China (Taiyuan) International Coal Industry Expo
Date: 2015-10-16—2015-10-18
City: Taiyuan
Venue: Shanxi Exhibition Centre
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: The people's Government of Taiyuan Municipality, China Coal City Develop Promote Union
Organizer: Beijing Huamaolian Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Council for the Promotion of International TradeTaiyuan Sub-Council
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: display of the latest achievements in equipment manufacturing
Shaanxi

Xi'an

2015 Happy Baby Infant, Children & Maternity Supplies Expo / 2015 Xi'an Educational Toy Expo

Date: 2015-01-01---2015-01-03
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qijujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: Qijujiang New District Education and Health Bureau, Xi'an, Xi'an Sanzhilian Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Xi'an Yisen Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Xi'an Sanzhilianruicheng Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: children’s entertainment area, theme activities performance area, project activities performance area
Tel: 86-29-89623755
Fax: 86-29-85369227
Email: yangqiu@xabb360.com
Website: www.xabb360.com

2015 Silk Road Economic Belt, Xi'an International Advertising Industry Expo

Date: 2015-03-03---2015-03-05
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qijujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Shaanxi Daily Media Group, Sign Professional Committee of Shaanxi Advertising Association
Organizer: Shaanxi Bowen Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: printing, carving & Acrylic equipment, and other related equipment, advertising consumables, advertising production material, signage system, exhibition & display system, LED, lamp-box product, advertising product and promotion gift, etc.
Contacts: Sun Jia
Tel: 86-29-88418600
Fax: 86-29-88418602
Email: hufenglian@163.net

2015 China (Xi'an) Wedding Industry Procurement Expo

Date: 2015-03-08---2015-03-10
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qijujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: www.6wed.com
Organizer: Xi'an Lehun Advertising & Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: Wedding Dress, Photography
Tel: 86-29-88218392
Fax: 86-29-88218392
Website: jiehun.6wed.com

2015th Western China International Equipment Manufacturing Expo

Date: 2015-03-18---2015-03-21
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qijujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: The People’s Government of Xi’an Municipality, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Xi’an Sub-Council, the People’s Government of Chengdu Municipality, Xi’an Qijujiang Sanzhilian Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Machinery Industry Federation
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: exhibition area of thermal processing equipment, machine tool and mould, welding & cutting equipment, industrial automation & control, & industrial process controlling and monitoring, and automation equipment, computer integrated manufacturing, industrial robot, exterior equipment, instrument, meter and sensor, actuator, non-destructive testing technology and equipment, logistics technology and equipment, logistics service, exhibition area of fluid machinery, power transmission, air compression technology, hydraulic technology, pneumatic technology, testing technology and equipment, logistics technology and equipment, anti-friction bearing, linear motion system, electric drive, various power equipment, pump & valve equipment, government delegation and image exhibition area of industrial park, exhibition of investment theme, engineering machinery theme and manufacturing industry
Tel: 86-29-88153810, 15502920333
Fax: 86-29-88314333
Email: organizer@cwieme.com
Website: www.cwieme.com

The 26th China (Xi'an) International Advertising Printing &LED Illumination Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-25---2015-03-27
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qijujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Shaanxi Bowen Media Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shaanxi Bowen Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: LEDs, marking system, glass, promotional products, proofing, printing, printer, light boxes, electronic display equipment, engraving, cutting and carving products and equipment, engineering design, lightings, advertising items, advertising engineering, advertising media, outdoor, gifts, three-dimensional graphics, module, spray painting, ink, thermal transfer equipment, digital video production, silk screen, banner machines, image, blister, display devices, photo machine, acrylic, acrylic blister equipment, video technology, organic glass, exhibition and...
display system, mounts
Contacts: Yang Jing
Tel: 86-18729732533
Fax: 86-29-88698969
Email: 2424910004@qq.com
Website: www.sanli-expo.com

The 28th Western China International Medical Instrument Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-26---2015-03-28
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Host: Shaanxi Pharmaceutical Society, Shaanxi Health Education and Promotion Association
Organizer: Xi'an Qujiangshixin Exhibition Co., Ltd., Xi'an Qujiang Shixinxinghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: imaging equipment, heart EEG monitoring equipment, dental equipment, biochemical and laboratory equipment, auxiliary equipment, sanitary materials and disposable supplies; other equipment: ophthalmic equipment, orthopedic equipment, ENT diagnostic equipment, neurology equipment, equipment in surgery rooms, TCM decocting machine, equipment for plastic surgery, family planning devices, health care devices, hospital information management systems and telemedicine systems
Contacts: Guo Qiaoyan
Tel: 86-29-88238265, 88238195
Fax: 86-29-88238260
Email: 88238260@163.com
Website: www.med-china.com.cn

The 10th Western China Car Accessories Expo
Date: 2015-03-30---2015-04-02
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Transportation
Host: Huineng International Auto Articles Plaza, Xi'an Lianfang Conference & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Xi'an Fobon Exhibition & Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 22000 m²
Exhibits: automobile beauty care service, seat cushion, foot pad, high-quality interior decorative items, etc.
Contacts: Wang Zhijun
Tel: 86-29-85560026
Fax: 86-29-85560028
Email: 1750122706@qq.com
Website: www.ciaame.com

2015 the 10th China (Xi'an) Building Energy-Saving & New-Type Material Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-22---2015-04-24
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Association of Building Energy Efficiency, Zhenwei Expo Group
Organizer: Xi'an Branch of Tianjin Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: building eternal & internal heat preservation system & accessory materials, integrated heat preservation system & supporting products, building ceramic external wall & compound heat preservation system, new building ceramic plate, roof waterproof & heat preservation system & accessory products, wall of different material & textures, building blocks of different textures, metal, planted, new-type, solar energy & waterproofing roof system, paint of different materials & purposes, macromolecule waterproof coiled material, sealing, adhesive & joint filling materials, dry-mixed mortar products & equipment.
Contacts: Bai Yun
Tel: 86-29-83118366, 83118375, 13689296186
Fax: 86-29-87812358
Email: baiyun@zhenweixieexpo.com
Website: www.cibes.com.cn/cn

2015 the 18th China (Xi'an) International Heating, Building Environmental Technology & Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-22---2015-04-24
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Zhenwei Expo Group, Shaanxi Civil Construction Society
Organizer: Xi'an Branch of Tianjin Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: heating technologies and equipment
Contacts: Fan Min
Tel: 86-29-87818002
Fax: 86-29-87812358
Email: 719395624@qq.com
Website: www.cnhe.com.cn

2015 China (Xi'an) International Pre-School Supplies & Campus Facilities Expo
Date: 2015-04-22---2015-04-24
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Pre-school Education Committee of the Chinese Association for Non-government Education, Beijing Shibolian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Organizer: Beijing Zhongzhanhuabo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: preschool education supplies, preschool education organizations, kindergarten supplies and facilities, toys, models and accessories, raw materials and others
Contacts: Hu Xin
Tel: 86-10-60760957
Fax: 86-10-60760957
Email: bjzzhb88@163.com
Website: www.idmeexpo.com

2015 Xi'an May Day Auto Expo
Date: 2015-05-01---2015-05-10
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Transportation
Host: Chinese Commerce Newspaper
Organizer: Shaanxi Huashang International Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 80000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of cars, commercial vehicles, buses, saloon cars, refitted vehicles; all kinds of auto supplies and decorative accessories, car models, auto books, auto culture
Contacts: Mr. He
Tel: 86-29-88405022
2015 China (Xi’an) International Public Security Product, Police Anti-Terrorism Technology & Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-05-08---2015-05-10
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Public Security
Host: Department of Public Security of Shaanxi Province, Security Technology and Prevention Office of Xi’an Public Security Bureau, Shaanxi Security & Protection Industry Association
Organizer: Shanxi Sixing Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Xi’an Smart City and Internet of Things Company
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: video monitoring, anti-theft and alert, explosion-proof security checking, entrance control, gate access control, interphone, one-card-through system, intelligent parking, electronic patrol, security protection information transmission, face recognition, fingerprint recognition, information and network security, urban emergency, road-block removal & rescue facility, lighting equipment, urban emergency communication, fire control, intelligent transportation, internet of things technology, police equipment, and other systematic equipment and product application
Contacts: Mr. Su
Tel: 86-29-62806876
Fax: 86-29-62806800
Email: suining729@163.com
Website: xa.sxcps.cn/c_mingl4.html

2015 the 6th Xi’an International Hospitality Equipment & Supplies Fair

Date: 2015-05-15---2015-05-17
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Travel & Hotel
Host: Shaanxi Tourism Bureau
Organizer: Shanxi Tourism Association
Area: 36000 m²
Exhibits: catering and kitchen equipment; cleaning equipment; washing equipment; hotel furniture, desktop articles; guest room and lobby articles; textiles, fabrics and uniforms; baking and coffee equipment; tea; dairy products; drinks, beverage and catering service; smart fitness and entertainment products
Contacts: Gao Jianwei
Tel: 86-29-85359326
Fax: 86-29-8529308
Email: 415238026@QQ.com

The 6th Xi’an Animation, Cartoon & Video Game Festival

Date: 2015-05-31---2015-06-02
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Organizer: Xi’an Qujiang Conference & Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: animation talent exchange area, animation game industry exhibiting area, children cartoon zone, e-sports area, celebrities autographing and selling area, COSPLAY main stage area, children’s talent contests, COSPLAY contests, e-sports contests, lottery drawing and cashing area, celebrities autographing and selling activities
Tel: 86-29-62885897
Fax: 86-29-87655222

2015 China (Xi’an) International Auto Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-08---2015-05-10
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Association of Automobile Manufactures, China Council for the Promotion of International TradeAutomobile Sub-Council, the People’s Government of Xi’an Municipality
Organizer: Shaanxi Xiangao Media Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: limousine, business purpose vehicle, bus, vehicle design &new concept products, car components &accessories, computer control system &related software &services
Contacts: Jiang Li
Tel: 86-29-88862066
Fax: 86-29-88862066

2015 China (Xi’an) International Health-Nourishing Industry Expo

Date: 2015-06-12---2015-06-14
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Medical Service
Host: China General Chamber of Commerce, China Reflexology Association, China Foot SPA, Gerontological Society of China
Organizer: Shaanxi Zhongzheng Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shaanxi Bath & Foot Massage Industry Association, Shaanxi Province Business Skills Test Administration Centre, Xi’an Xiangdongfang Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Contacts: Mr. Du, Mr. Mi
Tel: 86-29-86128791,83213062
Fax: 86-29-86128681
Email: 15529679613@163.com
Website: www.yangsheng-china.com

2015 China (Xi’an) Electronics Expo

Date: 2015-06-19---2015-06-21
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Electronic Appliance Corporation
Organizer: China Electronics Fair and informationdissemination Company Ltd.
Co-organizer: China Electronics Fair and informationdissemination Company Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: electronic components, resistor, capacitor, inductor, transformer, magnetic elements, resonator, oscillator, filter, electric acoustic device, connector, switch, relay, small and special electric machine, wire and cable, diode, triode, electric elements, SCR, sensitive elements, sensor, electricity protection devices, photo electricity and display elements, laser, microwave devices, electro vacuum devices, printed circuit board, power supply, batter, integrated circuit, embedded system, electronic materials, electronic manufacture equipment, electronic tools, electronic meters, automatic system of industrial control, safety and electromagnetic compatibility testing equipment and system, anti-static products
Contacts: Sun Xu

Website: www.uacg.net
The 5th Shaanxi Higher Education Expo/Application Advisory Board

Date: 2015-06-25—2015-06-27
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Education Department of Shaanxi Provincial Government
Organizer: Shaanxi Huashang International Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: overseas study exhibition; Chinese-foreign cooperative education exhibition; language training and overseas-study service exhibition; private and vocational colleges' recruitment exhibitions and lectures; participating institutions' recruitment seminars and meetings; negotiating meetings for International education cooperation projects
Tel: 86-29-8429533
Fax: 86-10-59603293
Email: info@edufair.com.cn

2015 Xi'an Hairdressing & Cosmetology Expo

Date: 2015-06-25—2015-06-27
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Cosmetology
Organizer: Dalian Saiteng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: daily-used products: daily cosmetic, cleaning and personal-care supplies, makeup, perfumes, baby skincare products, oral cosmetology and care products; professionally-used products: skin care products for beauty salon, body shaping products and equipment, healthcare and SPA products and equipment, tattooing equipment, aromatherapy products, nail decoration and their tools and materials and products from OEM/ODM supply chains; hairdressing products: shampoos, hair conditioning, perming and coloring products, hair-made articles, hair nourishing and growing products, hair ornaments, hairdressing equipment, hair decorations and accessories, instruments and salon furniture: plastic surgery and cosmetology: plastic surgery equipment and instruments, plastic surgery technologies, plastic surgery institutions and biogenetic beauty products; packaging materials: packaging apparatuses, all kinds of containers, specially-used bags, decorating and printing products, others
Contacts: Mr. Du
Tel: 86-1393846570

The 3rd Northwest China International Dental Instrument Exhibition / Medical Academic Exchange Conference

Date: 2015-07-02—2015-07-04
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Asia Economic and Trade Development Promotion Center, Shaanxi Stomatological Association, Haiming International Exhibition Group
Organizer: Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Contacts: Mr. Chen
Tel: 86-532-8501148
Fax: 86-532-85012624
Email: chenkesen@sdhaiming.com

The 13th China Eurasian International Army-Civilian Combination & New Industry Expo

Date: 2015-08-20—2015-09-10
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Public Security
Host: The People's Government of Xi'an Municipality
Organizer: Xi'an Qujiang Sanzhilian Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: non-governmental high &new technological achievements exhibition area, achievements of civil technologies transferred from military technologies exhibition area, civil technologies for military use achievements exhibition area.
Contacts: Chang Xuechao
Tel: 86-29-88153779
Fax: 86-29-88153692
Email: changxuechao@sunlane.cn

The 4th Western China Multinational Sourcing Fair

Date: 2015-09-01—2015-09-03
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Organizer: Shaanxi Sub-Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Website: www.xippe.org

China (Xi'an) International Petrochemical, Gas Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-11-20—2015-11-22
City: Xi'an
Venue: Xi'an Qujiang International Conference and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Host: China Association of Plant Engineering, China Construction Manufactury Association
Organizer: Beijing Zhongzhangshixin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: oil and gas exploration, development and production equipment, geophysical prospecting, well logging and drilling technologies and equipment, ground technologies and equipment of oil and gas fields, petroleum and petrochemical equipment manufacturing, equipment of automation technologies, DCS and PLC control systems, oil and gas pipelines construction engineering technologies and equipment, generator sets and other machinery equipment, oil field special vehicles, Industrial explosion-proof products, electrician electrical equipment, petroleum and petrochemical research and laboratory equipment, petroleum refining processes and technologies, petrochemical processes and technologies, equipment overhaul, maintenance and management, fluid mechanical equipment and technologies, fuel and lubricating oil technologies and equipment, petrochemical products and advanced materials, environmental protection, energy saving and safety management, fire alarm equipment, industrial safety and labor insurance supplies, industrial cleaning and anticorrosion materials and devices, unloading and packaging technologies, communication and information
Shanghai

2015 Shanghai Qiyang Jewelry Ornaments Exhibition
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: China Jewelry Jade Jewelry Indunstry Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hangzhou Sub-Council, Hangzhou Chamber of International Commerce, China Qiyang Conference and Exhibition Group  
Organizer: Shanghai Qiyang Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hangzhou Qiyang Convention and Exhibition CO., Ltd., Beijing Qiyang International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Tianjin Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Nanning Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Contacts: Mr. Mer  
Tel: 86-21-51697833  
Email: qiyanghz@163.com  
Website: www.qyangzl.com

2015 the 27th China Wedding Expo
Date: 2015-01-20---2015-01-23  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
Classification: Media & Advertisement  
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Sub-Council, China Portrait Photography Society  
Organizer: Shanghai Trade Association of Photography Profession  
Area: 80000 m²  
Exhibits: wedding & formal dress, accessories &cosmetics, photo album &frame, camera &post-production equipment, photography settings &props, wedding planning &props, R&D of wedding photography themed rushes, children's photography, showcase design &furniture, related products &services of management, training &software, etc.  
Tel: 86-21-62792828, 86-21-62472387  
Fax: 86-21-63866972  
Email: chinawedding@siec-ccpit.com  
Website: www.chinaweddingexpo.com.cn/cn/index.aspx

2015 Shanghai National Famous Special Agro-Products Trading Expo
Date: 2015-01-01---2015-01-25  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre  
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry  
Host: Shanghai Sugar Cigarette Drink Tea Commercial Association  
Organizer: Shanghai Jinxi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Area: 10000 m²  
Contacts: Ms.Li  
Tel: 86-21-34716761  
Fax: 86-21-34716762  
Email: wufenggolden@yahoo.com.cn  
Website: www.gnjinxi.com

2015 the 15th China (Shanghai) International Optics Fair
Date: 2015-03-01---2015-03-03  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
Classification: Sport & Leisure  
Host: China Optometric & Optical Association, China Light Industrial Corporation for Foreign Economic and Technical Co-operation (CLETCo)  
Co-organizer: Orient International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Exhibits: spectacle frames, sunglasses, lenses, contact lenses, 3D glasses, digital lenses, eye examination equipment, glasses and lens production machinery, parts and accessories of glasses, glasses of raw materials, molds, eye care products, etc.  
Tel: 852-27893220  
Fax: 852-27893260  
Email: orientex@netvigator.com  
Website: www.siof.cn/simp/main.php

2015 the 25th East China Fair
Date: 2015-03-01---2015-03-05  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Classification: Economics and Trade  
Host: International Council for the Promotion of Business Development and Exchange, Gehua International Exhibition (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Shanghai Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Area: 16668 m²  
Contacts: Wang Gang  
Tel: 86-21-67752905  
Fax: 86-21-67752902  
Email: ghzlwg@126.com  
Website: www.intertextile.org,www.shssny.com

2015 China (Shanghai) Textile, Fabric & Accessories Exhibition
Date: 2015-03  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
Classification: Textile & Costume  
Host: Gehua International Exhibition (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: International Council for the Promotion of Business Development and Exchange, Gehua International Exhibition (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.  
Area: 16668 m²  
Contacts: Wang Gang  
Tel: 86-21-67752905  
Fax: 86-21-67752902  
Email: ghzlwg@126.com  
Website: www.intertextile.org,www.shssny.com

2015 the 8th Shanghai International Jewelry Show (Spring)
Date: 2015-03  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre  
Classification: Sport & Leisure  
Host: Asia Economic and Trade Development Promotion Center, Haiming International Exhibition Group, Gems & Jewelry Trade Association of Shandong  
Organizer: Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 10000 m²  
Exhibits: diamond and precious stone: diamond, ruby, sapphire, semi-precious stone, artificial precious stone, berg crystal, tourmaline, jewelryries, white gold jewelry, gold jewelry, platinum jewelry, platinum jewelry, silver jewelry, Karat gold, palladium jewelry, diamond jewelry, precious stone ornaments, inset ornaments, simulated ornaments, gold plating ornaments, pearl ornaments, jade ornaments; pearl and
coral: Chinese fresh water pearl, Chinese sea pearl, Japanese pearl, South Sea pearl, Tahitian pearl, Mabe pearl, cultured pearl, artificial pearl; red coral, exquisite coral, coral ornaments; jade; jadeite jade, Shoushan stone, blood stone, Qingtian stone, Balin stone, Xiuyan jade; equipment and instruments: jewelry crafting equipment, ornament processing equipment, testing equipment, cleaning equipment, management software, display and packaging supplies; fashionable ornaments, artificial precious stone, metal ornaments, accessories and stainless steel ornaments

Contacts: Wang Qi
Tel: 86-532-85011039
Fax: 86-532-85012624
Email: qdhaiming@qdhaiming.com

2015 Modern Marital Expo
Date: 2015-03
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Commerce Commission of the People's Government of Shanghai Municipality, the People's Government of Jing'an District, Shanghai Modern Service Industry Federation, Shanghai Commercial Association
Organizer: Shanghai Xixun Culture Media Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: exquisite wedding photography, high-end wedding planning, wedding hotels, wedding companies, jewelry, bride make-up, wedding car rental, wedding supplies, wedding dresses, men's suits, wedding candies and drinks, honeymoon decoration
Tel: 86-21-32170888, 61119936
Fax: 86-21-32170888
Website: www.shwedexpo.com

2015 the 20th International Toy Show & the 51st Toy Expo(Shanghai)
Date: 2015-03-09—2015-03-11
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: Shanghai Toys Imp. & Exp. Co., Ltd., Intex Shanghai Co., Ltd., Shanghai Toy Industry Association
Organizer: Shanghai Shangwan Toy Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Baby Products Exhibition Center Co., Ltd
Contacts: Liu Liying
Tel: 86-21-56325399, 86-21-63232990
Fax: 86-21-56325227
Email: toy_expo@yahoo.com.cn
Website: http://www.toy-sh.com/to.html

SPINEXPO 2015
Date: 2015-03-09—2015-03-11
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Well Link Consultants Ltd.
Organizer: Lijia Exhibition Services (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Area: 17000 m²
Exhibits: knit yarn and fabric, and cylindrical knitwear; woven yarn and fabric, decorative fabric yarn, socks, lace, label, and industrial textiles and others
Tel: 86-21-51692006-881
Fax: 86-21-6299157-802
Email: qinjing@adventi.com.cn
Website: www.spinexpo.com/shanghai

2015 the 13th China International Forestry, Wood Mechanism & Supply Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-11—2015-03-14
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China National Forestry Machinery Association, Shanghai Huahan International Convention and Exhibition Company, Deutsche Messe AG
Organizer: Shanghai Huahan International Convention and Exhibition Company
Tel: 86-21-62095209
Fax: 86-21-62095210
Email: woodmac@chinaallworld.com

2015 the 16th China International Agrochemical & Crop Protection Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-11—2015-03-13
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Chemical Sub-Council
Organizer: China Phosphate Fertilizer Industry Association, China Nitrogen Fertilizer Industry Association, China Huminic Acid Industry Association
Contacts: Liu Yang
Tel: 86-10-84292984, 86-10-84283093, 86-10-84255960
Fax: 86-10-84292987, 86-10-84225384
Email: zhj@ccpitchem.org.cn
Website: www.agrochemshow.com/a/ch/ex

2015 China Appliance & Electronics World Expo
Date: 2015-03-11—2015-03-14
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Household Electrical Appliances Association (CHEAA)
Organizer: Beijing Shengshixielian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Contacts: Liu Cheng
Tel: 86-10-67153213, 86-10-67153206
Fax: 86-10-67156913
Email: awe@cheaa.com
Website: www.appliance-expo.com/

2015 the 23th Shanghai International Advertising Technology & Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-11—2015-03-14
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: China National Forestry Machinery Association, Shanghai Huahan International Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Sign Association of Equipment Suppliers (Shanghai)
Organizer: Shanghai Xixun Culture Media Co., Ltd., Shanghai Gray Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Advertising Association
Exhibits: digital inkjet printing technology & equipment, printer & consumable, printer series, digital board, digital signage, screen & touchscreen, interactive touch system, three-dimensional display, network advertising machine, LCD advertising machine, multimedia advertising publishing system, management software, logo & signboard equipment and logo & signboard, laser engraving machine, CNC engraving machine, Acrylic equipment and material, logo & signboard,
exhibition, display, POP & commercial facility, exhibition & display apparatus, commercial space design & decorating material, storage rack & commercial display canbinet, commercial automation technology & equipment, sale & promotion apparatus, new media technology & equipment, designing & editing technology & equipment for portal website & blog, etc., digital movie, IPTV, VOD, mobile streaming media, network media and multimedia advertising, LED & LED screen, LED device, LED advertising light source & application product
Contacts: Jiang Yan
Tel: 86-21-63288899
Fax: 86-21-63749188
Email: info@apppeexpo.com
Website: www.apppeexpo.com

2015 MICAM Shanghai/The 4th Shanghai International Famous-Brand Footwear Industry & Leather Products Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-11—2015-03-13
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Shoes & Leather
Host: Italian Footwear Manufacturers' Association, Hannover Fairs (Shanghai) Ltd., Italy Milan International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Hannover Fairs (Shanghai) Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: men’s, women’s & children’s shoes, luggage & bag, leather product, handbag, fur clothing and leather clothing, etc.
Contacts: Lei Zicheng
Tel: 86-21-61511949
Fax: 86-21-51714598
Email: 18321645853@vip.163.com
Website: www.micamonline.com.cn/CN

2015 the 20th China (Shanghai) Retail Expo

Date: 2015-03-11—2015-03-14
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Other
Host: Huxinbao Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Donghao Group Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Gray Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Huxinbao Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: store decoration Industry; store decorations and space designs, displaying and exhibiting articles, logo signs, brand image planning, commercial lighting, soft-mounted arts of store; business network information technologies and management systems: online-shopping technologies, digitalized stores, electronic payment systems, information technologies of retail industry; other commercial and IT equipment: commercial retail security systems, commercial warehousing and logistics equipment, refrigerated and frozen food storage transportation equipment, refrigerated and frozen food displaying equipment, supermarket-used maintenance and cleaning materials and cleaning equipment and supplies; commercial self-service terminal technologies and products: commercially-used self-service terminals: touch-screen computers, self-service vending machines, reverse vending machines, NFC terminal equipment; self-service terminals of public service: self-service registering machines, medical reports printers, payment machines, printers, inquiring machines, queuing machines and ticket vendors, Inquiring touch-screens, self-service terminal and inquiry software
Contacts: Wei Xin
Tel: 86-21-33887705, 33887670
Fax: 86-21-33321900
Email: huxinbaexpo@163.com
Website: www.creexpo.com

The 97th China Mode Underwear and Home Textiles

Date: 2015-03-12—2015-03-14
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: China Textile Commerce Association
Organizer: Zhongfangliutong (Beijing) Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Contacts: Liu Ming
Tel: 86-10-68555399, 86-10-68535419
Fax: 86-10-68535408
Email: sfhairs-info@yahoo.cn
Website: www.xialingzhan.com/index.html

2015 China Summer Household Goods Fair

Date: 2015-03-12—2015-03-14
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: China Textile Commerce Association
Organizer: China Textile Commerce Association Summer Home textile Commerce
Area: 7700 m²
Exhibits: various mat product, carpet product, summer clothing and related auxiliary product
Contacts: Zhang Jun
Tel: 86-10-68555397, 68535397, 68519866
Fax: 86-10-68535408
Email: zhangjun@ckcf.cn
Website: www.ckcf.cn

2015 the 17th Shanghai Real Estate Market Exhibition (Spring)

Date: 2015-03-13—2015-03-16
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Shanghai Exhibition Center, VNU Exhibitions Europe, Shanghai Union International Exhibition Co., Ltd
Organizer: VNU Asia Exhibition Group Shanghai Key long Exhibitions Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: particular exhibition of branded real estate, nationwide top 100 real estate developers, listed companies, top 100 enterprises, leading companies of the industry, particular exhibition of real estate in rigid demand concept, wedding house real estate, retirement real estate, school district real estate, improved real estate, particular exhibition of overseas real estate, particular real estate exhibition of overseas property, overseas study, overseas immigration and property investment, medium and high-end residential house, foreign-style house, villa, shop, hotel service apartment, urban complex project, tourism real estate
Contacts: Wu Qijun
Tel: 86-21-61956088-553
Fax: 86-21-61956099
Email: jacky.wu@vnuexhibitions.com.cn
Website: www.springre.com
2015 the 2nd China Shanghai International Restaurant Chain and Digital Management Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-13—2015-03-15
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Other
Host: Shanghai Restaurant Cooking Industry Association, Overseas Education College of Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Organizer: Shanghai Blue Engine Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Co-organizer: Chinese Institute of Food Science and Technology, Dining Profession Association of Jiangsu Province, Dining Profession Association of Zhejiang Province, China- EU Chain Franchise Association, Shanghai Jiaotong University BFC, China Chain Enterprises President Fellowship Society, F&M Publishing House
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: catering, retail and service industry and service providers
Contacts: Mr. Jiang, Ms. Deng, Mr. Shi
Tel: 86-21-52729697
Fax: 86-21-52352911
Email: china-cice@vip.163.com
Website: www.china-cice.com

2015 Shanghai Jewelry and Jade Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-13—2015-03-16
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Gems & Jewelry Trade Association of China
Organizer: Shanghai Xinhe Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 16668 m²
Exhibits: diamond and precious stone, jewelries, pearl and coral, ornaments, equipment and instruments, fashionable ornaments
Contacts: Fan Wei
Tel: 86-21-5508 7197
Fax: 86-21-51062590
Email: 497313072@qq.com
Website: www.xhzbexpo.com

2015 China Huaxia Housing and Furnishing Expo

Date: 2015-03-13—2015-03-15
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Ever bright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Foreign Trade Development Bureau of Ministry of Commerce, Shanghai Decoration Industry Association
Organizer: Shanghai Chinese ink Exhibition Services Ltd.
Area: 35000 m²
Tel: 86-21-51870800
Fax: 86-21-61354720
Website: www.jinxiexpo.com/index.html

2015 China (Shanghai) International Sourcing Fair on Lamps, Lanterns & LED Illumination Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-14—2015-03-16
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Ever bright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Shanghai Illumination Electric Appliance Trade Association
Organizer: Shanghai Jini Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Shanghai Yisheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 8100 m²
Tel: 86-21-64778816
Fax: 86-21-64778897
Email: jinxiexpo@foxmail.com
Website: www.jinxiexpo.com/index.html

The 24th China International Electronic Circuit Show

Date: 2015-03-17—2015-03-19
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Electronics Chamber Of Commerce, SEMICON China
Organizer: Beijing Sadan Economic and Technology Center of MIIT, SEMICON China
Tel: 86-21-60278500
Fax: 86-21-60278511
Email: semichina@semi.org
Website: www.semiconchina.org/

2015 the 28th SEMICON China & Seminar

Date: 2015-03-17—2015-03-19
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Electronics Chamber Of Commerce, SEMICON China
Organizer: Beijing Sadan Economic and Technology Center of MIIT, SEMICON China
Tel: 86-21-60278500
Fax: 86-21-60278511
Email: semichina@semi.org
Website: www.semiconchina.org/

Laser World of Photonics China 2015

Date: 2015-03-17—2015-03-19
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Messe München International, MMI-ZM Trade Fairs (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: MMI-ZM Trade Fairs (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-20205587
Fax: 86-21-20205688
Email: yan.fei@mmi-shanghai.com
Website: www.photonicschina.cn/

Break-bulk China 2015

Date: 2015-03-17—2015-03-20
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Logistics
Organizer: Yibaimei Convention & Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., UBM Medical Shanghai
Area: 17000 m²
Exhibits: professional shipper, freight forwarder, port & dock, logistics provider, land traffic administration, enterprise of heavy transport, export package & equipment, etc.
Contacts: Ms. Zou
Tel: 86-21-5589 9183
Email: izou@breakbulk.com
Website: www.breakbulk.com
CHIC 2015
Date: 2015-03-18—2015-03-20
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: China National Garment Association, CNGA, China World Trade Center Co., Ltd., China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Textile Sub-Council
Organizer: Beijing Shishangbozhan International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Exhibition Branch of China World Trade Center Corporation
Area: 110000 m²
Exhibits: Garments, Fashion Accessories, Info related
Contacts: An Yiheng
Tel: 86-10-65068181
Fax: 86-10-85229612
Website: www.chiconline.com.cn

2015 China (Shanghai) Exhibition on Heat Pump Hot Water, Heating, Special Application and Supporting Equipment/Southern China (Shanghai) Exhibition on Heating Industry & Supporting Equipment
Date: 2015-03-18—2015-03-20
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Ever bright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Energy Conservation Association
Organizer: Rongma Media, Heat Pump Market Magazine
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: heat pump host system, hot water engineering spare parts system, special application system & spare parts, special hot pump unit, auxiliary drying machine, draught fan, circulating water system, heating system, damping system, air circulation system, air intake and exhaust system, auxiliary electricity system, testing & controlling system, heating system & spare parts, oil-fired & gas-fired boiler, electric boiler, wall-mounted boiler, special boiler, gas hot-water heater and auxiliary product & technology, heating radiator, electric radiator and auxiliary product & technology, indoor, outer fireplace & fireplace auxiliary product & technology, product & technology for HVAC control system, Renewable energy heating product, solar water heater, heat metering, heat exchanger & auxiliary product & technology, capillary network, radiant ceiling heating, etc., and distributed heating equipment
Contacts: Zhang Jiayong
Tel: 86-21-61913740, 61913741, 61913742, 61913743, 86-755-26787807
Fax: 86-21-61913740, 61913742, 86-755-26787844
Email: info@hemiaooexpo.com
Website: www.ch-frp.cn

2015 China International Trade Fair on Apparel Fabrics & Accessories (Spring)
Date: 2015-03-18—2015-03-20
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: China National Textile and Apparel Council
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Textile Sub-Council, China Textile Information Center, Messe Frankfurt Exhibition Gmbh (Hongkong)
Area: 150000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of textile fabrics: cotton, hemp, silk, silk-like, wool, wool-like, chemical fiber, knitting, functional fabrics, lace and embroidery, printing fabrics; all kinds of garment accessories: lining clothes, zippers, laces, signs, buttons, clothes hangers; all kinds of auxiliary equipment: computer aided design systems, textile testing equipment, etc.; all kinds of media publications: designs/images, professional journals, electronic commerce, etc.
Contacts: Li Mingjia, Wu Zhizhen, Zhen Zhen, Song Wen
Tel: 86-10-85229062, 85229702, 85229220, 85229956
Fax: 86-10-85229296
Website: www.intertextile.com.cn

The 11th Shanghai Art and Frame Expo
Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-22
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Other
Host: China Fine Art Industry Alliance
Organizer: Yiwa Zhongshang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: finished frames and lines; decorative paintings; equipment and auxiliary materials; home decorations
Contacts: Ms. Pang
Tel: 86-579-89926630, 89926629, 89926609
Fax: 86-579-89926612
Email: service@cafexpo.cn
Website: www.cafexpo.cn

Arts and Crafts 2015
Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-23
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Craft Design Branch of Chinese Arts and Crafts Institute, China International Antiques Collection Association, Shanghai Antique Arts Association
Organizer: Shanghai Bojun Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: artworks; antiques, paintings and calligraphies; tea sets; carved wooden ornaments; carved wooden furniture; wood carvings; religious articles, such as figure of Buddha; root art, root carvings and bamboo carvings; stone for playing; classical furniture, antiquated furniture and collectibles
Tel: 86-21-50550909
Fax: 86-21-50321966
2015 the 17th China International Floor Materials & Decoration Technology Fair

Date: 2015-03-24—2015-03-26
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Organizer: VNU Asia Exhibition Group Shanghai Keylong Exhibitions Service Co., Ltd
Exhibits: PVC, sheet metal, slate, maintenance, weaving, lawn, liner, marine, ceramic tile, marble, veneer, flooring, floor covering, floor mats, geothermal, carpets, carpet tiles, etc.
Tel: 86-21-61956088
Fax: 86-21-61956099
Website: www.dacf.cn

2015 Asian Door, Window & Sun-Shading Technology Expo

Date: 2015-03-24—2015-03-26
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: VNU Asia Exhibition Group, Shanghai Keylong Exhibitions Service Co., Ltd, Messe Stuttgart
Organizer: VNU Asia Exhibition Group, Shanghai Keylong Exhibitions Service Co., Ltd
Tel: 86-21-61956088-507
Fax: 86-21-61956099
Email: jane.liang@vnuexhibitions.com.cn
Website: www.rtasia.org

2015 Intermodal Asia 2015

Date: 2015-03-24—2015-03-26
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Logistics
Organizer: China Container Industry Association, Informa Exhibitions Ltd
Contacts: Shi Yanqiu, Sun Chen, Ren Wenyuan, Zhang Man
Tel: 86-10-65253543
Fax: 86-10-65253543
Email: ccia@ccs.org.cn

2015 the 20th China International Education Exhibition Tour

Date: 2015-03-24—2015-03-24
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai East Asia
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Chinese (Ministry of Education) Service Center for Scholarly Exchange
Organizer: Reliable International Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: educational institution, international education certification & appraisal agency, culture & education department and visa department of foreign embassy, specialized association, educational fund, bank, insurance company, airway company, educational & publishing house, TV station, radio station, website, and other agency and unit approved by the host
Contacts: He Sihui
Tel: 86-10-85898181
Fax: 86-10-85898180
Email: etta_ho@reliable.org.cn

Website: www.cieet.com.cn/index.aspx

2015 Shanghai Hotel and Hospitality Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-25—2015-03-27
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Travel & Hotel
Host: Guangdong Foxing Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangdong Foxing Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-20-83982117
Fax: 86-20-87782615
Website: www.hotelbao.cn/shzhanlan

2015 China Machine Tool Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-25—2015-03-28
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: The Foreign Trade Development Bureau of Ministry of Commerce, PRC.
Organizer: Shanghai Chinese ink Exhibition Services Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-61159295
Email: cme021@cme021.com
Website: www.cme021.com

2015 China International Sports & Leisure Supplies Expo

Date: 2015-03-25—2015-03-27
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: China Stationery & Sporting Goods Association, National Sports Goods Quality Inspection & Testing Centre, Donor Group
Organizer: Expo Shanghai Group Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Donor Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: sports shoes, suit & accessory, outdoor furniture, outdoor sports & leisure product, sports car and related product, recreational vehicle, event organizing entity, racing team, racing club, training institution and event sponsor, motor sports related supplies, ball sports, tennis & badminton sports, sport ware & body care supplies, balls & auxiliary supplies, gymnasium facilities & building, fitness equipment, indoor fitness equipment, commercial fitness equipment, household fitness equipment, spare parts of fitness equipment, outdoor fitness equipment, health care & massage product, rehabilitation medical equipment, muscle strength testing apparatus, simulated altitude training apparatus, stimulating apparatus for enhancing muscle strength, analytical & testing system for Kinematics, exercise medical rehabilitation apparatus, mental test & training apparatus, testing, analytical & measuring apparatus for physical health, sports education apparatus
Contacts: Mr. Jin
Tel: 86-21-63566989,63573506
Fax: 86-21-63578500
Email: cispo@donnor.com
Website: www.cispo.cn/index.htm

2015 the 14th China (Shanghai) International Nutrition and Health Industry Expo

Date: 2015-03-25—2015-03-27
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Ever bright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Food & Beverage

Website: www.cieet.com.cn/index.aspx
2015 the 3rd Shanghai International Daily Articles, Home Decoration Exhibition/Shanghai Tokyo International Gift Exhibition (Summer)

Date: 2015-03-25—2015-03-28
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Intex Shanghai Co., Ltd., Business Guide-Sha Inc.
Organizer: Business Guide-Sha Inc.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: fashionable apparel, infant's supplies, stationery and office supplies, creative product, tasteful home, home supplies, kitchenware, cosmetics, flower and greening product, aromatherapy product, Health supplies, household supplies, fashionable supplies, high-quality promotional goods, traditional and modern Japanese kimono supplies and food & beverage, etc.
Tel: 86-21-62361078
Fax: 86-21-63061620
Email: bgshcn@businessnice.com
Website: www.giftshow.cn/sigs2014invitation/index.htm

2015 the 22nd Shanghai Beauty Salon Cosmetics Fair

Date: 2015-03-25—2015-03-27
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Ever bright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: Shanghai Hairdressing & Beauty Industry Association
Organizer: Shanghai Xiubo Expo Co., Ltd.
Area: 7700 m²
Exhibits: cosmetology & skin care, bodybuilding & slimming, bodybuilding personal products & research institution, traditional chinese medicine health preserving, make-up, perfume & manufacturing equipment & packaging. essence& fragrant materials, raw materials of daily cemicals, packaging machinery & container, cosmetics manufacturing equipment
Contacts: Gao Xin
Tel: 86-21-64329266, 34140987, 64329288
Fax: 86-21-51714528
Email: shixing@bxceexpo.net
Website: www.meirongexpo.com.cn/index.asp

2015 Shanghai International Dog Expo

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-29
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Expo Shanghai Group Shanghai Foreign Trade & Economies Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Huanyuchongshang Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai East Best International Co., Ltd.
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: living pets, pet fodder, food, health products, daily-use articles, bathing and beauty products, toys, apparel, medicine and equipment, houses, beauty and training agencies, websites, media and magazines and other pet-related industries
Tel: 86-21-63539977-1263
Fax: 86-21-33030254
Email: dogshow@dogshowsh.com
Website: www.dogshowsh.com

China Money Expo 2015

Date: 2015-03-27—2015-03-29
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Mart
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Pudong Shanghai Sub-Council, China Fiscal Industry Association, China Venture Capital Association, Shanghai Boya International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Boya International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-34320091
Fax: 86-21-62222976
Email: sbhyexpo@163.com
Website: www.chinamoneyexpo.net

2015 Shanghai Fair on Investment in Property

Date: 2015-03-27—2015-03-29
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: Shanghai Fumao Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: particular exhibition of branded real estate, nationwide top 100 real estate developers, listed companies, top 100 enterprises, leading companies of the industry, particular exhibition of real estate in rigid demand concept, wedding house real estate, retirement real estate, school district real estate, improved real estate, particular exhibition of investment swap real estate, investment swapped real estate, medium and high-end residential house, foreign-style house, villa, shop, hotel service apartment, urban complex project, tourism real estate
Contacts: Zhu Long
Tel: 86-21-31256552
Fax: 86-21-67865637
Email: fumaoexpo@sina.com
Website: www.fangexpo.com

2015 the 8th Shanghai Overseas Property, Immigration & Investment Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-27—2015-03-29
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai International Convention Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: Shanghai Fumao Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: overseas real estate developers and agencies, land, farm and winery investment projects, immigration projects, eb5 regional centers, investment projects, immigration intermediary agencies, law firms, banks and financial institutions, international investment consultation institutions, government associations, chambers of commerce
Contacts: Hu Yanyan
Tel: 86-21-31173942
Fax: 86-21-60832674
Email: opifair_pa@126.com
Website: www.opifair.com.cn/cn

2015 the 23rd Build Expo China

Date: 2015-03-30—2015-04-02
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Architectural Center
Organizer: China Architectural Center
Tel: 86-10-68311372
Fax: 86-10-88082034
Email: chenhai0321@126.com
Website: www.expocacc.com

2015 the 16th China Clean Technology and Product Expo

Date: 2015-03-30—2015-04-01
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd., UBM Asia Limited
Organizer: Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-64371178
Fax: 86-21-64370982
Email: Steven.lee@UBMSinoexpo.com
Website: www.chinaclaneexpo.com

2015 the 27th China International Hardware Fair

Date: 2015-03-31—2015-04-02
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Hardware
Host: China National Hardware Electric and Chemical Products Commercial Association, China Building Decoration Association, China Chamber of Commerce of Metals Minerals & Chemicals Importers & Exporters
Organizer: Beijing Jinyi Youlian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: manual tool, electric tool, mechanical equipment, welding equipment, metal hardware, mechanical and electric product, manufacturing equipment, electrical materials and appliances for electrician, fire-control instrument, security prevention and personnel protection supplies
Contacts: Li Li
Tel: 86-10-63356966
Fax: 86-10-63356950, 63356960
Email: lili2011expo@163.com
Website: www.hardware-fair.com

Metal+ Metallurgy China 2015

Date: 2015-03-31—2015-04-03
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Other
Host: China Iron & Steel Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Metallurgical Sub-Council
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Metallurgical Sub-Council
Tel: 86-10-65220753
Fax: 86-10-65233861
Email: expo@mcchina.org.cn
Website: www.metallurgy-china.com/cn/index.asp

Food Ingredients China 2015

Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-03
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Food Additives and Ingredients Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Light Industry Sub-Council
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Light Industry Sub-Council
Tel: 86-10-59795833
Fax: 86-10-59071335
Email: cfaa1990@yahoo.com.cn
Website: www.chinafoodadditives.com/

2015 Shanghai International RFID, Internet of Things Technology Conference & Exhibition

Date: 2015-04
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software
Host: China Electronic Commerce Association, China Communications Industry Association, Internet of Things Application Branch
Organizer: Shanghai Changmao Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: 1. RFID product line; 2. auto identifying & labelling technology; 3. intelligent city exhibition area; 4. embedded chip; 5. communication technology & product; 6. network architecture and data processing; 7. system integration and software; 8. demonstration of Internet of Things
Contacts: Yang Jie  
Tel: 86-21-69975063  
Fax: 86-21-69975063  
Email: changmaosales@163.com  
Website: www.2014-chinarfid.com/index.html

2015 Rail+Metro China

Date: 2015-04-08—2015-04-10  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Classification: Logistics  
Host: Tunnel and Underground Works Branch of China Civil Engineering Society, Intex Shanghai Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Intex Shanghai Co., Ltd.  
Area: 23000 m²  
Exhibits: rail transportation and railway locomotive vehicles and their parts, vehicle interior decorations, infrastructures and electrical and mechanical equipment, ventilation, air conditioning and heating systems; lifting systems, water supply and drainage systems, lighting systems, rail transportation and management technologies, environment and equipment monitoring BAS systems, comprehensive monitoring systems, automatic fare collection systems AFC, ticket distribution systems, vehicle cleaning, maintenance and testing systems, information-based systems, urban rail transit and railway construction materials and equipment, safety, energy-saving and environmental protection technologies and maintenance, planning, design, consultation, supervision and investment and financing services  
Contacts: Hu Xiaoping, Li Shiwei, Li Yanzong, Chen Zengjie, Guo Ming  
Tel: 86-21-62951060, 62952073, 62951009, 62951059, 62952013, 62956677  
Fax: 86-21-62780038  
Email: intexhxp@sh163.net;intexlsw@sh163.net; intexlyz@sh163.net; intexczj@163sh.net; intexgm@163.com  
Website: www.metro-china.org, www.tunnel-china.org

2015 China Shanghai Electric Heating Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-09—2015-04-11  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai Mart  
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment  
Organizer: Guangzhou Wenya Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Area: 10000 m²  
Exhibits: electro-thermal components, materials, production facilities and machineries, industrial, domestic and commercial electric heating equipment, electric heating and heat treatment equipment  
Tel: 86-20-89015802, 86-21-5047 9497  
Fax: 86-20-89015926, 86-21-50479497  
Email: winner@winner-expo.com, chinaehe@chinaehe.com  
Website: www.chinaehe.cn

2015 the 20th China (Shanghai) International Boat Show

Date: 2015-04-09—2015-04-12  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment  
Host: China Ship Industry Association Boats Branch, Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Contacts: Zhang Yu  
Tel: 86-21-33392011  
Fax: 86-21-64370982*2011  
Email: bill.zhang@ubmsinoexpo.com  
Website: www.boatshowchina.cn/ContactUs/tabid/277/language/zh-CN/Default.aspx

2015 Shanghai Leisure Expo

Date: 2015-04-09—2015-04-12  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Tourism Trade Association  
Organizer: Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Tel: 86-21-64371178  
Fax: 86-21-64371178  
Email: lis@ubmsinoexpo.com  
Website: www.expoleisure.com

2015 the 9th China (Shanghai) International Industrial Catalysis Technology & Application Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-09—2015-04-11  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre  
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry  
Host: The Catalysis Society of China  
Organizer: Shanghai Guangtong Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd., Shanghai Foryou Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.  
Area: 4500 m²  
Exhibits: catalytic process, catalytic materials, catalyst production equipment and devices, catalytic process characterization  
Contacts: Yang Chen  
Tel: 86-21-36388577, 13917802777  
Fax: 86-21-36388580  
Email: 2008shai@163.com  
Website: www.chjexpo.com/chj.asp

2015 the 18th Shanghai Venture Projects Investment and Franchise Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre  
Classification: Other  
Host: Shanghai Qishun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Shanghai Qishun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Contacts: Wei Ran  
Tel: 86-21-61914825, 63524475375  
Fax: 86-21-61517546  
Email: 919385630@qq.com  
Website: www.shqszh.com/

2015 the 22nd Shanghai Chain to Join Exhibition (Spring)

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Intex Shanghai  
Classification: Other  
Host: Shanghai Commercial Association, Shanghai Chain Operation Association, Shanghai Yibixun Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Shanghai Yibixun Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 6000 m²  
Exhibits: retail industry, service industry, supplier &service provider  
Tel: 86-21-63122116, 53074763  
Email: info@sh-ybhz.com  
Website: www.sh-ybhz.com/main/default.aspx
2015 the 12th Shanghai Education Expo
Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Shanghai Educational Press Group
Organizer: Shanghai Educational Press Group
Area: 6700 m²
Exhibits: achievement exhibition of Shanghai education internationalization and education internationalization at municipal, district & county level, international curriculum school, internationalized professional vocational school, sino-foreign cooperative education, schools for children of foreign personnel, study abroad agency, international education & communication institution, non-government intuition running a school, publishing house and related enterprises
Tel: 86-21-62525555-400
Fax: 86-21-62126273
Email: jbxzxs@163.com
Website: www.epgcc.com/expo

2015 International Underwater Sports & Travel Expo
Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Other
Host: Shanghai Industry & Commerce Exhibition Co., Ltd., Singapore Asian Geographic Private Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Singapore Asian Geographic Private Co., Ltd., Hainan Periscope Culture Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 11000 m²
Tel: 86-21-39215208ext602
Website: http://www.epgcc.com/expo

2015 China International Adult Toys and Reproductive Health Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-11—2015-04-13
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Medical Service
Host: China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation(CIEC)
Organizer: CIEC Overseas Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Association of Reproduction Health Industry
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: articles for adults: sexy underwear, costume, ornament, candies, SM products, lubricant, sanitizer, sexual function regulating device, male delaying agent for external use, spray, breast beauty device, sexual function regulating food and medicine, reproductive health products, condom, contraceptive, birth control device, reproduction beauty and therapy products, reproduction health and beauty hospitals, new technology and products of pregnancy termination and diagnosis, product preventing reproductive tract infections, health products for birth defect diagnosis, prevention and antenatal training products, healthcare products for pregnancy and childbirth, new technology and products for infertility treatment, products for nursing ovary and delaying climacteric, products, books and audio and video products and medical equipment for reproductive health and sexual health education, medical equipment for examination, diagnosis and treatment, home therapeutic apparatus, healthcare equipment, publicity of family planning and prevention of sexually transmitted disease, medical products, healthcare food and cosmetics
Contact: Xi Yaohua
Tel: 86-21-22817535-802

Sino Corrugated 2015
Date: 2015-04-14—2015-04-17
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Reed Exhibitions
Organizer: Reed Exhibitions Shanghai Branch
Exhibits: cardboard boxes processing equipment and spare parts, processing equipment and spare parts, honeycomb processing equipment and spare parts, processing all kinds of industrial paper cartons, carton processing services, plant equipment
Tel: 86-21-22317108
Fax: 86-21-22317183
Email: Alex.wang@reedexpo.com.cn
Website: www.sino-corrugated.com

2015 the 7th China (Shanghai) International Printing Industry Expo
Date: 2015-04-14—2015-04-16
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Shanghai Pudong Int’L Exhibition Corp.
Organizer: Shanghai Sunexpo Exhibition Co.
Tel: 86-21-36506998
Fax: 86-21-36506997
Email: info@sunexpo.org.cn
Website: www.cstpf.com

IT & CM China 2015
Date: 2015-04-14—2015-04-16
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai International Sourcing Promotion Center
Classification: Other
Host: Shanghai Pudong Int’l Exhibition Corp., CITs (Beijing)
International M.I.C.E. Co., Ltd., International Exhibition Planning Group
Organizer: MP International (Shanghai) PTE Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-60108990
Fax: 86-21-60108990
Email: info@sunexpo.org.cn
Website: www.cstpf.com

The 6th China (Shanghai) International Synthetic Leather Show
Date: 2015-04-14—2015-04-16
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Shoes & Leather
Host: China Plastics Processing Industry Association
Organizer: Specialized Committee of Artificial and Synthetic Leather, China Plastics Processing Industry Association, Beijing Jinfengyitai Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: synthetic leather rollers trade sector; new high-grade leather base fabrics trade sector; synthetic leather auxiliaries trade sector; artificial and synthetic leather machineries and equipment trade sector; waterborne polyurethane resin and water-based ecological synthetic leathers special exhibition; artificial and synthetic leathers; all kinds of
luggage, shoe, sofa, garment, trademark, soft package leathers; leathers for Automotive interior decoration, yachts, fitness equipment, flooring, toys, stationeries and certificates and balls; special tools for artificial and synthetic leathers; testing instruments and DMF wastewater and waste gas recovery devices; VOC testing equipment.

Contacts: Liu Li
Tel: 86-10-51672380, 51672155
Fax: 86-10-51672287
Email: liu@chinaile.com
Website: www.chinaile.com

The 90th China International Occupational Safety & Health Goods Expo

Date: 2015-04-14—2015-04-16
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Center of International Sourcing
Classification: Public Security
Host: China Textile Commerce Association
Organizer: Zhongfengliutong (Beijing) Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Tel: 86-10-68535315
Fax: 86-10-68535015
Email: ciosh@ciosh.com
Website: www.ciosh.com

China Interdye 2015

Date: 2015-04-15—2015-04-17
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: China Dyestuff Industry Association, China Dyeing Printing Industry Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Pudong Sub-Council
Organizer: Shanghai International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 34000 m²
Exhibits: dyestuff, fabrics chemical, intermediate, auxiliary, organic pigment, instrument & equipment, printing equipment, printing material & various technologies and software relating to printing, environmental protection equipment and technology & related product, cooperative media
Contacts: Wang Weina, Chen Ying, Gu Jie, Zhou Zhen
Tel: 86-21-62792828, 62893343
Fax: 86-21-63866972
Email: chinainterdye@siec ccpit.com
Website: www.chinainterdye.com

Luxe Pack Shanghai 2015

Date: 2015-04-15—2015-04-16
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Printing & Package
Organizer: Luxe Pack Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. (Lepai Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.), Shanghai Wanghong Business Consulting Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: cosmetics accessories, small-sized independent packing products, boxes and cases, caps and sealing packing products, bottle containers, designers, samples, signs, technology processes and decorations, perfumes, raw packaging materials, all kinds of display racks, valves, pumps, bottles and cans, media, cosmetics, all kinds of ribbons, and silk ribbons, paper tapes and handbags, packaging tubes and others
Contacts: Ms. Xu
Tel: 86-21-51692006-805
Fax: 86-21-51692006-898
Email: istel@adventi.com.cn
Website: www.luxepackshanghai.com/accueil.php

2015 China (Shanghai) International Vibration Equipment & Technology Expo

Date: 2015-04-15—2015-04-17
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Sub-Council
Exhibits: vibrating machinery and accessories, vibration grinding, vibrating electroplating, vibration control, mandrel vibration, transmitted loading, vibrating stress relief

2015 Shanghai International Sorting Equipment & Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-15—2015-04-17
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Ever Bright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Pudong Shanghai Sub-Council, Shanghai Pudong Int'l Exhibition Corp.
Exhibits: visual identification, test and sorting product technology, sorting system and robot, magnetic sorting product technology, screening machinery product technology, airflow wind smash, convey and sorting product technology, weight identification, test and gradation product technology
Contacts: Chen Yuanjun
Tel: 86-21-67719271
Fax: 86-21-67719271
Email: chenyuanjun@Fortunexpo.com.cn
Website: www.sorting-expo.com

2015 the 10th Shanghai Spring Fishing Tackle Show

Date: 2015-04-17—2015-04-19
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai East Asia
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Organizer: Shanghai Kion Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: fishing tackle, fishing gear accessory, tackle packages and kits, auxiliary outdoor leisure supplies, and electric product, gift, net product, net shop & private second-hand product
Contacts: Ms. Ge
Tel: 86-21-51078072
Fax: 86-21-60853253
Email: yujuzhan@qq.com fu@yujuzhan.com
Website: www.yujuzhan.com

2015 the 10th Shanghai Children-Baby-Maternity Expo / China Preschool Education Expo

Date: 2015-04-17—2015-04-19
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Shanghai Neon Exhibition Services Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Neon Exhibition Services Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: education, preschool education join, preschool education institution, children education center, parent-child center, children education research & development institution, preschool education advisory institution, child-care center, electronic white board, hade made paper, preschool musical instrument education, learning & teaching supplies, toys & books, intelligence inspiring software, multimedia interaction products, preschool education machinery, kindergarten facilities & furniture, kindergarten decoration & design, infant beding supplies, service institution, maternity hotel, maternity & infant caring training institution, children photography
Contacts: Mr. Xu
Tel: 86-21-52164993
Fax: 86-21-52189400
Email: info@neon-expo.com
Website: show.kidsedu.cn/

2015 China International Weighing Instrument Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-20—2015-04-22
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Ever Bright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Weighing Instrument Association
Organizer: Beijing Room age Show Layout Exhibition Co., Ltd
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: All kinds of automatic and non-automatic weighing apparatuses; Weighing displaying controllers and relevant testing instruments, meters, components, materials, etc.
Tel: 86-10-62115995
Fax: 86-10-62117993
Email: show@interweighing.com

NEPCON China 2015
Date: 2015-04-21—2015-04-23
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Reed Exhibitions, CCPIT Electronics & Information Industry Sub-Council (CCPITECC)
Organizer: Beijing Lide Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-22317016
Fax: 86-21-22317181
Email: tim.wang@reedexpo.com.cn
Website: www.nepconchina.com

IESD Expo 2015
Date: 2015-04-22—2015-04-24
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai International Sourcing Promotion Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Institute of Daily Chemical Industry (RIDCI), China Informational Center of Daily Chemical Industry
Organizer: Shanghai Yihan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-64137426
Fax: 86-21-60919309
Website: www.iesdexpo.com

2015 the 16th Shanghai International Automobile Industry Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-22—2015-04-29
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Association of Automobile Manufactures, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Sub-Council, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Vehicle Industry Sub-Council
Organizer: Shanghai International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of cars, commercial vehicles, buses and trucks, special vehicles etc.; automotive designs and new concept products, new energy technologies, etc.; all kinds of auto parts: car body and accessories, electrical system, tires, wheels; automotive accessories: air conditioning systems, safety and anti-theft systems, auto measuring, testing and diagnosing equipment; all kinds of repair and maintenance equipment: automotive maintenance supplies, automotive paints, lubricants, additives, etc.; automobile manufacturing equipment technologies and tools; computer control systems and related software, all kinds of books, newspapers and other related services related to automobile
Contacts: Ms. Jin
Tel: 86-21-51093870-115
Fax: 86-21-51093871
Email: jinft@baiyuexpo.com
Website: www.autoshanghai.org

China Aid 2015
Date: 2015-04-22—2015-05-24
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Shanghai Civil Affair Bureau, Shanghai Elder Affairs Committee Office, Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai
Organizer: Intex Shanghai Co., Ltd., Shanghai Elder Affairs Industry Development Center
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: rehabilitation & medical exhibition area, livable building exhibition area, healthy living exhibition area, life care exhibition area, and elderly care exhibition area
Contacts: Li Jusheng
Tel: 86-21-62952131, 62956677-2131
Fax: 86-21-62780038
Email: lijusheng@intex-sh.com
Website: www.china-aid.com

The 13th ReChina Asia Expo
Date: 2015-04-23—2015-04-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: ReChina Corporation (USA), Professional Consumable Committee of China Computer Industry Association (CCIA), RePrint Magazine
Organizer: Shanghai Grand Expo Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-32110890
Fax: 86-21-62472950
Email: info@rechinaexpo.com
Website: www.rechinaexpo.com.cn

2015 China (Shanghai) International Technology Fair
Date: 2015-04-23—2015-04-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, Ministry
of Science and Technology of the People's Republic of China, State Intellectual Property Office of the P.R.C, Shanghai Municipal People's Government
Organizer: Shanghai International Technology Exchange Center, China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Machinery and Electronic Products (CCCMIE), Shanghai East Best & Lansheng International (Group) Co., Ltd.
Contacts: Zhang Weivei
Tel: 86-021-62787895
Fax: 86-021-62787199
Email: wwhang@csitf.cn
Website: www.csitf.cn

2015 the 4th Shanghai International Road-trip & RV Expo

Date: 2015-04-23—2015-04-26
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Automobile Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Shanghai East Best Event Management Co., Ltd., Shanghai International Automobile City (Group) Co., Ltd., Cross-strait Cultural Communication (China) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Road-trip Expo Committee, Shanghai Youqing Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai International Automobile Development Service Company Ltd.
Contacts: Ms. Ge
Tel: 86-21-52688656, 86-21-31258870
Fax: 86-21-52688766 ext802
Email: 1318332205@qq.com lvfair@126.com
Website: lvfair.com

BIOTECH CHINA 2015

Date: 2015-04-23—2015-04-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Modern Biotechnology & Pharmaceutical Industry Office of Shanghai Municipality
Organizer: Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: biotechnological, bioengineering, biomedical, diagnostic, and analytical equipment, lab facilities, biological treatments, chemical reagent and products, imaging diagnosis equipment, bio-diagnosis equipment, clinical treatment and rehabilitation equipment, surgical instruments, various biomedical materials, products and reagents
Contacts: Wang Chengsi, Wang Yan
Tel: 86-21-63288899, 63364576
Fax: 86-21-63749188
Email: sphinxwang@gmail.com, wy@chinamie.com
Website: www.biotech-china.com

2015 Shanghai International Brew and Beverage Manufacturing Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-23—2015-04-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Shanghai Drinks Association
Organizer: Shanghai Liwen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 35000 ㎡
Exhibits: production technology & equipment for beer, drink, dairy product and other alcoholic beverages, liquid food packaging technology & equipment, testing, controlling and auxiliary technology & equipment, auxiliary and spare parts, packaging container, liquor utensils and liquor cultural supplies
Contacts: Chen Xiang
Tel: 86-21-61319208
Fax: 86-21-59788422
Email: liwenexpo@126.com
Website: www.chinabeer-beverage.com

2015 China (Shanghai) International Internet of Things Technologies & Smart City Application Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-23—2015-04-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software
Host: Chinese Institute of Electronics
Organizer: Shenzhen Ulink Media Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Yixin IOT Network Co., Ltd., Shanghai East Best Event Management Co., Ltd.
Co-organizer: Shanghai Industry Academy Research Alliance of Electronic Tag and Internet of Things, Shanghai Pudong Internet of Things Association, The Internet of Things Public Technology Support Center of Guangdong Province, GD-HK REID Alliance, Guangdong RFID Technology Service Center, GSI Hong Kong, GSI Taiwan
Area: 5000 ㎡
Tel: 86-755-86227055
Fax: 86-755-86227110
Website: www.shiotexpo.com

The 6th Shanghai International High-end Lifestyle Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-24—2015-04-26
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: China Luxury Trade Commission, Shanghai International Service Trade Industry Association, Copyright Management Centre of World Fashion Brand Alliance
Organizer: Shanghai Shunzhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 3360 ㎡
Exhibits: top-end sports cars, saloon cars, SUVs, limousines, motorcycles, private jets, luxury yachts, etc.; top-end luxury villas and real estates, private luxury travel, top-end hotels and resorts, private financial banking services, etc.; top-end fitness and entertainment clubs, golf clubs, yacht clubs, private clubs, etc.; top-end jewelries, perfumes, watches, pens, cosmetics, clothing accessories, luxury packaging, etc.; top-end furniture, home textiles, kitchen wares, table wares and porcelains, calligraphies and paintings, antiques, sculptures, elaborately-designed articles, etc.; top-end white wines, red wines, cigars, cigarettes, foods, beverages, etc.; other cutting-edge high-tech products, health preserving, medical treatment and health care products, etc.; leasing services
Contacts: Fang Yuan
Tel: 86-21-64605459-8009
Fax: 86-21-63749188
Email: shzhang@csitf.cn
Website: www.luxuryexpo.org

2015 China (Shanghai) International Advanced Ceramics Exhibition & Conference

Date: 2015-04-27—2015-04-29
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
The 8th China (Shanghai) High-end Health Drink & Coarse Grain Drink Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-27—2015-04-29
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Chamber of Commerce of Foodstuffs and Native Produce (CFNA)
Organizer: Shanghai Tiansheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 7700 m²
Exhibits: high-end fruit and vegetable drinks: geographic-landmark area resources fruit and vegetable drinks such as blueberry, mango, wild jujube, sea buckthorn, wolfberry, pomegranate, coconut, tomato and carrot juices, fruit wines, fruit vinegar, etc.; high-end plant drinks: edible fungus beverages, algae drinks, cereal drinks, flower and fruit juices, herbal teas, vegetable protein drinks, etc.; high-end instant drinks: Instant coffee, tea, and tea extracts, fruit and vegetable powders, fruit-flavored solid beverage, ginger powder; high-end dairy drinks: organic milk, yogurts, lactic acid bacteria products, infant milk drinks; high-end beauty drinks: collagen protein drinks, natural enzymes, flower and fruit teas, rose scented beverages, vinegar drinks; high-end sobering-up drinks: Kudzu root beverages, Kudzu flower soups, sobering-up soups, sobering-up and liver-protecting beverages, etc.; high-end drinking water: natural mineral, Ice dew, tea-making, soda, light alkaline, aerobic, deep ocean, infant-drinking, rich hydrogen, mountain spring, functional water, etc.; supporting products: intelligent drinking and coffee machines, intelligent water dispensers, bottles, straws
Contacts: He Yu
Tel: 86-21-34080287,34635393
Fax: 86-21-34635393
Email: heyu@tiansheng.com.cn
Website: www.cn-aceexpo.com

2015 Shanghai International Ceramic Art Expo

Date: 2015-04-28—2015-04-30
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Association of Traditional Chinese Medicine, Overseas Association of Chinese Ceramic Artists
Organizer: Shanghai Xunzhan Convention & Exhibition Ltd.
Area: 11000 m²
Exhibits: entity & agency for ceramic art creation, entity & distributor for producing, researching, designing & making ceramic art product and ceramic supplies, latest creatively designed daily handcraft, etc., ceramic product, art pottery, purple grit, ceramic art, ceramic works of art, painted porcelain works by artist, high-end gift ceramics, ceramic handcraft gift & coloured glaze, related ceramics industrial chain, ceramic machinery & spare parts, chemical pigment & glaze, original burning material, refractory & thermal insulating material, and furnace, etc.
Tel: 86-21-63045419-208,400-018-3518
Fax: 86-21-64181136
Email: ceramic@xt-sh.com
Website: www.ceramicexpo.net,www.tcsj.org.cn

2015 the 4th International Bridge and Tunnel Technology Conference & Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-28—2015-04-29
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai International Convention Center
Classification: Other
Host: Division of Civil, Hydraulic and Architecture Engineering, Chinese Academy of Engineering, Shanghai Society of Civil Engineering, College of Civil Engineering of Tongji University
Organizer: Shanghai Wintime Information Technology Co., Ltd., Wentai Convention and Exhibition Service (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Area: 2600 m²
Exhibits: bridges and tunnels engineering institutions, construction companies, bridge, tunnel and undergrounds engineering machineries, materials and maintenance techniques, new techniques and products for tunnel and underground engineering, security facilities, water-proofing and erosion-proofing new materials, trenchless equipment, new steel structure products and technology for bridges and software for bridges and tunnel structure design
Contacts: Mr. Zhang
Tel: 86-21-51757707
Fax: 86-21-51757702
Email: jacen.zhang@wintimechina.com
Website: www.ibtcevents.com
Chinese Media Group  
Organizer: Shanghai Guozhao International Exhibition Co., Ltd  
Area: 13000 m²  
Exhibits: Chinese herbal medicine market & circulation, Chinese herbal medicine origin place & Chinese herbal medicine health-care product, machinery pharmaceutical machinery equipment and Chinese herbal medicine processing equipment and result of Chinese herbal medicine technology progress, Chinese herbal medicine talents communication area, overseas herbal medicine, Chinese herbal medicine health-care product & herb additives, overseas herbal medicine, natural herbal medicine, overseas traditional Chinese medicine shop, overseas institutions of traditional Chinese medicine diagnosis and treatment, overseas traditional Chinese medicine health-care product & various herbal extract & additive, overseas R & D institution of traditional Chinese Medicine huo herbal medicine, overseas herbal medicine industry association, overseas media agency  
Contacts: Zhong Jie  
Tel: 86-21-62530999- 666  
Fax: 86-21-62035908  
Email: tiffany.zhong@gzhexpo.com  
Website: www.tembdbexpo.com

BLSE 2015

Date: 2015-05  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: China Outdoor Products Industry Association, Shanghai Textile Commerce Industry Association  
Organizer: Shanghai Nengbo Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Zhenmao Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 30000 m²  
Exhibits: outdoor clothing and shoes; outdoor equipment and appliances: outdoor bags, outdoor furniture, gears, damp-proof mats, water boilers, cookers, communication and navigation instruments, cutter tools, outdoor watches, flashlights, telescopes, mountaineering sticks; walking sticks and towels, cleaning and protection articles, rescue map, etc.; outdoor first-aid equipment, camping foods, snacks and others  
Contacts: Zhang Yi  
Tel: 86-21-60734743  
Fax: 86-21-51714649  
Email: shyhzlj@126.com

2015 the 7th Interior Decoration Expo/China (Shanghai) Autumn Housing Furnishing Fair

Date: 2015-05  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai Ever bright Convention and Exhibition Centre  
Classification: Building & Decoration Material  
Host: Shanghai Tongjia Culture Development Co., Ltd.  
Area: 8100 m²  
Exhibits: decoration, design, planning, construction, budgeting, building materials, equipment, furniture, software, decorative lighting, garden engineering  
Tel: 86-21-53750869, 4008208621  
Website: 115.29.12.201

2015 the 25th China International Bicycles Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-06---2015-05-09  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention

The 15th Shanghai Packtech & Foodtech

Date: 2015-05-06---2015-05-08  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Classification: Printing & Package  
Host: China Food and Packaging Machinery Industry Association, China Packaging and Food Machinery Co., Ltd, France Exposium Group  
Organizer: China Packaging and Food Machinery Co., Ltd  
Tel: 86-10-64882564  
Fax: 86-10-68523345  
Email: cpfmc-zhilb@263.net  
Website: www.packtech-foodtech.com.cn

The 16th China Environmental Protection Industry Expo

Date: 2015-05-06---2015-05-08  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Classification: Environmental Protection  
Host: MMI-ZM Trade Fairs (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Messe München International  
Organizer: MMI-ZM Trade Fairs (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
Co-organizer: Shanghai Association of Environmental Protection Industry, Shanghai Resource Comprehensive Utilization Association, Shanghai Resource Recycling Association, Shanghai Society for Environmental Sciences, The Society of Solid Waste of Chinese Society for Environmental Sciences, State Environmental Protection Engineering Center for Urban Soil Contamination Control and Remediation, State Environmental Protection Engineering Center for Industrial Contaminated Site and Groundwater Remediation, Institute of Soil Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China Association of Environmental Protection Industry (CAEPI) Heavy Metal Pollution Prevention and Soil Remediation Professional Committee, Hong Kong Baptist University Sino-Forest Applied Research Centre for Pearl River Delta Environment  
Tel: 86-21-23521111  
Fax: 86-21-23521088  
Email: ie-expo@mmi-zhongmao.com  
Website: www.ie-expo.cn/

The 4th China International Aviation Services Fair

Date: 2015-05-06---2015-05-08  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Classification: Transportation  
Host: China Air Transport Association, China Civil Airport Association  
Organizer: Shanghai Golden Commercial Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Tel: 86-21-64396190  
Fax: 86-21-50131761  
Email: info@goldenexpo.com.cn  
Website: www.aviafair.com.cn

The 16th China Food Expo

Date: 2015-05-06---2015-05-08  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Shanghai | Shanghai

The 18th China International Smart Phone Industry Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-07---2015-05-09
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software
Host: China MobilePhone Association, China Touch Control Association, Hong Kong Expansion International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Hong Kong Expansion International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Kuozhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: mobile terminals, related accessories and products: semiconductor devices and IC circuits; displaying parts; packaging accessories; rubber and plastic products and structural parts; circuit board connection; power supply and battery; electronic components; connectors, and parts; metal products and pressings; related equipment and others
Contacts: Chen Lu
Tel: 86-21-64841166,64841177
Fax: 86-21-64843366,64843355
Email: mobileexpo@163.com
Website: www.mobileexpo.cn/shanghai/index.asp

2015 Shanghai International Bakery Exhibition / 2015 Shanghai Home Baking Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-07---2015-05-09
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Shanghai Expo Co., Ltd (SEC), China Foreign Trade Centre, CFTC, China Food Industry Association, Bread & Cake Professional Committee of China National Food Industry Association, Beijing J.B.W Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing J.B.W Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-10-83993157
Fax: 86-10-63430990
Email: mei.han@bakerychina.com
Website: www.cnbakery.com

The 18th Bakery China 2015
Date: 2015-05-12---2015-05-15
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Association of Bakery & Confectionery Industry, Bakery China Exhibitions
Organizer: Bakery China Exhibitions
Tel: 86-10-63430990
Email: mei.han@bakerychina.com
Website: www.cnbakery.com
The 15th China International Electrical Power, Electrician Equipment & Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-13—2015-05-15
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Shanghai Society for Electric Engineering Technology, Shanghai Society for Electric Engineering, Shanghai Electric Appliance Trade Association, SINGAPORE MP International (MPI) group
Organizer: MP Zhongmao Deray (Shanghai) Exhibition Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-23521188
Fax: 86-21-23521199
Email: info@mpzhongmao-dr.com
Website: www.epower-china.cn

2015 the 11th China (Shanghai) International Industrial Automation Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-13—2015-05-15
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Association of Plant Engineering, China Construction Manufactory Association
Organizer: Beijing Zhongzhanshixin International Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-010-56153755
Fax: 86-010-58126807

2015 China (Shanghai) International Tea Expo

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-18
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Tea Marketing Association (CTMA), Hangzhou Tea Research Institute, China COOP, The Yangtze River Delta Tea Cooperation (Shanghai) Organization, National Tea Quality Supervision and Inspection Center, Shanghai Federation of Economic Organization, Shanghai Commercial Association, Shanghai Tea Trade Association, China Tea Marketing Association (CTMA), Hangzhou Tea Research Institute, China COOP, The Yangtze River Delta Tea Cooperation (Shanghai) Organization, National Tea Quality Supervision and Inspection Center, Shanghai Federation of Economic Organization, Shanghai Commercial Association, Shanghai Tea Trade Association
Organizer: Shanghai Dongmao Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Shanghai Dongmao Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-64752979
Fax: 86-21-64752907
Email: dongmaosh@163.com
Website: www.tea-shexpo.com/zhjs.asp

2015 China International Medical Instrument Design & Manufacture Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-18
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-10-84536677
Email: webmaster@reedsinopharm.com
Website: www.icmd.com.cn

2015 the 13th Shanghai Home Fashion Products and Craft Gifts Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-18—2015-05-20
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: China Commodity Association, Shanghai Yahui Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Yahui Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-264827889
Fax: 86-21-51561778
Email: info@shyhzl.com.cn
Website: www.giftyh.com

2015 the 9th China (Shanghai) International Air Purification Expo

Date: 2015-05-18—2015-05-20
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: China Indoor Air Quality Association, Shanghai Maofa Convention &Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Maofa Convention & Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Contact: Yan Hui
Tel: 86-21-51873918
Fax: 86-21-34090389
Email: mfexpo2005@163.com
Website: www.mfexpo.cn

The 20th China Beauty Expo 2015

Date: 2015-05-19—2015-05-21
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Light Industry Sub-Council, China Association of Fragrance Flavor and Cosmetic Industries
Organizer: Shanghai Baiwen Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-23263723
Fax: 86-21-23263701
Email: sxb@chinabeautyexpo.com
Website: www.chinabeiwen.com.cn/index
Shanghai International Data Center Technology Equipment Expo 2015

Date: 2015-05-19—2015-05-21
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: China Green Data Center Advancing Federation, CGDC
Organizer: Shanghai Shenshitongchang Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Shenshi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: IT products, IT storage products, machine room products
Tel: 86-21-68551178, 68551116
Fax: 86-21-68551157
Email: china.alexchiang@gmail.com
Website: www.chinaidcexpo.com

The 8th China (Shanghai) International Mine, Cranes Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-21—2015-05-23
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: metallurgical machinery, mining machinery, hoisting machinery, small and light hoisting equipment, conveying machinery, bulk cargo handling machinery, industrial vehicles, lubricating hydraulic equipment, accessories of metallurgical, mining, hoisting and conveying machinery
Contacts: Tan Cheng
Tel: 86-10-84967955, 13681518952
Fax: 86-10-84964056
Email: tancheng886@126.com
Website: www.chinexpo.com

2015 Shanghai Textile & Fabric Trade Fair (Spring)

Date: 2015-05-22—2015-05-24
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Mart
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Shanghai Mart
Organizer: Shanghai Mart
Area: 8200 m²
Exhibits: Taiwan famous enterprise’s exhibition of functional eco-friendly fabrics, KeQiao textile city’ exhibition of inland high-end quality fabrics, Japan J-Textile exhibition of sophisticated fabric technology and South Korea K-Textile exhibition of difference survival and cost-performance ratio improvement
Contacts: Ms. Zhang
Tel: 86-21-23255292
Fax: 86-21-23255082
Email: sta@shanghaimart.com.cn
Website: www.fabricchina.org

2015 China (Shanghai) International Antique Furniture and Antique & Arts

Date: 2015-05-22—2015-05-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Shanghai Real Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Real Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: antique reproduction furniture of Ming and Qing Dynasty styles, home decorations; handworks: stone-carved furniture, copper sculpture, jadeware, horologe, antique lacquer, tapestry, oil painting, decorative lighting, carved works, precious hardwood furniture of yellow rose wood, red rosewood and santos rosewood, antique furniture,
handicrafts and antique articles of all times of China and other Asian countries; Asian and European antique reproduction furniture, home decorations and handicrafts; antique furniture, home decorations and handicrafts of European countries; Neo-classic furniture, home decorations and tools, painted and waxed products

Contacts: Ms. Tang
Tel: 86-21-52665618
Fax: 86-21-52668178, 52666815
Email: realexpo@sh163.net
Website: www.antiquefurniturefair.com

2015 Shanghai International Import Food Expo

Date: 2015-05-23---2015-05-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Association for the Promotion of International Agricultural Cooperation, Chinese Food Culture Research Association
Organizer: Beijing Jinggang Huangqi International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: cooking oil, olive oil, milk, beverage, coffee, tea, wine, liquor, candy, leisure product, health care product
Tel: 86-10-52666282
Fax: 86-10-84827802
Email: iz@gexpo.net
Website: www.jgfoodexpo.com

The 16th International Exhibition on Die, Mould Technology & Equipment

Date: 2015-05-25---2015-05-28
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Die & Mould Industry Association, Shanghai International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-62792828
Fax: 86-21-65124191
Email: dmc@siec-ccpit.com
Website: www.diemouldchina.com

2015 China (Shanghai) International Organic Food Expo

Date: 2015-05-28---2015-05-30
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: NürnbergMesse International Expo Group, China Green Food Development Center
Organizer: NürnbergMesse Exhibition Service (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., China Organic Food Certification Center
Tel: 86-21-60361212
Fax: 86-21-52284011
Email: joan.zuo@nm-china.com.cn
Website: www.biofachchina.com

2015 China (Shanghai) International Healthy Lifestyle & Rehabilitation Expo

Date: 2015-05-29---2015-05-31
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai International Sourcing Promotion Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Shanghai Disabled Persons' Federation
Organizer: Shanghai Disable Assistive Devices Center, Shanghai International Communication Centre for the Disabled Affairs, Shanghai International Conference Management Organization
Exhibits: non-obstacle living equipment, non-obstacle auxiliary facility, non-obstacle information auxiliary tool, non-obstacle consultation design, medical rehabilitation & caring equipment, medical rehabilitation facility and medical rehabilitation supplies, non-obstacle quality life area, daily household supplies and non-obstacle tourism
Contacts: Chen Yi
Tel: 86-21-51105000-2616
Fax: 86-21-51105006
Email: yi.chen@sicmo.com.cn
Website: www.cirwb.com

2015 Shanghai International Children Baby Maternity Industry Expo

Date: 2015-05-29---2015-05-31
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Shanghai East Best & Lansheng International (Group) Co., Ltd., Shanghai Hugou Trading Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai East Best Event Management Co., Ltd., Shanghai Aijingshi Business Service Inc.
Area: 23150 m²
Exhibits: bassinets, cradles, beddings, safety seats, child education products, toys, foods and clothing for babies and children, baby care products
Contacts: Gao Yujing
Tel: 86-21-20893673
Fax: 86-21-63749188
Email: eugene@shexpocenter.com
Website: www.kidsjoy.cn

2015 Shanghai International TV Festival & International New Media, Radio, Film & Television Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-06
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Shanghai East Best & Lansheng International (Group) Co., Ltd., Shanghai Hugou Trading Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai East Best Event Management Co., Ltd., Shanghai Aijingshi Business Service Inc.
Area: 5424 m²
Exhibits: radio and television technology, equipment
Contacts: Wu Shibiao
Tel: 86-21-62566708
Email: wushibiao@stvf.com

2015 iFresh Shanghai Fru & Veg Expo(Spring)

Date: 2015-06
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
2015 the 20th China International Kitchen & Bath Facilities Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-03—2015-06-06
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Organizer: Worldwide Exhibitions Service Co., Ltd. (WES)
Exhibits: fresh, quick frozen, dehydrated & freeze dried fruit and vegetable, fresh- cut fruit & vegetable product, concentrated fruit & vegetable juice, fruit jam & canned product, nut, dry fruit, spice, fungi, green organic products & other plant product, package, levelling, classification and transportation
Tel: 86-21-61521540, 61521542
Fax: 86-21-51861532
Email: fair@ifreshinfo.com
Website: www.ifreshfair.cn

Embedded China 2015

Date: 2015-06-03—2015-06-05
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software
Host: National Trusted Embedded Software Engineering Technology Research Center, Shanghai Industrial Technology Institute, China Microcomputer Society
Organizer: Shanghai Computer Software Technology Development Center, Shanghai Academy of Sciences, Shanghai Embedded System Application Engineering Technology Research Center, Shanghai Computer Society, Shanghai Technology Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd. (STCEC)
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: embedded computer, hardware and processor, single chip microcomputer, emulator, development board, semi-conductor, middleware, embedded motherboard, template and computer case, SOM module, compiler, debugger, embedded chip, programmable logic
device, memory device, embedded Linux, DSP, development tool, solid electronic disk, testing tool, embedded software, embedded developing platform, embedded solution, embedded configuration software, embedded CPU and embedded technological development
Contacts: Chen Yun
Tel: 86-21-54065121
Fax: 86-21-54065150
Email: cy@stcec.com
Website: www.embeddedchina.cn

2015 the 12th Shanghai International Leather & Synthetic Leather Fair

Date: 2015-06-04—2015-06-06
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Shoes & Leather
Host: Shanghai Association of Leather Technology, Shanghai Yahui Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Yahui Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Shanghai Association of Leather Technology
Area: 59000 m²
Exhibits: ecological natural leather, plastic, artificial & synthetic leather, raw material and mechanical equipment, shoe material and shoe machine
Contacts: Tang Qiliang
Tel: 86-21-64827889
Fax: 86-21-51714666
Email: yhexpo@163.com
Website: www.leathersh.com

2015 the 9th Shanghai Overseas Property, Immigration & Investment Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-05—2015-06-07
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai International Convention Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: Shanghai Fumao Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: overseas real estate developers and agencies, winery investment projects, immigration projects, EB5 regional centers, investment projects, immigration intermediary agencies, law firms, Banks and financial institutions, international investment consultation institutions, government associations, chambers of commerce
Contacts: Hu Yanyan
Tel: 86-21-31173942
Fax: 86-21-60832674
Email: opifair_pa@126.com
Website: www.opifair.com.cn/cn/index.asp

2015 the 14th China International Motor Expo & Forum

Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-11
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Shanghai Electric Machinery Association, Taiwan Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’ Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Padong Sub-Council, National Electrical and Mechanical Parts Product Quality Supervision and Inspection Center
Organizer: Shanghai Guantong Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 16668 m²
Exhibits: middle and small motor, magnetic stepping motor, direct current motor, explosion-proof motor, special motor, vibrating motor, brushless motor, permanent magnet motor, fractional motor, pulling motor, gear motor, servo motor, series motor, vehicle motor, household appliances motor, big motor, generator set, etc., test instrument & production equipment, commutator, bearing, motor lubricant, electric brush, mold, electric relay, fan, thermal protector, protecting & controlling device, evacuated device, frequency transformer, transformer, motor component & material, CAD designing software for motor, manufacturing & management software, energy-saving motor, various permanent magnet material & magnetically soft material, insulation material, electric carbon product, new technology for environmental protection, etc.
Contacts: Luo Jian
Tel: 86-21-62768706
Fax: 86-21-62769011
Email: shanghaigtzl@163.com
Website: www.motor-china.org

2015 China (Shanghai) International Metal Plating Industry Expo

Date: 2015-06-09—2015-06-11
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Hardware
Organizer: Shanghai Daofeng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: metal plate working equipment, machinery processing equipment, NC molding equipment and electro-machining equipment, metal plate, mould, cutter, metal plate fastener, metal plate surface treatment, hardware tools, metal plate products
Contacts: Yang Jing
Tel: 86-21-62768706
Fax: 86-21-62769011
Email: 13585919972@126.com

2015 the 11th China International Rail Transit Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-10—2015-06-12
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Logistics
Organizer: HNZ MEDIA
Exhibits: rail transportation and rail electrification technologies, vehicle interior decoration technologies, interior decoration and mounting systems, tunnel and underground engineering technologies, new materials for rail transit system
Contacts: Zhang Xiaowei, Li Zhangwei
Tel: 86-21-31279825,31275487
Fax: 86-21-62780038
Email: intexlsw@sh163.net
Website: www.crtschina.com

The 109th China Stationery Fair

Date: 2015-06-10—2015-06-12
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Stationery
Host: Zhongbaiwenhua Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-10-51919091
Fax: 86-10-51919089
Email: whyp@ccagm.org.cn
Website: www.csfair.org.cn
Aquatech China 2015

Date: 2015-06-10---2015-06-12
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Shanghai CHC Expo Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-62270002
Fax: 86-21-33231355
Email: info@aquatechchina.com
Website: www.aquatechchina.com

2015 the 17th Shanghai International Clothing Textiles Expo / Shanghai International Fashion Lining Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-15---2015-06-18
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Shanghai Textile Holding (Group) Corporation, Shanghai Chamber of International Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Municipality
Organizer: Shanghai Textile Technology Service Exhibition Center, Shanghai International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hong Kong Adsale Exhibition Services Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-62773535
Fax: 86-21-62270002
Email: 50445572@qq.com
Website: www.shanghaitex.cn

2015 the 21st Shanghai International Exhibition on Textile Industry (ShanghaiTex 2015)

Date: 2015-06-15---2015-06-18
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Shanghai Textile Holding (Group) Corporation, Shanghai Chamber of International Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Municipality
Organizer: Shanghai Textile Technology Service Exhibition Center, Shanghai International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hong Kong Adsale Exhibition Services Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-62773535
Fax: 86-21-62270002
Email: info@aquatechchina.com
Website: www.shanghaitex.cn

2015 the 3rd Shanghai International Occupational Uniform Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-17---2015-06-19
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Textile & Garment Chamber of Commerce, All-China Association of Industry & Commerce, Lingshuo Group Holdings Limited
Organizer: Shanghai AOZO Conference and Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-61350691
Fax: 86-21-61350702
Email: project@globaloue.com
Website: www.globaloue.com/

2015 Shanghai International Jeans Wear Expo

Date: 2015-06-17---2015-06-19
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Guangdong Province Textile Association, Textile & Garment Chamber of Commerce, All-China Association of Industry & Commerce, Lingshuo Group Holdings Limited
Area: 8100 m²
Exhibits: denim apparels, fabrics, contract manufacturers, manufacturing machineries and companies
Contacts: Ms. Chen
Tel: 86-21-60278193 转 813
Fax: 86-21-60278190
Email: jeansexpo@163.com
Website: www.jeansexpo.com

2015 China International Film Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-17---2015-06-19
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai International Sourcing Promotion Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: China Film Equipment Co., Ltd., Film Technology Branch of Film Distribution and Exhibition Association, Film Hi-Tech Branch of China Film Association, Shanghai Film Association, Beijing Huilian Tiandi Convention & Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., 107CINE.COM
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: film technology & equipment, filming equipment for film & television, editing, post production & multimedia production equipment for film & television, production & traditional projection equipment, digital projection equipment, lighting & audio equipment, set & related products, ticketing system, cinema food, cinema designing & decorating material, rural mobile projection equipment, audio & video production equipment, audio & video program production equipment, production
network for film & television production, supper animation production system, special film technology & equipment, cinema, film & television base, education & training, consultation service, etc.
Tel: 86-10-63355812, 57798712
Fax: 86-10-83910752
Email: info@cifte.com.cn
Website: www.cifte.com.cn/jszl

CWIEME Shanghai 2015
Date: 2015-06-23—2015-06-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: China Film Equipment Co., Ltd., Film Technology Branch of Film Distribution and Exhibition Association, Film Hi-Tech Branch of China Film Association, Shanghai Film Association, Beijing Huilian Tiandi Convention & Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., 107CINE.COM
Exhibits: coil winding and inductive component manufacture, transformer, motor and generator technology, miniature and micro coils, insulation and partial discharge testing, new magnetic materials including magnetic fluids, modelling and computer simulators
Contacts: Meng Jianchu
Tel: 86-21-61978688
Fax: 86-21-61978699
Email: herry.meng@i2ieventsgroup.com
Website: http://www.coilwindingexpo.com/cn

The 17th Asia Food Ingredients Exhibition
Date: 2015-06-24—2015-06-26
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: UBM Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., China Chamber Of Commerce of Medicines & Health Products Importers & Exporters, Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-33392277
Email: wendy.wei@ubmsinoexpo.com
Website: www.fia-china.com

PCIM Asia 2015
Date: 2015-06-24—2015-06-26
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Organizer: Guangzhou Guangya Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd., Germany Messe Frankfurt Exhibition GmbH (Shanghai)
Exhibits: third-party payment, P2P network loan, funding and financing, online financing product sale, network banking, network transaction of bonds, foreign exchange, gold and future, financial and electronic commerce, credit rating and review, financial intermediaries, internet finance information, internet finance software, internet finance law service
Contacts: Ma Ruifeng
Tel: 86-21-34622978
Fax: 86-21-34320091
Email: info@reedhuaqun.com
Website: www.giftsshanghai.com

Shanghai Online Financial Fair 2015
Date: 2015-06-26—2015-06-28
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Shanghai Money Weekly Agency, VNU Exhibitions Europe
Organizer: Shanghai Money Weekly Media Co., Ltd., VNU Asia Exhibition Group Shanghai Keylong Exhibitions Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: third-party payment, P2P network loan, funding and financing, online financing product sale, network banking, network transaction of bonds, foreign exchange, gold and future, financial and electronic commerce, credit rating and review, financial intermediaries, internet finance information, internet finance software, internet finance law service
Contacts: Ma Ruifeng
Tel: 86-21-34622978
Fax: 86-21-34320091
Email: info@reedhuaqun.com
Website: www.giftsshanghai.com

2015 Shanghai International Advertising Four New Expo
Date: 2015-06-30—2015-07-02
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Tel: 86-21-64329266
Fax: 86-21-51714528
Email: shxhfx@sh163.net
Website: www.moneyfairshow.com
The 5th Shanghai International Wood Custom Home Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-30—2015-07-02  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Classification: Building & Decoration Material  
Organizer: www.cnzhengmu.com, Shanghai Jingzheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Area: 12000 m²  
Exhibits: solid door, decorative craft door, steel wood door, paint-free door, bamboo door, composite door, moulded door, cabinet door, art glass door, sliding door, ecological door, wood-plastic composite door, solid door & window, partition door, folding door and door sheet, etc., auxiliary material for door and window, woodworking machinery and production equipment, equipment for baking varnish, door control & access control technology, hardware accessory for door and window, paint for door industry, and chemical product  
Contacts: Wang Lei  
Tel: 86-21-51698082  
Fax: 86-21-54376242  
Website: www.shjzexpo.com.cn

2015 the 10th Shanghai International Flame-retarding Material Technology Exhibition/2015 the 10th China (Shanghai) International Fiber, New Materials, Chemical Fiber & New Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-30—2015-07-02  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry  
Host: China Flame Retardant Society, China Ordnance Society, Strategic Alliance for Technology Innovation in the Flame Retardant Industry, Fire-retardant Material Committee of China Petroleum and Chemical Industry Federation, Shanghai Construction Materials and Decoration Association  
Organizer: China Flame Retardant Society Shanghai Office, Shanghai Jiecheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 12500 m²  
Tel: 86-21-65265568  
Fax: 86-21-65265855  
Email: yexin7788@sohu.com  
Website: www.shjzexpo.com.cn

Aluminum China 2015

Date: 2015-07-08—2015-07-10  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Reed Exhibitions  
Organizer: Beijing Lide Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 35000 m²  
Exhibits: raw material of aluminums, primary metal products, semi-synthetic products, applied aluminium products, article, powder & paste medal, wool textile, aluminiums surface treatment, aluminiums trade & recycle, aluminiums factory equipment, instrument & accessories, aluminiums separating, processing & refining equipment, aluminiums consultation, services, etc.  
Contacts: Pei Pei  
Tel: 86-10-59339000  
Fax: 86-10-59339333  
Email: alu@reedexpo.com.cn  
Website: www.aluminiumchina.com

The 10th China International Die Casting Congress & Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-08—2015-07-10  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society  
Organizer: Foundry Institution of Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society (FICMES), National Promotion Center for the Productivity of Casting Industry  
Area: 11500 m²  
Exhibits: mould processing, special process technology and equipment, supportive equipment for automation, components, quick-wear parts, computer aided software, detection devices, cleaning equipment, casting processing technology, metal smelting equipment, lifting transportation, green interior cleaning devices, safe and green operation  
Contacts: Cao Xiumei  
Tel: 86-24-25855149  
Fax: 86-24-25855793  
Email: cxm@foundrynations.com  
Website: www.diecastexpo.cn

The 16th China (Shanghai) International Medical Equipment Fair

Date: 2015-07-08—2015-07-10  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
Classification: Medical Service  
Host: China Medical Health International Communication Promotion Association, China International Exchange and Promotive Association for Medical and Health Care  
Organizer: Shanghai Zhanya Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Area: 4000 m²  
Exhibits: medical apparatus, diagnosis & treatment equipment, ward nursing equipment & device, oral medical instrument & equipment, and medical dressing  
Contacts: Yang Hao  
Tel: 86-21-64880072, 18964878976  
Fax: 86-21-54175985  
Email: cmehexpo@vip.163.com  
Website: www.chinaylqxexpo.com

2015 the 11th China International Animation, Cartoon & Video Game Expo

Date: 2015-07-09—2015-07-13  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Ministry of Culture of the People's Republic of China, the People's Government of Shanghai Municipality  
Organizer: Administration of Press, Publication, Film, Radio & TV of Shanghai Municipality, China Cultural Media Group Limited, (Shanghai) China National Center for Developing Animation, Cartoon & Game Industry, Shanghai Media & Entertainment Group  
Area: 30000 m²  
Contacts: Shu Dong  
Tel: 86-21-64183500  
Fax: 86-21-64183596
Shanghai

Email: Adams6402@sina.com
Website: www.ccagm.org.cn/

ProPak China 2015

Date: 2015-07-15——2015-07-17
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Printing & Package
Organizer: China International Exhibitions
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: processing technology of food, cosmetics, wine & beverage, medicine, fluid & meat. filling & packaging technology, processing machinery, food & non-food packaging materials, printing technology & materials, label techniques, manufacturing services, weighing systems, quality control & test, dairy beverage processing equipment
Contacts: Zhang Yiwen
Tel: 86-21-62095209
Fax: 86-21-62095210
Email: cie@chinaallworld.com
Website: www.propakchina.com.cn/index.html

The 15th Child-Baby-Maternity Expo

Date: 2015-07-22——2015-07-24
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Organizer: UBM Asia Limited
Area: 166680 m²
Exhibits: mother and baby products, children lathe & steam seat, toy, educational supplies & souvenirs, food for pregnant women, infants & children, health care product, children's & infants' wear, children's shoes & accessories, pregnant women's garment, underwear & accessory
Contacts: Sheng Yanping
Tel: 86-571-26895000
Fax: 86-571-26895100
Email: angel.pegyg.sheng@ubm.com
Website: www.cnmexpo.com

2015 the 10th China (Shanghai) Wallpapers Decorative Textile & Home Soft Decorations Expo

2015 Shanghai International Luxury Living & Interior Furnishing Exhibition

2015 the 109th China Daily-Use Articles Trade Fair
glass, plastic & bamboo products, containing box, cleaning appliance, bathroom supplies, home textile, disposable stainless steel products, home small appliances
Contacts: Ms. Gao
Tel: 86-21-22317320
Fax: 86-21-61158447
Email: qi.gao@reedhuabai.com
Website: www.zbfair.com.cn

2015 Pudong International Automotive Exhibition
Date: 2015-08-14—2015-08-18
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Pudong Sub-Council
Organizer: Shanghai Pudong Int’L Exhibition Corp.
Area: 92000 m²
Exhibits: cars of abroad well-known brands, domestically-made family cars, commercial vehicles, and related products of the industry
Contacts: Chen Yuan
Tel: 86-21-68765012
Fax: 86-21-50582115
Email: chenyuan@pcnic.org.cn
Website: www.autopudong.com.cn

2015 Shanghai Book Fair/ Book China Shanghai Week
Date: 2015-08-19—2015-08-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: The State Press and Publication Administration, Shanghai Municipal People’s Government
Organizer: Propaganda Department of Shanghai Municipal CPC Committee, Shanghai Journalism Publishing Bureau
Area: 23000 m²
Exhibits: theme pavilion, Beijing press pavilion, China publishing group pavilion, pavilion for publications of provinces and cities, century publishing pavilion, Shanghai colleges and universities publishing pavilion, Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences Press pavilion, art bookstore theme pavilion, Sanlian Academy theme pavilion, children theme pavilion, exquisite social science book pavilion, Centurial Context Group exhibition pavilion, Chinese literature and history pavilion, ideal study and brand-name entity bookstore exhibition area, universal video world pavilion, imported book pavilion, theme pavilion of books from Taiwan, reader service area
Contacts: Wu Jun
Tel: 86-21-64313825, 64370176-8401
Fax: 86-21-64740332
Email: slzx@sppa.gov.cn

2015 the 3rd China International Personal Protective & Safety Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-08-26—2015-08-28
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Public Security
Host: China Association of Work Safety
Organizer: Shanghai Anxie Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Association of Work Safety Special Committee of Labour Protection
Area: 17000 m²
Exhibits: labor protection articles, occupational safety and health protection products, functional apparel and fabric, safety protection intermediary agency, safety production testing and monitoring instruments and equipment, monitoring, alarming and testing facilities of toxic and hazardous gas and materials, radiant and radioactive substance measuring equipment, accident inspecting, monitoring and information communication technology and equipment, special safety equipment, mechanical safety production protection device, construction safety equipment, electric power safety protection equipment, anti-static, anti-toxin, anti-dust, anti-electricity and anti-water facilities, emergency rescue equipment for fire, earthquake, flood and mining accidents, emergency facilities and relief supplies
Contacts: Wang Xin
Tel: 86-21-64281529, 64281513
Fax: 86-21-64281503
Email: anxie@saftychina.net
Website: www.safetychina.net

2015 Shanghai International Automotive Manufacturing Technology, Equipment & Materials Exhibition
Date: 2015-08-26—2015-08-28
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Transportation
Area: 46000 m²
Exhibits: automotive design and development, automotive material, metal cutting machine tool production line & manufacturing unit for spare parts manufacturing, automotive body manufacturing process & equipment, chassis manufacturing process & equipment, assembling and quality, electric vehicle technology, OEM, automotive engineering & service, lightweight manufacturing technology & equipment
Contacts: Yang Mei
Tel: 86-21-64681300/64681550
Fax: 86-21-34160018
Email: info@for-expo.com, hengjin98@vip.sina.com
Website: www.shanghaiamts.com
2015 the 7th China (Shanghai) International Battery Industry Fair

Date: 2015-08-26—2015-08-28
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Host: Shenyang Storage Battery Institute, Guangdong Power Supply Association, Guangzhou Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: various series of new-type batteries; various series of new-type power and storage batteries, etc.; various series of new-type battery production equipment, testing instruments, chargers and so on; materials and parts of various series of new-type batteries; environmental protection materials and recycling technologies for various series of new-type batteries; new energy vehicles: pure electric vehicles, hybrid vehicles, super-capacitor vehicles, fuel cars, Solar cars and so on; display of outcomes of new energy industry bases of different regions: new energy industry bases of different regions, investment promotion and capital introduction, incubation of industries, supporting service, achievements show
Contacts: Wang Dongjie
Tel: 86-20-89893239/89899051
Fax: 86-20-89899050
Email: cnibf@zhenweixiepo.com
Website: www.cnibf.net

2015 the 7th China (Shanghai) International Petrochemical Technology and Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-26—2015-08-28
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Area: 38000 m²
Exhibits: complete plants and equipment for petrochemical engineering, petroleum refining technology and equipment, DCS and PLC control systems, petrochemical crafts and technology, fluid machinery technology and equipment, industrial anti-explosion products, storage, transportation and delivery equipment, packaging technology, automatic equipment, instruments, scaling equipment and accessories, petrochemical products, advanced materials, petroleum and petrochemical research and lab technology and equipment, communication and information systems, E-commerce, electrical and electronic equipment, wires and cables, sales system and facilities, equipment overhaul, maintenance and management, petroleum refining crafts and technology, fuel oil and lubricating oil technology and equipment, equipment for heat transfer, chilling, ventilation, environmental protection, energy conservation, separation, drying, smashing and mixing; generator unit and power machinery equipment, technology and equipment for oil vapor recovery and oil, fire alarm equipment, industrial safety articles, industrial cleaning and aseptic material and equipment and gas pipeline construction, auxiliary and other equipment.
Contacts: Liang Kejun
Tel: 86-10-58236555, 58236588
Fax: 86-10-58236567
Email: cippe@zhenweixiepo.com
Website: sh.cippe.com.cn

2015 the 6th Shanghai International Frozen& Refrigerated Food Expo/2015 Shanghai International Catering&Ingredients Exhibition

Date: 2015-08-26—2015-08-28
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China Frozen Foods Alliance, Shanghai Frozen Food Trade Association, China Hotel Association, China Tong Yuan Co., Ltd.

2015 the 8th Shanghai International Fisheries & Seafood Expo

Date: 2015-08-26—2015-08-28
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Shanghai Fisheries Trade Association
Organizer: Shanghai Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 23000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of aquatic products: fresh sea products, frozen and dried goods; minced fish/fish cream made products; canned seafood; spices; all kinds of marine foods; all kinds of freshwater fishery products, etc.; aquaculture technologies and equipment: high quality aquatic seedlings; aquaculture automation equipment; aquaculture temperature control equipment; water disinfection and purification systems, water quality analysis instruments; oxygen-adding equipment, aqua-cultural cages, etc. aquatic feeds and medicines: all kinds of aquatic feeds and additives, disease control technologies and products, fishery drugs, feed machineries, etc.; fishing tools and technologies: deep-sea fishing and fishery tools and technologies; all kinds of fishing boats and gears; fishing navigation and communications technologies and equipment, etc.; processing, packaging and transportation: seafood and aquatic food refrigeration, processing and preservation technologies and equipment; packaging materials, equipment and techniques: environmental protection and sterilization technologies and equipment; cold chain logistics solutions and related equipment; cold storage etc.; commerce and trade;
Contacts: Manager Li
Tel: 86-21-37821152
Fax: 86-21-37821409
Email: sifse@gehuaexpo.com
Website: www.sifse.com

Care Expo China 2015

Date: 2015-08-26—2015-08-27
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Other
Host: UBM Asia Limited
Organizer: Yibaimei Convention & Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Area: 11385 m²
Exhibits: construction planning, design and consultation, construction systems, petroleum refining technology and equipment, DCS and PLC control systems, petrochemical crafts and technology, fluid machinery technology and equipment, industrial anti-explosion products, storage, transportation and delivery equipment, packaging technology, automatic equipment, instruments, scaling equipment and accessories, petrochemical products, advanced materials, petroleum and petrochemical research and lab technology and equipment, communication and information systems, E-commerce, electrical and electronic equipment, wires and cables, sales system and facilities, equipment overhaul, maintenance and management, petroleum refining crafts and technology, fuel oil and lubricating oil technology and equipment, equipment for heat transfer, chilling, ventilation, environmental protection, energy conservation, separation, drying, smashing and mixing; generator unit and power machinery equipment, technology and equipment for oil vapor recovery and oil, fire alarm equipment, industrial safety articles, industrial cleaning and aseptic material and equipment and gas pipeline construction, auxiliary and other equipment.
Contacts: Sang Wenjue
Tel: 86-21-61577215,13917095677
Email: vicky.sang@ubm.com
Website: www.careshow.com.cn
2015 Intertextile Shanghai Home Textiles (Autumn)

Date: 2015-08-27—2015-08-29
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Mart
Classification: Textile & Costume
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Host: China National Textile and Apparel Council
Area: 138000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of home textiles and their accessories and fittings, carpets, all kinds of indoor fittings and accessories, leaning-on cushions, holding pillows and accessories and stand, home decorations and crafts, outdoor textiles, outdoor household products, computer aided design CAD/CAM systems, relevant publications and networks
Contacts: Zhu Qin
Tel: 86-10-85229446, 85229506
Fax: 86-10-85229300, 65121732
Email: intertextile_home@ccpitex.com
Website: www.intertextile-home.com.cn

The 14th Asian-Pacific International Plastics & Rubber Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-09-01—2015-09-04
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: China National Light Industry Council, China Petroleum and Chemical Industry Federation, China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Machinery and Electronic Products (CCCME), China National United Equipment Group Corp, China Light Industry Machinery Association, China Synthetic Resin Supply and Sale Association, Beijing Shengshilimeng Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Association of Fluorine and Silicone Industry
Organizer: China National United Equipment Group
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: plastic injection molding production technology & equipment, central feeding & auxiliary equipment, manufacturing equipment for mold & mold component, production technology & equipment for plastic extrusion, production equipment for plastic foaming board material, film blowing & bag manufacturing, pipe material, plastic profile, sheet material, plastic compound, round wire, flat wire, electric wire & cable, mixing and pelleting etc., rubber machinery, auxiliary product, test & control instrument, surface treatment & glazing equipment, post-treatment equipment, production technology & equipment for plastic hollow molding, related auxiliary equipment & various component, plastic package, relief block, gravure, screen printing, pad printing, thermos printing, thermal transfer and slicing, stripping, plying-up, sealing & cutting, bag making, tape manufacturing, plastic & rubber raw material, addictive, color master batch, semi-product and finished product
Contacts: Sun Lei
Tel: 86-10-66039351, 66039043, 66021019
Fax: 86-10-66067681
Email: applas@applas.com
BolognaFiere SH Contemporary 2015

Date: 2015-09
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Organizer: Barona Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd
Exhibits: Galleries, especially world-class galleries, will bring about modern artworks of top levels. Showpieces include, without limitation, oil paintings, sculptures, installation art, paintings, photography works, films, short films and digital arts. Galleries from guests of honor and from the specially invited countries will exhibit works of modern artistic expressions and potentiality in a special area. It is an arena established exclusively for contemporary artists aged 35 or younger. The Organizer will, in cooperation with sponsors and galleries, present various art prizes and special programs. Artistic installations and other items created specifically for this exhibition will be exhibited, with the aim at enabling the viewers to enjoy the exhibitions from an unusual perspective. This part includes art salon, speeches and forums proceeding among the famous collectors, planners, gallery directors and artists attending the exhibition, which will guide and promote the viewers to learn about and understand modern art.

Contacts: Pan Yu
Tel: 86-21-61907310
Fax: 86-21-61907313
Email: info@shcontemporary.info
Website: www.shcontemporary.info/cn

2015 China International Stationery & Office Supplies Exhibition

Date: 2015-09
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Stationery
Host: Messe Frankfurt Exhibition Gmbh (Shanghai), China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Light Industrial Products and Arts-Crafts (CCCLA), Guangzhou Foreign Trade South China Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Messe Frankfurt Exhibition Gmbh (Shanghai)
Area: 24680 m²
Tel: 86-21-64752979, 64752907
Fax: 86-21-64752907
Email: dongmao@163.com
Website: www.21cse.com.cn

2015 the 13th China (Shanghai) Eco-Hospital Architectural Designs & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-09
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Mart
Classification: Medical Service
Host: National Association of Health Industry and Enterprise Management, Medical Material Branch of National Association of Health Industry and Enterprise Management (NAHTEM)
Organizer: Shanghai Dongmao Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 5200 m²
Exhibits: hospital building equipment area; architectural design, intelligent building, supporting facilities, core project, ward equipment, energy conservation and environment protection and digital medical equipment area; digital telemedicine service system, digital image information PACS system, CT, electronic medical record (EMR) and drugstore automation area; outpatient management information system, intelligent management control and network system

Contacts: Zhang Jin
Tel: 86-21-64752979, 64752907
Fax: 86-021-64752907
Email: dongmao@163.com
Website: http://www.21cse.com.cn

The 12th China (Shanghai) International Glass Industry Expo

Date: 2015-09
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Beijing Haiwen Exhibition Co., Ltd., Zhejiang Provincial Glass Industry Association, Guangdong Glass Association, Shanghai Glass Fiber Glassfiber Reinforced Plastics Trade Association
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: glass and glass products application, building and decorative glass, energy-efficient glass doors, windows and accessories, hardware tools, industrial glass, electronic and electric lighting-source glass, special glass, artistic glass, daily-use glass products, design software; machinery for deep processing of glass, grinding materials and tools and glass production line, glass production technology and equipment, instruments and detection devices, automatic control system and auxiliary system, raw materials, fireproofing materials and main and auxiliary materials

Contacts: Yao Liang
Tel: 86-10-68631939, 68604197
Fax: 86-10-88680811
Email: yaolianghw@126.com
Website: www.bcige.com

2015 Shanghai International Bio-fermentation Products, Technologies & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-09
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Shanghai Biotech Fermentation Industry Association
Organizer: Shanghai Xinshi Exhibition Serve Co., Ltd.
Area: 16000 m²
Contacts: Lu Tao
Tel: 86-21-57617459
Fax: 86-21-51861068
Email: bioexpo@163.com
Website: www.biozl.net

2015 the 21st China International Composites Industrial Technologies Expo

Date: 2015-09-02---2015-09-04
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Host: China Composites Group Co., Ltd., China FRP Society, China Composites Industry Association
Organizer: Beijing Zhongshi Joint Exhibition Technology Co., Ltd
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: resins, fiber strands, roving fabrics, clothes and felts of various properties; all kinds of fiber infiltration agents, surface treatment agents, cross linking agents, release agents and other additives; stuffing
and all kinds of pigments, premixes, pre-impregnated materials and the aforementioned raw materials’ production technologies and deep processing equipment
Contacts: Yang Zuo
Tel: 86-10-88083058,88082028,88083399-261
Fax: 86-10-88083060,88083063
Email: yangz@ccgc.com.cn, shenyk@ccgc.com.cn
Website: www.chinacompositesexpo.com.cn/index.php

**All China Leather Exhibition 2015**

Date: 2015-09-02—2015-09-04
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Shoes & Leather
Host: Asia Pacific Leather Fair Co., Ltd., China Leather Industry Association
Organizer: UBM Asia Group of Companies, UBM China (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd.
Area: 80000 m²
Exhibits: raw and original leather, semi-finished leather and finished leather, rare leather, artificial leather, synthetic leather, natural material, chemical raw material and dyestuff & accessory, component and tool, leather producing machine and production technology
Contacts: Feng Runshi
Tel: 852-28276211
Fax: 852-37497346
Email: sales@aplf.com
Website: www.aclechina.com

**The 9th Shanghai International Stainless Steel Expo**

Date: 2015-09-02—2015-09-04
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Metals & Engineering
Host: China Iron & Steel Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Metallurgical Sub-Council
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Metallurgical Sub-Council
Area: 34500 m²
Exhibits: stainless steel products: 1. raw stainless steel material and processing equipment; 2. production of stainless steel; 3. deep processing of stainless steel; 4. periodicals, publications and other media of stainless steel technology; special exhibition of stainless steel tubes and tube fittings: 1. stainless steel tube production and processing technology and equipment, electric control equipment, accessory machinery; 2. stainless steel tubes and auxiliary products; 3. pipeline construction equipment, welding equipment, auxiliary construction equipment; 4. pipeline cleaning equipment and materials; 5. stainless steel tube testing technology and equipment
Contacts: Zhang Yifei, Zhong Wen, Hu Jabin
Tel: 86-10-65220753,85111723
Fax: 86-10-65233861
Email: stexpo2007@yahoo.com.cn
Website: www.stexpo.com.cn

**Cloud Connect China 2015**

Date: 2015-09-08—2015-09-10
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai International Convention Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Organizer: UBM Asia Limited
Tel: 86-21-61577209

Email: hubert.guan@ubm.com
Website: www.cloudconnectevent.cn

**2015 the 21st China International Furniture Expo**

Date: 2015-09-09—2015-09-12
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Furniture Association, China Furniture Association
Organizer: Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 200000 m²
Tel: 86-21-33392222
Fax: 86-21-64370982
Email: furniture@ubmsinoexpo.com
Website: www.furniture-china.cn

**2015 the 13th China International Tire Expo**

Date: 2015-09-09—2015-09-11
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Reliable Exhibition Services Co., Ltd., Shanghai Tuobi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 28400 m²
Exhibits: tyre, cover tyre, inner tube, radial tyre, diagonal tyre, tubeless tyre, inner rubber tube, solid or semi-solid rubber tube, cover tyre of pneumatic tyre, old tyre, auto tyre, motorcycle tyre, off-the-road tyre, tyre for industrial vehicle, light truck tyre, rubber tyre for aviation, renovated commercial tyre, bicycle tyre, rim, hub, steel rim for auto, light metal rim, sport rim, wheel cover, wheel bearing support, peripheral accessories of tyre, protection chain, tyre pressure meter, impale protection, snow chain, non-skid chain, cranked tyre valve, anti-skid spike, tyre maintenance, testing and replacing equipment, tools and service, tyre repair material, adhesive, cleaning agent, tyre cleaning machine and tool, tyre replacing tool, tyre pattern updating, test stand, corner indicator of front wheel, hydraulic hoister, nut separation and installation machine, calibrating rim header changer, crowbar, retractable spanner, sulfur filler, digital-display electronic tyre gauge, rim manufacture equipment and raw material, new tyre refurbishment equipment and raw material, raw material of tyre production
Contacts: Zhang Xuejun
Tel: 86-10-8589-8181
Fax: 86-10-8589-8180
Email: citexpo@reliable.org.cn
Website: www.citexpo.com.cn/index_E.htm

**2015 China International Stomatology Convention**

Date: 2015-09-11—2015-09-13
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Chinese Stomatological Association, Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-10-84556613
Fax: 86-10-82074505
Email: yuhui.wang@reedsinopharm.com
Website: www.chinadentalshow.com
**2015 the 10th Shanghai Overseas Property, Immigration & Investment Exhibition**

Date: 2015-09-11—2015-09-13  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai International Convention Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: Shanghai Fumao Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.  
Area: 5000 m²  
Exhibits: overseas real estate developers and agencies, land, farm and winery investment projects, immigration projects, EB5 regional centers, investment projects, immigration intermediary agencies, law firms, banks and financial institutions, international investment consultation institutions, government associations, chambers of commerce  
Contacts: Hu Yanyan  
Tel: 86-21-31173942  
Fax: 86-21-60832674  
Email: opifair_pa@126.com  
Website: www.opifair.com.cn/cn/index.asp

**The 11th Guangzhou International LED Exhibition (Shanghai)**

Date: 2015-09-16—2015-09-19  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Classification: Transportation  
Organizer: Reliable Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.  
Area: 16000 m²  
Tel: 86-10-85898181  
Fax: 86-10-85898180  
Email: stella_huang@reliable.org.cn  
Website: www.testing-expo.com/china/contact.php

**Sign China 2015 (Shanghai)**

Date: 2015-09-16—2015-09-19  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Classification: Media & Advertisement  
Host: Guangzhou Wenxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Area: 130000 m²  
Exhibits: laser engraving, fiber laser cutting machine, laser welding &bending machine, advertising carving machine, cutter &relative accessories, carving printer, grooving, polisher &plastic vacuum forming machine, jet printing equipment &digital printing consumables, digital spray paint &depiction equipment, UV plate printer, digital textile decorating machine, thermal transfer printer, digital image output devices, banner printer, laminator &splicing machine, mulch applicator, jet ink, printing ink, all kinds of cloths &printing consumables, light box, luminous words, advertisement player, exhibition apparatus, portable exhibition apparatus, EL cold light source &rother lighting products  
Tel: 86-20-38106261, 38106263

**2015 the 14th China International Chemical Industry Fair**

Date: 2015-09-16—2015-09-18  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry  
Host: China Petroleum and Chemical Industry Federation  
Organizer: China National Chemical Information Centre (CNCIC), China International Trade Promotion Council of Chemical Industry Branch  
Area: 25000 m²  
Exhibits: basic organic &inorganic chemical industry, fine &specialty chemicals, chemical synthetically &raw materials, agricultural chemicals, chemical technology, chemical equipment &automation, industrial gas generation equipment, pump, valve, pipe &fluid drive equipment, enamel equipment, drying &parting equipment, tanker aar &vessel, control, analysis &detecting instrument, lab instrument, environmental protection technology &equipment, safety production technology &equipment, nonmetal equipment, pharmaceutical equipment, powder machinery, sealing equipment &accessories, chemical Complete Equipment  
Contacts: Gao Xiaochen  
Tel: 86-10-64421448  
Fax: 86-10-64438670  
Email: gaoxe@icif.cn  
Website: www.icif.cn

**2015 the 18th China International Adhesives & Sealants Exhibition**

Date: 2015-09-16—2015-09-18  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
Classification: Printing & Package  
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Chemical Sub-Council, China Adhesive and Tap Industry Association  
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Chemical Sub-Council  
Area: 12000 m²  
Exhibits: various adhesive and sealant products, like water-based glue, pressure sensitive adhesive, polyurethane, hot melt, epoxy, silicone, rubber and engineering adhesives and sealants, chemicals and raw materials for adhesives and sealants, like resins, solvents, wax, monomers and auxiliaries, adhesive testing and analytical services, waste disposal services, consulting services, software systems, publications, PSA and HMPSA series products, like adhesive tape, label and etc., and PSA product processing equipment, testing instrument, and raw materials for producing PSA product, adhesive application equipment, storage equipment, measurement instruments and construction tools as well as techniques, packaging raw materials, application techniques, machinery and equipment, containers and all kinds of products in packaging industry  
Contacts: Dai Lifang  
Tel: 86-10-64272720  
Fax: 86-10-64205891  
Website: www.chinaadhesive2000.com

**2015 the 7th Shanghai International Digital Signage, Touch & Gesture Control Technology Expo (Digital Signage Shanghai 2015)**

Date: 2015-09-16—2015-09-18
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Large Screen Projection Display Device Branch of the China Video Industry Association, Shanghai Multimedia Industry Association, Shanghai Communication Broadcasting and Television Industrial Association, UBM Asia Limited
Organizer: Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 23000 m²
Exhibits: LED display systems, LCD liquid crystal splicing and plasma display, glasses-free 3D display devices, virtual imaging devices, multi-screen displays, OLED, flexible displays, etc.; digital signage, multimedia information publishing systems, HD network information publishing systems, embedded streaming media playing systems, LED advertising players, outdoor advertising players, liquid crystal advertising players, touching and controlling all-in-one devices, interactive advertising vehicles; face recognition devices and videos and images analyzing and processing devices; multimedia contents (production, management and integration) software, remote monitoring devices, etc.; high-definition transmission and wireless transmission systems, VGA transmitters, KVM extenders, matrix, multi-screen processing and controlling systems, edge fusion technologies, LCD stents, equipment installation, etc.
Tel: 86-21-34080278, 34085278
Fax: 86-21-54306576
Email: info@chinadigitalsignage.org
Website: www.chinadigitalsignage.org

Interior Lifestyle China 2015

Date: 2015-09-17—2015-09-19
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Messe Frankfurt Exhibition Gmbh (Shanghai), Jiangsu United Asia International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Messe Frankfurt Exhibition Gmbh (Shanghai)
Area: 24600 m²
Tel: 86-21-58769332
Fax: 86-21-61608555
Email: interior@china.messefrankfurt.com
Website: www.il-china.com

2015 China (Shanghai) International Health, Wellness & Fitness Expo

Date: 2015-09-17—2015-09-19
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: devices for fitness and training, aerobic exercise, weight training, indoor cycling training, Pilates, outdoor functional training and health promotion, diagnosis and analysis; metabolic analysis and biological feedback system; weight measurement, fat analyzer, therapy, equipment and medicine, hot and cold therapy, oxygen training, high altitude training, hydrotherapy, electrotherapy, shock wave therapy, Chinese herbal medicine, vacuum therapy, lymphatic drainage training equipment, muscle paste, method of relaxing, message, hot stone therapy, training equipment for aerobic exercise, wheel chair users, protection and rehabilitation and small training equipment; senior training of quality management concept, furniture for dancing, swing training equipment, therapy couch, communication network and telephone service, membership management and quality control system and hardware, commodities and consumables, sterilizing and cleaning materials, surgical dressings, clothes, textiles, shoes and other suppliers and health and insurance brands
Contacts: He Liang
Tel: 86-10-84556652
Email: liang.he@reedsinopharm.com
Website: www.fibo-china.cn/fibodh BMC/index.htm

2015 China Auto Salon/2015 RA China (Shanghai) Salon

Date: 2015-09-18—2015-09-20
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Automobile Exhibition Centre
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Automotive Supplies Federation, China Automotive Maintenance and Repair Trade Association, Manufacturing Branch of Automobile Accessories Industry Chamber of Commerce, ACFIC, Shanghai International Automobile City (Group) Co., Ltd., Shanghai International Auto City Donghao Exhibition Center Co., Ltd. of Shanghai World Expo Group
Organizer: Aotehailing (Shanghai) Exhibition Service Co., Ltd, Shanghai International Auto City Development Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Contacts: Shi Ke
Tel: 400-021-6669
Email: service@cn-autosalon.com
Website: www.cn-autosalon.com

2015 China International Auto Products Expo

Date: 2015-09-19—2015-09-22
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Transportation
Host: China General Technology (Group) Holding, Ltd.
Organizer: Genertee International Advertising Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 100000 m²
Tel: 86-10-68991416
Fax: 86-10-68991906
Email: zhengjian@iapexchina.com
Website: www.iapexchina.com

2015 Shanghai Building Water, Water Treatment Technology & Equipment Expo

Date: 2015-09-23—2015-09-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Shanghai Zhanye Exhibition Co., Ltd., National Engineering Research Centre (South) for City Water Development and Utilization, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Pudong Sub-Council, Water Supply and Drainage Equipment Branch of China Construction Metal Structure Association CCMSA, China Plastics Processing Industry Association China Plastics Piping Association, Chief Engineers Family of Chinese Property
Organizer: Shanghai Zhanye Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 11500 m²
Exhibits: building waterworks, water pump, water supply tank, sheltered water tank, building water supply process equipment, water softening device, air flotation and dissolution equipment, roof rainwater collector, special single-jet drainage system, vacuum drainage system, metal rainwater carrying system, drainage system of the same floor, heating equipment, metal- and glass-evacuated tube solar collector, drainage pipe for household appliance, building firefighting equipment, indoor
and outdoor fire hydrant, indoor fire hydrant cabinet, pump adapter, fire pump, fire air pressure tank, pneumatic water supply facility, automatic constant-pressure facility and pressure-boosting and —stabilizing water supply facility for firefighting, upright fire pump, horizontal fire pump, large-space smart initiative fire-sprinkling system, scenic water process equipment, municipal water supply and drainage system, swimming pool devices, noise-elimination and vibration-isolation equipment, vibration-isolation components, floor drain, fixture of pipeline, drain pipe, water string, valve and instrument for restriction, adjustment, safety, special use and firefighting

Contacts: Lu Wei
Tel: 86-21-62207068
Fax: 86-21-50321968
Email: info@zhanye-expo.com
Website: www.ibexpo.com

The 9th Shanghai Intelligent Building Technology

Date: 2015-09-23—2015-09-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Guangzhou Guangya Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Pudong Sub-Council
Organizer: Guangzhou Guangya Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd., Sequoia Shanghai Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

Area: 11500 m²
Exhibits: building automation systems and products, smart home and community management system; security and access control systems and products: talk-back system, video monitoring system, parking lot management system and anti-theft alarm system; audio and video systems and products: background music system, broadcast conference system, multimedia information distribution system; smart sun-shading system: motor, sensing system and control system; sun-shading louvers, curtains and plates of various kinds
Contacts: Zhou Yang
Tel: 86-15821828727
Fax: 86-21-64150687
Email: hszhouy@163.com
Website: www.ibexpo.com

2015 Shanghai International Trade Fair for Heating, Ventilation & Air-conditioning

Date: 2015-09-23—2015-09-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Organizer: Messe Frankfurt Exhibition Gmbh (Shanghai), Beijing Zhonghuangtaigeer Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Zhanye Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Area: 11800 m²
Exhibits: boiler, wall-hanging stove, air source heat pump water heater, electric and gas heater, auxiliary products and technology; heating radiator, electric radiator and auxiliary products and technology; radiant floor heating system, heating and electric heat tracing products and technology, primary air system, air purification products, indoor and outdoor fireplace and auxiliary products and technology; air source heat pump, land-source and water-source heat pump and hot water unit, air conditioning and refrigeration plant, water chilling unit, VRF, heating and ventilation automation system products and technology, renewable energy source heating products, solar heater, heat measurement, heat exchanger and auxiliary products and technology; capillary network, radiant ceiling heating and other urban construction equipment and technology.

Contacts: Zhao Ruiqing
Tel: 86-21-61608555
Fax: 86-21-58769332
Email: info@ishc-cihe.com
Website: sh.ishc-cihe.com

2015 Shanghai International Lighting Fair

Date: 2015-09-23—2015-09-25
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Pudong Sub-Council, Guangzhou Guangya Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: outdoor lighting application, commercial lighting application, household lighting application, lamp fittings and LED technology
Contacts: Huang Baoqi
Tel: 852-22389937
Fax: 852-25988771
Email: light@china.messefrankfurt.com
Website: www.light.messefrankfurt.com.cn

2015 the 8th China Shanghai Rosewood Furniture Exhibition

Date: 2015-09-24—2015-09-27
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Craft Design Branch of Chinese Arts and Crafts Institute, China Shanghai Rosewood Furniture Exhibition Committee
Organizer: Shanghai Bojun Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

Area: 9857 m²
Tel: 86-21-50550909
Fax: 86-21-5032196
Email: hongmuexpo@126.com
Website: www.hongmuexpo.com

The 10th China (Shanghai) International Meat Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-10
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Organizer: CIEC Exhibition Service Co. (Shanghai) Ltd.

Area: 11500 m²
Exhibits: meat food & finished product, Halal meat food, high-end beef & mutton, high-quality poultry food, processing technology, product, machinery & equipment for meat, livestock, poultry and egg, breeding technology, package & equipment for meat product, meat product testing equipment, sterilization, sanitary, low-temperature equipment and technology, refrigeration equipment for meat product, refrigeration equipment for terminal sale, refrigeration transporting equipment for meat product, packaging material, addictive, condiment, exhibition & promotion of latest scientific achievements, tracing system technology & product for meat product safety, fodder processing technology and product, machinery and equipment
Contacts: Guo Lanyue
Tel: 86-21-62207068
2015 Shanghai National-Day Auto Exhibition /The 9th Shanghai Imported Automobile Expo

Date: 2015-10
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Shanghai International Automobile City (Group) Co., Ltd., Shanghai East Best International (Group) Co., Ltd.
Area: 25000 m²
Tel: 86-21-63288899
Fax: 86-21-63749188
Email: ma@chinamie.com
Website: www.shae.com.cn

2015 Music China

Date: 2015-10
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: China Musical Instrument Association
Organizer: Intex Shanghai Co., Ltd., Messe Frankfurt Exhibition Gmbh (Hongkong)
Area: 100000 m²
Exhibits: piano and keyboard instruments, electro-acoustic musical Instruments, percussion instruments, brass-wind instruments, woodwind instruments, string instruments, ethnic musical instruments, musical instruments accessories and processing machineries, music scores and books, computer hardware and software related to music, services associations and media related music
Contacts: Rong Xiaoxian
Tel: 86-21-62956677-6149, 62096149
Fax: 86-21-62780038
Email: rongxiaoxian@intex-sh.com
Website: www.musicchina-expo.com/index.asp

2015 Shanghai Packaging Products & Packaging Materials Exhibition

Date: 2015-10
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Ever bright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: China Packaging Industry Association
Organizer: Shanghai Hexin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 7000 m²
Exhibits: packaging materials and products, high-end packaging area, service for luxuries, innovative packaging products and design service, packaging machinery and equipment, packaging software products, integrated packaging solutions, modern packaging technology, process and ideas, resources recycling technology and products, advanced technology and products for packaging, RFID products, package printing technology and design, package education and research project exhibition, exhibition for typical customers of packaging products, packaging service products, packaging industry media
Contacts: Li Rui
Tel: 86-21-64880715
Fax: 86-21-64607376
Website: www.meatexpo.com.cn

Fax: 86-21-51561666
Email: 864020522@qq.com
Website: www.hexinexpo.com

2015 China Baby Carriers & Baby Articles Exhibition

Date: 2015-10
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: China Toy Association
Organizer: Koelnmesse
Area: 46000 m²
Tel: 86-10-66038881-210
Fax: 86-10-66033964
Email: wangyiming@tjpa-china.org
Website: www.china-kids-expo.com/mag

The 14th China International Toy Model & Education Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-10
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: China Toy Association
Organizer: China Arts & Crafts International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 70000 m²
Tel: 86-10-66038881-205
Fax: 86-10-66033964
Email: malin@tjpa-china.org
Website: www.china-toy-expo.com

Shanghai Mode Lingerie 2015

Date: 2015-10
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: France Eurovet Exhibition Company
Organizer: France Eurovet Exhibition Company
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: men's and women's underwear, home dress & swimwear, etc.
Contacts: Doris Lu
Tel: 86-21-51692006-806
Email: doris@adventi.com.cn
Website: www.shanghai-mode-lingerie.com

2015 the 6th Internet of Things Conference/Shanghai Connected Vehicle & ITS Expo

Date: 2015-10
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Mart
Classification: Logistics
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Sub-Council
Organizer: Shanghai International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Tel: 86-21-62473057
Fax: 86-21-65455124
Email: iot@siec-ccpit.com
Website: www.iotconference.com
Shanghai Money Fair 2015
Date: 2015-10
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Host: Shanghai Money Weekly Agency, VNUExhibitionsEurope
Organizer: Shanghai Money Weekly Media Co., Ltd., VNU Asia Exhibition Group Shanghai Keylong Exhibitions Service Co.,Ltd
Area: 9500 m²
Tel: 86-21-61956088-565
Fax: 86-21-61956099
Email: moneyfair@vnuexhibitions.com.cn
Website: www.moneyfair.org

2015 China International Trade Fair on Apparel Fabrics & Accessories (Autumn)
Date: 2015-10-13—2015-10-15
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Shanghai Money Weekly Agency, VNUExhibitionsEurope
Organizer: Shanghai Money Weekly Media Co., Ltd., VNU Asia Exhibition Group Shanghai Key long Exhibitions Service Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: textile fabric garment accessories and auxiliary equipment
Contacts: Li Mingjia
Tel: 86-10-85229062
Fax: 86-10-85229296
Website: www.asiasolar.cc/pv/index.asp

The 22nd China International Exhibition & Conference Reaching All of Asia's Paper Related Industries
Date: 2015-10-14—2015-10-16
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Paper
Organizer: Krause Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Zhongzhi (Beijing) Technology Developing Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: paper making section, bleaching, chemicals, coating, construction, data processing, engineering, finishing, maintenance and components, paper machines, process controls, pulping, quality control, safety, stock preparation, testing, woodyard, paper product processing machinery, pulp molding, paper folding, cutting, winding, paper slitting and rewinding, laminating, embossing environment and paper recycling, recycling equipment, energy saving, waste water treatment, testing instrument specialty paper, fiber materials, equipment, chemicals, household paper, printing paper, producer, special paper products, tissue
Tel: 86-10-84511832
Fax: 86-10-84511829
Email: mandy@ejkbeijing.com
Website: www.chinapaperexpo.cn/index.html

The 10th Asia Solar Photovoltaic Industry Exhibition & Forum
Date: 2015-10-20—2015-10-23
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Solar Energy and Photovoltaic Branch of China Machinery and Electronic Products Import and Export Chamber of Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Pudong Sub-Council
Organizer: Shanghai Ailing Exhibition Co., Ltd
Area: 75000 m²
Tel: 86-21-65929965
Fax: 86-21-65283219
Email: info@aiexpo.com.cn
Website: www.asiasolar.cc/pv/index.asp

2015 the 11th Shanghai Metal Expo
Date: 2015-10-21—2015-10-23
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: Shanghai Shenshi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hannover Fairs (Shanghai) Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Shenshi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 23000 m²
Exhibits: forgings: forgings for engineering machineries, hoisting and conveying machineries, agricultural machineries, railway vehicle, mining and metallurgy equipment, power generation equipment, petrochemical equipment, aerospace equipment, military products, ship and warship building, machine tools, general machineries, machinery basis parts, light industry machineries, little hardware, medical equipment, pharmaceutical machineries, pharmaceutical packaging machineries and so on; die forging equipment: hammer forging equipment, extrusion, rotary forming, cutting and torsion bending molding equipment, wedge cross rolling mills, ring rolling mills, mechanical presses, automatic forging presses, cold and warm forging presses, hydraulic presses, automatic molding equipment, common molding equipment, forging hammers, forging machines, riveting machine, automation technologies, consulting services, forging die manufacturing technologies and equipment, industrial furnaces and kilns for forging production, mechanical maintenance and second-hand equipment, process design technologies, forging testing equipment and instruments and meters, forging auxiliary equipment
Contacts: Rao Song
Tel: 86-21-52838700
Fax: 86-21-52500721
Email: shenshi@21expo.net
Website: www.metalexpo.cc

The 15th China International Hardware Exhibition
Date: 2015-10-21—2015-10-23
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Hardware
Host: China National Hardware Association (CNHA), Koelnmesse
China Hardware and Electromechanical Chamber of Commerce (CHEC), China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Light Industry Sub-Council
Organizer: Beijing Triuni Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai China Tools Development Co., Ltd.
Area: 120000 m²
Exhibits: fasteners, wire mesh, nails, decorative hardware, furniture hardware, door and window hardware and accessories, pipeline connectors and malleable iron products
Contacts: Wang Jixun
Tel: 86-10-87766850,86-10-87766850-217
Fax: 86-10-87766866
Email: wangjixun@triuni.com.cn
Website: www.cihs.com.cn
2015 the 19th China International Exhibition & Symposium on Dental Equipment, Technology & Products

Date: 2015-10-21—2015-10-24
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: China International Conference Center for Science and Technology, The Ninth People’s Hospital of SJTUSM
Organizer: Shanghai UBM Show Star Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 42000 m²
Exhibits: dental medical equipment, etc.
Tel: 86-21-61577288
Fax: 86-21-61577272
Website: www.dentech.com.cn

2015 China International Kitchen & Bath Expo

Date: 2015-10-21—2015-10-23
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China National Hardware Association (CNHA)
Organizer: Koelnmesse Exhibition China Co., Ltd.
Area: 23000 m²
Exhibits: whole kitchen cabinet, kitchen appliances, sinks and fittings, kitchen supplies and accessories, bathroom products and accessories
Contacts: Jerry Shen
Tel: 86-10-65907766-708
Fax: 86-10-65906139
Email: j.shen@koelnmesse.cn
Website: www.cikb.com.cn

2015 the 3rd China (Shanghai) Evaporation and Crystallization Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-22—2015-10-24
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai International Sourcing Promotion Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Professional Group on Evaporation and Crystallization Technology, China Petroleum and Chemical Industry Federation Equipment Office, Professional Group on Evaporation Technology, Chemical Engineering Specialized Committee of Chemical Industry and Engineering Society of China
Organizer: Shanghai Yihan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Tel: 86-21-64137426
Fax: 86-21-60919309
Email: yihanexpo@vip.sina.com
Website: www.shecexpo.com/shec.asp

2015 the 3rd Shanghai International Cutter Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-26—2015-10-28
City: Shanghai
Venue: National (Shanghai) Center for Exhibition and Convention
Classification: Hardware
Host: China Metal Cutting Tool Engineering Association
Organizer: Lingshuo Group Holdings Limited, Shanghai AOZO Conference and Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 17000 m²
Tel: 86-21-61538558
Fax: 86-21-61368986
Email: ccteexpo#163.com

Website: www.cictexpo.com

2015 the 3rd International Powder & Bulk Solids Processing Conference & Exhibition

Date: 2015-10-28—2015-10-30
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai International Sourcing Promotion Center
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Host: Chinese Society of Particulate
Organizer: NürnbergMesse Exhibition Service (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: powder preparation technology and basic process; smashing, mixing, separation, screening, filtering, firing, granulating, briquetting, drying and heat treatment preparation, chemical preparation, optical preparation; bulk cargo conveying equipment and accessories; valve; air bellow, metrological feeding, unloading, bulk cargo convey and storage equipment, calculation plant, compressor, chiller, pump, pipe technology, vacuum facility, packaging and filling, weighing equipment; particle analysis (for size, shape, density and specific surface area), lab equipment (for mixing and screening), sampling equipment; nano particle analysis, preparation, measurement and control technology; displayer, pressure meter, flow meter, material level meter, material inspection equipment, process control instrument, powder test; safety and environmental protection technology, industrial fire alarm and prevention, electrical explosion protection, non-electrical explosion protection, process security, emission control, working area safety; relevant service: project organs, research institutions, colleges and universities, societies and associations, consigned processing companies and technical presses
Contacts: Gu Yan
Tel: 86-21-60361220,60361200
Fax: 86-21-52284011
Email: ipb@nm-china.com.cn
Website: www.ipbexpo.com

2015 15th ACE Conference

Date: 2015-10-28—2015-10-30
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Crop Protection Industry Association
Organizer: China Crop Protection Industry Association
Area: 23000 m²
Exhibits: pesticides, agricultural products, etc.
Tel: 86-10-84885254
Fax: 86-10-84885001
Website: www.agrochemex.net

The 85th China Electronics Fair

Date: 2015-11
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Electronic Appliance Corporation
Organizer: China Electronics Fair and Information Disemination Company Ltd.
Area: 60000 m²
Tel: 86-10-51662329-58
Fax: 86-10-68132578
Email: liuhong@ceac.com.cn
Website: www.iecf.com.cn
2015 China (Shanghai) International Education Exhibition

Date: 2015-11-01—2015-11-02
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: China Education Association for International Exchange (CEAIE)
Organizer: Beijing Boltian Tiandi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 11000 m²
Tel: 86-10-858000790
Fax: 86-10-85800786
Email: Lily@fairlink.com.cn
Website: www.chinaeducationexpo.com

2015 Shanghai International Food, Beverage & Catering Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-11
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China International Exhibitions
Area: 62000 m²
Exhibits: food, beverage, retailing and catering equipment
Contacts: Zhu Li, Sun Jingwen
Tel: 86-21-62095209
Fax: 86-21-62095210
Email: fhc@chinaallworld.com
Website: www.fhcchina.com/cn/fact_sheet.asp

2015 FruVeg Expo Shanghai

Date: 2015-11
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai International Sourcing Promotion Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: China Chamber of Commerce of Foodstuffs and Native Produce (CFNA), China Agriculture Wholesale Market Association, Haimu Fairs China
Organizer: China Chamber of Commerce of Foodstuffs and Native Produce (CFNA)
Area: 30000 m²
Contacts: Yang Yang
Tel: 86-21-60909550
Fax: 86-21-60909591
Email: sales@fruvegexpo.com
Website: www.chmf-expo.com/, www.chyj-expo.com/index.asp

2015 China Green Transportation Expo

Date: 2015-11
City: Shanghai
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Logistics
Host: China Communications and Transportation Association
Organizer: Shanghai Yahui Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Shanghai Shenzhen Information Technology Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Contacts: Mr. Jiang
Tel: 86-21-64827889
Fax: 86-21-51714666
Email: info@shyhu1.com.cn
Website: www.zgexpo.org

2015 the 20th China International Small Motor Technology Conference & Exhibition

Date: 2015-11
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Everbright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: China Electronics Technology Group Co.
Organizer: No. 21 Research Institute of CETC
Area: 18000 m²
Tel: 86-21-64367300-242
Fax: 86-21-64083946
Email: info@china-micro-motor.com
Website: www.emotorcn.com

The 15th China International Exhibition on Rubber & Elastomer

Date: 2015-11
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Synthetic Rubber Industry Association, China Natural Rubber Association
Organizer: China United Rubber Corporation
Area: 46000 m²
Exhibits: rubber manufacturing machineries: rubber products manufacturing and testing equipment, single machines, molds and technologies etc.; rubber raw materials: natural rubbers, synthetic rubbers, skeleton materials, thermoplastic elastomers, reclaimed rubbers and rubber powders, rubber chemicals, all kinds of rubber-used chemicals, carbon blacks, rubber additives, etc.; non-tire rubber products: rubber hoses, adhesive tapes, automotive rubber products and rubber products for engineering machineries, etc.; others: social organizations, institutions and associations, various types of media,
software applications, packaged technologies, technical services, etc;
tires, cover tires, inner tires, tire accessories, equipment and tools for
motor repair and tire renovation
Contacts: Qin Yali, Lin Yichuan, Chen Wei
Tel: 86-10-58650277
Fax: 86-10-58650288
Email: rubbertech@ubber.com
Website: www.rubbertech.com.cn/Index.aspx

2015 the 13th China (Shanghai) Thermal Insulation Material &
Energy-saving Technology Expo (TIM Expo Shanghai 2015)/2015 the 10th Shanghai External Wall Decoration
Materials & Bonding Technology Expo

Date: 2015-11
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: China Insulation & Energy Efficiency Materials Association, Chief
Engineers Family of Chinese Property, China Council for the Promotion
of International Trade Shanghai Padong Sub-Council
Organizer: Shanghai Zhanye Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 35000 m²
Contacts: Miao Handong
Tel: 86-21-51097799, 86-21-51168878
Fax: 86-21-51714505
Email: info@zhanye-expo.com
Website: www.baowenzhan.com.cn

The 21st China International Power Supply Exhibition

Date: 2015-11-03—2015-11-07
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: China Power Supply Society
Organizer: Tianjin Zhongyuantong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: complete machine of power supply, high-voltage power
supply and other power supply products, components and parts for
power supply, integrated circuit, electronic transformer and accessories,
batteries
Tel: 86-22-27680796
Fax: 86-22-27687886
Email: cpps@powersupply.net.cn

2015 Shanghai International Green Building & Energy
Efficiency Exhibition

Date: 2015-11-04—2015-11-06
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: VNU Asia Exhibition Group Shanghai Keylong Exhibitions
Service Co., Ltd
Organizer: VNU Asia Exhibition Group Shanghai Keylong Exhibitions
Service Co., Ltd
Area: 35000 m²
Tel: 86-21-61956088
Fax: 86-21-61956099
Email: dolly.han@vnuxhibitions.com.cn
Website: www.greenbuildingchina.com

The 17th China International Industry Fair

Date: 2015-11-04—2015-11-08
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, Ministry
of Industry and Information Technology of the People’s Republic of
China, Ministry of Science and Technology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Chinese Academy of Engineering, China Council for the
Promotion of International Trade, the People’s Government of Shanghai
Municipality
Organizer: Shanghai East Best International (Group) Co., Ltd.
Area: 160000 m²
Exhibits: industrial automation; cleaning and energy saving, sanitation
and solid waste treatment, water treatment and air pollution prevention
and control technologies and equipment; new energy technologies
and equipment; circular economy and comprehensive utilization of
renewable resources; information and communication technology
applications exhibition: information awareness, transmission, processing
and generic technologies and others, applications in key industries; new
energies and electricity and electrician: solar, wind and nuclear power
generation technologies and equipment, electric power and electro-
technical measurement and control instruments, electrical automation
technologies and equipment, electricity transmission and distribution
equipment and accessories, scientific and technological innovations;
new energy vehicles: power drive systems, new energy automobile’s
parts, charging infrastructure, new energy’s automobile designs, new
products for motor vehicle pollution control and energy-saving, natural
gas automobiles and LPG station equipment; Industrial robots: complete
industrial robots, robot parts, integrated robot solutions; aerospace
technologies
Tel: 86-21-62892666
Fax: 86-21-62895703, 62790302
Website: www.ciif-expo.com

2015 China International Beverage Industry Exhibition on
Science and Technology

Date: 2015-11-04—2015-11-06
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Beverage Industry Association
Organizer: Beijing Zhongyintianyuan Exhibition Co., Ltd., China
Beverage Suppliers Association
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: raw and auxiliary materials and substandard goods hereof,
additives and enzymes, crushed, squeezed, filtered, abstracted, sterilized,
disinfected, moulded, and dried beverages, automatic control, filling,
sealing and sale equipment, labeling, jet printing, environmental, energy-
saving water treatment, on-line testing, testing equipment, handling and
palletizing, plastic injection and warehousing
Tel: 86-10-84464668-804
Fax: 86-10-84464236
Email: CBST@chinabeverage.org
Website: www.chinabeverage.org/cbst

Fenestration China 2015

Date: 2015-11-12—2015-11-14
City: Shanghai
Venue: China Expo Convention and Exhibition Complex (Hongqiao,
Shanghai)
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
2015 China Shanghai International Auto Air-conditioning & Transport Refrigeration Exhibition

Date: 2015-11-16—2015-11-18
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Ever bright Convention and Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Tong Yuan Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: air conditioning and mobile refrigeration systems for complete automobiles; air conditioning systems for Passenger cars, buses, sedans, trucks, trains, engineering vans, portable air conditioning systems, etc., and movable refrigeration systems, engine cooling systems, etc.; automotive air conditioning system's fittings: condensers, evaporators, radiators, thermostats, fans, air conditioners, compressors, all kinds of electronic fans for condensers, filters, refrigerating media, fluid containers, thermal expansion valves, all kinds of air conditioning pipelines, air conditioning motors, air conditioning bearings, belts, switches, clutches, connectors, high and low pressure valves, solenoid valves, reversing valves, heaters, water tanks, various (copper, aluminum, etc.) materials, sealing elements, lubricating oils, testing instruments, etc.; cold storage technologies: cold storage transportation vehicles, car-like refrigerator houses, equipment, tools, materials and testing equipment related to frozen and refrigerated storages, new presses and technologies in equipment related to frozen and refrigerated storages, etc.
Contacts: Ren Peng
Tel: 86-21-65876481
Fax: 86-21-65876480
Email: jacky@bagfilter.net
Website: www.bagfilter.net

2015 China Shanghai International Online Shopping Fair & E-Commerce Convention

Date: 2015-11-27—2015-11-29
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai International Sourcing Promotion Center
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software
Host: Commission of Commerce of Shanghai Municipality
Organizer: Shanghai Transnational Purchase E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: domestic suppliers exhibition area: general merchandises from global network shopping markets, including Consumer electronics, clothing, shoes and hats, home furnishings and decorations and foods and beverages; overseas suppliers exhibition area: oversea consumer goods; multinational companies' e-commerce exhibition area; e-commerce and online-shopping enterprises exhibition area: electronic commerce, logistics, banking, third-party payment, IT equipment, telecommunications enterprises who provide goods, tourism, booking, foods and beverages, review services, etc.; e-commerce demonstration gardens
Contacts: Xiao Lin
Tel: 86-21-61158404,61258949
Fax: 86-21-60910208
Email: xxl198849@163.com
Website: www.eshoppingfair.com

2015 the 14th International Exhibition & Seminars on Bag Filter Technology & Equipment

Date: 2015-12
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Mart
Classification: Environmental Protection Industry
Host: Bag Filter Committee of China Association of Environmental Protection Industry, COSHA Specialized Committee of Industrial Dust Suppression, Northeastern University, National Flue Gas Dedusting Engineering Technology Center, National Technological Centre of Industrial Gas Control of Environmental Protection, Committee of Municipal Domestic Refuse Treatment of China Association of Environmental Protection Industry
Organizer: Broadway Exhibition
Area: 5200 m²
Contacts: Xiao Lin
Tel: 86-21-65876481
Fax: 86-21-65876480
Email: jacky@bagfilter.net
Website: www.bagfilter.net

2015 the 10th Shanghai International Petroleum Petrochemical Natural Gas Technology Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-12-01—2015-12-03
City: Shanghai
Venue: The Shanghai New International Expo Center
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Host: Chinese petroleum society, China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Machinery and Electronic Products (CCCMIE), China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai Pudong Sub-Council, Shanghai Pudong Int’L Exhibition Corp.
Organizer: Shanghai AiExpo Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 45000 m²
Exhibits: oil and gas exploration, development and production
equipment, petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas equipment and their manufacturing, equipment of automation technologies, instrumentation, electrical generators and power equipment, electrician electrical equipment, wires and cables, oil refining processes and technologies, fluid pumps, valve and compressor technologies and equipment, technological materials and equipment for industrial cleaning and surface anticorrosion treatment, geophysical prospecting, well logging, drilling technologies and equipment, industrial safety and labor insurance supplies for land and sea, fire alarm equipment, engineering technologies and equipment for oil and gas pipelines' construction, industrial explosion- and lightning-proof products, petroleum and petrochemical research and laboratory equipment, equipment repair, maintenance and management, DCS and PLC control systems and field buses, communication and information system management, e-commerce
Tel: 86-21-65929965, 36411666
Fax: 86-21-65282319
Email: info@aiexpo.com.cn

2015 the 4th International Remanufacturing Expo

Date: 2015-12
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Mart
Classification: Other
Host: China Association of Automobile Automotive Parts Remanufacturing Branch, China National Key Laboratory for Remanufacturing
Organizer: Shanghai Duxes Business Consulting Inc.
Area: 8200 m²
Contacts: Ms. Shi
Tel: 86-21-55800330-8107
Email: events@duxes.cn
Website: www.automechanika-shanghai.com

Automechanika Shanghai 2015

Date: 2015-02-01---2015-02-15
City: Chengdu
Venue: Intex Shanghai
Classification: Other
Host: Shanghai Duxes Business Consulting Inc.
Organizer: Shanghai Duxes Business Consulting Inc.
Area: 12000 m²
Contacts: Qiu Min
Tel: 86-21-64396190, 86-21-50131760
Fax: 86-21-50131761
Email: info@goldenexpo.com.cn
Website: www.um-expo.cn

Sichuan
Chengdu

2015 the 19th China (Sichuan) Festival Shopping Fair (Spring)

Date: 2015-02-01---2015-02-15
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Economic and Information Commission of Sichuan Province, Department of Commerce of Sichuan Province, Sichuan Federation of Commerce and Industry, Chengdu Exhibitions Bureau
Area: 90000 m²
Exhibits: home textile & modern life supplies, European & American commodities, Japanese & South Korean commodities, Southeast Asia commodities, South Asia commodities, Hong Kong, Macau & Taiwan commodities, grain, oil, tea, meat, local specialty, aquatic products, fruits, flowers, wine, beer, cigarette, candy, snack, seasoning, health food, men's, women's & children's clothing, cashmere & wool, cases, shoes, hats, diamond & jewelry, jade & gem, collectibles, classical furniture, rosewood furniture & accessories & art wares
Contacts: Mr. Luo, Mr. Hu
Tel: 86-28-87616272
Fax: 86-28-86620482
Email: scbolan@tom.com
Website: xcnhj.asiaexpogroup.com

2015 the 17th Midwest Medical Instrument Exhibition (Spring)

Date: 2015-03-05—2015-03-07
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Tarsus Hope Exhibition Group
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: test equipment & supplies, blood analysis system, diagnostic, ultrasonic diagnostic & X-Ray imaging diagnostic, cardiomag & electroencephalogram monitoring equipment, scanning, biochemical test, rehabilitation & physiotherapy, function examination, pathological diagnosis, endoscopy examination equipment, optical instrument and diagnostic equipment for neurology, orthopedics, ophthalmology & otolaryngology, etc., surgical, radiotherapy, nuclear medicine therapy, laser, physiotherapy, low temperature freezing & therapeutic equipment, dialysis therapeutic, First Aid, anesthesia & analgesic, ward nursing & other auxiliary equipment, disinfection & sterilization, refrigeration, oxygen supply equipment, air conditioner, blood bank equipment, monitoring system & software, analysis instrument, data recording & treatment instrument, hospital management system, various medical vehicle, etc., health materials & supplies, medical enamel, glassware, dressing rubber product & one-time consumables, standardized reagent, rehabilitation equipment & supplies, prosthetic & orthopedic product, auxiliary product for feet, rehabilitation supplies, health care & supplies
Contacts: Zou Jian
Tel: 86-28-85225922
Fax: 86-28-85226177
Email: tom@hope-tarsus.com
Website: www.cwmee.com

2015 the 92nd National Sugar & Wine Fair (Spring)

Date: 2015-03-28—2015-03-31
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: China National Sugar Alcohol Group Corp, People’s Government of Chengdu Municipality
Organizer: Zhongtang International Conference and Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Chengdu Exhibitions Bureau
Area: 110000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of wines, foods, beverages, condiments, food additives; food packaging materials, food machineries
Tel: 86-10-88363768, 68317248, 68316827, 68360546
Fax: 86-10-68317408
Email: info@qgtjh.com
Website: www.qgtjh.com

2015 the 11th China Chengdu International Water Supply, Drainage and Water Treatment Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-09—2015-04-11
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Environmental Protection
Host: Chengdu Association of Environmental Protection Industry, National Engineering Research Center for Municipal Wastewater Treatment and Reuse, Sichuan Environment and Resource Comprehensive Utilization Association, Sichuan Urban Water Association, Sichuan Association for the Promotion of Ecological Civilization, Environmental Scientific Society of Sichuan Province
Organizer: Sichuan Xinzonghuan Exhibition Co., Ltd., Sichuan Urban Water Association Water Supply and Drainage Professional Committee
Exhibits: water supply and drainage equipment; sewage treatment equipment; end water-purification equipment; membrane-related products; all kinds of fans, centrifuges, pressure vessels, flow meters, measuring instruments, pipe materials, pipe fittings, pipe network detection technologies and equipment, water meters, metering and billing management technologies and equipment
Tel: 86-28-68168912
Fax: 86-28-68169911, 68168944
Email: 615905955@qq.com
Website: www.water-cd.com

2015 the 8th Western China International Petroleum, Natural Gas, Petrochemical Technology & Equipment Fair

Date: 2015-03-12—2015-03-14
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Organizer: Sichuan Xinzonghuan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: equipment for oil and gas drilling, well logging and petrochemicals, oil and gas collecting and transporting pipelines, automation equipment, industrial safety and protection supplies, generators and power system, oil and gas pipeline construction, cables, electro-technical and electric facilities, refinery equipment, industrial safety products, special vehicles, facility maintenance, industrial cleaning and anti-erosion materials and equipment, sales system, logistics facilities, laboratory and fluid technology equipment, new energy, explosion-proofing communication, industrial lighting, fuel and lubricating oil, advanced material and non-traditional processing handicrafts
Contacts: Ms. Yang
Tel: 86-28-68168914
Fax: 86-28-68168911, 68168944
Email: 2605105062@qq.com
Website: www.cdppe.com
2015 the 3rd China (Chengdu) International Surface Finishing, Electroplating & Coating Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-09—2015-04-11
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Chengdu Surface Engineering Industry Association
Organizer: Sichuan Xinzhonglian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: plastic electroplating, vacuum electroplating, electro-photoric painting, anodic oxidation, metallization, plasma surface treatment technology, equipment and raw materials, chemical treatment raw material and equipment, painting, coating equipment and ancillary products, hot dipping equipment, technology and materials; mechanical finishing technology, environmental protection and safety equipment, quality control and testing instruments, consulting service, periodicals and other service
Contacts: Yang Hongli
Tel: 86-28-68168914
Fax: 86-28-68168911
Email: cdbmgc@126.com

2015 the 5th Chengdu International Printing & Packaging Expo

Date: 2015-04-04—2015-04-12
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Transport Packaging Committee of China Packaging Federation, Donnor Group, Sichuan Printing Association
Organizer: Shanghai Gray Exhibition Co., Ltd., Expo Shanghai Group
Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Dobbor Exhibition, Sichuan Joiner Machinery & Automatic Equipment Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: gravure, printing plate material, office paper, packaging material, packer, packaging machinery and technology, package printing machinery, label, paper mounting machine, adhesive sticker, conveying equipment, sample making, box binding, multi-media technology, anti-fake, slitting, consumable, box sealing machine, environmental protection, mechanical equipment, processing and packaging, testing instruments, offset print, drinks, slotting, strapping machine, retail, die cutting machine, paper gathering machine, corner cutter, paper cutter, soft printing, flexible packaging, label printing, label printer, polishing, RF, identification, food, food packaging, books and periodicals, digital printing, silk screen, gilding press, special printing, special paper, corrugated case, marking press, tobacco, medicine packaging, post press, textile printing, pre-press, printing machine and machinery, printing technology and equipment, printing in, paper board, paper box, paper cabinet, paper industry, paper, paper products
Tel: 86-28-69886613
Fax: 86-28-86090911
Email: cddonnor@vip.163.com
Website: www.yscgo.cn

2015 the 13th Chengdu International Advertising, Sign High Tech & Creative Design Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Donnor Group
Organizer: Donnor Exhibition, Expo Shanghai Group
Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Gray Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: solvent digital printing equipment, printer and consumable, spray fabric, lamp-box fabric, photo paper, various reflecting material, sign, signboard equipment, acryl blister equipment, and material, exhibition and display apparatus, commercial automation technology and equipment, sale and promotion apparatus
Tel: 86-28-69886605
Fax: 86-28-86090911
Email: cddonnor@vip.163.com
Website: www.adeco.cn

2015 Chengdu International Printing Supplies, Office Equipment & Supplies Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-09—2015-04-12
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Stationery
Host: Chengdu Municipal People’s Government, Donnor Group
Organizer: Expo Shanghai Group
Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Dobbor Exhibition, Shanghai Gray Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: stationery & office supplies
Tel: 86-28-69883888, 69886624
Fax: 86-28-86090911
Email: cddonnor@vip.163.com

2015 the 15th Chengdu International Illumination Expo/The 8th Chengdu International LED Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-09—2015-04-12
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Organizer: Dobbor Exhibition, Shanghai Gray Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 28000 m²
Exhibits: LED semiconductor lighting and municipal lighting products and accessories, lighting electrical products and accessories, LED advertising identification, stereo luminous character, luminous module, landscape lightening, LED lattice display screen, module of display screen, LED backlight and application, OLED, LED video display screen, landscape lighting and relevant equipment, LED chip, luminous diode, high-power device, LED fluorescent powder, organic silicon, base plate, EPI wafer and relevant base materials, LED packaging and auxiliary materials, LED product control system and IC and LED manufacture equipment and testing instruments, LED purification and dust removing apparatus, LED manufacture, dispenser, die bonder, color scanner, light scanner, spectrum detector, damp-proof cabinet and box, professional lighting, decorative lighting, LED technology, professional lamplight source, accessories of electric lamps
Contacts: Zhang Lin
Tel: 86-28-68276845
Fax: 86-28-68168911, 68168944
Email: 68168911@vip.163.com
Website: www.sichuanlighting.com

2015 China (Chengdu) International Pet & Aquarium Expo

Date: 2015-04-11—2015-04-13
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Sichuan Pet Association
Organizer: Chengdu Sidon Exhibition & Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: pet food, articles, medicine and aquarium products
Tel: 86-28-66257361, 8626073556, 86007533
Fax: 86-28-66257362
Email: cdmee2013@163.com
Website: www.cdmee.cn

2015 the 33rd China Beauty Expo/The 6th Western China Daily Chemical Products Expo

Date: 2015-04-14---2015-04-16
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Cosmetology
Organizer: Himmer Exhibition
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: skin care products (professional and daily used), weight-losing and slimming products, health maintenance products, breast enhancement products, heath and body-shaping underwear, tattooing equipment, beauty apparatuses and equipment, plastic surgery (projects, technologies, products and consumables), OEM/ODM, packaging materials, cosmetics and toiletries (professional and daily use), perfumes, personal care products, oral care products, washing products and foot massage products, baby and child care products, nail decoration products, professional hair products and supporting equipment
Tel: 86-28-86125488/86126488
Fax: 86-28-86127455
Email: chengdu@meibohui.com
Website: www.meibohui.com

2015 China International Disaster Reduction & Emergency-Aid Summit/2015 Chengdu International Disaster Reduction & Emergency-Aid Technology Expo

Date: 2015-04-15---2015-04-17
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Public Security
Host: The International Association of Emergency Managers, Asia Emergency Science Management Association
Organizer: Chengdu Shengshiqianqiu Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: emergency preparedness, monitoring and warning, emergency response, life rescue, medical rescue, rescue guarantee, engineering rescue, emergency placement, security prevention, and training and drilling
Contacts: Liu Chao
Tel: 86-28-86007813, 86007211
Fax: 86-28-86007556, 86007533
Email: cced_china@163.com

2015 the 15th Western China Medical Instrument Exhibition (Spring)

Date: 2015-04-16---2015-04-18
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Sichuan Rural Health Association, Sichuan Association of Rehabilitation Medicine, Sichuan Society of Blood Transfusion, Sichuan Hospital Association
Organizer: Chengdu Tianyi Exhibition Service Ltd. Co., Chengdu Lvyan Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: imaging equipment, heart EEG monitoring equipment, biochemical test and laboratory equipment and reagents, auxiliary equipment, orthopedic devices, ENT diagnostic equipment, neurology equipment, equipment in surgery rooms, TCM decocting machine, equipment for plastic surgery, family planning devices, health care devices, hospital information management systems and telemedicine systems
Contacts: Yuan Ze
Tel: 86-28-64258880
Fax: 86-28-62458881
Email: cdmee2013@163.com
Website: www.cdmee.cn

2015 Chengdu International Jewelry Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-17---2015-04-20
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Chengdu Exhibitions Bureau
Organizer: Chengdu Shiji Xincheng International Convention & Exhibition Centre Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of gold and silver jewelries, platinum jewelries, diamonds; all kinds of precious gems, pearls, jades, semi-precious stones; all kinds of carved accessories, ornaments such as jewelries, watches and so on; jewelry franchise chain; all kinds of jewelry packaging tools and machineries; jewelry industrial parks, jewelry shaping malls, jewelry trading centers; all kinds of collectibles, precious metals investments
Contacts: Jia Yuhong
Tel: 86-13194991180

2015 China (Sichuan) Urban & Rural Housing Construction Expo/2015 the 3rd China (Chengdu) Creative Design Exhibition/Building Decoration Expo

Date: 2015-04-17---2015-04-19
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Department of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of Sichuan Province
Organizer: Construction Department of Sichuan Province, Cheng Du Building Decoration Association, Chengdu Art Display & Decoration Industry Association, Sino-UK Joint Hibo Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 23000 m²
Exhibits: creative design, building decoration company, new energy-saving heating boiler and radiator, low-temperature hot water floor, radiant heating technology and product, electric radiation heating technology, energy-saving air conditioner, automatically controlled ventilating product, heat metering and temperature control technology and product, indoor antibiosis and sterilizing product, indoor air quality testing instrument, air quality monitoring system
Contacts: Mei Rongzhi
Tel: 86-28-66257361
Fax: 86-28-66257362
2015 Western China Hardware Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-23---2015-04-25
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Hardware
Host: Koelnmesse Exhibition China Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Koelnmesse Exhibition China Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: metal hardware tool, personnel protection supplies, gardening tool, construction metal hardware and material, fastener and DIY product, metal hardware and lock for door and window, security product and spare parts, mechanical and electric equipment and related parts and components, processing and manufacturing equipment, etc.
Contacts: Zhang Yu
Tel: 86-10-65907766-738
Fax: 86-10-65909139
Email: j.zhang@koelnmesse.cn
Website: www.cihs-west.com

2015 Western China International Fair
Date: 2015-05
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Sichuan Sub-Council
Contacts: Liu Yi, Dai Mao
Tel: 86-28-86210214
Fax: 86-28-86210127
Email: siec@wcif.cn
Website: www.westernchinafair.org

2015 the 14th International Dental Equipment & Materials Exhibition/Dental Medicine Academic Conference of WesternChina
Date: 2015-05-07---2015-05-10
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: The Affiliated Hospital of Stomatological, Chongqing Medical University, Western China Stomatological Collaborative Group, Sichuan Stomatological Association, School of Stomatology Sichuan University, School of Stomatology of the Fourth Military University, Chongqing Stomatological Association, Shaanxi Stomatological Association, Chengdu Exhibitions Bureau
Organizer: Sichuan Tarsus-Hope Exhibition Company
Area: 18000 m²
Contacts: Liu Yan
Tel: 86-28-85291775
Fax: 86-28-85226177
Email: xibukouqiangzhan@163.com
Website: www.wcise.com

2015 the 5th China (Sichuan) International Tea Fair
Date: 2015-05-07---2015-05-10
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Sichuan Provincial Agriculture Department
Organizer: Sichuan Supplier Chamber of Commerce, Sichuan Economic Development Ltd. Co.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: six categories of teas, processed tea & tea beverage, tea set, tea machinery.
Tel: 86-28-86618176, 86620483, 86620484
Fax: 86-28-86620482
Email: scbolan@tom.com

2015 Lijia Chengdu International Machinery Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-21---2015-05-24
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Chongqing Economic and Information Commission, Chongqing Lijia Convention Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Chongqing Lijia Convention Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: all kinds of CNC machine tools, machining centers, industrial robots and flexible manufacturing cells; lathes, milling machines, grinding machines, drilling machines, boring machines, gear machines, thread machines, cutting machines, special-purpose machine, combination machine tools, etc.; special processing machine tools such as electro processing, laser processing machine tools, etc.
Tel: 86-28-65573957, 15828617981
Fax: 86-28-65573958
Website: www.cwmte.com.cn

2015 the 12th Sichuan International Coal Industry & Mining Machinery Expo
Date: 2015-05-29---2015-05-31
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Chongqing Economic and Information Commission, Chongqing Lijia Convention Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Chongqing Lijia Convention Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: mining & coal industry exhibition, mining machineries, infrastructure construction equipment, mine safety, under-the-mine danger-avoiding system, electromechanical equipment and geological prospecting equipment, electrical equipment, beneficiation and powder processing equipment, coal washing and processing, green equipment and technology, coal carbonization, gasification and liquefaction equipment, coal bed methane pumping and utilization, gas emission and storage and transportation pipelines, power equipment, and wastes treatments, mine drainage equipment.
Contacts: Zhang Wei
Tel: 86-28-66766999
Fax: 86-28-86942018
Email: 372451671@qq.com
2015 the 13th Sichuan International Hydropower Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-29—2015-05-31  
City: Chengdu  
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Energy & Ore  
Host: Sichuan Power Profession Association, Sichuan Electric Power Company  
Organizer: Chengdu Shizhan Trading Planning Co., Ltd.  
Area: 8000 m²  
Exhibits: unit investing, developing and constructing water and power, power transmission and distribution equipment, etc., water resources and hydropower technology and equipment and valve, etc., green water and power solution, constructing material for water and power project & protective project, light protection product, fundamental constructing resources of hydraulic engineering, mechanical equipment, concrete mechanical equipment, excavating, hoisting, damming, and rock drilling machinery, loading and unloading machinery, pneumatic machinery, river clean-up machine, high-altitude lifting machine, crane machine, river and lake treatment technology and equipment, shield tunneling machine, roadheader, excavation and lining for large dimension culvert, concrete lining for large channel, whole set of equipment for large aqueduct bracket moulding, forklift, earthmoving machinery, welding and metal hardware tool  
Tel: 86-28-66766999  
Fax: 86-28-86942018  
Email: 839538847@qq.com

2015 the 14th Golden Spider Chengdu Fastener Trade Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-06—2015-06-08  
City: Chengdu  
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Hardware  
Host: China Fastener Info  
Organizer: China Fastener Info  
Area: 13000 m²  
Exhibits: fastener, forming equipment & thread shaping equipment, heat treatment equipment, surface treatment equipment, auxiliary equipment, testing equipment & devices, nut-making instrument, auxiliary material  
Contacts: Pan Wuxin  
Tel: 86-20-38861363, 38861343  
Fax: 86-20-38861363, 38861343  
Email: panw3339.com  
Website: www.fastenertradeshow.biz

2015 Chengdu Plastic Industry & Packaging Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-10—2015-06-12  
City: Chengdu  
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Chengdu Sub-Council, China Machinery Industry Federation, the People’s Government of Chengdu Municipality  
Organizer: Chongqing Runbo Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 33000 m²  
Exhibits: 1. plastic moulding equipment; 2. rubber products machineries; 3. products and semi-finished products of plastics, rubbers, additives and master batch  
Contacts: Liang Chao  
Tel: 86-23-88100441  
Fax: 86-23-88100445  
Email: 1580818885@qq.com

2015 the 17th China Franchise Exhibition-Chengdu Station

Date: 2015-06-12—2015-06-14  
City: Chengdu  
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Organizer: China Chain Management Association  
Area: 12500 m²  
Exhibits: retail, catering and service industries, service providers  
Contacts: Lei Xuhong  
Tel: 86-10-68784990  
Fax: 86-10-68784978  
Email: 8006@ccfa.org.cn

2015 the 7th China (Chengdu) Gifts & Home Supplies Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-12—2015-06-14  
City: Chengdu  
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Toys & Gifts  
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Chengdu Sub-Council, Bureau of Exposition of Chengdu Municipality  
Organizer: Reed Huabo Exhibitions (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.  
Area: 20000 m²  
Exhibits: home accessories, sports, leisure & travel supplies, electronics & appliances, promotional gift, timepieces, jewelry & fashionable accessories, crystal & glass products, ceramics, kitchen, dining-table & home textile supplies, art wares, coins & collectibles, cases & leather products, package & paper products  
Contacts: Bao Hongmei  
Tel: 86-755-33989236  
Fax: 86-755-33975307  
Email: bhm11@126.com

2015 the 11th China (Chengdu) International Hotel & Tourism Supplies Expo

Date: 2015-06-12—2015-06-14  
City: Chengdu  
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Travel & Hotel  
Host: China Hotel Purchasing and Supplying Association  
Organizer: Guangzhou Bohua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Area: 12500 m²  
Exhibits: retail, catering and service industries, service providers  
Contacts: Liang Chao  
Tel: 86-23-88100441  
Fax: 86-23-88100445  
Email: 1580818885@qq.com
2015 Sichuan International Smart Grid Construction Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-15---2015-06-17
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: Sichuan Power Profession Association
Organizer: Chengdu Shizhan Trading Planning Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: intelligent power distribution and converting equipment and technology, grid communication technology, equipment for electricity storage and distributed energy, electrical equipment and its controlling devices, new energy cars, cables, intelligent terminal equipment, power construction, maintenance, electro-technics
Contacts: Li Fang
Tel: 86-28-66767084

2015 the 21th China West International Equipment Manufacturing Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-18---2015-06-20
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Machiniry Industry Federation, the People’s Government of Chengdu Municipality, the People’s Government of Xi’an Municipality, Sichuan Major Technological Equipment Leading Team, Shanxi Zhenxing Equipment Manufacturing Leader Team, Euro-Asia Economic Forum, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Xi’an Quijiang Sanlian Convention and Exhibition Company, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Chengdu Sub-Council, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Xi’an Sub-Council, Shanxi Machinery Industry Federation, Euro-Asia Economic Forum Executive Committee
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: automobile manufacturing technology & equipment, automobile component and processing equipment, exhibition area of food processing & packaging machinery, beverage industry and special industry zone, industry automation & control for coolant, etc., logistic service, fluid machinery & power transmission, industrial assembly & transmission technology for pump & valve equipment, smiling technology, laser welding & cutting equipment and sheet metal production, personnel protection supplies, thermal processing & forging equipment, thermal treatment technology, industrial furnace, electric dome & auxiliary product, various casting products and equipment, testing equipment, raw material for casting, auxiliary equipment & spare parts for thermal treatment furnace, refractory material, related engineering thermodynamics & thermal transmission component and auxiliary component
Contacts: Li Peng
Tel: 86-15529020058
Fax: 86-29-88314333
Email: organizer@cwieme.com
Website: www.cwieme.com

2015 the 5th China (Sichuan) Imported Commodity Fair

Date: 2015-06-19---2015-06-22
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Economics and Trade
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Sichuan Sub-Council, Economic Information Department of China Council for Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Chengdu Exhibitions Bureau
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: fashionable & specialty commodities, South Asian & Southeast Asian apparel, jewelry, home supplies, craft and gift, famous and high-quality food, beverage, catholic product from foreign countries & overseas, international consumer electronics, international tourism and outdoor sports project, equipment, supplies, training and education, vocal music instrument, training and education, apparel, jewelry, wristwatch, skin care supplies and perfume of international famous brands, and other international high-end famous product
Contacts: Mr. Wu
Tel: 86-20-66656185

2015 the 16th Chengdu International Furniture Fair

Date: 2015-06-19---2015-06-22
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Chengdu Sub-Council
Organizer: Chengdu New East Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: furniture pavilion, comprehensive pavilion, machinery pavilion, auxiliary material pavilion
Contacts: Mr. Lin
Tel: 86-28-86922808/86925628
Fax: 86-28-66476338
Email: alinbo@126.com
Website: www.iffcd.com/sb/index.asp

2015 the 16th Chengdu International Furniture Manufacturing & Supply Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-12---2015-07-15
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Sichuan Provincial Department of Commerce
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Chengdu Sub-Council, Chengdu New East Exhibition Co., Ltd., Sichuan ChamberofCommerceforImportandExportofFurniture, Chengdu Media Group
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: wood processing machinery, furniture & artificial board production machinery, machinery spare parts, cutting tool, manual tool, abrasive tool, testing device, wood transporting, craning & unloading equipment
Contacts: Luo Fuping
Tel: 86-28-86922708/65979176
Fax: 86-28-66476338
Email: zingh@163.com
Website: www.iffcd.com/gy/about.asp
2015 China (Chengdu) Electronics Fair
Date: 2015-07-16---2015-07-18
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Electronic Appliance Corporation, Department of Information Industry of Sichuan Province
Organizer: China Electronics Fair and informationdissemination Company Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: electronic components, electronic measuring instruments and automatic system of industrial control, mobile phones and digital consumer electronics, 3G products and smart phones, MP3, MP4, mobile TVs, digital cameras, 3D imaging, 3D consumer electronics and application equipment companies
Contacts: Shi Ming
Tel: 86-755-88312787
Fax: 86-755-88312533
Email: sales@elexcon.com
Website: www.elexcon.com/cefwest/contactus.html

2015 the 15th China (Chengdu) Building Decoration & Material Expo (Summer)
Date: 2015-07-23---2015-07-25
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Sichuan Interior Decoration Association, Construction Industry Association of Chengdu, Chengdu Construction Metal Structure Association, Chengdu Real Estate Development Enterprise Association
Organizer: Chengdu Tianyi Exhibition Service Ltd. Co., Institute of Sichuan Academy of Architecture building energy efficiency Institute of Building Energy efficiency
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: building energy-saving door, window, wall &equipment, landscape architecture, wood structure &integrated house, water supply &drainage, pipes of different textures &purposes, plastic inspection shaft, home &commercial water purification system &equipment, building model, aloft working technology platform &other building material.
Contacts: Zhao Jun
Tel: 86-28-86080319
Fax: 86-28-86080309
Email: chengtian@126.com
Website: www.cdjbh.cn

2015 Chengdu Wall Paper & Soft Decoration Expo
Date: 2015-07-23---2015-07-25
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Organizer: Cheng Du Building Decoration Association
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: wallpaper; fabrics; window ornaments; carpets; wallpaper production and auxiliary materials; window ornaments and accessories

2015 China (Chengdu) Log Cabin, Villa & Supporting Facilities Exhibition
Date: 2015-07-23---2015-07-25
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: Chengdu Tianyi Exhibition Service Ltd. Co.
Area: 8000 m³
Exhibits: residential wooden structure and materials, landscape wooden structure and materials, new wooden and plastic landscape materials, and other supporting facilities and products
Contacts: Feng Dadong
Tel: 86-531-83125466
Fax: 86-531-88160483
Email: jianzhu@haimingroup.com

2015 the 8th Chengdu International Infant, Children and Maternity Supplies & Children Industry Expo
Date: 2015-08-15---2015-08-17
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: China Women and Children Consumable Associations
Organizer: Chengdu Huaao Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: pregnant women and infant supplies: nursing supplies, food, health care products, and clothing; toys: baby strollers, security seats, children beds, and furniture; preschool education and baby photography: lecture about how to operate mother-child life museums, enterprise promotion of new Maternity-Baby-Children products, consumers' favorite Maternity-Baby-Children products contest, on-site consultation by Maternity-Baby-Children experts, women and children industry peak forum, and the best booth design and building award to be held through the network, magazine, and media
Contacts: Peng Jie
Tel: 86-28-84757858-11,15802826188
Fax: 86-28-65336720
Website: www.cipbe.com

2015 the 18th Chengdu International Auto Exhibition
Date: 2015-08-29---2015-09-07
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: The People’s Government of Chengdu Municipality
Organizer: Chengdu Shiji Xincheng International Convention & Exhibition Centre Co., Ltd., Hannover Fairs (Shanghai) Ltd.
Area: 140000 m²
Exhibits: complete automobiles: passenger cars and commercial vehicles; auto components: engines, chassis systems, braking systems, driving systems, steering systems, bodywork and parts systems, exhausting systems and tires; after-sale products for automobile: automotive electronics, auto parts, auto maintenance equipment and supplies, vehicle conversion equipment and supplies, vehicle inspection and maintenance equipment and tools, auto fast-service chain stores,
after-sale service chain stores and equipment for painting factories and parking lots; automotive technologies’ exhibitions; professional media, automobile clubs, associations and services
Contacts: Ms. Hou
Tel: 86-21-50456700
Fax: 86-21-50459355

2015 the 11th China Food Expo
Date: 2015-09
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, Sichuan Provincial People’s Government
Organizer: Sichuan International Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd., Circulation Industry Promotion Centre of Commerce Department
Co-organizer: Investment Promotion Agency of Ministry of Commerce
Area: 80000 m²
Exhibits: meat & aquatic products exhibition area, wines and beverages exhibition area, grains and oils exhibition area, food materials and ingredients exhibition area, food catering equipment exhibition area and the third party services exhibition area
Tel: 86-10-58360126/0127/0114
Fax: 86-10-58360120/0127
Email: huizhanchu@mofcom.gov.cn

2015 the 19th Sichuan Advertising Equipment & LED Exhibition
Date: 2015-09-18—2015-09-20
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Sichuan Huazhan Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Sichuan Huazhan Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 11000 m²
Exhibits: advertisement-making technologies and equipment, advertising materials and supplies, indoor-outdoor advertising media, marking system, exhibition and display equipment, new media technologies and equipment, creative and innovative industry, network media advertising, interactive media advertising, animation advertising, large screen and outdoor advertising media, shop's commercially-used technical equipment and products, shop comprehensive solutions, display facilities and equipment, POS systems, advertising gifts, books, library software, Inflatable models
Contacts: Li Tao
Tel: 86-28-66970700,13880947393
Fax: 86-28-61962761
Email: 1569693621@qq.com

2015 the 3rd Chengdu International Aging Industry Expo/2015 Chengdu Health Industry Expo
Date: 2015-10-10—2015-10-14
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Sichuan Federation of Commerce and Industry, Chengdu Exhibitions Bureau
Organizer: Sichuan Supplier Chamber of Commerce, Sichuan Economic Development Ltd. Co.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: old-age health service facilities, auxiliary instruments, functional beds and chairs; old-age health service institutions; holiday and off-site old-age health service union chains; old-age health service advisory, planning, and management institutions; family, community, and social old-age health service institutions; old-age disease specialized hospitals; health service institutions; health clubs; health care products and supplies; household health products and supplies; health and physiotherapy products; home accessibility equipment; old-age electronic products; nutrition and health care food; leisure and entertainment culture supplies; health real estate for the old; featured apartments, residences, nursing houses and resorts for the old; integrated health real estate for the old; design institutions of buildings livable for the old; real estate development institutions; enterprises of R&D and producing equipment and facilities applied in buildings for the old; tourism real estate; financial institutions; financial, credit, and insurance products for the old; medical health service booth; tourism products and service booth
Contacts: Mr. Luo, Mr. Hu
Tel: 86-28-87616272
Fax: 86-28-86620482
Email: lhh.asiexpogroup.com

2015 Lijia Chengdu International Machinery Exhibition
Date: 2015-10-13—2015-10-15
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of CNC machine tools, machining centers, industrial robots and flexible manufacturing cells; lathes, milling machines, grinding machines, drilling machines, boring machines, gear machines, thread machines, cutting machines, special-purpose machine, combination machine tools, etc.; special processing machine tools such as electro processing, laser processing machine tools, etc.
Tel: 86-28-65573957, 15828617981
Fax: 86-28-65573958
Website: cd.cwmte.com.cn

2015 Chengdu Jewelry Fair
Date: 2015-11
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Gems & Jewelry Trade Association of China (GAC)
Organizer: Beijing Zhi Xin Jia Yi Jewelry Cultural Development Co., Ltd
Area: 11500 m²
Exhibits: gemstone, diamond, ruby, sapphire, emerald, aquamarine, jade, opal, crystal, tanzanite, calaite, tourmaline, Paraiba tourmalines, agate, alexandrite, cat's eye, coral, amber, zircon, manufactured gem, pearl, Chinese fresh water pearl, Chinese sea water pearl, Japanese pearl, South Sea Pearl, Tahitian Pearl, Ma Bai bead, cultured pearl, man-made pearl, jewelry, diamond jewelry, gold jewelry, K Platinum Jewelry, platinum jewelry, silver jewelry, pearl jewelry, jade jewelry, gem jewelry, designer's works, precious metal & semi product, clocks and watches, brand clocks and watches, finished product of clocks and watches, jewelry watch & others, auxiliary accessory, pearl jewelry production equipment & tool, testing & measuring instrument of pearl jewelry, package, jewelry props & decorating material, special-purpose lighting apparatus
Contacts: Liang Sidi
Tel: 86-10-58256559
Fax: 86-10-58256545

2015 China Sichuan International Logistics Expo
Date: 2015-11
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Sichuan Sub-Council
Tel: 86-10-84164557
Fax: 86-10-84164507
Email: ig.china@ait-events.com, ait@263.net.cn
Website: www.igchina-expo.com

2015 China International Exhibition on Gases Technology, Equipment & Application
Date: 2015-11-04—2015-11-06
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Industrial Gases Industry Association
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: industrial gas equipment, systems and technologies; gas application technologies; auxiliary equipment and materials of industrial gases; industrial gas transportation and packaging materials; gas analysis and application instrumentation; steel cylinder testing equipment; medical gas equipment; new-type energy-saving gases and their equipment; equipment and containers for automotive clean fuel filling stations; application technologies of RFID and internet of thing in gas industry
Contacts: Song Ning
Tel: 86-10-84164557
Fax: 86-10-84164507
Email: ig.china@ait-events.com, ait@263.net.cn
Website: www.igchina-expo.com

2015 the 13th Sichuan TV Festival & International Broadcasting, TV & Internet Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-11-06—2015-11-08
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: The State Press and Publication Administration, the People's Government of Sichuan Province
Organizer: Sichuan Provincial Administration of Radio, Film and Television
Area: 30000 m²
Contacts: Chen Chuan
Tel: 86-28-86275806
Fax: 86-28-87739922
Email: sctvf@yahoo.com.cn

2015 China (Chengdu) International Modern Industrial Technology Expo
Date: 2015-11-20—2015-11-30
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Machinery Enterprise Management Association, Chinese Association of Automation
Organizer: Shanghai Yachuan Advertising Co., Ltd.
Area: 16000 m²
Fax: 86-21-52686010-809
Website: www.cmit-expo.com

2015 the 3rd Chengdu International Tourism Exhibition
Date: 2015-11-21—2015-11-23
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Conference & Exhibition Management Services PTE Ltd.
Organizer: CEMS (Beijing) Conference & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: national and regional tourist administrations, travel agencies, scenic spots and attractions, hotels, airlines, theme parks, tourist institutions; demonstration and trading of tourist industry chain, such as demonstration of travel supporting, including travel vehicles, tourist photographic equipment, tourist articles and equipment for extreme sports, environment-protection and energy-conservation tourist facilities
Contacts: Shi Jian
Tel: 86-10-84476820
Fax: 86-10-84476822
Email: jane@cemschina.com.cn
Website: sc-citf.com

Taiwan
Gaoxiong

Cross-Strait Boats Exhibition
Date: 2015-05-08—2015-05-11
City: Gaoxiong
Venue: Kaohsiung Business Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Taiwan External Trade Development Council
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: manufacturers of yachts and spare parts
Taipei

The 17th Taipei Imported Furniture Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-02---2015-01-05
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Kuang Hwa International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 5000 m²
Exhibits: Imported Furnitures, etc.
Tel: 886-227951032

Taipei Vegetarian & Medicine Diet Health-Nourishing Exhibition/Taipei International Health Care Industry & Assistance Devices Exhibition/Taipei Buddhist Relics, Ceremony Supplies & Engravings Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-09---2015-01-12
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Key Jung Exhib. Co., Ltd.
Contacts: Ms. Chen
Tel: 886-22799559-111
Fax: 886-227979559
Email: 123@kje.com.tw
Website: www.kje.com.tw/contact.php

The 5th International Winter Travel Exhibition/Taipei Hotel Catering & Souvenir Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-09---2015-01-12
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Kuei Jung Exhib. Co., Ltd., Wei Dien Exhibition Ltd.
Contacts: Ms. Chen
Tel: 886-22799559-111
Email: 123@kje.com.tw
Website: www.kje.com.tw/contact.php

Taipei Pets Winter Show

Date: 2015-01-09---2015-01-12
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Bosstar International Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: popular pet products area, pet food, service, the pet supplies, medicines, clothing,gen handmade goods area, pet medical equipment area, dog, cat show communication area, pet professional books, film area, other galleries pet related products, the game area
Tel: 886-4 24518566
Website: www.pets-show.com.tw/For m2/F101.aspx

2015 Taipei International Shoe Spring & Summer Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-14---2015-01-17
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Tel: 886-2-27255200
Fax: 886-2-27291089
Website: www.herbnat.com.tw/zh_tw/show

2015 Taipei Shoe Spring & Summer Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-14---2015-01-17
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Tainan Leather Products Industry Association

2015 Smart City Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-20---2015-01-23
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Taipei Computer Association

2015 Taipei International Video Game Exhibition

Date: 2015-01-28---2015-02-01
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Taipei Computer Association

2015 the 3rd Taipei International Animation Festival

Date: 2015-02-10---2015-02-15
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Key Jung Exhibit. Co., Ltd.

2015 Taipei International Machine Tool Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-03---2015-03-08
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center(TWTC)
Classification: Other
Host: Taiwan External Trade Development Council, Taiwan External Trade Development Council

2015 the 25th Taipei International Furniture Exhibition/2015 Taipei International Home Decoration Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-12---2015-03-15
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Ruirihua International Enterprise Company Ltd.

The 16th Taipei International Chain & Franchise Exhibition (Spring)

Date: 2015-03-12---2015-03-15
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Association of Chain and Franchise Promotion, Taiwan
Taiwan International Textile & Garment Machinery Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-12---2015-03-15
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Chan Chao International Enterprise Group

2015 Taipei International Bakery Show
Date: 2015-03-13---2015-03-16
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Chan Chao International Enterprise Group

Taipei International Cycle Show
Date: 2015-03-18---2015-03-21
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center(TWTC)
Classification: Other
Host: Taiwan External Trade Development Council, Taiwan External Trade Development Council

Taispo 2015
Date: 2015-03-18---2015-03-21
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Taiwan External Trade Development Council

2015 Taipei International Sports Wear, Cloth & Accessories Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-18---2015-03-21
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Taiwan External Trade Development Council

2015 Taipei International Dive & Water Sport Supplies Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-18---2015-03-21
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Taiwan External Trade Development Council

Date: 2015-03-19---2015-03-21
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Messe Frankfurt New Era Business Media Ltd.

2015 Taiwan International Lighting Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-20---2015-03-23
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Taiwan External Trade Development Council

2015 Taipei International Wedding Dress, Jewelry & Leisure Goods Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-21---2015-03-24
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Taiwan External Trade Development Council

The 27th Taiwan International Furniture & Decorative Material Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-21---2015-03-24
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Taiwan External Trade Development Council

The 25th Summer International Cosmetics Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-21---2015-03-25
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Taiwan External Trade Development Council

2015 Taipei International Bakery Show
Date: 2015-03-26---2015-03-29
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Chan Chao International Enterprise Group
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: baking device and baking the whole plant equipment, baking food exhibition,baking rawmaterials, baking equipment and processing machinery,packaging machinery, packaging bags, gift boxes and packaging materials,frozen, refrigerated, catering equipment, baking related products, coffee and beverage
Tel: 886-2 2659-6000
Fax: 886-02 2659-7000
Email: bakeryshow@chanchao.com.tw
Website: www.tibs.org.tw/index.asp

The 25th Taipei Digital Appliance Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-28---2015-03-31
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Chan Chao International Enterprise Group

The 9th Taipei International Tourism Exhibition (Spring)/Taipei Hotel & Cate Exhibition/Taipei Souvenirs Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-28---2015-03-31
City: Taipei
Cross-Strait Electronic Vehicles Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-01 --- 2015-04-05
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Kuei Jung Exhib. Co., Ltd.
Exhibits: electric cars (electric bicycle, electric motor car, electric four-wheel car, electric scooter), battery, battery control module, motor, equipment and service of charging station, other parts and components

Cross-Strait Chinese Herbal Medicine & Functional Food Exhibition/Taiwan International Medical Treatment Exhibition/ Taiwan International Senior Lifestyle & Health Care Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-01 --- 2015-06-04
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Key Jung Exhibit. Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: TCM, TCM raw materials, health care food/supplies, enginery/functional products, beauty/skincare products, examination devices/equipment, raw materials, equipment and related service, scientific research and development, vegetarian products and other related products and services
Contacts: Ye Youbi
Tel: 886-22725-5200
Fax: 886-22729-1089
Website: http://www.herbnat.com.tw/zh_tw/show

Pets Show Taipei 2015

Date: 2015-07-10 --- 2015-07-13
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Chan Chao International Enterprise Group
Area: 8500 m²
Exhibits: popular pet supplies, pet food service area, pet food, pet supplies and services of various countries, the drug, dress 4 wenchuang hand made goods area, dog, pet medical equipment area of the cat show exchange area, pet professional books, film district 8 other pet related products, display area of the game area
Tel: 866-2-2659-6000
Fax: 866-2-2659-7000
Email: aquapets@chanchao.com.tw
Website: http://www.aquapets-show.com.tw

2015 Cross-Strait Electronics Exhibition/Taipei International Electronics Show

Date: 2015-10-06 --- 2015-10-09
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei World Trade Center
Classification: Other
Host: Chan Chao International Enterprise Group
Exhibits: electronic components, consumer electronics, computer and network, instruments, safety monitoring equipment, automotive electronics, medical electronics, motor industry equipment, wire and cable, power supply equipment, export sales media, industrial attestation, exhibits for both sides of the Taiwan Straits
Tel: 86-22-66224066/88
Fax: 86-22-66224099
Email: chinaimpe@zhenweixp.com
Website: www.ieme.com.cn

Tianjin

2015 China (Tianjin) International New Energy Automobile & Electric Vehicle Forum & Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-09 --- 2015-03-13
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Center
Tel: 86-21-34908699
Fax: 86-21-34908799
Email: liwenexpo@yeah.net
Website: www.neeaect.com

The 11th China (Tianjin) International Equipment Manufacturing Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-12 --- 2015-03-15
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Meijiang Convention Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Mechanism Sub-Council, Zhenwei Expo Group, Tianjin Economic and Information Commission
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Tianjin Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 80000 m²
Exhibits: industrial automation systems and equipment: electrical systems; robot technologies; industrial automation information technologies and software: factory integrated management software, industry IT software, industry basic systems and development tools, factory production software, industrial internet, local area network solutions inside and outside factory; regulator, sensitive components and measuring devices, transmitters, sensors, testing instruments, measuring...
instruments, indicators, electronic measuring instruments, actuators, control valve, locators, weighing devices, signal processors, intelligent instruments, analytical and optical equipment and instruments, laboratory instruments and equipment, system components, parts and controlling accessories, field bus accessories, wires, cables, chassis, chassis shells, connectors, terminals, filters, pumps, valves, optic fiber and mechanical and electrical components, low-voltage electrical appliances, industrial electrical appliances, switches, power supplies, laser and optoelectronic devices.

Contacts: Zhang Hejun, Cai Wei
Tel: 86-22-66224066, 66224088
Fax: 86-22-66224099
Email: chinaciai@chinazhenwei.com.cn
Website: www.chinaciai.com.cn/Meijiang.html

The 11th China (Tianjin) International Machine Tools Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-12—2015-03-15
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Meijiang Convention Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Mechanism Sub-Council, Tianjin Economic and Information Commission, Zhenwei Expo Group
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Tianjin Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 80000 ㎡
Exhibits: metal-cutting machine tool, electro machining, laser processing and other non-traditional machine tools, metal forming machinery, metal cutting and welding equipment, mould and panel processing equipment, industrial robot, flexible manufacturing cell and manufacturing system, NC system, servo drive device, computer application technology, network technology, automation technology and complete sets of equipment, software manufacture technology, testing instruments, measurement instruments and tools, abrasive materials and tools, super hard materials, coated abrasive tools, machine tool accessories, functional components, electric apparatus for machine tool, pneumatic hydraulic elements and devices, digital display devices
Contacts: Deng Xiaohui
Tel: 86-22-66224066/4088
Website: www.imte.com.cn

2015 Tianjin Aviation & Space Flight Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-16—2015-03-20
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Mechanism Sub-Council, Tianjin Economic and Information Commission, Zhenwei Expo Group
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Tianjin Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-22-87945928
Fax: 86-22-87945928

2015 China (Tianjin) International Buddhist Culture Supplies Expo

Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-23
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Other
Organizer: Tianjin Interstellar Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 ㎡
Exhibits: buddha figure, perfume, articles for worshipping, lamp and lantern, paper product, candle, monk suit & silk product, palace supplies and buddhist handicraft, book, painting & video, agarwood culture, vegetarian food industry, various zen tea & tea set
Contacts: Liu Juan
Tel: 86-22-87945928
Fax: 86-22-87945928

2015 the 10th Tianjin International Gift, Artware & Home Supplies Expo

Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-23
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Tianjin Arts And Crafts Trade Association
Organizer: Tianjin International Exhibition Centre Co., Ltd., Tianjin Interstellar Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 ㎡
Exhibits: gift & giveaways, resin artistic products, festival gifts, root&wood carving, crystal & glass products, pottery & toy, advertising promotional gifts, packaging & paper products, timepiece, dest & wall calendar, photo frame & decorative painting, touring supplies, ceroplastic, lacquerware, etc. artware: rattan & iron artware, crystal, glaze & glass artware; ceramics & textile; sculptures; metal accessories, artifact & novelty, glass accessories, rooting & rosewood furniture, boutique housing, home decoration, kitchen supplies, tableware, home artistic display parts, electronics, daily necessaries, home textile, jade, bamboo, wood & straw product etc.
Tel: 86-22-83701162, 83701182
Fax: 86-22-83701009
Email: xingjiexpo@126.com

2015 Artware, Gift & Red Wood Furniture Exhibition/The 2nd Season of Tianjin Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-27—2015-03-30
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Meijiang Convention Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Tianjin Commission of Commerce
Organizer: China Xingji Convention & Exhibition Group, Tianjin Interstellar Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 24000 ㎡
Exhibits: gift & giveaways, artware, boutique household supplies, textile, rattan & steel artware.
Tel: 86-22-83701182
Fax: 86-22-83701009
Email: xingjiexpo@126.com
Website: www.tjlpz.com

2015 the 9th China (Tianjin) International Building Material & Decoration Expo/The 3rd China International Building Material & Decoration Expo

Date: 2015-04
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Meijiang Convention Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Organizer: Tianjin Bojian International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000 ㎡
Exhibits: green architectures, doors and windows, sanitary ceramics, kitchen facilities, hardware, glass, stairs, interior decorative materials, electricity, water saving products and green technology, shading, heating system, household products

Website: www.tjlpz.com
2015 the 10th Tianjin Jewelry Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-03—2015-04-07
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Meijiang Convention Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Tianjin Bureau of Geology and Minerals Exploration, Tianjin Commission of Commerce, People’s Government of Hexi District of Tianjin Municipality, Taiwan Affairs Office of Tianjin, Gem & Jewelry Trade Association of Tianjin, Taiwan Gemological Association, Tianjin Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Tianjin Baoxie Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Tianjin Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Tianjin Baoxie Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: diamond and gem, jewelry, gold products
Contacts: Wang Zhen
Tel: 86-22-83711728
Fax: 86-22-83713578
Email: tjqy6666@163.com
Website: www.qiyangtj.com

2015 the 5th China (Tianjin) International Electronic Production Equipment Electronics Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Tianjin Bureau of Geology and Minerals Exploration, Tianjin Commission of Commerce, People’s Government of Hexi District of Tianjin Municipality, Taiwan Affairs Office of Tianjin, Gem & Jewelry Trade Association of Tianjin, China Taiwan Gemological Association, Tianjin Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Tianjin Baoxie Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Taiwan Gemological Association, Tianjin Baoxie Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Tianjin Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Tianjin Baoxie Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-22-28233538,58581918
Fax: 86-22-28233538
Email: yuhuazhanlan2@126.com

2015 the 12th China (Tianjin) International Fine Chemicals Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Host: Tianjin Bureau of Geology and Minerals Exploration, Tianjin Commission of Commerce, People’s Government of Hexi District of Tianjin Municipality, Taiwan Affairs Office of Tianjin, Gem & Jewelry Trade Association of Tianjin, China Taiwan Gemological Association, Tianjin Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Tianjin Baoxie Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Tianjin Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Tianjin Baoxie Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: 86-22-28233538
Fax: 86-22-28233538
Email: yuhua_expo@sina.com
Website: www.tsf-expo.com/tsf-expo

2015 the 12th China (Tianjin) International Coating, Electroplate & Surface Treatment Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Tianjin Yuhua Exhibition Service Corporation
Area: 5500 m²
Exhibits: painting equipment and production line, mechanical and chemical treatment, electroplating technology and plating solution, surface treatment and finishing equipment and engineering, thermal spraying technology and equipment, corrosion preventive technology, constructing technology and equipment for corrosion preventive project, control, analysis & measuring instrument, environmental protection technology & product, computer and software, publication, media, engineering and consulting service, related new technology, new production process, new product, etc., electroplating plant, surface treating plant, coating plant, electroplating for metal and various alloy, plastic electroplating, nonconductor metallization, vacuum plating, electric brushing plating, anodic oxidation, electrophoresis coloring, various coating process, Daclubmet process, and other surface treating and processing technology
Contacts: Chen Hao
Tel: 86-22-28233538,58581918
Fax: 86-22-28233538
Email: yuhuazhanlan2@126.com

2015 China (Tianjin) Investment Trade Fair/PECC International Trade & Investment Expo

Date: 2015-05-15—2015-05-19
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Meijiang Convention Center
Classification: Economics and Trade
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, the People’s Government of Tianjin Municipality, ALL China Federation of Returned Overseas Chinese, China General Chamber of Commerce, China Association of Enterprises with Foreign Investment
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: international exhibition gallery; domestic exhibition gallery; large central enterprises exhibition gallery; imported and exported commodity exhibition gallery, furniture exhibition gallery, wines exhibition gallery; car exhibition gallery; tea exhibition gallery; constructing technology and equipment for corrosion preventive project, spraying technology and equipment, corrosion preventive technology, surface treatment and finishing equipment and engineering, thermal spraying technology and equipment, corrosion preventive technology, constructing technology and equipment for corrosion preventive project, control, analysis & measuring instrument, environmental protection technology & product, computer and software, publication, media, engineering and consulting service, related new technology, new production process, new product, etc., electroplating plant, surface treating plant, coating plant, electroplating for metal and various alloy, plastic electroplating, nonconductor metallization, vacuum plating, electric brushing plating, anodic oxidation, electrophoresis coloring, various coating process, Daclubmet process, and other surface treating and processing technology
Contacts: Gong Jing, Liu Xinyuan
Tel: 86-22-23537159, 86-22-83521091
Fax: 86-22-23537155
Email: hzhb123@126.com
Website: www.tjqtjh.cn

2015 Circum-Bohai-Sea Electronics Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-22—2015-05-24
City: Tianjin  
Venue: Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment  
Organizer: Tianjin Institute of Electronics  
Area: 38000 m²  
Exhibits: electronic manufacture equipment, electronic elements  
Tel: 86-22-58056223, 86-22-58056232  
Fax: 86-22-28225529

2015 Tianjin International Marine Technology & Engineering Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-23—2015-05-25  
City: Tianjin  
Venue: Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment  
Host: Maritime Branch of China High-tech Industrialization Association (CHIA), National Energy Administration Marine Engineering Research Centre  
Organizer: Shanghai Kunhui Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.  
Area: 10000 m²  
Exhibits: ocean engineering and oil and gas equipment; ship building and supporting equipment; marine science and technology and resources development and utilization technologies and equipment; marine heavy corrosion protection technologies and equipment  
Contacts: Qian Gang  
Tel: 86-21-36177795  
Fax: 86-21-51069101  
Email: hyl_qiangang@126.com  
Website: www.cpoe-tjexpo.com

2015 the 6th Tianjin Binhai International Automobile Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-30—2015-06-02  
City: Tianjin  
Venue: Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Transportation  
Host: Tianjin Soucai Conference and Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Tianjin Soucai Conference and Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.  
Area: 8000 m²  
Exhibits: limousine, sports car, SUV, MPV, limo, car service products, etc.  
Contacts: Ms. Liu, Mr. Han  
Tel: 86-22-60877286, 60877287, 60877959  
Fax: 86-22-81565858  
Email: soucaihizihan@163.com  
Website: www.tjsoucai.cn

2015 the 5th China (Tianjin) International Medical Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-25—2015-06-27  
City: Tianjin  
Venue: Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Medical Service  
Host: Ministry of Science and Technology of the People’s Republic of China, the People's Government of Tianjin Municipality, Tianjin Hengxin Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 20000 m²  
Exhibits: medical devices: diagnosis and treatment equipment, nursing equipment and apparatus in wards, auxiliary equipment, telemedicine systems, medical information systems, and office automation systems for hospitals; medical dressings and emergency: magnetic resonance equipment, surgery room, emergency room, equipment and apparatus for medical waste processing equipment, medical software and information processing systems, medical media and related services  
Contacts: Zhang Xifeng  
Tel: 86-22-66377650  
Fax: 86-22-66377658  
Website: www.china-cimec.com

2015 the 6th China (Binhai Tianjin) International Eco-city Forum & Expo

Date: 2015-06-25—2015-06-27  
City: Tianjin  
Venue: Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Classification: Environmental Protection  
Host: National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of the People’s Republic of China, the People's Government of Tianjin Municipality, China Center for International Economic Exchanges  
Organizer: ThePeople's Government of Tianjin Binhai New District  
Area: 37000 m²  
Exhibits: Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco achievements booth, ecological city demonstration booth, green ecological city booth, new energy application booth, cyclic economy booth, green building and energy efficiency booth, ecological low-carbon experience booth, and latest concept, technology, products and equipment of national and local ecological city planning design, ecological city landscape design, residential and housing design, green building, water resources utilization and processing, ecological environmental technology, cyclic economy and energy-efficient technology and materials, new mechanical equipment, and smart city management
Tel: 86-22-66377668, 86-22-66377669
Fax: 86-22-66377658
Website: www.binhaiforum.org

2015 North China Reproductive Health & Adult Products Expo/The 3rd Tianjin Sex Culture Festival
Date: 2015-07
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin International Exhibition Centre
Classification: Medical Service
Organizer: Tianjin International Exhibition Centre Co., Ltd., Zhongbo (Tianjin) International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: adults' private articles; sexual underwear; products of family planning; health service agencies; sex education products and audio and video products; medical products; healthcare food; cosmetics; female and male examination, diagnosis and treatment equipment
Contacts: Ms. Ji
Tel: 86-22-28012978
Fax: 86-22-28012993
Email: 2978579131@qq.com

2015 International Fair of China (Binhai Tianjin) Cultural & Creative Industry
Date: 2015-08
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Culture & Arts
Host: Ministry of Culture of the People’s Republic of China, Culture Industry Department, Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film & TV of Tianjin Municipality, Tianjin Binhai District Government
Organizer: Publicity Department of Tianjin Binhai New District Party Committee of the CPC, Bureau of Radio and Television of Binhai New District, Tianjin Binhai International Conference & Exhibition Centre
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: demonstration base of China excellent culture enterprise & culture industry, film & television, game, design, construction, advertisement, multimedia, publication, cultural product manufacturing, intangible cultural heritage, traditional national handcraft, cultural tourism scenic spot; 2. lettering & carving by famous master, cross-straight print; 3. onsite interactive activity & professional business negotiation activity between excellent animation enterprise & animation fans; 4. international; 5. collective appearance show of Tianjin city & Bin hai elite animation enterprise; 6. exhibition hall includes Cosplay happy tour, exhibition sale of animation & related derivatives, i.e. League of Legends & dnf electronic sports, board game competition, photography competition, animation game competition, and animation fans interactive experience
Tel: 86-22-23755509,86-22-87930581
Fax: 86-22-87930581
Email: wenchuang2013@163.com

2015 the 11th China (Tianjin) International Metals Working Technology & Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-08-18—2015-08-21
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Mechanism Sub-Council, Tianjin Economic and Information Commission, Zhenwei Exhibition Group Tianjin Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000 m²
Exhibits: metal cutting & forming machine tool & processing centre,normal & automation machine tool, milling, boring, sawing, slotting, broaching, planing & gear-making machine, combined machine tool & accessories, processing centre, drilling & tapping machine tool, manufacturing unit, system & automation equipment, instrument processing & grinding machine tool, metal sheet cutting machine tools & processing centre, straightening, wire-forming, punching & nibbling machine, non-traditional processing machine tool, electrical discharge machine forming processing, wire cutting equipment, electrochemistry processing equipment, flame, plasm & water jet cutting equipment
Contacts: Deng Xiaohui, Zhang Hangyu
Tel: 86-22-66224066, 66224088
Fax: 86-22-66224099
Email: chinaimpe@zhenweiexpo.com
Website: www.chinaimpe.com.cn

The 14th China (Tianjin) International Industry Automation Technical & Equipment Exhibition
Date: 2015-08-18—2015-08-21
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Zhenwei Expo Group, Tianjin Commission of Commerce, Tianjin Economic and Information Commission, China Non-ferrous Metals Fabrication Industrial Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Mechanism Sub-Council, China Machinery Industry Federation
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Tianjin Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd., Zhenwei Exhibition Group Tianjin Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Website: www.binhai.chinaciai.com.cn/

2015 the 7th Tianjin Wedding Expo
Date: 2015-10-18—2015-10-19
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Meijiang Convention Center
Classification: Other
Organizer: www.591wed.com
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: weddingphotography, jewelry, wedding dress, wedding services, wedding hotels, wedding supplies, honeymoon tour.
Contacts: Ms. Li
Tel: 86-22-58325916, 58325918
Fax: 86-22-58325916
Website: www.591wed.com/expo-tj.php

2015 Tianjin World Consumer Goods Expo/Tianjin International Imported Commodities Fair
Date: 2015-11
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Binhai International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Economics and Trade
Organizer: Tianjin Sanyi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: arts and crafts, foods, wines, coffees, yachts, cars, recreational vehicles, etc.
Contacts: Gao Yang
Tel: 86-10-59572697
Fax: 86-10-58850889
Email: xingfulibeijing@163.com
2015 Tianjin Hotel Supplies Exhibition

Date: 2015-12
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin MeiJiang Convention Center
Classification: Travel & Hotel
Host: Tourism Bureau of Tianjin City
Area: 11000 m²
Exhibits: kitchen catering equipment & supplies, Chinese & western kitchen equipment, kitchen stove, kitchen cutting tool, banquet meal furnace, stainless kitchenware, induction cooker, fast food equipment, baking equipment, refrigeration equipment, refrigerated cabinet, plastic wrap, aluminum foil, food machinery, dishwasher, ice machine, water heater, exhaust equipment, environmental protection equipment, beer set, hotel furniture, hotel catering furniture, hotel suit furniture, hotel room furniture, hotel sofa, hotel matts, archaize decoration furniture, banquet furniture, outdoor furniture, leisure furniture, electric dining table, induction-cooker dining table, etc., desktop supplies, stainless steel tableware, bamboo & wood tableware, ceramic tableware, glass tableware, melamine tableware, cooking utensils, spirit stote, glassware, glass turntable, gold & silver ware, chopsticks, guest room, ancillary electric appliance, titanium & hotel lobby supplies, hotel television, telephone, safe, electronic lock, kettle, consumable, room service vehicle & catering vehicle, bed head control system, room lamp, umbrella shelf, Speech Table, hotel lobby sign, palm tree & sculpture decoration
Tel: 86-20-87623656
Website: www.gzhoshow.com

2015 Hong Kong Toys & Games Fair

Date: 2015-01-12—2015-01-15
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 57070 m²
Exhibits: brand name gallery, children's world, hobby toy, magic trick supplies and models, mechanical toy, action figures, candy toy, educational toy and game, electric & remote control toy, comprehensive toy product, outdoor and sports supplies, paper product & toy package, holiday & party supplies, toy components & spare parts, new generation of intelligent toy, soft toy and baby doll, testing & certifying service, video game
Contacts: Liu Ping
Tel: 852-22404448
Fax: 852-28240026
Email: exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/hktoyfair/sc

2015 Hong Kong International Stationery Fair

Date: 2015-01-12—2015-01-14
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Stationery
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 5061 m²
Exhibits: creative handworks, school children articles, writing equipment and paper products, gift stationary, office supplies
Contacts: Liang Biyu
Tel: 852-22404271
Fax: 852-28240026
Email: exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/hktoyfair/sc

2015 Hong Kong Baby Products Fair

Date: 2015-01-12—2015-01-15
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 16135 m²
Exhibits: brand name gallery, infant's bedding item and furniture, infant's fashion house, infant's food and health care product, infants' gifts and souvenirs, infant's skin care and bathing product, infant's toy, gaming and educational supplies, infant education supplies and pregnant women supplies, infant electric appliance, infant's stroller and chair
Tel: 852-18306680
Fax: 852-28240249
Email: hktdc@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/fair/hkbabyfair

The 13th World Boutique Hong Kong

Date: 2015-01-19—2015-01-22
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Textile & Costume
Lohas Expo 2015

Date: 2015-02-05---2015-02-07
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Yingbai Advertisement Planning Company Ltd
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: Asia provides a huge market for Lohas products to explore. Lohas has, after popularizing in Japan, made fast developments in China, South Korea, and Taiwan and even in other areas of Asia-pacific region. A market research on Asia-Pacific region in 2010, made by Natural Marketing Institute (NMI) and LOHAS Asia, indicated that consumers had the strong demands for health and green products; around 300 million consumers in Asian countries and areas were willing to pay a higher price, comparing to that of ordinary products, for natural and organic, eco-friendly and energy-saving and sustainable LOHAS products; and thousands of companies were targeting on this market full of business opportunities.
Tel: 852-27860998
Fax: 852-27860983
Email: contact@lohasexpohk.com
Website: www.lohasexpohk.com

2015 Vegetarian Food Asia

Date: 2015-02-05---2015-02-07
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Yingbai Advertisement Planning Company Ltd.
Area: 3000 m²
Exhibits: fruit and vegetable, honey sweet, nut and preserved fruit, rice and flour, seed and plant, bread and baked food, pastry, candy and chocolate, condiment, vegetarian nutritional supplement, vanilla and spice, ice cream, macrobiotic food, raw food and organic food, cooking oil, beverage, biscuit and refreshment, cheese and poultry product
Tel: 852-27860998
Fax: 852-27860983
Email: go@vegfoodasia.com
Website: www.vegfoodasia.com

2015 C3 in Hong Kong

Date: 2015-02-06---2014-02-08
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Yingbai Advertisement Planning Company Ltd.
Area: 4200 m²
Exhibits: animation products, stage performances etc.
Tel: 852-24816594
Fax: 852-24188881
Email: info@c3hk.com.hk

2015 Hong Kong International Fur & Fashion Fair

Date: 2015-02-25---2015-02-28
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Fur Federation
Area: 8500 m²
Exhibits: fur, raw materials, fashion & accessories
Hong Kong International Jewelry Show
Date: 2015-03-01—2015-03-28
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 78786 m²
Exhibits: jewelry, silver jewelry, antique jewelry, tools and instruments, jewelry publications and service, brand watches and clocks, man-made jewelry, jewelry accessories, emerald, gemstone displaying and packaging supplies, trade associations, complete watches, and clocks
Contacts: Zou Zhuoyao
Tel: 852-22404157
Fax: 852-28240026
Email: exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/fair/hkjewellery-sc

2015 Hong Kong International Diamond, Gem & Pearl Show
Date: 2015-03-01—2015-03-28
City: Hong Kong
Venue: AsiaWorld-Expo Management Limited, AsiaWorld-Expo, Hong Kong International Airport, Lantau, Hong Kong, China
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 44302 m²
Exhibits: diamond, pearls, precious gems and semi-precious stones
Contacts: Wen Youxin
Tel: 852-22404472
Fax: 852-28240026
Email: exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/hkdgp/sc

2015 Hong Kong International Diamond & Gem Show
Date: 2015-03-02—2015-03-06
City: Hong Kong
Venue: AsiaWorld-Expo Management Limited, AsiaWorld-Expo, Hong Kong International Airport, Lantau, Hong Kong, China
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 44302 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of diamonds, precious gems, pearls and semi-precious stones
Contacts: Chen Zhihao
Tel: 852-22404056
Fax: 852-28240026
Email: exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/hkgdgp/sc

2015 Hong Kong International Film & TV Market
Date: 2015-03-23—2015-03-26
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Exhibits: film, TV program, cartoon, digital entertainment game, digital effect and music publication and production companies, theater and cinema companies, video tape and CD manufacture, publishing and renting companies, wireless TV, cable TV, subscription TV and satellite broadcast companies, radio broadcast, online broadcast, production and post-production service, film and TV technology and equipment, entertainment service suppliers, patent licensing companies, film festivals, film exhibition organizers, industrial associations, professional financing and entertainment service
Tel: 852-1830668
Fax: 852-28240249
Email: filmart@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/fair/hkfilmart-sc

2015 Hong Kong International Lighting Fair (Spring)
Date: 2015-04-06—2015-04-09
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 26226 m²
Exhibits: intellectual property business zone, commercial lighting, decorative lighting, displays, world LED and environmental lighting, lighting fittings and components, trade service and publications for professional and outdoor lighting, and chandelier world
Contacts: Wang Xiufen
Tel: 852-22404472
Fax: 852-28240026
Email: exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/hklightingfairse/sc

Global Sources Electronic Products & Parts Fair/Global Sources Korean Electronic Products & Parts Fair/Global Sources Security Products Fair
Date: 2015-04-11—2015-04-14
City: Hong Kong
Venue: AsiaWorld-Expo Management Limited, AsiaWorld-Expo, Hong Kong International Airport, Lantau, Hong Kong, China
Classification: Other
Host: Global Resource Company
Exhibits: consumable electronics and accessories, home movie and entertainment equipment, personal digital & electrical product, communication and wireless product, mobile phone and accessories, automotive electrical products, audio equipment & accessories, computer terminal and peripheral products, electrical parts, security products, Apple peripheral products and accessories, special purpose packet of electrical products, tablet computer, mobile devices and accessories

2015 International Information Technology Expo
Date: 2015-04-13—2015-04-16
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 8981 m²
Exhibits: cloud and mobile commercial applications, computers and peripheral equipment, electronic logistics and retail technology, business solutions, information technology outsourcing service, local creative technology, mobile and digital marketing, smart phones and tablet computers, telecommunication, networks and data centers, business service, and wireless technology
Contacts: Li Peici
Tel: 852-22404583
Fax: 852-28240249/28240026
Hong Kong Electronics Fair (Spring)
Date: 2015-04-13—2015-04-16
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 65027 m²
Exhibits: 3D printing, audio-visual products, electronic products for babies, IPR business, key parts, digital image and video products, environmental production and energy conservation, electronic accessories, computer game products, electronic manufacturing service, electronic building and production technology, electronic entertainment, exhibitors, bodybuilding products, electronic products for health care, household appliances, I-World, automotive electronics and navigating systems, innovations and inventions, HD display, OA, and equipment, packaging and design, personal electronics, security products, characteristic household appliances, telecommunication products, testing and authentication service, commercial and trading service
Contacts: Zuo Zhaoyao
Tel: 852-22404157
Fax: 852-28240026
Email: exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/sc/hkelectronicsfair

Global Sources Mobile Electronic Products Fair
Date: 2015-04-18—2015-04-21
City: Hong Kong
Venue: AsiaWorld-Expo Management Limited, AsiaWorld-Expo, Hong Kong International Airport, Lantau, Hong Kong, China
Classification: Other
Host: Global Resource Company
Exhibits: smart phones, tablet PC, wearable equipment, and mobile accessories

Hong Kong International Home Textiles & Furnishings Fair
Date: 2015-04-20—2015-04-23
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 4910 m²
Exhibits: artful textile gallery, infant's and bedroom textiles, bathroom and kitchen textiles, carpet and floor products, home cloth-art decorative products, fashionable supplies and accessories for window, designing program and trading service
Contacts: Huang Jieyi
Tel: 852-22404504
Fax: 852-28240026
Email: exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/sc/hkhometextilesfair

2015 Hong Kong Textiles and Furnishings Fair
Date: 2015-04-20—2015-04-23
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 48182 m²
Exhibits: artificial flower decoration, hardware & manual assembled product, infant's and children's home supplies, health care & personal care product, bar wares, home decoration supplies and handicrafts, bathroom supplies, kitchenware, kitchen utensil, beauty and fitness supplies, oil painting and art, wax and aromatherapy accessories, pet supplies, cleaning appliance, elderly supplies, environmental protection supplies, small household electric appliance, furniture, tableware, gardening & outdoor supplies, trading service
Contacts: Wang Xufen
Tel: 852-22404888
Fax: 852-21699029
Email: exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/fair/hkhousewarefair

Hong Kong International Printing & Packaging Fair
Date: 2015-04-27—2015-04-30
City: Hong Kong
Venue: AsiaWorld-Expo, Hong Kong
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council, CIEC Hong Kong Huagang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 8350 m²
Exhibits: printing service, packaging service, packaging solutions for food and beverage, printing supplies and packaging materials, advanced packaging and printing special area, printing and packaging equipment, equipment printing and packaging equipment and systems integrated prepress and trading service integrated packaging solutions
Contacts: Lin Kaier
Tel: 852-22404189
Fax: 852-35438716
Email: pamela.wt.yau@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/fair/hkprintpackfair-en

Hong Kong Gift & Premium Fair
Date: 2015-04-27—2015-04-30
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 7504 m²
Exhibits: propaganda gifts, art gallery, beauty workshop, Christmas lights, company gifts, fashion jewelry and accessories, small furnishings and decorations, comprehensive gifts, green gifts, Hong Kong design new power, accessories of smart cellphones and tablet computers, gorgeous jewelry gallery, luggage and tourism supplies, packaging products, party and festival supplies, wedding gifts and supplies, personal and health gifts, painting frames, silk towel and tie, stationery and paper products, sun glasses, technology gifts, detection and certification service, toys and sports supplies, trade service, souvenirs and boutiques for trips, umbrellas and outdoor products, and watches and clocks
Contacts: Chen Bitao
Tel: 852-22404150
Fax: 852-28240026
Email: exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/fair/hkgiftsupremiumfair-sc

Global Sources Housewares Fair/Global Sources Gift & Premiums Fair/Global Sources Underwear & Swimwear Fair/Global Sources Fashion Clothing & Accessory Fair/Global Sources India Clothing & Accessory Fair
Date: 2015-04-27—2015-04-30
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 65027 m²
Exhibits: 3D printing, audio-visual products, electronic products for babies, IPR business, key parts, digital image and video products, environmental production and energy conservation, electronic accessories, computer game products, electronic manufacturing service, electronic building and production technology, electronic entertainment, exhibitors, bodybuilding products, electronic products for health care, household appliances, I-World, automotive electronics and navigating systems, innovations and inventions, HD display, OA, and equipment, packaging and design, personal electronics, security products, characteristic household appliances, telecommunication products, testing and authentication service, commercial and trading service
Contacts: Zuo Zhaoyao
Tel: 852-22404157
Fax: 852-28240026
Email: exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/sc/hkelectronicsfair
City: Hong Kong
Venue: AsiaWorld-Expo, Hong Kong
Classification: Other
Host: Global Resource Company
Exhibits: luggage and bag product, building material & decorative product, general home supplies, household electrical appliance and health care supplies, kitchenware and restaurant supplies
Tel: 852-28041500
Fax: 852-25283103
Email: exhibit@hkesallworld.com
Website: hofex.com/showinfo/about-hofex

The 16th International Exhibition of Food & Drink, Hotel, Restaurant and Catering Equipment, Supplies & Services
Date: 2015-05-06---2015-05-09
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Travel & Hotel
Host: Hong Kong Exhibition Services Ltd. (HKES)
Area: 60000 m²
Exhibits: food and beverage, wine, liquor and beer, coffee & tea, hotel catering technology & software application, coffee & tea industrial park, wine avenue and liquor square, catering equipment, baking equipment & material, hotel supplies and interior decorating equipment, natural & organic food, SPA and health care, equipment for catering service and supply
Contacts: Yu Jiaqi
Tel: 852 2804 1500
Fax: 852 2528 3103
Email: exhibit@hkesallworld.com
Website: http://hofex.com/showinfo/about-hofex

Hong Kong International Medical Devices & Supplies Fair
Date: 2015-05-18---2015-05-20
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Exhibits: accident and emergency treatment equipment, building technology, hospital furniture, TCM equipment, communication, systems and information technology, dental equipment and supplies, electronic medical diagnostic equipment, medical technology, equipment in testing rooms, parts and materials of medical equipment, medical cosmetic instruments and supplies, physical therapy, orthopedics, rehabilitation technology and equipment, medical textiles, trade service and publications
Website: www.hktdc.com/fair/hkmedicalfair

ITE & MICE 2015
Date: 2015-06-11---2015-06-14
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: TKS Exhibition Services Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: airlines, airport services, scenic spots, museums, theme parks, cruise trip, vehicles, overseas wedding, honeymoon, hotels, tourist associations, online technology for tourism, tourist products and services providers, study tours, travel agencies, tourist media, tourist training, tourist insurance and financing, health tours
Tel: 852-31550600
Fax: 852-35201500
Website: www.itehk.com/ITEHK

2015 Hong Kong Fashion Week (Spring&Summer)
Date: 2015-07-06---2015-07-09
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Exhibits: new clothing and accessories

Hong Kong International Tea Fair
Date: 2015-08-13---2015-08-15
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Exhibits: famous teas from various regions, processed teas, tea drinks, tea foods, tea packaging, tea sets and tea technologies, etc.
Website: http://www.hktdc.com/fair/hkteafair-en/Hong-Kong-International-Tea-Fair.html

Hong Kong International Conference & Exhibition of the Modernization of Chinese Medicine & Health Products
Date: 2015-08-13---2015-08-15
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Exhibits: TCM and health products and service

2015 Hong Kong Food Expo
Date: 2015-08-13---2015-08-15
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Exhibits: bread &pastry, alcoholic &alcoholic-free beverage, snack, canned &processed food, instant food, fresh food &vegetables,green &organic food,kitchen ware,seafood &seasoning

2015 Hong Kong Food Expo
Date: 2015-08-13---2015-08-15
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Exhibits: brand wristwatch, complete watch & clock machinery and equipment, packaging supplies, spare parts and components

Hong Kong Watch & Clock Fair
Date: 2015-09-08---2015-09-12
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Exhibits: brand wristwatch, complete watch & clock machinery and equipment, packaging supplies, spare parts and components

Fashion Access 2015
Date: 2015-10-07---2015-10-09
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Exhibits: handbag, shoes, small leather product, daily fashionable accessory and apparel
Cashmere World

Date: 2015-10-07---2015-10-09
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: UBM Asia Ltd. Taiwan Branch
Exhibits: cashmere raw materials, yarn, fabric, garment, and fashion accessories; lifestyle cashmere supplies, parts and accessories; chemical raw materials and dyes processing, cashmere mechanical equipment, cashmere testing, and business service (including business associations and the media)
Tel: 86-991-2322197
Fax: 86-991-2321606
Email: 474425312@qq.com

Hong Kong Electronics Fair (Autumn)

Date: 2015-10-13---2015-10-16
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Exhibits: high-quality electronic technology, components and integral parts, display technology and photovoltaic technology

Electronic Asia 2015

Date: 2015-10-13---2015-10-16
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council

2015 Hong Kong International Lighting Fair (Autumn)

Date: 2015-10-27---2015-10-30
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Exhibits: video and audio product, branded electronics, environmental protection and energy reservation, I-World, packaging & designing, navigation system, creation and invention, communication equipment, testing and certifying service, etc.

Hong Kong Optical Fair

Date: 2015-11-04---2015-11-06
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: 3D glasses, brand glasses, contact lenses and accessories, eye testing instruments, accessories of glasses, glasses, frames and lenses, children’s glasses and accessories, optical instruments, equipment and machinery, reading glasses, safety goggles, sport and professional glasses, sunglasses and other service
http://www.hktdc.com

2015 Hong Kong International Wine & Spirits Fair

Date: 2015-11-05---2015-11-07
City: Hong Kong
Venue: The Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
Classification: Other
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Exhibits: wine, beer, liquor and other alcoholic beverages & alcohol production, alcohol education and logistic service, etc.

Xinjiang

Kashi

2015 the 14th South Xinjiang Agriculture Expo

Date: 2015-03-18---2015-03-20
City: Kashi
Venue: Kashi International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Host: Kashi Agricultural Administration, Agriculture Department of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, Kashgar Animal Husbandry Bureau
Organizer: Lanzhou Bowang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 6500 m²
Exhibits: fertilizers exhibition gallery, pesticides exhibition gallery, seeds exhibition gallery, agricultural machineries and forestry and fruit industry exhibition gallery
Contacts: Yang Hui
Tel: 86-991-2322197
Fax: 86-991-2321606
Email: 474425312@qq.com

Kelamayi

2015 China (Karamayi) International Petroleum Equipment & Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-09
City: Kelamayi
Venue: Karamay International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Zhenwei Expo Group
Tel: 86-29-87818002, 87818005
Fax: 86-29-87812358
Email: 719395624@qq.com

Urumqi

2015 the 18th China (Xinjiang) International Heating, Energy-Saving and Emission Reduction Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-15---2015-04-17
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Zhenwei Expo Group, Shaanxi Civil Construction Society, Housing Industrialization Promotion Center of Shanxi Construction Department
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Shanshui Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd., Zhenwei Exhibition Group Xinjiang Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: heating technologies and equipment: heating cables, electro-thermal films, carbon crystals and other new type electric heating technologies; solar thermal, heat-pump-supplied and geothermal heating technologies; gas and electric heaters; heat pump air-conditioning and ventilation building environment equipment: central fresh air ventilation system, water and air source heat pump systems, central air conditioners, fans, coils, air ducts, blast nozzles, air curtains and other ventilation equipment; central dust collection systems; constant temperature and humidity systems; air conditioners' cleaning, testing and maintenance equipment; Indoor air testing and purification treatment equipment; water treatment technologies; central water purification systems, automatic control equipment and pumps, valves, pipes and other attached equipment; heat meters, gas furnaces, heat supply networks; air conditioning and heating system's automatic operation control equipment; electric heating equipment, heating and ventilation valves, pipes and pipe fittings; waste heat recovery and energy conservation and emissions reduction technologies; building water supply and drainage equipment
Contacts: Fan Min
Tel: 86-29-87818002, 87818005
Fax: 86-29-87812358
Email: 719395624@qq.com

2015 the 3rd Xinjiang International Hotel Supplies Expo

Date: 2015-07-11—2015-07-13
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Travel & Hotel
Host: Department of Commerce of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, Investment Bureau of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, Economic Technology Coordination Office of Xinjiang Production and Construction Corp., Zhenwei Expo Group
Organizer: Xinjiang Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Tianjin Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Contacts: Xie Huanhuan
Tel: 86-991-2351003
Fax: 86-991-2303979
Email: xiehuanhuan@zhenweiexpo.com
Website: www.xjihse.com

2015 the 4th China (Xinjiang) International Building Energy-Saving & New-Type Building Material Exhibition

Date: 2015-07-20—2015-07-22
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: The Economic & Information Commission of Xinjiang, Department of Science and Technology of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, Economic and Technological Cooperation Office of the People's Government of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, Administrative Office of Construction Material Industry of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Shanxi Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: energy-saving & heat-preservation materials, new-type paint & waterproof materials, artistic & colorized terrace, air-free coating machine, dry-mixed mortar, mortar finished products & auxiliaries, new-type building technical products, space truss membrane structure, metal structure manufacturing equipment & auxiliary technology, steel structure, safety protection industrial system, combined houses, color coated sheet, light steel combined house, trailer coach, stereo garage equipment, steel structure door, building material machinery & equipment, energy-saving door & window, curtain wall
Contacts: Liu Kai
Tel: 86-991-2351003
Fax: 86-991-2303979
Email: lukeliu@zhenweiexpo.com
Website: www.xjihse.com

2015 the 5th China (Xinjiang) International Engineering, Construction Machinery & Transport Vehicle Expo

Date: 2015-07-22—2015-07-24
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Organizer: Xinjiang Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Tianjin Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: excavating machinery, earth moving machinery, road construction and maintenance machinery, compact machinery, piling and underground engineering machinery, project hoisting machinery, industrial vehicle, rock drilling machinery, bridge constructing machinery, aerial work machinery, and other specialized engineering machinery, etc., concrete machinery, Tower crane and construction hoist, construction elevator, rebar and pre-stressed machinery, formwork and scaffold, mobile house, lighting equipment, Cement and mortar processing equipment for construction site, mining and processing equipment for raw material, mine selecting equipment, etc., heavy truck, medium truck, light truck and micro truck, truck, trailer, towing tractor, concrete mixing vehicle and concrete pump truck, dump truck, mining truck, wagon truck, concrete mixing truck, crane truck, multi-functional maintenance vehicle, city sanitation vehicle, cement container vehicle, specialized engineering vehicle, oil tank truck, postal vehicle, wrecker, fire fighting vehicle, and other modified vehicle
Contacts: Liu Yan
Tel: 86-991-2351003
Fax: 86-991-2303979
Email: 1397953381@qq.com
Website: www.xjihse.com

The 12th Xinjiang International Coal Industry Expo

Date: 2015-07-22—2015-07-24
City: Urumqi
 Venue: Xinjiang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Energy & Ore
Host: The Government of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region of China
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Group Xinjiang Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
2015 China Asia-Europe Expo

Date: 2015-09-01—2015-09-03
City: Xinjiang
Venue: Xinjiang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Xinjiang Sub-Council
Fax: 86-991-2879890, 2850497
Email: urumqifairoffice@163.com

Yunnan

Kunming

2015 China (Kunming) Pan-Asia Infant & Children Industry Expo

Date: 2015-03-13—2015-03-15
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: China Women and Children Consumable Associations,Yunnan Non-governmental Education Association, Yunnan Provincial Prenatal and Postnatal Maternal and Child Health Association, Yunnan Love Infant and Children Chamber of Commerce
Organizer: Kunming Wind Vane Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 5600 m²
Exhibits: preschool education institutions: preschool education centers, parent-child centers, R&D institutions for preschool education, preschool education alliance, preschool education consulting organizations; preschool education supplies: early learning machines, point-to-read machines, story machines, puzzle toys, enlightenment products, prenatal products, children books, painting supplies, intelligence-developing products and software, and multimedia interaction products
Contacts: Cao Shengkun
Tel: 86-871-67167055
Fax: 86-871-63561974
Email: kmesk@163.com
Website: www.kmybh.com

2015 the 8th Huazhan Yunnan Advertising & LED Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-22
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Media & Advertisement
Host: Sichuan Huazhan Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Sichuan Huazhan Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 9000 m²
Exhibits: advertising equipment: advertisement-making technical equipment; materials and supplies; marking systems; exhibition and show equipment; new media technical equipment: design and making technology and equipment for creation, innovation, and design industry; network media ads, interactive media ads, animate ads, direct mails, media ads, advertising positions, new media, network media, and multimedia ads; commercial technology equipment and products in shops; gifts and giveaways; handicrafts. II. LED lighting, LED chips, LED packaging and auxiliary materials, LED manufacturing equipment and testing equipment, LED displays, LED advertising light source, LED back-light, OLED, LD, EL, and laser sensors
Contacts: Mr. Tao, Ms. Li
Tel: 86-15198709750, 13981941045, 13880947393
Fax: 86-28-86131990

2015 Midwest-China (Kunming) Medical Devices Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-28
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Medical Service
Organizer: Sino-UK Joint Hibo Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 5600 m²
Exhibits: diagnostic equipment: ultrasound diagnostic equipment, x-ray image diagnostic equipment, heart EEG monitoring equipment, scanning equipment, biochemical test equipment, rehabilitation and physiotherapy equipment, functional examination equipment, pathology diagnostic equipment, endoscope examination equipment, optical instruments, examination and diagnostic equipment in neurology, orthopedics, ENT, and ophthalmology; treatment equipment: operational equipment in medicine and surgery, radiation, nuclear, cryogenic and frozen, and dialysis treatment equipment, laser equipment, physiotherapy equipment, emergency equipment, anesthetic and pain-killing equipment; nursing equipment in wards: auxiliary equipment, disinfection and sterilization equipment, refrigeration equipment, oxygen equipment, air conditioning equipment, blood bank equipment, monitoring systems and software, analytical instruments, data recording and processing equipment, hospital management systems, various medical vehicles, hygienic materials and supplies, medical enamel, glass vessels, dressings and disposable products, standardized reagents; oral and dental equipment and supplies
Contacts: Ms. Li
Tel: 86-28-85225922
Fax: 86-28-85226177
Email: cxk0107@msn.cn
Website: www.cwmee.com
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Other
Host: Yunnan Daily Press Group
Organizer: Chunchen Evening News Press, Yunnan News and Advertising Company, Xi'an Qujiang Qianqiu Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Area: 70000 m²
Exhibits: residential project, commercial real estate, tourism real estate project, comprehensive real estate project, financial institution, property management company, investment consultant, architectural design firm, model company, real estate agent, real estate planning company, and law firm
Contacts: Gou Shuai
Tel: 86-871-63533494, 65179926, 67152214, 67184090
Fax: 86-871-67184096
Email: homes2009@126.com

2015 Printing & Packaging Fair
Date: 2015-04-24—2015-04-26
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Yunnan Publishing Group Co., Ltd., Yunnan Printing Industry Association
Organizer: Yunnan Printing Material Corp.
Area: 5600 m²
Exhibits: packaging machinery, paper and consumable, digital printing, special printing and other new products and new technology
Contacts: Guo Jin
Tel: 86-871-64103197
Fax: 86-871-64147149

2015 the 77th National Automobile Parts Fair
Date: 2015-05-08—2015-05-10
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Transportation
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China National Automotive Industry parts Sales Co., Ltd., Kunming Municipal People's Government
Organizer: China National Automotive Industry parts Sales Co., Ltd., Beijing Hualian Machinery & Electronics Co., Ltd.
Area: 70000 m²
Tel: 86-10-88119486
Fax: 86-10-88127418
Email: zhongqiipeijian@vip.sohu.com
Website: www.qipeihui.com

2015 China (Kunming) International Hairdressing & Cosmetic Supplies Expo
Date: 2015-06
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Cosmetology
Host: Qingdao Meibo Media Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Qingdao Meibo Media Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: professional production line and daily chemical production line of hair products
Contacts: Zhao Juan
Tel: 86-532-85019622
Fax: 86-532-85833615
Email: 1936088350@qq.com
Website: www.chinamrw.cn

2015 the 3rd China South-Asia Expo/2015 the 23rd China (Kunming) Import & Export Commodities Fair
Date: 2015-06-06—2015-06-10
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Economics and Trade
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China
Organizer: People's Government of Yunnan Province
Area: 70000 m²
Exhibits: electromechanical pavilion, biological resources pavilion, investment promotion pavilion, ASEAN pavilion, South Asia aavilion, machine tool, vehicles, electric appliance, hardware, power station equipment, industrial automation equipment, instrument &apparatus, building &engineering machinery, food processing &packaging apparatus, bicycle, wood-working apparatus, plastic processing apparatus, textile machine, agricultural &horticultural machinery, printing machinery, advertising equipment, hotel cleaning equipment, solar energy &environmental protection equipment, etc.
Contacts: Gou Shuai
Tel: 86-871-3164305, 3139277, 62269387
Fax: 86-871-3164304, 67167954
Email: 908489778@qq.com

2015 Yunnan International Education Expo
Date: 2015-06-26—2015-06-28
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Culture & Arts
Organizer: Yunnan Chundi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 13000 m²
Exhibits: foreign education institutions: universities, colleges, preparatory schools, vocational schools, middle schools; Chinese and foreign cooperation projects; culture and education department of foreign embassies and consulates and visa offices in China; state-approved legal abroad-study and immigration intermediaries, language training institutions, professional associations, education organizations and foundations; International education certification and evaluation institutions
Contacts: Hu Qiujie
Tel: 86-871-63525023
Fax: 86-871-63137529
Email: huqiujie@yneduexpo.com

2015 the 17th Yunnan Medical Instrument, Equipment & Technology Exhibition
Date: 2015-07
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Medical Service
Host: Yunnan Provincial Bureau of Health
Organizer: Authorities Service Center of Yunnan Health Department, Kunming Guanyuan Commercial Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
2015 the 12th Southwest China Agricultural Products Expo/The 7th Southwest China Seed Industry Expo/The 5th Water-Saving Irrigation, Horticulture Materials & Agricultural Machinery Exhibition

Date: 2015-08
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
Organizer: Guangzhou Zhongwei Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of fertilizers, fertilizer raw materials, biological products, pesticides, pesticide raw materials, intermediates, plant growth regulators, plant protection equipment, seeds, testing instruments, pesticide and fertilizer production and packaging equipment and other related products
Contacts: Mr. Fu
Tel: 86-20-28269507
Fax: 86-20-28269646
Email: ymz266@126.com
Website: www.nfnzw.com

2015 the 7th Yunnan International Low Carbon Building & New Building Materials Expo

Date: 2015-08-21—2015-08-23
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Transportation
Organizer: Kunming Wind Vane Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: green materials and technology for construction, green technology for community and public architectures, renewable energy, LED lighting and city lighting, water supply and drainage, water treatment, landscape design, municipal construction facilities, urban fuel gas technology
Contacts: Cao Shengkun
Tel: 86-871-68369576
Fax: 86-0871-63561974
Email: kmcsk@163.com
Website: www.was-expo.com

2015 Kunming Housing Fair(Autumn)

Date: 2015-09
City: Kunming
Venue: Kunming International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Classification: Other

Zhejiang
Zhejiang

Contacts: Wang Jun
Tel: 86-574-63072444
Fax: 86-574-63072093
Email: 234371373@qq.com

2015 China (Cixi) Household Appliance Expo

Date: 2015-04-20—2015-04-22
City: Cixi
Venue: Cixi Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Household Electrical Appliances Association (CHEAA),
Taiwan Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’ Association, China
Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Machinery and
Electronic Products (CCCME)
Organizer: Cixi Jiannan Exhibition Management Co., Ltd.
Area: 25000 m²
Exhibits: household appliance, refrigerator, washing machine, television,
audio device, air conditioner, freezer, water extractor, heater, electric
fan, electric iron, hair drier, vacuum cleaner, VCD, DVD, electric heater,
etc., water appliance product, water dispenser, water purifier, water
softener, water purifier and other kitchen and bath appliances, soybean
milk maker, electric kettle, microwave oven, electric pressure pot,
kitchen ventilator, induction cooker, electric cooker, sterilized cupboard,
juicer, multi-functional food processor, water heater, bathroom warmer,
mixer, etc., health care appliance, massage, electric fitness product,
elect thermometer, oxygen bar, air humidifier, humidity regulator, air
purifier and other household appliances, component, circuit board, power
source, electric motor, antenna, silicon device, capacitance, resistance,
connector, relay, converter, controller, electroacoustic device,
photoelectric device, heating device, etc., industrial service chain, bank,
logistics, industrial design, insurance, legal consultation, e-commerce,
intellectual property
Contacts: Zhu Li
Tel: 86-20-82590932
Fax: 86-20-82590932
Email: leatherfair@163.com

2015 China (Haining) Tide International Expo/Haining China
Leather Expo

Date: 2015-09
City: Haining
Venue: Haining China Leather City
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zhejiang
Sub-Council
Tel: 86-571-85004228/13750861921
Fax: 86-571-88969709
Website: www.mjjexpo.com

Haining

2015 Haining China Leather Raw & Accessories Fair

Date: 2015-03-15—2015-03-17
City: Haining
Venue: Haining China Leather City
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Haining Municipal People's Government
Organizer: Haining Leather China Leather City Co., Ltd.
Co-organizer: Haining Leather Industry Association, Haining Leather
Raw Materials Chamber of Commerce
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of garment, luggage, sofa, gloves and shoe leathers
such as domestic and imported sheep and goat skin, cowhide, pig skin
and so on; all kinds of domestic and imported fur and leather combined
products, mink skin, blue fox skin, fur and leather clothing, leather
bags and suitcases’ auxiliary materials and accessories, leather chemical
products
Contacts: Mr. Ma, Ms. Fei, Mr. Pan
Tel: 86-573-87219911
Fax: 86-573-87219911
Email: leatherfair@163.com

2015 the 10th China Mahjong Machine Industry Expo

Date: 2015-03-13—2015-03-15
City: Hangzhou
Venue: Hangzhou Peace International Conference & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Mahjong Machine Industry Association
Organizer: Xianqin Media
Tel: 86-571-85004228/13750861921
Fax: 86-571-88969709
Website: www.mjjexpo.com

2015 the 8th China (Hangzhou) International Garden, Outdoor
Furniture & Leisure Supplies Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-23
City: Hangzhou
Venue: Hangzhou Peace International Conference & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: The People's Government of Hangzhou Municipality, China
Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Light Industrial
Products and Arts-Crafts (CCCLA), The Commerce Department of
Zhejiang Province
Organizer: Beijing Talent Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hangzhou Foreign Trade
& Economic Cooperation Bureau
Exhibits: outdoor furniture series, e.g. sunshade, sun shield, garden
furniture, tent, hammock, log cabin and others; garden series, e.g. fence,
garden swing, gardening supplies, garden sculpture, outdoor lighting,
fountain, irrigation equipment and others; outdoor camping series
Tel: 86-10-87789055
Fax: 86-10-67705379
Website: www.outdoorhangzhou.com.cn

2015 the 15th Zhejiang International Smart Building Technology
& Security Product Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-26—2015-03-28
City: Hangzhou
Venue: Zhejiang World Trade International Exhibition Center
Classification: Public Security
Host: Zhejiang Civil Engineering Construction Society
2015 World Mahjong Culture Expo
Date: 2015-04-01—2015-04-02  
City: Hangzhou  
Venue: Hangzhou Peace International Conference & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Other  
Host: China Mahjong Open Organizing Committee, Zhejiang Online  
Organizer: Peace International Conference & Exhibition Centre  
Area: 20000 m²  
Exhibits: Mahjong & Mahjong machine & accessories, electrical machine, computer board, wooden & plastic frames, air purifier of chess & card room, tourism operator, tea, food & wine companies etc.  
Contacts: Fang Qin  
Tel: 86-571-88808068, 8809757, 88069831, 88806467  
Fax: 86-571-88808467  
Email: xjwork@tom.com

2015 the 15th Printing & Packaging Industry Exhibition  
Date: 2015-05-08—2015-05-10  
City: Hangzhou  
Venue: Hangzhou Peace International Conference & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Printing & Package  
Host: Zhejiang Printing Association, Zhejiang Publishing and Printing Materials Group  
Organizer: Hangzhou Gebo Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 8000 m²  
Exhibits: wine, liquor, others, and auxiliary products  
Contacts: Zhu Jun  
Tel: 86-571-85004210  
Fax: 86-571-85004210  
Email: mingexpo@163.com

2015 the 16th China (Hangzhou) International Textile Fabric & Accessories Expo  
Date: 2015-06-10—2015-06-12  
City: Hangzhou  
Venue: Hangzhou Peace International Conference & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Textile & Costume  
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hangzhou Sub-Council, Garments Committee of Hangzhou Chamber of International Commerce, China Chamber of International Commerce, (CCOIC) Hangzhou Chamber Development Centre, China Chamber of International Commerce Hangzhou Chamber of Commerce, Hangzhou Gebo Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 36000 m²  
Tel: 86-571-89972777  
Fax: 86-571-89972766  
Website: www.tex-zj.com

2015 the 4th Hangzhou International Wine Expo  
Date: 2015-08-14—2015-08-17  
City: Hangzhou  
Venue: Hangzhou Peace International Conference & Exhibition Center  
Classification: Food & Beverage  
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hangzhou Sub-Council  
Organizer: Hangzhou Gebo Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Area: 8000 m²  
Exhibits: wine, liquor, others, and auxiliary products  
Tel: 86-571-89972768  
Fax: 86-571-89972766  
Email: 951562787@qq.com

2015 China (Hangzhou) International New-Energy Automobile Industry Exhibition  
Date: 2015-09-18—2015-09-20  
City: Hangzhou  
Venue: Zhejiang World Trade International Exhibition Center  
Classification: Transportation  
Host: China Centre for Promotion of SME Development, the People’s Government of Hangzhou Municipality, Hangzhou Sinobal Convention & Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., China Cebtre for Promotion of SME Development  
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hangzhou Sub-Council  
Area: 8000 m²  
Exhibits: complete electric cars, key components, infrastructure and auxiliary products, core technology of colleges, universities and research institutes, investment and financing solutions of electric cars,
associations and media of electric cars, related fields, technology and equipment of electric car-related smart power grid
Contacts: Mao Kejun, Xiao Qian
Tel: 86-571-85779755,85778533
Fax: 86-571-85779709
Email: gve@sinobal.com

2015 China West Lake International Expo
Date: 2015-10-17---2015-11-07
City: Hangzhou
Venue: Hangzhou Haiwaihai International Conference &Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hangzhou Sub-Council
Tel: 86-13884461415
Email: nbhunbo@126.com

2015 the 2nd Zhejiang (Hangzhou) Hardware & Fastener Industry Expo
Date: 2015-12-03---2015-12-05
City: Hangzhou
Venue: Hangzhou Peace International Conference & Exhibition Center
Classification: Hardware
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hangzhou Sub-Council
Tel: 86-571-82105857
Fax: 86-571-82105870
Website: www.fasteners-hz.com

2015 the 4th Ningbo International Fashion Gifts & Home Supplies Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-19---2015-03-21
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: People's Government of Ningbo Municipality, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Ningbo Sub-Council
Organizer: Ningbo High-Tech Zone Wenxun Technology Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: Gift, artware, giveaway, souvenir, toys, etc., household supplies, home textile & decoration, sports & travel supplies, outdoor leisure supplies, etc., ceramics, crystal & glass products, metal artware, wooden artware, etc., case, leather products, packaging supplies, etc., home appliance
Tel: 86-574-87254019
Fax: 86-574-87254019
Email: Giftsfair2014@163.com

2015 Ningbo Industrial Robots & Application Technology Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-19---2015-03-22
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Ningbo Jiangdong Zhongcheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Ningbo Jiangdong Zhongcheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: Robot and manipulator: robots capable of welding, cutting, gluing, coating, carrying, stacking, assembling, spraying paint, casting, pressure casting, injection molding, stamping, vacuuming and cleaning, Cartesian coordinate robot, detecting robot and manipulator, components and software, analog system and software, image processor, lighting device, light source, miniature camera, camera shot, image processing software, machine vision system, electrical control system, metrical instruments, controlling computer, pump, compressor, controller, manipulator, stepping motor, servo motor, speed changer, hydraulic components and parts, pneumatic components and parts, sensor, pedestrian, kinematic pair, actuator, connector, cable and other accessories, robot design and identification technology, robot’s failure diagnosis and safety maintenance technology, CAD, CAM, CAE and other development platforms and software, accessory equipment, devices and parts, industrial robot application technology, information and news
Contacts: Mr. Wu
Tel: 86-574-87819261
Fax: 86-574-87819264
Email: wufei62@163.com

2015 the 12th China International Stationery & Gift Expo
Date: 2015-03-19---2015-03-21
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, the People's Government of Ningbo Municipality
Organizer: The People's Government of Ninghai County, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Ningbo Sub-Council
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: Stationary & office supplies and office furniture
Tel: 86-574-87254009
Fax: 86-574-87254017
Email: Stationeryfair@163.com
Website: expo.21wenju.com

2015 the 23rd Ningbo International Auto Expo
Date: 2015-03-27---2015-03-29
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Ningbo Jiangdong Qiancheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Ningbo Jiangdong Qiancheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 47570 m²
Exhibits: whole car, car beauty and car care products, car financing and insurance service, automobile driving training schools, automotive professional books, journals, media, and products of other related industries
Tel: 86-574-87744928
2015 the 16th China International Machinery Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-09—2015-04-12
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: The People's Government of Ningbo Municipality, China Machinery Engineering Corporation
Organizer: Economic and Information Technology Committee of Ningbo Municipality
Area: 25400 m²
Exhibits: metal processing machine tool, accessories & control system, metal shaping machine tool, wire cutting machine tool & processing centre, electrical discharge machine, carving, closing, repairing, oil pressing & laser welding machine, industrial automation, numerical control system, numerical display device, logistic equipment, powder metallurgy & cemented alloy, special metals & functional materials, high-end metal structure & material
Contacts: Zheng Gang
Tel: 86-574-27716600
Fax: 86-574-87849306
Email: younage@younage.com
Website: www.chinamaching.cn

2015 Ningbo International Surface Treatment, Coating & Electroplate Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-01—2015-05-04
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Economic and Information Technology Committee of Ningbo Municipality, Ningbo Foundry Industry Association
Organizer: Ningbo Jiangdong Zhongcheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: metal processing machine tool, accessories & control system, metal shaping machine tool, wire cutting machine tool & processing centre, electrical discharge machine, carving, closing, repairing, oil pressing & laser welding machine, industrial automation, numerical control system, numerical display device, logistic equipment, powder metallurgy & cemented alloy, special metals & functional materials, high-end metal structure & material
Contacts: Xu Yugen
Tel: 86-574-87819264
Fax: 86-574-87819262
Email: xuyugen2005@163.com

2015 the 6th Ningbo Foundry, Forging & Die-Casting Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-07—2015-05-09
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: Economic and Information Technology Committee of Ningbo Municipality, Ningbo Foundry Industry Association
Organizer: Ningbo Jiangdong Zhongcheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: die-casting machine and auxiliary equipment, casting equipment, forging equipment, raw and auxiliary materials, heat treatment technology and equipment, surface treatment technology and equipment, castings, forgings and die casting, dust separation system, water treatment equipment and technology, nitrogen generation technology, gas separation and recycling technology, energy conservation and environment protection equipment, industrial air conditioner, ventilating device, negative-pressure ventilator, draught fan, industrial cleaning technology and equipment
Contacts: Wu Fei
Tel: 86-574-87819262
Fax: 86-574-87819264
Email: wufei62@163.com

2015 Ningbo Tea Culture Expo & Redware Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-11—2015-05-13
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Food & Beverage
Host: Tea-industrial Development Research Center, The Institution of Industrial Economics, Chinese Academy of Social Science (TDRCIECASS)
Organizer: Qingdao Guozhan Commerce Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: tea, tea set, tea food and beverage, tea packaging machinery, tea culture, purple clay tea set, purple sand sculpture for display, purple sand vase, pot and stationary, classical rosewood furniture, antique reproduction furniture, root carving, wood carving, bamboo carving, antique reproduction ornament
Tel: 86-532-82995713
Fax: 86-532-88894849/82995720
Email: hezuos26@163.com
Website: www.qdteafair.com

2015 China (Ningbo) International Sourcing Fair on Lamps, Lanterns and Accessories & LED Illumination Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-14—2015-05-16
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware

Website: www.exponb.com
2015 China (Ningbo) International Smart Meter Intelligent Low-Voltage Electrical Appliances Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-14—2015-05-16
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Ningbo Electronic Industry Association
Organizer: Ningbo Gaosheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 16000 m²
Exhibits: electric energy meter; electronic, multi-function, IC card, prepaid, carrier, standard and inductive electric energy meters; electric energy meter verification equipment, ancillary products, components, power supply device, electronic transformer, mutual inductor, relay, filter, metrological chip, interface chip, voltage-stabilizing chip, battery, resistance, capacitor, register, diverter, transformer, cable connector, connecting box and cabinet, insulator, storage chip, optical coupler, sensor, breaker, contactor, diode, super capacitor, LCD, MCU, crystal oscillator, buzzer, conformal coating, WC connector, ammeter case, machine case and cabinet, electric leakage protector, RCCB, other auxiliary products, meter reading system, AMR, AMI system solution, prepayment management system and module, metrological and CRM software, smart communication equipment, data management technology, load terminal and load management system, optical direct reading module, smart controller, distance communication collection management system
Contacts: Mr. Li
Tel: 86-21-61246316
Fax: 86-21-61246320
Email: yishengexpo@126.com
Website: www.yishengexpo.com

2015 China (Ningbo) International Smart Meter Intelligent Low-Voltage Electrical Appliances Exhibition

Date: 2015-05-08---2015-05-11
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: The People’s Government of Zhejiang Province, Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China
Organizer: The Commerce Department of Zhejiang Province, the People’s Government of Ningbo Municipality
Area: 12000 m²
Exhibits: consumer electronics and home textiles and apparel: consumer electronics, electric and electrical products, decorative light, appliances, home textiles; gifts and outdoor articles: gifts and presents, decorative artworks, festival articles, stationery, outdoor leisure articles and furniture; kitchenware, tableware and cleaning articles: kitchenware, tableware, integrated kitchen, daily-use ceramics, cleaning articles and bathroom equipment; overseas service, daily-use consumables, overseas e-commerce, plastic products, cases and bags, shoes and caps, labor articles, umbrellas, bamboo products, other daily-use articles
Contacts: Yang Yanhong
Tel: 86-574-87780787
Fax: 86-574-87327443
Email: trade@ciefg.com
Website: www.ciefg.com/big5/index.php

2015 the 13th China International Consumer Goods Fair

Date: 2015-05-08---2015-05-11
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Economics and Trade
Host: The People’s Government of Zhejiang Province
Organizer: The Commerce Department of Zhejiang Province, the Commerce Department of the People’s Government of Ningbo Municipality
Area: 120000 m²
Exhibits: consumer electronics, electric and electrical products, decorative light, appliances, home textiles; gifts and outdoor articles: gifts and presents, decorative artworks, festival articles, stationery, outdoor leisure articles and furniture; kitchenware, tableware and cleaning articles: kitchenware, tableware, integrated kitchen, daily-use ceramics, cleaning articles and bathroom equipment; overseas service, daily-use consumables, overseas e-commerce, plastic products, cases and bags, shoes and caps, labor articles, umbrellas, bamboo products, other daily-use articles
Contacts: Yang Yanhong
Tel: 86-574-87178078
Fax: 86-574-87327443
Email: trade@ciefg.com
Website: www.ciefg.com/big5/index.php

2015 the 17th China (Zhejiang) Investment Trade Fair

Date: 2015-06-08---2015-06-11
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: The People’s Government of Zhejiang Province
Organizer: Ningbo Municipal People’s Government, The Commerce Department of Zhejiang Province
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: cooperation; tourism; negotiation; investment; health; leisure; medical treatment; medical treatment and health; intelligence
Contacts: Yao Shiqing, Ma Xiaobai, Yuan Benhong
Tel: 86-574-87178102
Fax: 86-574-87316191
Email: yxx@ningbochina.com
Website: www.zjits.com/index.php/home/index_cn.html

2015 the Manufacturer Foreign-Oriented Factory Exhibition

Date: 2015-06-08---2015-06-11
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Economics and Trade
Host: Ningbo Jiangdong Dongbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Ningbo Jiangdong Dongbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of textile fabrics, all kinds of garment accessories, home textiles, all kinds of yarns, all kinds of auxiliary equipment, all kinds of media publications on textiles and apparel
Contacts: Ms. Han
Tel: 86-574-87784337
Fax: 86-574-87773480
Email: nbdongbo@163.com
Website: www.nb-tex.com

2015 the 13th Ningbo International Textile Fabrics, Accessories & Yarns Exposition

Date: 2015-05-28---2015-05-30
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: Ningbo Garment Association
Organizer: Ningbo Jiangdong Dongbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of textile fabrics, all kinds of garment accessories, home textiles, all kinds of yarns, all kinds of auxiliary equipment, all kinds of media publications on textiles and apparel
Contacts: Ms. Han
Tel: 86-574-87784337
Fax: 86-574-87773480
Email: nbdongbo@163.com
Website: www.nb-tex.com

The 14th China International Consumer Goods Fair
daily household supplies, craft gift, cultural, sports and leisure supplies, apparel, luggage and bag
Tel: 86-574-87744772
Fax: 86-574-87744908
Email: qczlnb@126.com
Website: www.qczlnb.com/zzz/lianxi.asp

2015 China (Ningbo) International Water Meter Expo
Date: 2015-09
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Organizer: Ningbo Jiangdong Dongbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: normal water meter, intelligent water meter, water meter management system, remote data acquisition system for water meter, water meter intelligent controller, pre-payment management system, remote data acquisition management system of water meter, comprehensive management system of water supply company, remote intelligent meter reading system, calibration device and calibration table for water meter, calibration table for series water meter, series & pressure-proof water meter, photovoltaic water meter and heavy-caliber water meter, experimental equipment for detecting pressure for water meter and other related products, water meter spare parts, battery, capacitance, reed switch, electric component, value, intelligent water reservation valve, water faucet, plumbing equipment, and brass pipe joint, etc.
Contacts: Tian Tian
Tel: 86-574-56882228
Fax: 86-574-56882289
Email: 345278428@qq.com

2015 China Ningbo International Abrasive, Grinding Technology & Industry Expo
Date: 2015-10-16—2015-10-18
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society, Ningbo Municipal Economic and Information Technology Committee
Organizer: Ningbo International Trade Service Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: abrasive tools: superhard material products and coated abrasive tools; abrasive materials: corundum, silicon carbide, superhard material, natural industrial diamond, artificial diamond and its micro powder, CBN and its micro powder, PCD, PCBN and CVD diamond film and thick film; grinding equipment and accessories: industrial cutters, tools, hand tools, electric tools, pneumatic tools, automotive tools; raw and auxiliary materials; production equipment; abrasive materials and apparatus, detection equipment, instruments of various kinds, research and testing institutions, media societies and industrial bases
Contacts: Ye Shuanghuang
Tel: 86-21-62216009-8028
Fax: 86-21-61294581

2015 China (Ningbo) International Electric Wire Exhibition
Date: 2015-11-27—2015-11-29
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Hardware
Host: Ningbo Chamber of Wire and Cable, Jihua Exhibition Service (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Ningbo Building Electricity Academic Knowledge Committee, Ningbo Electrical Power Trade Association, Ningbo Electrical Equipment Industry Association
Area: 8000 m²
Contacts: Chen Jie
Tel: 86-21-52270816/52270817
Email: jihua@jihuaexpo.com
Website: www.nbwire.com

2015 Small and Medium-Sized Factory Exhibition
Date: 2015-12-04—2015-12-06
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Ningbo Jiangdong Qiancheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Ningbo Hecheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 6000 m²
Exhibits: daily-use articles, handiworks, presents, car supplies, cosmetics and washing detergents, textiles, knitted products, tatted products, woven products, garments, ornaments, accessories, shoes, hats, suitcases, bags, leather products, hardware tools, electric products, car accessories, industrial materials, office, cultural and teaching supplies, sports and entertainment, outdoor relaxation, toys, packages, foreign trade service, international logistics and auxiliary service of foreign trade
Tel: 86-574-87754727
Fax: 86-574-87744908
Email: qczlnb@126.com
Website: www.qczlnb.com/zzz/index.asp

Shaoxing

2015 the 9th Shaoxing International Household Expo
Date: 2015-04-12—2015-04-14
City: Shaoxing
Venue: China Textile City International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Toys & Gifts
Host: Shaoxing County Newspaper Office
Organizer: Keqiao Website
Area: 15000 m²
Contacts: Mr. Mo
Tel: 86-575-88091899/85581667
Fax: 86-575-88091898
Email: 1004103055@qq.com

2015 China (Keqiao) International Textile Fabric Expo(Spring)
Date: 2015-05
City: Shaoxing
Venue: China Textile City International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Textile & Costume
Host: ThePeople's Government of Keqiao District of Shaoxing City, Zhejiang
Organizer: Shanghai Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., China Textile City Convention &Exhibition Company Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: daily-use articles, handiworks, presents, car supplies, textiles, knitted products, tatted products, woven products, garments, ornaments, accessories, shoes, hats, suitcases, bags, leather products, hardware tools, electric products, car accessories, industrial materials, office, cultural and teaching supplies, sports and entertainment, outdoor relaxation, toys, packages, foreign trade service, international logistics and auxiliary service of foreign trade
Tel: 86-574-80091899/85581667
Fax: 86-574-87754727
Email: qczlnb@126.com
Website: www.qczlnb.com/zzz/index.asp

2015 China (Ningbo) International Electric Wire Exhibition
Date: 2015-11-27—2015-11-29
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Hardware
Host: Ningbo Chamber of Wire and Cable, Jihua Exhibition Service (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Ningbo Building Electricity Academic Knowledge Committee, Ningbo Electrical Power Trade Association, Ningbo Electrical Equipment Industry Association
Area: 8000 m²
Contacts: Chen Jie
Tel: 86-21-52270816/52270817
Email: jihua@jihuaexpo.com
Website: www.nbwire.com

Website: www.kqexpo.com
Fax: 86-21-54451968
Tel: 86-21-54451965/54451166-1965
Email: qczlnb@126.com
Website: www.qczlnb.com/zzz/index.asp
2015 China Keqiao International Textile Expo
Date: 2015-10-24—2015-10-27
City: Shaoxing
Venue: China Textile City International Convention & Exhibition Center
Classification: Other
Host: The People’s Government of Zhejiang Province, China General Chamber of Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Textile and Apparel Sub-Council
Exhibits: textile fabric (auxiliary material), clothing, home textile, textile machinery
Tel: 86-575-85520065
Fax: 86-575-84112271
Website: www.ctcte.com

Taizhou

2015 China (Taizhou Huangyan) Plumbing Sanitary Ware & Valve Expo
Date: 2015-02-25—2015-02-27
City: Taizhou
Venue: Taizhou City International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: Taizhou Economy and Information Commission
Organizer: Taizhou International Conferences & Exhibition Centre
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: water heating products and valve products
Tel: 86-576-82531888

2015 the 12th China (Taizhou) Electric Vehicle & Components Exhibition
Date: 2015-03-20—2015-03-22
City: Taizhou
Venue: Taizhou City International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Taizhou Economy and Information Commission
Organizer: Taizhou International Conferences & Exhibition Centre
Exhibits: automotive chassis, charging, charger, agency, battery, electric vehicle, electric motor, electric bicycle, testing equipment, distributor, controller, chain, wheeled vehicle, tyre, motor, motor cycle, automobile, tricycle, plastic parts, lockset, special electricity, finished automobile, bicycle, luxury models of finished automobile, electric motorcycle, cool car, lithium automobile, micro automobile, plastic part, battery, electric motor, controller, turn lever switch, charger, tire, automotive chassis, lockset
Tel: 86-576-84032135

2015 the 11th China (Taizhou Machine) Tool & Mould Exhibition
Date: 2015-04-10—2015-04-12
City: Taizhou
Venue: Taizhou City International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Taizhou Sub-Council
Organizer: Wenzhou Yabo Exhibition Co., Ltd., Taizhou Huapu Industrial and Commercial Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: surface treatment, storage, measurement, gauge, measuring instrument, tester, testing instrument, super-hard material, lathe, gear, gear processing, punching machine, punching, band saw, cutter, electrode, electro-machining, carving, carving machine, forging, forging machine, forging machinery, electric discharge, steel product, tapping machine, pipe fitting, consumables, closing device, machine tool accessories, machinery, measuring equipment, saw machine, controller, laser, refrigerator, parts, mold machine, material of mould, grinder, tool sharpener, grinding apparatus, grinding material, polishing, polisher, sand blasting, sand-blasting machine, cutting machine, heat treatment, hot runner, plastics, temperature control, miller, wire cutting machine, die-casting machine, die-casting mould, grinding machine, hard alloy, bearing, chamber machine, drilling machine, coordinate measuring instrument
Contacts: Pan Jiejing
Tel: 86-576-82466363
Fax: 86-576-82508608
Email: wzyabo@163.com
Website: www.tjczc.com

2015 Taizhou Toy Festival/Children Supplies & Education Expo
Date: 2015-05-30—2015-06-02
City: Taizhou
Venue: Taizhou City International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Organizer: Taizhou Hengda Exhibition Services Ltd.
Area: 8000 m²
Exhibits: children food, toys and models area, clothing and shoes and hats area, daily-used articles area, school supplies area, education and training consulting area, children contesting area, playing area, viewing, eating and drinking and performing areas
Tel: 86-576-82531888

2015 the 14th China (Taizhou) Auto Accessories Fair
Date: 2015-07-26—2015-07-28
City: Taizhou
Venue: Taizhou City International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Taizhou People’s Government
Organizer: Taizhou DW Expo Co., Ltd.
Co-organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Taizhou Sub-Council
Area: 30000 m²
Exhibits: automotive decoration, automotive high-quality goods, automotive care products, automotive modification products
Tel: 86-576-82566808

2015 the 15th China (Taizhou )Auto Accessories Fair
Date: 2015-11-30—2015-12-02
City: Taizhou
Venue: Taizhou City International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Taizhou People’s Government
Organizer: Taizhou DW Expo Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: automotive decoration, automotive high-quality goods, automotive care products, automotive modification products.
Tel: 86-20-28936762
Fax: 86-20-37813785
Email: 1670580594@qq.com
Wenzhou

2015 the 22nd China (Wenzhou) International Machine Tool, Mould & Rubber Industry Exhibition

Date: 2015-03-10---2015-03-20
City: Wenzhou
Venue: Wenzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: Wenzhou People’s Government, China National Machine Tool Corporation
Organizer: Wenzhou Mould Association, Wenzhou Denoor Exhibition Co., Ltd., Wenzhou Boya Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: metal cutting machine tool, metal forming machine toll, non-traditional processing machine tool & specialized equipment, manufacturing unit, automation equipment, clamping apparatus & detecting instrument, electromechanical products & general machinery, mould, injection molding machine, bottle blowing machine, extruding machine, bag-making machine, die-casting machine, rubber machine, manipulator, hot runner system, plastic auxiliary equipment, chemical engineering, plastic & products, casting & raw material, automation equipment, control technology, welding & cutting, laser technology & equipment, logistics, storage equipment, packaging technology & etc.
Contacts: Mr. Shi
Tel: 86-577-88902222
Fax: 86-577-88901788
Email: donnor2@donnor.com

2015 China (Wenzhou) International Industry Expo

Date: 2015-03-13---2015-03-15
City: Wenzhou
Venue: Wenzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Organizer: Wenzhou Denoor Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: industrial automation and control technologies, hardware, industrial measuring, cutting and testing equipment, fasteners, springs and equipment, welding and cutting laser technologies and equipment
Tel: 86-577-88905008
Fax: 86-577-88901788
Email: machine@donnor.com

2015 the 19th Wenzhou Homeware Expo

Date: 2015-03-13---2015-03-15
City: Wenzhou
Venue: Wenzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Building & Decoration Material
Host: Wenzhou People’s Government
Organizer: Lianji Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 35000 m²
Exhibits: home decoration design, bathroom ceramics, wood floor, paint & wall materials, upholstered furniture, home appliances
Tel: 86-577-88706665
Fax: 86-577-88706665

The 13th Charming City Wenzhou International Auto Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-09---2015-04-12
City: Wenzhou
Venue: Wenzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Transportation
Host: Wenzhou Auto Circulation Industry Association
Organizer: Wenzhou Denoor Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: all kinds of cars, commercial vehicles, off-road vehicles, refitted vehicles and so on; all kinds of automobile manufacturing, technological and testing and maintenance equipment; all kinds of automobile maintenance products, decorations, beauty products; all kinds of auto parts
Contacts: Mr. Su
Tel: 86-577-88902222/88958627/88958616
Fax: 86-577-88901788
Website: auto.donnor.com/introduce.htm

2015 the 6th China (Wenzhou) Outdoor Travel Supplies Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-18---2015-04-20
City: Wenzhou
Venue: Wenzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Tourism Administration of Wenzhou Municipality, Wenzhou Daily Media Group, Wenzhou Bureau of Commerce
Organizer: Wenzhou Metropolis Daily, Wenzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: outdoor travel equipment: outdoor clothing: outdoor jackets and trousers, fleece jackets and trousers, quick-drying clothing, outdoor shirts and T-shirts, camouflage clothing, thermal underwear, down jackets, cotton-padded jackets, skiing suits, leisure clothing, cycling jerseys, vests; outdoor shoes: climbing and Hiking shoes, mountain boots, rock-climbing shoes, wading shoes, beach shoes, sandals, outdoor casual shoes, snow jogging shoes, rubber shoes
Contacts: Zhou Dawei
Tel: 86-577-88138508
Fax: 86-577-56998001,88139191
Website: www.wz-outdoor.com/index.asp

2015 the 13th China (Wenzhou) International Optics Fair

Date: 2015-05-10---2015-05-12
City: Wenzhou
Venue: Wenzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Wenzhou People’s Government, Zhejiang Optometric & Optical Association
Organizer: Wenzhou Spectacles Chamber, Wenzhou Denoor Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 15000 m²
Exhibits: packaging, electroplating, electroplating equipment, maintenance, lens, retail, sunglasses, spectacle frame, contact lenses, raw and auxiliary materials, manufacture equipment, special tools
Contacts: Mr. Su
Tel: 86-577-88958623
Fax: 86-577-88958623
Email: fair@donnor.com
Website: www.donnor.com/wof/zh

2015 China International Synthetic Leather Fair

Date: 2015-08-27---2015-08-29
City: Wenzhou
Venue: Wenzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Shoes & Leather
Host: China Plastics Processing Industry Association
Organizer: Wenzhou Synthetic Leather Chamber of Commerce, Specialized Committee of Artificial and Synthetic Leather, China Plastics Processing Industry Association, Wenzhou Denoor Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Area: 40000  m²
Exhibits: artificial leather, synthetic leather, microfiber leather product, raw & auxiliary material, mechanical equipment
Contacts: Mr. Shi
Tel: 86-577-88902222, 88905881
Website: www.chinaleatherfair.cn/fair_basic.htm

2015 China (Wenzhou) Printing Technology Exhibition

Date: 2015-10
City: Wenzhou
Venue: Wenzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Printing & Package
Host: Wenzhou Printing Industry Association
Area: 25000  m²
Contacts: Ms. Zeng
Tel: 86-577-68600222, 68600223
Fax: 86-577-68600221
Website: www.wzprintfair.com

Yiwu

2015 China (Yiwu) World E-Commerce Conference/The 4th China Yiwu E-Commerce & Net Products Expo

Date: 2015-04-11---2015-04-13
City: Yiwu
Venue: Meihu Exhibition Center
Classification: Communication Technology, Computer & Software
Organizer: China Chuangda International Group Co., Ltd., the People’s Government of Ningbo Municipal, the Commerce Department of Zhejiang Province
Area: 30000  m²
Exhibits: network commodity trading, e-commerce enterprise, national e-commerce demonstration city, and overseas e-commerce enterprise, e-commerce service enterprise
Tel: 86-579-89926286
Fax: 86-579-85297855

2015 the 10th Yiwu Consumer Goods Export Fair

Date: 2015-04-20---2015-04-22
City: Yiwu
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China Foreign Trade Development Bureau, the People’s Government of Yiwu Municipal
Organizer: Zhejiang China Commodities City Group Co., Ltd.
Co-organizer: Hangzhou Chuangjie Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. (Yiwu Branch Office)
Area: 20000  m²
Exhibits: home textile, artistic home decoration, home daily necessities, imported commodities
Contacts: Peng Rong
Tel: 86-579-85408036,15825762024
Fax: 86-579-85096977
Email: 1169053720@qq.com/ybhjdz@163.com

Yiwu

2015 the 12th China National Hardware & Electric Appliance Trade Fair

Date: 2015-04-20---2015-04-22
City: Yiwu
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Centre
Classification: Hardware
Host: China National Hardware Electric and Chemical Products Commercial Association, the People’s Government of Yiwu Municipality
Organizer: Yiwu Hardware & Electrical Appliances Association, Zhejiang China Commodities City Group Co., Ltd.
Area: 33000  m²
Exhibits: metal hardware tool, construction metal hardware, daily metal hardware, electrical appliance and machinery
Contacts: Tang Yi
Tel: 86-579-85178915
Fax: 86-579-85178108
Email: 279887441@qq.com
Website: www.ywexpo.cn

2015 the 4th Yiwu Imported Commodities Fair

Date: 2015-04-20---2015-04-22
City: Yiwu
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Centre
Classification: Economics and Trade
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China Foreign Trade Development Bureau, the People’s Government of Yiwu Municipal
Organizer: Zhejiang China Commodities City Group Co., Ltd.
Area: 10000  m²
Exhibits: home supplies, home accessories, clothing &textile, cases, shoes &hats, car accessories, hairdressing
Tel: 86-579-85415491/012/475
Fax: 86-579-85415077
Website: imported.yiwufair.com

2015 Yiwu Cosmetics, Daily Chemical Product Materials, Equipment & Packaging Exhibition

Date: 2015-04-20---2015-04-22
City: Yiwu
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Centre
Classification: Sport & Leisure
Host: Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China Foreign Trade Development Bureau, the People’s Government of Yiwu Municipal
Organizer: Zhejiang China Commodities City Group Co., Ltd.
Co-organizer: Hangzhou Chuangjie Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. (Yiwu Branch Office)
Area: 8000  m²
Exhibits: cosmetics, daily use cosmetics, chemical ingredient, packaging material & technology, package production equipment, laboratory and researching, developing & testing agency for product, professional media, management software
Contacts: Cao Jun
Tel: 86-579-85408036,15825762024
Fax: 86-579-85096977
Email: 1169053720@qq.com/ybhjdz@163.com
2015 the 10th China (Yiwu) Cultural Products Trade Fair
Date: 2015-04-27---2015-04-30
City: Yiwu
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Centre
Classification: Other
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Ministry of Culture of the People’s Republic of China, the People’s Government of Zhejiang Province
Organizer: Zhejiang China Commodities City Group Co., Ltd., China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation, China Cultural Media Group Limited
Area: 50000 m²
Exhibits: students supplies, education supplies, sports supplies, stationery gifts, paper products, art supplies, puzzle toys, office supplies, outdoor leisure supplies, embroidery and weave, bamboo weaves and wood carvings, jades and lacquers, ceramics, clay stones, shadow masks, ware of gold, silver and bronze, decoupages and pictures, four treasures, handicrafts; international cultural exchange: Painting and Boutique Exhibition by Zhejiang Provincial Art Trade Association, and 2008 Spring Zhejiang Contemporary Artists’ Painting and Boutique Auction; Paintings in Ningbo and Lishui, Painting and Calligraphy Museum, paintings of different schools, antiques, ornamental stones, rare stones, jewels and jades, crystal, jade carvings, stone crafts, artificial rockery, and sculptures
Contacts: Mr. Wang
Tel: 86-579-85415444
Fax: 86-579-85415386
Website: www.ssofair.com

2015 China (Yiwu) International Equipment Manufacturing Industry Expo
Date: 2015-11-19---2015-11-22
City: Yiwu
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Centre
Classification: Machine Tool & Equipment
Host: The People’s Government of Zhejiang Province
Organizer: Adsale Exhibition Services Ltd., China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Machinery and Electronic Products (CCCME), City people's Governments and the People's Government of Yiwu Municipality, Science Technology Department of Zhejiang and other Relevant Provincial Departments, The Commerce Department of Zhejiang Province, Economic and Information Commission of Zhejiang Province, the People’s Government of Yiwu Municipality, China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Machinery and Electronic Products(CCCME)
Area: 10000 m²
Exhibits: 3D printing, machine tools, overseas exhibition groups and multi-national purchasing, general mechanical equipment, basic mechanical parts and moulds, high and new technology of Zhejiang Province, electric power, new energy and industrial automation, engineering machinery, mining machinery and agricultural and forestry machinery, textile and apparel machinery; woodwork and furniture making machinery, packaging, printing and plastic industries
Tel: 86-579-85011762
Fax: 86-579-85651763
Website: http://www.me-expo.com.cn

2015 the 3rd Juhui Infant, Children & Maternity Supplies Expo
Date: 2015-06-05---2015-06-07
City: Yiwu
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Centre
Classification: Women, Children & Infant Products
Host: China Commerce Association for General Merchandise
Organizer: Jinhua Juhui Exhibition Services Co., Ltd., Jinhua Juhui Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Area: 20000 m²
Exhibits: preschool education institutions, lecturers training system of courses education theory in preschool education institutions, and extended teaching aids; toys for babies and children, electronic toys, dynamic toys, smart toys, wooden stuffed toys, paper toys, models, and outdoor and inflatable toys; teaching aids for babies and children, preschool equipment and supplies; mothers and babies products, feeding and nursing supplies for infants, maternity-baby-children food and health products, nursery appliances, security products, travel supplies, and gifts for babies and children; vehicles (baby strollers, baby walkers, cradles, and bicycles), furniture, bed clothes, and accessories for babies; maternity-baby-children clothes, shoes, textile products, hats and accessories
Tel: 86-579-85391666
Email: faw9934@singnet.com.sg
Website: www.qpbcf.com

Yongkang
2015 the 6th China (Yongkang) International Door Industry Expo
Date: 2015-05-26---2015-05-28
City: Yongkang
Venue: Yongkang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Furniture & Houseware
Host: China Construction Metal Structure Association, the People's Government of Yongkang Municipality, China General Chamber of Commerce, China Real Estate Association
Organizer: Yongkang Doors Industrial Association, China Construction Metal Structure Association CCMSA Liaison Department, China Construction Metal Structure Association CCMSA, China Hardware City Group, Zhejiang
Area: 42620 m²
Exhibits: doors: anti-theft door, roller shutter door, household door, commercial door, industrial door, wooden door, gate of walls: electrically operated gate, european rolling door, rapid rolling door, hangar gate, automatic industrial door, autorotation door, handrail gate, garage door, auto-induction door, retractable door, door accessories: accessory entrance guard system, automatic sensor, door mirror, door machines: door shutter, floor spring, hinge, door holder, trundle, plug-pin, lock, door
&window accessory hardware, door auxiliary materials: wooden & plastic Veneer, high molecular materials, sealing glue, structural adhesive, glass cement, anchoring glue, tape, foam filler & sealing products, windows: solid window door & window, aluminum alloy doors & windows, plastic & steel doors & windows, color sheet door & window, stainless steel door & window, glass fiber reinforced plastic door & window, invisible screen window & metal door & window, transom window, new-type energy-saving doors & windows, electric window opener & accessories, manufacturing & processing equipment of doors & windows
Tel: 86-579-87282888
Fax: 86-579-87282875
Email: door@chidf.com
Website: www.chidf.com

2015 China Hardware Expo
Date: 2015-09-20—2015-09-30
City: Yongkang
Venue: Yongkang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Classification: Hardware
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zhejiang Sub-Council, China General Chamber of Commerce, China National Light Industry Council
Area: 77300 m²
Exhibits: electric tools; tools of hardware; daily-use hardware; hardware appliances; vehicles; fitness of leisure; mechanical and electrical products; mechanical equipment; other hardware
Contacts: He Rongrong
Tel: 86-571-87797289
Fax: 86-571-85811953
Website: www.chhwf.com

Yuyao

2015 the 17th China Plastic Expo
Date: 2015-09-21—2015-09-24
City: Yuyao
Venue: Yuyao Plastic City
Classification: Other
Host: China Petroleum and Chemical Industry Federation, the China Petroleum and Chemical Corporation, China National Petroleum Corporation
Area: 42000 m²
Exhibits: machinery, mould, raw materials, finished products
Tel: 86-576-82531111